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EDITOR’S' COLUF.N 
EDITOR'S CQLUm 

EDITOR'S COLU-.W 

by Paul Mb)son and Jon Partake 

I gut?ss It Is customary at the start of 
such a venture to declare some kind of a 
creed and format which, after being- 
announced* is then put into practice and 
carried out. Curs is a very simple one. 
We are two people who love folk music 
very much and want to do all we can to 
help the good in It grow and tht- bad in 
it perish. After reading, this issue,, it 
should be very apparent to anyone yjIu? we 
think is good and who we chink is bad and 
why* If ycu disagree, fine* Lore power 
to you. By ail means, write In and we’ll 
print your letter* ■ ►e also want to print 
a complete coverage on all folk records 
released that would be of interest to the 
American folk-record buyer. Next month, 
for instance, we will run reviews on some 
American folic records made in England and 
featuring Alan Lomax, Peggy Sceger, Guy 
Car avian. Jack Elliott, Shirley Collins* 
Sandy Paten, snd John Cole* Those are 
excellent records and generally unknown 
to must people in the States, but very 
easily available. For those that want 
advance information, they might -rite t: 
Ke o Linda a y, Agj to and C omp any, Ltd** 
77 Charing Cross Road, London Vj*C1* 2, 
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England, and ask for some free catalogs 
end a free record list prepared especially 
for readers of THE LITTLE SANDY REVIEW, 
I suggest you send airmail as regular 
postage takes about 30 days* 

Subscriptions are available to THE LITTLE 
SANDY REVIEW, S3,CO for \2 issues □r one 
year (and, by all means, do subscribe), 
Send check or money order (no stamps, 
please) to Paul Nelson, THE LITTLE SANDY 
REVIEW, 3220 Park Aye, So., Minneapolis-,,' 
i-'lnnestta, Cemments are vselcorned at all 
times and all gues-tiens will he answered 
if at all possible. Your subscription 
will be appreciated. 

From time to time, we will also run 
discographies on various folk artiits and 
album reviews of certain older LP'i that 
we consider folk classics. There will 
also be articles* Next month's will be 
concert reviews of artists who have .ap¬ 
peared in tha Midwest this yean Pete 
Seeger, Guy Caravan, Cynthia Gooding, Rolf 
Cahn, the Weavers, Marais and JViixanda, and 
Dob Gibson, Also, we will try to clean up 
on all the records we missed this month 
due- to lack Df space, plus all the new 
releases. See you next month, 

THE LITTLE SANDY REVIEW is published each " 
month in Minneapolis; Minnesota* and 
edited by Jon Panfcake and Paul Nelson. 
Our special thanks to Dave Glover, our 
regular contributor* and DorLs Nelson* 
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QUALITY CONTROL MARK 

Hi 1 lei, that you may be interested in ... 
Cathie Taylor, the semi-folk singer who 
made such a big stir on the Ernie Ford TV 
show, can be heard on a Capitol LP 1359, 
A LITTLE BIT OF SWEETNESS ... We hear 
Fred He Herman gave his issue of LSR back 
to Izzy Young. If it were anybody but 
Fred Hellerman, we might care ... Paul 
Nelson most definately did NOT write the 
poem that appeared in the latest Gardy oc 
above his name. Our apologies to Billy 

Faier ... Frankie Laine *?5+r+h*aaustere 
folk album for Columbia that the austere 

dignity cf this publication does” . 
to review. The “ver shot ie 

wild, a la Woody °uthri?„:** 2 with a 
that Bing Crosby 15 “j0™2-. *NC MORE 

folk LF " All'we need now 
CANE ON TIE BRAZOS^ ,,elk dolng 

is Dave Brubeck an songs and the 
an album of Southern «• with 
Fepsi-Cola Sociables t t chaln. 

Belafonte and B^”neJPolitans were re¬ 
gang album ‘ u ^ne amazing cently thrilled to he^the ^ 

Wedgely Todd ano ’ in i5 one of 
with hi' easy-going #>■ *__ ond should 9° 

best pickers Readers are here 

a long, ,on9 "* bie«s. cuss, 9ur5ti2n5. 
asked to curse, oie-.» la the mal-s* 
or argue with the editor, controversy. 
We are open-minded^and eut there 

So WRITE — *e know Y ^ breathing 

because we c^?,^ be back in Coto 
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Also, persons receiving complimentary 
copies of this magazine are hereby asked 
to subscribe or suffer the horrors of 
not seeing any further LITTLE SANDYS. 
Response has generally been very fine 
and we can now afford to set up a 
limited press run for subscribers only. 
Subscriptions are $3.00 a year for 12 
issues and may be obtained via mail 3t 
3220 Park Avenue South, Minneapolis, 
Minnesota* Subscribe now and don't 
miss an issue. Eack copies of LSR 
No* 1 are available from Izzy Young at 
The Folklore Center, MO MacDougal 
Street, Mew York 12. We are completely 
sold out* Subscribe now. The gravy 
train is wrecked ••• Folkniks visiting 
Mew fork mustn't pass up Izzy Young's 
new folk song cabaret, THE FIFTH PEG. 
Located only two blocks from 'Washington 
Square, the PEG always has the tops in 
singers (and intelligent audiences). 
Be sure to catch the Monday night free- 
for-all session, a really informal and 
spirited get-together ... CORRECTION: 
Ctir review of Malvina Reynold's album 
should have read, of course, "It would 

he pretty hard to keep FROM grinning 
all the way through THE DAY THE FREE- 
V«Aj' FROZE," and not "keep grinning" as 
was printed ... Jac Holzman of Elektra 
has^in possession an unreleased album 
of Bascorn Lamar Lunsford. We hereby 
3jk all true folk song-lovers to join 
;continued on page 36) 

THE ENGLISH RECORD SCENE 

All of the following records and many, 
many mere are available at prices which 
in most cases are lower than the American 
standard prices for phonograph records 
and may be obtained from Ken Lindsay, 
Agate ar.d Company, Ltd*, 77 Charing Cross 
Road, London W.C. 2, England. Ask for 
the free American Folk Music Listing 
prepared especially for readers of THE 
LITTLE SANDY REVIEW. All the records 
are attractively packaged and of high 
technical quality. Import duties are 
only a dollar or two in most areas. 

Until Alan Lomax's first commercial 
recordings came out some time back, a 
great portion of the folksong public 
was unaware that this man, in addition 
to his innumerable other distinctions, 
is one of America's finest folksingers. 
fhis reviewer has heard no active modern 

•singers other than Pete Seeger (and his 
nonius with audiences) and Jean Ritchie 
(and the heritage she shares with her 
music) who can be so commanding and ex¬ 
pressive as Lomax. Vocally, Lomax is 
not sensationally talented — but his 
softly-accented voice is youthful and 
virile, as well as being completely in 
control of emotional content. Alan 
quite naturally does best on songs 
essentially South-Southwestern in 
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character -- the Texas-Lcuisiano Negro 
songs and cowboy songs from points 
'■’•'est — ;jnd his repertoire relies 
mainly on them, ALAN LCt.’.AX SINGS 
GREAT Al-’.FRICAN BALLADS (WIV) is an 
extension of the work he has re¬ 
leased in America on the Kapp and 
Tradition labels. In this album, you 
can hear him skillfully balance the 
typically American combination of 
coarse language, savage imagery, and 
tenderly-lyric melody that constitutes 
BUFFALO SKINNERS; daringly and success¬ 
fully recreate, in dialect, Leadbelly'a 
FRANKIt; rock triumphantly with LONG 
vH!., ,jr,d its hauntingly African re- 
fr^ij.i and spin the tragic tale of PC 
^AZAR’J.5 — irnong the 15 songs performed, 
juy u.rav;jn sits in with banjo and 
:oinJ * chorus or two, while Lomax 
provides second guitar to the lead of 
a person named Nick Wheat straw (who 

4 bit sporty at times). 
fR ! HC,‘£ <«**»> ^ almost a 

■uplicate of Lomax's Tradition album 

th/isii?? ll°ld r^C0rdir»9s. Some of 
t »e cnglish masters have been re- 

ciarl.fyin9 remarks by 
InstruiMr* "rac*s Prison guitar 
^ tstrumentai^ replace some of the 

appearing in the American album* 
Lwaax is something of a champion of 
3CxJ rock-and-roll, and ALAN LOMAX 

<S 

SINCE finds him having a 
Inq along with a horrendous outfit called 
Daw Lee's Bandits (featuring John -ole 
on the harmonica). The four songs 
is an HP), done remarkably oy Lomax (who 
triumphs over the jangle of noise created 
by the Bandits), are valid American 
barrel-house blues, however, an _ 
listener will certainly have fun listening 
to Lomax have fun. And I must say that 
American teenagers are being depiive^ 
hearing one of the best "rock-and-roll 

singers on record, 
Peggy Seeger, according to current 

reports, is enjoying quite a vogue ~ 
London, and Lee Hays tells us that she can 
be seen zipping about the town on a red 
motor-scooter - wearing a crash helmet^ 

and carrying guitar and.^°m^I interest- 
the rear fender. One of the most interest 

ing of Peggy's English records, 
enough, is the infamous little * ' *v. 
ORIGINS CF SKIFFLH — in which tne • ixa 
people recorded drums and bass over 
finished tracks of straight folk songs 
and tried to palm the whole works of^ as 

skiffle. However unfair this *5 % 
the album con.es off as good clean!Fun 
rather than outrage. Cne tend jruwnsr — 
at the corny rhythmic ideas of ~RcxGHT 
i.e. while Peggy sings andchoo-choo 
TRAIN, he attempts to sound a c 
effect with drum and brushes. * Peggy, 
LADIES and CUN’BE BLAND GAr, sung by • egg> 
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sa./ Carawan, and *sla Cameron, are so 
full of spirited picking, wild har¬ 
monies, and rip-snorting fun that it 
would take the dubbing of a Milt Okun 
and his entire orchestra and chorus to 
do any damage to these songs. You may 
argue with Peggy*s conceptions of a 
talking BRING ME LITTLE WATER SYLVIE, 
but her vcice is so fascinating tc lister, 
tr. that the number is brought off well, 
feggy appears with kid sisters Penny and 
-^rtard on HP's COME ALONG JOHN and 

•> .LIE LI hr. A STAR (the former is children's 

the title son9 and AROUND THE 
KIXHEN being especially pleasing; the 

latter is Christmas songs from Ruth 
^eeger s cook) and owners of the Folkways 

f i nt--,\ . ‘-,,c rirso recorded '.vorx 
f:; / *'hf dld* and is highly interesting 

£ Lri tlr nf rei,sons " Of which 
j : y r‘°-Uc "Ott. by Aim 

•.i„r . .T** tdd cover photo of Peggy. 
A® TETOE3 KAIDewS ijt 

CF CAPUSLHbiI lut h“r LAnv 
••fl, • * . *ai ~etter — so much so 

f"It*! C!°Se RtodY L’/ all amateur cicke.s who would adaot 
yress 

Z 

has done a remarkable recreation. Her 
mastery of the ballad Is also evident 
on I NEVER WILL MARRY (done Carter Family 
style) and TIE WIFE OF USHER'S WELL 
(superb guitar work here). In addition to 
being able to melt hearts with her soft 
singing, Peggy can pick the banjo a bit 
too. Three banjo instrumentals are in¬ 
cluded here (SOLDIER*S JOY, SHADY GROVE, 
GEORGIA BUCK) and are guaranteed to bug 
the eyes of the most blase Bluegrasser. 
'When Peggy got together with Guy Carawan 
to do any album of courting and play-party 
songs, AMERICA AT PLAY (W«‘.V), the musical 
ideas apparently really flew. Some of 
them are not carried to their proper 
conclusions, some are excellent, and others 
are, at best, half-baked. The banjo and 
vocal duet of SOURWOOD MOUNTAIN is just 
short of being a real musical achievement. 
Listen to the way Peggy's snapping single¬ 
string style plays off against Guy's 
simpler, punchier frailing. And their 
SKIP TC MY LCU makes this old warhorse 
frolic like a colt. The standout cut on 
the record, and one of the best things 
Peggy has ever recorded, is her solo of 
TRAIN ON THE ISLAND — a fragment of a 
song she turns into a personal tour de 
force and a lingering, lonesome impression 
of love. Guy's solos are less successful, 
the best being two of his standards — GLD 
BLUE and GROUNDHOG. 
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Eot Peggy and Gey somehow acz off the 
track on their collafcoration’fcr Nixa's 
'~ J AMERICA, Nixa seems to emphasize 

popular appeal of folk rr.uric and the 
liner fiotes on all Nixa records blab 
ccntincusly about the new "hybrid" music 
that is emerging from the mixture of pep 
an folk music vaoove the signature of 

• “• ;loYd* yet). If what is heard on 
muen of this album is 3 "new" music, I 
w'^#n°thing to dc with it — and ex¬ 
ceedingly regret seeing Peggy Seeger and 
t' ?*r*w*n mixed up in it. On this disc, 

PnL1 StUn^’ *';e find the tiny-voiced 
TWTsLjdaSSS09 the lead cn !iC WORE CANE 0*1 

a maddening pop-blues 
I?*:- and/^y ^cks her up with some 
Of ;;hat was Known in Ding Crosby’s day 

tackle^-inrrruT1^15 5ame combination 
whole Lie T 3PECIAL ^ and the 
posters iz-^vt5 m€ think of thcse 939 
^ichar! ;oun9 °nce mentioned: 

Harry an^ir ?net: Sings the 
Part Sotjoc Ttf16 reSt Sing Elizabethan 
apparITtlv f-t ' U' additi°"> Nixa 
gives an eler*~ a recording process tha4 
their stuff i??10®11'/ echoev sound t 
Fe«y.s ^1S is especially hard 

9r«tlngly shrill k j dl3C sr- 
iares even vL-e ft !!d‘Voiced- 
BIG ROCK B"«s ?*,/??, cf his mvr. . 

»*. -ried'^Lrth A «■*. 
• toiler-factory 
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sound of Dave Lee’s Bandits -- so buried 
in fact that one suspects that Nixa is 
up to their dubbing tricks again. Left 
ontamoered are Guy’s FEEL LIKE AN ENGINE, 
CRIPPLE CHEEK, SINNER MAN, VIE ARY BL’JES, 
ir.d ’Guy’s and Tegoy's PHIS LITTLE LIGHT 
OF MINE and JOHN GILBERT IS THE BOAT. 
All cf Guy’s solos are to be found on his 
Folkways scrips -- which leaves the two 
duets, both nice, the sole reason for 
obtaining this miscarried album. Guy is 
fortunately left to his own devices on 
his solo album, Topic’s MOUNTAIN SONGS 
AND 3ANJO TUNES, but again the best songs 
have been recorded in this country. 
However, Cara wan fan:- may want to hear 
him do the r.ever» songs unrecorded so far 
in the United States: CRAV/DAD, IDA PHD, 
YOUNG MAN WHO WOULDN'T HCti CORN, WHO'S 
GONNA SHOE YCUR PRETTY LITTLE TOCT, 
CHI LLY u Ir:DS, KENTUCKY CONS hi !ER, a nd 
TURTLE DCVE. Some are done well and 
some are not. 

Record collectors who are as enchanted 
by Shirley Elizabeth Collins (zee our 
cover) as I am will certainly want to 
catch THE FCGGY DEW (Collector E?) 
wherein Miss Collins does the title ^“ng, 
GECRDIE, BRIGG FAIR, and THE BERKSHIRE 
TRAGEDY. She is "ensitive, accomplished, 
beautiful, and a v/hale cf a singer 
and I regard her experiment of crossing 
American banjo accompaniments witi 
tradition! English ballads an *> re* 
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sounding success. In future recordings, 
mss Collins would do well to forego the 
use of .-.obin Hall and his obsessive bass 
runs — the sole drawback cf the album. 
^ oandy Pa ton* s FOLK SONGS OF LOVE 
vCoUector EP) finds a good singer 

•ok?9 songs he cannot handle. Sandy 
A a crooner* and he sounds 

THE rnTno^1^ m3tGridl» but songs like 
idE GQLORAOO TRAIL and ALBERTA sound 

ciwl0US When sung wlth 3 Donald 
voihT?hCKent ~ "Ahl-beht-ah, let /ouh haih haaang looow ... « 

‘br*e °f the best of the English 
ramblirif °re American folksinger arid 

slaps LH ^ EUiott* "h0 *!«•. 
sonq-’ir ?rawls °ut «°°dy Guthrie 
Pit kin, 'e?aS’°l'lah0‘r,a Style 

a mtl* winnino Ar> • 1,,c* there. Jack is as 
I*ve heard^5 9 ? 01:1 a linger .^s 

of hu recorV l0<19 ti"“! and a11 three 
His only Dr(,“i are stx°ngly recommended. 

S/SIS nLorfdt;'ork that 
on «n ElekuTaibu“ ifS,^r9? S0"9S 
readers know m If any you 

3 listing. By‘f™rrti '"l “0Uld aPPreciate 
English retorts (Li nn T5t-°( Elliott,S 
called JACK TAKES tuc £,Topic) is one 
out to c.ptuJMac^/L00R> which "sets 
55 well as i rrlt, . a> an entertainer 

dD*s »o In admiMbie9?Lvind ceJtair;ly 
*s much like a centert^ -iom the record 
Plot* with spoker inH recordlng. com- 

P-xor. introductions, chatter, 
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imitations, and much fine singing. Best 
of all are Jack's superlative versions 
of MULESKI.UNSft BLUES and NEW YORK TOM. 
I.'ULESKIN TER is done wide open in the 
Woody Guthrie.manner, full of yodel?* 
laughs, hey-hoys, thumping, whamming 
guitar, and more all-fired fun than you 
can shake a stick at. It is by far the 
best J.'ULESKIITMER BLUES I have ever heard 
and Elliott is in complete control of 
every nuance dnd inflection in guitar 
and voice — the long, ear-sh«ttiering 
note near the end and the cascading 
hey-hey-hey-hey-hey will split your 
face in a grin a mile wide. Jack 
builds che scng exactly the way he wants 
it with some expert guitar work, adding 
and taking away intensity and playing 
on the listener's emotions to bring about 
the right response. Hardly less good ic 
NEW YORK TOWN, in which Elliott does a 
remarkable Imitation of Guthrie and 
himself doing the song. It's all done 
in good fun and .is almost like having 
a Woody Guthrie record of the song — 
so good is Elliott's imitation. Other 
high spots on the LP are COCAINE, a 
song Jack learned from Rev. Gary Davis, 
and on which he plays some fine country 
rag-time guitar of the type that Mrs. 
Elizabeth Cotton play if. '-'is approach 
to OINK SONG is a good one also: he does 
not croon it like so many singers do. 
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Instead he does it as it should be done: 
as a rough-hewn prison love song and is 
not afraid to let his voice crack and go 
harsh to bring about the deep hurt and 
wanting that is in the song* Then there 
is a charming Negro lullaby, BLACK BABY, 
that demonstrates Elliott’s wide range 
of understanding in subject matter. Not 
as successful, however, are two Negro 
songs by way of Huddie Ledbetter (OL* 
RILEY and GREY GOOSE) in which Elliott 
approaches his material in so daringly 
ethnic a manner that one must at least 
respect him for trying, if not succeeding. 

k WOODY GUTHRIE’S BLUES, an S-inch LP, 
features Jack singing some of Woody’s 
songs, including the seldom-recorded 
1913 MASSACRE and LUDLGl'J MASSACRE, done 
excellently here. They are not quite up 
to Woody at his best (as the liner notes 
claim), but they are well-done and 
sufficently interesting. Jack is not 
as spirited here as he usually is, but 
TALKING SAILOR is well-thought-out 
and executed: the guitar is both driving 
and subtle and fits the song nicely. 
This is a good tribute to Woody Guthrie 
by a man who knew him well: not like 
Vanguard’s miserable Cisco Houston LP 
of last month. 

Derroll Adams joins Elliott in ar. LP 
called THE RAMBLING BOYS 3nd the results 
and consequences are in the tradition of 
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The New Lott. City Gamblers — Texas 
style. Singing together on RICH AND 
NAVjUKG Boy, EAST VIRGINIA BLUES, 
MOTHER1 S NOT DEAN, and ROLL nN BUDDY, 
Derroll one Jack get a rollicking 
lots-of-fun sound that is as infectious 
'. ^r> • Adams is a banjo-player who 
styles himself after Rascom Ismar 
Umsfcrd and dees a solo «V.R. GARFIELD 
that is very good. Jack's in his 
u-ual r.ne form or. such songs as 

^»6ien of DANVILLE GIRI 
•-net ARKANSAS TRAVELLEH. and a 
rplerdii BUFFALO ck'TM'ir"c1" 'C' J " . ■ 1, 'L‘ jnIMNEhS, a song sc 
*?2Ir *1'! p0!^rful th:it H is almost 
» ”5 * 0,1 *1^c» almost surrealistic 
- Y, p,’n 11 is» ■1” in an, . fine 

-:"'1 ”*11 worth .jetting. There 
•i sfier,CB ln the liner notes 

-yr i* '' ■ ,/AC'-r’-! char maker, one wonder: 

Jrv'r.-s'“ rj Oerron’s) songs are 

the maters ,f felt',aT?e'J the'” fr0"' 
d-vnlaJi L f, fc,lk art> so hi9hly 
siren* "' r' .tr‘* ',crtl1 -Wricar. Con- 

ho« in *=?*“" fulk 
fir..land-s 'v:ph4dow™9 
this be the ca« N°‘i tradUion- If 
1 9l:.*J the Fn’ilt kSh0Uld nct fcs 50* 
‘imerlttn fo>t ^ ' lik“ 
dc r„t ignore “ 1 fcut 1 dc h°Pe they tiieir own. 
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MOUNTAIN MUSIC OF KENTUCKY 
Collected by John Cohen 
(Folkways 2317) 

"Hazard, Kentucky is, in 1959, an 
area reminiscent of the Depression of 
the 1930's. People there say that these 
are the worst times they have ever seen. 
They see no prospects of change for the 
better ahead of them....'* 

Thus state the introductory notes of 
John Cohen's field trip record — the 
most important documentary recording of 
American life and music commercially re¬ 
leased in God knows how long* The notes 
are included in a 32-page booklet of text 
and photographs that could well serve as 
a model for future such documentaries. 
The photes alone deserve more extensive 
comment than this review can allow *— for 
they, in actuality, are illustrations of 
the music. Here are the faces of the 
mcuntaln people — lank, gaunt, fierce, 
enduringt the very qualities of their 
music. Here are the soulful eyes of the 
people who work and suffer and live and 
whose rocklike, earthlike visages have 
unsettled the satisfied and disturbed the 
complacent throughout history* who pre¬ 
ceded and will follow us* who will endure. 
For certainly endurance is the theme of 
these people and their "hillbilly" music 
— just as certainly as it is the then* 
of the bluest a grim and unwavering know- 
led^e that life will be lived* that misery 
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and weakness do not defeat in their des¬ 
truction, To me, the music cannot be 
described in any way possible — all cat- 
agories, discussions, and arguments be¬ 
come just so much meaningless babble 
/Ken one is listening to and experiencing 
the music. It is quite impossible to 
describe or analyze a dirt-poor farmer 
singing I WISH I WERE A SINGLE GIRL 
AG.-.IN, or two Kentuckians preparing a 
comic skit to sing at the opening of a 
' •. drugstore — these phenomena can only 
be heard, and pondered, and heard again 
3 ' d<3ain until they become part of one's 
own understanding. About the record it- 

tllll \C3n ?nly say that it contains 31 
bands of music recorded in kitchens, 

t +H«!l t?d yards near Hazard, Kentucky. 
hour- n* +S^en?rs prePared to put many 

Udy the record, In order 

out intn u "hat ™ny have 
Into h,** t0 9*ln * mlnute Insight 

experience therein re¬ 

ended.’ ^hcse^Aekh U"quallfledly corrri* 
or “Hod „*! seekir,9 easy listening" 
hands off " tkin*P®nt" had best keep 

v, rl~ they mi9ht get hurt. 

in the Library°Jf9roal Up8S now rest 
unselfish gift. I.0!,191*55’ where such 
• live an .• h*s are barely keeping 

iitAfSMs arr. 

wiih their own hard earned money anu 
borrowed equipment, take upon them¬ 
selves ihe task of an entire nation grown 
fat and dehumanized and cultureless; and, 
for no pay, scant encouragement, and little 
thanks, go about the business of document¬ 
ing what little remains to us of the her¬ 
itage we are killing as fast as we possibly 
can. To the sterile American automatons 
of the Atomic age, the work of people like 
Cohen will naturally be valueless — but 
may those of us who value the culture of 
our fellow Americans —— we who care — 
anticipate the sentiments of future gen¬ 
erations of such Americans and extend to 
John Cohen our most heartfelt gratitude 
for his conviction and for this, his 
achievement. 

TRADITIONAL BLUES Vol. 1 
Brownie McGhee (Folkways 2421) 

The excellent notes on the history 
of the blues, written by Charles Edward 
Smith, seem to be the focal point of the 
album. Brownie seems to consciously sing 
with attention to historical and stylistic 
nuance rather than self expression. Thus, 
there is invaluable material here for the 
buff and student of the blues — but Just 
plain fans of Brownie's singing may want 
to pass this up. 
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QDET7A: BnuLAj FOR AMERICANS and other 
AMERICAN BALLADS (Vanguard 9066) 

It would be hard to imagine even 
Ocletta's most fervent fans being pleased 
by this LP. Side one is composed of Earl 
Robinson’s BALLAD FOR AMERICANS — 3 work 
which claims to expand folk music to sym¬ 
phonic breadth — while side two contains 
eight American folk songs mostly by tfocdy 
Guthrie. It’s a toss-up which side is the 
worst. Robinson's "masterpiece" is, to 
me, a cliche-bound, overiy cute piece of 
pseudo-patriotit claptrap that has about 

much tc do with folk music as Frank 
uinatra does. As for all that baloney 
e out expanding folk music into something 
symphonic — who needs it? There is 
more of a feeling for American music and 
America ^n one line of Woody Guthrie than 
nnrf-1 15~0dd minutes of the pretentious 

* r0^ mu3ic surely does not need 
carl Robinson to "improve” it and make 

di3nified. John LaTouche's 

«*wou,lls?.Er2E,iy sy^‘onlr • ,.-Krt,r y 1 ra cverybocy who is 
-» c Y» I m the Nobody who is everybody.• 

What incredible jun*! 
\Z\Vl0{i?'*S 3 hi^h school operetta, 

mak>9 \ ? r°1J< rDU5ic into It? Vanguard 
j\ :r t « *?*k 3ttempt to tie Side one with 

;lalTlln0 that ballad grew out 
•h 50^s 3S THIS LAMB IS YCir? land, 
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PAYJAf AT GCAL CREEK, etc. If it did, 
it is certainly net apparent. The notes 
else state that there is now an Odetta- 
style guitar influence in today’s young 
folk-plsxers. I hope not. For in al¬ 
most every song on Side two, the guitar is 
totally wrong — it is pretty and pop- 
nusic bouncy on PAYDAY, one almost expects 
Dinah Shore to start singing instead of 
OJetta; it is jangling and ill-suited for 
3RH'T HISTORICAL BUM; etc. And Cdetta’s 
singing is not much better. THIS LAUD 
II YOUR LAND gets a harsh, chain-gang 
treatment with none of the fine poetic 
imagery brought out. DARK A3 A DUNGEON, 
v/hlch .should be treated a little roughly, 
gets the slow ballad treatment. Indeed, 
hardly ary of the songs are at all done 
well — all the life has been arranged 
right out of them by whoever is supplying 
Odetta with her musical ideas these days. 
All in all, this is pretty disappointing 
stuff and not worth the wax it is printed 
or.. 

C^iplet* reviews next month on: 
u :;;; lee Huukea; the country blued cf jus; 
LEE HOOKER (Riverside 12-338) and THAT’S MY 
DTLRY (Riverside 12-321) 
LIGHTNING HOPKINS: AUTOBIOGRAPHY IN BLUES 
'Tradition 1040) and LIGHTNING HOPKINS (Herald 
1012) The Tradition album is an outstanding 
blues documentary of a great blues man. 
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THE COUNTRY BLUES: (R3F 1) Recording 
:HE COUNTRY BLUES: (Rineha-t) Book 

Samuel 3. Charters, author and editor 
' ? thio record-bock set, has started 
something which will probably keep folk 
fans arguing for some time to come. Kis 
book, the result of numerous trips and 
much research through the South, is the 
first study of the Blues as a separate 

begins where other books 
;eave off after a chapter on Leadbelly. 
[In *ac^» the only reference to Lead* is 

lnr^£.0r NOT appear in the 
oPIRITUALS TO SWING concert in 1938.) 

*he book is accurate in other areas, 

_ . ‘.ever, and is written as a history of 
0iue$ as sung and lived by the old blues 
ar.ists. i especially like his treatment 

Lrf . bi“es as 8 way of life — as opp- 
: acaderaic studies of this "folk 
Ml"‘ Cl< art 11 certainly is, but the 

'ie cl!?6!!,"61'6"’1 Slr'9in9 it as such -to 
■, I JVe s s Ingers, ._h€ blues were 

knThi! ^0nVa way of lotting people 

se.ous "art"! raUl6r thaR as 8 con‘ 

a enough, the book does not go ini 

LiWtf ?C°Ur3e on the M»tory of the 
lives IT‘ea’ !tc* H d°es go into the 
il«t rf?",0' many of fabloJ 
Sleepy John T1” BUnd Lemon Jeffers'* 

Jonr.son'l BijCBl-l,fi1tR0y Carr’ alino' 'vilI!' J 111 Broonzy, Robert Johnson» 
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and many others not so well known. 
The style is readable and the subject 

well covered yet, perhaps because the 
field is so fascinating, the book leaves 
you stimulated and wanting more. And this 
is good, for the more men want; the more 
they will find. Despite the differences of 
opinion many will find here (why leave out 
John Lee Hooker just because he's "uneven"?) 
thi* work is rewarding reading. 

The companion LP is a collection of old 
blues “items" — many of which are now in¬ 
valuable. For here is Blind Lemon; and 
the Memphis Jug Band; Washboard Sam; and 
other legendary figures. The fidelety is 
surprisingly good, considering the sides 
have been mastered from ancient, sometimes 
scratched 73's. 

There are sides here for both the coll¬ 
ector and the less rabid listener. One 
cut, FIXING TO DIE by Bukka White, is the 
greatest knife guitar and singing since 
Willie Johnson's DARK WAS THE NIGHT. White 
has a tremendous drive and vitality that 
makes you wonder why his work isn't more 
generally known. And the legendary Robert 
Johnson has a brooding PREACHING BLUES that 
is fine. Listen especially to the last 
verse of Lonnie Johnson's CARELESS LOVE. 
The lyrics here, rarely heard, reflect the 
most basic bitterness of the blues. 

Record, Book, and Film Sales is offering 
the book and the LP in a package offer — 
intelligent merchandising, for the two be¬ 
long together. The set Is 3 usist-buy for 
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IJUU* enthusiasts* it may not be the last 
word, but at last somebody has started the 
ball rolling. Congratulations to Mr* 
charters — he has the blues historians off 
to a good start. (Reviewer* David Glcv'er) 

FbTJ 3EB3ER; 30NG AND PLAY TIME 
(Folkways 7526) 

Once again Pete Seeger gives ample 
-vidence that when it conries to LPfs for 
children (or for just about anybody, for 
that mstter), he is awfully hard to beat. 
He doesn't sing down to them, he doesn't 
pljy it coy or cute, he doesn't sina song* 
w.,at really aren't kids! songs — and he 
^->£5 sing the songs simply and well and in 
a v.-ay that It would be fun for all to 

;.,ten,J0 join in. If children like 
n .s album half as much as I do, they 
p‘° , M3ve of fun with it. My own) 

UT 05 Co*,£ IN> a® bird, 
.;.ihL U- at COMING AROUND THE MOUNTAIN, 

j"* 3 participation record for ages 
*-Z\^ 3hould be a welcome addition] 
v\::df °r ?nyone els* Who is naive or 
,;•! *n 'ht:k9Srt eno“9fi to enjoy it, as 
•„ft .. te. oeeaer Followers everywhere. 

t.;_ ^ 3WcET POTATOES a spin 

ar.yvfhere^ret Y * lu!laby as youfll hear 

iMNEW PcT£ SEEGER LP: THE 
oi*j Pete sings traditional 

-e-aporary songs. Folkways 2454. 

T- 3 KINGSTON TRIG* SOLD OUT 
‘Cspitol 1352) 

SKI77LEKL; FOLK SONGS 
.erfect 12015) 

TriE COALMEN t SWAYS OF 8CST0K 
(Hi Fi 430) 

jCLD OUT, it stems to me, would be a far 
better-fitting title for the Skifflera’ new 
LP than fer the Kingston Trio's. One know* 
what to expect from Gu^rd, Shane, and Rey¬ 
nolds — but no one would figure Hally Wood 
to be part of what is as sickeningly comm¬ 
ercial and dishonest a folk group as I have 
-ver heard {with the possible exception of 
the Li me liters or the Coachman). Hiss /ic-oi 
is one-fourth of what is probably one of 
Milt Gkun's worst ideas (and that would 
take some doing since he's got a million of 
'em}* Okun himself, Lee Charles (who is Leon 
31tb), a.\d Libby Knight are the other throe 
f-urths. Some of the discoveries they've 
made about folk music will dersle you. It 
seems (according to Hally Wood's liner notesj 
that Lee Charles remembered from somewhere 
in his folk past only a small p*art °[ lb3\ 
rare and seldom heard folksong, MICHAEL Ru.v 
THE 30.VT ASHORE* Pcssibiy he discovered an 
old Pete 3eeger record in his attic ox* some¬ 
thing? Anyway, his memory must have gotten 
a little clouded because MICHAEL ccmes out 
sounding like a sort of Johnny Appleseod ->f 
the Erie Canal. Or didn't you know that 
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this song was the story of a rivsrboat and 
a man who sang all over this land? I really 
admire scholarsMr and it's good to hear 
the old songs sung the way they are supp¬ 
osed to be — we are certainly lucky that 
Lee Charles was able to piece together 
something out of that old refrain. And 
also, since we don't know the game, what 
sense does it make to sing JENNIE JENKINS 
right? Especially when you can get the copy¬ 
right on it this way. Not that the croup 

«!?.LMethic or anYth*ng ~ they sing’STEW- 
wAL*. exactly as it was collected from 

icmim" F3rm N°# 1 *n Su9arland, Texas, in 
complete with orchestral back¬ 

ground, drums, banjos, guitars, etc. Other 
ongs they ve "improved'* are Miss Wood's own 

^nrrn2^erforrnance5 0n Stinson of COME 
A1TH /,1£ TO that land and CRAWDAD SONG 

they weren*t quite right then. 
with fM,TS£V°r takin9 up so much space 

ulnv^SrtftnkK 5 that lt ls sad to see 
sound- ^ S !hip 90 down so low* She still 

•or soTe 0th 8S *Ver and 1 hope F°lkwaYs 
folk s!nn?!r ?®npany WiU reCOrd her doin9 
wood is oL % Sh0uld be do™- Hally 
« e rett of A ^ beSt we have* As far as 
care if t evo'ie.9r0up is concerned, I don't 

-h. il1 * hear then> a9ain. 

»f'typ*.r,aduusTw!‘ 8-12 mature’ 12-16 900d 
The Coachmen* No. 
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IS DRIFTWOOD* TIE WESP.VAPD fV.OVB.iENT 
(3CA-Victor 2171) 

A '^dvG the feeling that Jimmie Drift- 
wood would be a whole lot of fun in 
‘‘"cert or just to sit around and listen 
t-j him play, but on this album most of 
the fun and freshness has been removed 
‘1 “het Atkins* formalized production, 
country-v;estern electronics, echo- 
toamber whistling, and a pop-music beat. 

•*V;e to maks him sound like 
i is imitators: Johnny Horton and that 
rummy lot. Jimmie was a whole lot 
j-eUer in the old days on his first 

Tr.Cr?Mi2?b?m* J0RDAN W. A HARD ROAD 
1 h, 11"** akout the best thing on 
B. * r * Di'iftwood also appears with 

'T°3 Y ar)c* Rosemary Cloonev on 
5r»-l?2£A\lbuin called Hw THE WEST VMS 

c”,by! 5* U W>SR’t W0" EiR9 

(uStJ6!6??AT TKE ^T£ iunitea Artists 3062) 

ta^V!!!'lrst Peter3 iff this one con 
tur^- \ruther unpleasant .mash of show 
what sfeo c .ar‘J P#eudo""folk songs done i 
n©dtrn ° u* 8 style that reflects 
°obeson 1th! Actor's Studio, and Pao 

eSJTlU. lS" 569 h°W any f=lk fan 
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LEON BIBB* TOL' MY CAPTAIN 
(Vanguard 9058) 
HARRY BELAFONTE: SWING DAT HAMMER 
(RCA Victor 2194) 

If you sent your child to a summer camp 
last year, perhaps you made a mistake. 
Maybe this year you should send him down 
on the chain gang. They have all kinds of 
facilities: orchestras and choruses by the 
hundreds, Harry Belafonte, Milt Okun, Bob 
DeCormier, Leon Bibb, Freddy Hellerman, 
and guitarists and arrangers too numerous 
to mention; all are there. What about that 
mean ol' captain? Oh, he isn*t so bad. 
Indeed, Messrs. Belafonte and Bibb and 
their cast of thousands make the chain 
gang seem like a pretty nice place* all 
the boys sit around at the end of the day 
reading dialogue credited to Lee Hays 
while electronic rain murmurs on the bunk- 
house roof and Harry Belafonte philosophi¬ 
zes about beans and chuckles knowingly to 
himself. Or Leon Bibb talks to Shorty 
and drives spikes when he feels like it. 
Both records feature all sorts of wild 
sound effects -- hammers swinging, spikes 
being driven, whips, grunts, groans, close- 
harmony yells — when Vanguard finished the 
Bibb LP, one would imagine that Belafonte 
moved right In and utilized the phony 
sounds. None of the terrible suffering, 
the nobility, or the feel of the real 
thing is contained in either one of thes*^ 
records. Negro chain-gang music is ore ol 
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the most moving things in the world and 
tr.ers are many fine IP’s available of the 
real thing — the commercial and Archive 
documentaries of Lomax* For heaven’s 
buy ».• .e of them and not this incredible 
pa^j by Bibo and Eelaphoney. 

FGLKSbUG P:JTIV AL AT -XCOUS (Skylark 1002) 

‘ io young singers presented on this 
record have been semi-professtonally per¬ 
forming at the Hxcdus Gallery Bar in Denver 

(ecent months. Jha recording is apparent¬ 
ly int-ndea to introduce them to a wider su- 

Tr^CC* or,ar*n9 the record are the Hariin 
t 18v® ^00d» Secrge Downing, Walt Conley, 

foivt'x y '■'°^ns* Their common approach to 
Wester9!?9 may or MY not be typical of Far 
r*f sooM«»U~9“J'ers? but it is definitely one 

a smootv h» ot~?n the enPha<>is on 
* h r^°nic sound and middle-class honor 
\z7t\l**?9t Mi8S C°lUns from this general-] 

then the reH^’V* ?arkedlY rr,ore sensitive i 
or. the Mv.rT*, H r T/,A SISTERS, the best cut; 
of cur iry,yl. ' *ncr)S‘-rates her understanding 

hersHul!^ 3ritUh as well as 
aiyj instrum2«rhf froper dramatic use of voict 

0^ i=:^ucrrr’lf 13 jor 
any crass vulgarl2a+ta ® ftere’ neither is t'< 
a! materia’ -I .!‘,a l°n or rewritten traditi- 
TN' record ;Jn •"'Outing sign. 
exodus In r«r,/cr ed hr writing the 

For those who have been frightened away 
from many foreign-language folk recordings 
by the usual pompous orchestra and cncruo 
treatment, this record will be a real treat* 
Inc arrangements are as clean and free as 
the songs themselves are. Sung by Theodore 
Alevizos (a lyric tenor who is, I think, as 
„ood ar international balladeor as any better 
known singer of jtnrw) to his own guitar I 
accompaniment, the songs cover a variety of 
styles; from recent compositions in the 
classic vein to ancient song-nyths contain¬ 
ing a marked Middle Eastern Influence. The 
melodic range and spirit of these songs are 
\ne hallmark of the song of a mountain folk 
— -> characteristic many Americans are ros- 

*ive to. He are fortunate that Mr* 
has used his talents to widen the 

* 1* ; folksong horizon in a manner so 
,nd enjoyable. Musicians may wish io 

hat Pelf Cahn, on second guitar, con- 
‘.j'-. or •? excellent classic accompaniments* 

The specie! 1 cor.tost to discover the 
largest number of grammatical mistakes in 
cEH »1 has been won by reader Jldney^Gru.nch 
of ..ahoo, Nebraska* Sidney sent In 3S2, 
and wins Grand first prize — an Edison 
T1 of Rudy Vallee singing EARDANcLLt* 
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SUNGS AND FUN WITH THE BABYSITTERS 
(Vanguard 9053) 

Alas, the sequel is never as good as 
the original (in this case, the first 

•Babysitter’s LP — Vanguard 9042). Not 
that there’s not fun to be had in this one 
too — try DID YOU EVER HEAR or CW-DE-DCH, 
for example. But the ideas seem to run 
thinner here and some of the effects seem 
forced, whereas the first album was one big 
joy from beginning to end: a wild and ex- 
r.uberent conglomeration of babies, toy 
pianos, slide whistles, drums, spoons, aod 
anything else around that added up to the 
most delightful and the best children’s 
record I’ve ever heard. This one doesn’t 
quite make it. But, by all means, give thl 
first one a try if you already haven’t. 

^AUL ROBESON: ENCORE ROBESON (Monitor 581) J 
nICHARD DYER-BENNET: Vol. 0 (Dyer-Bennet 8) 

r Both men have their followings and nothir 
sUd nere would have any effect on either 
.**e \ to or con sides involved. Robeson is 
accompanied by Alan Booth on the piano, whl 

\.a???npanies h^self on classical gu! 
^:ther seems valid as a folksing 

«rho.ft v°n t llke either one in this context 

and Pi!f°r co™ert-singers do, howev< 
a.oums are intended for sucn fant 

THE i.ITTL^ SANDY REVIEW is published 
each month In Minneapolis, V.lnneso.a 

and edited by Haul Nelson and 
Pankake. Staff members* Doris 3e. r. 

v/e “lover, and Doris Nelson# 



rUZtft* LEWIS* (Folkways 3823) 

The active Gamuel Charters has edited this 
albuir. of country blues by a singer long (arc 
unjustly) forgotten — Furry Lewis# Charter 
"re-discovered" Lewis on a recent visit to 
Memphis. The depression had ended Lewis* 
recording until Charters located him working 
or^.he city of Memphis. Charters rented a 

guitar and spent an afternoon taping Furry 
uoing his repertoire and talking of his 
early career in medicine shows, recordings, 

oUS ^5ririon jug groups. Lewis does 
LCUI3 BLUES and other songs; and 
flr'« Mississippl-style "bottle 

.. Ju ’^r ”ork. Furry can still .take 

s:‘u:i!Jteeht*rln9s really sins* Blues 
, '1111 appreciate the discography 

v Lthr0U<3h 1W> Included in the 
notes by Charters. 

Jhe Crl9lnal ALMANAC GINGERS 
nn the Co"»*W. LF 3002 

CayaiES S0°?U3T« baluds AND DcEP SLA 
fauslc* Is PP^celess vintage folk 
fea^u’lnn !:0!r Pre_Kar 78's, ar.d 
(»■* StL E?* SMthrU ln »»• voice 
slers n»-Jd Hays'and*-07 * 'ouP:e of 
recomenued.' sc S?.*!9?11: Unqualified 

»!,; y^“L^e-; ’-Ankers .V. 11 
y "ooderfal listening. 

cD McCURDY with Ralph Bellamy* 
SONGS AND STORIES OF THE CIVIL WAR 
(RCA-Victor LBY-1032 Bluebird Series) 

This LF is a children’s record of the 
Civil Aar — told in story by Bellamy and 
ir. song by McCurdy. It is very well done 
and McCurdy sings eight songs that include 
TENTING OK THE OLD CAMP GROUNDS, MARYLAND 
MY MARYLAND, and I WISH I WAS IN DIXIE; in 
his broadest manner. The $1.98 price makes 
it worth while. 

RoBI„ CHUGTENGON* YwJ CAN SING IT YOURSELF 
(Folkways 7624) 

This Is a campsong album with kids from 
sumsaer camp singing under the leadership of 
banjo-playing Robin Christenson. It is an 
excellent record of its type, but the type 
rnay have quite a limited appoal to most folk 
listeners. There is one band which should 
be heard* a song called ANGEL BAND in which 
the kids create a wild clanging and banging 
while counting off the angels — it's lots 
of fun. Notes are unbelievably complete, 
and the album should be a big help to any¬ 
one who works a great deal with children. 



us in pleading with Jac to make this 
treasure available to us. Please, Jac, 
your profits have been made on the 
Limeliters and Oscar Brand — now do 
something constructive ... King records 
has released an album of J. E. MAINER'S 
MOUNTAINEERS -- priceless old-time 
country music strictly for aficinodos. 
The same label carries two albums by 
Grandpa Jones, who is out of Uncle Dave 
Macon by way of Nashville --a lot of 
fun ... Upcoming on Folkways* SONGS OF 
T/JO REBELLIONS with the unbeatable 
ballad combination of Ei'/an MacColl and 
Peggy Seeger ... Our thanks to Oscar 
Brand for plugging the LSR on his VfNYC 
radio show. Oscar's letter further 
states: "I don't agree with some of the 
things written, especially in your 
damning the EVERY INCH A SAILOR album 
for its lewdness. After all the work 
1 nad cleaning the songs up, it seems 
urfair. But 1 did appreciate the 
parenthetical 'Don't let these 
wretched numbers sour you on Oscar 
Qrand' in reference to the Town Hall 
album. Oh, yes, I wrote WHEN I FIRST 
CA/E TO THIS UNO (•• • • 1 Editors) out 
of my own head, and the Limeliters re- 

doesn't bother me too much. 
* hey sing it as a “pop" songM... Oscar 
now has an Elektra album of Marine Songs 
which we won't even bother to damn ... 

r **ultorial hearts were recently 

warmed by receiving Malvina Reynold's 
letter containing an original song 
dedicated to the LSR and the following 
words:“Oear Guys: Enclosed is my check 
for $5.CC for a year's sub to the f.e- 
view. For the rest, please send me 
some copies of the recent issue that 
had a review of my album ANOTHhK 
COUNTY HEARD FROM. Pete Seeger read 
me the review over the phone yesterday 
and it had ms on Cloud 7. It had oeen 
a bad day, when I was wondering, as I 
often do, if it was All Worth While. 
But in the same day I got a fan letter 
from Charles Schultz (PEANUTS), and 
vour review. So what if there is no 
word yet In Variety or the 3an Francisco 

Chronicle? The people n!~ly 
Charlie Brown and THE LITTLE SANDY a 
VIEW, and the little girl In L. A. who 
gets dressed up in her play clothes, 

takes her dolly on her lap and rocks 
vigorously In her rocking chair w 
her Mother "plays Malvina on the tap. 

recorder, by reouest - like ■»**-«• 
so ail is well (not to mention p u * 
and a few ether rare and right ueop 
Best wishes for the success of your 
journal. Yours, Malvina." J*,:iny t 
thanks to Mrs. Reynolds ... Be sure 

catch Alan L«nax's ^ir^V^LLAD 
formative article, SAOA OF A BALLAD 
HUNIER, in the May issue of MI R 
STEREC REVIEW. The last page l* ■ 
persuasive plea for sanity in 
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dehumanized era that should be read by 
everybody ,Happy Day for Joan Baez 
ransill Our Girl can be heard on FOLK- 
SINGERS 'ROJND HARVARD SQUARE (Veritas 
1) along with Bill Y.’ood and Ted Alevizos 
'see 'J'ed's review, this issue) ... Browni* 
McGhee and Sonny Terry have two new issues 
Fantusy 3296 and Prestige Bluesville 1002 

• •• Doris Gehrls gets $3.00 an hour work* 
ing for the LSR ... A friend of ours, 
‘•lilard Johnson, on being asked for his 
opinion of the Limeliters and Glen Yar¬ 
brough, commented "he (Yarbrough) sounds 
like a male Judy Garland" ... According 
to England's RECORD AND SHOW MIRROR, Pete 
eeger. Brownie McGhee and Sonny Terry, 

^oodv Guthrie, Jack Elliott, and Jesse 
teller are all due to tour England in 
the next few months ... Ah, to be in 
^ngland now that Guthrie's there ... 

anPi5VreCOrds of En9land has released 
album called SONGS AGAINST THE BCWB 

and release more 
tpP\*l albuJs in future months. This 
Jack Pnfe!.Ewan MacC°H» Peggy Seeger, 

already done sV y0° haven * 
excell»nf , .f°! 5ure *° read the 
SPECIAI In thiCte °" th“ WDN1GHT 
of the fiL*?* n!wst c«AVAN. It is one 

have ever re.’d”41'-6' 0n folk rausic W(? 
••• oee you next month. 
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CURRENT AND CHOICE 

JEAN RITCHIE, OSCAR BRAND, DAVE SEAR AT 

TOWN HALL (Folkways 2428) 
Oscar and Dave are only fair, but Jean 

Ritchie is Jean Ritchie. 

JEAN RITCHIE FIELD TRIP (Collector 
Limited Edition 1201) Available from 
Jean Ritchie, 7a Locust Avenue, Port 
.‘•‘ashington, New York. • 

Valid scholarship and entertaining 
listening. One of the very best. 

PETE SEEGER* FOLK SONGS FOP. YOUNG rECTLE 

(Folkways 7532) e 
Pete talking, singing — an- hal. * 

kid's concert. Not only for young people 

THE NEW LOST CITY RAMBLERS: SON© rOM 
THE DEPRESSION (Folkways 5264.* 

The third great album in a row by 
America's finest folk group — John 
Cohen, Mike Seeger, Tom F-aiey. 

MALVINA REYNOLDS* ANOTHER CCUNIY HEARD 

FROM (Folkways 2524) 
The only topical songwriter now 

writing who has left the "fol< *r* 
tcpical folksonq. 

HOOTENANNY AT CARNEGIE HALL* "lth 
and Mike Seeger, Hally »ood, Gary 
others. (Folkv.ays 2512. #tt 

Pete sr.d Hally at their very «*-*• 
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FOLKWAYS 
A NET/ PETE SEEGBR • •• 

FC7G26 SONG AND PLAY-TIME 
with PETE SEEGER, for ages 
3-8; Go In and Out the 
Window, She'll Be Coning 
'Round the Mountain, Let 
Ua Cone In, Red Bird, Soon 
ae We Cook Sweet Potatoes, 
Ea Ea Ihia Way, Skip to 
Jy Lou, many others. 

117 West 46th St. 
N. Y. 36, K. Y. 
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On our cover this month is Light¬ 
ning Hopkins, one of America's finest 
blues artists* He can be heard on 
Tradition 1035 and 1040, Folkways 
3822, Time 70004, Score 4022, and 
Herald 1012* Cover drawing is by 
Jon Pankake* 

EDITOR'S COLUMN 
EDITORS COLUMN 

VKtu uzjscm & (Km 

Since some of our records have ^ 
been coming in very slowly, we won t 
be able to run our analysis of the 
Stinson line this month* We promise 
faithfully to include it in next 
month's big issue ••• Riverside has 
failed to send us the two John Lee 
Hooker albums in time for a review 
too. Dave Glover will do them 
both in LSR #4 ... Wedgely Todd has 
been thrilling people recently at 
the Exodus Club. Several recording 
companies are interested in the 
fancy banjo-picker with the easy 
grin *•• Josh White was in town this 
week but we couldn't get fired up 
enough to go see him. We heard he 
sang SCARLET RIBBONS and SUMMERTIME *•• 

The Library of Congress has issuedthree 
new releases and will border blanks 
on request. The albums released are 
Folk Music of Wisconsin, Ballads of 
Michigan Umber jacks, and Bella s 
Traditional of the U.S.A. Or 
and catalogs (at 25$ each) "®V " 
talned by writing Recording Laboratory, 
Library of Congress, Washington - , • 
... There should be a new Weavers LP 

out on vanguard any day now: Carnegie 
Hall, Volume Two ... Atco has gotteia 

into the folk field by releaa1"9 
called INTRODUCING THE FABULOUS NINA 

FREDERICK. They are S®and*n*^icUcated 
duo that sound polished and ®opl\ . 
enough to be on Elektra ... ar . 
due to LSR, Twin Cities radio station 
KEVE is now playing Peggy Seeger, Y 
Carawan, and the Seeger Family. "e 
suggest you give a listen (1 
dial) and if you want to hear more of 
the same, by all means, drop them a 
card ... Oscar Brand has a new one on 
Elektra: Volume Two of Air Force 9 , 
pretty much the same as his other Service 
albums ... Prestige Records has just 

started wh.t it calls “‘/^rsi release 
International Series, ^h rnFClAN 
is SPERO SPYROS AND HIS ,0“RR ^ 
ENSEMBLE (13001). If a"V °* J. write 
further information on the » ’ 
to Prestige International,^3^- 
Washington Ave., Bergen . . ^ ^ 

I 
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They feature all the new releases 
plus the old numbers, information about 
the songs, and many critics' comments. 
Write for one ... Every label on God s 
earth seems to have a folk group now. t 
Some new ones: The-Cumberland 3 on Rout.: 
lette, the Ivy League Trio (sic) on Coral, 
the Steeltown Trio on Jini, the Ballad- 
eers on Del-Fi, and literally hundreds 
more ..• Those readers who received post¬ 
cards addressed to LSR in this issue are 
asked to take part in.the first LSR 
audience-response test! Tell us what you 
think of us . Next issue will contain a 
tribute to VJoody Guthrie featuring re- I views and comments on his Stinson work 
by a number of people plus some original 
art work ... Movie Dept.: Doesn't Judy 
Holliday in THE DELLS ARE RINGING sound 
a lot like Malvina Reynolds when she's 
singing? ... Try Kazan's WILD RIVER for 
a fine folk movie ... There is a Caedmon 
10” LP (in their Children's Series) that 
you may not know about. It features, 
among others, Pete Seeger and Jean Ritchie 
singing kids' songs ... There are all 
sorts of new records that we've heard 
about but haven't yet seen. A partial 
list: Paul Clayton's HOMEMADE SONGS AND 
BALLADS on Monument 4001, Gene and Bill 
Bonyun's AMERICAN REVOLUTION THROUGH ITS 
SONGS AND DANCES on Heirloom 502, FOLK 
DANCE! on Monitor 900, Brother John • 
Sellers' BAPTIST SHOUTS, SPIRITUALS; AND 
HYMNS on Monitor 335, A new Burl Ives on 
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United Artists, and the Goldenaires 
SOUTHERN MOUNTAIN SONGS on V»* 26120^ 

Here are some we'vo “ rotfTEMPORARY 
foroet- RUSTY RICHARDS SINGS COf.TIEMPUKAtix 
AND^TRADITIONAL AMERICAN FOLK SONGS on 
Shasta 504, Pete Brady on ABC, the 
RRihrfPsrs' ALIVE-0 on Del-Fi 1204, uanny 

Dill’s FOLKSONGS OF THE NILD WEST,£s0NGS 
3819, and RONNIE HANKINS SINGS FOLKSONGS 
on Roulette. Nothing...Ted A evi 
writes that Joan Baez new rocor be ob- 
Ted and Bill Wood) on Veritas can be ob 
tained by writing Veritas Records,o8o 
Boylston Street, Boston, ^ss.,.'' 
Traditon Records will release an album 
of Cowboy Songs by Ed McCurdy, and 
Folkways has upcoming an LP of K 
Songs and Stories, Volume A *n 
Don't believe the rumors that h 
circulating for years saYjng *haut0 
Carter Family was killed in . re. 
accident. The Carter*:, have r^ singles 
formed and are recording on IP and singi 
for Acme Records. A. P. *nd Sarah are 

now accompanied by their c c*ttOT 
and Jeanette, on guitars - **Carter^ 
aficionados say the famous Car tU 
is as good as ever! ... That » 

i for now. Keep those lotg^cription# are 
scriptions pouring in. .. $3.00 for 

trust: s 
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MEMPHIS SLIM AND THE REAL HUNKY TONKt 
PIANO SOLOS WITH VOCAL (Folkways 3530) 

“After midnight, the blues joints came 
alive. The crowd was raucous, noisy, 
and high on hooch —it took a good 
piano player to hold his own . . • 

Memphis Slim could certainly be that 
piano player for he is one of the e 
I have ever heard: he is one of tne 

major blues artists .^jort'o/volume 
album is designed to be a sort or v 
Two to Slim’s first album for Folkways - 
MEMPHIS SLIM AND THE REAL BOOGIE UCCGIE 
(Folkways 3524). The keynote in both 
LP’s is the word REAL for this indeed is 
the real thing done by a real artist w 
understands and loves these songs and 1 

able to perform them superbly. There is 
hardly such a thing as a best cut here 
for all the songs are uniformly fine. 
Both of these Folkways albums are 
highly recommended: you will be con¬ 
fronted with the real thing, which 
doesn’t happen very often in the honky 
tonk and boogie woogie field. 

MICHEL LARUE: SONGS OF THE AMERICAN 
NEGRO SLAVES (Folkways 5252) 

This is a very disappointing album 
coming from Folkways. From Moses Asch, 
one expects authenticity and the feeling 
of the. real thing. Yet, there is none 
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n( that in this LP. Michel LaRue sounds 
like a cross between Harry Belafonte and 

Leon Bibb: he has that culture ,P that 
fessiona1ly-trained Actorish diction tn 

removes all the nobility and p<^ t^ern 
from these powerful son^^ th Art_ 
into what strongly resembles th b 
type folk song. The notes for this album 
ale very good, and I would suggest you 
buy a copy of them and forget the r 

completely. 

JIMMIE RODGERS: MY ROUGH AND RUJDY *AYS 

(RCA-Victor 2112) 

Yes, Virginia, there was an °rigi 31 ue 
Jimmie Rodgers. He was known as theJBl 

Yodeler, and, unlike his vap perf0rmer 
porary namesake, he was a g uin 
whose followers haven‘t forg album, 
the 27 years since his death. This 
the third collection of Ro s 

SOUTHERN CANNONBALL (a vorsi Rodgers’ 

VILLE GIRL) aptly dem0"®tfDNG ?ALl MAMA 
true folk roots — his knowledge 

BLUES and TRAVELLIN* BLU^dh^terial. 
of blues and blues-orien - no doubt, 
Yioody Guthrie fans will enj Y. 
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conjecturing on the influence of Rodgers 

singing style and Woody’s style Uhe 
yodel in MULESKINNER BLUES is a starting 
point). To cap it all off, there is a 
rare side,. STANDING ON THE CORNER, of 
Rodgers singing (and excellent y) 
Dixieland band containing Louis Armstrong 

and Earl Hines as sidemen. R?dge** t * 
of course, essentially a country- on 
commercial singer, and the soun 
this record are hardly ethnic -- u » . 
unless one is a person whose hair stan 
on end at the merest sound of country- 
western music, Rodgers' work will e 
interest. And lest he be dismisse 
only a radio singer who has no par m 
the folk process — let us remind Y®u 
that such works as the Brown collection 
of North Carolina folk songs contain T 
FOR TEXAS and other Rodgers-composed 
songs collected unwittingly as pure fo 
material from folk informants. Let us 
hope the Victor people will continue ° 
put out more Jimmie Rodgers* records, 
and that they, as well as the other 
record companies, will put out on LP or 
similar collector's items by Woody 
Guthrie, Uncle Dave Macon, the Carter 
Family, etc. Jimmie Rodgers has prove 
that a large market exists for this typo 
of LP. 

Be sure to read Bob Shelton's story on 
Moses Asch and Folkways Records in the 
June issue of High Fidelity magazine. 
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THE RURAL BLUES. Edited by Sam 

Charters. _(RBF 202) 

rd-ltl^s^s^though Charters may 

have the last «ord: Recdrd. Book, a 
Film Sales (121 West 47th Street,^ 
York New York) have just r . . ,nd 
two-LP set, THE RURAL BLUES, compiled and 

edited by Charters. ^ fr0m 
There are 43 .cuts in xn 0ther 

Charters' own collec ion creciits read 
early blues recordings. The credix 

,lkoYa Who's Who of Blues - 
Johnson, Furry Lewis, 
Blind Boy Fuller, Lightning - ' Arthur 
Blind Willie Johnson Leroy Carr,!^^ 

Crudup, and too many more h „ most of . 
However, there’s a smn ln length 
the cuts are fragments, ■ Y minutes, 
from 30 seconds to almost three mrn^ 
But, since Charters says ^t. ^ # 6tudy 

that this material is inton can't 
of the sources of rural blues, you 

really complain. comprehensive, 
Because, as a study, notoS (by 

thorough, and complete, in. hUtory 
Charters himself) tra a& g0ing Into 
of the Country Blues as 1 ^ the blues 
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artists use. The LP's are*set up as 
examples of various widely differing 
styles included in the general class¬ 
ification of Country Blues. There are 
three main divisions — Vocal Styles, 
Vocal Ornamentation, and Instrumental. 
Under each heading are illustrative 
examples. For instance, in the second 
group, Blind l/illie Johnson’s TAKE YOUR 
BURDEN TO THE LORD is used as a sample 
of a "false bass" vocal style. 

I can’t help wondering if perhaps this 
whole idea wasn't just an excuse for 
issuing blues classics — not criticism * 
Charters is a man who has a sincere 
interest in the blues and studies and 
records them, commercial or not. It's 
just that I'll bet he had fun putting 

is album together. There are things 
ore that many a blues collector would 

give his right arm to get hold of. 
This set would make an excellent 

in ro uction to blues for those who are 
in erested in hearing the roots of many 

Urn6™ blues singers such as Muddy 
‘YIs* -?ohn Lee Hooker, and Howling Wolf 

c2ulde« 5 3 "Ud idea ” P«haps this 
Ilk*. K°rve3s a samPler for people who 
inh thlTV'T aren,t enough with them to know who is good. 

Some highlights* the mood set bv Furry 

WOMAN BLUEStJhCAniLEAVE BABY *** TH0USAND wur.TAN BLUES by Blind Boy Fuller ... the 

lyrics on IF I GET LUCKY by Arthur Crudup, 
which Elvis Presley recorded as THAT'S 
ALL RIGHT ... MILK CCW BLUES by Kokomo 
Arnold which Presley also recorded ... the 
intense and brooding STANDING AT THE CROSS¬ 
ROADS by Robert Johnson ... fine knife 
guitar work on Blind Willie’s NOBODY'S 
FAULT BUT MINE ... the driving rhythm 
of BUKKA'S JITTERBUG SWING ... the first 
recorded country blues — AIRY MAN BLUES 
with PaPa Charlie Jackson on banjo ... 
the country piano (I) of Skip James ... 
Leroy Carr's recording of HCW LONG HOW LONG 
BLUES in its entirety ... Sonny Terry with 
Blind Boy Fuller on the swinging HARMONICA 
STOMP ... Frank Stokes' blues violin on 
SHINEY TOWN BLUES ... Virgil Perkins' kazoo 
on TROUBLE IN MIND — with Samuel B. 
Charters accompanying on 12-string 
guitar ... Ham Gravy (Washboard Sam) on 
MAMA DON’T La/ IT with Big Bill on gyitar 
... and many, many others. 
Major complaint: the fades right in the 

middle of some of my favorite people s 
cuts. Also, with just one exception, the 
Lightning Hopkins selections are all taken 
from his Folkways LP. I know that there 
are many others in existence in v 
I have some. So why use readily available 
sides? In general^though, this recor s 
worth every cent of its price tag. e 
fidelity jis good, even on the sid<-s .y?1 
go way back. Blues students couldn t uy 



a much better album and collectors will 
be able to get at least a piece of some 
of these hard-to-find. items. At any 
event, I'm glad I got this set. 

Charters makes a point in the notes 
that I think is worth repeating — 

"Since the Second World War, a number 
of older blues singers have been per¬ 
forming as concert artists for an 
intellectual white audience that has 
usually confused the style with American 
folk music. The results have been the 
development of a rather pretentious 
'folk blues* style ..." 

I’m glad somebody has finally said it - 
blues is NOT folk music. Blues is blues 
and folk is folk. 

It's good to see good blues being re¬ 
issued and interest growing in it. 
What's next, Mr. Charters? 
(Reviewer: Dave Giover) 

LIGHTNING HOPKINS: AUTOBIOGRAPHY IN BLUB 
(Tradition 1040) See our cover. 

It seems that Lightning Hopkins has 
been "re-discovered" lately. Practically 
every company that has old singles in 
their files has been issuing LP's — 
Score has some of his early things that 
were originally on Alladin, Time has an 
LP of old cuts from Shad and Sittin' In, 
and Herald has put together an LP of his 
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singles from that iabel. ^ ol<J 

Not all of Lightning ed him for 
cuts .. Sam Char e- m COMs ^ 

Folkways, and Hack McLor 

of his out on the Tradi blueS, is 
The latest, AUTOBIOGRAPHY “ ^,te 

an "Idea" album. 1«9 ^ 

of the intensely Pcrs0" tooethor what h» 
of Lightning s songs!USlife.” 
calls "vignettes of Lightnlng^l^ 

Autobiography or £ot thinq is that 
doesn’t matter the ,iowtning, one of 
here are twelve cuts b*ri£lues singe™. 

bOStnS0“ral"cover" album with different 
This is not a cover available on 
versions of the same song ^ preylousxy 
other LP's — most of unlike the 
not appeared in album • well- 
other Tradition album, this has ^ ^ 

recorded, Lightning s g songS are 
his voice is superb, and th^ gNone of 
both well-chosen and v.el u> — 
the corny folksiness of the other 
this one is the real ^lues. ^ 

About one-third of th ning has 
traditional blues Especially 
adapted to suit his sty • 
interesting is his version of of 

SAINTS GO MARCHING IN. bcc0me a 
the cuts are songs Th rcpertoirc — 
regular part ^ etc. 
SO LONG BABY, SHORT-HA 1 
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The last third were, according to 
McCormick, improvised on the spot and 
forgotten almost as soon as they were 
sung. « 

These cuts show Lightning's tremendous 
ability to create the true, sad poetry 
of the blues in the night. He. is one of 
the most communicative blues singers I've 
heard. Listen to IN THE EVENING WHEN THE 
SUN GOES DOWN. It captures the loneliness 
of a man sitting under a tree in a 
southern field at twilight. Lightning's 
mixed narrative-and-singing style along 
with his stinging blues guitar make al¬ 
most every song he tackles an experience. 
He can take such a tired old blues as 
TROUBLE IN MIND and make it sound new 
and vital. His singing voice, the most 
expressive that I've heard, is shown off 
to. good advantage in MAMA AND PAPA HOPKIfS . 

"I wonder why my mama don't love my 
papa no more," sings Lightning, and right 
away you're drawn into the sad picture of 
a little boy caught between fighting 
parents. 

The only disappointment on the album 
is SANTA FE BLUES. Those who have heard ' 
the RPM single will miss the tight unity 
and poignancy that made the original such 
a tremendous thing. 

With this renewed interest. Lightning 
is being heard more and more. He even had 
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a full-page story in one of the Houston 
papers, and lately he has been giving 
concerts. It will,be interesting to see 
what all this fame will do to this lonely 
man who has been broke and ignored for 
much too long. Will he go the Josh White 
route? I doubt it -- for Lightning was 
born with the blues in him, and, to use 
his own words, "If it's in you it's got to 
come out." Listen to.this LP and hear some 
real blues that were performed on street 
corners first, and in the concert hall 
later. This is the vital stuff that makes 
some of Big Bill's later recordings look 
pretty pale by comparison. Lightning 
Hopkins — blues artist. Listen and see. 

EWAN MacCOLL: SONGS OF TUO REBELLIONS 
(Folkways 8756) 

The fifteen Jacobite songs on this album 
are about equally divided between-rousing 
martial airs and softer love-and-farewcl1 
ballads — but MacColl has erected an un¬ 
necessary boundary between the two types 
of songs by Singing each type in a distinct 
and separate style and voice. I must say 
that the softer and gayer tunes come of 
much the better for MacColl uses aK 
natural and intimate ballad style a 
no peers. 1 The traditional Scotch P^ting 
song, WILL YE NO COME BACK AGAIN, is 



the best airs MacColl has recorded any¬ 
where — dignified, touching, nostalgic. 
And CHARLIE HE’S MY DARLING, playfully 
jibing the amorous exploits of the Young 
Pretender, is as charmingly sly and 
tuneful a little song as one could de¬ 
sire. However, MacColl loses his charm 
and warmth when he adopts a throaty, 
booming baritone and sharper phrasing 
for YE.JACOBITES BY NAME, THE HAUGHS OF 
CROMDALE, and similar spirited songs. 
It is no longer MacColl the balladeer 
we hear on these numbers, but rather an 
alien and cold concert singer. The 
contributions of Peggy Seeger — banjo, 
guitar, and mandolin accompaniments 
that are always impeccably correct yet 
sensitive, and occassional vocal support 
that is so delightful one wishes it had 
been used on more numbers — are of in¬ 
estimable value to the interest generated 
by the album. 

THE SEAFARERS CHORUS: WE SING OF THE SEA 
(Elektra 182) 

Sea songs naturally lend themselves 
to choral treatment and the Seafarers 
do a better job than most in providing 
the harmonies and shouting choruses 
that the songs beg for. Conductor Milt 
Okun has wisely used simple accompaniment 

(banjo, guitar, concertina, etc.) and 
tasteful arrangements, and the results are 
a good record which will please fans of 
chorale work who find the Luboff style a 
bit too lush. Especially pleasing are 
Ned Wright’s solo of AMELIA, WHERE YA BOUND 
TO and the lead-voice work of baritone 
Eugene Brice. 

THE RAUNCH HANDS: PICKIN’ AND SING IN' 
(Epic 3698) 

Sounds awful, doesn't it? Another damn 
group lousing up folk songs? The Raunch 
Hands? Who needs them? 

Well, you’re partially right, but things 
aren't quite that bad. The one thing that 
this group has that no other group has had 
(are you listening, Limeliters?) is a 
subtle and serviceable sense of humor. This 
sense of humor is used to good avail 
generally throughout the record, especially 
on such numbers as HILLBILLY SPECTACULAR 
and A STUDY OF RCCK AND ROLL. When the 
group is singing straight folksongs, they 
sound pretty much like any other group an 
sing what must be by now the standard group 
folksongs to sing in your first 
WRECK OF THE JOHN B, BANUA, SANTY ANNO, 

I etc* There are some tasteless and na 
numbers too, done a la Shane, Guar^* 
Reynolds: ZOIBIE JA;B0REE is oneA^a* C°7? 
to mind, and there are others. All i • 
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the whole LP reeks of Collegiate humor, 
for the Raunch Hands are all Harvard 
Boys, and is sort of folk music done 
slickly and musically well: a non-Ethnic 
approach with a belt on the back, but 
nonetheless harmless, wildly enthusiastic, 
and kind of fun in a non-scholarly way. 
At least they didn't claim they wrote 
the songs. 

PETE SEEGER: THE RAINBOW QUEST 
(Folkways 2454) 

THE RAINBOW QUEST is clearly an "idea" 
album, yet neither Pete Seeger nor the 
liner notes really tell us what the "idea' 
is. Subtitled PETE SEEGER SINGS 
TRADITIONAL AND CONTEMPORARY FOLKSONGS, 
the LP seems to be a potpourri of songs 
and fragments pf songs revolving some¬ 
what around the quest for world peace, 
love, and understanding. Side One is 
composed of fragments of songs all run 
together in a row much like Pete is 
doing in concert how. Yet there is no 
interspersed comment telling us about 
the songs or why he is doing it. Side 
Two is mostly peace songs, some of them 
written by Pete himself, and others by 
Peggy Seeger and Ewan MacColl. There aie 

unmvo^rL2iCe thin9s in this LP — HOLD 
* petticoats, the dove, golden 
TllhEAD, SEEK AND YOU SHALL FIND, '.WERE 
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HAVE ALL THE FLCVIERS GONE — yet the 
traditionalist will probably want to 
skip it for most of the songs on the 
LP (except for some of the fragments) 
are contemporary folksong. Not that . 
there is anything wrong with this. 
What the album could have used, I think, 
is an explanation of what it was trying 
to do, and some of Pete's matchless 
comment mixed in with the songs. 
Nonetheless, it's a fine album, and well 
worth picking up. 

EVERYBODY SING! Volumes 1, 2, and 3. 
RIVERSIDE WONDERLAND SERIES 1418, 1419, 
and 1420. Songs for Cubs, Songs for 
Juniors, Songs for Seniors. 

This is a confusing set of albums for 
the title is not at all inducive as to 
what the records really are. In effect, 
they are far more a sampler-type LP than 
Sing-Alongs, for they feature bands taken 
off other Riverside albums and nothing here 
is on this album alone or not available 
elsewhere on Riverside. For the ser ous 
collector, there is nothing new here. 
For the less serious folk fan, the $1.98 
price tag might well look pretty inviting 
for albums featuring such folk artists 
as Peggy Seeger, Oscar Brand, Bob » j » 
Jean Ritchie, Uon Bibb, Ed McCurdy, 
Paul Clayton, Cynthia Gooding, Wit Okun, 
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and Bascom Lamar Lunsford. Riverside 
will release a fourth album in this 
series featuring International folk 
music. 

In addition to THE WEAVERS AT CARNEGIE 
HALL, VOLUME TWO (VRS 9075), Vanguard 
will release Ernest Bloch’s symphony 
based on American folk music, AMERICA - 
AN EPIC.T.’-IAPSODY (VRS 1056), conducted 
by Leopold Stokowski, plus the.VAUGHN 
WILLIAMS FOLK SONG ALBUM (VRS 1055) 
with Alfred Dcller. Release date on 
all three albums should be any day now. 

LE£LER_S_ TO THE EDITORS 

Gentlemen: First, enclosed find a check 
or 33.00 for a 1-year subscription to 

R« I. do not know when I have enjoyed 
myself so much as when reading your 
fascinating publication. 

Contrary to the information in issue 
f > do not have in my possession an 
unreleased album of Bascom Lamar 

uns ord. Elektra has several tracks 

VS by Kqn Goldstein, which 
seroni° ^Ve been included in the 
,or."? °f the 0UR SINGING HERITAGE 
inner ’j.TblS ,na^r^al does not represent 

u\isried with the whole album, I 
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canceled its release. Please set the 
record straight. Very truly yours, 

JAC HOLZMAN 

Editorsr Note: Even some of Lunsford's 
poorer work would be a far cry better t an 
most of the current recorded folk music 
both on Elektra or any other label. Let 
us hope Jac Holzman reconsiders. 

Dear Friends: Many thanks for sending me 
a copy of your first issue. Enclose 

find $3.00. Please put me on your mail¬ 
ing list for the next year. 

Although it is difficult for Americans 
to get records from England, there are 
a number of extraordinarily good records 
of American folk music being released in 
England which are not available here. 
If you would like to try writing Colie 
Music Shop, 80 Gower Street, London, * 
think they would let you know about in 
new ortes as they come out. That s op 
incidentally is quite reliable and y 
can order records from them an exP^ 
about a two to three week delivery 
almost anything. There is al*°? ? 
record shop called Dobell s whi 
they call a ”77 Series.” This is of • 
special records which are made W " ' 1 
of only 99 pressings- They're well worth 

knowing about. 
In general, congratulations oy 

magazine. I hope you remember to 
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coming out regularly. Remember the 
definition of genius: the ability to 
finish a job after the first flash ot 
inspiration has subsided." All f°r nOW* 
Best wishes, 

PETE SEEGER 

Editors’ Mote: Vie hope to have a regular 

column on English records soon a sor 
of compilation of information from Ken 
Lindsay at Agate and the people at 
Collet’s. Either firm is recommended: 
Pete Seeger mentioned Collet's to us; 
Guy Caravan Agate 8. Co. Ltd. 

/O/O/O/sJ/O/O/O/O/O/j/jyo 

Dear Friends: Before I prescribe err 
subscribe to LSR, would you please 
enlighten me on a few things? I am, 
alas, a city singer who happens to like 
folk music a great deal and after read¬ 
ing reviews and folk magazines, I some¬ 
times wonder what is wrong with my taste. 
.. 1. VJhat qualifies you to review or is 

this merely a rambling of your 
likes and dislikes for us to agree 
with, disagree or disregard or 
amuse ourselves? 

2. Are all persons who rate as folk- 
singers those who sing in the 
country style and have lWed in or 
around the various locales that 
the songs come from? 

3. is anything wr»9 

iwTUt people? CT *£*£% 
adding cha cha cha on the 

a line either.) folk music 
«. IS It possible to enjoy folk . 

for its aesthetic value 

-2J2 thes^tooether^go ?orth « ' 
putting these without 
to an audience and eg expioitlng 
being regarded « a pn 
individual? (This, 
without gimmicks.) people 1 

5. Were and are mos 0 ass0ciated 
in folk song circle* * and did the 

great interest s 'ol^ gatherings? 

(^Hhiris not too loaded to / 

6. Define*-- folksinger. ,* 
folk songs, fealladee , voyers 
terminology given to those P 

of folk songs. issue of 
Enclosed is 30 cents sincerely* 

tSR. you may min 

. Skokie, Illinois 

Editors’ Note: slnc?j*j!** letter attempting 
already received a . nS there is 00 
to answer all her deeply here, 
nolnt in aoing into th comething 
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about them, and we certainly appreciate 
getting letters and comments like this. 

1. A fair knowledge of the folk field 
as well as a fair knowledge of the 
record business and the rudiments 
of writing, photography, and art 
are our only qualifications as re¬ 
viewers. We have been encouraged 
within the field by several people 
who seemed to think we were well- 
qualified to review folk records. 
You may agree, disagree, disregard, 
oiji'be amused — whichever you 
prefer. We certainly do not claim 
to be experts. 

2. Not all persons, but it certainly 
helps. No one can sing folksongs 
like the folk (any folksinger 
worth his salt will tell you that). 
If you do not live in that area 
where the song you are singing 
comes from, you certainly should 
know something about the song, 
what it means to the people of 
that region, etc., so you don't 
louse it up completely. It's 
impossible for most of us to live 
in the locales of the songs we 
sing, but it is not impossible to 
learn about them from books and 
records and other people. A 
singer should learn from the real 
sources; not ignore them. 

3. The idea of "arranging a song to 
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communicate to most people" is a 
pretty nauseating one to us. This is 
what the Weavers and the Kingston Trio 
do. People must come to folk music 
themselves. You don't change ot 

lute the music and make it come to 
them. The real music is there, open 
to anyone who is willing to come to 
it and take it in its pure form. 
Arrangement is not necessary, and, if 
done, must remain within the folk 
form (which the Weaver, Kingston Trio, 
Odetta, etc., do not do). You do not 
add a pretty girl to a Cezanne paint** 
ing so it will communicate with more 

people. 
Certainly. Who said it wasn t? 
However, I don't think you’re goin$ 
to find anyone whose "aesthetic 
values" hold to any norm. Some may 
have a great aesthetic experience 
listening to Robeson or Dyer-Bennet; 
others to hoedown music of Kentucky. 
Frankly, we don't know too much a ou 
it. You've probably heard as much 
as we have. Certainly many Pe°P*c 
in the field have been associated with 
Leftist movements — that's common 
knowledge. However, I don t think 
the great interest in folk music q 
out of Communist gatherings. on 
again, I suppose it didn t hur , 

it? • 
I refer you to early CARAVAN s or 
GARDYLOO for this one — I vc rea 
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couple hundred too many articies on^ 

it already* Frankly, I don .thpr 
add to the confusion. You re ei 
a folksinger (good or bad) or n 
folksinger to LSR. All the.*T* 

~ seems like a meaningless quibbl 

over words. 

Edith Fowke writes from Toronto (we vjill 
print the entire letter next issue'* a 
P This is the first time I have written 
letter of this kind to a folksong mag¬ 
azine, so I think you may take it as 
compliment that your opinions st*r^ 
to express mine. On the whole, I 11 
your approach, and I hope you 11 con 1 
to keep on writing just as you are. 

A new folk music books SONGS OF ’.'ORK AND 
FREEDOM by Edith Fowke and Joe Glazer. 
Available from Labor Education Division, 

Roosevelt University, 430 So. Michigan 
Ave., Chicago 5, Illinois. Plastic Boun 
is $2.50, Hardbound $5.00. 

Ted Alevizos writes: I want to thank you 
for the kind words about my SONGS OF 
GREECE. Knowing people take time to 
listen to one’s record is gratifying 
indeed. 

Dave Glover writes of Sonny Terry LSR 
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CURRENT AND CHO/CE 
MOUNTAIN WSK OF ^fKY(Folk«yS 
Collected by John Cohen. 1 

23An'album that r*"kJl*Jf‘r£Srdlnga. 
Library of Congress 

the COUNTRY BLUES. Edlt.dbysa. 

same name. 

sings a fine album of bW«». 
Recorded by Sam Cha 

JEAN RITCHIE, 0sCARB^8“VE 
At TORN HALL (Policy (Col lector 
JEAN RITCHIE FIELD THW ' 
Limltad Edition 1201) yOUtG 
PETE SEEGERt FOLK SONG 
PEOPLE (Foltwaya ^ ) sotCS 
THE NE* LOST Cm ,264) 

FROM THE “FFf^S^NOTHER COUNTY 
MALVINA REYNOLDS* ANUW^^ 

HEARD FROM gnu 
HOOTENANNY AT CARNttJi 
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folkways 
Hast 46th StrMt 

"• V. 36, N. y. 

another new pete seeger 
♦ •t 

w-t int 

ColortdQ Tygj, ~ 

Loving TonaiJA *Spanlsh is th 
!UV Our Bos*’^pXas Gals, We 
Scabs Cr,„iT Five. The 

Op your p’t?Tn the Door- 
°°va, To Evlro! tlCOat£’ Th« 
°h, Had I , pTone ln the World 
others. Gold»" Thread, and 

THE LITTLE SANDY 
REVIEW 



This month’s cover features Guy 
Carawan, one of our best young 
folksingers and one of the finest 
men we’ve ever met. Guy can be 
heard in this country on Folkways 
LP’s 3544, 3548, and 3552 and in 
England on Nixa 19029 (with Peggy 
Seeger), Topic 10T24, HMV 1174 
(again with Peggy Seeger), and 
several HP’s and singles. Guy’s 
newest release (reviewed in this 
issue) is a Folkways EP with Pete 
Seeger and others called SOUTH 
AFRICAN FREEDOM SONGS. 

EDITOR'S COLUMN 
EDITOR'S COLUMN 

PrflU HZ4S071 & non Prffa4' 

A lot of excitement was recently 
generated in the LSR offices when we 
received a publicity brochure from 
Vokes Music Publications. It seems 
the company has unearthed a new 
recording star — none other than 
its president, Cowboy Howard Vokes 
himself; a singer who "packs power, 
emotion and much feeling into his 
singing ..." a condensed life 
history of the Cowboy is included, 
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and from which the following quotes are 
takent "..When 17 years old. Cowboy was 
shot with a deer rifle in the right ankle 
which resulted in spending § weeks in the 
hospital but not wasted time for he wrote 
over 150 songs and mastered the ’Spanish 
guitar* during the confinement.” As if 
this incredible talent were not enough of a 
burden to be borne by one mortal, the Cow¬ 
boy "..can send goosepimples up and down 
the back with his singing from the heart. 
He can sing most any style, and foltks h®ve 
cheered him all over the country.." Yet 
there is another more human and benificent 
side to this great young bundle of talent* 
For Cowboy Howard Vokes has discovered and 
started on the road to fame such greats as 
Rudy Thatcher, Hank King, and the famous 
Denver Duke & Jefferey Null; and has found 
time in his crowded schedule to dash oft 
such hits as ATOM BOMB HEART, THANK YOU 
GRAND OLE OPRY, HANK WILLIAMS T DEAD, 
TEARS AT THE GRAND OLE OPRY, GHOST OF A 
HONKY TONK SLAVE, and his newest big 
on. Del-Ray Records, WILLIE ROY THE 
BOY. Quoting again from the Vokes story 
"Cowboy Howard Vokes has a deep faitn i 
his Maker and loves to help °thers* 
states, ’We’re all God's children and if 

we help one of His, He will sure V cowboy 
us many times over.’" ^’^"Wo^raphed 
graciously sent us a personally . ce 
photo of Himself - Mch oc«copies.. pl«« 
of honor on our office wall nex 
GIVE 'EM HELL sign. Those who wU 
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support Cowboy Howard, or who doubt his 
authenticity, can write him at New 
Kensington, Pa., c/o Vokes Music. Ask 
for his complete life story. It should 
be great ... Record Research has under¬ 
taken a monumental project — a complete 
listing of blues singles from the mid¬ 
forties to date! BLUES RESEARCH #1 can 
be obtained for 30$ from Record Research, 
131 Hart St., Brooklyn 6, N. Y. We 
understand that LSR staffer Barry Hansen 
has some material in it ... Oscar Brand, 
prolific as ever, has BOAT SONGS AND 
BOATING AND ALL THAT BILGE on Elektra 
183 ~ in-group songs for boating fans 
... Vanguard news: Joan Baez has been 

signed into the Vanguard fold. Will they 
be preposterous enough to gum up this 
great voice with an orchestra? Also, 
expect a Ewan MacColl issue — mastered 
from Topic cuts which we guarantee are 
not orchestrated. The 1960 Newport 
Folk Festival will again bo on Vanguard 

3 or 4 LP's; and the fourth record of 
the 1959 set should be forthcoming ••• 
Write to Bob and Sidsel Gleason at 182 
N. Arlington Avenue, East Orange, New 
Jersey, and ask for the free WOODY 
GUTHRIE NEWSLETTER — news and chatter 
on the latest doings of Woody arid his 
friends. The LSR ’’WHY DOESN'T SOMEBODY 
RECORD....?" Dept.: A Frank Hamilton LP? 
Hally Wood ungimmicked by backing or 
group? More Ramblin' Jack Elliott? 
More Malvina Reynolds (perhaps singing 
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with Pete Seeger)? Now that they are all 
together again for a while: Pete, Mike, 
and Peggy Seeger singing en group. Pete 
doing an album of Guthriefs kids songs? 
Or an album of mountain songs with Jean 
Ritchie? Seattle's Mike Russo one of 
the best blues artists in the country? 
He sings Leadbelly songs with a 12-string 
and does a much better job than Fred 
Gerlach. Carolyn Hester (her hesitant 
recording debut on Coral doesn’t count —— 
she's come a long way)? Logan English 

in the foot-stompin' and shoutin' style 
he excels in? The .phenomenal banjo of 
Smilin' Wedgeley Todd? And how about the 
Ramblers doing some of those Gid Tanner- 
Faith Norris duets with Mike Seeger 
singing Norris' falsetto parts? ••• 
Send 25$ to Harvey Fink, 903 Oak Street, 
Watertown, Wisconsin, to get a postcard 
photo of himself and his guitar ... The 
Wattle label of Austral'.n has some 
fascinating issues on singles and LP s 
featuring A. L. Lloyd, Ewan MacColl, 
Peggy Seeger, and John Greenway. Watch 
LSR for listings and reviews ... We were 
highly pleased by CARAVAN’S review of our 
publication - and Billy Faier's definitive 

definition of FOLKUM. Also by 
COLLECTOR'S "..one of the best of it., 
I've seen...revlews folk records...in 
way.records should be reviewe » r I .. 
of where the chips may fall...well *>rth 
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the price." Our thanks ... A good place 
to do mail-order record buying: JIMMIE 
SKINNER MUSIC CENTER, 222 E. 5th St., 
Cincinnati, Ohio. "Largest selection 
of country, sacred, square dance, etc." 
•••• The Tarriers, with undetermined 

personel, have signed4with Atlantic ... 
Victor 2196, THE WINDJAMMERS, contains 

songs by the Norwegian group that sang 
on the soundtrack to the CineMiracle 
film ... Brownie and Sonny have a new 
one on World Pacific 1294, BLUES IS A 
STORY. New on M-G-M .this month is 
BLOW YE WINDS, sea songs by the Coast 
Guard Academy Singers. Also, a new 
Merle Travis on Capital called WALKIN' 
THE-STRINGS ... Following his farewell 
concert in McCosh's Bookstore basement, 
Wedgeley Todd packed up his ancient 
6-string.banjo, and left town;for Chicago 
and the big-time. Chicagoans will soon 
be hearing him play his TWINKLE TWINKLE 
KITTLE STAR and other favorites in his 
fantastic five-finger Bluegrass style* 
Good luck, Wedgeley, and keep grinning *y 
Barbara Dane fans may want her recent 
(but non-folk) LP: LIVING WITH THE BLUES 
(Dot 3177) — classic blues back by Earl 
Hines at the piano ... Rock-and-roll 
guitarist Duane Eddy ambushes SONGS OF 
OUR HERITAGE on Jamie 3011 ... The 

ingston Trio's embarrassing attempt to 
imitate Ewan MacColl and Peggy Seeger's 
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JOHNNY LAD apparently wasn't tawdry 
enough even for them — the group is now 
using the song for a 7-Up commercial ... 

SINGING THE BLUES (Camden 588) contains, 
among other reissues, Leadbelly's 
MORNING BLUES ... RETURN OF THE WAYFARING 
STRANGER (Columbia 1459), Burl Ives' 
newest, has a beautiful cover photo ... 
The LSR's staff now includes Reed College s 
Barry Hansen and Minneapolis folk-scholar 
Dave Williams. In addition, Winnie Winston 
has offered to cover the Asheville Folk 
Folk Festival for us — an LSR exclusive. 
Izzy Young's retrospective record reviews 
are so retrospective we haven't seen one 
yet — but we keep hoping. And we keep 
hoping for ever more subscriptions from 
our legions of readers — how about 
Send us $3.00 for a solid year of LITTLt 
SANDYS (to LSR, 3220 Park Avenue South, 
Minneapolis, Minnesota) and you, too, w*1 
be able to say, "I saw it FIRST in TH 

LITTLE SANDY." 

prrnpp RFVTEWS 

JACK ELLIOTT: RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT IN 
LONDON (Columbia 33 SX 1166) This i 
the American Columbia label. This i 

English record. 

This is an out-and-out bad recorJ’ 
for LSR to call a Jack Elliott record bad 
is rare Indeed. It is a cossnercial IP 



jtyies ranging from cornball country- 
western to Andy Griffith bathroom humor 
.(yes, really) to wildly overdone Cowboy 
folksongs. On almost every number, Jack 
takes off into the wild blue yonder of 
oversinging and makes Ed McCurdy at his 
broadest seem shy and subtle. Jack 
parodies himself throughout the record, 
and, although most of the songs claim 
to be authentic Western folksong, this 
does not always hold true. A lot of 
these songs are out-and-out commercial 
hillbilly Top Forty stuff, and the 
group that accompanies Jack on several 
of these songs is sad indeed. I hope 
Jack gets straightened out and rambles 
back over to Topic Records to make more 
good LP's. This one is mostly junk. 
Songs include I RIDE AN OLD PAINT, DOWN 
IN THE WILLOW GARDEN, TALKING BLUES, 
ROCKY MT. BELLE, and JACK O’DIAMONDS, 
but, I'm afraid, you won't like very 
many of them. 

JEAN THOMAS, THE TRAIPSIN' WOMAN: 
AMERICAN FOLK SONG FESTIVAL 
(Folkways 2358) 

Jean Thomas, a native of Kentucky and 
authoress pf three books on the life and 
songs of the hill people, presents a 
sampling from her annual festival in the 
Cumberlands. Reviewers of Miss Thomas's 
books have found them overly sentimental 
the same may be said for portions of this 
record, a large part of Side One is de¬ 
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voted to the sinqing of children. Those 
songs are "cute" but'are otherwise without 
interest, being standard and well-known 
versions of generally familiar songs, 
singing of 9-year-old Ruby Dean does show 
promise of a future Jeanie West. 

Of the more mature singers better can be 
said. The singing of Pleaz W. Mobley, 
Dora Harmon, and Lula M. Curry as well as 
the fiddling of Bob Ramey are all worthy 
of note. Mr. Mobley's PRETTY POLLY, Mrs.^ 
Harmon's THE PRODIGAL SON, and Mrs. Curry s 
THE SQUIRE'S DAUGHTER are especially fine. 
I regret that TURKEY IN THE STRAW is the 
only sample we are given of Mr. Ramey s 
excellent country fiddling. The singing 
(if not the songs) of Dave Varney is 
worthy of note. He sounds like Mike Seeger 

P Collectors of folk music should note that 
the only other available samples of the 
singing of Mr. Mobley are on Library ot 

Congress recordings. 
Poor recording techniques have ^ '_nr0rd 

quality of some of the songs on tbl. record. 

The notes with the album are no o 
usual Folkways high standard, tor d 
point, poor or misguided taste has P^tt0 
over one-third of the lesser- n hiahlv- 

performances to remain**two-thirds of the 
interesting and superior two tnira 

record. Though specific edl“^ . Jthei. 
__.(Miwue are not mentioned, I gatner 



that Miss Thomas must take the blame as 
well as the praise. 

The "adult" two-thirds of this record 
make it worth adding tp any comprehensive 
collection of Southern Mountain folk 
music* (Reviewer: Dave Williams) 

Editors* Note: We agree with Mr* 
Williams* review in most cases but 
would like to mention a song which 
.we feel is worthy of note — BONNIE 
GEORGE CAMPBELL, here sung by Mrs. 
Margaret Caudil Hurst and her litile 
daughter. We think it*s the best 
thing in the album and one of the most 
beautiful and moving performances of 
folk music we*ve heard in a long time. 

CHARLEY WALKER, JOHN DUFFEY, AND THE 
COUNTRY GENTLEMEN: COUNTRY SONGS OLD 
AND NEW (Folkways 24Q9) 

Y* • 
Were a New Lost City Ramblers-type 

group to form in.the year 1990, the 
"vintage" records they would be learning 
their material from could well be those 
of the Country Gentlemen — for certainly 
these boys represent the very best of 
today’s popular-authentic country 
musicians. Mike Seeger says that they 
illustrate one of several directions 

in which today's. Bluegrass may develop" 
but the influences at work on the 

Gents are far wider than only Bluegrass. 
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Of course, the group does perf°™ Bluegrass 
excellently - the tradltionalsPAUL AND 
SILAS, ROVING GAMBLER, and DARLING ALALEE, 

are standout numbers -- wlth ,’h 
nasal choruses pointing proudly to such 
forebearers as the Mainer Mountaineers 
and the Monroe groups. But Eddie Adcock s 
banjo work reveals a knowledge o 
progressions and Atkins-Travis g 
as well as the innovations of Scruggs. To 
be sure, the sentimental and sacred numbers 

(recent compositions all) rely °n 
artificial sentimentality — "ot.^ ,hndren 
which belabors the woes of cripp*® , nd 
to tug the tears - but a "k"Jh for a 
widespread concept create Y 
mass-communication audience o this 
listeners. Accepting these songs °n “w 
basis, A GOOD WOMAN'S LOVE and DRIVING T 
FAR FROM THE SHORE are as moving and as 
sincere popular country music as I 
heard in years. They are sung lacks 
and unabashed emotional manner . onic 
the cynicism of Nashvll e's^lectronic^ 

neo-Country-Vlestern hits once 
pleasing harmonies and phrasi g porCh 
made the Sons of the Ploneersbackporc 
radio favorites. Bluegrass and country 

fans, collectors of "“^.“iil find the 
country discs, and NLCR 
Gents absolutely irresistablo. 

S3.00 brings you 12 bigstill 
year. Back Issues of 0\ 



PETE SEEGER, GUY CARAWAN, AND CHORUS: 
SOUTH AFRICAN FREEDOM SONGS 
(Folkways EP 601) 

Pete would never dream of stepping to 
his concert mike and singing, say, 
SENZENINA unannounced and unexplained. 
Nor would Guy perform V/E SHALL OVERCOME 
to his audiences without first telling 
them what the song means to Americans 
struggling for their rights as citizens. 
Yet, this is what has been done to the 
tour Zulu songs on this EP — removing 
them from the ranks of social document 
and protest (which they are intended to 
be) and placing them in a cold and re¬ 
moved museum setting. Either Pete or 
Guy should have introduced the songs 
with comment on where, why, when, and 
by whom they are being sung. This 
would have been worth sacraficing an 
extra chorus or verse. The record is 
an admirable project (all royalties 
go to the American Committee on Africa) 
-- but one can’t relate the songs to 

the album photos of the Sharpsville 
massacres. Needless to say, the album 
is musically excellent — spirited 
singing by great folk talents — but it 

.°jSn ^ v;ork in the way it was 

wonnU t0* *n case anY you are 

priceris9si'^9.a F°lkWayS EP C0StS’ 

C0-cditoaWtn9 0f Guy Carawan is by co-editor Jon Pankake. 

1? 

THE NEW LOST CITY RAMBLERS: VOLUME TWO 

(Folkways 2397) 

"The cukoo singeth as she flies..she.y 
sucketh small flowers and never calleth 
cukoo ’till summer draweth nigh,” sings 
the arty balladeer. "The cukoo 6he 
wobbles as she flies..she never hollers 

cukoo ’till the Fourth of July” si10?® 
the country musician — and therein lies 
more than a little of the philosophy of 
country music and the country musician. 
The literary sophistication of the ballad 
and the self-pity of the blues get a 
knowing wink and an impudent razzberry 
from him. His music is perhaps more 
genuinely American than any other orm 
our folk music, for, in addition to 
drawing on every traditional and P°PU * 
music source, its attributes 
painful honesty, joy, the humor th 
with self-knowledge, toughness, innocenc t 
strong affirmation, pragmatism,,slmpli y» 
and love of life - are the very traits 
that made pre-Atomic Age America a . . 
and unique cultural, politica * taits 
entity. Though dying rapidly, t^J 
are being rediscovered by a few t- NcvJ 
youth - not the least of «*» 
Lost City Ramblers. This, lbUity 
album, again aptly demonstrates the ability 

of dedicated and sensitive persons to 
eanture their musical heritage. 



At the risk of appearing prejudiced, 
I must again pick a John Cohen-led song 
as the top effort on the record. It*s 
WHOOP ’EM UP, CINDY, and John is sound¬ 
ing more and more like the reincarnated 
spirit of Uncle Dave Macon. Not far 
behind is Mike Seeger's WHEN FIRST TO 
THIS COUNTRY — true in spirit, if not 
text, to the incredible Gant Family 
original in the Library of Congress. 
Mike’s singing of the old-time "ballits" 
is likewise growing in stature. True 
connoisseurs of the Ramblers' instru¬ 
mentals will not be satisfied with 
HAWKINS rag (for its devices are pale 
recreations of the stops and 
synchronizations of DALLAS RAG), but 
they will go out of their heads over 
UP JUMPED THE DEVIL. Sparked by Tom 
Pa leyrazzmatazz banjo, the boys kick 
the living bejabbers out of this one — 
and to hear them do it is sheer 

ecstasy! Others wonders to be heard 
.JCS*? countrified versions of FRANKIE 

(called LEAVING HOME), THE 
mnrciD (called THE RAGING SEA), TOM 
uWLfcY, and the best DIDN'T HE RAMBLE 
one could hope to hear — plus ragtime 

?teel 9Uitar* and autoharp 
r, la the best country manner. 
al e dec®ived by the cover photo of 

in^™PTCy‘l00kin9 with 
instruments — the music inside is as 
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good as you heard in the albums with the 
old-timey covers. If you must — lie» 
cheat, or steal to get this album — then 
plan to leave it on your turntable f^,a 
week or two. It's fantastic. u • . 

: : jj 

THE SOHO SKIFFLE GROUP - 
(Melodise EP 7-72) An English record. 
THE CUMBERLAND 3: FOLKSCENE U.S.A. 
(Roulette 25121) 

"I'm going to preach you all a little 
sermon...about commercialism..." 

There is nothing really important about 
either of the above two albums. They are 
simply two more commercially-conceived, 

dollar-minded albums of recorded folkum. 
One is American; the other is English. 
Together, they seem to represent pretty 
much what is being done in the so-calle 
Folk Renaissance of recorded folk music. 
And, I'm afraid, the majority of what is 
being done by both American and Briti^ 
record companies (and what is bought by 
English and American record-buyers) is 
out-and-out junk. It seems simply to bo ; 
case of the deserving companies being no 
better off than they were before — while 
the rich companies who do not depen on 
folk music for a living continue to get 
richer. Capitol has made a mint with the 
Kingston Trio and yet contributed nothing 
to American folk music compared to, a y. 
Moses Asch of Folkways. Yet, everyone 
knows that Moses Asch certainlyIsn i ^ 
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recordings. 
•The Cumberland 3 are an interesting 

case in point as to just how far the 
pop-music Kingston Trio influence has 
gone. The-resemblance in sound between 
the two groups is nothing short of 
fantastic: not only do they sound alike 
in-group singing, but, individually, 
each member of the Cumberland unit 
sounds exactly the same as his imitated 
counterpart in the Kingston Trio. Dave 
Guard even wrote the liner notes for 
the Cumberland album, and, naturally, he 
likes the group. Practically every 

-record company in the business now has 
a Kingston Trio cover-group and they all 
•sound practically alike — and this is 
what they are trying to achieve. They 
all want a pop-music sound that will 
appeal to both parent and teenager 

•aUke something nice, fresh, and 
bouncy; something musically pleasing 

ear and mentaHy unchallenging. 
Mediocrity has become the key word, and 
traditionalism, authenticity, and 
scholarship have fallen by the wayside. 
Ethics are completely out of the 
question. Everybody screams "I wrote 
this, I wrote that" at the top of their 
lungs. K 

Yet, there are a few honest companies 

w o o record good folk music. Folkways 

remains at the top of that list, 

dteraWy hundreds of fine 

EnolaoHbrS 3 YCar' T°Pic Records of 
England is another good company, but 
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with most of the rest of the companies, it 
is strictly hit or miss. Tradition has 
done a lot of fine recordings, and, as a 
result of it, probably is destined to re 
main a small voice in the field because 
their records simply do not sell we 
enough for them to expand. Vanguar ma e 
a big show of "Recordings For the Connois¬ 
seur” and fails to live up to it. The 
results are usually "pretty" folk music 
with concert-trained singers who Pr°d^c 
an easy-to-listen-to sound. Most of their 
LP's are also orchestrated which, needless 
to say, ruins them. Elektra started out 
with some fine work back in their aY 
and still have some excellent Jean 1 c * 
LP's, but, by and large, Jac Holzman 
Company seem to have grown fat and con¬ 
tented on the likes of Oscar Brand, bKi 
SONGS, the Limeliters, Josh White, ana 
other slick and sophisticated cocktai - 
party folkum. Riverside, a company which 
did some really good field recording. kinq 
much honest folk music, had to qu 

* folk records almost entirely cca^ .. r 
sold so badly. And this In the ™lddlo of 
the so-called -folk boom." Un ted Artists 

seemed to express some interes 
good folk work in their o^ly days, but ^ 
their latest folk ''eloase tand ^ aT 
long time ago) was FOLK SUWj 
CARNEGIE HALL, a prostitution 
.«***•« POLK SONG '59 concert. Since tnen, 
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they have done nothing, and probably 
will not do much more in the folk field. 
Stinson Records have recently re-formed 
(see LSR //5) and are now in business 
again with a truly great line of folk 
LP's. The way things stand now, it is 
almost too much to hope that they will 
sell enough records to stay afloat and 
break even. Indeed, the whole question 
of good recorded folk music seems to 
hang in the balance of two or three 
small companies. Will they make enough 
money to stay out of the red or will 
people forget about them completely? 
.Jhat in the world would happen to the 
folk LP if Moses Asch went out of 
business? How would people ljke Pete 
Steele or Roscoe Holcomb or even the 
New Lost City Ramblers get recorded? 
The answer is that they wouldn't. They 
are valid folksingers and they sing in 
the true and pure traditional sense and 
this is exactly what would be held agains 

em if they tried to get some larger 
record company to record them. To record 

ese people is a labor of love and not 
one of making money. How many records 

o you think a Pete Steele album sells? 
A thousand? Even five hundred? I doubt 
ir. very few companies would be willing 

from +k *?hance on it. Yet an album 
3 e Kingston Trio or the Cumberland 

ny other ridiculous group in the 
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same genre probably sells well over five 
hundred or a thousand records here in tne 
Twin Cities alone. And this is the 
situation.in recorded folk music today. 
We have our Kingston Trio, Weavers, etc.* 
and over in England they have groups 1 e 
the Soho Skiffle Group. The Soho Group 
consists of a bunch of florescent Bn is 
13-year-olds banging away in rock-and-roi 
fashion at guitars and washboards and an 
pretentiously trying to look very, vary 
Brandoesque and devil-may-care, 
as if they would be more at home in 3 
sandbox than on a nightclub floor. n 
they sound even worse. If You can 
what a 13-year-old English kid soun s 
trying to sing Negro blues when his m 
influences seem to have been Sal Mineo, 

Jimmy Durante, Lonnie Donegan, an Tt is 
you can imagine the sound of th s * 
a pity that both England and t e 
States have to rely, by and large, on this 
type of presentation of folk ™sicj: ^pc 
record sales. Perhaps there ^ up0n 
for us now that the Folk Renaissance is P 
us, but records such as these m th it 
wonder if such a folk resurgence is^wort 

Will these records make Pe°VXe thing? 
enough to go out and buy 0 skiff 1® 
Will anyone who hears the o 
Group be interested Or, 
roots of American Negro f ^ t0 sell 

will records hapless pap and 
more and more of the sa^p » tll the 
less and less of the real at 
real and the true and the tr 
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last have no place in a v;orld grown so 
commercial as to have cut off all ties 
with heritage forever because heritage 
simply does not sell. This is a question 
worth thinking about. Will the "com¬ 
mercial authenticity" (quote from BILL¬ 
BOARD) of the Cumberland 3 soon replace 
Jean Ritchie as valid cultural and 
traditional folk music of the U.S.A.? 
It could happen unless something is done 
about it fast. 

M W » W V V 
• An n A n A 

# 

Note: The Soho Skiffle Group cited above 
is NOT the same group that records for 
Time Records under the name of the 
Original Soho Skiffle Group. See LSR 
til for their review. 

ANGOLA PRISON SPIRITUALS (Louisiana 
Folklore Society A-6) 

This record, recorded by Harry Oster* 
is, according to Oster*s notes, "a 
survey,of the major styles in which 
folk Negroes sing religious songs." Al¬ 
most every devotee of Negro spirituals 
in their authentic form will find some¬ 
thing here that he likes, and most 
people will relish it all. Every style 
from the oldest to the newest is here. 
According to the notes, one singer was 
influenced by Johnny Mathis! A few 
numbers fail to catch fire, but an 
extremely high emotional level is 

achieved on most of the tracks. Listen 
especially to Robert Pete Williams, a 
murderer ."and probably the most mportan^ 
discovery of Oster’s recenttraves. 
one of the real masters of 9U1*here are 
has a truly great singing style. 

devotees of moSern^splritJiat'recordings 

•Mr sr»"fSis?" 
of this version — direct, hu * with 
of beautiful Negro melodic n ,0 
the pretensious version of Paul , 
the pretensi meiodv and harmony that 
Europeonized in its meio Y by Brahms, 
it could have almost been 0f 
will show how erroneous is the P, alaSf 
the Negro spiritual which ^ given 
that fine singer N.rUn An^son) have^ 

:: r. ssrusrrs. i-yss 
singing of.^^^/'“l^ing’^lch defies 

any kind of •'Improvement." £°r j*® d»'«. 
clincher, listen to Tom Outs 1^9 trjumph 

GRAVE WITH A SILVER SPADE, 
for Oster end Folk-Lyric* 
(Reviewer: Barry Hansen) 

Folk-Lyric Records j'^onfw East 
available from IndUn.. 
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REVEREND PEARLY BRCWN: GEORGIA STREET 
SINGER (Folk-Lyric 108) 

"As busy shoppers pass quickly and 
usually indifferently by, a blind street 
singer wanders the downtown section of 
Macon, Georgia, playing his battered 
guitar and singing poignantly of his 
faith'in God.” 

This is Reverend Pearly Brown, whose 
singing will be of high interest to those 
who like Negro spirituals. Reverend 
Brown has two completely distinct stylos 
which alternate on this recording. “One 
of them is directly adapted from the 
singing and playing of the well-rememberec 
Blind Willie Johnson, who Brown is said 
to have heard as a child. The other, 
interesting but not musically rewarding, 
is a Negro adaptation of the hillbilly 
sacred'1 style of such entertainers as 

Roy Acuff and Eddy Arnold. One is struck 
by the rich direct strong character of 
the voice in both styles and by the 
practically faultless and always 
interesting (even when very simple) 
guitar accompaniments. I am not 
especially fond of Brown's hillbilly- 

^?l8tyle 0n S0n9s such as GREAT 
ECKLED BIRD — it seems to me to have 

cPnTwrTT»lprUity 0f Leadbelly singing 
Bp„INGTIME IN the ROCKIES. Although 

Brown is obviously feeling his BIRD 

quite deeply, his version seems a bit stiff 
compared to the swaying exhuberance of the 

original. . . . j 
However, Brown loses every hint of stiff¬ 

ness or incongruity when he goes into the 
Johnson material. These performances are 
unashamed copies of Blind Willie, and are 
incomparably superior to any other attempts 
to recreate Johnson that I am aware of. I 
don't mean to say that these fairly well- 
recorded performances will replace the 
Blind Willie recordings in anyone's 
collection, but a listen to these sides 
will show that Brown has achieved an out¬ 
standing proficiency at the "knife" style 
for which Johnson is remembered. 

According to the note6, his equivalent to 
the knife is a Chevrolet bushing worn on 
the little finger. Brown's voice is easier 
to listen to than Johnson's and is a good 
deal more optimistic in tone, but never 
incongrous with the Johnson songs or their 
spirit. (Reviewer: Barry Hansen) 

ROBERT PETE WILLIAMS: THOSE PRISON BLUES 

(Folk-Lyric 109) 

Harry Oster's discovery of Robert Pete 
Ulliams in the Louisiana State Pen 1$ th 
>utstanding event in that field 
iiscovery of Leadbelly over twenty-five 
fears ago. Papons, it seems, don't come 
15 easy now as they did then, and, et last 
report, the 46-year-old Williams 

i lifer. 
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T1 i 1 ,* • • . „a. 
It cannot be denied that Williams has 

had access to a radio (most likely he's 
heard Muddy Waters) and you may recognize 
a figure or a phrase from any number of 
modern blues singers here and there. 
But Williams' style is overwhelmingly 
that of the archaic and unspoiled 
primitive country blues, without much 
respect for’ the strict 12-bar form or 
for Europeon melody or harmony. There 
is even less formalism here than in the 
old records of Blind Lemon Jefferson — 
often thought of as .the zenith of 

recorded primitive ifjues. To these ears, 
Robert Pete has much more excitement and 
emotion. His voice is not quite as 
strong as Broonzy's or Leadbelly's, but 
it is a match for any folksinger’s in 
emotional potency. Defiance is here, 
as in most blues, but the subtler 
emotions are used to a degree few 
singers have attained. The way 
Williams tosses off the fabulous vocal 
ornamentation of his blues is so 
natural you feel he was born with it. 
Compare it to the self-conscious way 
Broonzy does the same kind of thing 
on Columbia's BIG BILL'S BLUES. 

Unlike Jefferson, Williams is partial 
to fast tempos, building up tremendous 
excitement in every track. But PARDON 
DENIED AGAIN shows that he is very 
capable in slow blues as well. His 
guitar is in every way equal to his 
oinging: he seems to have an endless 
s ore beautiful figures, turns, and 
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The Rural Blues 
A 2-12" LP featuring Blind Lemon 
Jefferson, Sonny Terry, Leroy Carr, 
Arthur Crudup, Robert Johnson, Furry 
Lewis, Blind Boy Fuller, Blind Willi* 
Johnson, John Hurt, Sleepy John Estes, 
Peg Leg Howell, Lightning Hopkins, 
Bukka White, Ham Gravy, others. 

"A fascinating document of what used 
to be." SING OUTS 

"As . study, It Is coa.pr.h.nalv..^ 

thorough, and compl.t. •** 
things h.r. that many a »*“« 
collector would giv. fcU 
to gat hold of." Dav. Clov.r 
THE LITTLE SANDY REVIEW. 



FH5485 BALLADS OF SACCO AND VANZETTI, conpoitd and sung by 
Woody Guthrie (1946-47) Eleven songs sung by Woody 
and one, SACCO’S LETTER TO HIS SON, ung by Pete Seeger. 

FA2358 AMERICAN FOLK SONG FESTIVAL with Jaw Thomas, "The 
Traipsin’ Woman." 

FA2397 THE NEW LOST CITY RAMBLERS, Volume 2. America’s best 
folk group does it again in their frcth album. 

FA2409 THE COUNTRY GENTLEMEN. Recorded by t Seeger. 

FA2448 FREEDOM SONGS — OLD AND NEW. Sung Bill McAdoo. 

FA2659 BEEN HERE AND GONE (Music from the Sfloth — Volume 10) 
Collected and edited by Frederic Raa^’Y* Jr. 

FA2480 CISCO HOUSTON SINGS SONGS OF THE OPE* ROAD. 

FH571? SONGS OF THE CIVIL WAR (2-12" LP'*)« with p«te Seeger, 
The New Lost City Ramblers, The Harv*t«rs, others. 

ft 

FC7533 NEGRO FOLK SONGS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE, bY Leadbelly. 

PS3851 INDIAN SUMMER, original sound track ***« by Pete and 
Mike Seeger from the film, INDIAN SH*S'» Fiddle, banjc 
guitar, recorder, drum, and vocals* 
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Me Cosh's Book Store 
1404 Fourth Street S.E. 
Minneapolis 14, Minnesota 

John and Alan Lomax's 
BEST LOVED AMERICAN FOLK 
SONGS, a reprint, with a 
reprint-type change-of- 
title, of FOLKSONG U.S.A. 

$4.95 

WH AND MIRTH, or. Pills to 
Purge Melancholy. Edited by 
Thomas D'Urfey. A reprint in 
3 volumes of the 6-volume 1719- 
1720 edition of a famous "vocal 
miscellany." 3 volumes $25.00 

IRISH STREET BALLADS collected 
by Colm O'Lochlain. Paperback. 

$1.65 

Other books available may be 
ordered. All prices postpaid. 

"Exclusive handlers of LSR 
in the Twin Cities." $ 
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passages to draw from (compared to singers 
such as Jesse Fuller, that erstwhile guitar 
wizard Josh White, and even Leadbelly, who 
have a tendency to beat a good guitar 
figure into the ground). When he joins 
with a fine 12-string guitarist named 
Hogman Maxey on BOCGY WOMAN (a song with , r. 
strong sexual motives), the results are 
fantastic. . 

Here is a near miracle of recording — a 
singer who has developed to a fabulous level 
of artistry in an all-Negro environment 
completely free of any reason or desire to 
"refine" for a sophisticated folkum 
market, recorded with all the fidelity and 
care of the best folk recording techniques. 
The cornerstone of Negro music on LP — 
Lightning Hopkins on Folkways, Leadbelly on 
Stinson SLP 51, Sonny and Brownie on 
Fantasy, and John Lee Hooker on Audio-Lab 
can now welcome another — Robert Pete 

Williams on Folk-Lyric. 
(Reviewer: Barry Hansen) 

ANGOLA PRISONERS* BLUES (Louisiana Folklore 

Society A-3) 

"Wonder why they electrocute a m*n,.baby.«: 
at the one o'clock hour of night..the current 
much stronger..people turn out all the 

light." .. 
These ironic lyrics are from thl* *** 

which includes the biues of three 
from the Louisiana State Peniten 
Guitar Welch, Hogman Maxey, and Harry^ 

Oster's favorite, Robert Pete 



The,,point is made that, contrary to 
general thought, the men singing here 
are exposed to the outside, world via 
radio programs, and the songs they 
hear have an effect on them. The style 
of Guitar Welch seems to bear this 
out — the background of ELECTRIC CHAIR 
BLUES sounds much like John Lee Hooker’s 

style on many of his Modern recordings. 
The backing on Hogman Maxey's BLACK 
NIGHT FALLING also seems to have been 
Hooker-inspired. His voice is strong 
here, but his guitar lacks originality. 
His version of STAGOLEE has much more 
excitement, probably due to the per¬ 
cussive handling of the 12-string 
guitar. 

Robert Pete Williams has the re¬ 
maining four cuts and shows more 
consistent originality. His voice, 
raw and low, is emotional and fitted to 
the songs he does. The reason that 
Oster prefers him to the other singers, 
according to the notes, is that he is 
more creative and communicative. And 
this is so. The notes also say that 
Williams sees music as a force which 
engulfs him. This is forcefully 
brought home in the moving PRISONER'1-* 
TALKING BLUES. Robert Pete accompanies 
himself on 12-string guitar with low, 
sad notes which evoke the poignant 
despair of a man in for life. This is 
the best cut on the album — the rest 
seem rather anti-climactic — although 
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Williams' version of Blind Willie s 
MOTHERLESS CHILDREN HAVE A HARD TIME is 
nice. His other selection, I M LONESOME, 
is a blues with conventional lyrics but 
interesting vocal and instrumental style 

very reminiscent of the legendary 

This album is not for the faint-hearte . 

There are no short takes here eY 
until they're finished, no matter how long 
that may take. Blues students will UK 
it — and like it better and better each 
time they play it. (Reviewer* Dave Glover) 

POSSUM UP A SIMMON TREE (Folk-Lyric 107) 

It's strange that this album has 9°”® by 
with comparatively little notice as 
one of the finest and most exciting 
collections of traditional, fnalns^r®am* 
and down-home blues to be release i 

long time. It features Bli"d ,S"°°kFolk_ 
Eaglin (who Oster has recorded for F 
ways) on guitar; Percy Randolph, * ^ 
Orleans pushcart junk-dealer, on ^ ^sh- 
Lucius Bridges, an auto mec^an , 
board. Needless to say* it s n 

commercial album. . and ringing 
Snooks ploys a very eo«pl«x ^ more, 

guitar — on one cut, 5TUDy 0n 
he makes it sound ^nds a lot 
slower numbers, his bacxi 9 ^ blu#i 
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artist. The harp of Percy Randolph 
(also heard on Folkways — FOLK MUSIC 
U.S.A.) is mournful, intense, and 
driving. The notes say that he has 
never heard Sonny Terry — on MODEL T 
AND THE TRAIN, he blows the finest train 

. blues I've heard since Sonny Terry's 
LOCOMOTIVE BLUES. As far as I'm 
concerned, Randolph is just behind Sonny 
Terry for the title of greatest har¬ 
monica player. The washboard (which 

• everybody takes a turn on) provides a 
driving beat and unmatched exhuberance — 
•coupled with Randolph's harp and Snooks' 
guitar on the title song, POSSUM UP A 
SIMMON TREE, it is fabulous. The group 
is adept with slow blues too, as evidenced 
by THAT'S ALL RIGHT, and Percy Randolph 
does a primitive version of Blind Lemon's 
JACK O'DIAMONDS, accompanying himself on 
harp and "tom-tom" — actually the head 
of a banjo. Another interesting cut is 
MARDI GRAS MAMBO ~ a blend of blues 
vocal quartet harmonies, a somewhat pop 
melody, and a mambo rhythm. This is an 
informal and swinging set — at the end 
of one song, a train blues recorded at 
Snooks' house, Snooks’ father out in the 
kitchen pulled out a harmonica and added 
a rhythmic postscript which was left in 
the song. The songs have been taken 
from everywhere — New Orleans jazz 
bands, folk songs, etc., — and Snooks' 
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version of RCCK ME MAMA is an almost exact 
copy of the one Muddy Waters did for Chess 
Records a few years back. This is a good 
album — for me, one of the best of the 
year. Take a listen to it. 
(Reviewer: Dave Glover) 

Folk-Lyric Records have four LP's in 
addition to what has been reviewed here. 
They are — two albums of Louisiana folk 
music (a Sampler and a Cajun LP), an album 
by Harry Oster himself (singing and playing 
guitar), and an LP of prison worksongs 
recorded at Angola Prison. LSR will 
review them as soon as they can be 
obtained. 

BEEN HERE AND GONE. Volume 10, Music of 
the South. Collected by Frederic Ramsey. 

(Folkways 2659) 

The title of this excellent documentary 
record refers to Ramsey's attitude toward 
Negro culture in the South. During his 
field trips, his "principal concern was to 
find out and record..a disappearing 
of music and life.." While the "•*•**•*_ 
Ramsey has recorded is so vital and so 
that one must point out that the 
giving up its ghost but reluctantly, » 
of course, entirely correct -- and tne 
general air of the recording Is 
sadness and nostalgia. Th. track-lining 
holler heard on the record, for 
is already a rare «vent« and 



ing chants and hollers.are nearly 
obsolete — mere echoes of a less hurried 
and less mechanized age. Perhaps the 
most poignant sound on the record is the 
background roar of tractor and passing 
automobiles on the cut of field hollers. 
And the street bands (recorded on scene, 
and with an unaware onlooker discussing 
rock-and-roll) with their turn-of-the- 
century sound; the street vendors' cries; 
and the antebellum sound of the hunting 
horn with its echoes of Faulkner's "Old 
Ben" and "Tenny's Jim" — all tug the 
emotions in a similar lost-dream manner. 

But if the context of the music is 
decay, the music itself — as well as 
the performers — speaks of a vivid 

life. The most remarkable of the 
individual performers is an incredibly ^ 
gifted man named Horace Sprott — Ramsey 5 

most prolific informant, and a musician 
who sings, claps, dances to a skiffle 
band, blows hunt and train pieces on the 
French harp, and chops cotton to his own 
chanting as though he were unaware that 
this is 1960 and Negro folk music must 
be properly accompanied by orchestra 
and chorus. Hardly less amazing is 
Dora Bliggen, a New Orleans street 
vendor and the possessor of a most 
powerful and natural singing voice. 
Her fervent singing of 0 LORD HAVE 
MERCY, with passionate dancing and ex¬ 
claiming at the conclusion, is so 
gripping esthetic experience as to 
make the professional singing of an 
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Odetta, by comparison, about as moving as 

the honking of a Klaxon horn. • 
In the years to come, when the vendors 

and the gandy dancers and skifflers and 
brass bands will have gone their way 
forever, their aural record will remain 
for us to study and wonder at thanks 
Frederic Ramsey. I, for one, am gra e u 
that someone as talented and creative 
(witness the accompanying notes and 
photographs as well as the editing o 
disc itself) as Ramsey has cared enough to 
document this phase of rural culture 
phenomenon that has "done been here a 

gone." 

This record was designed to 
Frederic Ramsey's book, BEEN HER .. 
GONE, published by the Rutgers Univer y 

Press. 

LEADBELLY: NEGRO FOLK SONGS FOR .YOUNG 

PEOPLE (Folkways 7b33) 

Loadbelly rides again! For the 
of the nation's children, ^ 
unshelved a sizable bunch of Loadbely 
cuts and released them on ;attractive 

12” U>. AS far ‘VtHhU aC — 
all of the material in thi* stlnson> „r 
been Issued boforo by Fol V bc enough 
anybody else. This a Ion. should be^ J 
imnetus for a good many people Y 
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album. The remarkably good fidelity, 
sometimes unsteady singing, and the 
presence of songs which certainly 
weren't part of Leadbelly's original 
repertoire lead me to place these 
recordings quite late in Leadbelly's 
life*.... 

This is a perplexing album. It seems' 
obvious that tape editing has been done, 
and that the material has been gathered 
from several different sessions, but the 
question js — how much tape editing and 
dubbing? The notes are no help — they 
give nothing but the lyrics. Many of the 
songs have audience participation which 
sometimes sounds so well rehearsed that 
it might have been dubbed in after the 
audieoqe had listened to the record. 
But in the monologue between the songs, 
Leadbelly seems (most of the time, *any- 
way) to be talking to an audience of 
children. The children do not sound like 
the same group on all the tracks. Then - 
;on GOOD MORNING BLUES — the children 
are missing and Leadbelly is accompanied 
by the,.worst jazz band I have ever heard. 
The answer might be simple — this cut 
could just have been borrowed from 
another session — but then, on the last 

Side 1, Leadbelly is leading his 
c ildren through some spirituals when, 
in the middle of SWING LOW SWEET CHARIOT* 
the same band materializes out of 
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nowhere. It would seem unlikely that Lead 
belly would have this band sitting on,the 
stage to accompany him at a children's 
songfest. It is all a fascinating riddle 
that Moses Asch has not seen fit to give 
us the solution to. As for the songs 
themselves, I might as well state right 
away that most of these are better heard on 
other Leadbelly records. The record starts 
with a snippet from IRENE sung quite badly 
off-key — and then Leadbelly (after a 
dubbed-in-sounding greeting to his 
children audience) launches right into a 
performance of JOHN HENRY with an,inspired, 
driving guitar accompaniment quite unlike 
any of his other recordings of the song. 
Then BOLL WEEVIL (better done on Stinson) 
is followed by a very fineHblues, WHEN A ^ 
MAN'S A LONG WAY FROM HOME, which I haven t 
heard elsewhere (Huddle's spoken introduc- 
tion is a lulu). Then the honky-tonk GOOD 

MORNING BLUES, and a group of sPirit^J® 
(including the hackneyed version of SWIWj 
LOW). Side 2 begins with — guess whaw — 

ROCK ISLAND LINE; then comes JULIE ANN 
JOHNSON, which sounds’like an older re¬ 
cording than the others on the se I jy 
comes an incredibly bad performance ot 

HAUL AWAY JOE which sounds llke ^d. t 
was trying to pick out a song which he just 

heard on a phonograph record. Cnt 
CHRISTMAS SONG, and the children, ;‘ast 
from most of Side 2, return forthej.st 

cut to join Leadbelly in THE d^{lke 
BROTHER. At tln.es this of 
n HaHKarato attempt to make t 



Leadbelly (SING ALONG WITH LEADBELLY?), 
but on the other hand we must remember 
that he was quite fond of leading groyp- ■ 
singing and (in his gentle old age) 
liked to sing for children.. With the 
Stinson PLAY PARTIES long out of print, 
this is the only Leadbelly album de¬ 
voted exclusively to the lighter side 
of his repertoire, and it is not without 
its value. Futhermore, no matter how 
bad or good these performances may be, - 
we must be grateful to Mr. Asch for making 
them available to make more complete our 
heritage of one of the very greatest- 
of folksingers. (Reviewer: Barry Hansen) 

. % 

• • « • i • 4 i" , ' : 

' JOSH WHITE — THE NEGRO IMAGE 
by Barry Hansen 

In the light of recent developments in 
Josh White's style, I was very intereste 
to come across a set of pre-war Columbia ^ 
78's by "Joshua White and his Carolinians 
a collection of "vocal blues" collective Y 
titled CHAIN GANG. And, wouldn't you know 
it, this set contains the very same tunes 
with which Josh has recently been be¬ 
witching his Elektra audiences. NINE- 
FOOT SHOVEL, CRYIN' WHO CRYIN' YOU, 
GOIN' HOME BOYS, TROUBLE, TOL* MY 
CAPT'N — all are there. The difference 
between these performances and the re¬ 
cently recorded ones is astounding. 
This is not to say that the old ones are 
unspoiled Negro folk music, although 
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that would have made a very "ic® story. 
They are obviously arranged and P*e*®9® . 
like the Elektra sot, forsophisticated 
white audiences. The difference is in the 
kind of impression White is apparently 
trying to Lke. You all know the mood of 
the Elektra set — with well-rehearsed 
grunts, Josh tries to protend he «.1 
actually chopping rocks while o 
the record -- and the whole ak> 
arrogance, defiance, and s”®^'ds 
There is none of this in the »d records. 
These performances are much quieter, and 
have no arrogance or exhibitionism. In 
stead, there is a quiet and humble sadness; 
Even TOL’ MY CAPT'N is tragic an 

overearranged0or Z I^t’gimmicked. 

I^might'b^said^that^hc^difference^betweon 

a sign of changes in the No^r , t0 their 
which Negroes themselves ar0 The 
vastly-appreclative white au. 
quiet, humble Negro almost hopele V 

pleading for an improvemc 
out of style. . People of I960, pern P^ 

lack sympathy. Whit?h*e*nvincU>l. John 
that the picture of the Imuxi . 
Henry-typo impresses the 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITORS 

Dear Flapjack & Nelson, Co.: ..You 
certainly publish the most obdurately 
opinionated and interesting magazine 
one could wish for..Best wishes for a 
long life,. 

PETE SEEGER 
Beacon, N. Y. 

%%%&%& 

Dear Editors: Fine magazine. Please 
bill me for a subscription from the 
first issue. 

NAT HENTOFF 
New York, N. Y. 

Editors: I am one of the lucky ones to 
take part in the LSR audience-response 
test. 1 1 have enjoyed all three issues 
thoroughly, and, as the local record 
stores don't carry a very wide selection 
°f folk reootds, I have long depended 
on the Reviews carried every'now and 
then in the wide group of publications 
that review folk records every now and 
then (and in the folk music magazines 
that review folk records regularly but 
come out every now and then). Your 
views don't always coincide with mine 

but generally I think we agree. For 
instance, I don't think Cisco Houston's 
Vanguard record is ’'miserable." Cer¬ 
tainly it would be better without all 
that chorus and stuff but I still 
enjoy the record. On the other hand 
I can’t develop any enthusiasm for 
Leon Bibb even on the Newport record* 
I bought the Folkways Rolf Cahn LP 
and the Commodore Almanac Singers LP 
directly as a result of your reviews. 
I thank you. When the budget allows it 
I expect to order some English records. 
I was extremely interested in your 
discussion of the Jack Elliott LP's. 
In the new LSR you mention Paul Clayton 
HOMEMADE SONGS AND BALLADS as one you 
have heard of but haven't seen, 
haven't seen it either but I found 
Billboard's review interesting. A few 
months back, that publication reviewed 
a single (Monument 416) of THIS LAND Io 
YOUR LAND and WHO'S GONNA BUY RIBBONS 
WHEN I'M GONE. They stated: "Clayton 
impresses strongly on his first wax 
outings." In their LP review on May 
30, they say: " ... highly entertaining 
for the buyer lotfking for a °®vv 
and sound." Isn't it grand that Paul 

Clayton has finally made 
debut? Maybe someone C0UJ^|tJ1^ou" 
Brand into recording? I think V 
magazine is fine and like c ...rh 

* -.tit tO pUDllSn 



regularly. Yours truly, 
JAY SMITH 
Jacksonville, Florida 

Dear Editors: In the next two months I 
will be concerned with several conventions 
such as the American Library Association 
in Montreal that we attend and where we 
exhibit. I appreciate your thoughtfulness 
in asking me for an article and I think 
that in August I will be able to write 
you something about Woody Guthrie. 
Sincerely yours, 

MOSES ASCH 
Folkways Records 
New York, N. Y. 

Editors' Note: LSR will continue to run 
any and all information and articles 
on Woody Guthrie as a sort of continous 
tribute to "America's greatest folk 
poet." Readers who wish to contribute 
information about Woody are heartily 
invited to do so. We are certainly 
looking forward to Mr. Asch's 
article. 

Lear Sirsj There is no experience 
more satisfying than reading some¬ 
where else unexpectedly what you 
yourself feel violently toward a 
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subject — folk music ... Your LoR i*> 

excellent. 
DAVE BARNUM * 
Minneapolis, Minn. 

Gentlemen: I hope you'll excuse 
the rather disoriented beginning 
to this letter but I still can't 
get over it. Seeing so many of 
my own ideas on folk music in 
print is a rather pleasant surprise. 
Not everyone to whom I've shown 
your magazine has been as happy 
as yours truly, but this is to be 
expected. Here in Seattle, we 
have people interested in all 
phases of folk music — from the 
Pete Steele variety to the neo- 
quasi-pseudo variety, and, as 
a consequence, the reactions have 
been quite varied. My personal 
feelings are that your greatest 
service can be rendered by con- 

inuing to review records, 
irticles,etc., that are of 
significance, as per your 
>rientation, rather than wasting 
>rocious pages telling your 
readers what not to buy * 
is junk. If they don't knov. that 
>r can't tell by the tlmethey 

icn. thev'll be no wiser "hen 
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they finish. Why is it that no one 
has put out a disc of. Frank Hamilton? 
His one band on Volume 3 of the Newport 
Folk Festival record is better 
than the whole output of the Kingston 
Trio and a half dozen others of the 
same ilk. Many of your banjo- and 
guitar-playing readers may be interested 
in the following: 

Clifford Essex Music Co. 
20 Earlham Street 
London W.. C. 2, Englund 

They have a large number of books on 
banjo instruction, chord manuals, etc., 
plus books on guitar at very reasonable 
prices. They also publish a magazine 
(B.M.G.) which is devoted to all types 
of fretted stringed instruments. Best 
wishes for continued success. 

IRWIN NASH 
Seattle, Washington 

Editors* Note: Reader Nash is interested 
in trading tapes and information on the 
5-string banjo. He is interested in 
all types of banjo music. Anyone 
who wishes to establish correspondence 
can reach him at 3122 35th So., 
Seattle 44, Washington. 

SUBSCRIBE TO THE LITTLE SANDY TODAY!!! 
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Dear Editors: I like your ^gozine, ond __ 
NOT ONLY because it likes me, but b 
it fills a spot where a loud voice ne 
to be heard: THIS WE LIKE, THIS WE DO 
NOT LIKE. Being of a gentler nature 
more different, I sometimes think you 
are too hard on people, but when I think 
of the people you are hard on, and how 
kind the royalties checks are ° 
for what they are doing to the song . 
admire, I think maybe it has to be d 
even if it hardly hurts them a bit. Le 
us not yield to despair in these sti 9 

times. Cordially and alwaYs» ntnq 
MALVINA REYNOLDS 
Berkeley, California 

Dear Paul and Jon: ISR Is » 
journal and really intores ng. 
a "bang” out of those reviews. Keep 

them in that vein. 
19, issue 1) Ed McCurdy’S FRANKIE AND^ 
JOHNNY on Classic Editions i • 
looked high and low for a . po 
that on Oy-Lino (without 

you have the " e » X 
Editions company? I 6 lx* 
one before they go to JUwnlo 

Incidents, your »vl« w J. ( ag0 

Rodgers Ms’ 
7, issue 3) states w at 
3rd album of re-re oascs. T run- 

Me 5th or 6th. Here 



(1> JR Memorial Album 111 Victor P-244 
(2) JR Memorial Album #2 Victor P-282 
(3) JR Memorial Album #3 Victor P-318 
(4) JR Memorial Album #4 Victor PT-3035 

TRAVELING BLUES 
(5) TRAIN WHISTLE BLUES Victor 1640 
(6) ROUGH AND ROWDY WAYS Victor 2112 
This makes 60 of his songs reissued, 
with 51 remaining (several were re¬ 
issued as singles). Also, the first 4 
albums above were 10" LP's and the last 
two were 12". You also state the 
sidemen were Earl Hines and Louis 
Armstrong. This has been argued for a 
long time but never settled. Actually* 
it's still a rumor. Even Victor does 
not have definite information on it. 
We have tried for years to persuade 
the majors to reissue the old favorites. 

Uncle Dave Macon, the Carter Family* etc. 
Victor advises us there is a good 
chance that an LP will be issued of the 
Carter Family. Regards, 

JOE NICHOLAS 
Editor 
DISC COLLECTOR 
Palmer, Michigan 

Editors' Note: LSR is certainly glad to 
hear that Victor may release a Carter 
Family LP soon. We hope record sales 
will be successful enough to warrant 
much, much more of the same. The Ed 
McCurdy record can be ordered from 
Classic Edition, Inc., 719 10th Ave., 
N» Y. 19, N. Y. The price is $4.98. 

Joe Nicholas* magazine, DISC COLLECT^ , 
'•The Country Record Collector s ’j 
and the Official Organ of Internation 
Hillbilly Record Collector s Ex 

can be ordered for -bl.ou y st 

to Pete Kuykendall, 323 No,* P^xcemnt 
Apt. 2, Arlington 3, Va. It s an ext 

Dear Editors: I am sorry not to have 

written sooner to tell y°u# ou_ . Tuc 
have enjoyed reading each ssu 
LITTLE SANDY REVIEW. I up that 
issue with a sense of anticipa eous 
I will undoubtedly find some outrageous 

opinion or revealing insight, an, 

far, I have not been dlsapp°*"^;qht 

do not agree v,ith ^1J) ^^disappointed 
ideas, but we would both * ” 
if I did. 1 am happy to r®a“ ® ou 
you have no "sacred cows" and that y 

speak your piece as you s£c 
Would you be good °ooug t^ ^ 

something about yoursel *ne? 
reasons for starting the 9 afKj 
I'd like to run something ’ 
LSR in next issue^f nT 

Your revievi of th H moant a 

CARNEGIE HALL, and 

-21.2 rh; .sra i ♦ nB. 
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were convinced that Pete's performance 
of JACOB'S LADDER was a great work 
of folk art —and you'd be surprised 
at the opposition we had to overcome 
to include the number on the record. 
Best regards, * 

IRWIN SILBER 
Editor 
SING OUT 
New York, N. Y. 

Dear Editors: On a recent visit to 
New York I picked up the first two 
copies of your little magazine, and 
have ju&t finished reading them, I 
was much pleased with your approach, 
and I'm enclosing six dollars for a 
two-years' subscription. 

On many points I agree with you — 
your enthusiasm for Jean Ritchie and 
Alan Lomax, your dislike of Milt Okun, 
the Kingston Trio, and Glen Yarbrough. 
However, I do not share your admiration 
of Guy Carawan and Jack Elliott, and I 
find your attitude a little confusing in¬ 
places — for example, you criticize, 
the Limeliters and others for rewriting 
folksongs, and then you praise the 
Babysitters' first album in which almost 
all the songs were rewritten to a greater 
or less degree — and were certainly not 

Improved in the Proce«. 
basis, you criticize Burl lve* 
ing to have written folk songs — l 
haven't yet seen the album in question, 
but it seems to me that what he c a 
is copyright on the versions he sings 

which he has edited and P°ll*h®d» 
this is quite in line with what others 
such as Alan Lomax and Lee Hays r 
doing. In fact, a great many of the ■ 9 
which all the younger singers are n 
singing were literally written f 
part by Burl, and learned bY 0 ®J 
his early albums. I agree tha PY 
rights on folksongs are 9ettin9 . 
ridiculous, but Burl is by no moans th 
only offender, or the worst. 

Sincerely, .. 
’EDITH FOWKE 
Toronto, Ontario 

Editors' Note. We 
our stand (although that ^ disputed 
necessarily right) on t album was 
points. The Babysitters' fl«t alb m^ 

reviewed as a children s yhc difference 
primarily as a folk ^f^purpo'o of 
seems to be that °n® h. „ children (i*ieh 
entertaining and d«> LP did) 
we think thcBabysUter Ives' LP> 
while the other Oik0 tn andi as such, 
is suppossedly an a l‘ l5m „ t0 whether 
is subject to adult critic If. 
or not it is acceptable 
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that of entertainment, but also of 
education. We are not very strict on 
children's albums providing they are 
good fun, but adult folk records must 
meet certain intellectual and emotional 
(not to mention traditional) standards. 
On the United Artists album in question 
it is stated — "All the songs in this 
album were WRITTEN by Burl Ives.." He 
does not claim a mere copyright on his 
versions (which, even then, would be 
bad enough). On Guy Carawan and Jack 
Elliott, all we can say is that we 
feel that they are two of the best of 
the city folksingers — what more can 
we say — we like 'em. 

*; - x ..v 

Dave Glover's article on Sonny Terry 
(announced last issue) does not appear 
this month for two reasons-. 
1. Sonny's records are coming out so 

fast and furious that Dave hasn't 
had a chance to hear them all yet. 

2. Putting together the Woody Guthrie 
Tribute was so much fun that we 
thought we'd wait a few months and 
try one on Sonny. Any contributions 
would be appreciated.*- 

'r * 

Our much-announced and seldom-seen 
concert reviews never will see the 
light of day as an article. They will 
be worked into record reviews instead. 

CURRENT AND CHOICE 
THE RURAL BLUES. Edited by Sam 
Charters. (Folkways 2317) 

More collector's items in the 
blues field. A must. 

LIGHTNING HOPKINS: AUTOBIOGRAPHY 
IN BLUES (Tradition 1040) 

The sad poetry of the blues 
in song and story. 

PETE 3EEGER: THE RAINBOW QUEST 
(Folkways 2454) For Seeger fans. 

MOUNTAIN MUSIC OF KENTUCKY. 
Coll, by John Cohen. (Folkways 2317) 
THE COUNTRY BLUES. Charters. (RBFi) 
FURRY LEWIS. (Folkways 3823) 
JEAN RITCHIE, OSCAR BRAND, DAVE SEAR 
AT TOWN HALL (Folkways 2428) 
JEAN RITCHIE FIELD TRIP (Collector 
Limited Edition*1201) 
PETE SEEGER: FOLK SONGS FOR YOUNG 
PEOPLE (Folkways 7532) 
THE NEW LOST CITY RAMBLERS: SONGS 
FROM THE DEPRESSION (Folkways526 ) 
MALVINA REYNOLDS: ANOTHER COUNTY 
HEARD FROM (Folkways 2524) 
HOOTENANNY AT CARNEGIE HALL 
(Folkways 2512) 

LSR's Tribute to Woody Guthrit 
be in the reader's hands In * . 
ten days. It will feature •rtleiM by 
Pet. SeKjer end Melvin. R«Vn0}*; f “ 
editorial coronent and some ori? 
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Entire contents (except pages 11 and 30 
which are by Woody Guthrie) copyright 
I960 by The Little Sandy Review. Nothing 
maY reprinted without the written 

fA?UIiPr00freader* Buck Duane, shame- 
r* AP°lnts 0ut the following errors 

\*Ar\ .^rou9h in the last issue: The 

Chari*1,rw!fr~Dr the CountrY Gentlemen U 
lis+*»w^ no* Charley Walker as 

1 * rE*9#» nUmber °f ™E RURAL 3LUES 
ber RLt i ~~Jriot Folkways 2317 num- 
w!s not\tyPed* {0uck ^sures us this 
°f MOUNTATMaw»pr,,p^ more copies 
• lb!£^ ® KENTUCKY, his favor 

i» from Portland* RUSS°’ 0,8 blueS artiS 
reported Jv ™ ~ "« Seattle, as Duan 
assured us |, l!n“?ed’ Buck “^P* and 
M*ny readers ,lr/‘ 1 haPPeo again ... 
t0 their door^ L9*ttin9 LSR deliver 
record news. an* ih morith with the lates 
in the field *oudest rec°rd analyses 
doe» the trick vv!^Cu^ You? A mere S3 
Minneapolis 7 ’ui^1 Parlt Avenue So., 

* ^ee you next month 

THE STINSON RECORD LIME 

Stinson Records have recently re-formed 
and moved from New York City to Los 
Angeles. In doing so, they have cut ma0Y 
of their old albums and hewed their active 
catalog down to about 40 LP's or so. r.iany 
good folk records have been discontinue 
(probably for good) but many good ones re¬ 
main. The only certain way we know of 
getting any of them is directly from the 
company itself. They will be glad to send 
out free catalogs and price lists on re¬ 
quest. The address is Stinson Records, 
P. 0, Box 3415, Granada Hills* California, 
Undoubtedly the best folk records in 
Stinson's new catalog are the sets by Y 
Guthrie and the tremendous Leadbelly 
Memorial set of four LP*s. Barry Hansen, 
LSR's Leadbelly expert, reviews the 
Ledbetter set later in this article, an 
complete reviews of the Woody Gut rie 
recordings are contained in the Tn u_ 
Woody Guthrie, which begins on page 1 . 
The line now also includes four LP s Y 
Richard Dyer-Bennet (2, 35, 6°» an will 
two by Josh White (14 and 15),'by 
Holt (64 and 78), »ndsingU •««}", (V}> 
Pete Seeger (a concert, j' » v paul 
Robin Roberts (her Irish ^JT'^nMaeCoil 
Clayton (69), Bob Gibson (76), Ewd (80), 
(79), Ewan MacColl with A, L. U Y 
Hilt Okun (82), Dick Silvers (0 U 
Lincoln Brigade (52), and on ^ w#stf 

Z'£ nSLii i. SSS Stckert, Sonny 
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Terry, Reverend Gary Davis, Bob & Louise 
DeCormier, and Hally Wood have all been 
dropped. 

LEADBELLY MEMORIAL SET I-IV 

Thf many aficionados of that most 
magnificent of folksingers, Leadbelly, 
should be very gratified to see the * 
return of the Stinson record catalog to 
availability$ and, especially, the out¬ 
standing item in that catalog — the 
four-volume LEAD3ELLY MEMORIAL. It is 
unfortunate that this set was not widely 
distributed by the old Stinson label, 
the LEADBELLY LEGACY on Folkways, a 
smaller, more expensive, and quite 
inferior compilation, has become far 
otter known. The Folkways set is 

better edited than the Stinson, but a 
very large proportion of its material 
v-'as recorded when Leadbelly was an old 

shows the singer*s great 
drifa lacks the Herculean 
SUn!rtth3t made L®adbelly great. The 
from ° more!simply packaged, comes 
from, on the whole, earlier and much 

Stlnson1Ir!ft9«reCOrdin9s- To take the 
enough the l ^ * albura! Ironically 
faboliis^! "?re of ^RIAL I is a 

•ccompanied bv°"nWith UadbeUy 
Which was m*/ 1 nny Terry on harmonica 
Foli««Sf~“fded bv Moses Asch of 
-A tow £rs5 ! Asch label (which 

Hinson). Terry's harmonica 

is a joy to the ear and the many blues on 
this set are works of tremendous power and 
intensity. The performances of GUUD 
MORNING BLUES and ON A MONDAY are ‘ ar 
superior to those on the LEGACY, and therg 
is also a fabulous disc of Leroy Carr s 

HOW LONG BLUES. MEMORIAL II is like 
LEGACY 1: it Is a large collection Oi 

quickies from all sections of Lead s 
repertoire. Unlike LEGACY 1, however, 
these performances are all solo, recor e 
at the same time (for the old Disc aoe 
Fine examples of Huddle’s piano playing 
and concertina work axe included. e 
has much more unity than LEGACY 1. 
MEMORIAL III is, like LEGACY 4, aJ™**0, 
of 78*s from different sources. ™fre 
nothing here that is badly sung, Il'e _ 
ARMY SONG in LEGACY 4. Rather, there j. 

a big slug of topnotch blues *J5L!Jp 
at all in the LEGACY — RED CROSS oTOR , 
RED RIVER, YOU DON’T MISS YOUR: WATER, 
ALBERTA, and a beautiful IN THE 
WHEN THE SUN GOES DOWN (another Ler y 
song) with Sonny Terry. Also a cate V 

DIGGIN* MY POTATOES. d 
MEMORIAL IV is the greatest o. _ ’ ord8) 

Leadbelly*s crowning achievement 
Recorded in 1937 by the long-defunct 
Musicraft label, this setcontains 
variety of Leadbelly specialties iP 

V.hich r *tm 
the fire that made Leadbelly 
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to his first hearers in the 30's. Here 
is Leadbelly the superman, still young 
and angry. Huddie was only two years 
out of prison when he made this set, and 
there is little sign of the gentle old 
man who sang SKIP TO MY LOU to little 
children in the 40's. The Leadbelly of 
MEMORIAL IV is still Leadbelly the 
murderer, singing six minutes of hollers 
done from recent experience and not from 
well-aged memory. Here is the first 
recording of 30URGECIS 3LUES, as the 
events of his first Northern tour still 
burned in his mind. Here is 30LL i/EEVIL 
as it was meant to be sung. Here is the 

12-string guitar work on 
GALL IS POLE. Here is FANNIN STREET, white- 

0 » with the salty verse he never 
recorded again. The last track on the 

aroaT* WOMEN, is probably the 
f Pr*son blues ever recorded by 

nav ' lolk c°Hectors were happy to 
stLl'5*50 f°r this album in 1937, when 

It *3 9W0Sta„H°Ut f° cents a P°und* and’ 
The L^cJ o?V’ U U 8bSUrd t0 paSS Up,t 
LoadbelW7 bit^h8 VnC°mplete Picture 
»«M0RIAL ln.1^ he f0Ur albums of the 
xvorTand In f ?GarlV a11 of M* best 

°f his overpowering spirit. 

SLP's i7 Lp’s 0n Stinson are 
* *9, 40, and 51> 
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RECOUP REVIEWS 
Hi. 

SONGS OF THE CIVIL WAR (Folkways 5717) 
2—12** LP's. Edited by Irwin Silber. 

Jhile the songs and notes of this album 
make it valuable as a companion aural 
illustration of Silber's "Songs Of The 
Civil Jar" (Columbia University Press), 
I'm afraid I can't find much about it to 
recommend as an addition to the collection 
of the listener not especially rabid about 
Civil War history — i. e., those who will 
not purchase the book. The songs are all 
composed or rewritten — by popular writers 
of the period, for the most part, and as 
such smack strongly of the parade ground, 
the pre-Victorian parlor, and the political 
rally. These connotations will certainly 
have their value to some, if not particu ar y 
to this reviewer. The performers, if not 
the dutiful performances, of the songs art 
an interesting bunch — Pete Seeger, e 
New Lost City Ramblers, Cisco Houston, 
Jerry Silverman, Ellen Stekert, Hermes 
Nye, Elizabeth Knight, the excellent 
Folkways discovery Bill l.tCAdoo, an 

methodical group called The Ha^** orient- 
ibis lineup suggests a histor . 
ed SING OUT-sponsorecl Hootenanny (this tco 

will appeal to some and not t ^ lsh 

Some things I did like v'are , qqoqER PEAS 
GOOD COD RE3EL, the Ramblers 

(although their JOHNNY IS HY 
generally dispirited), ana j 
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and JoyceSGluck byHo'iSS Kni9ht» Ethel 
ly condemn the inclusTn^’i1 mUSt th0r0Ugb‘ 
and relationi delusion, in an honest 

IU£r 2£y«SS SST'J’ir 
in,S2,*rs “t; ,t- 

THE W&!VEIiS1 \TSp S0NG;i (Vanguard 9073) 

(Vanguard 9075) n1NfIE HALL> Volume T»° 
07o) Reviewed by Bob Dahle. 

the aboveStwo t0 SOm® t0 pair 
Y®t, they seem t„ 1 the sam* Mvlew. 
the Vanguard "13-90 r®Present pretty much 
Connolsfeu?- f^orcJ^9s for the 
that of "hiah-oi mus*c policy — namely 
for the intell»itSS folk'>»" °r "folkun 
Vanguard typi^f Soe*able." The 
^rand served nn k* ivUm *s n°t the same 
!‘ ls Instead a o,Capito1 or Columbia: 
*11 dressed UD * Uc* and handsome sort, 

^hy orchestratl n blaCk tu~d° 
d?s‘9oed to app' °» ~ 1 imagine it is 
,*** symphony-gOGr ,°hthe “PPer-middle- 

^ ony rate , isn’t too sharp. 

doubt if any 
oaoght dead li5: *"y s°rt would be 

“f^,00 0tbb is ! albums. 
»ound*?U5lc for People °^fender in this 
PrCly^Ur- HlsPlto^“^ vul^ 
CHAIN *lttl« bit b*i+eQNG° album is 
foll obii® f®5 bP«os1tot!rhthan “• 
chain 01 " don t realit, rcbostras and 
_ ,a"» tongs. 9o w,u wlth 

0T' - pP«rontly /tilt Okun 

G 

thinks they go excellently with love songs 
because this LP is full of them. One gets 
the feeling that Bibb is singing the songs 
straight off a piece of paper he's seen 
for the first time — the musical notes 
and tones are just right, and there is no 
deling whatsoever. English, Irish, Negro, 
and Southern lit. songs all come out 
sounding like Bach church music. Bibb 
'vocalizes" and "improves" the songs all 
over the place. DOWN IN THE VALLEY comes 
out almost unrecognizable with all the 
fancy minors and vocal and orchestral 
tricks. DELIA comes in for much the same 
treatment. One wonders during some of these 
songs if he's really got the right album 7- 
the liner notes claim it's a folk album, 
ft might make a better martini tray. 

The Weavers have a very convenient 
misconception going for them — they "have 
their cake and eat it too." For some 
strange reason, they have gained general 
acceptance in both popular music and folk 
®usic. They are able to play both sides 
°ff against each other and come out with 
lots of money and much folk critical 
acclaim as well. As S. W. Dennett's price- 
loss liner notes (for some of the funniest 
reading in a long time, go back and read 
bis notes for Bibb's CHAIN GANG album — 
where he traces DARK 15 THE NIGHT back to 
Homer and has Everyman on the chain gang) 
state: "For unfancied-up, honest folk sonj*, 

9 
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you can't beat the Weavers...(they 

"* authen??cityn(-MreS^eSS with. absoluta 

attitude th^+°ne*" 11 is this KNOWING 
Weavers tL »hGtty much sun,s UP the 
treatment honest and unfancied-up" 

^°lk,SOn9S is- ^ course', 
more hon^+ +Ihe Jeavers aren't much 
they \Vha" the Ki"9st°" Trio _ 
and taste n m°re musical ability 

than Jo Stafford ”*1!,^ Tch more “folk" 
to plav—ar + i a-f they just know how 

have that sanctim^* Lik<? Van9uard» they 
reliqiositv + tirnonious, heavy-handed 
selves: thm°'ard mus*c and them- 

sleeves and cr^t to^6 S°n9S 0" theif 
for mere n»n«Sn C?dTlaUded WlWly 
such subject Tt l 5ld Peace or any 
with them has become a ritual 
have much meanti 3S * ritual, it doesn't 
a sort of fnVm°re. They present 

ritualistic^authenticlt SincerityL a"d 
•«6ily-accepted U? — a 9°°d and 
*?yt actually -th5 rcal thin9' 
those vvho liked fhy ‘,ar 1 rom it. For 
Carnegie Han ‘^vers* first 
probably bo erUall^/the second will 

as good. Erik Darlinorialn,°St» anyivay) 
but the rest of the act’s Pete 3ecger 

YJ s the same. 
Wu NEED i'OtlCY* vnm*. 

C°RS,: subscribe now: 
10 id 



I!S !!?!’'! dr!"ln9 0f Woo<,y Gutfirle 
V*.*$• dr*wln? 0" P*9# 29 ar« by 
v nl Ttng.n, Minneapolis art student. 

SOMETHING A GOUT WO)DY 
by Malvina Reynolds 

When I heard that VJoody was in the hos¬ 

pital sometime in *55, I sent him a copy 
of my first song book (now about out-of- 

print), SONG IN ;.;Y POCKET, and this 
started a correspondence of a new sort# 
That is, I could hardly read his scrawly 
letters but answered them the best I could 
anyway, and this seemed to be good enough^ 
for the letters kept coming for some time. 
For some reason I was always able to make 
out phrases like "I can see and hear more 
pure old human truth in every one or your 

worker stiffy songs than I'd hear in 99 
years of" what? always I thought I vias 
a scrawl-writing expert from having to 

correct English papers for my living for 
some years, but this sure beats me# Some 
day when I’m tied down in jail (everybody 

who is anybody is in and out of jail 
around here since the House UNAmerican 
Committee came by) or otherwise incapac¬ 
itated, I’ll decipher these yellow fools¬ 

cap pages and add them to the world's 

precious ’..’oodiana. Finally, I did ask 
him to type, and that's not much easier 

to make out because of the incomparable 
»/oody syntax and spelling. Out here are 
a few selections of the correspondence, 

brought to the public eye for just about 

the first time, I guess. 

Berkeley, California April ?9, 19bb 



songwritina **ve * ^l.< »« 

:haza\ ^ you iiii'ixi sr sch°01’ 
whose i;^ruarnym0US fol,tson9 writer 
was that every tins' Pf*?* 1 ',as matin9 
littin u* i * tl,ne vve talk we sing a 
voices and embryonic song v.ith our 
line of his f 900d songwriter bases the 

tune, otherwise^the ^ V8ry little 
marry, rt worc*s ancJ music don't 
whether I i-nA,5 3. v?ry successful lecture, 
or not. tI"6 ^at 1 ”as t^ing about 
my songs, t enc|0s^n9 for you o book of 

words and music° thr^ livin9 one» both 
originslitv en * b?ug^ anyone who claims 
is pulling a 3 Simple these days 
People have Spr>n\r°‘°ej s*nce Adam's time 
the air is ful? and singing and 
(and I»n> not talk! th°.Se millions of tunes 
commercials — + 1* 9 about sin9ing 
highway and Hn u'^ are a clog on the 
sumo time to t° be uleaned away 
that need space tn r?m ^°r the good tunes 
must flatted if abou‘--*) I-d bo 
take up that batter h° you '"ould 
Sing one of my sonos 5itbox of yours and 

fits right in your^hand y°U ml9ht find U 
* * 

^11, ho sa iw 

things about the sono«U S<?<?» some nice 
l®ngth from my letter k a°d 1 9u°te at 

S* ar&A£f 
author Hoody^h blt. 
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/toy 16, 1955 

Dear ’.‘/oody: As soon as I get over this 
cold, I will make you some cookies. If 
there is one thing I am famous for, besides 
writings songs about overalls and little 
9irls, it is ny ginger currant cookies. 
They not only taste very good, but they are 
very healthful, being full of vitamins an$ 
minerals and all disguised as delicious 
•lovors. if you eat them, I am sure you 
will get well at once. Your letter was 
exasperating and frustrating. Every time 

9°t to the exciting part, there was a 
word scrawled so that I couldn't make it 
0ut* And I'm a pretty good scraul-readerj 
my husband's handwriting is absolutely an^i- 
s°cial. *ty husband, name of Bud, is a cay* 
penter when he works, very fine guy but 
^citurn; that means he doesn't talk very 

much and I wish some more of my friends ^ 
'ere afflicted with that sickness. »!any 
°* them do not know the value of silence, 
which is some of the finest music in the 
world...Don't tell me you have to scrawl. . 
In important places, as in addressing my 
letter, or telling me you would appreciate 
some self-opening dates, your handwriting 
is as clear as can be. So please write m* 
your letter all over again. And if it isn't 
the same letter, at least be sure it's a 
letter I can read the most of. This one 
V'ill keep me out of mischief for the next 
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ten years, and that's too bad. I get into 
some o4- the best mischief you ever saw... 

his answer: 

Earyedaye Allveenamaye: I.'ore folkcs had 
oughtta be hittend by that silencingse 
■\1, pA a derndbmaimer's disease of & by 
unitcho you tell me your goodman there is 

ooi^end with I hear so many looseywild- 
eiy amnd flying ceerazeyery goddamnd 
cf° ”erV foamery gosserpity gossupeye 
siandereynn acusserin falsey lyinge un¬ 
rue uissyhonerste psykoed jimmy krowed 

prousde proudeyf^d proude hispeedy Mab- 
^rin oleerberymouthd looselyliooy every 

ree I walk down here £ everyplace I 

th*t tm3-2, C°m to lco!: and to listen 
rt_ » and I'd justa bout knov.e 

sweet oMACertaine rd mlked 00 inta 
o n <heaveft if 1 did or do 
stummle i^+SSe Gr ^ blinde axxxident 

folkes goosYiivesTd placev,here most 
bibeldvhiK»i l/ by my 9°od book S. my 
bibeldyblbcle of snec-te olde silence..." 

doTconsld0r0Jhe°a™'’t !f*“ 5ubJ=ct- but 1 
Soody, v.-hich Is " u ”5 °f the “ttla 

'Siting i„ red bte'atTV’ JIn/and' 
lt>H typewritten letter Is Si °? 
which has become a houLhoiJ ® M°9an 
household: "COOKIES Tm Je v/0rd in our 

Ici TAL^ louder than 
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wonDsr 

It worked. 

Next letter starts: "Deary Viney; Your 
oatmealeus current eventy cookies made a 
bigger hit and a bigger splash around here 
in my 79 B.S.y Hosspetalley Ward than alia 
our added efforts and energeries and forces 

o? bookysong makingdid make. I just stootj 
here and handed your shoe box around and 
they spoken to all my creeds and my breeds 
in here lots plainer than all my sung and 
my unsung words everer lipped by man." 

Then comes a eulogy of womenfolk and their 
cooking and tending that goes so far beyond 
the little shoebox of cookies that I thinh 

It's worth quoting. 

"I see now part ways how it is that it 
must be all of them little old crispendy 
brov/nerish damn things I see you womenfolks 
run in unback out of my 3SH wardyiloor here 
that keeps every single damn solitary one o 
my hoppers here hopping our next hops and 
jumping our next jumps like we do. 

It's those little old brownery roundish 
damn things you girlyfolks smuggle in a my 
old wardy doors here which gives us angc 
guys our strength enuff to try to JumP 
another skip and to keep onna hoppin o 
old day without ever quite clearlys^ 
long enuff here to ask ourselfs 8 
hows and whys and all them whoses an 
whiches In a very clearly conscious w y. 



You hit down lots more on our old*key 
secret of life around here than a hunderd 
old Albert Einysteins and me and Tommer 
Odisons and ordinary worldly wisery men 
ever did hit. 

I'm still yellin how cookies talks 
loudest. 

I me 
Woody 

Part ti2 

Your little cooky things here proved 
o me how life its own self must dangle 

ant jangle all around those damn pots 
an dornd pans you females sweat and 
c ink and cuss and cry and weep and slave 
Your old lifes away over.* 
- * SUre didnt start in to guess how your 

and your sizzledy skilllets 
iicMP a2.that old old key secret of life 

and"hM|lhl‘Cu 311 °'C my lvisest heads and 

our guesses^at V\ *nd e3Ch °n® miSSed 
I didnf i S at ?nd 0Ur guesses about. 
knov/ anvH°0VJ VV['ic*' 90es to show you never 
SlS and'for £*2*"* for 
Earth here ln °n thls ?lanet 
as to bv rnr* h*1 S° stiH a sayin 
bittsy borownyfide^dam Httle old 
yours is one of m coolcy*ul thingd of 
tru. ~*fl00ked 9‘fts of 
ChriotB has hnth^ gcn*us v/hich God and 
*0 alia my females 

You ladies and yourse little old browny 

shoeboxes I guess is what keeps life jumping 
around here on my greedy worldy damnd 

planet. 
I'm ready to lay you ten thousend to one 

here that you females and your boxes ot 

danngd brownered kookies keeps my doctor 
and ally my studentendy nursey ladies her$ 

and everywhere hopping our next long 
loneysomc hop in them same kinda of halv 
blinded ways here I see my sickest ones hop* 

Out my real problem now that stops me 
deady cold is this one; Just who fries your 

eatyables for you ladyfolks? 
Just what gives you lady folks your 

avverlasting powers to keep on frying and 

sizzlin like you do? 
Just what gives you ladyfolks your 

everlasting powers to keep onna frying 
anda sizzlin like you do? 

Just what power is it that gives you t is 
kind of ENERGIZING POWER Jesus and God both 
knows but I me I don't. 

Woody Guthrie 

tort proudly announces that the issue you 
are reading is copyrighted. Thls 
protect the writings of our n0?“sta**ldl 
members — in this issue, lia Ivina dey J» 
Pete Seeger, and Edith Fowko. This will 
our future policy. 
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^ GUTHMO and the gift TC 3E 
3y Pete Seeger 

'Jii irLL 

coIiiDliMti’^rn ln siraPlicity but dies of 
retain strai^K*-11 takes real genius to 

da™ fooj can aetr"'ard,?impliCity- 'iny 
Guthrie ,«« 1? \ mpllCated> -,6odV 
writer of harply av,are of this as a 
simer /Tf 3nd P°etry. end as a 
this common* • » noteboo,csJ vve came across 

Walt Whitman' 1 ?0t t0 steer clear of 
obdurllSi^ "dT ™tef5-" 
rest of thA • t °eJ t0 90 alon9 with the 
to dress Un “lmanac Sin9ers if we tried 

or three m^in rh"9 /Vlth more thafl tw0 
35 in his clas-icrdS* -And sometimes> 
SKINNE1S hi !!if,Version of 3UPFAL0 
chort (?} andWonld d?fiant1/ P^y one 
to end. He was a uin*/*0"* be9innin9 

J'“ never forget 'the^LeT T ““ , 
Rabelais _ hn+ u XVe time he discovered 
long literary n0rr!_fer^ently despised 
Who used them u d and mock®d those 
would do £5 ”henTShort direct words 

Stuck to a flat\t«ihJl sin9in9» Woody 
curlicues, and o«i J9?* tone* with no 
11 U no ^JrCn‘jll»i.f|y tender. 

"ell with Leadbelly "?odV' 9»t along so 
same virtues. QIso knew these 

moro widlly^ocoL!^4 W°°dy ws not 
Poll out a scratchy old^n 1 soraetimes 

r oia 73 rpm record 
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he made and listen amazed: the clarity 
of his diction, the straightforward 
honesty of his presentation. May 
generations learn from him. 

A FEW COMMENTS ABOUT WOODY FROM CANADA 
By Edith Fowke 

f 
Back in 1954 I wrote to Woody to tell 

him that I frequently used his records on 
R»y CBC Network program, "Folk Song Time", 
saying, "Among the songs that are my fav¬ 
orites and seen to be popular with my au-* 
dience are 'Gypsy Davy*, ’Lost John', 
’Hard Traveling*, and 'Pastures of Plenty'." 
That was the time of the McCarthy fever in 
the United States, so Woody expressed sur¬ 
prise that I could play his songs;On the 
air, and wrote: 

"I see whole big swarms & heeds & tribes 
bunches & gangs 8. mobs of American discy • 

jockys who run up here to me every minute 
and tell me how they all lost their good 
spinny jobs just by needling my redicle 
records here over all of my so named free 
American stations...all of which goes to 
prove to me and to you and to all of us 
around over my planet I’ore how far out 
ahead of my USOFA your Canada land is v/hon 
it comes down to the lost freedom of my 
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disculated waxjockeys or some such. I 
feel lots healthier tho* to see that all 
of your own folka*s favorites up your v»ay 
are just about my own same favorites in 
just almost your same voting order. I*d 
stick in a few more like 'Hangknot', & 
Jesus Christ* & 'Dope Fiend Robber* & 
The Rape of Ruth Farnsworth' & 'New 

^ealand Train Wreck* & 'Pretty Boy Floyd' 
& 'Whoopee Tie Yi Yo* & I guess a few 
others...." * 

*e^er Woody told me how he 
aft^w f?Uily almost settled in Canada after World War I: 

us loaded up our old teecrater 
heali Ck °f 3 twcnty two ^ntage and 
ore hard lnrt^°Ur lvay there int° Canada’s 
oren ^ K9 COUntry that lav free and 
cS!S f But a frizzlin 

leaving „ited?d r°" Par“n9 & our 
radiator can tid*C Use the noseV brassy 
us off doi tUrnaway & t0 drift with 

border of ilexicoV l0St mile from our 
gold and silverv dig up an oId 
Jerry p. Guthril Jine which my own granpa 

£ had assayed ! °U[)d, & undu9 & uncover- 
across here In * >3Ck ing cattles out 
never will he & two* You Just 
how dang close tM+t°»?artways 9uess to 
to driving uoV^^'J1 0f Us did come 

Just homesteading our 
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claims right in your front yard," 

Woody went on to mention that he'd been 
in Canada some years later with the 
Almanac Singers, and also:. 

"I hit your Canada place one more trip 
and time to play and to sing all down along 
them picket lines made by several living 
thousands of your goodfine Hamilton steel 
workers on a strike.” 

When Joe Glazer and I were compiling our 
SONGS OF WORK AND FREEDOM we had one 
problem — to keep the book from turning 
Into a Guthrie anthology. As we were 
aiming at as wide a variety as possible, we 
tried to keep the Guthrie numbers down to a 
minimum, but still ended up with four whicn 
we felt just had to be included: "Union 
Maid", "So Long, It's Been Good to Know 
You", "Hard Traveling", and "You Gotta Go 
Down and Join the Union." As we managed to 
hold the most prolific of the Wobbly song¬ 
writers, Joe Mill* down to two, you ca 
hovj Woody dominates the field of wor 
protest songs. 

M AN EDITH FOWKE RADIO SCRIPT 

tin Steinbeck on Woody Guthrie: 

st Woody. Thousands of P«°plc. Just a 
ow he has any other name, no 0f 
ice and a guitar. He sings a 
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9uitar°hangin "aSal> his 

anld’thter.reis1S„"hthln9 sweet W 
songs he si^ ln^ swe<?t about the 
more important % 3+k ttiere is something 
There is the win t*°S* who wil1 Usten* 
and fight aaainC+ °f 9 people t0 endure 

9nr a9a*nst oppression.» 

WOODY GUTHRIE RECORD DISCOGRAPHY 

oow avaiiabiedto1+hthiS disco9raPhY are 
fa* as we know tM,e F?c+ord-huyer. As 

complete Woody GathM^ represents the 
available worL disco9raphy of 
°f some additino I* anY reader knows 
appreciate hear,*S this iist> we would 

additions : ?? ir ?im- Any and 
11 be printed on arrival# 

(Folkways^ois^ F°* M0THER AND CHILD 
Grassy Gra«ic n 
Little Sack of*^5* EwLmmy Swim Swim, 
j Want My Milk °ri!ar,-Rattle W Rattle, 
12345678; ! & Gr°" Crow, 

"**hy Wash Wash, iMl%3.D*yS 01d* 
°rink You Mak« . r,11 Eat Y°u I'll 
Pretty BaCElIe^-ho.s My 

TALKInq DUST nnuti t 

'font Storm Disa^t-lFo3kwaYs 2011) 

££5 ^es» Dust Can*t°Ki*??9* Talkin? 

J°ad Part* B°Wl ^fugeelTom9 
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SONSS TO GROW ON, Volume 1 (Folkways 7005) 
i'ut Your Finger in the Air, Come See, Rac$ 
You Down the Mountain, How Doo Doo, Merry* 
Go Round, Sleepy Eyes, Wake Up, Clean-0, 
Dance Around, Car Song, Don't You Push Me, 
My Dolly. * 

30UND FOR GLORY (Folkways 2481) 
This Land is Your Land, Talking Fishing 
B1]jes» Reuben James, Jesus Christ, There’s 
a Better World A'Coming, Stagolee, Little 
y?c. Sugar, My Daddy, Swimmy Swim Swim,* 
^iQilante Man, Do Re Mi, Pastures of Plenty, 
Grand Coulee Dam. 

THIS LAND IS MY LAND (Folkways 7027) 
I wo Songss Columbia River, This Land is 
% Land. 

LONESOME VALLEY (Folkways 2010) 
Two songs: Cowboy Walt2 (fiddle solo), 
mowin' on the Mountain (with Cisco HoustonK 

n p 

take this hammer -- lead3elly legacy i 
lFolkways 2004) 
Gne song: Green Corn (with Leadbelly and 
Cisco Houston) 

TALLtDS OF SAOCO AND VANZETTI (Folkways 5485) 
Old Judge Thayer, We Welcome to Heaven, TwO», 
Good Men> Vanzetti's Letter, I Just Want tp 
Ging your Name, Red Wine, You Souls of Boaif 
l°n, Suassos Lane, The Flood and the Stormy 



WCoDY GUYHRIE ii CISCO HOUSTON (Stinson 44) 
WOODY GUTHRIE 8, CISCO HOUSTON, Volume Two 
(Stinson 53) 
WOODY GUTHRIE, SONNY TERRY, ALEK STEWART: 
CHAIN GANG (Stinson 7) 

fortunately, all of Woody Guthrie's 
fine Stinson work has been saved (except 
the marvelous SOUTHERN MOUNTAIN HOEDOWNS 
and the first four FOLKSAYS) on three 
magnificent LP's. These, aside from 
Woody's Library of Congress work, represent 
the best Woody Guthrie now available to 
the record-buying public, and mighty good 
Woody Guthrie that is. The songs with 

*ndeed» as Guy Carawan has 
said, the best two-part singing I have 
ever heard." Song after song is ex¬ 
plored to the fullest extent of folk 
art — yet all remain fantastically 
simple in concept! one guitar (sometimes 
two), a mandolin or a fiddle, and two 

VOices brin9 forth and 
tit*1 311 *he beauties of simplicity, 

and l"terP«tation. The 

with the rea and Jh ^ bei°9 C0NFR0Nj™ 
art Jl l Seal and the beautiful in folk 

or the fia«ih0t the cheaP or the easy 

«°ody Guthr5rbyY?aM“ n0t-Sln? 
or going to Julm.^"9 m°1C* lesson% 
the sair.o effects h! 7 .. do you 9et 
"improving" a sonq °I^estratin9 « 
FOLKSINGER in .k 9I Thls man is a 

word. Liston 5ense * the to Woody, Sonny, and Alek 
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on the CHAIN GANG set — the whole LP 
rings with a spontaneous and informal air 
and you get the feeling that here are 
three people who not only understand what 
folk music is and how to perform it, but 
who ARE a vital part of the music itself* 
Then put on Harry 3elafonte or Leon 3ibb 
or Odetta and compare the difference. 
Woody is indeed one of the rare ones 
one of the true greats of folk music. 
One gets the feeling that with him the 
music is coming from the inside out, and 
not the more usual vice-versa process. 
His kind of singing seperates the men from 
the boys, the artists from the hacks. 
Listen to GYPSY DAVY, one of his best 
songs (done here without the fabulous 
"hello Sue") and note the bare simplicity 
of his style and the marvelous effect 
he gets with it. Or try JOHNNY HARD* 
with the wacky verse about "the girl with 
the rag on her head." Or the wildly 
stomping OLD TIME RELIGION with Sonny 
Terry or the gossip with Cisco on 
COLUMBUS STOCKADE. Then try 3ADMAN LLE 
3R0WN for a great example of Woody at 
his most typical and best — warmly hum*" 
and humorous, finding beauty in simplic y, 
and retaining the innocence that so many 
have lost. Need I say more. Here is a 
FOLKSINGER who truly lives up to the 
standards that the word implies — nere 
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Woody Guthrie, the best of the best, in 
three of the greatest folk LP*s ever 
pressed anywhere. They should be in 
everyone's collection. 

WOODY GUTHRIE: BALLADS OF SACCO AND 
VANZETTI (Folkways 5485) One song by 
ete oeeger. Plus a 36-page booklet. 

Last month Folkways brought forth 
backlog a fine Leadbelly LP, 

n this month Moses Asch releases an 
excelient album by Woody Guthrie -- 

should indeed be grateful to Folk- 

waY* £°* tMs’ 3ALLA°S OF SACCO AND 
v.vNZuTTI was recorded by Woody in 

*'4V:d faatures '•America's 

-0lfc poet" sin3ing at his 
some"^ u"9 and health'/ h®st through 
Aij t. ls own fine compositions. 
casp .S°^s c°ncern the Sacco-Vanzetti 

l TQ i$ no ^aditional folk 
often ur* e!G‘ .A^ is his custom. Woody 
new word^° raditional melodies for his 
GONE hnrl"' ihus P00R HOWARD'S DEAD AND 

pleasing°toSme^are^th ^ ESpeCiaU 
able I just w\mt ?nthe r‘wrvei°usly sing- 

SUASSCS UNE wnS S?HG Y0UR mm and 
better and the rarely sounded 
Plor and showcased Jf an excellent sam- 
Unqualifiedly recomL^8 son9writin9* 
addition to thl T?®nded as a fine 

° the nation's "Woodiana." 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITORS 

Editors Jon and Paul; Congratulations and 
ten thousand thanks for the three LSR*s 
sent to Woody Guthrie. We've read them 
from cover to cover. And, fellas, we are 
really happy to say — it's great. Woody 
asked me to thank you for the wonderful 
review on Jack Elliott. He said it's 
about time America realized that Jack is 
one of the greatest of the young folk- 
singers. And if it weren't for Jack 
Elliott, I'm sure that Woody's music 
wouldn't be loved all over England, nor 
would 90 per cent of his fan mail bo from 
England. Jack has carried the gospel of 
Woody far and wide through the British 
Isles, Europe, and Isreal. In Isreal, 
even though the people couldn't understand 
a word of what he sang, they sat 
entranced as he sang Woody's songs. Thanks 
for the kind words about Woody. He was 
quite delighted over the notice that he 
would be in England this next season. 
Yes* that would be something. But I m 
very much afraid the rumor is only that 
a rumor. Woody is quite well. And is 
very pleased to learn that there are 
people who remember him. It's been a ong 
time coming. But 1 think America is 
finding out that in Woodrow * son Gu , 
they have a truly great writer. The 
issue of Woody's Newsletter will be ou 
September — we hope to make It better 
than the first one. 



Than!; you vary much, . 
BOB AND SIDSEL GLEASON 
for WOODY GUTHRIE 
182 No. Arlington Ave. 
East Orange, New Jersey 

r/vjr 't/e/r/cA:/ 

Gentlemen: re Leadbelly FC 7533 
None of this material was ever issued 
before. Yes, this was recorded late in 
his life (C1942?) except Side 2 which 
were the early recordings I did less • 

he last piece. On the first side, 
_ncse wore two children's concerts. 
I DO NOT DUB /LEADBELLY MATERIAL or 
any documentary. Shame on you. The 
children are school children. The 
Jazz band is one of the great N. 0. 

TwrccV^Vnd THEY WER£ THERE JUST FOR 
THESE CONCERTS. THE SAME BOAT BROTHER 

_Mj, °nG 3 Columbia University 
xence group at a concert there. 

• M. ASCH 
Folkways Records 
New York, N. Y. 

above1 info°te!-We are 9lad to have the 
error. apolo9ize fo* our 
that thellL ,5* same time, we feel 

been inclJU^UhTT U°n SH0ULD «*VE 
first place n, the record in the 
logical mistake rS|in!S* We believe» a 
and, hat in However» mistake it was, 

sorry. Many thanifWe*hUmbly say we're 
Y thank* for the card. 
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CURRENT AND CHOICE 

JEAN THOMAS, THE TRAIPSIN' WOMAN: 
AMERICAN FOLK SONG FESTIVAL (Folk¬ 
ways 2358) 

Authentic Southern Mt. folksong* 

COUNTRY SONGS OLD AND NEW. By The 
Country Gentlemen. (Folkways 2409) 

Choice country and Bluegrass tunes. 

THE NEW LOST CITY RAMBLERS: Vol II* 
(Folkways 2397) 

Seeger, Cohen, and Pa ley shuck up 
some fine corn. 

BEEN HERE AND GONE. Volume 10, Music 
of the South. Coll, by F. Ramsey. 
(Folkways 2659) . 

Excellent documentary in the rom 
wavs tradition. 

NEGRO FOLK SONGS FOR YOUNG P^PLE. 
Huddle Ledbetter. (Folkways 753f! 

Leadbelly*s only concert record 

ings — old and "new** songs. 

The Harry Oster recordings reviewed 

last month are highly recorame 
though they ere of l.» recently* 
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This month*s cover features Cisco 
Houston, one of the "old pros" of 
folk music. Cisco can be heard on 
Folkways 2480, 5717, 7020, 2010, 
2013, 2346, 2022, 2042, and 7027j 
Vanguard 9057} and Stinson 44, 53, 
and 5. Cover drawing is by Jon 
Pankake. 

EDITORS COLUMN 
EDITORS COLUMN 

3?P*tU TEjS&K& 

Records, records, everywhere — 
and scarce any folk music in sight# 
For some examplesi WANDERIN* MARK 
DINNING on M-G-M, with a cover photo 
showing young Mr. Dinning dangling 
from the side of a boxcar and 
displaying his toothpasty smile and 
shiny new guitar* THE BOUNTY HUNTER, 
David Hill, on Kapp; ROLLIN' with 
Jerry Gilkyson and the Easy Riders, 
Jtapp 1196; and those incredible 
brothers created by Columbia to 

•oJviinth® ^ingstons with RALLY 
nuund ... and NaiMt following 

alniLT*;1 EUktra release, were 

a«2^JlY*Colu“bla ••• After 
thl 2!? f°I bra"Un9 and disturbing 

P«ace at a Skokie, Illinois, 

folk party last week, Wedgeiy Todd was 
pinched two days later, by Chicago cops for 
obstinately refusing to stop picking his 
QXuegrass banjo on Dearborn one afternoon. 
Wise up, Wedgeiy. This is not the road to 
success your many friends want to see you 
on ... Supposedly satirical is FOLK SONGS 
OF THE 21st CENTURY on the Hi Fi label ... 
Best news in a Long Time Dept.i Formation 
°f the International Blues Society under 
the directorship of collector and 
discographer Chris Strachwitz. The Society 
will record old and new country blues 
artists on its own label in addition to 
reissuing unavailable material originally 
presented on such short-lived labels as 
Down Town, Jaxyson, and CavaTone. The 
membership fee of $12.00 a year will bring 
members periodic research bulletins and 
three LP's (commercially priced at $4.50). 
Write Chris Strachwitz at 17650^ Navajo 
frail, Los Gatos, California, for details, 
bounds like the most exciting thing in a 
long time ... This last week, the LSR 
editors were invited to judge a "Folk Music 
»alent Contest" sponsored by a suburban 
Minneapolis record store. Needless to say, 
there was dismally little folk music 
presented by the competing youngsters. The 
influence of the Kingston Trio and their 
ilk is pretty hard to buck, apparently. 
We awarded the prize to Bill Hood, a neo¬ 
phyte Seeger, for the simple reason that he 
did the best job, to us, of presenting any¬ 
thing like real folk music ... Those who 
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don't already pick up ROGUE magazine for 
the girly photos might be interested in 
the October issue — featuring a "special 
survey: FOLK MUSIC U.S.A." Bob Shelton 
loosely surveys the best-known performers 
in the field; Cynthia Gooding writes of 
the value of folk music to modern folk, 
and Oscar Brand writes, as far as we 
could figure out, about the amazing 
accomplishments of one Oscar Brand. Also 
included are photo-articles on Ed McCurdy, 
Odetta, and the Kingston Trio ... Martha 
Schlamme sings a well-rounded program of 
international song on MARTHA SCHLAMME AT 
TCWM HALL, Vanguard 2063 ... Upcoming on 
Folkways is Brownie McGhee's second 
volume of traditional blues. Ask for 
Folkways 2422 ... Tompall and the Glaser 
Brothers present THIS LAND on Decca 
74041 ... Buck Duane is looking into an 
album of country fiddling on Cub Records. 
Watch for news soon ... LSR readers are 
reminded that the list of folk music on 
English records is now available from 
AGATE & COMPANY, LTD., 77 Charing Cross 
Road, London W. C. 2, England. New 
issues soon to be reviewed in LSR in- 
c uce EP's by Cousin Emmy, Harry and 
eanie West, the Carter Family, and an 

r_..Y exquisite Shirley Elizabeth 
Oollins. See Agate's ad in this 

UTZ CountrY fans Will wish to note 
and Scru^gs issue on Harmony, 

JIMMIE R0dGERS - a tribute 
V Uft* Fri«el on Harmony 7241 ... 

Good GodI Oscar Brand has a new album 
of sports car songs, SPORTS CAR SONGS FOR 
3IG WHEELS, on Elektra. It seems to us 
that somebody around the office proposed 
that idea as a joke a few weeks ago ... 
Readers interested in the Peggy Seeger, 
Ewan MacColl, John Greenway, and A. L. 
Lloyd recordings on the Australian WATTLE 
label may write for catalogues to WATTLE 
RECORDINGS, 131 Cathedral Street, Sydney, 
Mew South Wales, Australia. Reviews will 
he coming up in LSR ... Our contemporary 
Jimmie Rodgers, the young fellow that, 
according to the copyright office, wrote 
ER0GG1E WENT A-COURTING, has a new folk 
issue on Roulette ... Concertish Sail! 
Terri offers SONGS OF THE AMERICAN LAND 
°n Capitol 8522 ... SONNY AND BROWNIE SING 
AND PLAY (Choice 100) reportedly contains 
cINDY and OLD MacDONALD HAD A FARM ... 
Willie Wright says I SING FOLK SONGS on 
Concert-Disc Records ... The Scottish 
MacPHERSON SINGERS can be heard on CALEDONIA, 
their new Elektra release ... As usual, we 
roust wind up the column with the news that 
the Little Sandy's coffers, insatiable as 
Pver, are still crying for money. We need 
only 333,333 subscribers to become million- 
aires. This is not why we are in business, 
hut it would be nicer than working for a 
living. A big year's subscription is still f 
a low, low $3* And we are still at 3220 
Park Ave. South, Minneapolis 7, Minn. See 
you next month with another astounding issue. 
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CISCO HOUSTON SINGS SONGS OF THE OPEN 
ROAD (Folkways 2480) 

That grand and glorious clan of folk 
singers who first brought folk music to 
the city and to city recordings some 20 
years ago now presents a curious and 
diverse picture to the record buyer. 
Pete Seeger, of course, has gone onward 
and upward — maturing from a fine perform- 
er of traditional material into our coun¬ 
try s greatest concerteer and songleader. 
ut it is not a happy picture for his one 

time compatriots. Josh White now basics 
m the moneyed glow of the expense account 
set, and Burl Ives has become the darling 
Pt the suburban matrons. Woody Guthrie, 

ar>w Dutc*1 Haw®s, Hally Wood, and 
ers have either retired completely or 

YerV inactive in the recording field. 
.V»cedC.though his great heart 
nnnl ^Is nufner°us recordings, has 

and whLhlS reWard* This leaves Cisco - 
to hr. <■ + one say about him? He seems 
_ h. an.^?g at som® sort of crossroads 

uncertain !°ft Undefined anci his route 
him to ihl 'recent attempt to introduce 

and «f n!n lkUm marl[et. “rchestratad 
by teeca a^d Zt "0t wel1 met- Attempts 
tVTZtry.-t'lT I?thrust hlm into 
falUdT* '"? fiold likewise 
ho returns' to °F THE 0PEN R0AD’ 

5 t0 the folk style he began with- 
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— union, hobo, topical, and ramblin’ 
songs sung in the Jimmie Rodgers-Woody 
Guthrie guitar and vocal style that once 
made him superb. It is dismaying to find 
that he has so little to offer. Neither 
traditionalist nor folknik will find any¬ 
thing here that will interest him. Cisco 
just can’t bring these full-blooded songs 
to life — and there are mild indications 
of a satirical treatment a la Ed McCurdy. 
The attitude and style are very vague 
indeed. One certainly can't blame a man 
for not being the singer he was 15 years 
ago — but neither can One condone the 
Ernie Ford phrasing sometimes heard on 
this record. Fans of Cisco's who have 
stuck with him through thick and thin and 
Vanguard will find songs they will like 
(my favorites: CRYDERVILLG JAIL, iiULE 
SKINNER BLUES, EAST VIRGINIA BLUES, PIE 
IN THE SKY), but others will bemoan the 
fact that Cisco no longer sounds believable 
as a Southwestern singer — and has not 
yet worked out an appropriate substitute 
style. 

QUOTABLE: 

"I reckon some folks figure it's 
compliment to be called 'broadminded'. 
Back home, 'broadminded' is just another 
wy of sayin' a feller's too lazy to form 
*n opinion." 

WILL ROGERS 
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J0HN ^ HuJK£R; THE BLUES (Crown 5157) 

The twelve cuts on this LP are all 
reissues of singles that originally 

QKneai/d. °n the Modern label. They 
show Hooker in an earlier stage of his 

e,c,n+?me^than any other available LP, 
exciting the one on Audio-Lab. The 

anH Mty °r tltles feature just Hooker 
doiihi1S 9-ltar» though there is one 
duptX!:^C^din9 of Hooker singing a 
oro:,:^tJ himself, and another with 

° Vnd Vlbes- These are early 

earW 5n?S ~ V* say late 4°,s or 
orimit > S+u ~ S° are 9 bit more 
now lti+? tban the thin9S he's doing 

blues artL^T1*? “ H°°ker iS °ne 
comna™ bas ^proved with time* 
with th« CPllN!G WILL0w on this album 
diffe^n,006 Zn riverside to see the 

AND MOanw 3!St CUtS are WHISTLING 
In gTnetlT 2* SEEN MY BABY, 
a dav wh^ * h*s 1S a good album — in 
BLUNDER^ 7°U Can 9et ADMAN'S 
theTJ 49y„y-U‘kn<*-who for 3 buck - 
for Hooker fa°0 **2 makes this a must 
bluus stude^s5 3 "Sh0Uld" for 
has bean that r My prev^ous experience 
»on? so you L£.0"n LP'S don,t last 
a tape copy ono your first play 

ner notes are baj °VSr ph0t0 and 
(Reviewer: Dave GloCer) 

See^page a rut!" 
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COUSIN EMMY AMD HER KINFOLK: KENTUCKY ;; 
MOUNTAIN BALLADS, Volumes I and II. 
(Brunswick oe 9258, 9259) English records. 

l I 

Available only in England, these ex¬ 
cellent albums are reissues of the original 
American Decca sides (long out-of-print) 
of the singer Alan Lomax has called “a 
banjo queen from the hills of Kentucky'* — 
Cousin Emmy. Does their overseas reissue 
indicate that Decca (which controls the 
vast Vocalion and Brunswick catalogs of 
pre-war country records) considers re- 
release of its folk items more feasible in 
England than in America? At any rate, 
these two 45 rpm records are well worth the 
moderate cost of transatlantic purchase. 
Emmy is a marvelously pure singer — ranging 
easily'froro sweet to sour to lonesome to 
funny as the great mountain singers can. 
Her banjo-picking is a smooth-as-silk style 
°f frailing strongly reminiscent of the 
playing of Uncle Dave Macon, and fits well 
with the instrumental backing of the 
"Kinfolks" — git-tar slapping, harmonica 
honking, shouting, and foot-stomping. 
Though most of the eight songs are rhythm 
numbers, Emmy shines best on PRETTY LITTLE 
MISSY OUT<lN THE GARDEN — balHdeerlng 
worthy of almost arty heard in the Library 
of Congress archives. Also good ere the 
9aHoping, banjofied LONESOME ROAD BLUES, 
WISH 1 WAS A SINGLE GIRL, VIRGINIA GALS, 
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JOHNNY BOOKER, BOWLING GREEN, and LOST 
JOHN ("Let’s ketch 'im, Bill"). The 
incessant shouting of the "Kinfolks" 
became a bit tiresome to me, however, on 
FREE. LITTLE BIRD. But these EP's are a 
must for those who fancy their mountain 
music caught between tradition and the 
deep, blue sea of recorded old-time 
country music. 

t 

STRING ALONG WITH THE KINGSTON TRIO 
(Capitol 1407) 

• The current vogue seems to be to 
"borrow" Bob Gibson songs. He does them 
much better. Abominations like 3UDDY 
SETTER GET ON DOWN THE LINE, a re-write 
bf the Pete Seegen Pete Steeles Dave 
Macon versions, also don't help the group. 
It is now a railroad song and a sort of 
teenage love song — bothj Now don't get 
me wrong, I like ethnicness as well as the 
next guy, but ... 
(Revieweri Bob Dahle) 

For the best in "free-wheeling iconoclasir 
subscribe now to THE LITTLE SANDY REVIEW. 
Back issues now available only on LSR 

i, ier *s^ues are completely sold out. 
Groe articles by Moses Asch, John 
listin-* af|d Archie Green plus complete 
music and3^ re^iews of *>U American folk 
mslC and SOn* with folkum. 
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on the English Record Scene 
Current and Choice 

ON THE ENGLISH RECORD SCENE V 

Alan Lomax* ALAN LOMAX SINGS GREAT AFRICAN BALLADS (HMV CLP 11921 12" lp 
and mope_ AIan Lom*XJ ALAN IftlAX SINGS (Nixa NJE 1055) 7» HP 

Peggy Seeger and Guy Carawan: AMERIO AT PLAY (HMV CLP 1174) 12- LP 
Peggy Seeger, Guy Carawan, Is la Cameron* ORIGINS OF SKIFFLE 

D. ^ (Nixa NJE 1043) 7- EP 
Peggy, Penny, and Barbara Seeg* SHINE LIKE A STAR (Topic TOP 38) 7- EP 

COME ALOJC JOHN (Topic TOP 18) 7** EP 
Peggy Seeger* PEtJT SEEGER (Topic 10T9)l0" LP 

Jack Elliott* JACK TAKES THE FLOOR flW 10T15) 10- LP 

THE 10T1?> wlth Derroll Adams 10" 
WOODY Gt/ffl IE S BLUES (Topic T5) 8- LP 

still more — 
Shirley Collins* SWEET ENGLAND (**90 RG 150) 12- LP 

• THE FOGGY DEW {^lector JEB 3) 7- EP 
TK _ SINGS ENGLISH Sd3S (Collector JEB 5) 7" EP 
me Carter Family* MOUNTAIN MUSIC Ojnwrick oe 9168) 7- EP 

c°usin Emmy* KENTUCKY MOUNTAIN W.LADS, Volumes I and II 
(Brunswick oe 9258, 9259) 7" EP*s 

LP 

71 
i 

all records available fro®* 
K£N LINDSAY 

AGATE AND COMPANY, LTD. 
77 CHARING CROSS ROAD 
L0ND0N W. c. 2, ENGLAND 

send for free folk 
record list available 
to LSR readers. 
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BILL McADOO SINGS 
(Folkways 2448) 
Accompanied on banjo 
by Pete Seager* 

In these days of 
commercialized folkum, 
orchestrated chain 
gangs, and Negro 
singers of the caliber 
and authenticity of 
Harry Belafonte, Leon 
Bibb, Casey Anderson, 
Brock Peters, and Josh 
White, it is indeed 
refreshing to see that^ 
such a phenomenon as 
a Bill McAdoo can 
still happen* For 
here is a 23-year-old, college-educated 
Negro who is actually trying to sing 
(and write) folk music in a vocal and 
instrumental style that is in the tradition 
and spirit of the music of his people* 
Here is a young Negro with a cause — the 

reedom of his people — and a fiery de¬ 
sire to do something about it the best 

he cam in word and song* And — 

rl9ht out an<* say it — here 
#a_Jh® AND m°5t important professional 
iVliyi 1 mean he#s not a "folk") 
Negro folkainger in yearsJJ.** 

blunt k0^!* *n *^is elbum are mostly 
do witl^th# compositions having to 
00 with the trouble in the South, al¬ 
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though there are also traditional songs 
such as JOHN HENRY, DARLING, and FARE THEE 
WELL, and a beautiful McAdoo love song, 
800 MILES. The Jim Crow songs are tre¬ 
mendously moving experiences — McAdoo 
sings them in a fiercely-driving, harsh, 
rough, angry style and you cannot help but 
believe that here is a man who believes in 
every word he is singing. He is defending 
a cause, a cause every American should be 
concerned with, and using the lusty 
earthiness and powerful emotional urgency 
of the blues as his tools. Listen to I 
DON’T WANT NO JIM CROW COFFEE or WALK ON 
ALABAMA and you'll see what I mean. He 
fares almost equally well on the traditional 
material, especially the hard-driving JOHN 
HENRY, where he tells Pete, at the end of a 
particularly moving chorus, to "hit it 
again!" McAdoo’s JOHN HENRY, incidentally, 
is both traditional and his own, since he'i 
incorporated several verses into it. 
Seeger’s banjo, which beats any orchestra, 
is superb throughout the LP and adds 
immeasureably to each song. This is appar- 
ant in JOHN HENRY and even more so in a 
song McAdoo wrote when he was scare 18 — 
800 MILES. The song — "it describes the 
route which N. Y. Central trains take from 
Detroit to N. Y., and is basically a love 
song" — shows McAdoo's great talents as a 
writer and composer* it catches the scope 

(continued page 22) 
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MANMY SOLOMON SPEAKS OUT! 
l i 

:Qlk Outlaw Shoots From the 

rut1 anIS’k Vour magazine is in a 
Irh rd f^ould d° something about it. 
shon^eeiing iconoclasm is OK, so is 
fnii/ ln?. ^rom ^be hip whenever you spot a 

aftPi'00 but ** gets terribly dull 
-gg, -3 while. LSR is becoming a glib 

Dred^?eK,Wh°Se °Pini°ns are readily 
predictabie, produced according to formula 

and LT39 h!S attracted a lot of attention 
hal rG™edlV so> because its good to 
of sidn dlr^ng of views and a firm taking 

delibera + ,But U’s not 90od to take 
to1:^ e r eccentric positions in order 
of LSr +n lacussions, nor is it worthy 
of its TnH^ater t0 in9rained prejudices 

of serious^rt^ fY intolerant judgements 
record critic 1Stj* A well-known classical 
kind 0fC USed t0 d0 ~ch the same 

know-nothino9dicn? ?athered a host of 

unsupported9wordC^lef t0 whom his every 
Berlioz was in * Tn law* He decided 
that was that £d B®eth°ven was out, so 
Charles puts °U decide that Roosevelt 
to shame, and^hatu +kJ Marian Anderson 
*rian AndeJso^ 4'S that* ”Alas — 

p«tty intn?2 y°ur line. - _ » 

Charles gets back^to^'* V°U think? S° 
about the tree? «, *?,the roots,'* but what 

would you wipe out the 
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entire tradition of spiritual performance 
started by the Jubilee Singers, nourished 

y Burleigh, Dett and others,culminating 
in Hayes, Robeson, Anderson? 

If your answer is yes, it’s time you did 
a little thinking about folk music. It*s 
not a subject you can confine in a space 
six by two and a half. Woody said its 
just as big to talk about as this whole 
uman race;'' you can't wipe out the whole 

development of folk music and its perform¬ 
ance practise just because you happen to 

J9 country blues, bluegrass and a couple 
of other valid areas of folk music U.S. 
variety. There is an infinite number of 
va id ways of performing folk songs; who 
are you to tell a concert singer to keep 

your grass? Is it your grass more than 
'•arian Anderson's? I can just hear an 
lth century folk-fan telling 3ach to stop 1 
arranging Lutheran chorales, it's not 
authentic. So none of us like hoked-up 
arrangements Editors). So what's 
noked-up? Every accompaniment, be it 
9uitdr> banjo, hand-clapping, axe-chopping 
°r 101 strings, is an arrangement. Some 
iave validity, some don't, but it takes 
Virata study of each to determine 
v''hich is aesthetically right, and which is 
hoked-up. a little more analysis, reasoh- 
ing and respect for a field which is bigger 
than all of us, would help make LSR an 
important publication on the folk scene. 

Above all, don't go commercial. Comm¬ 
ercial for LSR is giving its audionce only 
what it already believes, and wants to have 



confirmed. Have fun. 

Manny Solomon 
VANGUARD RECORDS 
New York, N. Y. 

M OPEN LETTER TO MANNY SOLOMON 

Dear Mr. Solomons If Jean Ritchie were to 
play CARMEN or Mike Seeger to sing the 
lead in DON GIOVONNI, what do you think 
the response would be from serious opera 
critics? Or, if Obray Ramsey would 
appear as guest soloist with the New York 
Philharmonic and Jack Elliott tried to 
conduct THE NEW WORLD SYMPHONY, what 
would THE TIMES say in its review? 

Is it so ridiculous then for us to 
dislike a Leon Bibb, a Paul Robeson, or 
a Marian Anderson when they put them¬ 
selves into the folk field, announce that 
they are going to sing folk songs, and 
then procede to put themselves in the 
ridiculous position our folk artists do 
in the lead paragraph? The point is that 
Ritchie, Seeger, Aamsey, etc., have spent 
their whole lives in folk music, learning 
the intricacies of an art which TO THE 

ITIATED is fully as complex as opera 
r classical music. They could not be 

expected to perform music outside their 
tr® , and have the good sense not to 

. • Your people do not have that 

They are Classically- 
are ”1^six*an8i and, as such, they 

lent. As folksingers, they are 
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something else again. Alan Lomax, Fred 
Ramsey, and others have said (and 
correctly) that folk music cannot even 
be written down or contained in the 
classical Europeon musical forms, and, 
of course, cannot be performed within 
these limits. Yet, your people try it 
all the time and then come out with the 
smug conception that this is actually 
better than the real folk music because 
it is more musical and is designed for 
"modern folk" or some other bilge like 
that. For Dibb, Robeson, Anderson, etc., 
to sing real folk music, they would have 
to do the impossible — they would have 
to throw out or deny all their musical 
training and do things that would be 
completely unmusical to them — crack 
their voices, sluff or hold notes, 
ignore the strict musical time of a 
piece, etc. — things that would make 
anyone trained in classical music 
shudder. This is what Alan Lomax 
calls the folksingers1 8LAS — and it 
is something that a Leon Bibb or a 
Paul Robeson will never have. Vie are 
talking about folk music now, Mr. 
Solomon, and some of the people we hear 
on Vanguard Records have no business 
in the field! 

We do not "cater to the ingrained 
prejudices of our audience" in our 
reviews. Indeed, we didn't even know 
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they had any "ingrained prejudices." 
Nor do we "deliberately take eccentric 
positions in order to arouse 
discussion." it seems that honest 

o v reviews arouse more discussion 
than any dishonest ones we could think 
of anyway. We simply state and defend 

e simple idea that folk music should 
and CAN only be performed by people in 

e folk tradition or by people who have 
taken the trouble to learn it. The fact 
thet such an opinion is regarded as 
^deliberately eccentric," "glib," and 
intolerant" by people such as you 

indicates the prevailing ignorance of 
true traditional music. 

And as for that crack about Woody 
•« Wng folk music as "just as big 

about as this whole human race," 
^Ure didn't have Vanguard Records 

If x/r»U^ar^Umen*' *n m*nd when he said it. 
of Qnm ^are to ask Woody what he thinks 
sav tho r< y°Ur orchestrated releases — 
we^e^tA?1?00 Houston LP* for instance — 

V S'?'4 be afraid t0 Print 
merit of DARK enjoy the arrange" 
that Okun's A DUKCE0N? he feel 
of the so nr, horus and the pop treatment 
it meanino? V30 w^at was needed to make 

^ ?‘v* it -validity,” and 

a "separate Aftar 
and many careful .. f the arran9eraor?t 
iotter.we still ^e"feadin9S of your 

* still decided it was "hoked-up. 
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"Alas Marian Anderson" is not our line: 
it is yours. Our line read "alas, THAT 
FINE SINGER Marian Anderson." We do not 
dislike Marian Anderson as a singer nor 
do we think that she is not a serious 
artist. She certainly is. But she is 
not a folksinger (and, I'm sure, she knows 
this — it's just that you don't) and 
in folk music, she is not important. 
Just because she has a great voice doesn't 
automatically make her a great folksinger, 
as you seem to think. Roosevelt Charles 
is much more important. He represents the 
rnots, and we just happen to think that 
the roots are more important than the 
eaves of the tree. The leaves of a tree 

(and Vanguard has an awful lot of leaves) 
low away insignifigantly, but the roots 

of a Roosevelt Charles should and will 
remain since they are real and have last¬ 
ing life and value. Your people may be 
serious artists, but their folk music 
cannot bo taken seriously. 

We're pretty sick and tired of your 
brand of "snob-appeal folkum," Mr. 
Solomon. We're afraid that it and the 
ingston Trio-type folkum are going to 
isplace real folk music — people love 

the idea of "easy-listening" folk music 
and you at Vanguard are certainly doing 
your share to give it to them. Let us 
n°pe they choke on it, Mr. Solomon. 
You can bet your boots that we at 
Little Sandy will do all we can td 
•Mke sure they do. It was very enjoyable 
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0 answer your letter. Our "predictable1 

o???cM?euWill.COntinue t0 d0 its C°N- 
best in reviewing folk records. 

Sincerely, 
PAUL NELSON 
JON PANKAKE 
Editors 

• » 

(continued from page 15) 
ALthe land» the poetic feeling for 
America, and (more difficult) the 
eeling of a personal emotional 

umnh%10fV 11 is 'indeed such a tri- 
D A °r M°Adoo and such an* intensely 
harH?Ct;Per^°nal exP*®ssion, I can 
an n imagine anyone else singing it at 
if an^ rate, doing a good job of 
eLtiete \banj° this song is 
incredu»ii 0ne of the most 
ment t u y beautiful jobs of accompani¬ 
ment i have ever heard. •< 

themL^T U BU1 McAd0° - ^e of 
in years lmP°rtant folk song discoveries 

much more froI "* h*ar mUCh’ 

THE NEW QRITOn rUpcoming soon will be 
with £«n iler ? J®1™ (Folkways 8732) 
501)05 OF WILLIF* iTwd Pe"y See9er« A. 
(folkways ”3305\ DI^0N AND MEMPHIS SLIM 
_ '* "atch for them. 
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CURRENT AND CHOICE 
WOODY GUTHRIEi BALLADS OF SACCO AND 
VANZETTI (Folkways 5485) 

Ona of the trut giants of folk 
music singing his own songs* 

JEAN THOMAS, THE TRAIPSIN' WOMAN: 
AMERICAN FOLK SONG FESTIVAL (Folk¬ 
ways 2358) 

Authentic Southern Mt* folksong. 

COUNTRY SONGS OLD AND NEW. By The 
Country Gentlemen. (Folkways 2409) 

Choice country and Bluegrass tunes 

THE NEW LOST CITY RAMBLERS* Vol II. 
(Folkways 2397) 

Seeger, Cohen, and Paley shuck up 
some fine corn* 

BEEN HERE AND GONE. Volume 10, Music 
of the South. Coll, by F. Ramsey. 
(Folkways 2659) 

Excellent documentary in the Folk¬ 
ways tradition. 

NEGRO FOLK SONGS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE. 
Huddie Ledbetter. (Folkways 7533) 

Leadbelly's only concert record¬ 
ings — old and "new" songs* 

The Harry Oster, Woody Guthrie* and 
Leadbelly Folk-Lyric and Stinson LP's 
reviewed in LSR's 4 & 5 are highly 
recommended although they are not 
current releases. 
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This month’s cover features Mike 
Seeger, one-third of America’s best 
folk group, the New Lost City Ramblers* 
Mike’s had. a varied recording career, 
3FPe£?ir<g with the Ramblers on Van¬ 
guard 3063 and Folkways 2396, 2397, 
5264, 5717, and 7064; with brother 
Pete on Folkways 2512; and with the 
Seeger Family on Folkways 2005# 
He has also recorded a number of LP’s 
for Folkways — 2315, 2318, 2314, 
2409, 3526 — among them the Stone- 
man Family and Elizabeth Cotten* 
Cover is by guest cover artist, 
Barbara P.auhala of Richmond, Calif* 
She 3Iso did the drawing on pages 
16-17. . 

EDITORS' COLUMN I 
EDITORS' COLUMN 

_ EDITORS' COLUMN 
Patt PtuuhuU & Pawl 'HtUo* 

("onUnued on 0090 29) 

RECORD REVIEWS 

SHIRLEY ELIZABETH COLLINS: SWEET ENGLAND 
(Argo RG 150) An English Record. 

To those who have heard her sensational 
Folkways LP (3564), Miss Collins will need 
no introduction. This, her newest release, 
subtitled "a collection of Love Songs and 
Ballads from Southern England," is as 
faultless a tour de force as was her 
American LP. Again aiding Miss Collins' 
own banjo accompaniment is the expert trio 
°f musicians that contributed so much to 
her American record debut — John Hasted, 
banjo; and Guy Carawan and Ralph Rinzler, 
guitars. -To judge from some of the 
selections heard on this album, Miss Collips 
is continuing her experimental breeding of 
American and British folk arts with a verve 
afid an audacity the wistful image she pro-* 
jects would certainly belie. For here she 
bas taken the thoroughly-Americanized good 
old mountain murder ballad, OMIE WISE, and 
sung it in her own traditional English 
style — with a rambling hillbilly banjo 
accompaniment! Similar treatment is given 
PRETTY SARO and Jean Ritchie’s Cumberland 
variant of CHARLIE. The success of these 
ventures would make the term "creative 
transformation" actually more appropriate 
than "experiment" — and establish Miss 
Collins as an artist to reckon with, and 
certainly one that must be heard by every- 
>ne. In recomninding this young artist — 
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possessor of one of the inherently great 
ballad voices of oor time and mistress of 
a thousand and one nuances that are rare 
indeed in the singing of a youngster 
scarce 23 years old ~ this reviewer can 
do no more than quote a segment of Alan 
Lomax's liner notes: "..This album 
catches (Miss Collins) at the peak of 
her youthful power..only rarely have I 
met a folksinger who (is) able to 
record this shyest and sweetest of 
music with no loss of subtlety or 
emotion..in ten years I believe she 
will be a major artist, but here is the 
wistful and tender magic of the young 
girl, that is beyond art." 

SONNY TERRY AND BROWNIE McGHEE: 
DOWN HOME BLUES (Prestige 31uesville 1002) 
BLUES IS A STORY (World-Pacific 1294) 

Both of these recent releases appear 
on labels primarily devoted to jazz, and 
both seem to be aimed at the jazz fan 
who suddenly has found that it's hip to 

the roots." Some of the titles 
are done on both LP's and the main 
aifference seems to be in the con- 
latencies of performance — on the 
restige album both Sonny and Brownie 

hf® 3 ®ore consistently-brilliant 
BrowM***0^* Whlle °n the World-Pacific, 
soohillt:iS+Piayin9 and sl"9*"g in a 
Hi*- voi<-Cai° l almost pseudo-blues style. 
His voice lacks emotion} he sounds tired 
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of the whole thing. 
Each album has its virtues, and each has 

its faults. Most of the trouble on the 
Prestige LP can be laid at the doorstep of 
the A&R man — whoever decided to have thqm 
do FREIGHT TRAIN ought to be shot — even 
Sonny's harp can't save it. The whole 
number is embarassing. Also, why have 
Brownie do the vocal on LOUISE, a song that 
is one of Sonny's best and one that he dogp 
superbly? And, why didn't Brownie keep Hia 
mouth shut on FOX CHASE instead of trying 
to do an unnecessary explanatory narrative? 
However, there are good cuts too — 
STRANGER HERE, BABY HOW LONG, and BACK TO 
NEW ORLEANS (titled BABY PLEASE DON'T GO 
on the Pacific album). The difficulties * 
on the latter LP stem mostly from Brownie, 
although one cut, KEYS TO THE HIGHWAY, is 
interesting due to the up-dated lyrics he 
has added — "I eat my breakfast in 
California/Eat my dinner in ol' Carolina/ 
I'm the highway-walkingest man you’ll ever 
find." These words tell the story of two 
modern wandering folksingers traveling by 
jet from engagement to engagement. The 
main points of interest on World-Pacific 
are Sonny's great vocal and harp on LOUISE, 
and three instrumental cuts -- NEW HARMONICA 
BREAKDOWN (called HARMONICA STO**» on Folk¬ 
ways), BLOWIN' THE BLUES (usually called 

HOOTIN' THE BLUES on other albums), and 
BRCMNIE'S GUITAR BLUES (a long cut in the 



jookmg style of jump guitar-and-harp 

+hUeLn?U\d hear 0n the jukeboxes in 
40 s). The songs showcase Sonny's 

tremendous control over the little $2.25 
narp he blows. 

3°th albums are free from technical 
n er erence (although an echo-chamber 

is used on some cuts on the Prestige LP) 
3nr oth are recommended for those who 
i e easy blues. Real dyed-in-wool fans 

of Sonny should listen twice. 
{Reviewer; Dave Glover) 

SONGS OF MEMPHIS SLIM 
(Folkways 2385) • 

AND WILLIE DIXON 

of n ^ys> which already has a m 

cata?nSta?din9 jazz albun>s in its 
th« riufs Pr°doced a superb album of 
th« _i y blues: the meeting place betweer 

fo k°it?Ttry blUGS <a of true 
the DPrf1C and city~bred jazz. Both of 
Slim iQ orders are respected veterans: 

boogie anH^0!151 who alreadY has fine 
ways anH °nky tonk albums on Folk- 

worked wi+h1X°n is 3 bassist who has 

blues singers^f^h911 the great Chicag° 
bas written 4 f the past 15 years,’ and 

Thi.*^vu™r*ibi\b'ues son9s* 
style. jerm/ n ls an old and honored 
Dupree, both'rs-91^ and Champion Jack 
l" this Petfood 

* Joe Turner brought it to 
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the world of jazz, anc! Big 3ill Brconzy 
sang it on many of his Chicago recordings. 
These artists bring out the best in the 
style, avoiding most of its pitfalls. 

ere are many delights on the record, 
including a medley of three songs about 
ansas City (one of which, in a surprisingly 

authentic performance by another singer, was 
3 pop* hit in 1959). Little Brother 
Montgomery's old piano tune VICKSBURG BLUES 
urns up as 44 BLUES, and there is a moving 

opft ILLE PEN and a wonderful CHICAGO HOUSE 
uri, pARTY. For good measure, a nice JOHN 

ENRY and STEWBALL are included. Musically, 
e lJlbum is a great success. But there is 

°no glaring defect — there are no notes at 
77- *n this album, just a transcription 

UH oF mistakes) of what is said and sung 
°n the record. There is no way of knowing 
j-'ven who sings and plays what on the record. 

G far as I can make out: Slim, piano and 
most of the vocals; Dixon, bass and a few 
vocals). This is a very strange omission 
°r F°lkways, and, in a $5.95 album, it is 

absolutely inexcusable. 
(Reviewer: Barry Hansen) 

TOAN BAEZ, BILL WOOD, TED ALEVIZOS: 
hOLK:;iNGERS 'ROUND HARVARD SQUARE 
(Veritas 1) 

tee Hays has stated (and correctly) that 
the modern LP folk record is only the newest 
development in the traditional oral folk 
Process — and that youngsters who learn 

A 
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songs from such records are as valid a 
part of the process as those privileged 
to learn from experienced traditional 
singers. And Alan Lomax has said that 

e best way to learn from records is 
for the aspiring amateur singer to get 
hold of recordings of the masters of 
traditional music and to imitate the 
sounds heard. Then, when the amateur 
as acquired a thorough background in 

traditional musicianship, he will be 
ready to create and express himself 

i in the bounds of the musical form, 
ine emergence of such young modern folk 
usic geniuses as Peggy Seeger more 

than bears out the validity of these 
eories. But there are numerous 

hpSGn • .?nd eager young people who, 
being indifferent to or ignorant of 
] r*cacies of traditional music, 
frnm ° Gvote their energy to learning 
mishnJcK°rJS are ei-ther unpleasant 

and Hf°lk j out ro* .es and forms, or down-and- 

~sio ^lali2ed and vulgarized folk 
recZdKat.C°UeCtin9 the buck of 

neither ^hI*h9hPUbUc-at-lar9e “ 
educating hlCh has any value as 
of America + r ^s^orical documentaries 
which brinni raditional music. All of 

It is io? t0 the Veritas record. 
a**e imitatinqaprohat these Youn9sters 
■Just that thp r°m records — it's 
are high-gradeffo?fCiS thGy have chosen 
*Pent studyino fulkU!" and the work 

9 hem has produced nothing 
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of value. It is pathetic to think of the 
amount of time and talent Joan Baez has 
wasted learning letter perfect Odetta's 
ludicrous version of SAIL AWAY LaDIES; or 
y J* Niles* extravagent corruption of a 
fine American ballad, BLACK IS THE COLOR, 

ow much better her lovely young voice 
would sound singing the untheatrical and 
natural Kentucky BLACK, and how much more 
appealing would be her innate spirit 
channelled into the un-self-conscious 
Macon SAIL AWAY* Bill Wood has painfully, 
one might say religously, learned Josh 
white s jazzy guitar style down to the las* 
nuance. The height of absurdity reached oh 

e record is an attempt by Wood and Baez 
tw ^mitate Josh and Sam Gary singing SO SOON 
ij' TUL MORNING. Just where Miss Baez thinks 
s e fits in that number is not clear to me, 

Those who, like this reviewer, will buy 
e record in hopeful anticipation of hear¬ 

ing the same 3aez of Newport *59 will be 
^lsmally disappointed. The mediocrity of 
°r ten offerings, rising from an indecisive 

JL'/le and vague accompaniment, prompts one 
0 surmise that her sensational debut 

> orformance at Newport was more than a Jfc 
ittle due to the expert musicianship and 

showmanship of her partner, gallant 3ob 
Gibson, who chivalrously devoted his talents 
to 9iving her the whole show. 

As for the superficial entertaining of 
hoad-Raunch Hand Wood who is probably 
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the singing sensation of his frat 
house -- it can hardly be called folk¬ 
singing. 

Ted Alevizos is by far the most 
accomplished singer of the three. His 
classical training and leaping tenor 
voice have led him to choose the art- 
song style for his own, and the 
coherence and taste of his presentations 
indicate a well-thought-out, but not 
oik, style. He interestingly trans¬ 

forms the Lomax-collected Blue Ridge 
love ballad DO COME BACK AGAIN 
(called REJECTED LOVER here) into 
quite a pleasant art song. 

But, except for Alevizos, the album 
s, a •son,etimes amusing and often 

embarrassing excursion into folkniks- 
^.,e and a trip to your nearest 

ege cempus undoubtedly enable 
y°J\to **ar "folksinging" as good or 
Snn;>er ^/n *^at heard 'round Harvard 

q re* (Reviewer: Edmund Gilbertson) 

IRISH F0LK SONGS F0H 
(Folkways 3518) 

caseiofaJt>Um^represents the classic 
folksLT day and a^ the city- 

thr°Ugh l3Ck °f 
lack of so^L?f understanding, or 
being present9 fr°m the •Mterial 

9 Present«^ Lori Holland has 

* I (t 

been singing for 10 years (with voice 
lessons from Ed McCurdy) and yet is no 
closer to her songs now than New York City 
is to Ireland. Rarely, if ever, have I 

. encountered a folksinger with so complete 
a lack of BLAS as Mrs. Holland. She dis¬ 
mays an "overtrained" voice reminiscent 
« Cynthia Goodin9 (although more shrill 
a arsh) and lilts and bounces like a 
vocal robot through 14 Irish folk(?)songs 
ith hardly a care in the world what the 

words mean as long as the trills are right, 
is rather like listening to a folksong 

recital by automation — and not a very 
goo recital at that. There is an 
appalling lack of anything real or 
emotional throughout the entire LP: 
WW"9 is icily "correct." Kenneth 

lustein’s notes are good, and the only 
er thing I found at all interesting in 

tne album was IF I WERE A BLACKBIRD — and 
WAolsimply because of its similarities to 
WAGONER'S LAD. I hope this LP is not 
indicative of all of Mrs. Holland's work. 

EVERYBODY SING! Volume 4* International 
J°ngs. (Riverside Wonderland 1421) 

Here then is the fourth volume of River¬ 
side's $1.98 EVERYBODY SING.' "folksongs 
°r children" quartet. It still seems 

more of a "sampler" set than a "sing-along," 
ut *be low price and impressive list of 

folk artists make it an ideal introductory 
set to all kinds of folk music. Also 
announced this month by Riverside is a sort 



Of companion set to this one: 3 LP’s 
called FOLK SONGS FOR LITTLE COWBOYS, 
FOLK SONGS FOR LITTLE SAILORS, and 
FOLK SONGS FROM THE CHILDREN'S ZOO: 
all at $1,98, and featuring such 
notables as Peggy Seeger, Bob Gibson, 
Ed McCurdy, Billy Faier, Jean Ritchie, 
and all the Riverside rostrum of folk 
talent. This is a lot of folk music 
or a little money. Let me stress, 

however, that the avid collector will 
find NOTHING NEW on any of these LP’s — 
all the songs have been garnered from 
Previous Riverside LP's. The latter 
set of albums are numbered 1423, 1424, 
and 1425. 

LESTER FLATT & EARL SCRUGGS with the 
°99y Mountain Boys (Mercury 20542) 

r«r^entif ^rning to readers: in 
mnc-n'!?€fd*ng record to "country 
doqin .ans» *-SR uses the term to 
am 6 *^ose fortunates whose hearts 

clo^0?00!?1 and wh0SG tear ducts lie 
who ° i^e surface« Those neophytes 
The fTv Ustened t0 the Ramblers and 
thereby df ^ntholo9y once each and 

cannot possibl!mSelVeS "COUntry" fans 
beautify iblT aPPreciate the 

BABY BLUE EYESlnpA?M°J SUCh S°ngS 3S 
T0 THE CRO,iES;ePAlN IN m HEART, BACK 

T T0° UTE "»• etC- ■ 
unadulterated r th! real* uncut> and 

Z»01'0™ "cC°y* nbM radio sponsor, 
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Martha White Mills, says: "We think their 
brand of country music is like Martha 
White Flour: 'GOODNESS GRACIOUS.' IT’S 
GOOD.”" LSR agrees. 'Nuff said. 

BUD & TRAVIS IN CONCERT 
(Liberty 11001) A 2-LP set. 

vn interesting situation exists in.the 
record business right now — perhaps the 

wo hottest categories on LP record are 
MEDY and FOLKUM: the Kingston Trio, Mort 

^nl, the Brothers Four, Shelley Berman, 
G c. These are the records that are 
selling. Along come Bud and Travis and 
hey see this. What's the logical thing 
°r them to do? Right! Combine the two ~ 

sick comedy and slick folksinging (or is 
t the other way around?) — and hope for 

smashing commercial success. Perhaps this 
is the reason for the 2-LP set — it's one- 
for-you, one-for-me all the way. Under 
these circumstances, one must judge them 
two ways: as folksingers, they are not very 
good? and, as comodiens, they are not very 
good either. Representative lines: "I’m 
gonna sing you perhaps the most beautiful 
love song ever written" and "We'd like to 

something a little different — we'd like 
to milk a reindeer." Take your pick. 

In "their first MAJOR concert," they 
perform the standard folknik repertoire, 
complete with DELIA, JOHN B, and that most 
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mis-sung of all folksongs, JOHNNY I 
HARDLY KNEW YE, a tragi-comic song, 
Brechtian in tone, that is invariably 
sung in dead seriousness and hushed 
reverence. This makes the song k 
ridiculous: it is a "laughing lament," 
full of bitter humor and exageration. 
To sing it in holy piety (as everyone 
does) is the equivalent of believing 
every word of something like MACK THE 
KNIFE. 

In case anybody cares, you can buy 
this set for just $4.98, which Liberty 
claims is a bargain. We*re not so sure. 

THE FOLK BLUES OF JOHN LEE HOOKER 
(Riverside 12-838) 
THAT’S MY STORY: JOHN LEE HOOKER 
SINGS THE BLUES (Riverside 12-321) 
JOHN LEE HOOKER: TRAVELIN' (Veejay 1023) 

The two Riverside albums represent a 
highpoint in Hooker's career: after 15 
years as a recording artist, he has 
finally been recorded the way HE wants 
to be. His first recordings in the '40'! 
wore primitive and harsh, but, later, of 
necessity, his style became more sophis- 

cated A&R men want to sell records 
tirst and document folk blues second, 
ence his recordings for Modern are full 

ac^round chaos: drums, piano, sax, 
or9an, and practically anything else 

,» 14 l \ 

FOLK-LYRIC RECORDING CO. 

3323 Morning Glory Ave. 

Baton Rouge, La. 
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WEDGELY TODD 
and his old-timey banjo 

hcedowns 
breakdowns 
mt. frolics 
old-timey songi 

and 
fancy pickin’ 

•'AILABLE FOR CONCERTS i WRITE LSR 

that sounded nervous and noisy. Later, 
for Veejay, he cut a few sides in an older 
style — just he and his guitar, rhythm 
being provided by his foot stomping on a 
piece of plywood. Yet, even these sides 
seemed to have that sharply-commercial 
sound the current blues market seems to 
demand. 

In 1959, Bill Grauer, head of Riverside 
and long a Hooker fan, contacted John Lee 
and planned to have him to an album of songs 
associated with Leadbelly. However, it 
turned out that Hooker wasn’t familiar witlj 
the songs as such. What developed was the 
FOLK BLUES LP. Hooker deliberately turned 
to an older blues style — he plays alone 
with a non-electric guitar. The result is 
his best recording to date AND his emer¬ 
gence as a fine folk artist. He did 
traditional blues -- BUNDLE UP AND GO, 
CHURCH BELL TONE, HOW LONG, I ROWED A LITTLE 
BOAT, etc. Also included wore songs that 
Hooker had picked up on his vagabond trips 
around the U.S. and shaped into his own 
style. Some of these have beon recorded 
on other labels — BLACK SNAKE, WOBBLING 
BABY, etc. -- but they are done best on th^t 
LP. Hooker has improved with age, not 
deteriorated or gone the commercial route 
that far too many other blues artists havO| 
His guitar is as fine and distinctive as 
ever (he doesn't need 30 watts to sound 
good), and his vocal style is rougher. 
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lower, and more personally intense on 
these sides than on previous recordings. 
At times, he sings with a fierceness 
reminiscent of Tommy McClennan. Listen 
to SHE'S LONG, SHE'S TALL, SHE WEEPS 
LIKE A WILLOW TREE and the talking 
TUPELO BLUES for an idea of the range of 
his vocal talent. 

The second album, THAT'S MY STORY, is 
a sort of companion to the first — a 
Volume 2 of Hooker. The songs here are 
practically all ones that Hooker has 
written — they are modern blues done 
in an older style. On some cuts, he's 
accompanied by bass and drums. DON'T 
GO AWAY! They stay unobtrusive and 
help (as the notes say) to take some of 
the rhythmic responsibility off of 
Hooker, allowing him to develop more 
intricate melodic figures. On this LP, 
the prominent feature is Hooker's voice ~ 
his guitar remains mostly a low back¬ 
ground drone. The songs here are more 
introspective and brooding than on the 
other LP — hence also more autobio¬ 
graphical. His voice drops to almost 
inaudibility; he hums and moans a phrase, 
and you know that this is the real blues 
in all their raw and unpolished reality. 
Listen to the emotional plea, COME ON 

ME* and the almost wierd 
I'M WANDERING. Hooker displays here 
the tremendous conviction and ability 
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which enabled him to survive as an R&J3 
singer, and to come through with real 
feeling even when backed by freight-train 
rhythm sections. Now, he goes further, 
and does folk blues, taking the best of 
R&B with him. Take for an example the 
compelling beat on I NEED SOME MONEY. 
Another interesting cut is DEMXRAT MAN, 
a social-political commentary — some¬ 
thing of a rarity in Negro blues. ONE OF 
THESE DAYS is a spiritual, done in blues 
style. And, to cap it off, there's 
THAT'S MY STORY, a musical autobiography 
with the line, "I left home when I was 
only fourteen..." That's Hooker's story 
wandering around the country, singing here 
and there, going hungry, going it alone — 
and now it seems that all this experience 
has come to a head and has been poured into 
these albums. 

Try FOLK BLUES as a starter, and, If you 
like that, go on to THAT'S MY STORY. You 
won't be sorry. 

TRAVELIN' 
This is Hooker's seventh LP; his second 

for Veejay. There is a marked difference 
between it and his first one. Since that 
was released, he has gained considerable 
recognition as a fine folk-blues artist 
(including a stint on TV), and that 
Veejay people have taken cognizance of nij 
fact is apparent. The basis for the U' i* 
the traveling nature of his songs, an ^no 
the hackneyed "Why'd you leave me baby 
type of lyric usually found on cowrcm 
blues recordings. And there is less 
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interference from a house band — Hooker 
is accompanied here by only drums and a 
bass (?). He uses his electric guitar 
throughout (folk fans may not appreciate 
this) and does quite well with it. 
Lightning Hopkins is the only other 
singer I know who similarily "uses” 
the acoustic qualities of the electric 
guitar to his own advantage without 
being buried. Some of the best cuts 
are the lonely I'M A STRANGER, the 
"hypnotic" and driving RUN ON, the 
savagely sexual SOLID SENDER, and I. 
Ca.N'T BELIEVE (on which he effectively 
uses tremolo guitar backing). Notes are 
by Nat Hentoff, and the whole album is 
attractively and intelligently put to¬ 
gether. Let us hope the Veejay people 
continue in this same vein — they have 
some fine talent in their stables and 
most of them deserve better than what 
they've been getting. Blues fans will 
like this LP and folk fans should give 
it try too. The cover drawing is the 
best I've ever seen on a Veejay album. 
(Reviewer* Dave Glover) 

HOWDY FORRESTER: FANCY FIDDLIN' COUNTRY 
STYLE (Cub 8008) 

Country fiddlin', an aspect of rural 
**t^}ar9!ly "fleeted by the folk re- 
J hoorn (compared to the numerous 

no* i1*"1 banj° coords available) is 
»lbi,n°neTunV,Sort of Justice on this 

lbura. The liner notes state that 

Forrester "can saw a breakdown one minute 
and then make chills tingle your spine wi*h 
a haunting gypsy melody or figuratively 
whisk you to Vienna with his rendition of a 
waltz." Which is just what's wrong v/ith 
him. The genuine country tunes (SALLY 
GOODIN, LEATHER BRITCHES, etc.) are bland 
and cold, and atrocities like CLARINET 
POLKA keep sneaking in from left field and 
causing the listener to leap up in horror 
to yank the needle off the offending 
groove. Country fiddlin' still awaits its 
rightful documentation — and fans are 
advised to keep listening to their old Gid 
Tanner 78's until then. 
(Reviewer* Buck Duane) 

CONTEMPORARY BRITISH FOLKSONG 

SONGS mGAINST THE BOMB (Topic 12001) 
EWAN MacCOLL, PEGGY SEEGER: NEW BRITON 
GAZETTE (Folkways 0732) 

Anti-3omb rallies, rewritten American 
banjo tunes, Labor Party Leftism, s.m o, 
English music hall sentimentality, union¬ 
ism, radio and TV pop music, topical 
disasters, atomic ago cynicism, minor cy 
Scottish melodies, Bluograss banjo, 
penetrating poetic insight, and blatant 
propaganda — the bewildering array o 
influences and components that comPr°j*\ 
British topical song adds up to a forml «• t 
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up-and-down, in-and-out panorama that 
at times borders on hysteria. Demon¬ 
strating this evolving music is the 
horrendous Topic issue and the brilliant 
Folkways NEW BRITON GAZETTE. On the 
latter, MacColl and Miss Seeger, singing 
and playing their own compositions, bol¬ 
ster their reputation as two of the most 
important musicians on the Anglo-American 
folk scene. They present a variety of 
songs to delight the ear and stimulate 
the imagination. MacColl's compositions 
have a hearty working-class virility 
about them that is exceptionally winning, 
and he sings with conviction and under¬ 
standing. SHIFT BOYS SHIFT, BALLAD. OF 
3PRINGHILL, and LIFEBOAT MONA could well 
become classics of labor and topical 
song in our time. I could not, however, 
fathom the motives behind MacColl's 
Jesus song — wherein Jesus comes off 
as a sort of Semitic Joe Hill, a 
"working man" born "in the slums of 
Bethlehem" who becomes a "roving" sort 
of chap who tells the Galilee workers 
"If you will only organize..." and 
whose "dream at last is coming true..*" 
Unionism? At best, it seems a shoddy 
attempt to attach the concomitant 
emotions of Christianity to unionism 
which certainly doesn't need such a 
crutch. But the rest of the album is a 
triumph — newborn and vigorous folksong. 
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Witness Peggy's CROOKED CROSS, an angry 
outcry against neo-Nazism; COME FILL YOUR 
GLASSES, a jolly, warm, and singable 
Holiday round-the-fireside song (and my 
favorite on the album); and COME, ME LITTLE 
SON, a lullaby sung to a child whose daddy 
works away from home on the highway. This 
last may seem maudlin to some, but Peggy's 
beautiful singing and playing rescue it to 
nr/ satisfaction. There is even a song in 
the "pop" vein — Peggy's SPACE GIRL ~>Oi.G, 
sung into an echo chamber and revealing a 
we 11-worIced-out pop-singing style on Peggy’s 
part. 

Pe99Y* ripening as a singer at 24, no 
longer has the fresh, vocal bloom of her 
youth. Her maturity and, perhaps, her 
intensive concert work, have' brought a crifp 
edge to her voice — a more professional 
and loss immediately appealing sound. But 
this doesn't detract from her brilliance 
as probably the most inventive and con¬ 
summate young musician to emerge from the 
"folk boom." But it remains that her fort# 
(and MacColl's, too) is intimacy. This, I 
think, is the reason they are so unsuccess¬ 
ful on the Topic issue — leading a boho 
hootenanny audience in peace songs. When 
Peggy cuts loose to sing above the audience, 
her small voice becomes an unpleasant 
squawk. Peggy and Ewan and their assistants 
Fred and Betty Dallas, Just don't have the 
inspirational magnetism of a Pete jaeger 

a prerequisite for leading "cfusf 
(nr.rnr.tfn1 1u Tkn flin (flop) side of the 



Topic disc contains an odd assortment — 

the London Youth Choir, some shaky 
soprano soloists, clumsy and harmonically 
weird British style "Scruggs" banjo, and 
some highly boring anti-bomb songs. 
This is a well-intended effort, but it 
is so bizarre and sloppy that it's not 
worth your time and money. 

BARRY HANSEN WRITES 

Editors' Notes Staffer Barry Hansen 
is program director of Reed College 
Radio Station KRRC, Portland, Oregon. 
He runs a melange of folk and blues 
radio programs and will continue to 
write for LSR. If you're in that 
area and have an FM set, tune him in. 

Dear Paul and Jon, 
"..I can't wait to start my radio 

show. 1 can't escape the feeling that 
folk music, in all grades of authen¬ 
ticity, has moved into the position of 
favor among college kids that was once 
held by jazz. We are having trouble 
finding people to play jazz records on 
our station. I don't know of any jazz 
musicians in the student body, but 
o-string banjos are everywhere. Some 
of them know only K-Trio and Weavers 

Hto be SUre» but a freshman 
?l*r! ?°°r *° roe been learning 
from Tom Paley records." 

Barry Hansen 
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ADDITIONAL RECORDS AND RECORD CHATTER 

Bob DeCormier and Chorus: SONGS AND 
LEGENDS OF AMERICAN RIVERS (20th-Century 
Fox 3035) 

Theodore Bikel: SONGS OF RUSSIA, OLD ANQ 
NEW (on Elektra) 

Lonnie Donegan: SKIFFLE FOLK MUSIC 
(on Atlantic) 

Norman Luboff Choir: SONGS OF THE ,.,f 
C0W30Y (on Columbia) 

The Lime liters have signed with RCA- 
Victor and will be given the big push. 

Ron and Jane Satlof: FOLKSONGS FOR A 
COFFEE HOUSE (3obtone 2060) 

BLIND LEMON JEFFERSON, Vol. 2 
(on Riverside) 

Art and Paul: SONGS OF EARTH AND SKY 
(on Columbia) 

Nothing new on Vanguard or Tradition. 
Folkways (God bless 'em) have a new Pete 

Seeger: PETE SEEGER AT THE VILLAGE GATE 
(2450) which will be reviewed in LSR 
See our ad on page 16-17. 

Alan Schackner: ANYONE CAN PLAY THE HAR¬ 
MONICA (Epic 3730) Reviewed in LSR 

ENGLISH RECORDS j 
JOE GORDON FOLK FOUR (HMV 1379) 
A. L. LLOYD: A SELECTION FROM THE PENG^UI 

BOOK OF ENGLISH FOLKSONGS (Collector oOOlj 
BOB ROBERTS (Collector JE3 6) 
Guy Carawan: SONGS OF THE SOUTH 

(Collector JEA 4) 
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ATTENTION: RECORD COLLECTORS 

LSR readers who wish to help Louis 
Deneumoustier and Joe Nicholas compile 
their catalog of Country, Western, and 
Folk LP*s can do so by doing the 

Ifollowing: List your folk IP's with 
artist(s), album title, song titles 
(and artists of each one in cases of 
separate artists), and record number 
and size (10 or 12'*). Send to Louis 
at Box 169, Cheswold, Delaware, by 
January 15, 1961. The catalog will 
contain over 1000 discs, and will be a 
must for every serious record collector. 
Reserve a copy now, for printing is 
limited. Cost will be a dollar to 
S2.50, depending on response — the 
more -the cheaper. We're waiting for 
ours already. 

WEDGELY TODD MEWS 

Wedgely Todd spent a weekend in NYC 
during mid—September, but couldn't find 
any bookings on short notice. Todd re¬ 
ports hearing a few good pickers around 

the Square, but didn't dare play himself 
for fear of being mobbed by over—enthu¬ 
siastic banjo fanatics. Wedgely said he 
went to the Folklore Center to greet 
Izzy Young — but couldn't catch the 
elusive proprietor in. See ad page 18. 

(continued from page ?) 
Izzy and Loretta Young; Rolf and Gus Cahn; 
Furry and John L. Lewis; Oscar and Neville 
Brand; Mike and Wedgely Todd; Robert Pete 
and Esther Williams; Malvina and Quentin 
Reynolds; Harry, Jeanie, and Mae West; 
Brownie and Fibber McGhee; Jack and T. $. 
Eliot(t); Salli and Sonny Terri; Jack L. 
and Frank Warner; Myron, John, and Mickey 
Cohen; A. B., Tyrone, and Woody Guthrie; 
Henry and Mickey Miller; Chico and Frank 
Hamilton; Howlin' and Thomas Wolf(e); 
Joseph and Elizabeth Cotten; and Cowboy 
Howard Vokes. 

As long as we're at it, we'll steal a 
march from Jac Holzman and propose LSR’s 
IN and OUT: 

Johnny Cash is IN on Sun records, but 
out on Columbia. 

Lonnie Donegan is IN. 
Manny Solomon is so far OUT that he's IN 
Elektra's song texts are OUT, but Folk¬ 

ways' are IN. 
Odetta is OUT; Derroll Adams is IN. 
Coffee houses and after-the-concert foll^ 

parties are definitely OUT. 
Hogman Maxey is IN. 
Melvin MoCosh is IN from noon to six 

every day. 
Gene Bluestein is IN. 
Cowboy Howard Vokes, Hally Wood, Harvey 

Fink, and Sid Harkreader are all IN. 
Sacco is IN; Vanzetti is OUT. 
Arch-top banjos are OUT, but flat-top 

banjos are IN. 
Gid Tanner with Faith Norris is IN, but 
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V . 

with Riley Puckett he's OUT. 
Jay Smith is IN. 
Barry Vogel is OUT. 
The photograph of Lomax in ROGUE is 

OUT. 
RCA-Victor re-issuing Gid Tanner and 

the Skillet Lickers as "Guy Willis and 
His Oklahoma Wranglers” is way, way OUT. 

Billy Faier's LUTE SONG FOR BANJO is 
OUT, but CARAVAN is IN. 

Jac Holzman is IN, but Elektra's 
latest releases are OUT. 

The Sloop John B, Lonesome Traveller, 
The Riddle Song, Wanderin', Cindy, Sinnei 

Man, One Meat Ball, There's a Hole in th< 
Bucket, Johnny I Hardly Knew Ye, Santy 
Anno, Frozen Logger, Shenendoah, Scarlet 

Ribbons, and Kisses Sweeter Than Wine 
are all OUT, OUT, OUT. (Sounds like 
some new group's debut LP). 

Hootin' Blues #2, Dreadful Memories, 
Come See, Dixie Bee Line, John the • 
Revelator, Train on the Island, Give 
That N——r Ham, Ranger's Command, 
Shady Grove, Ella Speed, The Death of 
31ind Boy Fuller, The Cruel Mother, 
o-a-V-E-D, and Bonnie George Campbell 
are all IN, IN, IN. 

Martin Dreadnoughts are OUT, but 
Gretsch Rangers are IN. 

Subscribing to LSR is definitely IN, 
and nobody wants to be left OUT. Don't 

miss any of our "rapier-like thrusts,” 
^* letters, and jolly good fun. 

Another whopping issue next month. 
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CURRENT AND CHOICE 

BILL McADOO* blU McADOO SINGS 
(Folkway* 2448) 

A young roan with a cause — 
and the moat Important young Negro 
folksinger in years. 

WOODY GUTHRIE* BALLADS OF SAQCO 
AND VANZETTI (Folkways 5485) 

One of the true giants of folk 
ou3ic singing hie own songs. 

THE NEW LOST CITY RAMBLERS* Vol. II. 
(Folkways 2297) 

Soager, Cohen, and Paley shuck up 
scae fine corn. 

BEEN HERE AND GONE. Volume 1C, Music 
of the South. Coll, by F. Ramsey. 
(Folkways 2659) 

Excellent documentary In the Folk¬ 
ways tradition. 

LcADBELLY* NEGRO FOLK SONGS FOR 
YOUNG PEOPLE (Folkways 7533) 

Leadbttlly's only concert record¬ 
ings — old and "new" song*. 

JEAN THOMAS, THE TRAIP3IN' WOMAN* 
AMERICAN FOLK SONG FESTIVAL 
(Folkways 2358) f. 

Authentic Southern Mt. folksong. 
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Barbara Rauhala’s fine drawing of 
Ewan MacColl graces this month's 
cover of LSR. MacColl, the Scottish- 
born poet, playwright, actor, folk- 
singer, and folksong writer, has 
recorded extensively for Riverside, 

Tradition, Folkways, Stinson, Topic, 
Wattle, and Columbia* 

EDITOR'S COLUMN 

EDITORS COLUMN 

'Paul 'HettoK & fo* 

We are pleased to announce that 
the LSR-produced (Dave Glover did 
the work) LITTLE BLACK SONGBOOK by 
Ron McElderry is now available. 
It contains 16 fine songs by one of 
America's finest young songwriters, 
and can be obtained by sending Just 
50 cents to LSR, Attention: Charlia 
Coda, 3220 Park Avenue South, 
Minneapolis 7, Minnesota. Get yours 
today ... LSR #10 (which will be out 

quick) will be devoted entirely 
to the review of Alan Lomax's great 
7-volume set on Atlantic (the most 
important set of LP's since the 

olkway* Anthology) plus a review of 
Lomax’s new book, THE FOLK SONGS OF 
NORTH AMERICA, published by Doubleday. 

(continued on page 44) 

RECORD REVIEWS 

THE UNFORTUNATE RAKE (Folkways 3805) A 
Study in the Evolution of a Ballad. 

"It is obvious from the great wealth of 
material available that an extended mono¬ 
graph on this.ballad cycle is long overdue," 
states editor Ken Goldstein in his notes to 
this LP. I can only humbly second this, and 
add that this is the finest documentary to 
come from Folkways since John Cohen's 
Kentucky disc. The 19 versions of THE 
UNFORTUNATE RAKE heard in this study, each a 
step in the fascinating folk process, com¬ 
prise a magnificent and dizzying puzzle -- 
with no beginning or end. For a rare 55-odd 
minutes, the oral folk song tradition comes 
alive, compressed and accelerated like a 
well-edited newsreel of 300 years of history 
revealed to the ear and mind in all its 
mystery. The dying young man who infallibly 
requests a processional funeral, with its 
ritualistic and mystic overtones, is traced 
from British broadside balladry to the sea; 
from Scotland to the West Indies; pulls an 
amazing sex switch and becomes the "Bad 
Girl;" weaves from the streets of Laredo to 
the Negro honky-tonks; and ends, rather 
Ignominiously, as a UCLA professor. 

Much of the brilliance of the study is 
due, of course, to the gallery of singers 
assembled to spin the Rake yarn as it should 
be spun -- the prospect of hearing such 
singers as A. L. Lloyd, Ewan MacColl, Hally 
Wood, Harry Jackson, Alan Lomax, John Creen* 
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way, and Pete Seeger on one record should 
whet the appetite of the most jaded folk 
fan. And just to meotion a few of the 
more outstanding examples: Mr. Lloyd's 
hypnotically beautiful rendition of the 
earliest-known Broadside version -- a 
performance so rank with atmosphere that 
it fairly threatens to envelop one in the 
fog of an 18th century London quay; Hally 
Wood's excellent recreation of Mrs. Texas 
Gladden's ONE MORNING IN MAY (and a prime 
example of what can be done with Library 

of Congress source materials); an 
astonishing field recording of a Virgin 
Islands singer, Mrs. Viola Penn, whose 
quaint pronunciation and guitar 
accompaniment create a wonderful mood; 
and Alan Lomax's tough, blunt ST. JAMES 
HOSPITAL. 

Natural gripers and fault-finders will 
raise at least two objections to this 
record -- so let ne list (and refute) 
the possibilities right here and now. 

1. The disc is designed as a 
"demonstration tool for classroom work' 

not as a standard "entertaining" LP. 
2. Ten of the 19 cuts hav^ been lifted 

from various Riverside, Elektra, Tradition 
and Folkways LP's. 

Firstly, most intelligent people con¬ 
sider enjoyment and edification to be two 
sides of the same coin. If anyone more 
than passingly interested in folksong 
doesn't find study of this spectrum of 
ballads an exciting and rewarding ex¬ 
perience -- well, brother, it's easy 
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enough to create a fool's paradise for 
yourself by putting on a Limeliters album. 
Ken Goldstein's concise and penetrating 
notes surpass even his high standards -- 
and I found his discussion of mutational 
changes and parodies most thought-provoking. 
Also, those who are prejudiced against folk- 
scholars as tweedy, stodgy, and stultifying 
old fogeys should listen carefully to the 
singing of D. K. Wllgus, Ken Goldstein, 
John Greenway, and Alan Lomax (all heard on 
this disc) -• and discover what benefits an 
understanding of the historical and emotionql 
perspective of folk material can bring to an 
untrained singer's performing. 

It is highly unlikely that the average 
record collector will have all the albums 
borrowed from. Even so, the collection of 
variants on one record, with each one heard 
while its predecessor is fresh in the mind, 
affords a building of excitement and a mon¬ 
tage effect that listening to the variants 
on separate records would not allow. In 
addition to this, I consider the unpublished 
material contained on the album well worth 
the purchase price alone. 

Obviously, THE UNFORTUNATE RAKE will be a 
basic part of any serious folk music 
collector's library -- but it will likewise 
serve, to the listener Just becoming seriooflj 
Interested in the esthetic dimensions of 
folksong, as a perfect introduction to an 
unlimited and highly gratifying fi«ld <>t 

study. 
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BROWNIE McGHEE: TRADITIONAL BLUES, Volume 
Two (Folkways 2422) 

This album is one of the most effective 
presentations of the blues for an in¬ 
tellectual audience ever made. This is 
not to say that these performances are in 
any way slick or artificial, as is the* 
case with most blues made for a white 
"intellectual" audience. Here is topnotch 
blues, recorded in magnificent hi-fi, and 
beautifully processed with excellent notes 
by Charles Edward Smith. 

Brownie's material in this album is 
drawn from a source (the mainly city-bred 
jazz blues of Bessie Smith and Ma Rainey) 

not within his original idiom. The words 

of these songs (and, to a certain extent, 
the tunes) would sound ridiculous sung by 
a Blind Lemon, or by Brownie himself 
twenty years ago. But Brownie has 
changed his style, not drastically, but 
just enough so that he can intelligently 
convey the message of the rather 
sophisticated lyrics and blend them 
perfectly into his style, which is still 
basically that of the country blues. 
(Josh White and the aging Big Bill 
Broonzy tried the sane thing, with great 
acclaim but little musical success). 
Brownie is probably the first singer ever 
to do this right. Brownie has put a l°l 
of thought into these performances, and U 

has been directed toward two ends: to >nake 
the blues as honest and solidly traditional 
as possible, and, at the same time, to per¬ 
fect them to the best of his ability. 
(Not a bad creed for any foiksinger). His 
singing i8 smoother than it used to be, but 
has lost very little of its message. 
Brownie's work is that of a superbly skilled 
craftsman, but he never shows off his skill 
for its own sake. Brownie on this album is 
to Blind Lemon roughly as Pete Seeger is to 
Doc Boggs; those who are inspired the most 
by raw, primitive blue6 like Lemon's won't 
be quite as inspired by this disc, but most 
folk and jazz collectors will find this a 
real treasure. With Brownie's TRADITIONAL 
BLUES, Volume One, this album makes an ideal 
introduction for anybody new to the blues. 
(Reviewer: Barry Hansen) 

THE CARTER FAMILY: MOUNTAIN MUSIC, Volume 
Two (Brunswick oe 9168) An English EP. 

Lest anyone race out and send a fast money 
•rder off to England expecting four songs on 
he order of the Carter's Folkways Anthology 
>ork, let me warn you that what you 8®* 
111 not be anything at all like SINGLE GIRL 
»r LITTLE MOSES. What you will 8«* i§ fou* 
ides culled from America's Decca label and. 
ecorded quite a while after the material 
hat the Anthology songs were dubbed from, 
he songs are mostly commercial moun a n 
jusic (but NOT the kind that the New Loat 
:ity Ramblers have revive*) of the strict 
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non-folk variety:, nice enough to listen 
to, but of minor Interest to the folk 
fan. There is, however, one winner — a 
song named DIXIE DARLING, intoned in a 
fine mountain manner by A. P. Carter 
himself, whose fine, fragile, airy voice 
sings of the whirling belles and the 
magnolia trees to the resounding thump 
of Maybelle Carter's fine folk guitar. 
The other three songs (YOU ARE MY FLOWER, 
COAL MINER'S BLUES, YOU DENIED YOUR LOVE) 

.can ke®t, be summed up by comparing them 
to the Carter'8 worst work on Acme. 

ry *hey do not have much interest for 
r. a^b°dy save the dyed-in-wool commercial 

country record fan of that day and age. 
It was a real pity to read a week or 

so ago of A. P. Carter's death. Much 
of his folk work will live forever, and, 
needless to say, much more of it needa 
to be documented. Perhaps RCA-Victor 
will now release some Carter Family 
sides on its Camden label as a Memorial 

•o Album. No one deserves 4t more than 
* Carter. (Reviewer :i. Ash ley Scooter) 

Once and For All Dept. — MIKE RUSSO 

FR0M seattle. he is from 
HE IS FROM PORTLAND, HE IS 

FROM PORTLAND l 

spoils folk-wag recently 

HPARn8iJd tHlS a® our credo: WE HAVEN'T 

WE’LI PnrP** F0LKS* HUT WHEN WE DO, 
tough? ®ABLY PTO: Are we teally that 
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ODETTA AT CARNEGIE HALL (Vanguard 9076) 

In all fairness to Odetta and to ^nny 
Solomon (both probably very nice people), 
let fn£ say that 1 tried, I really tried, to 
like this album. After reading the liner 
notes where S. W.‘Bennett told me carefully 
and copiously what wonderful musical 
subtleties were going on between Odetta, her 
guitar, her clapping, and Bill Lee's bass; 
and, after the playing of the album itself, 
I must sadly report that, for me anyway, 
Odetta doesn't have a thing. 

Perhaps I'm just a musical clod, but I 
can't help thinking that Leadbelly would 
have laughed out loud if he could have heard 
Odetta's ridiculously pretentious versions 
of GALLOWS POLE and MEETING AT THE BUILDING, 
complete with Johnnie Ray sobs and whines, 
John Jacob Niles phrasing, and weak Actor's 
Studio tricks. And the great JOHN HENRY 
would have hidden his face in shame if he 
would have had to listen to Odetta sing his 
•ong, so incredibly false and off-the-mark 
does it ring. One gets the feeling of an 
enormous dishonesty in all that this woman 
•ings (although, I, for one, don't think ^ 
she knows any better) •• the "prison songs 
contain neither anguish nor nobility, only 
phony theatricality; the ballads neither 
beauty oor folk feeling, only a trained 
voice taking the easy way; the shouting 
numbers neither excitement nor spirit, on y 
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someone yelling as loud as they can In 
time with an ump-chuck-ah*boom guitar. 
Odetta seems to attack almost everything 
In the manner of a battleship about to 
do battle with a kid's toy boat -- by 
the time she's done, you know there won't 
be much left. She doesn't really sing a 
song; she beats It to death with a club. 
Her nuances and vocal techniques are 
not at all folk (contrary to what TIME 
says), and If any trace of real folk 
music does manage to sneak in,, it quickly 
gets all mixed up and out of control with 
everything else in her vocal repertoire 
and comes out at some ridiculous moment. 
This woman has an awful lot to learn 
about folksinging before she can even 
begin to live up to her unfounded 
reputation. 

I'm afraid I would pretty much have to 
agree with the AYH manual on HOW TO RUN 
A FOLKSONG CONCERT about Odetta; "In my 
opinion a downright poor musician who 
really belts them out ... would probably 
draw well if you don't mind abetting 
musical atrocities." As evidence, I 
would Invite anyone to put their needle 
down on AIN'T NO GRAVE CAN HOLD MY BODY 
DOWN on this album. 

One more thing: the title of this LP 
it ODETTA AT CARNEGIE HALL but the notes 
tell us that "several of the songs were 
later redone (for technical reasons) 

\ . # 04 • 
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but remain the songs ana interpretations 
heard at the concert." Which makes about 
as much sense a6 replaying a baseball game 
alone in your closet, but acting out each 
play just as It happened on the ball field. 

Odetta also has a Christmas album avail* 
able: ODETTA SINGS CHRISTMAS SPIRITUALS 
(Vanguard 9079). 

r* . 

BELAFONTE RETURNS TO CARNEGIE HALL 
(RCA-Victor 6007) With Odetta, Mariam 
Makeba, The Chad Mitchell Trio, The 
Belafonte Folksingerp,. and A Cast of 
Thousands. 

It seems that Carnegie Hall was full of 
rummies this year. First, we had Odetta, 
and now Harry Belafonte and Odetta again, 
complete with the largest vocaI menagerie 
of "folkslngers" ever assembled on one 
stage — enough people to sink a fleet of 
battleships, but not quite enough to manage 
to sing even one honest folksong. 

"Belafonte," the notes scream In the true 
soft-sell Vanguard-Victor prestige tradition 
of salesmanship, "was faced with the sharp 
challenge of living up to a legend! 
In case any of you are wondering what that 
legend was. I'll tell you. It was Bc^*f°nt0 
in his first Carnegie Hall concert, which 
according to Bob Bollard's plushy liner 
notes, was "so electric it opened new 
vistas," etc. Any of you who have hear 
the records of Belafonte'• 11™* co"C.tTthe 
may legitimately wonder Just what a 
fuss was about. If any ^g«"d vee horn, 1 



was one to try to live down, and not to 
try to live up to. 

Nonetheless, here is the second Carnegie 
Hall concert — all decked out in a 2-Ii.P 
set with Belafonte himself smiling 

'benevolently down on us from the cover. 
I think it is safe to say that no legends 
will be created from this set of records. 

There is Just one word for almost all 
the performers and performances in this 
album -- and that word is AWFUL. The 
Chad Mitchell bunch represents that 
familiar archetype of three crewcut 
college boys full to the brim with 
commercially canned enthusiasm and 
modern hip humor (?), contributing such 
gems to the folk process as "there's 
gold in tl em there ills" to songs like 
DOCTOR FREUD, And, yes, they sing it 
complete with the "cha cha cha" bit. 
I suppose one could say that the Bela¬ 
fonte Folksingers (and I use the word 
loosely) were the first group to bring 
barbershop singing to folk music. Some¬ 
how, it doesn't seem to work in THE 
OX DRIVER'S SONG or, for that matter, 
in any of their numbers. The liner 
notes claim that "there is no other group 
of this nature in existence today." For 
which we are grateful. Mariam Makeba, 
suffice it to say here, seems to be the 
victim of some kind of a trap. She 
doesn t belong in a folk concert, Her 
appeal is strictly aimed at the Jazz 

Even so, she seems to do as well 
as anyone. 

I 

That brings us down to the giants of the 
folk world -- "The First Lady of Folksong" 
and "The Living Legend." The Living Legend 
seems to fancy himself as quite a humorist 
now, and most of his numbers are intended 
to be funny.' They are not, however, largely 
because Mr. Belafonte does not have any 
sense of comic timing -- he'll wait forever 
for his laugh, and, as a result, we are 
forced to sit through a woefully weak 
rendition of CHICKENS that seems to last a 
good 10 minutes because Mr. Belafonte 
believes he is being hilarious. 

In this same vein, we are "treated" to 
what are undoubtedly Belafonte's cwo dullest 
numbers --'A LITTLE LYRIC OF GREAT IMP0RTANC| 
(how many times have I heard that?) and 
THERE'S A HOLE IN THE BUCKET, with Odctta. 
The fIrst number only Mr. Belafonte seems 
to see any humor in, and the seemingly 
endless BUCKET song never falls to remind me 
of Just how long and how bad the movie BEN- 
HUR was. Somehow, the two seem to go to¬ 
gether. Whoever told Belafonte and Odetta 
they were funny, I'm sure didn't mean it in 
a complimentary way. The First Lady of 
Folksong also does BALD MOUNTAIN and WATER 
BOY for the umpteenth time on record, and I 
fail to see any distinction that this 
version might have that the others did not. 

There are a few more songs, but you’ve 
heard most of them before anyway. After ell, 
how many times must one buy JWP DOWN SP 
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AROUND and SUZANNE by Belafonte before 
he'll stop recording it. To cap it all 
off, there is "an 8-mlnute life and 
blood recreation of a Mexican fiesta" 
which doesn't sound like it even 
managed to get Belafonte excited. But, 

then*,. I guess you can get away with 
murder when you're a "Living Legend." 
After all, Mr. Belafonte is an ARTIST'. 
Just ask him. (Reviewer: Bob Dahle) 

HARRY AND JEANIE WEST; SOUTHERN 

MOUNTAIN FOLKSONGS (Melodise EPM 7-111) 
An English EP. n <• ; . 

i 4 ’ 

The sole reason for reviewing this 
fine little English EP of previously 
unavailable Stinson material is to 
dissuade anyone from buying it in this 
form and to announce that Stinson has 
recently re-released the entire source 
LP -- 14 songs in all -- in this country 
for only $3.98. For once, we will not 
have to send to England for our old 
country recordsI Aficionados (and we 
are among them) of the Wests will tell 
you that their Stinson work is their 
very finest, the songs are superb, the 
recording is good, etc. -- so what are 
we waiting fori Perhaps if we all buy 
this set, we can persuade Stinson to 
re-release their other Harry and Jeanle 
LP also (which contains that dandy of 

dandies, KATY DEAR', . Englishmen oeed not 
feel bad. I'm sure that Melodise will, 
withdraw this excellent EP and put out the 
whole album shortly. For other Stinson 

re-releases (or should we say new old 
Stinsons?), see elsewhere in this issue. 

GUY CARAWAN: SONGS FROM THE SOUTH 
(Collector jea 4) An English EP. 
GUY CARAWAN: MICHAEL, ROW THE BOAT 
ASHORE and OLD MAN ATOM (Nixa 45rpm 

7N.15132) An English 45. 

It would be hardly fair to criticize 
these records at any length for they 
represents^the first recorded work (1957) 
of a young American folksinger who has 
since matured a great deal. On the EP 
(just re-released this year), Guy sings 
two songs new to his American audiences 
although neither one is very well done - 
SOUTH COAST, the Kingston Trio tune, and 
DINK'S SONG, which is crooned In such a way 
as.to suggest that at thi6 time Guy was 
still treading lightly over the tops ot 
folksongs, without much awareness as o 
what they were made of. The other «o 
songs in the Collector set are NO MOW 
ON THE BRAZOS and BOLL WEEVIL, both b 
done later on Folkways. The little Nixa 

45rpm features Guy and "the Dave 
Singers and Players" (better kn°ut' * on 
readers as Dave Lee and the Ban 
MICHAEL, ROW THE BOAT (done with I 

lung power and hash-house »ki * tchoed-up) 
accompaniment) and Guy alone l* 
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on OLD MAN ATOM, which he has done much 
better since. Although both records are, 
by and large, unsatisfying, Guy's fans 
in this country may obtain them at 
meager cost from Agate and Ken Lindsay, 
and keep their Carawan collection 
complete, j, 

* 4 V» 

SHIRLEY COLLINS: ENGLISH SONGS 
(Collector jeb 5) An English EP. 

There is a small but perceptive 
segment of the American folk music 
market that regards the recordings of 
Shirley Elizabeth Collins as British 
exports quite as important as Scotch 
tweed and good Irish whiskey. These 
wise fans will not mind that two of the 
four love ballads on this EP are already 
in their collections (THE UNQUIET GRAVE 
and I DREW MY SHIP appear on Miss 
Collins' Folkways LP). They will gladly* 
even eagerly, buy the disc in order to 
hear their favorite sing THE IRISH GIRL 
(thefancestor of our LOVIN' HANNAH) and 
NEWCASTLE (a demonstration of singing 
style so beautiful as to be rare even 
in Miss Collins' work). This highly 
gratified.circle of listeners is most 
willing £o accept new members 
especially folk song lovers who are 
genuinely sick of the Bermuda-clad 
beatniks and coffee house queens that 
pass for female-type folksingers in 
this country; and who want to hear a 
lovely singer who has taken the time 

I | 
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and trouble to learn folk singing style. 
This record would be a good introduction. 
It, like the singing of Miss Collins, is a 
breath of fresh Sussex breeze. 

ANYONE CAN PLAY THE HARMONICA (Epic 5 LN 
3730) Lessons by Alan Schackner. 

Although this record is not at all aimed 
at the folk public, LSR lists it here 
because it is the only available instruction 
record that we know of for an instrument 
many folk song fans want to learn to play. 
An instruction book and a Hohner Marine 
Band harmonica (single-reed, the best type 
for folk music, and in the handy key of C) 
are Included, . The lessons were prepared 
by Alan Schackner, whose chief claim to 
fame seems to be that he has taught Arthur 
Godfrey, Bill Stern, Joseph Cotten, and 
Milton Berle to play. If he could teach 
that crew, he ought to be able to teach 
anybody. Although the lessons, dictated by 
an oily-voiced radio announcer, may make you 
laugh yourself silly the first time through^ 
Just swallow your distaste for ,W A WILD 
ROSE and IN THE EVENING BY THE MOONLIGHT 

and do what you're told. You will have 
basics in hand and should be able to 8° on 
to develop a folk style on your own. 
thing: in the lesson on tonal color, 
Schackner will illustrate not only*J'J 
"correct" tonal color, but the INCOR 
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as well. THIS is the one to use -- unless, 
of course, you want to sound like Leo 
Diamond. 

; J ‘ V 1 

AMERICAN HISTORY IN BALLAD AND SONG, 
Volume One -- Junior High School Social 
Studies (Folkways 5801) With Pete 
Seeger, Peggy Seeger, Woody Guthrie, 
Ed McCurdy, Hermes Nye, Logan English, 
Wallace House, Jerry Silverman, Elizabeth 

Knight, and others. A 3-LP set. 
I * 1 }% *1 ■' ‘' • ’ , 

. * , . w i' 1 

When I was a kid in junior high, my 
social studies class consisted of having 
each kid orate on a current event or 
news item that had happened to catch his 
youthful fancy during the week. At the 
conclusion of the last blushing, mumbled 
speech, the entire class was tested by a 
monitor to discover the degree of 
assimilation (if any) of the world’s 
doings -- while the teacher slipped down 
to the boiler .foom for a smoke. These 
were some of the more dismal hours in my 
generally happy youth. Therefore, I 
absolutely turn green with envy of today'® 
enlightened Junior high social classes 
when I find that they can study the 
prbblems of the American farmer by 
listening to Woody Guthrie sing DUST 
STORM DISASTER; learn about Colonial 
hardship by hearing Peggy Seeger's WHEN 
I WAS SINGLE; study the causes of 
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For the BEST In folksongJ & folk nusi,c;l. 
ask your record dealer for PRESTIGE 
INTERNATIONAL recordings. • . 

* ' * f. J 

PR-INT 13002 THE BEST OF ED McCURDY 
The Miller; The Maidenhead; Once I Loved 
a Malden Fair; Gossip Jean; The Ploughman; 
Branch of May; A Doleful Tale; Jolly Roger; 

Mrs. McGrath; etc. 
*, i 

PR-INT 13003 THE BEST OF JEAN RITCHIE 
Shady Grove; Sweet Jane; Dying Cowboy; 
Hangman; Lord Thomas; Gentle Fair Jenny; 
Pretty Fair Miss; Nottamun Town; Coin' to 

Boston, etc. 

PR-INT 13004 THE BEST OF EWAN MacCQLL 
Tramps and Hawkers; Black Velvet Band; 
Tattles & Herrin'; Henry Martin; Gallant 

Colliers; etc. 

PR-INT 1-3005 THE BEST OF PEGGY SEEGER 
0 Watch the Stars; Brave Wolfe; Pretty 
Little Baby; Rich Old Miser; Cruel Mother; 
Raccoon & Possum; The Squirrel; etc. 

PR-INT 13006 SCOTS BM.T-*nfi & SONGS BY 
JEANNIE ROBERTSON 

Son David; Wi • My lovin' Eye; The Deadly 

Wars; Dainty Doon-Bye; Laird o'Windyva , 

Johnny the Brine; Aberdeen Street Song*; 

Tva Bonny Black Een; etc. 

FOR FREE CATALOGS WRITE TO: 
PRESTIGE INTERNATIONAL 

203 South Washington Ave, 



industrial fair play legislation by 
hearing Pete Seeger sing THE BLIND 
FIDDLER; and so on. Ah, progress'. This 
stride forward in educational technique 
is due, of course, to Hr. Asch — who 
has, with Albert Barouh and Theodore 
Cron, produced a brilliant audio aid to 
the social study of American history', 
garnering its material from the backlog 
of the rich Folkways library. Organized 

under nine heads (Colonial America, 
Development of Democracy, The Industrial 
Era, The World of Man, etc.), each .of the 
57 songs is a lesson in itself -- complete 
with accompanying vocabulary list, 
discussion questions, and creative 
homework assignments. I can only say 
that it is high time something like this 
has become available -- thank you, Mr. 
Asch, The set should gain great ‘favor 
among teachers, but my natural cynicism 
toward kids brings to my mind's eye 
a vision of a seventh-grader scanning 
the lesson schedule and bawling, "Where's 
Marty Robbins?" 

(Reviewer: Edmund Gilbertson) 

Editors' Note: Serious collectors may 
wish to note that the above 3-LP set 
does contain some new material previously 
unissued by Folkways, although, by and 
large, most of the songs have been taken 
from available LP’s: " » ' 

PRESTIGE 1015 -- BLIND REV. GARY DAVIS It'• 
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ALAN MILLS: CANADA'S STORY IN SONG 
(Folkways 3000) A 2-LP set with notes by 

Edith Fowke. 
CANADA'S STORY IN SONG, by Edith Fowke 
and Alan Mills; piano accompaniments by 
Helmut Blume; W. J. Gage l,td., Toronto,., 

230 pages, $5.00. 

Here is the ideal Christmas gift fpr 
both the dyed-in-wool Canadian folksong 
fan and the American.folk enthusiast 
just getting interested in Canadian music. 
For this handsome record-book set (and that 
i6 the way it should be bought) contains an 
interesting and thorough history of Canada 
told through its folk songs. The book 
contains words and music to 72 songs, plus 
copious illustrations and intelligent 
text; while the record has co-author Mills 
singing UU of these songs to the j)( , ; ^ 
accompaniment of guitarist Gilbert Lacombe 

and accordianist Gordon Fleming. Mr. Mills, 
Canada's leading folksinger, is, needless 
to say, Ideally suited for this material, 
and his singing cat) best be compared to 
that of the early Burl Ives (and I do not 
mean this as being derogatory). His . . 
singing (while not really in the folk stylej 
contains much charm and wit, and he s a 

thoroughly likeable, if somewhat super- 

lclal, performer. ... , . . 
The book's 72 songs are divided into 

ogical progressions — each thoroug X 
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Before the White Mart, Discovery of 
Canada, Voyageurs & Missionaries, Coming 
of the English, Wars Against the U.S., 
Rebellion of 1837-38, Country Grows, 

Toward Confederation, Opening of the 
West, Cowboys & Homesteaders, Sailors & 

Fishermen, Lumberjacks, Miners & 
Prospectors, and Modern Times. Tha 
record use* only four such division 
markers: Early Years, British Take Over, 
Toward Confederation, and The Country 
Grows, although it contains songs from 
each of the book'6 sections. 

There is one rather gaping omission 
from the book, however, and that is that 
there are no guitar chords for the songs, 

only piano accompaniments. 'J’jhis error 
should have been rectified before the 
book was published, but, otherwise, 
CANADA’S STORY IN SONG (both the record 
and the book) stands a6 a completely 
absorbing and epjoyable "informal social 
history of,Canada." 

GUY QARAWAN: THE NASHVILLE SIT-IN 
STORY (Folkways 5590) 

) I* | 

"We shall overcome ... We shall overcome 
... Deep iij. oyjr hearts, we do believe ... 
We shall overcome some day." 

Thus opens one of the most moving and 
important social documents ever put on 
record: Guy Carawan's audio-effort to 
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SING OUT! 
SING OUT! — the oldest regularly-published 

folk song magazine in America. Every issue contains 
between 12 and 15 folk songs, with melody line and 
guitar chords. Contributors include Ruth Rubin, 
John Greenway, A. L Lloyd. Alan Lomax, Moses Asch, 
others. 

Featured in each issue: Johnny Appleseed. Jr., by 
Pete Seeger. The Folk Process, The Git-Box, Folk 
Music On Records, Frets and Frails by Israel Young, 
etc. Edited by Irwin Silber. 

manmmmamum 
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The Southern Folk Heritage 
Series consists of: 

SOUNDS OF 
THE SOUTH 1346 

Broad survey of white and Negro folk music: 
spirituals, blues, old ballads, work and game 
songs from all over the South. 

BLUE RIDGE 
MOUNTAIN MUSIC 1347 

Pickin', fiddlin' and slngia' In tha authentic 
“blue grass" style. Features The Mountain 
Ramblers. 

ROOTS OF 
THE BLUES 1348 

Country blues, train blues, field hollers and 
levee camp songs from Alabama, Mississippi 
and Arkansas. 

WHITE 
SPIRITUALS 1349 

Lively hymns dating back to frontier America. 
Unusual are examples of the "lining hymn” and 
the songs of the Alabama "Sacred Harp" 
singers. 

AMERICAN FOLK SONGS 
FOR CHILDREN 1350 

Jmgies. riddles, game songs, lullabies, jiggy 
tunes and silly ballads that make up ‘The 
People’s Mother Goose." 

NEGRO 
CHURCH MUSIC 1351 

The best of the older Negro church music: soul- 
stirring spirituals and Rospel songs recorded in 
Southern country churches. 

THE BLUES 
ROLL ON 1352 

Supplements ‘ Roots Of Tho Blues." concen¬ 
trating on more modern types of tho country 
hluts, recorded in bonky took*. prisons and the 

|h'll country. 

ATLANTIC RECORDS 
anrmces 

ivith pride 

the 
release of1 

These albums are available as individual IPs 

Monaural $495 Stereo $5.95 

or 
All seven IPs boxed In a fancy, do luxe package 

Monaural (HS1) $29.95 Stereo (S0-HS1) $34.95 
By purchasing tha da luxe package you 

in affact, gat ana IP f'*t! 

on hern ‘Folk 
cfmtaae Series 

This definitive seven-volume sm\e> 
of thefr rousic of the American South wasco 

["A“ALAN LOMAX 
America'* Leading Folklorist. 

Street New for* I* * Y* 
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place into meaningful and coherent 
sociological and emotional form all the 
kaleidoscopic happenings of the current 
problems down South. To say that the 
record moves one deeply is indeed the 
understatement of the year: for who can say 
that WE SHALL OVERCOME, when taken in the 
light of the events that happen almost 

daily in Nashville and, more recently, in 
New Orleans, is net the most passionate 
and rightful folksong now being sung. 
Here is protest song that shoujd have real 
meaning for everyone living in the United 
States, or, for that matter, the world. 
There are mean things happening in this 

world. 
The album itself contains snatches of 

songs (sung by Carawan and others) being 
used in the sit-in movement: everything 
from re-worded Negro spirituals to hill¬ 
billy tunes to modern gospel quartet an 
R & B songs a la the Vee Jay 45rpro 
releases. Interspersed with the songs arc 
comments by various people involved in t c 

sit-in scenes in cafes, court rooms, an 
prisons -- enacted, in part, by Negro 
students who actually lived them. * 

"I decided to try and record some ol me 
spirited singing and new songs that a ^ 
grown up around the movement, MY* “ 
ht. note.. "Then the lde. hit ■**£**”„ 
songs would mean more to people 

..Kirh they cam*. 



The scenes that were re-enacted were done 

so semi-spontaneously by the students," 

Being young, their enthusiasm born of 
their heady initial victory, they project 

a joyous image, unto so grim a subject •• 
they have good fun reliving their jail, 
experiences, poking fun at illiterate 
judges and stodgy NAACP conservatives, 

and singing their own protest songs, 
which are as fresh as newspriqfc and as 
valid a part of the folk process as their 
ancestors, the street Broadsides of old 

England and colonial America. 
Listen especially to Candy Anderson's 

fine THEY GO Will) OVER ME for a summation 

of the satiric song thrusts being used 
in Nashville and elsewhere in the South. 
Also included are YOUR DOG LOVES MY DOG 
and YOU BETTER LEAVE SEGREGATION ALONE 
in the humorous vein, and WE SHALL NOT 
MOVED and WE SHALL OVERCOME (which opens 
and closes the album) in a more serious 
form of protest. There is no fanaticism 
or mob riot in the album -- only the story 
of Americans seeking moral justice in a 
democracy somehow gone awry. , 

Guy Carawan has said elsewhere: "I've 
become consumed by the drama that is going 
on here as I've become more personally 
acquainted with many of its characters. 

When it happens to friends (and to 
yourself) -- I mean the ugliness, the 
fears, the show of personal courage and 

love in the face of physical dangers. 

economic reprisals, hatred of hoodlums, 
mob8 -- you can't be around things like 
that for long without being completely 
consumed by them. There are times when I 
get so completely satiated with it all 
that I just have to get away from it or 
push it out of my mind ... Not that I don't 
see the negative angles and impulses along 
with the good — but it's enough for me to 
see those occasional flights of nobility, 
courage, and love along with a steady 
day-to-day ability to live through all kinds 
of trials and still have the spark of humor 
and friendliness that make life worthwhile 
to keep me going and thinking that it s 
worth trying to lend my small bit to this 
8trvggl‘e. My concert work will only seem 
significant to me to the extent that I can 
express some of these feelings I have an 
the realities of my own life. That seems 
to be a long time in coming but I feel 

it's starting now." 
Which is as good a summary of this |sc 

as one could wish for. Edited and co cc e 
by Guy Carawan, himself an integral part 
of the sit-in story, this LP will both 
Inform and Inspire those who hear It. 
Listen to their story -- and listen we 

CHILD BALLADS TRADITIONAL IN THE UNI 
STATES (Library of Congress AAFS L 57, 

AAFS L 58) A 2-LP set. 

It is obvious to the densest folk f* 



BLUES BLUES BLUES 3LUES BLUES BLUES BLUES 

, International Blues Record Club 
ARHOOLIE RECORDS 
Chris Strachwitz 

* P.O. Box 671 -- Los Gatos, Calif. 

JOIN NOW ill -- and receive three of the 
finest blues LP's for only $12 ($15 for all 
overseas) postpaid -- many issues will only 
be available to members -- you save $1 pet 
LP since individual records retail at $5 •* 
you also get bulletins, lists, discographies, 
and complete Information on blues LP's in 
the United States, England, and France. 

i. i . . t - 

* * * . i 

now available: 
ARHOOLIE 1001 — MANCE LIPSCOMB, TEXAS 

SHARECROPPER AND SONGSTER 

available soon: 

ARHOOLIE 1002 — BIG JOE WILLIAMS: TOUGH 
TIMES 

ARHOOLIE 1003 — THE BLACK ACE (B. K. 
Turner) « 

ARHOOLIE 1004 -- LIL' SON JACKSON: BLUES 
CAME TO TEXAS 

ARHOOLIE 1005 — SAM CHATMAN, JASPER LOVE, 
ROBERT CURTIS SMITH: DELTA 
BLUES 

ARHOOLIE 1006 — BLIND CHARLEY WHITE, REV. 
NARCISSE, BLACK DIAMOND, GOLD- 

w RUSH; BLUES 6 SPIRITUALS 

(later numbers subject to change) 

.sc *% IT • 

are available (read: when some private 
organization benevolently donates funds -- 
In this case, once again, the Carnegie 
Corporation), can produce folk LP's not 
likely to be matched by any commercial 
label. This enchanting set is hardly an 
exception. Enchanting, I say, because it 
is laterally full of magic -- not only the 
magic of the cherry tree bowing down to 
Virgin Mary, or of the ship-sinking Mer¬ 
maid, or the miraculous night ride of the 
"twelve months dead" lover; but the less 
tangible magic of the singers and their 
collective creativeness; the magic of the 
American folk process which performs such 
wonderful miracles as proposing Charles 
Stewart of the 1812 Uke Erie naval 
battles as the stalwart who attempts to 
bring the 16th Century Scottish sea 
marauder. Sir Andrew Barton, to Justice, 
providing "Lloyd" Bateman with a Turkish 
lady named Susie Bates for his castle on 
the coast of Georgia; and transforming r 
Eglamore's battle with the dragon into 
Bangum's ailly chase of the boar. 

But the ballads would remain mere litc y 
curiosities without the incredible P*r 
formances of the singers -- and * • 
legendary array is presented her*. r * 
Texas Gladden (and who is to say 
woman is not the greatest Asierican , 
traditional singer ever to be rec® 
Aunt Molly Jackson, who Alan Lo 
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called the "most talented" Individual he 

ever met; Mrs. Emma Dusenbury, peppy and 
doll-voiced; Jean Ritchie, already at 24 
a past master of mountain singing; Warde 
Ford,: who left his native Wisconsin to 
enrich -California with his straightforward, 

tuneful singing and bagful of unique 
ballads; Pearl Jacobs Borusky, wan¬ 
voiced, youthful -- a lovely singer; 
and the best of all the treasures to be 
found in the set, Mrs. Crockett Ward's 
singing of EDWARD --a perfect performance 
of as powerful a ballad and as beautiful a 
melody as I have heard in American 
tradition, and a performance I would place 
alongside Mrs. Gladden's HOUSE CARPENTER 
(AAFS L'l) and the Gant Family'6 WHEN 
FIRST TO THIS COUNTRY (unpublished 
Archive material) as th‘e greatest 
recorded performances of^ folk music I 
have ever heard. To all this, add Bertrand 

Bronson's praiseworthy notes — and this 
set easily adds up to the top record 
release of the year. 

|L 

Upcoming in future LSR's will be reviews 
of other recent Library of Congress 
releases -- VERSIONS AND VARIANTS OF 
BARBARA ALLEN (AAFS L 54), FOLK MUSIC FROM 
WISCONSIN (AAFS L 55), and SONGS OF THE 
MICHIGAN LUMBERJACKS (AAFS L 56). 25c buys 
their complete catalog listings. Write: Th« 
Library of Congress, Music Division — 
Recording Laboratory; Washington 25, D. C. 

THREE BLUES QUICKIES 

LIGHTNIN' HOPKINS, BROWNIE McGHEE, SONNY 
TERRY, AND BIG JOE WILLIAMS: DOWN SOUTH 
SUMMIT METING (World-Pacific 1296) 

The title of this LP comes from a turn 
of events that found all four blues artists 
on the Coast last summer. They were brought 

together and recorded for the first time 
through the efforts of John Lomax, Jr. and 
Bess Lomax. The results (which add up to 
a major achievement in recorded blues) are 
an Informal Jam session sound with lots of 
"sounding and signifying" running back and 
forth between the four men: they take a 
eneral topic and work form and feeling 
nto it; each adds a couple of verses and 
hen passes it on to the next man, who 
eeps it going with his spontaneous 
kdditions. The rapport between the four 
»en is nothing short of amnzing; here 
.ndeed is the sound that comes when grea 
*en are working together. Hopkins coiv- 

tributes the album's best cut, HOW 
LAVE IT BEEN SINCE YOU BEEN HCME, a fine 
fxample of his tremendous mood-creati"8 
tbility. Brownie has rarely sounded better 
(most of his recent sophistication a 

iropped here), and Sonny is his usua 

»elf, interspersing with a whoop Basie 
"here, while Big Joe Williams (not 
Unger) drives the proceeding, on with hi. 

»lg 9-string guitar. The • 
.ong. 1. fascinating. OnF to 



Lightnin' 18 years ago trying to get him 
to come to New York, Brownie sings, "I'm 
your friend, Mr. Hopkins, please, please, 
please, don't have no fear," and Lightnin' 

kind of chuckles and answers dryly, "I 
ain't got much." All in all, this album 
contains more rocking good-time blues than 
you can shake a stick at: the essence of a 
good "jooking" session has been completely 
perserved. (Reviewer: Dave Glover) 

JOHN LEE HOOKER (SINGS THE BLUES): EVERY 
^ ONE A PEARL (King 727) 

’ WARNING: this record is NOT for those who 
like an "easy listening folk blues" sound 
it's primitive, harsh, and sometimes savage* 
All the titles are re-masters of recordings 
that Hooker made for King in the mid-40's 
under the names of Texas Slim and John Lee 
Cooker. On all cuts, he accompanies him¬ 
self with an electric guitar that throbs 
with intensity and fire. His foot stomps 
out the beat; he sings and moans in a voice 
full of power and emotion; and you're in 
the middle of the meanest of the low-down 
blues. Listen to WANDERING BLUES or 
MOANING BLUES and you'll see. Since the 
originals here were 78's, the fidelity is 
not too good, although King has sharpened 
it up a bit. In the process, they also 
dubbed in a drum backing behind DON'T YOU 
REMEMBER ME and LATE LAST NIGHT. Other ths*> 
that slight bit of tampering, this album is 
the best representation of the early Hooker 
style in the days before he started to make 
R & B singles. Although his melodic 
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figures are rather limited, he has a highly 
complex rhythm working.for him. The Library 
of Congress faction will be interested in 
DON'T GO BABY (which is similar to Vera 
Hall’s ANOTHER MAN DONE GONE on AAFS L 4). 
Side 2 of this LP is an exact duplicate of 
the one that Hooker shared with Sticks 
McGhee on Audio*Lab 1520 — not surprising 
since King owns both companies. One more 
thing: the cover says there are 16 songs 
(and there are), but only 12 of them are by 
Hooker. The other four are instrumentals 
by a city-bluesish combo led by an Earl 
Hooker. This is a pretty sneaky way to fill 
an album. Otherwise, this is a worthwhile 
LP -- unless you're afraid you might get 

burned. (Reviewer: Dave Glover) 

BROWNIE McCHEE AND SONNY TERRY: BLUES AND 
FOLK (Prestige Bluesville 1005) 

t wish I didn't have to say this, but in 
itl honesty, I can see absolutely no reason 

for the existence of this LP. It **• *e" 
corded apparently with no thought or e* 
whatsoever behind it (at least no worth- 
while thought): they've done the sen* •«**■ 
many tines before on record. And a 
wotse is that all the songs are sung n « 
"pop-blues" style (complete with ore 

unnatural pronunciation) that s p n-gto» 
deigned to ..11 thl. r.cord * 
Trio buyer. Needless to say, both 
going to work, and it s sad to 



Brownie and Sonny (who sound-like they 
learned from Josh White and Odetta here) 

get involved in 6uch a bad album. 

(Reviewer: Dave Glover) 
„ f 

BOOK REVIEW 
I *** 

THE FIVE-STRING BANJO: AMERICAN FOLK 

STYLES, by Peggy Seeger. 52 pages, 

8^ x 11, $1.95 (Hargail Press). 
i » 

Commenting on Peggy's skill as a folk 
instrumentalist, Alan Lomax once wrote: 

"..there is no one I know..who can so, 
quickly grasp the character of a folk tune 
and improvise an accompaniment for it. 
So whfeh Peggy, our closest approximation 

to a Coinpleat City Folksinger, pours her 

knowledge of banjo lore into a manual; 1* 
is just cause for every picker to run (not 

walk) to hi6 nearest music store and grab 

a copy. The first question that will be 
asked about the book is: "How does it stack ^ 

up to Pete'8?" Well, considering that Peggy 

book contains detailed instructions for 
something over three dozen right-hand pick¬ 

ing figures, seven tunings, four pages of 
chords and their relationships, and words 
and music to 23 songs, one familiar with 
Pete'8 book will immediately see that her 
approach is more ambitious and complex. 
From this viewpoint of a rank beginner, 

this very ambitiousness is the major 

jt f 
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They'.-re all on HERITAGE 1003 -- lb 
first-class blues performances, 
reporded and collected for HERITAGE 
by. Chris Strachwltz and Bob Geddins. 
Price is only $7.10 (postpaid) and 
the record is ONLY available from 

HERITAGE RECORDS, 36a Brook Green, 
London W.6., England. All issues 
are limited edition, so you are 
advised to be prompt. But, send no 
money with your order. You will be 
notified if yours is among the first 

100. 
# # # 0 

Note: Orders are also being taken for 
HLP 1002, featuring New Orleans strc 
singer SNOOKS EAGLIN (this is not 
Folkways LP), which sold out in rCC° 
time. A further pressing is Plann< 

in the near future. 

heritage records 

36a Brook Green 

London W.6., *«*Un<l 
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drawback of the work. A neophyte would 
have one heckuva time — there are few 
diagrams and absolutely no tabulature 
at all. If you have never played before, 
I would certainly recommend Pete's more 
patient Instructions (and his helpful 
recorded companion course) as a starting 
point. The basic value of Peggy's book 
is its documentation of the myriad of 
styles she has learned from others or 
worked out herself from her thorough know¬ 

ledge of classical and folk music. For 
those of us who have worked our way, with 
love, sweat, and tears, through HOW TO 
THE FIVE-STRING BANJO, this new manual will 
be a welcome post-graduate course. In fflC^» 
just about any picker whose name isn't 
Darling or Sprung will be able,to learn 
something of value from it so broad is 
it8 scope. 

The book is nicely written in a neat, 
brisk, businesslike prose that stands in 
complete Contrast to Pete's neighborly» 
anecdotal chatter. And therein lies the 
major difference in approach — Pete's 
book is designed to foster an interest in 
the instrument, and to get people to play 

Peggy seems to be writing on the 
assumption that there exist serious folk 
musicians who want to learn a lot of the 
complexities of the instrument. The 
ultimate solution, of course, la .for 
everyone to have BOTH Inexpensive $eeger 
manuals in his instrument case. 

SUBSCRIBE TO THE LITTLE SANDY TODAY'. 11 
">i J 

The following letter and article by John 
Greenway are self-explanatory. From his 
point-of-view, LSR's TRIBUTE TO WOODY 
GUTHRIE was an enormous error and may have 
done Woody some harm. We are grateful £•* 
Mr. Greenway for expressing this opinion, 
and wish to assure him (and anyone else), 
that no harm was intended. We would be 
grateful to hear from readers on this., 
We hope that Mr. Greenway's was not the 
universally accepted view about the Woo y 

Tribute, 

JOHN GREENWAY ON WOODY GUTHRIE 

Gentlemen: I am grateful to you for y°ur 
invitation to contribute to the second 

TRIBUTE TO WOODY GUTHRIE. I fear that I 
do not have the time ... You may, if You 
wish, extract whatever you like 
long section on Woody in my book, AME 
FOLKSONGS OF PROTEST, in which there are 

several statements of my very hi8" h 
for Woody. On second thought, I w 
off a few hundred words or so on Woody 
•llment. If only to g.t thl. off V £«“* 
I am continually annoyed these aY h t 

statements in print and out a“88*® . 1(Ucr 
Woody is improving. Indeed, n ^ ^4 
printed in your REVIEW, issue • * 

Sidsel Gleason say that . ,ow. 
well." This sort of f.U* 
such things as the printing y 
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Reynolds (Editors* Note: We roust take 
the blame here) of several of Woody's 

letters (again, I regret to say, in LSR) 
as if these were by the Woody we knew. 

Woody's condition is such, as you will 
see by the accompanying piece, that 

printing things written recently by him 

will only serve to make him look 
ridiculous. I hate for this to happen 
to the one genius of my wide acquaintance, 

and one•of the sweetest persons who ever 
lived. I submit the accompanying piece 

to-,you since i think that you mightf 
venture it into print, to straighten out 
those who through Ignorance or worse, are 

unwittingly, hurling Woody's reputation. 
At any rate, you have my best wishes for 

your publication. I should like to know 
what your disposition of the piece will be. 
Sincerely yours, 

JOHN GREENWAY 

AN APPEAL TO THE FRIENDS OF WOODY CUTHRIj 

by John Greenway 

It might be a kindness to extract this 
page from issues that will reach Woody 
Guthrie or his children, but his friends 
should know something about the nature of 
the terrible disease that has stricken him* 
Dr. Edward I. Kessler, Physician in 

arge of the New Jersey State Hospital, 
w ere v.oody has beep, a patient since May» 
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1956, submitted to the first, issuetof THE 

WOODY GUTHRIE NEWSLETTER a statement con¬ 

firming what many of u6 have known for 

years: that Woody is suffering from 
Huntington's. Chorea. Dr. Kessler said, 
"This is an illness in which the patient 
has generalized tremors and shakes and the 
exact cause of this illness is unknown. 
There is one thing that we do know and that 
is that it is not caused by any infectious 
organism or agent." Although this is in the 
strictest sense true, the implication to the 
layman is misleading. Huntington's Chorea 

is a rigorously hereditary disease about 
which much is known as to its incidence 

(the reader may see the statistical 
Inexorability of Huntington's Chorea in 
Uhley Montagu’s HUMAN HEREDITY, New York, 

1959) if not to i18 "cause," in Dr. 
Kessler's word — by which I assume he means 
the precise mutagen which implanted it n 

the maternal side of Woody's family ( 00 
described the symptoms in his own 
on page 173 of his book, BOUND FOR * 
It is a very rare disease; in f«c^ * , jg 
the American cases can be trace o {rotn 

affected family which came to Amer‘* tlc0, 

England 300 y.ar. ago. Us 
though similar to the lesser St. eou 
Dance, are unmistakable: the nervous-^ 

including the brain, undergoes victim 
irreversible deterioration; tn 

shakes almost continuously on r-t,le* I" 
takes him. The disease is in thoi# 



MT ,n •• * . 

publish them; to do so would be to do an 
unforgivable disservice to the reputation 
of America'8 greatest folk composer. 

ADDITIONAL RECORDS AND RECORD CHATTER 

Burl Ives: XMAS EVE WITH BURL IVES 
(Decca 8391) Vintage Ives. 

Muddy Waters: MUDDY WATERS AT 
NEWPORT (Chess) 

Ed McCurdy: HOMEWARD BOUND (Rodeo 
International 102) Canadian songs. 

Willie Brady: IRISH SONGS OF 
FREEDOM (Avoca 123) We don't know either. 

Gary Davis: THE HARLEM STREET SINGER 
(Prestige Bluesvllle 1015) One of the 
greatest albums of the year -- a must for 
everyone\ 

Ron & Nama: SING ALL NIGHT LONG 
(Columbia 1540) American 6ongs. 

The Tarriers: TELL THE WORLD ABOUT THIS 
(Atlantic 8042) Eric Weissberg is the 
current banjoist. Wedgely Todd next? 

Shirley Ablcair: WITH A DELICATE AIR 
(Columbia 1531) Love songs by an 
Australian lass. 

The Easy Riders: REMEMBER THE ALAMO’. 
(Kapp 3216) And forget this record. 

Burl Ives: $URL IVES SINGS THE IRVING 
BERLIN SONGBOOK (United Artists 3117) 

Oscar Brand: SONGS OF THE U.S. ARMY 
(Riverside 844) 

Gerard Souzay: WORLD OF SONG 1 
(Capitol 7224) Classic type. 

Stinson has re-released some more of 
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its excellent backlog of LP's. Now 
available are: . 

FOLKSAY, Volume III-IV (Stinson SLPX ')) 
Features Woody, Pete,. Cisco, Uadbelly, etc. 

FOLKSAY, Volume V-VL (Stinson SLPX l<) 

Features ail of the above plus Hally °° » 
Gary Davis, Frank Warner, others. 

Harry & Jeanie West: SOUTHERN MOUNTAIN 

FOLKSONGS (Stinson SLP 36) 
Leadbelly: PLAY-PARTY SONGS 

(Stinson SLPX 39) ^ AMn 
Mechau Family: FOLKSONGS FOR YOUNG AND 

OLD (Stinson SLP 47) scours 
Ellen Stekert: OZARK MOUNTAIN FOLKSONGS 

(Stinson SLF 49) , i/n/E 
Robin Roberts: FOLK & TRADITIO 

SONGS (Stinson SLP 77) _ 
A. L. Lloyd 6. Ew.n MacColl: OFF TO SEA 

ONCE MORE (Stinson SLP 81) , 
Patrick Galvin: IRISH REBEL SONGS. Vol. 

I-III (Stlnson SLP 83, 84, 85) t„. 
The SLP list price is $3*98, wni 

SLPX's sell at $4,98. 
ENGLISH RECORDS 

A TREASURY OF FIELD RECORDINGS ^ 
(77-LA-12-2) Th. hl.tory of k 

Texas, Negro 4 White. ,"21^. J. I—** 
McCormick. Features L. Hopkin * ^ 

BLUES PELL THIS MORNING (pbkePour RBF'e* 
Anthology of American blu*® g^UFF 

Ramblin' Jack Elliott: KID STU 
(Columbia SEG 8046) An EP‘ 6) An EP. 

cd Aunc cmwtc fr.nl lector 
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(continued from page 2) 
Watch for it soon' ... Apparently LSR's 
erstwhile contribution to the dictionary, 
FOLKUM, has made the grade as a fully 
established word. This month it turned 
up in several reviews over in England 
and was also used in the big MADEMOISELLE 
folk article in this country ... Culled 
from Izzy Young via SING OUT', is the 
tremendous news that BOUND FOR GLORY, 
Woody Guthrie's book, will soon be 
available in paperback for just 95c» 
Also from Izzy comes the word that 
Ralph Rinzler has recorded Clarence 
Ashley and that Folkways will issue the 
record soon ... The Folklore Center, by 
the way, has copies of Ron McElderry's 
LITTLE BLACK SONGBOOK ... The Padded 
Cell, Minneapolis 3.2 joint, has now 
undertaken a folk policy. First up were 
Art and Paul, two of the very worst of 
the new singers-en group, but coming 
later are some goodies -- Bonnie Dobson 
in late December, Ed McCurdy in .January, 
and possibly Wedgely Todd, when he 
returns from the Coast. Paul Fink, the 
manager, would like to find out Just 
what performers you would like to hear. 
Drop him a card and write The New Lost 
City Ramblers on it ... Blues fans had 
better count their pennies because the 
records are coming thick and fast. 
Prestige Bluesvllle has released a Rev. 

Cary Davis LP that is an absolute must for 
everyone, and Chris Sttachwitz has Just 
Issued his first release for the Inter¬ 
national Blues Club -- Arhoolie 1001, 
featuring Mance Lipscomb, Texas share¬ 
cropper and songster. Upcoming in future 
weeks on Prestige are albums by Roosevelt 
Sykes, Little Brother Montgomery, Sunny- 
land Slim, Lonnie Johnson, and Shaky Jake; 
while Arhoolie will feature Big Joe 
Williams, The Black Ace, Lii' Son Jackson, 
and many others. Chris has really got the 
International Blues Club going strong now, 
and those of you who haven't signed up yet 
had better do so immediately so as not to 
miss out on any of the fine albums being 
released. You get 3 LP's for $12 (your 
choice of albums) plus bulletins, infor¬ 
mation on blues records on all labels, tips 
on where to get old blues 78's, etc. 
something that no true follower of the blues 
can afford to be without. Send $12 to 
Chris today at P.0. Box 671, Los Gatos, 
California ... We were recently written up 
In the University of Minnesota's IVORY 

TOWER magazine and would like to P*,s on 
a couple of favorite passages to you ere^ 
"This feeling of irreverence seems to p« 
vade every aspect of the magazine. 

Journalistically its (sic) a mess 
la no overall design or layout, P*ri® . 
featured on the cover are seldom ea ^ 
inside, articles and reviews proa * j 
the next issue are again postpone 
finally lost, fundamental gra«*ne , . J 

mistakes pop up now and then • •• 



all this adds to and makes up the 
personality of the magazine. It is as 
though the field of folk music is so big 
and exciting that there is no time for 
all of the world's details. The point is 
(all this) works." Also/ the remark about 
"If you haven't ever read Woody, imagine 
a Southwestern Casey Stengel" ... Good 
place to buy folk records in the Twin 
Cities is Louise Music, 678 Grand, in St. 
Paul. Louise always features Stinson, 
Folkways, and other hard-to-find items ... 
DEEDS, NOT WORDS DEPT.: LSR readers can 
look forward to hearing Frank Hamilton on 
Audiophile Records soon. Audiophile is a 
Milwaukee-based record company which deals 
mostly in traditional jazz, but owner Ed 
Nunn commissioned LSR's editors to find 
him a folk album, and we did. Frank tells 
us he'll also do a Folkways album later in 
the year ... Wedgely Todd took off for 
Hollywood to do a movie about Mexican 
revolutionaries. He's supposed to record 
the titl$ tune also. Todd left for 
movleland shortly after playing his way 
through Peggy Seeger's new banjo book, 
and commenting that, while an excellent 
book, it was much too simple for him. 
He mastered it all years ago ... Be sure 
to read Harry Oster’s new catalog for 
Folk-Lyric Records. There should be one 
stuffed in each subscriber's envelope ... 
Why not send us $3 today as a Xmas 
present. We'll be gUd to send you 12 

ig Issues of THE LITTLE SANDY in return. 
Complete information on the back cover. 

, 
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CURRENT AND CHOICE 
AS I ROVED OUT (Field Trip — Ireland) 
Collected by Jean Ritchie and George 
Plckov. (Folkways 8872) 

Fine field recordings by one of our 
finest folkalngers. 

SHIRLEY ELIZABETH COLLINS« SWEET 
ENGLAND (Argo 150) An English record. 

At Alan Lomax says* "hare is the 
wistful and tender magic of the 
young girl, that it beyond art." 

I 

EWAN MacCOLL 6. PEGGY SEEGER* NEW 
BRITON GAZETTE (Folkways 8732) 

Two of the best folkalngers in 
the world sing their own compositions. 

SONGS OF MEMPHIS SLIM AND WILLIE 
DIXON (Folkways 2385) 

City blues done right by two of 
Its best exponents. 

JOHN LEE HOOKER* THE FOLK BLUES OF 
JOHN LEE HOOKER (Riverside 12-838) 
•nd THAT’S MY STORY* JCHN LEE HOOKER 
SINGS THE BLUES (Riverside 12-321) 

Blues reviewer Dave Glover stanas 
firmly behind these as John Lee s 
finest recorded work. 

BILL McADOO* BILL McADOO SINGS 
(Folkways 2448) 

A young man with a cause — 
and the moat important young Negro 
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On our cover this month is Alan 
Lomax. Need ve say more. Mr. Lomax 
has rscsntly written what Is perhaps 
the definitive folksong anthology 
("an anthology of anthologies," he 
calls it), THE FOLKSONGS OF NORTH 
AMERICA (Doubleday), and has edited 
and collected the most monumental 
set of folk LP's since the Folkways 
Anthology: a 7-volume set for Atlantic 
Records called THE SOUTHERN FOLK 
HERITAGE SERIES. See reviews in this 
Issue. Cover photo by John Cohen. 

EDITORS' COLUMN 
EDITORS' COLUMN 

EDITORS COLUMN 

(ton PrttKSKS & p/nu n&ts&n 

A few editorial quickies: Bonnie 
Dobson (who recently charmed local 
folk fans at The Padded Cell) will 
have a record out on Prestige this 
spring. Watch for it ... Guy Carawan 
and Bill McAdoo have teamed up for 
concerts and will work the West Coast 
in March ... In lieu of our usual 
back cover plea for subscribers, we 
hereby get down on our knees right 
in the middle of the editors* column 
and beg you to send that $3 today to 
IBR, 3220 Park Ave. So., Minneapolis 7, 
Minnesota. We'll give you 12 top-notch 
Issues for it. 

"I have been recording folk tnusic of the 
world for over twenty-five years, and in 
the summer of 1959 I returned to my native 
South with hi-fi stereo equipment to offer 
the singers of mountain, bayou, prison, 
and cotton patch the best of modern sound 
technology ... In a two-month tour which 
took me from Virginia through the middle 
South, to the Ozarks and back to the 
Georgia Sea Islands, I found proof enough 
that the South still holds a rich heritage 
of musical tradition and continues to 
produce new folk music ... Out of eighty 
hours of recordings, the material for 
these seven LPs was chosen ..» The whole 
collection is a testament’ to the folk 
tradition of the Southern states where 
the country folk -- Negro and white -- 
continue to sing the deep songs of our 
country," 

ALAN LOMAX 

SOUTHERN FOLK HERITAGE SERIES (Atlantic) 
Sounds of the South (1346), Blue Ridge 
Mountain Music (1347), Roots of the Blues 
(1340), White Spirituals (1349), American 
Folk Songs for Children (1350), Negro 
Church Music (1351), The Blues Roll On 
(1352). A seven-volume survey. . Available 
as individual LPs in Monaural ($4.95) or 
Stereo ($5.95); or boxed as a complete 
set in Monaural ($29.95) or Stereo ($34.95), 
Each album contains a four-page descr p ve 
booklet prepared by the editor of the 
series, Mr. Alan Lomax. 
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SOUNDS OF THE SOUTH (Atlantic 1346) 

After an absence of fifteen years, Alan 
Lomax has returned to the South to once 
again dip his hands, with daring and 
authoritativeness, into the raw, rhapsodic 
stuff of American folk music. His vision 
has produced a set of LPs, of which this 
is the first, of the utmost importance — 
a survey of the surviving musical trad- 
tions of the region. The magnificence 

of the set as a whole can be approached 
on equal footing only by the Folkways 
Anthology; and, indeed, the aims of both 

omax and Moe Asch were similar in pro- 
ucing the sets. Asch, of course, attempt' 

ed to survey the whole of American folk 
music via the documentation of early 
commercial recordings. Lomax has limited 
himself to a regional survey of field 
recordings. The picture of the South 
t at emerges from Lomax's efforts seems 
almost Faulkneresque — an image of 
America at its most vigourous and most 
decadent; a documentation of a region of 
our country where Americans can still be 
Innocent end childlike In a wasteland of 
grotcsune guilt and quick violence; where 
religion la yet a passionate and partici¬ 
patory group ritual; America's "last real 
frontier," a. a leading civil rights 
crusader has called it. A distillation 

1 e. r of the entlre •urvey i» presented on this initial disc — a 
microcosm of the macrocosm yet to come 
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in the following discs. 
Among the more dazzling inclusions on 

the record (and the set as well) are the 
new recordings Lomax has made of some of 
his favorite informants from the pre-war 
glory days of collecting. Mr. E. C. Ball 
and Vera Hall are revisited, for example, 
on SOUNDS OF THE SOUTH. Vera sings a 
near-ballad, BOLL WEEVIL HOLLER, and a 
rudimentary spiritual, TROUBLE SO HARD, 
in the manner that has brought her rec¬ 
ognition os one of America's greatest 
singers. Mr. Bail, whose performing viU 
be discussed fully in the review of 
contributes THE FARMER'S CURST WIFE. The 
white traditional music to come i6 urt ei 
represented by Neil Morris, discussing the 
Ozark Jesse James legend and singing c 
ballad -- plus two dance lyrics. Mr. 
Morris is Jlirany Driftwood's father, an 
Lomax says "the neighbors argue a °u w 
is the better mountain singer." To ny 
city ears, there is no contest -- 1 * 
winner is the elder Morris by a nCCh|erB 
margin. The .prlghtly Mountain 
of Galax, Virginia, dlacusaed In t 
ing review, contribute a blucgrass 
JAMES as a balance to the more ol - ** 
PADDY ON THE TURNPIKE played by • ^ 
on banjo and Charley Higgens on 
who ari a combined 157 *•«*-*■* 
can. with their taste and to 
tradition, still top the more fret 
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. i . b'1,• 
sound of the youngsters. Closing the 

mountain selections is a wonderful 

Vernon DAltiart-oricnted rendition of 
KENNY VJACNEF. by Bob Carpenter of Galax, 

whose tniitoductory patter ("..finally he 
run a*ay to'lS-*' V~?. Arkansas, and 
while he was there, a woman sheriff cap¬ 
tured him. My, isn't that something?") 
is the epitome of "hillbilly" charm and 
wit. .1 

The preview of religious music begins 
with a passionately hair-raising record¬ 

ing of a baptism, and then plays off the 
prc-Gotpci style of IS THERE ANYBODY 
HERE THAI LC7K MY JESUS? against the 
sorring WINTHAK of the incredible 
Alabama Sacred Harp Singers. (The sheets 

of sound produceu by these groups can be 
best appreciated in stereo,) Lomax has 

unearthed a Splendid disciple of the songs 
and style of Willie Johnson in Fred 
MrTowell of Mississippi; and his KEEP 
YOUR LAMPS Trimmed and BURNING displays 
a razor-sharp "knife" guitar, technique. . 

A variety of primitive Negro dance 
mu3ic and blues closes the record. HEN 
DUCK is played by a cane fife-and-bass 
drum duo whose music is so nearly African 
thac its survival until the present 
amazed even Lomax. There is a number 
played on pan pipes by a blind eider 
(shaoes or classic mythology'.), and 
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blues and work songs recorded en scene at 

the Parchman, Miss., prison farm. The 
scope of the record should make it the 
first on your purchase ll«t if you.are 
buying the set on a one-at-a-time basis -- 

both because of its importance as a se 
contained survey, and its role as a samp er 

of the contents of the remainder of the 

set. 
«#• l 

BLUE RIDGE MOUNTAIN MUSIC (Atlantic 1347) 

Lomax seems to have lamented for ®°me 
years the absence of an American o 

orchestral tradition that would,p a®e 
music on a level with that established y 

the great folk orchestras of the av 
and Latin countries. He has elsew ere^ 

described his disappointment o 
ago, when he attempted to get ser ous 
American composers to incorpora e 

elements into their work: • • ® 
ositlon spoke for the Paris o a an<j 
Boulanger, and not for the w 
the heart-torn people who had made the 

song ... As the years have R°"c jhe 
have found less and less va tradition 

symphonizing of folk song. . ® Df manklnd'i 
has its own place in the «^e°producce 
needs, but their forced embraced 
puny offspring." Thus, oma waited 
the rise of Blucgrass as the jo^B 

Anglo-American folk orch*® tlons of BLUE 
Nine of the fourteen eelect^ t0 the 

RIDGE MOUNTAIN MUSIC are 



efforts of The Mountain Ramblers, an 
amateur string band Lomax discovered in 

Galax, Virginia -- that musically jewelled 
section of America, that, immediately arouses 
in the folk song lover images of Texas 
Gladden, Hobart Smith,, the Ward family, 

the Bogtrotters' Band, and the first re¬ 

cording sessions of the Carter Family. 
Lomax says of the Ramblers: "..its mem¬ 

bers are young- and seriously devoted to 

the tradition ,of mountain music. They 

know the techniques and the tunes of 
their forebears a,nd, at, the same time,* 
they are aware of the development of 
hillbilly music ..... t.In my opinion, they 
stand for a new wave in American music, 
far more important than the city folkniks, 

the Paris-oriented longhairs, the self- 
conscious "cool" men and .the weary tech¬ 
nicians of Tin Pan Alley. They have a 
new orchestral form to play with and a 
mature singing style, and they are en¬ 
joying themselves." And the Ramblers 
are as good as Lomax says they are. *i._ 
superb fideiety of the recordings will 

1 your home with some wonderful music 

~Tia?diJf y°U have 8tereo» you will think 
a hell has broken loose in your rooms 1 
Since the Ramblers were field recorded, 
they haven't yet had the advantages, to 

h!! ! xCnm 8atiric*“y> of echo cham¬ 
bers, A & R men, and such — and their 
music Is refreshingly home-made in 

Cullfn r yC VOCaUst8 of tfce group are 
Cullen palyep, a brilliant bluegrass 
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fiddler, and Thurman Pugh, who punishes 

a bass fiddle in fine, whomping style. 
The lead banjo work of Charles Hawks is 

among the most basic you will hear he 
has neither the speed nor smoothness of a 
Scruggs or Reno, nor the encyclopedic 
variety of right hand movements of a Walt 

Hensley (but then, who does?), and he is 
content to restrict himself to simple 
variations on a basic three-finger pattern 

well-known to most banjo pickers. The 
group as a whole is much more typically 
sober and straight laced in approach t an 

most of the pro groups. They have fun, o 
course, but they eschew the calculate 

showmanship of outfits like, say, t e 
Stoney Mountain Boys, who, at their 
farthest-out moments, border on a ur 
rather than an interpretation of ",oun^^n 

music. The Ramblers step out 
and handsomest on BIG BALL Ih HO 

obviously influenced by the Ma na]\‘icioo8iy 
aineer classic, but lacking X « 

shady verses of the latter. 

CASKET, LIZA JANE, COTTBN EYE° ® done 
TILDA, and other numbers are llK ,te, 
in fine fashion. But the group ^ down_ 

the shortcomings (one migh '--hestral 
right evils) of the bluegrass 

style — as well as thc ad''a" flexible 
The bluegrass format is ^ ^ Anglo- 

enough to encompass a par der the 
American tradition that 
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most important -- and I mean the gentle 
airs, the old ballads, and the "lovin'" 
songs. A prime example of this failure 

of bluegrass is illustrated by the 

Ramblers' stylistically horrible rendi¬ 
tion or SHADY GROVE — wherein one of the 
very sweetest of all American songs is 
ungraciously ripped from its quaint and 
yric modal setting and cruelly jammed 

nto the alien hell-for-leather bluegrass 
mo . An orchestral format for such 
songs as THE HOUSE CARPENTER, THE DROWSY 

'PER, LADY GAY, etc, yet remains to 

8e<^ ** perhaps by some country or 
c ty musicians who will start experiment- 

ng rom scratch with banjo-dulcimore or 
anJo-autoharp combinations. (A record- 
ng o PRETTY SARO by Peggy Seeger and 

arawan with banjo and recorder may 
seem significant in this light.) 

arcU'H»f^ab!y because my ear and taste 
•I nitely reactionary, I must admit 

numh^»*m08t t®kcn ttlth th« remaining five 
anient T 5he,album ” holdovers of the 
of ilrf ?lo'Amerlcan solo tradition 
ofp.rforming, The very best of theee 

JIMMY si£?™ tU"e new to ae railed 

o^eL::tepcrlormed by spence 
dance nlh! as a *“itar-vocal 
tvlatlno i ~~ comPlete with tongue- 

and interjections^ 
•■TT*. «r. there, bvoy!" Nearly as , 
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good is the instrumental solo of CHILLY 

WINDS offered by Wade Ward, Lomax's fav¬ 
orite banjo picker, whose excellence lies, 
as Lomax points out, in his approach to 
and understanding of the music rather 
than in the dexterity of his fingers. 
"When he plays, you realize that the real 

secret of musicianship lies in the 
message that each not>e carries. Each of 
Wade's notes comes straight from his warm 
and wise old heart, and his tunes are like 
a loving conversation on a summer after¬ 

noon," City pickers need look no farther 
for a style of trailing to model their own 
after. Hobart Smith's fiddle (JOHN BROWN) 

and banjo (POOR ELLEN SMITH) solos and 
the JENNIE JENKINS duet of Mr. and Mrs. 
E. C. Ball further demonstrate the fine¬ 
drawn brilliance of the mountain singer 8 
polished, heartwarming artistry. Capping 
off this album: are Lottmx's notes -- Con¬ 
taining a concise summary' of the develop¬ 
ment of modern mountain music from the 
colonial reels to the Golden Age of hill¬ 
billy recordings and into the modern era. 

ROOTS OF THE BLUES (Atlantic 1348) 
I . • 

For years the groat majority °f American 
folklorists have taken for granted tha 
there are virtually no new traditional 
blues singers in the South. Unt* no^' 
they have had precious little ev r»f 
the contrary - there *>« <>«" * 



nothing else. Now, for the first time 
since Alan Lomax and his father collect- 
e or the Library of Congress many 
years ago, a comprehensive survey of 
egro music in the South has been mflde 

an ts results published on records. 
cannot be denied that traditional 

.,ues s^n8lng is far less widespread 
ian t once was. Hit Lomax has proven 

th tbese magnificent recordings 
. if far *rom dead. This LP ranks 

with the best ever made. 

not d*-scover another Leadbelly- 

ln thls dlsc Ues not so 
. e actual performers but in 

' trl?MUmentatl°n o£ a Uving ethnic 
■nothJ“°?- R0OTS OF THE BLUES in 

blues * Us8 Chan a *>lstory Of folk 
is a” "°n T LP‘ Tha track 
African anc ng Mississippi version of 

“eX:h:r hT^he iast track u in 
can still k he rpm records you 

•hops — and^aimo3^ ^ m*ny Neero record 
ha« come in^ everV style which 

T<> many h*!®"8 *** Way U included* 
thing on thf nerss the most exciting 

and drumming of°the J*11 ^ the chanting 
Perform three select*'brothers» who 
that their music i* * L°maX feels 
link to Africa i an extremely close 

only c4ulTZ uhV “ ^ "the 
hints at the ..i„rI ivl°8 Monument that 

the South befoJr h8 2* Ncgr° *« 
•hows.” It, .iall.rdaya °f/he minstrel 

v j • **r y to African music 
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-- and to the- earliest recordings of the 

rhythm-&-blue9 singer Bo Diddley -- is 
immediately apparent, and the music itself 

is infectious. 
The "holler" is represented here by the 

best unaccompanied Negro singer alive — 

Vera Hall, famous for ANOTHER MAN DONE 

GONE, Here she does THE WILD OX MOAN. 
A rudimentary guitar accompaniment, with 

open tuning, is the next step, and an 

example of this is performed by one of 
the most remarkable cf Lomax's discoveries, 

a north Mississippi farmer named Fred 
McDowell. There is an ancient play-party 

tune played on the fiddle, and then the 

combination of dance and slow-blues 
traditions into the fast blues, performed 
again’by McDowell; Many of these archaic 
styles- of performances, now current only 
in extremely small localities, have never 
before been adequately represented on 
records. Their reproduction on this disc 

is Invaluable. 
We are next introduced to a very fine 

singer and harmonica player from Hughes, 
Arkansas, the late Forest City Joe. In 
Lomax's words: "A whole quart of whiskey 
went down his throat, and out of it came 
two amazing folk poems." Both of them are 
on this record, and they are intense im¬ 
provisations composed of fragments o songs, 

monologues, and terrific harp playing " 
the style of Joe's idol, the first of th« 
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two professional blues singers named 

Sonny Boy Williamson. This is not the 

D^Ue® ;at its rnost artistic, but it is 
J *• v*. 8 at its most personal; and 
listening to it is a treasurable ex¬ 
perience. ,r ; 

There are two recordings of prison 
work songs, a tradition iahich Lomax 
feels is dying out. The record con- 

U es w a pair of blues whose style 
epresents the vast bulk of commerclil 
lues recordings. The first, by Fred 

owe is typical of the country 

''3o"f TKh° recotded in the 20's and 
wit*\ 8econd, by Forest City Joe 

f‘*S" anu drums> 18 in a style 

present d'y? thlr'leS l° the 

0thorS,!k a" °£ “"Peralled Importance, 
be .u« * by better-known singers, to 

e^naxcerorli1attlrically and 

fe°r 
•re ^max'e notes 
tivc ~ rarelv I* and apprecia- 

elly Sentimental though °ecasion- 
With Otter*s thl K h recording is, 

Negrd music on Jocatlo eVCr m°de °f 
available in <f ^lon -- and it ls 

blues LP until you°h D°nt buy anothcr 
(Reviewer: one. 
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WHITE SPIRITUALS (Atlantic 1349) 

Here, in one superb volume, Alan Lomax has 
attempted a musical survey of whito spiritual 
singing in the South today. Offerings range 
all the way from two modern Bluegrass number# 
all the way back to the four-part "shape- 

note" singing of the Alabama Sacred Harp 
Singers and a "lining" hymn and sermon 
recorded in a Baptist church in Kentucky. 
E. C. Bali, the featured singer on eight of 
the fourteen numbers, is heard singing both 
traditional spirituals and spirituals of his 
own composition (it is very hard to tell 
where one leaves off and the other begitis). 
Mr, Ball, who had recorded for Lomax and The 
Library of Congress in the 30's, "had grown 
graver and far more impressive," Lomax tells 
us, "His voice had deepened and his guitar 
playing had assumed..expertness..There was 
no fuss or nervousness about recording on 
his part. It was as if he had been pre¬ 
paring for my visit for a decade.' Of Mr, 
Ball'8 eight numbers, my favorites arc 
LONESOME VALLEY (beautifully sung with his 
wife, Orna), FATHER ADIEU (a ballad-like 
family parting song, very moving, and hie 
own composition), TRIBULATIONS (fine ol 
mountain harmony group singing), and a so o 
WHEN I GET HOME (in which guitar and vocal 

styling make him sound like a whita Cary 
Davla). Estil Ball was one of the finest 
singers recorded for The Library of Congreaa, 
and it ls indeed a pleasure to hear him 

again — older, but, In a way. mor*‘ *•* *r” 
ful than ever. Lomax aaya: 9UC* 
that Mr. Ball has acquired imich sophist lea- 



ind&in^« Be jb 80 wuch a mountain muelclifi 
of i»l k ev°ted to the moat serious aspect! 

1 he has drived “ * 
hancea h^ t S'yle of hlb own that en- 
caaV th» .avorlCe folk songs." In any 

other lX\?tM °f E’ C> BaU ln thlt M< 
hleh , this set Is surely one of tlx 

AUo t f °J the entl«'* aeries. 

aermon andl"?inih<i"VS 8 8Pelbinding 
by Rex i i. ln*n8 hymn preached and led 
Baptist l: D- Back* ra^n.iater of a Kentucky 

to get thsUr?; °ne ™8t hear it in stet« 

monorual it" tl effect> but> even ln 
Also a must in J m°St movln8 experience. 
(ANTIOCH n a /-AStereo ar® tbe two son8® 

Sacred Harp s^LVARY) by the AIabama 
Part horizontal8"^’ Wh° Slng in four~ 
"the vocal , shape-note" style, with 

rural whit<» i and decorations of the 
theJr best n Klad Sln8er-” CALVARY is 

effort that sU^the8?? rl°8 Ch°ral 
T° round the set off T' deeply' 

wonderfully j.i. of*» we have a 

«°SES eung by MeH M Vef8l°n of LITTLE 
wood’s father). 1 Korrls (Jimmy-Drift- 
« beautifui j‘a per^ect Performance of 

‘-•Had complete yith^6 f°lk rellS°ue 
accompaniment and „ 8®ntle guitar 
H *® Perhaps the f?*1"’ winnin8 singing. 
^bc Mountain RamM ^nest thing on the LP. 

ulth two moSe^,1"* Wlnd ^ing. up 

tellgous numbers whi^j* ol<,-tlmey 
noatalgU; THE OLD cran^flp wlth del*8htful 
better, BAPTlZiNc CHURCH and, {gt 

ln *». Umax h* S BY ™E CREEK- *» 
m *re co®pleted S most 
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successful survey, and the results certainly 

merit a place in every serious folk 

collection. 

AMERICAN FOLK SONGS FOR CHILDREN l| 

(Atlantic 1350) I 

Of this record, Lomax saya: "The jingles, 

riddles, silly ballads, wistful lullabies, 

Jiggy tunes and game songs belonging to the 
children of the American frontier will one 
day make a book far more warm and witty than 

the traditional Mother Goose. Here we can 
only suggest its contents..Those who wish to 
compare what the illiterate and rough-handed 

folk poets have made for their kids to the 
pap of the Little Golden Books and the Junk 

of the radio jingles, will agree with me 
that the People's Mother Goose is good and 
golden, and the Mother Goose of Madison 
Avenue is, by contrast, vapid and lifeless. 
The best song-makers for children are the 
folk, whose rhymes are rubbed clean and hard 
against the bone of life, whose fantasies are | 

heart-warming and fertile bacause they.rise 
out of billions of accumulated hours of 
living with and caring for children. My 
hope is that you will put this record on 
your machine for your children before they 
can walk. Let them grow up with it, so that 
these songs can tic them with many invisible 
bond8 to the childhood of this country. 

These are fine words, and, while AMERICAN 

FOLK SONGS FOR CHILDREN certainly offer® a 
most delightful and rib-tickling time tor 
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the kids, it also provides a most impor¬ 
tant addition to any serious collection of 

white Southern Mountain anisic. For on thli 
album (the only one of the "white" LP's In 

this set that Loaiax considers- "pure folk"), 
we find five songs by the singer who Lomax 

elieves to be "the finest native ballad 
singer I've heard since I met Texas r, 
Gladden' -- Mrs. Almeda Riddle; four, foot- 

stomping numbers by the J. E. Mainer Band 

(nee J. E, Mainer's Mountaineers); two 

anjo pieces and a guitar-vocal number by 
o art Smith; a self-composed children's 

song by the incomparable Mrs. Texas 

herself; a lovely mountain duet 
of paper of PINS by E c and ^ BaU;, 

and a wild and reckless OLT JOE CLARK by tb« 

Mountain Ramblers. Add to this several fin* 
num ers by Bessie Jones (of the Georgia Se« 

an 8) and some Negro game songs by a 
group from Como, Mississippi, and you have 

flUr^! treat that will dazzle and captive1' 

i 8!. “respecting child or adult who en- 
^ ™slc and scintillating sounds 

fron our AmerUa, heritage . , 

of rura?"taUnth"LmUUt'Varled ta*eeCTy 
between the j F *m ? concert» SP1U , 
Concord, N C* Blue8ra66 Band of 

Springs! ^ Hr s ^ R1,ddle **** 
tells ..a k »• F8* Riodle (who, Lomax 

hood- and dHpUy"8..^ l!d* slnce ehlld‘ , 
critic" in thl Vi the te8te of a trained 

offers three charmi^10" °f her rePertolre) 
charming animal folk songs 
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(MY LITTLE ROOSTER, FROG WENT A-COURTIN , 

AUNT NANCY) that abound in natural fun and 

innocence and should go straight to t e 

heart of any child. Folk scholars and 
adult listeners will find much to adm re n 

the singing of Mrs. Riddle also: they may 
listen, with rapt attention, to one of our 
finest exponents of the style of mountain 

singing, and may, with Lomax, be ®™*zcd * 
Mrs. Riddle's version of AUNT NANCY, w 

combines the elements of three songs 8 
Lomax had hitherto believed to be comp 

separate in text and origin: 
GRAY GOOSE, and OLD ROGER. Mrs. RJddJ 
sings two other numbers (CHICK-A- - * 
and MAMA BUY ME A CHINEY DOLL) so fiue<* 

with goodness and folk feeling t 8 ®n 
cannot help but agree with Lomax that the 

People's Mother Goose is indee goo 

golden." rig 
Collector, of 78rpm recording, of J. 

Mainer's Mountaineers (there * an ...» 
Client selection of then, on King IP 

may well express legitimate surpr 

hearing that there still •J1* * tb*t this 
Mainer mountain string-ban » the old. 

new band plays equally *s we . finest 
"1. E. Mainer..recorded m 

side, in th. history of hl, not.s. 

the Thirties." I—«* J\£ ^g. rscordsd 
Now, we must add at lea* great* of 
in 1959 to this list of 

recorded mountain ™8j£‘ N,s oLD CRAY MULE 
Mainar rendition of JOHNSON 
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,<tf8th«*°o?s!andttheth th<! T°rd coUeet,r 
with it. fJ r: he mooern folk listener 
TWIN n, ^ey C0URtry sound, and ■ 
offering; P.:hapS the £lnest string-band 
epttnna* <’“tlre of LP'e. ls th. 
magi- of^th S o£c'*£frae wonderfulness and 

b ? fUral 8tri"8-bend: fiddle 

f%*yebr 0°if t1"8’ CtC- lone- 
treln bl!-. ti kl"8* flddle-and-b«Jo 

over and over'ngjn‘bef3Ve V°U Play1"8 \ 
n«xt number Th^M ^efore y°u 6<> on to the 
tributes * fino ? Malner Band also con- 

' WHOA THERE hmp ;"8trumenGal offering of 
’ Mainer) " Maturing banjoist Glenn 

‘"*^*2,; ’ll?™ yi~r composition 

celled CL5NN'< C'n'vv" the klds i*8gfng" 
Sluetraea; b“. Mhlch ls e bit 

Mountain R^vUra^sT a“ !r®n*tle- The 
versltm of &lD J0_ „'f,Jcond bombshell 

Side Two , CLASK rounds off Side CM 

fblcg aad everyone8 a llttle bit of,every¬ 
th Inga off with*** * *8etJele Jones starts 

JOHNNY CUCKOO LanrreTrltably rhythmic . 
thls remind you J,, *8n Fltehle song does 

. vocal coloration -b\ hat 18 80 flUed wltb 
•tereo to .-t ,L . 5 you mu8t bear It. In 

Riddle the® doe, c«Ll„effect- Mr,... . 
Sm‘th Plays and s?! D0LL> and Hobart 
SOLDIER, extending m “ wonderful SOLDIER, 
•trument. from fidd^ * trlla8y °* 1»- • 

5»ud’ guitar VI"? «£ banJ° t0 ln- • 
««Cro children'c nu„K Then coo« four- 

'*• Jones and a trio%6plit between 
^ Continued c*> * 
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NEGRO-CHURCH-MUSIC (Atlantic 1351) 

"Nothing else in American folk music, 
and Indeed little else in the folk music 
of the world, can match the Negro spirit¬ 
ual," declares Lomax. This LP lacks the 
uniqueness of #1348, for (with one impor¬ 
tant exception) all the styles represent¬ 
ed here can be heard on various other 
recordings. But it is wonderful to have 
the diversity of styles presented here 
all on one disc, and it is good to hear 
a new recording of congregation singing -- 
as spiritual singing is becoming largely 
a solo art. 

The fourteen selections are all exciting, 
and with Lomax's notes the record makes 
a fine guide to the appreciation of the 
apiritual. Solo alnglng by the lncomparablp 
Vera Hall and by James Shorty (the latter { 
In the style of Blind Willie Johnson) 
opens the album. Shorty Is not quite the 
®atch of Folk-Lyric's Rev. Pearly Brown 
but is well worth hearing. Later In the 
album come refreshing traditional ren¬ 
ditions of THIS LITTLE LIGHT OF MINE and 
MOTHERLESS CHILDREN, the latter also 
featuring solo singing, A fine perform¬ 
ance by the Young brothers (see #1348) 
la also Included, » * 

The Important exception mentioned above, 
and the most remarkable thing on the album, 
is the singing of the St. Simon's Island 
(off the Georgia coast) Singers. This 
choir, Lomax feels, comes closest to the 



style of the great age of the spiritual, 

a century ago* I'M GONNA SAIL LIKE A 
SHIP ON THE OCEAN Is sung beautifully, 
sensitively, undecoratively; without the 

rowdiness of more modern folk Negro 
performances or the Europeanizations of 

the Fisk Jubilee Singers or of Paul 
Robeson. 

The remainder of the album consists 
mainly of the singing of various church 

congregations in more recent styles, 
with a brief fragment of a beautiful 

melodic sermon. This is similar to 
what is heard in Volume II of the 
Folkways Anthology of American Folk 
Music (JUDGMENT, I'M ON THE BATTLEFIELD 

FOR MY LORD) and on many 45*6 and 78's, 

old and new. (For sermons: the Rev* 
C. L. Franklin on Chess LP's). You 

hear thi6 in hundreds of Negro 
churches in the South and in a sur¬ 
prisingly large number in the North — 
ere It is, beautifully recorded in 

Memphis and Mississippi. Since spirit¬ 
ual music (with the exception of the 
very oldest styles) is so well document¬ 

ed on commercial records (much better 
than is blues), this LP cannot be said 

ha*J thC hl8torical importance of 
u n°. ers» *>ut i* is nonetheless very 
ve done and fine listening - as 
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a.. 
THE BLUES ROLL ON (Atlantic 1352) 

*• . »\ 
This 18 a fine survey, more in depth 

than in breadth, of current folk blues 
styles in the rural South. These singers 
are singing the mu6ic that their audiences 
are- enjoying and calling for right nowj 
Influences of radio and records are quite 
discernable, but the spirit is one of deep 
tradition. Featured artist is the late 
Forest City Joe, to whom the album is a 
sort of memorial. He appears on about 
half of the numbers -- usually singing 
and playing harp with guitar and drum 
backing. Joe’s style is so close to that 
of the first Sonny Boy Williamson (who- 
made many 78’s for Bluebird and Victor in 
the 1940’s) that it is very hard for me 
to ibelieve that I am not hearing Sonny 
Boy himself. Familiar turns and phrases 
c.ome right after another, but this is part 
of the blue6, and the singing and playing 
is no less moving for it. This album 
affords a chance for an extremely inter¬ 
esting comparison with another singer w o 
also has taken the first Sonny Boy or an 
idol, to the extent of actually calling 
himself (the second) Sonny Boy Wil 
(This man’s work is on a Chess LP). 
of the differences between Joe and Sonny 

Boy TI can be traced to the 8i*ua“on® 
which they recorded -- basically t e 
men are very similar, and are mutun y 
similar to the first Sonny Boy. On 
BLUES ROLL ON, Forest City Joe also p y 
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plano- Leadbelly *8 RED 
crudely but »“h a mar- 

£‘“\ ! t0 whlch tha technically 
who .re*"' t?* overdec°ratlve pianist* 

ho are working with the Chicago singer* 

a Bep:rrv°uid d°wen *» »«*„. 
fine .i*8 °rest City Joe,.rseveral other 

are iJjjT! Wlth more Prlm“‘ve style* 
k !d> Fred McDowell and the 

do encoreChfrS u®** R0OTS ** THE BLUES) 
Mill slnen rh ^J8 8et • Mr#i RoBalle 
1* a !l^f,the blues HMe a man. There 

at Pa«^i°UM<reC°rdtn8 of 8 Prleoner , 
guitar in rh 88** eloglng and playing 
?hJ “hlch gave rise to 

of Muddy Waters “h J°h"80n an<l> laCer- 
fied and with it* ** fV* ls unelectr*.. 
Historically^ thf °r^lnal color lntact* 
to ROOTS OF^THE BLUF^1"" U aPPendlx 
as a standird f lfUES'«and le®8 valuable 
Devotees of thf°M recordin« than *1348. 
find it (I e,blue8» however, will 
be very atr enJ°yable, and it can 
Harry Hansen)** * reconmended, (Revieweri 

®?re theq la ai.- i ■ 
v«y of the South Lomax ® musical sur- 

tion to both the no a. towerln8 Inspire- 

folk record collert°Phyte and veteran 
initiate, all the n^’ T° the casual or 

b« fresh experiencesmC8Bufd ®ln8er8 wl11 
®d etudent, severoi to thc Medical 
••t will have a spec?*?*8 appearln8 *" 
^ •Pocial meaning - g. C. 

Ball, Texas Gladden, Hobart Smith, and 

Vera Hall. The following commentary on 
these singers ls NOT meant to disparage 

them or their performances on these records, 

it'® just that those of us who have known 
and studied with loVing fascination these 
voices -- veiled until now in a thick, 20- 
year-old coating of surface scratch -- for 
so long have, unconsciously I think, made 

them into legends in our own mind's eye; 
have tended to mentally and emotionally 
place them in a never-never land of beau¬ 
tiful people and song where time was lost 
vhen the Lomaxes packed up their ancient 

disc recorder in the long ago. Thus, these 
new» probing, stereophonic recordings Jolt 
u8 with the realization that our heroes are 
not only mortal, but are aging and fading 
away like so many burning altar candles. 
We nostalgically resent even the slightest 
inroads that time has made on these voices: 
despair that Mr. Ball no longer hits those 
resonant low notes so often; pine over the 
decay of the pure, angelic'voices of Vero 
Hell and Mrs. Gladden — now ever so slight¬ 
ly dimmer and a bit froyed around the edges 
with age and wear. The more sentimental 
°f vs have difficulty in facing the know¬ 
ledge that when these singers are gone, 
they shall have taken a port of America 
with them, and their kind will never be 
*«en on the face of Che earth again. We 
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are extremely grateful for this oppor¬ 

tunity to hear them once again -- but we 

fear mightily that it may be our last. 

• • * • • 4i i 

BOOK REVIEW 

THE FOLK SONGS OF NORTH AMERICA, by 

Alan Lomax. G40 pages, x 10^, 

$7.50 (Doubleday) 

At the convention of the American 

Anthropological Association in Minn¬ 
eapolis last month, Alan Lomax said, 

"I think the most important thing I 

ever did was to help I^adbelly and 

Woody move into a sort of urban setting 

where their works could be brought to 

the American people." Add to this 

Lomax's earlier statement that "the 
main point of my activity was to put.. 

•°un? technology at the disposal of 
e oik, to bring channels of comm¬ 

unication to all sorts of artists and 
areas ... it still remains for us to., 

put our magnificent mass communication 
ec no ogy at the service of each and 
very ranch of the human family. If 

it contWs to be aimed in only one 

^ on "" *roai our semi-literate 
U!;ban «ociety to all the 

.PMk in*I?Ped bUU»"» “ho •till 
P “k *n<l *‘"8 »" th.tr many .pedal 
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languages and dialects, the effect in the 
end can only, mean a catastrophic cultural, 

disaster for us all...'1* and y°u have ^i® 
own definition of his vrrk -- and his 
credo. THE FOLKSONGS OF NORTH AMERICA,. , 

which was preceded to the sales counters 

by his Atlantic LP anthology, is the 
Jlatest manifestation of this attempt by 

Lomax to make our .urban, industrial soc e y 

understand and respect the culture of o^r 

soil. It is certainly the biggest thing 

ever to hit the field of folksong publi¬ 

cations under the Lomax name — more t an 
a song collection; more than a historica , 

philosophical, and psychological exp or 

ation of American folk music; and more 

than a musical analysis. It i®» 88 ® 
advertising claims, virtually a one-vo u 

encyclopedia of American folk song, 

ing everything from maps of ®®”^ f 
areas in North America (indispens 
study of Library of Congress records 

to essays and instructions on .jJ 
style guitar and banjo; from di.cogW^-J 
and bibliographies to original analy 

folksinging method and stylp* aooearance 
Please disregard the exter 

of the book. Doubleday *** **'?“* 
it the appearance of an or n* y+ lmpo#g. 
collection, since it is appa j* J doesn’t 
iblc to sell a folk song book t COQ. 

loudly proclaim on its Jacket 
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tains all-time favorites such as JOHN 
Henry, Shenandoah, Barbara allen, sweet 
BETSY, CHISHOLM TRAIL, and all the other 
old chestnuts that can be found in prac¬ 
tically any songbook. Of course, these 
veterans must be included in a comprehen¬ 
sive collection -- but usually at the ex¬ 
pense of the exclusion of lesser known 
songs that are not as easily come by in 
print; songs such as HOT CORN COLD CORN, 
HIRAM HUBBARD, WAY DOWN THE RIVER BOYS, 
M^RY,FAGAN, for example. But once INSIDE 
the covers of the book, you will quickly 
discover that you are in good hands. For 
an example of how good a prose stylist 
Lomax is, scan the background material on 
oe Hill on pages 411-412, or the pages 

o comment on chain gang songs, or any of 
he moving introductory pages in the pro- 
ogue. And to see Just how deeply Lomax 

has gone into his material, read the 

k °f analy8ie of the Anglo-American 
fa a wherein he attempts to account 
°r;f e *ncredible hold these songs have 

j" ° m°untain aind by viewing them as 
and fantasy. And where Lomax 

" cho<‘»* hi« own commentary to 
from 8?n®1 he U8C8 liberal quotes 

section d° 8°- ThUS’ thC 

Eech of tkc'’biok’et3l788f0r 'c* T8*’ 
paragraph to two page. 
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Being an amateur guitar picker, I was 
highly pleased with the excellently simple, 
tasteful, and folk-like guitar/banjo chord 
arrangements of Peggy Seeger's. 1 recently 
found a favorite song of mine transcribed 
in a folk journal with the following chord 
sequerice' contained in 16 'measures of a 
fast, spirited song: Diri-Gra-Dtn-Gm-Dm-Gm- 
C-Dm-Bflat-Am-Gm-C7-F-Gm-Dm-Gm-C-Bflat-Ani- 

Gm-C7-A7-Bm-C-Dm — enough to tax the re¬ 
sources of practically any guitarist less 
accomplished than Segovia! The home-made 
instrumentalist will have no such frustra¬ 
tions with Peggy's music. Since I don t 
play the piano (and don't like to hear o 
music played on it), I am not qualifie to 
comment on the piano arrangements of Matyas 
Seiber and Don Banks. I'm sure they are, 
as piano arrangements go, very good, ut 
I would surmise that they appear due to 
insistence, for saleability's ss*c, o 

Doubleday -- since I am certain Lomax 
knows that one just can't play the i es o 
LADY GAY and HARD TRAVELIN' on the 

Don't think, though, that *°JL 
voides raised against THE FOLKS 
NORTH AMERICA. There will be — «« y 
will be the same voices that nPP*a Lomax 
nowhere to disparage everythin}’, * un¬ 
does: the pious voices of the 

lorlsts, self-made 6ch°la™;c*” group, to 
he Lomaxes who gather in 11 - c^e 
make snide, sourgropcs jokes n ^ 
Messiah of American Folk Mu American 
slnglchandedly what the Gospel of 1 

1 
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Folk Music shall be and precedes to die- 

oeooli k *5® Amerlcan Public. These 
people, who doubtless would never have 

ear any American folk music without the 
rfforts of Lomax, resent the fact that 

omax s a creative and energetic man 

and T8*1 £Ut hl® °Wn mark °n his work» 
and Td?i-thuS 8elects, arranges, collates, 

then 8 I'* ColUcted material (and 

underC?P^ ?t8 ln order to make it 

and avaitabled acceptable» meaningful, 
market -1 ° 3 mlddle-class city 
the "Con a”d purity be damned. It is 

Lomax^ t'r Arran8ed by Alan 
book t-h »-8 many of the songs in this 

can't K|8 i,W ** *rk tbem the most. "Why 
8oud m! <eeP hiS damn thumb out of the 

they cry.JU"ih8lVe U8 documentation?" 
in th<c k i y are 80 many of the songs 

Seeger? >As -ng by Peggy 
citv L.t . aEmitted eclectic end a 

in as Rood 80 Wh° revamP8 folk material 

«ho neverthe,"*""" 88 18 P°“>ible, but 
.a pure form?"addom sings a song ln 

#120 in the k . Cy find that song 

tune collected°f* SHADY GROVE, has the 

b«t the text6(a Kentucky ®i«get' 
ftom Journal of ? f®rent one> lifted 

"but SHADY grove “[ tCr/°.lkl°re- 
versions in or-il ? ln Enumerable 
Purist. "Whv nnr ^dition," objects the 

than this put-uD-i veraion rather 
®v«n existed until°i that Probably never 
They will then created it?" J 

"•» find CHARLES CUITEAU and 

| 

OMIE WISE credited to the Victor hillbilly 

recordings of Kelly Harrell and ,G. B. 
Grayson -- but mysteriously different and, 

uncredited lyrics to the songs included. 
They will look up song #88, THE HOUSE , 
CARPENTER, and find it "Collected by Alan 

Lomax from Texas Gladden." They they will 
put on their Gladden record of the song, 

consult the written music, and find that 
Lomax'8 printed version is NOT an accurate 

transcription of Mrs. Gladden's version. 
They will absolutely froth at the mouth! 
But all this is beside, the point. The point 

is that thousands of Americans will be 
reading, a good version of THE HOUSE CAR- % 
PEWTER Who never even heard of Texas 
Gladden and who never will* A good many 
of .these thousands will be singing the song, 
and a few dozen may even be intrigued en¬ 
ough by it to look up the credited source 

and thereby be introduced to Gladden s 
singing. And Lomax has struck his blow for 

American folk music. For he writes, of 
course, for the lojhnan and not for the fan 
who has already begun serious study of source 

materials, etc. Here, Lomax's writing, 
while soundly based on scholarship and *.x 

Perience, is LYRIC rather than scholarly 
per>ee. I, for one, will stand behind 
Lomax's taste and Judgment in guiding Am¬ 
ericana into a knowledge of their a - u* 
forgotten heritage for no one is more 

A 
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able or qualified in such a capacity 
than Lomax. And there is no better 

general folk music book in the field 
than THE FOLKSONGS OF NORTH AMERICA. 
Nowhere else can one find so much val¬ 
uable material between two covers. The 
folk public will, if my guess is right, 

race out in droves to buy the book -- and 
they will will profit mightily by doing 

so. And, since the would-be Lomaxes them¬ 
selves will have to buy the hook also, if 
for no other reason than to be able to 
pick it apart, I will have to say that 

THE FOLKSONGS OF NORTH AMERICA is, be¬ 
yond a shadow of a doubt, the one lndis- 

E£nsible. kook in the folk song field. 
t not only belongs on every folk book- 

* k '***1 be f°r many a folk music 
bookshelf in itself, it is difficult to 

imagine what even Lomax can do to top 
this one. 

BLUEGRASS AND COUNTRY collectors are 
advised to hustle a letter off to Jinwie 
Skim*, 222 E. 5th St., Clncinattl 2, 

* ln® for thc coupon that will enable 

SpJr'iA? °rdCr big BLUEGRASS 

yI! i^ipacka8C offer for onIV $2.98. 
2U son 8Ct *ine* hi-fi EPS containing 
of curr! representing a good cross-sect lot 

- ° y Popular country groups and 
performers. Recommended by LSR. 
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ADDITIONAL RECORDS AND RECORD CHATTER 

Pretty sliai pickin's this month. To 

wit: • •• .« 
Casey Anderson: GOIN* PLACES (Elektra 

192). He's not going where LSR wants him 

to *(< 
Eileen Donaghy: IRELAND, MY IRELAND^ 

(Epic 18004). . ’ 
Marg Osburn: A CENTURY OF FOLKSONGS 

(Rodeo International 100). -The Canadian 

label. 
The Limeliters: THE LIMELITERS -- IN 

PERSON (RCA-Victor). The Liters making 

their bid for the big time. 
• . t :J J...» 

********* 
LETTERS TO THE EDITORS 

(Wherein LSR receives bouquets, dodges 

brickbats, and unashamedly -drops name*. 
9 * . M* ' 

i i » 

u: 
A WORD FROM MALVINA . .»| 

Dear Little Sandy: I assumed, Pc^bfl£* 
correctly, that your readers wou 

aware, as I am, of Woody's iH""-- 
remarkable thing to me is t a » ircun,. 

to communicate, even under t 68 ooetic 
stance., In «o charactcrist cI*of(^r.d th. 

a way, so valid and"Srlo but a. the 
correspondence not as a c lonlogf ln 

expression: of a •‘1‘‘ , g«„lus. I 
Illness, ln a way c° yours 
am sorry If It vas mlsunders oo . 

sincerely, .REYHOU1S 



Editors 1. Note:.- MrsvReynolds need hot feel 

bad. As a contributor to a Guthrie Tribute, 
she certainly could haveiexpected Woody's 
condition to be made known in the tribute. 
T^e ;fact tfoat it was not is >due to the 

oversight and not the ignorance of the 

Editors, We feel the same way about the 

letters that Mrs. Reynolds does, and they 
were printed in the spirit in which they 
were offered.-: / . • 

i* »i 

• • • greenway and a lesson in humility 

_ ‘ v*# •».! 
Gentlemen: While I shall always rank 

igh in my list of accomplishments, re¬ 
gardless of what heights my career may 
yet attain, the fact that I reduced the 
editors of THE LITTLE SANDY REVIEW to 
what even Godfrey would caLl humility, 

i hasten to assure you that not even I 
oo your tribute to Woody in bad stead, 

en no apology was .necessary. If you 
new me better you would have paid no 

ent on to my notorious' irascibility, 
ou see, I have an ulcer and am too 

uerfCrlwt? bUy Gelusil»* With contin¬ 
ue 80llcltudc for your health and san- 

1 ... 

Editors1 

JOHN GREENWAY 

Los Angeles, Calif. 

Note: Who's Godfrey? *• ’ 

ORCHILS FROM BOSTON 

Gentlemen; ..You have produced an envi- 
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able little publication with enough in¬ 

trinsic value to rate with the best in its 
.field. It is by no means a "mess", this 

,£ype of snobbery smacks of the status 
seeking reviewer,.!, e. one who is easily 

Impressed by glossy photos and never, 

never reads the text. 
. I do find you are consumed with avant- 
gardism and that you tend to throw orchids 
to yourself (which isn't bad if your name 

..is Norman Mailer). In any event keep up 
your fine work -- JLt_ ijs being appreciated. 

JOHNNY GOTTLIEB 

Boston, Mass. 

Editors' Note: LSR is greatly surprised 
(and secretly impressed) that it is con¬ 
sidered "avant-garde" in some quarters. 
Does this mean we have made the grade as 
literary and critical beatniks? We always^ 
thought of ourselves as arch conservatives. 
Mr. Gottlieb is respectfully invited to 

elaborate on his theory -r we are intrigued 

_by it. And who's Norman Mailer? 

.NEWS FROM THE NEW LOST CITY RAMBLERS ... 

Dear Jon and Paul: This letter is a long 
time coming and I am still not clear on 
what I'd like to tell you. First of all, 
I deeply appreciate your efforts in pur¬ 
suing that in which you so believe, end I 
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have been constantly amazed the way 

your magazine continues to appear reg- 
u arly and maintains its sharp edge. It 

8 good that you have received so much 

and encouraging comment; for 
a nd of reaction is important to one 

ea ng in an area so confused, cautious, 
an commercial that pure thought gets 
uried under secondary considerations, 

s s tie kind of encouragement you 
have lent to my efforts and to all the 

Rtr L°SJ* and We aPPreciate it. It is 
othpr^6 ^ nice that we don't know each 
th_. 5>ersonally» for this way I know 

V?.n°thlnE personal meant in 

vbu n*rUlCi?m excePt for that which 

lZtlTally believe in yourself. 
Instead j,Subs^rlbed to your Review, 
with vVG also sbared th6 profits 

at his storeUn8Rby purchasln8 my coPy 
point wh t But now it,s reached the 
call tn 22y ma^cs a 10 cent phone 

g«t a big^kuk Lt %arrived- 1 always 
zine on thn a ,°Ut °* aeein8 your maga- 
office t es< at Harold Leventhal's 

Sandy to t0 bring Llttle 
feels you are ore i?"* a"d thou«h he 
aUc agrees witTJU^Ced about U8> he 
Of course he w "'UCb your crlticism. 

ent® on the Weavers°lfhe<1iby y°Ur COnun" 
and I enjoyed that iS thelr 

at scene very much. 
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There is so much money being made ; off; '• 
folk music and so little being put back 
into it.fvWe are working out projects now 
to bring country musicians like Libba 
Cotten and Roscoe Halcomb (from Kentucky) 
to the city for concerts and more record¬ 
ings for Folkways. We are also setting 
time aside for more collecting field 

trips and we shall also have to find the 
money to do this. Actually, the Ramblers 

concerts may help pay, the way. We are 
now looking for concert work, and this is 
somewhat difficult for we are our own 
manager’,‘ and don't want to get very in-^ 
volved with the commercial guys who don't 
understand the way people feel about our 

music. ' 
..Sometimes I feel that a magazine such 

as yours cannot go on, for you seem to 
burn so brightly like a new star, and I 
fear or sense that eventually you shall 
exhausts yourselves. Sometimes it i® poss¬ 
ible to renew your strength by taking on 
such exchanges as you had with Maynard 
Solomon, yet often such battles make ene¬ 
mies out of potential allies....Enclosed 
is money for a subscription. Thanks again 
for all your encouragement. Sincerely, 

JOHN COHEN 
*'' New York, N. Y, 

A MAN WHO’S IN SPEAKS OUT. ,... 

Dear Paul and Jon: I always knew 1 waB I:' 
but I am grateful to LSR for bringing it 
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Rnr/n? rnuthe phbt°8raPh on page 24 of 
ROGUE John Jacob Niles is IN. On page 
25 he is OUT. 

Couples: 

Rev. Gary and Bette Davis 
•Josh and Pearl White 

Dock and Susan Reed 

Vaughn, Marilyn, and Bill Monroe 

. . Bess and Hampton Haves 
Thomas and Blind Lemon Jefferson 
Louis and Hgtiugs Nyc 
C. F., Dean and Tony Martin 

- - , R°bln aad Robin Roberts 
o i aT °oking forvard to your review of 

IVFs cnl Second United Artists LP, BURL Zct f IRVING BERLIN* I am not so 
in thn" ^ested in whether he sings them 

out of niC manner or makes art songs 

DOaed ►»» em 3S * ara *n whether he com- 
HQW TO ptav _Spcakin8 of Mr. Berlin, in 
brother ^T.'THE/IVE-STRING BANJO, Mike’s 

built Lu°f IrVi"S'8 specially 
“ Ut plano which has a lever that 
changes the key it <! Y 
ScruppR y* At is» course, a 

^’8 piano- Yours truly, 

•JAY, BESSIE, and KATE 
SMITH 

Jacksonville, Fla. 

SENSIBLE AND CYNTHIA 

Dear Sira* 1 0 . 

need no longer wait°8f P'°° becau8e 1 
what type f head bowed to 

compare my concert t«*CtiVity you ralsht 
I * By which I mean 
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that your line about the chain gang 
(being considered as a good day camp if 
one goes by Bibb and Belafo*}te) wa9'jone 

of the best tragi-comic lines I ve ever 

read and I'm glad I'm too old. for day 
camp. Your magazine with its passion 
and vitriol and opinionated, biased en 

thusiasm is just what is needed amid a 
the stodgy uncaring, noncommital columns 

of "folk criticism." I, too, love this 
music although that love is tested a y 
by the excesses of other-directedness 

that are issued as folk I.P 3. . 

But the reason for this : ®8 _ 
reducing your needs to only 3 » 
scribers was to suggest that Mr. ° 1 
may have written as he did because » 
ing well-trained and versed in <- ass 

music (and Vanguard puts out 8°®* ° * 
most serious and best classics take 
(We agree’.lEds.) may find it hard to take 

seriously an occupation that oe ^ 
ear to be taken seriously by ^os ^ 

practitioners. Classic*1 & ng gtudy, 
music, think about music, 18 |r' vork 
apply standards. -They ju che app- 
and that of other singers 7 ^ fi„ 

lause and laughs eliette been per- 
dclity with which the music b*V (rcad 
formed, by whether the comp dergtood 

— that 
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classical music attitudes can generally 
be applied to folk music.) 

This attitude may seem irrelevent, 
even pretentious to those in'folk circles 

who eschew criteria, but part of our 
messy problem may be occasioned by our 
very refusal to come to grips with the 

responsibility to his art that a pro¬ 
fessional folksinger ought to have. 

The standards by which one judges tra¬ 
ditional singing differ entirely from 
those by which one judges classical 

performance but there must be unique 
standards set which will preserve the 
nature of traditional music without 
leading us into slavish imitation of 

the outer semblance of traditional 
style or into the multitudinous other 
fault8 LITTLE SANDY so carefully and 

mercilessly catalogues. Yours, 

CYNTHIA GOODING 
New York, N. Y. 

TWO-FISTED ENTHUSIASM FOR LSR ... 

Jon & Paul: First of all, I think 
your little magazine is something that 
has been a long time in coming (not 

at you could help that) and now 
mt t s here, it's a great thing. 

n/f °f folk rec°rds is something 
ave wished for for quite some 
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There are, of course, pros and cons to 

LSR. From these two issues V * b) x. 
can see that most of the time 1 doubt 

you say and how you say it. y 
so far is in your reply to M. $°t °^°?* a 
Don't get me wrong, however, i 8 
doubt, not a conviction. But Vanguard 

every now and then DOES come out with 

something worthwhile. I ve car rccord 
there is a pretty good Joan aez 
Just out (I await your opinion o 

anxiously) on V., alth°“g^ * ^few times 
admittedly screwed up Odetta 

and the like. 
's gi I do think it's great. wither 

right or wrong, that you the 

to say it anyway. TU..£.“of 
best part of LSR - nobody. “nd lf any 

anybody. Talk away, bL^*y. decide. 
stupid fence-sitting .re_ 

to try to put you away » , 
sure there are plenty of jn 
myself who will get you ou 

Awaiting #7, $ A scHERBATSKOY 

». . Putney, Vermont 

Editors'* Note: Hr. Jg^of^the* 
now read the review, n lteg Baer al- 
much-discussed and lt here, for 

bum. But we will *e who pissed it 
the benefit of *>ot ^ th# review 

and those who hove o excitin8 
was too vague: Baer • wh«ther ahe did 

, and would be DAY1, in ftt. 
TTTM r UACrQ 
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it probably wouldn't matter which, since 

she is a superficial performer who doesn't 

probe the inner content of her material. 
She is not a folksinger, since she neither 

\'C:* sings nor plays in traditional style — 

.nor does she perform traditional versions 

of folksongs. It's too bad she doesn't, 
b't^ot we feel she has the talent and sensi- 

IVII 

tivity to become a good folk performer. 

We DON'T think every singer of folk 

songs should restrict himself to an 
imitation of "the outer semblance of 

traditional style", as Miss Gooding put 
•it,. Eut we DO think a performer,' no 
matter how talented or how good a pure 

musician,, must learn traditional style 
as a starting point. And how can one 
do this without study and subsequent 

imitation? Otherwise, the condition 
, comes about which we recognize in Miss 

Baer. -- a gifted youngster who has 
eard a couple of Odetta albums and 
us had a guitar lesson or two jumping 

on folksongs, changing and arranging 
and tampering to get them to fit her 
personal "style." The results are 
interesting and even moving, if the 

® "8C- 1® aenaitive enough. But as'. 

at best a tweety- 
. WuLcring down; at worst a complete 

travc»‘y. And of no 

ment f- ‘l!'",1'1 u3 ”ho get our enJ°y 
• Uvo vh* ! 8 the old son8s brought 
u£CitEl -,U8t con,t be brought to 

’.rematn f,~c ‘,^7" treatment. They 

(continued from page 20) 
HAMBONB li the beet of these songs r it fee* 
turss singing end e slapped syncopated 
answer best out on the body. Sandwiched in 
next are two banjo instrumentals by Hobart 
Smith: a virtuoso performance of THE ARKANSAS 
TRAVELLER which must surely be definitive, 

« and BANGING BREAKDOWN (Hobart calls it "The 
Old Negro Tune"), which, Lomax guesses, is 
"a survival of early Negro plantation 
awaic" and "a hint of a rich folk repertory 

* that vanished..many years ago when the 
N®gro grew tired of the banjo." Than 
comes Estll and Orna Ball's rendition of 
PAPER OF PINS (which la everything good 
folk music ought to be), and it la 
followed by the great Texas Gladden, 
•lnging uneccompanied THE LITTLE DAPPLED 

tCow» • charming song which aha haraalf 
vrote. Age may have dimmed Mrs. Gladden's 
vocal powers slightly, but aha la still as 
great a mountain singer as you are aver 
likely to hear and THE LITTLE DAPPLED COW 
f* one of the finest things in this sat. 
Resale Jones concludes the album with a 
beautifully moving children's lullaby 
reminiscent of ALL THE PRETTY LITTLE 
horses ceiled go to sleep little baby. 
^hua ends whet is certainly one of the 
finest LP's in the entire aeries: a true 
Undmark in recorded folk history. 

CURRENT AND CHOICE will resume next 
l»aue. Look for Jack Elliott on the 
cover. 
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On our cover this month la an engaging 
nev group called The 1600 Pennsylvania 
Avenue Ramblers. The Ramblers, who are 
bringing a fresh new sound to the Wash¬ 

ington, D, C. area with their versions of 
WHITE HOUSE BLUES and FRANKLIN ROOSEVELT'S f 
BACK AGAIN, have not yet been recorded, 

but they are close enough to the Library 

of Congress to afford the hope that per¬ 
haps something can be worked out there. 
Let us hope they have a long life In 
folk music — the Library’s the perfect 
place for them to start. 

EDITORS' COLUMN i 
EDITORS' COLUMN 

EDITORS' COLUMN 

2y Piled TltltoH & poll ‘p€LHfa6t 

In case any of you are wondering. Jack 

- definitely be or. the cover 
oi LSrt *12 — our big First Anniversary 
saue ... We take pleasure in announcing 

a new folk music magazine, FOLKWAYS.*" _ . magazine, FOLKWAYS, a 
agazine of international folklore" put 

out by the University of Michigan Folk- 

l* s«b«criptions are $1.00 
* ’YnVcl l«sues) and should be mailed 

Acti.?f/ F°lklor® Society, Student 
}Ca Ann Arbor, Michigan. 

article * iING witb son8« *nd 
thiJn1? TKe raa^azine is now in its 
Ullnf«S Robert Mitchum sings THE 

COLONIAL BOY in THE SLANDOWNERS_ 

arNCRAL ®OOKOINOINO CO. 

72 CSS 
323W9 OTf 
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* * THE YEAR'S BEST * 

4130- 

The year 1960 was, among other things, 

the Year of the Folk Boom. Folk LP's and 
singles sold across record counters like 
hotcakes; the Kingston Trio was on every¬ 
body’s Top Ten list; guitar and banjo sales 
8oared; coffee houses sprang up like weeds 
in college areas; everyone had Odetta's 
new LP; and Jean Ritchie and John Lee 
Hooker even got on television. Strange 
things were'*happening. For the first time 
in history, American folk music became Big 

Business: it was found that you could 
make a buck by knowing such old chestnuts 
as SKIP TO MY LOU or DOWN IN THE VALLEY. 
(You could, in fact, make even more by 
writing them.) Madison Avenue and Tin Pan 
Alley, taking stock of the situation, set 
about rewriting our American heritage 1960 

style. Most of our songs were debased 
beyond recognition, and folk (in most cases 
folkum) albums flew off the presses so fast 
you literally needed an IBM machine to 
count them. (Our estimate: there were at 
least 300 different folk albums released 
in 1960.) Any three people walking down 

the street became a folk group, and, 
chances were, had an LP out within a week. 
The Weavers, Harry Belefonte, and Odetta 
were in and out of Carnegie Hall so often 
it made your head spin. Mitch Miller 
(substitute any record company president) 
frantically grabbed four college kids, 
bought them two guitars and a banjo (in 



this case, a TENOR banjo'.), dressed 
them in Bermudas, and sent them off to 
Newport (where, of all things, they were 
accepted). Teenagers swooned over Dave 
Guard and Bob Shane and called Nick 
Reynolds "cute." Harry Belefonte record¬ 
ed his entire repertoire five times and 
put it all out on double-LP sets. Leon 
Bibb did some remarkable social work in 
Negro prisons. Oscar Brand covered each 
branch of the Services at least three 
times. And at least one over-Imaginative 
folknik in every town called Joan Baez 
the Virgin Mary. 

But things were not all that bad. 

Folkways, Tradition, Prestige, Riverside, 
Stinson, Atlantic, Topic, MeloDisc, 77, 
Collector, Nlxa, and HMV continued their 
fine work in genuine folk song on both 
sides of the Atlantic. Harry Oster's 
new company (Folk-Lyric) showed every 
sign of becoming a major folk label of 
j.riat importance, (Since all of Oster's 
records were released in late 1959, none 
ot them were considered for Current and 
Choice, although one of them, Robert Pete 
•'ill lams, did sneak onto our Top Ten of 
the Year). We at LSR reviewed some 150 
folk albums this year, as well as list¬ 
ing several score more; and while the 
majority of them were out and out junk, 
it could be said with no small degree 

o truth that there were also several 

J * T * ?? be8t <>f these we would 
to list here — our TOP TEN FOLK 

ALBUMS OF THE YEAR'. 

SOUTHERN FOLK HERITAGE SERIES (Atlantic 

1346, 1347, 1346, 1349, 1350, 1351, 1352) 
A seven-volume survey edited by A. Lomax. 

CHILD BALLADS ^TRADITIONAL IN THE UNITED 

STATES (Library of Congress AAFSL 57, 58) 
A two-LP set edited by Bertrand Bronson. 

THE UNFORTUNATE RAKE (Folkways 3805) 
JEAN,RITCHIE FIELD TRIP (Collector Limit¬ 

ed Edition 1201) 
MOUNTAIN MUSIC OF KENTUCKY (Folkways 2317) 

THE COUNTRY BLUES (RBF 1) 
THE RURAL BLUES (RBF 202) A 2-LP set. 
THOSE PRISON BLUES (Folk-Lyric 109) 
BEEN HERE AND GONE (Folkways 2659) 
REV. GARY DAVIS:lHARLEM STREET SINGER 

(Prestige-Blue8ville 1016) 

The "Top Ten" dfe in no particular order, 
and cover LP's released only in the U.S. on 
American labels. (See Current and Choice 
in England later in the article). However, 
we do feel that there was one release this 
year that is head-and-shoulders over every¬ 

thing else in the field, and that has to be 
Alan Lomax's monumental SOUTHERN FOLK HER¬ 
ITAGE SERIES on Atlantic. For here on 7 
albums Lomax gave us unparalleled new 
glimpses in magnificent hi-fi ond stereo 
of several of the Library of Congress s 
best informants (Wade Ward, E. C. Ball, 
Texas Gladden, Vera Hall, Hobart Smith) 
plus several superb "new finds” in American 
folk music. For those who love traditional 

I1 
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music (and its growth), there was little 
that could match it. Lomax and Atlantic 
Records presented us with a treasure that 
will last and improve over the years: per¬ 
haps our last glance at the "golden age" 
of traditional performing. Let us all be 
thankful to Lomax for such a complete and 
superlative survey. 

Of the remaining 9 on the Ten Best li6t: 
Sam Charters edited and collated both the 
RyRAL BLUES and the COUNTRY BLUES discs, 
using old 78rpm blues classics to illustrate 
his study of the vocal and instrumental 
resources of the country blues style (the 
albums also served as an excellent aural 
counterpoint to his book, THE COUNTRY 
BLUES), the Library of Congress, through 
another generous grant from the Carnegie 
Corporation, issued a 2-tp set of Child 
Ballads as sung in America by such out¬ 
standing singers as Texas Gladden, Mrs. 
Crockett Ward, Aunt Molly Jackson, Jean 
Ritchie, Emma Dusenberry; John Cohen, in 
a field trip to Kentucky, produced a fiery 
LP of Southern Mountain music and unearth¬ 
ed a fine mountain singer in Roscoe 
Holcombe; Ken Goldstein traced a rake's 
progress in a brilliant 55-minute study 
of the evolution of a ballad and used 
fine singers to prove his points; Harry 
Oster added another landmark to recorded 

2!fI°u7?wC WUh hi8 di8covery of Robert 
C ,vllli*»ms In Louisiana; Fred Ramsey 
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completed his 10-volume set of MUSIC FROM 
THE SOUTH with BEEN HERE AND GONE and used 
it to illustrate his book of the same name; 
Jean Ritchie compared British 6ongs and 
singing she has collected in the field to 
her own performing of the American variants; 
and, lastly, Ken Goldstein gave us a 
brilliant hi-fi glimpse of the legendary 
Rev. Gary Davis. We hope it will not be 

our last look. 
(The "Top Ten" are made up, with one 

exception, entirely of records reviewed in 
LSRs #1 through #10. Nothing in #11 was 
considered for this year's list except t e 
Davis album. All other records in #11 
have a chance to make next year s list, 
but came in too late to be considered for 

this year's.) 
The following records represent our 

Current and Choice of the year. Records 
which appeared in the "Top Ten" list are 
not repeated here. 

JEaN RITCHIE, OSCAR BRAND, DAVE SEAR AT 
TOWN HALL (Folkways 2428) 

(Folkways 7532) , ; 
THE NEW LOST CITY RAMBLERS: SONGS FROM 

THE DEPRESSION (Folkways 5264) 
MALVINA REYNOLDS: ANOTHER COUNTY HEARD 

FROM (Folkways 2524) 
HOOTENANNY AT CARNEGIE HALL (Folkways 

2512) 
FURRY LEWIS (Folkways 3823) 
LIGHTNIN' HOPKINS: AUTOBIOGRAPHY IN 

BLUES (Tradition 1040) 
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PETE SEEGER: THE RAINBOW QUEST (Folkways 
2454) ’ 

JEAN THOMAS, THE TRAIPSIN' WOMAN: 
AMERICAN FOLK SONG ^ESTIVAL (Folkways 
2358) 

THE COUNTRY GENTLEMEN: COUNTRY SONGS 
OLD AND NEW (Folkways 2409) 

THE NEW LOST CITY RAMBLERS: Vol. II 
(Folkways 2397) 1 * -J 

LEADBELLY: NEGRO FOLK SONGS FOR YOUNG 
PEOPLE (Folkways 7533) 

WOODY GUTHRIE: BALLADS OF SACCO AND 
VANZETTI (Folkways 5485) 

BILL McADOO SINGS (Folkways 2448) 
EWAN MacCOLL & PEGGY SEEGER: THE NEW 

BRITON GAZETTE (Folkways 8732) 
SONGS OF MEMPHIS SLIM 4 WILLIE DIXON 

(Folkways 2385) 

JOHN LEE HOOKER: THE FOLK BLUES OF 
JOHN LEE HOOKER (Riverside 12-838) 

JOHN LEE HOOKER: THAT'S MY STORY 
(Riverside 12-321) ’• 

AS I ROVED OUT (Field Trip — Ireland) 
Coll, by Jean Ritchie (Folkways 8872) 

GUY CARAWAN: THE NASHVILLE SIT-IN 
STORY (Folkways 5590) 

L1GHTN1N' HOPKINS, BROWNIE & SONNY, BIG 
JOE WILLIAMS: DOWN SOUTH SUMMIT MEETING 
(World-Pacific 1296) 

Obviously, unless one has an uncanny 
eye for such classification, much gets 

V °Y 8UCh a list* There were many 
other fine albums in 1960 that would 
fall Just below our Current and Choice 
level, but space does not permit us to 
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list them all. Not 
required, however, 

ten albums as LSRs 

much hair-splitting is 

in picking these next 
"TEN LOUSIEST RECORDS 

OF I960.'' 

BELAFONTE RETURNS TO CARNEGIE HALL 

(RCA-Victor) i 

BOB GIBSON: SKI SONGS (Elektra) 
THE LIMELITERS (Elektra) 
CASEY ANDERSON: COIN’ PLACES (Elektra) 
LEON BIBB:. TOL' MY CAPTAIN (Vanguard) 

HARRY BELAFONTE: SWING DAT HAMMER (RCA 

FOLKSINGERS 'ROUND HARVARD SQUARE 

(Veritas) j» . . 
BUD 6, TRAVIS: IN CONCERT, £ Liberty) 
COFFEE HOUSE (Dorian) , 
ODETTA: BALLAD FOR AMERICANS (Vanguard) 

Over in England, these are the albums 
(that we know of) to get. All may e o 
tained at meager cost by writing to Ken 
Lindsay, Agate 4 Co. Ltd., 10 Rathbone 
Place, Oxford Street, London W. I, England. 

ALAN LOMAX SINGS GREAT AMERICAN BALLADS 

(HMV 1192) > 
ALAN LOMAX SINGS (Nixa EP 1055) 
PEGGY SEEGER 6 GUY CARAWAN: AMERICA AT 

PLAY (HMV 1174) 
PEGGY SEEGER, GUY CARAWAN, 1SLA CAMERO* . 

ORIGINS OF SKIFFLE (Nixa EP 1043) 
PEGGY, PENNY, 4 BARBARA SEEGER: SHINE 

LIKE A STAR (Topic EP TOP 38) 
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ALONG0JOH^T'/ ®ARBARA SEEGER: COME a lung JOHN (Topic EP TOP 18) 
PEGGY SEEGER (Topic 10T9) (»• ■ 

(Topic 1ot“5T: JACK TAKES ™E FL00R 

™ “* 

(Topic IS)1”11 W00DY GUTHRIE’S BLUES 

(Ar8oK150)ELIZABETH C0LUNSi SWEET ENGLAND 

(Co?lecLforEjeb1)TAnCE°pUNS: T“ F0GGX DEW 

more albuos 
to the American f°u be °£ much ‘Merest 
but many o( th.m are 2? r^°rd-bu>«. 
were released prior to th?**"?*” ”hlch 
We suggest youPwrite to w*! year' 
the free U8t of j Ken Lindsay for 

available in England"-* °5 £°“ muslc 
include a Topic ami r ??d ask him to 

Meanwhile, onward into 1961" Catal°8* 
that promises to h« 0t° 1961» a year 
O£ 1960 in bot^ fbt, eVery bU the rival 
Eet u. hop.6 f°lkum and folE music. 

P Ctlc latter prevails. 

the EDITORS 
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* * *REC0RD REVIEWS* * * 

BLIND GARY DAVIS — HARLEM STREET SINGER 

(Prestige-Bluesville 1015) 

Prestige has satisfied a crying need by 
making available once again, on a marvelous 
new disc, the music of one of America's 
really outstanding folk artists. Although 
the Rev. Davis is a religious singer, his 
career has closely paralleled that of blues 
man Lightnin' Hopkins; in that both have 
become legends through their recordings, 
but have continued to devote themselves to 
singing for "their people" in small, local 
areas -- unknown to the thousands who mar¬ 
vel at their recordings. Davis' territory 
is the streets and store-front missions of 
New York City's Harlem, where he has pro¬ 
vided free music for twenty years while, 
Just a couple of miles down the Island, 
his old records were sold for fabulous 
prices to collectors unaware of his exist¬ 
ence. Like Hopkins, Davis has been "re¬ 
discovered" in the last few years; and 
hailed all over the world as the last sur¬ 
vivor of a great tradition. 

Because of the stabilizing force of re¬ 
ligious tradition, Davis' work probably has 
a more secure future among Negroes than 
has Hopkins'. It has not, however, been as 
well documented on record as has the blues. 

, We have thousands of discs of Negro church 
music, but only a very few of the street 
singers. Davis represents what I suspect 
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is s sort of "mainstream" style of reli¬ 
gious street singing. His songs show few 
of the influences of the newest spirituals 
heard on Negro radio stations, and he is 
not deeply indebted to Blind Willie 
Johnson (as is the Rev. Pearly Browh, 
featured on the Folk-Lyric disc which is 
the only other recent example of religious 
street singing). His singing is very 
strong, very simple, and very devout. 
None of the exhibitionism which is evident 
on many new spiritual records id present 
here -- though Rev. Davis by no means 
lacks enthusiasm. Even more remarkable 
for folk collectors is Davis' guitar 
playing. It is not at all like Johnson's: 
rather, it is a two-finger picking tech¬ 
nique derived directly from the old country 
blues -- but solidly in the mood and 
manner of the spiritual. It is as brill¬ 
iant, complex, varied, subtle, and moving 
as that of practically any three-finger 
blues picker. Rev. Davis is easily the 
outstanding instrumentalist today in the 
field of Negro religious recordings; and 
for facility and sheer delight his 
playing is excelled by no other folk 
guitarist in America. 

Davis is in much better voice here than 
h« w.. on AMERICAN STREET SONCS (Riverside 
12-611); and the splendid new recording 
of voice and guitar is also much better. 
<otes and processing (except for the 

questionable taste and accuracy of call¬ 
ing Davis' music "holy blues") are a 

_®rtdlt t0 *11 concerned. This is the 

most important Bluesville release yet, and 

a must for all folk collectors. Let us 
fervently hope that it stays in the catalog 
longer than have Rev. Davis' other record¬ 

ings. (Reviewer: Barry Hansen) 

EWAN MacCOLL & ISLA CAMERON: STILL * 
HIM. Traditional love songs. (Topic 

What with the American pop and folk music 

market glutted with everything from WILD 
LOVE to LOVE IS A GENTLE THING and all dc-^ 

grees of passion in between -- ful o 

timent as sticky, cheap, and t*s|'cJess * 
a box of dimestore bon-bons and betray g 

a questionable quasi-platonic,3*XJ*®9„. 
philosophy — it's no wonder that th 
songs" tag on an album has become anathc a 

to most record buyers. This super 
British 10" LP should go a long way in r 

storing our faith in songs of the tender 

passion. H V , 
MacColl is In absolutely top form. «d 

his renditions of the lament ARE YE S 
MAGGIE? and the street song THE BLEACHE 
LASS OF KELVINHAUGH, dripping with hon . 
heartfelt Scottish fare-yc-well sentimen - 
ality, have a dignity and beauty unapproac 

ed by anything else on the disc. 
Cameron doesn't have the stamp o au 
ticity that graces MacColl, and her a 
at dialect, especially, are singular y 
convincing. But she does hove a woman 
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way with a love song, and she is loaded 
with charm, to boot. So much so, in , 
fact, that she steals away with quite the 
nicest song on the record -- the title 
song STILL I LOVE HIM. 

Since MacColl and Miss Cameron unfor¬ 
tunately don't sing in duet here, and 
since each has a different accompanist 
(Peggy Seeger forllacColl; Ralph Rinzler 
for Miss Cameron), pne gets the impression 
they were recorded at separate sessions. 
The resultant feeling of distance be¬ 
tween the two singers is largely over¬ 
come by the unifying musical influence 
of the banjo and guitar accompaniments 
of Peggy and Rinzler -- so similar in 
style that it takes the expert ear to 
tell them apart. 

Add to the disc's merits of charm and 
delicate (but definite) earthiness the 
fine booklet of notes by A. L. Lloyd -- 
and chalk STILL I LOVE HIM up on your 
list of records to buy as soon as poss¬ 
ible. 

FRANK SCH1L0T: SONGS OF LOVE, PLAY, AND 
PROTEST (Folkways 8774) 

American folksong fanciers may well 
want to pass this set up since only one 
out of the 23 songs included is sung in 
the English language. 1 have always been 
more than a little leery of the Internation 
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.1 Balladeer, and Mr. Schildt here doe. , 

little to change my mind. He g * , 
easily and knowingly through •«»«■•» 
guages with the ease of a man changing 
tie. It would seem that the problems of 
singing the folk songs of one's own land 
(in Mr! Schildt's case: the Netherlands 

would be tough enough without complice g 

the process and taking on several 
languages and cultures to which you cannot 

do justice. At best. I get the « « 
that I am listening to a clever lingu 
magician; and, at worst. complete travea 

The lone English number here Is SAr • 
done In a sort of Cockney British Mus . 
Hall style that Is not without charm, 

hardly worth buying the album for. ” 
afraid Mr. Schildt will be of little 

Interest to moat American folk ®ns ,a|.es 
unless, of course, the Theo Blkel set takes 

him to be their very own. 

THE BEST OF PEGGY SEEGER (Prestige 13003) 

Considering Peggy's importance as a 

modern stylist (one of the 2 or 3 really 
valid ones) of traditional music, her r« 

cording career seems unjustly s g • ‘ 
burst onto the commercial folk scene 
years ago with four first class so o a 

bums -- then moved to England an was 
heard from (except as an accompanist) on 

this last year. This is her first *ol° 

album since 1957; and, while it ls c* t 

not the "best" of Peggy, 



documentacIon of her singing at what 

appears to be a critical period in her 
career. It is a well-recorded album, and 

contains the additional bonuses of a 
highly glamorous and flattering cover photo 
of Peggy; and an articulate set of self- 
written program notes. 

Since about half the selections heard 
here have been previously recorded on var¬ 
ious British and American labels, some 
interesting comparisons can be made.. 
Peggy can be readily seen to be more am¬ 
bitiously concerned with vocal decoration 
than was the previous case. RICH OLD MISER 
is mch more colorfully sung here than on 
her Riverside disc; and the previously un¬ 
recorded CRUEL MOTHER, the finest cut on . 
the record, contains considerably more u 
decoration than was formerly characteristic • 
of her singing. Some drastic changes in 
vocal pitch have been made in the re- 
recordings of WAGONER'S LAD and WATCH THE 
STARS (STARS, for example, originally 
recorded in the key of G, is now pitched 
down to C and sung accordingly much 
higher),-which would seem to indicate 
either a change in Peggy's vocal regis¬ 
ter or an attempt to boost the delivery 
power of her small voice. Along with <> ' - 
this vocal change, which has removed 
a good deal of the girlish softness • 
from her singing, her banjo and guitar> 1 

picking (usually the perfect models ofii.; 
precision) seem a bit on the messy side 
on this recording. . v, 

Peggy has told us In conversation that 
she is aware of the difficulties of re¬ 

taining a grip on her African ™u»lcal 
background while residing oversea. « 

long! and these difficulties ... ‘ “>‘1“tely 
be singled out as the source of 
satisfaction one feel, with this record. 

Peggy seems headed for a no man s land 

halfway between British and t 
nusical style — and one need only listen 
to the noticeable Scottlsh-Uke nuance of 

delivery that seeps into the | 
I'LL NOT MARRY AT ALL on thi^disc 

evidence. One can only hope^ a 
girl, with her superb artistry and her 

sincere dedicatipn to folkj ***8 Premise 
eventually evolve a stylistic compromise 

satisfactory both to herself an Ariflntic 
many devotees on both sides of the Atlantic. 

CASEY ANDERSON: G01N' PLACES (Elektra 192) 

In these days of blood-red gore *n*V | 
horror movies, I suppose it s on y 

that Elektra Records should IBlV* For 
world the first genuine folk mo * 
Casey Anderson (listed in the 1 n . 
as "a heart singer, a soul singer he sings 
with laughter, tears, anger^despai , P 
...blood..guts..hope.-«ork r. tragedy.•hard 

luck *.booze..good times..everything > 

is easily the most revolting thitx* £oll of 
the folk circuit in years: he is 
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If*. 

(for want of a better word) artificial 
excitement and commercial frenzy that 
each song sounds as if it were recorded 

in the midst of a nervous breakdown-- 
orchestrated and chorused, of course. 
What con one say? Here we have the Big 
Jay McNeely of folk music, full of phony 
and superfluous emotion; a man who does 
practically everything but lay on his 
back and kick while he sings (and maybe 
he does that too -- I haven't seen him). 
Is he funny? At first he is, but after 
about a half-hour of him, you get the 
great .urge to pick the record up, break 1 
it over your knee, and send it back to 
Jac Holzman. JOHN HENRY comes off as 
such a ridiculous experience the first 
time through that you can't help but 
lough yourself silly — Casey bangs his 
nylon-stringed Goya so hard it sounds 
like a hard-driving ukulele, and the f 
whole song comes off like an Elvis Presley- 
Sammy Davis Jr. imitation, the rinky-dink 
Banjo Kings, poor Rhythm & Blues ("to¬ 
morrow gonna be yer buryin' day, yea 
yea") mishmash that finally winds up in 
a ridiculous banshee wail that will turn 
your stomach and bring tears to your eyes 
£rom laughing at the same time. But how 
funny is BLACK GAL -- sung with all the 
sensationalism and nuances of Confidential 
Magazine? How funny is GRIZZLY BEAR — 
done with all the depth and nobLlity of 

11 

I 
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PRESTIGE 
INTERNATIONAL 

For the BEST In folksongs and folk 
music ask your record dealer lor 
PRESTIGE INTERNATIONAL 
recordings. 

PR-INI 13007 FLAMENCO! Domingo Alvarado — 
Cantaor; and Rogelio Reguera — Guitarists. 
Fandangos de Huelva; Villancicoa; Mirabra; 

La Tani; Solea; Romeras; etc. 

PR-INI 13008 THE PICK OF THE CROP: American 

folk songs sung by Pick Temple, holey's 
Run-I-0; Battle of Bunker Hill; You Wonder 

Why I’m A Hobo; I Had A Bird; The Brave 
Volunteer; Halleluja I’m a Bum; Death of 

Floyd Collins; etc. 

PR-INI 13009 JIMMY RODGERS FAVORITES: Sung 
by Obray Ramsey; All Around the Water Tank; 

California Bluesj T for Texas; Hobo Bill; 
T B Blues Lullaby Yodel; and other blue yodels, 

and songs. 

OTHER IMPORTANT ALBUMS 

PR-INI 13006 Scottish BALLADS AND FOLK SONGS 
sung by Jeannie Robertson. 

PR-INT 1300S THE BEST OF PEGGY SEEGER 
PR-INT 13004 THE BEST OF EWAN MacCOLL 
PR-INI 13003 THE BEST OF JEAN RlTCiilL 
PR-INI 13002 THE BEST OF ED McCURDY 

FOR FREE CATALOGUES WRITE TO: 

PRESTIGE INTERNATIONAL 
20J So. Washington Avfnur 
Ii.,r.f< nfir ld Kru 1rTM*V 

edit.**! 



117 Ve#t lh Street 
M. Y. I*. Y, 

JAKUAHY•FEBRUARY NEW RELEASES 

FA2335 OU)-TLvi£ MUSIC AT CLARENCE ASKLSY’S Mountain sorgs, 
ballads, and instrumentals recorded "ctmessee, 
Virginia, and North Carolina by Euje Earle and Ralph 
Kinsler; various traditional perfoir * including 
Clint Hovard, Doc Watson, Tom Asblt Eva Ashley Moore, 
Jack Johnson, sing and play Sally A*, Old Ruber, East 
Tennessee Blues, Claude Allen, Richtfid Blues, Skillet 
Good and Greasy, The Old Man at tb$i U> The Haunted 
Woods, Footprints in the Snow, l'a#n& Back to Jerichc, 
Maggie Walker Blues, God's Gonna Kai My Troublin' Mind, 
Handsome Molly, The Louisiana Eartjike, Honey Babe 

Blues, True Lovers, Pretty Little PtK* 

FA2301 CHILD BALLADS IN AMERICA, Volume Ont Sung by Jean 
Ritchie, Songs include The Unquiettfave, I.ictle Oevils, 
Sweet William and Lady Margaret, Waived an Old Lord, 
I he Wife of Usher's Well, Cherry Tr* Garol, Edward, 
Gently Fair Jenny, Lord Randall, I#® M«sgrave. 

bA22j2 GHIU) BALLADS IN AMERICA, Volume 

tcbie* Songs include Gypsy LaddU 
Hengman, Lord Bateman, The House Cl 
Thomas and Fair Ellender, The Merrj 

r bovel. Old Banguun, Barbary All 
Lcchroyan, 

JSI” BAIAADS. Sung by Ewan Maf 

r£nl P0PUUR SONGS. Sung by Ew* 
FA2449 billV' nEERS ANE EVEt-«®: WALKIE IS 

* B1IA MeADOO SINGS, Volume Two. 

• ETHNIC • UTWATUM 

• amE«»CAN • JAZZ 

• INIEHNATIONAI • CHHO«EN 

• SClENCt 

Sung by Jean 
False Sir John, 

Iftnter, Lord 
blden Tree, 

Fair Annie of 

11. 
MacColl. 
HE PARLOR. 



SING OUT! 
121 W. 47th St. 
New York 38, N. Y. 

SING OUT! 

. ■ i 

Dick Tracy? How funny is FRANK SLIDE 
utilizing a horrible moaning chorus a ia 
the archetypical orchestrated effort of a 
time: Glenn Yarbrough's MIGHTYlfcAY (Elektra 

135). I, for one, am sick of thi6 over¬ 
activated, pseudo-virile, leering brand of 
folkum: Lawrence Welk arrangements, soapy 
harmonicas, fifes, drums, choruses, or¬ 
chestras, echo chambers, chain-gang 
"sounds", radio-announcer narrations, and 
all the vocal diarrhea in the world. Let 
us put a stop to all this frenetic maso¬ 
chism before traditional folk song becomes 
obsolete. It is high time to flush the 
toilet -- and Casey Anderson's GOIN PLACES 

is a good place to start. 

THE ART OF THE BAGPIPE: Played by Pipe 
Major John Burgess (Folk-Lyric FL 112) 

This LP, true to its title, presents an 
zxcellent cross-section of the music f°r 
the Scottish bagpipe, played by the world s 
foremost piper. When I first heard o n 
Burgess play in 1952, he was only 18 years 
old, but already he was recognized as one 
of the "first" pipers in Scotland. The 
record contains a good selection o cs* 
strathspeys; and reels, slow airs en J 86 
and one composition of the ceol roor (8 
music) or pibroch. This is the bj-utiful 
LAMENT FOR THE CHILDREN composed by Paoruig 

Mor MacCrlmmon in 1660. 
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In addition to the notes on the back of 

^ ^ jacket, this album comes with 
3 page booklet containing extensive 
historical and musical background on bag¬ 
pipe music. Undoubtedly, this album will 
be most appreciated by those who are 

players themselves, but this could also 
e said of any esoteric music, such as 

that of the 5-string banjo. However, 

ere are many non-players who respond 
° agpipe music and for ,anyone wishing 

to own an album of solo piping, this 

record is IT. For those interested in 
he full pipe band with drums, THE 

record is PRINCES STREET PARADE with 
the Edinburgh City Police Pipe Band 

(London LL1584). John Burgess was a 
member of this band at the time it 

was recorded. (Guest Reviewer: George 
Armstrong, Jr. pf Wilmette, Illinois - 
a fine piper in his own right, as he ... 

steeds rnt u of chicaso: 

THE BEST of JEAN RITCHIE (Prestige 13003) 

Although every one of Jean's devotees 

r,trllv£Uct a d‘«--tust 
will find »h "U±rs' Chances «e they will find about 807. of their picks in- 

d u.*j omon6 the 20 tunes Jean herself 
decided upon for erse“ 
MI guess uhn 1S albuc‘* Jean says: 

guess, when you come right down to it, 
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I have picked these few songs as my 'best' 
because being 'musts' on my program they 
have been shared by me with so many people. 
It is the accumulation of all this shared 
enjoyment, the warm memory of all these 
wonderful occasions, that has endeared these 
few songs to me especially, and has brought 
me in the last ten years that I have been 
singing for you to grow to love them Just 
a shade more than the other hundreds of 

songs I knov/." 
I can think of no one who knows and loves 

Jean's work who would not include PRETTY 
POLLY, SHADY GROVE, and FAIR AND TENDER 
LADIES among the very finest of her per¬ 
formances; and they, of course, lead the 
Inclusions of the album. An additlbnal 
treat for collectors of Ritchie songs are 
two previously unrecorded numbers -- SWEET 
JANE, which Jean ha6 heretofore considered 

a "private" song; and THE DYING COWBOY, 
which, like JOE BOWERS and other such songs 
found in Kentucky, was brought back from 
the West by footloose Cumberlanders (one 
of whom was Jean's uncle Jason) and which 
doesn't sound a bit incongruous as sung by 
Jean. The only thing that will seem dis¬ 
appointing on the album is that someone 
at Prestige felt it was necessary to haul 
out the electronic "rain barrel" for Jean 
to sing MOONSHINERS into — an wholely 
extraneous touch. But the album is on oil 
other counts a charming portrait in sound 
of Jean, just now entering her prime as a 
folk artist. After buying your copy, why 

not pick up an extra as a gift for a 
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friend who may be under Che delusion chat 
ethnic folk music, authentically performed, 
is always rough-hewn and harsh; and never 
gentle, lovely, and graceful? 

PRESTIGE-BLUESVILLE RELEASES: Reviewed 1>y 
"Buddy Boy" Hawkins, noted Twin Cities jazz 
and blue6 critic, and author of the forth¬ 
coming book THE CONCEPT OF 'HIP' IN FOLK 
MUSIC. 

These four latest albums, like most of 
the Prestige-Bluesville issues, present 
these blues artists as they perform today, 
with no attempt to recreate an earlier 
style. Modern instruments (including an 
electric organ on two albums) are used 
throughout. Three albums present oft- 
recorded veterans of the blues; the fourth 
a new face. Probably the best knovm of 
the veterans is Lonnie Johnson (BLUES AND 
BALLADS, Bluesville 1011), who was famous 
as a singer and jazz guitarist with L. 
Armstrong in the 20's, was rediscovered 
by King records in the 40's, and redis¬ 
covered again in 1960 by Prestige. He 
hasn't changed much, singing blues (W. 
C. Handy and Bessie Smith, not country 
blues) and ballads (Tin Pan Alley, not 
Child) in a style that is half crooner 
and half blues singer. His accompaniment 
on this album 16 good; featuring his own 
•lectric guitar, Elmer Snowden's plain 
guitar, and a bass. His singing does 
have a message. It's not country blues, 
but in a way it is a folky Kind of music. 

and you may like him. « Y°u 
tiUeythlV album. The 

veterans play the Plano* Bluosville 
Slim (SLIM’S SHOUT, Prestige*B!u«Svi 

1016) a one-time associate of Muddy 
Waters and Blind Boy Fuller.turn, -a 

very good album -- one ^ 
blues discs I’ve heard. His Bin^i b 

piano playing are' clear . strong vet 

traditional. “o ' 
plays some good • justified by 
an organ, whose presen J 
the fact that Negroes on the South^ ^ ^ 

getting to like organs. 6 {or 
after a while — though it win ° . 

a traditional blues fan to tal^e* ot£cr 

first class R6B. Thc a BROTHER 
piano player, Montgomery ^4110 1012) 

MONTGOMERY: TASTY BLU“ ’ but weak; 
is a dud. The piano is bluesy ou 
the guitar is oversophist oca c,i. 

vocals are tiresome. * dlnncr 
BLUES.) The instrumentals are 8^ ^ u 

T.tC’ jUUen(G0^C?uES.’Blue.vill« 1008),. 
Shakey Jake (GOOU lfv. » Hc docs * 
a singer andharmonlca play 

"down-home blues whi rit Joe 
but is no match for Fore6 presence 

I (Atlantic 1352) \ JL. for 
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These albums are NOT blues of the Terry- 
Jefferson-HcGhee-Hopkins-Hooker variety, 

but if you like Rhythm & Blues, there 

is much of value to be heard here. 

THE BEST OF ED McCURDY (Prestige 13002) 

No, folks, that cover photo of the 
character in long hair, beard, horn rimmed 
spectacles, and cigarette holder squinting 
through a haze of‘ smoke is NOT a beatnik 
about to recite his poetry to a coffeehouse 

klatch -- it's really our old buddy, Ed 
McCurdy, in an outlandish disguise (?)• 
Anjtoay, inside the album, friends of Ed's 
will find his tones just as pear shaped as 

ever, his approach still as delectably 
broad as the proverbial barn door, and 
his folk music polished -- if not exactly 
refined. Ed shouts out the tragi-comic 
tale of MRS. McGRATH in the style that we 
like, and pulls our leg with sly renditions 
of THE MILLER, JOLLY ROGER, THE MAIDENHEAD, 
WEE COOPER OF FIFE, and others. Ed has 
always been awfully candid about his in¬ 
ability to sing traditional American songs 
-- so there is no use here in criticizing 

the presentations of CHILLY WINDS, BLUES 
AIN'T NOTHING, and EVERY NIGHT WHEN THE 
SUN GOES IN other than to comment that, 
as McCurdy offers then, they come off as 
pretty moony items. Currently accompany 
In Ed (and sometimes annoyingly distract- 
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in8 from and Cmpeting with him, a. in 

JOHN HENRY) is Dick banJO pick- 
stiictly-from-Washington-Sq b J sbould 

5W “ cr a: £-:8br.; M 
Ifthe one singer in *Tric* 
with his tongue in both ch«« ..’and 

this album is highly who dcUght 
deserves attention from thos 

in McCurdy. • 

letter to the editors • • • 

Dear Jon and Paul: We continue 
LITTLE SANDY REVIEW. 1 was e.peetelly 

pleased to read your latest Thi 

Pkind of tribute to Alan Umax 

overdue for years. Th return 
petty criticism of him sine. ^ 

from England to this country beg' 

personal-grudge things w c i.sues. 
presented in written form .bout 

The one thing that 1 * p ot function 
also is that his thinking docs not ‘u _ 

on this level. He thinks^ig. .« ^ -#MC 

sees his projects wit N,nce the 
weaver who understan w*rW (of folk 
whole warp and woof of cfoe 

lore, and much more) an ^ £lngertlp». 
traditional patterns a angry at 
1 have myself been he 

this man dozens of tlme6 rhaDS) to hurt 
has done (unwittingly. P thc#c 
nnonle in his manipuUtion o 
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patterns, but his finished tapestry has , 
in every case commanded ay respectful 

approval, lie is a courageous man. A 
great man. May I congratulate you both 
for agreeing with me. Your sincere friend, 

JEAN RITCHIE 
Port Washington, N.Y. 

** * ******* 

(Continued from page 2) 
John Edwards, the Australian collector and 
scholar of rare American country records, 
died in an auto accident on Christmas Eve. 
He was only 28 years.old ... Wedding Bells 
Dept.: Guy Carawan will take the Big Leap 
in March. The lucky gal is from L. A. 
Congratulations! ... Barbara Dane will 
appear with Bob f^ewhart at the U of Minn. 
March 7 ... LSR, blushing like a bride, 
calls your attention to Nat Hentoff's 
quote in THE JAZZ REVIEW: "The very best 
-- or at the least, the freshest and 
roost knowledgablc -- folk music magazine 
now publishing in America is THE LITTLE 
SANDY REVIEW..". Also D. K. Wilgus in 
THE KENTUCKY FOLKLORE RECORD: "THE LITTLE 
SANDY REVIEW offers monthly some of the 
most. Interesting review and comments on 
the current folksong (and fa,kespng) re¬ 
cordings. Its modest format belies its 
worth." Shucks, men --thanks'. ... In a 
recent letter to LSR, Hally Wood says 
she is still singing and is learning to 
pick her brand new banjo.t (Attention, 
Prestige: how about THE BEST OF HALLY 
WOOD?) Hally, like LSR, bemoans the 
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loss to unavailability of the egendnry 

78's made of the singing and ° 
Texas Gladden and her brother, Hobart 

Smith. Hally wonders if 
has the masters; and, if so, that 
will ever republish them. We suggest 

the entire LSR reading Ipub‘ „ 
you) deluge Hoe's mailbox ““5 

asking for a rerelease •" ~*h Ave> 
BANJO PICKERS: Roger Baldwin, 511 . 
SE MoIs 14 will outfit your present banjo 
*nh a long’neck (handcarvedfromasoRU 

piece of walnut, reinforced with a stcc 

rod, and fitted with an ebony “ * * 
for only $45. Roger also has a sweet 
of a banjo, on Orpheum rim (app. 30 y 
old) to which he has fitted one of his o 

long necks, which he will sell « ”®°;f 
Your LSR editors are regular cub 
Roger's; and “holehe.rtedly -co^end ^ 

fine craftsmanship "va* , . r.\ 
THE LITTLE BU1CK SONG BOOK ^lyofew Uf 

@ 50c* and back issues of LSR troi . 
ward!’ Sorry, those Issues #1-#* 

collectors' items; and clr*“u 
the Black Market at fantastic P'l“‘*;“he 

Dime store record hunters *’°“j, d THE 

lookout for a 49e RoV*1®1-* *een it 
LONESOME BLUES SINGER. ”c h« * 
from time to time and understand it M u 

available again. d believe It 
none other than LEADB » ’ recordings 

► ip is among the best nr nAf 
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ever made of the greatest of 'em all 
Frank Hamilton's AudioPhile LP (AP-73) 
will be ready in late March ... The March 
issue of SWANK magazine features an article 
titled FOLK MUSIC -- OR FAKE MUSIC? by one 
T. E, Rafferty, He gets off on the right 
foot by deploring the fact chat singers 
like Jean Ritchie go unheard while others 
profit by debasing her songs; but he soon 
begins to babble about who is and isn't a 
"follcnik" -- Pete Seeger is the archetypical 

folknik, hie says, but then so is .Oscar 
Brand. He concludes by calling Elektra 
a good company, the Ramblers "folkniks," 
etc. Raf'ferty, sounds as though he may 
know better i,. DISC COLLECTOR is doing a 
Tribute to Woody similar to LSR's ... 
A Lightnin' Hopkins single hit the top 4(3 
in Mpis ... The newtVega catalog features 
an Earl Scruggs DeLuxe Banjo, complete • 
with Scruggs tuners and entirely gold- 
plated. Priced to sell, it's a steal at ' ! 
$880 with case ,.. Next issue of LSR 
marks an entire year of. service to folk*’ 
song fans (and disservice most.record J' 
companies). Featured will be reviews of 
Vanguard's Newport '60 set, 2 Library of 1 
Congress discs, the Tarriers.' newest, a 
2 volume set of American Child ballad var¬ 
iants by Jean Ritchie, and much more. 
Please subscribe. Advertisers keep laugh¬ 
ing at us when we tell them our circulation. 
Until then: Good night. Uncle Dave, where- 
ever you are. 
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Paul Robeson- ROBESON (Verve 6404*) _ 

The Brothers Four: B.M.O.C. 

STS®?*? « 
HE^ * , „ 'V ctntS IRISH FOLK SONGS Brendan Behan: SINGS mwn r 

AND BALLADS (Spoken Arts Jj0* • •, 
Oscar Broun. Jr,: SIN AND SOUL 

(Columbia 1577) Poo-poo folk-jan-po y 

^Brand * MkelTSinT 2ltT*»«« POLK 

FESTIVAL (Elektra 189) An^°g°8y of 40“*. 
of the worst at Newport, 19 . 

Torn Glazer has a new VALLEY 
The Gateway Singers: DOWN IN THE VAL« 

(M-G-M 3905) Initial offering 

label —• their third in *ye®J.' uoRLD ' ’ 
The Raunch Hands: AGAINST $ 

(Epic) More fun than most fo1^^ 
Little Brother Montgomery: LITTLE 

BROTHER MONTGOMERY (Folkways * . 
Memphis’Slim: BLUES (FoW »*> 
Jump Jackson: BLUES (Fo Y Volume 2. 

Bill McAdoo: BILL ’ 
(Folkways 2449) Second LP by a g .... 

promising singer, v on JEW'S HARP 
Sonny Terry: SONNY TERRY ON ,JW » . , 

(Folkways 2*74) . „„ (Folkways 7752) 

T|htnin”si^:nRSis«R BLUES 

(Excello 8000) 
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Josh White: SPIRITUALS AND BLUES 
(Elektra 193) BILLBOARD claims "Josh 
thrusts aside stagey commercialism" here 
and returns to a style "reminiscent of 
Joshau White and the Carolinians." 
We’ll see. *• • 

Stan Wilson: LEISURE TIME (Verve 2140) 
Champion Jack Dupree: CHAMPION JACK'S 

NATURAL AND SOULFUL BLUES (Atlantic 8045) 
Carolina Guitar Slim: BLUES FROM THE 

COTTON FIELDS (Sharp 2002) . 
Big Joe Williams (not the Basie singer) 

has an album out on Delmar, a Chicago 
label., called PINEY WOODS BLUES (DL 602) 

Jimmie Driftwood: SONGS OF BILLY YANK 
AND JOHNNY REB (RCA-Victor 2316) 

Mercury has signed the Smothers 
Brothers, a folk duo which has been making 
quite a stir on the Jack Paar show. 

Flatt & Scruggs: FOGGY MOUNTAIN BANJO 
(Columbia 1564) An all-instrumental set 
featuring Earl's banjo. . 

Paul Evans: FOLK SONGS OF MANY LANDS 
(Carlton 12-130) Teenage pop: singer. 

William Clauson: STORIES IN SONG 
(Capitol 8539) The poor man's:Dyer-Bennet. 

The Kingston Trio: MAKE WAY (Capitol) 
Contains FAIR AND TENDER LADIES and 
HIELAND LADDIE. 

Vanguard will release an album of • 
Woody's songs by Cisco Houston and an LP 
of industrial songs by Ewan MacColl. 

Otis Spann: OTIS SPANN IS THE BLUES 
(Candid 8001) With Robert Lockwood, Jr. 
Spann is Muddy Waters' pianist. 
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ENGLISH RECORDS 
Dominic Behan and Euan MacColl: CTRET 

OF SONG (Topic 12TM) Folkways SINGINC 

“ETicColl:. CHORUS FROM THE GALLOWS 

Domini^1 Behan: EASTER WEEK AND AFTER 

(Topic 12T44) Songs o£ "TheTrouble6. 
Dominic Behan: DOWN BY THE LIFFEYS1DE 

(Topic 12T35) Irish street ballads. 
A. L. Lloyd: OUTBACK BALLADS 

(T^A?iirVm86LA canadienne: 

BABY (Topic TOP 57) EP. UTllTAMS 
Big Joe Williams: POOR JOE WHaUAMS 

(Collector Jen 3) Still not the as 

Sonny Terry & Brownie McGhee: BLUES ^ 
MY COMPANION (Columbia 33 SX i ) 

IN LONDON (Pye nje 107A> An EP* 
Memphis Slim: MEMPHIS SLIM U.S.A. 

(Collector jgn 1004) 
FRENCH RECORDS 

T-Bone Walker: T-BONE WALKER, o 

3504) Fine unknown country 

LSR'e monthly listing. *r* y^inw of 
we know how to make them. Y 
folk record, (nev release.) that w. 
missed, please let us know. 
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Culled from SIKG OUT', and Izzy Young: 
Prestige is doing an album of Jimmie 
Rodgers songs sung by Obray Ramsey; THE 
CAT CAME BACK and other funny song6, by 
John Greenway; an album of Civil War 
songs by Frank Warner; ^nd THE BEST OF 
CYNTHIA GOODING. 

Vivien Richman: FOLK SONGS FOR YOU 
AND ME (Bobtone) 

Folkways will soon release Volume Three 
of The New Lost City Ramblers. Also, an 
LP, recorded by Mike Seeger, of the Lilly 
Brothers, Bluegrassers from Boston. 

Overheard at. the Chicago Folk Festival; 
RCA-Camden will release this summer an LP 
by the Carter Family (supposed number: 
Camden CAL-586) containing DIAMONDS IN THE 
ROUGH, LUJ*U( WALL, GOD GAVE NOAH. THE RAINBOW 
SIGN, FORSAKfeN,LOVE, LITTLE MOSES, GRAVE 
ON THE GREEN HILLSIDE, I'M THINKING TO- ‘A 
NIGHT OF BLUES EYES, ON THE ROCK WHERE 
MOSES STOOD, SW^T FERN, KITTY WALTZ, 
WABASH CANNONBALL, and WILDWOOD FLOWER. 
We don't know if/jit's true, but that's 
the rumor*. ' All songs were recorded from 
1927 to 1932 and are original issues. 

RCA-yictor will release a fourth Jimmie 

Rodgers LP: JIMMlfc THE KID. 
Ed McCurdy will do some hymns and 

another kid's album for Folkways. For 
Tradition, he'll do an LP of Cowboy songs* 

Why doesn't somebody record Jack Elliott 

now that he's back in the States? 
Frank Hamilton's Audiophile LP will be 

out in 90 days. 
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Folkways wiLl soon issue a double-LP of 
. Christmas Eve service In the Georgia Sea 
a Christina* . bv Guy Carawan. 
Islands, recorded and edited oy wy * 
Moe Asch will also Issue two more LP 
the Sit-In Movement in the South. 

Mel Lyman reports there are TWO new Obtay 
Ramsey albums coming. One s on Prcstlg . 

ThC °"RAMBLIN* JACK •ELLIOTT'' (Col ”SXU91) 

Jack Elliott has a new albu™ ® 
Columbia. One side feature. Woody songs, 

the other, Jimmie Rodgers. 

LSR 012 will feature an arblbJ* ^ ‘polk 
editors on the First Annual Chicago was'. ’ 
Festival - and what a f«tlva‘ £a‘ 
We have read where the Colorado Folk 

Festival people have issued a uonger£ul 

of their artists. Wouldn t it oe 

if someone in ChlcaBowouldput g ^ 

an album or two from the materia rUl 

Chicago Festival. The Horton^rke^ma^ 

alone would be priceless. rCcord 
all the programs on tape in case any 

company is interested. 

VIXI.VXIXIX 

I DISC & NEEDLE 1439 W. Lake St. Mpls. fl» 81 

I DISC & NEEDLE is THE ^ 
for your folk records in Hlnne* 

,/ r^mnlete Folkways stock 
polis. Complete ir edltors 
oersonally picked y _ 
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LAST MINUTE RECORD NEV.'S 

Scratch one more from the LSR WHY DOESN'T 
SOMEBODY RECORD....? Dept.: Prestige will 
issue very shortly TWO new Jack Elliott 
LP's. One will be all Woody Guthrie songs. 
Now that's the best news in a long time. 

The Samplers: IN PERSON (Kapp }232) 
Joe Glasier: SONGS OF WORK AND FREEDOM 

(Washington 460) Acc. by Mike Seeger. 
Brock Peters has signed with Strand. • 

United Artists has a new folk group 
called The Highwaymen. 

Jo Stafford will re-record her famous 
FOLKSONGS album (4 Capitol 78's) for 
Capitol in LP form -- and add six more 
songs in the process. I 

Verve will release shortly FIVE Big Bill 
Broonzy LP's in a deluxe $25.00 set. Bill 
Randle did the recording. 

Still-'mors Carter Family news! Harmony 

(for $1.98) HAS released an LP called 
THE FAMOUS CARTER FAMILY (Harmony 7280) 
containing, among others, MY CLINCH MT. 
HOME, WORRIED MAN BLUES, CAN THE CIRCLE 
BE UNBROKEN, KEEP ON THE SUNNY SIDE. Sides 
are dubbed from old 78's (Okeh?) recorded 
in 1935. 

There will be a BEST OF GUY CARAWAN on 
Prestige in April. 

Penny and Jean: TWO FOR THE ROAD 
(RCA-Victor 2244) 

Oscar Brand and others have a SINGING 

HOLIDAYS CHILDREN'S ALMANAC record out 
on Young People's Records. 
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CURRENT AND CHOICE 

SOUTHERN FOLK HERITAGE SERIES 
(Atlantic 1346-52) A 7-volume set. 

Alan Lomax provides ua wi 
year’s best folk release — 7 L 
of field recordings in the South. 

THE UNFORTUNATE RAKE (Folkways 3805) 

Edited by Ken Goldstein. hullad. 
A study in the evolution of i J*IW. 

The finest documentary to come * c^ 
Folkways since MOUNTAIN MUSIC OF KENUCKY. 

SHIRLEY ELIZABETH COLLINS: EMCUSI! SONGS 

(Collector jeb 5) An En«*i5‘ ~ * c«glaj® 
SHIRLEY ELIZABETH COLLINS: SWEET 
(Argo 150) An English LP. . two 

cE of Britain's tinyf i«*«*• tW° 
important (and deligHtfu ) a 

GUY CARAWAN: THE NASHVILLE SIT-IN ST0R 

(Folkways 5590) d ,or.g. 
Meaningful protcat In atory ano 

CHI ID BALLADS 'TRADITIONAL INJH* 
STATES (Library of Congress 

LIGHTN1N* HOPKINS. 
JOE WILLIAMS: Dd*> SWein 
(World-Pacifie 1»S) ^ ^ four 

Country blu<* u ,upatb. _ 
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On our cover Lois montu is Jack. 
Elliott, our best singer of Woody 
Guthrie songs. Jack can be heard in 
England on Topic, Collector, and 
English Columbia, and in this 
country on Elektra. Ken Goldstein 

.will soon release two Jack Klliott 
albums on Prestige. Cover drawing is 
by Jon Pankake. 

EDITORS' COLUMN 
EDITORS' COLUMN 

EDITORS COLUMN 
c*4ie & P<ud TUlu* 

8*t: J°kn Greenway’s AMERIC/ 
FOUSONGS of protest has been reprint. 

PaLnlfr ?*rnea and Company as a 
_v Ut B®ok* **'• n<>w a paperback 
bI^i?bX?,J0r $1*95* You don't find a 

F«i«yiwiukb,tl>,t t0° often ••• Tom y be our cover subject for 

u<n*** blues reviewer Dave Glovei 

Paddf.HrrC^Ce Whttt he Preoches at the 

«ne L^.1” UC* Apr“- Da«. « 
Noel John ”lc* pl»y*r, and partner 
bU« ?;0n *lD8 up a on the 

-oney'.t the C°Pped fir,t 
their revert win k°U contest» and 

detract .nd . t,n d‘ * recordin8 
the Cell -t n! * day en«agement at 
Todd has irJTrofe88l°nal rates. Wedge 

his movie in ®*y J°in them i£ 
••• S« yoi n«ntC0 U Finished in tie. ———^you next month. 

Editors' Note; The following .report in- n 
eludes only the activities of the first 
two days of The University of Chicago Folk 
Festival (Friday and Saturday, Feb. 3 and 
4). Other commitments made it impossible 
for us to stay for the meetings and con¬ 
certs of the final day# 

♦ * i 
THE FIRST ANNUAL 

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO FOLK FESTIVAL , 
t * I • • 4 

Ewan MacColl remarked after the most re¬ 
cent Newport Festival that he had seen 
every imaginable, kind of singer there 
"except a folk singer." He was, of course, 
pointing out the basic weakness of 99% of 
the "folk" festivals — most of them merely 
turn into a potpourri of city singers, 
college amateurs, pop music groups, and 
night club professionals; and there are no 
"folk" in sight. This has been the lament¬ 
able condition at Newport the last, two 
years; and, by and large, it Is true of 
almost all of the festivals in the country. 
Call it a folk festival, yes — but get the 
Kingston Trio and The Brothers Four there 
so you don't lose .money or puzzle your 
audience.. Happily, this was NOT the case 
at Chicago. Headman Mike Fleischer, pres¬ 
ident of the University's Folklore Society, 
sow to it that the organization's FIRST 
ANNUAL FOLK MUSIC FESTIVAL was handled 
right. Traditional performers were given 
a chance to perform as well os the city 
singers. The University went to great ex¬ 
pense to get some of the best of the ethnic 



perfqi^ets.^ {lor ton Barker, Library of . 
Congresses JL'nger in 1939 and again in 1950, 
came up from his home in Virginia with 
storyteller Richard Chase; Frank Warner 
brought one of hi6 best informants, Frank 
Proffitt (who gave Warner TOM DOOLEY) of 
North Carolina; Johnny Cohen and Roscoe 
Holcombe came up together from Hazard, 
Kentucky; fellow Rambler Mike Seeger 
brought with, him Mrs. Elizabeth Cotten, 
master country rag-time guitar picker; 
and blind Negro stireet singer Arvella 
Gray^eajqe Up from Texas. 'These people 
formed the hard ci>re of authenticity 
which made the Chicago Festival ultimately 
more successful than almost any other 
folk festival presented to city audiences* 
Around them were some of the best of the 
city artists: The New Lost City Ramblers, 
Alan l^ills and Jean Carignan, Fleming 

Sandy Paton, and Bob Atcher. 
Memphis $lfra and Wee Willie Dixon represenl 

ed the city blues, and The Stanley Brother! 
showed, us city folks what a real good 
oluegrass band sounds like. There were 
on y two real clinkers in the program, 
an t ey were both Chicago acts. . Inman 

and Ira are two young Negro entertainers 
o o everything possible there is to do 

wrong singing chain gang song9, street 

£iivorJi-and th° Uke- “in Stracke, a croud 
seconJ ”asted “uch valuable tluc the 
Just slnSing a few Burl Ives 
wise , “8ed to sl"8 theu. Other- 
free’et1!18!1*!' kept his Progran admirably 

?ravl 8tal“«ts - i3, and their ilk. Much 

credit imist go to hiui for. that. It was 
largely because pf him that the Festival 
was such a popular and critical success. 

:The reception* on Friday afternoon, held 
in a comfortably upholstered building full 
of auditcrluus and meeting rooms called 
Noyes Hall, got off to a slow start. The 
heavy snowfall (over a foot) of the night 
before held up many of the performers, but 
everyone arrived in time for Friday night's 
concert. There was literally folk music 
in the air in the buildings; as guitar- • 1 * 
packing folkniks formed lmpromtu hoots in 
corners and lounges. Leading the relatively 
sheltered lives we do in Minneapolis, we 
poor country boys were startled by our first 
contact with big-city "folk cult" members. 
Shaggy persons were crawling out of the 
woodwork sincina and playing THE SLOOP JOHN 
B, BANUA, LONESOME TRAVELLER, and other 
old-time favorites. Every guitar strumming 
girl seemed to be ecstatically belting out 
VIRGIN MARY in tones as close to. Joan Baca's 
as she could muster. Off in a corner, 
some of the higher echelon pickers were 
dazzling wide-eyed boys and girls with their 
fantastic, vacant-eyed guitar picking — 
composed of equal parts of blues aod blue- 
grass, and played at a dizzying gait. No 
art or style, but plenty of razzle-dazzle. 
One was reminded of Lomax's statement on 
city kids who become so instrument ally pro¬ 
ficient they "soon tire ond grow sick of 
their own sound." Some of these kids could 
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technically-have played rings around, many 
of* thfc • actual performers ^ but' whatever 
they were playing' (we couldn't figure it 
out), it wasn't folk music.'1 Libba Cotten 
took out her guitar artd^began warming up 
for' the evening concert, and immediately a 
girl with long,1stringy^hair and black 
stockings was worshipping at her feet _ 
(literally). One Could‘picture heir a few 
years back doing much the sane thing for ^ 
Elvis. Mrs* Cotten piayedi and Sang 1 DON'T 
LOVE NOBODY in her intimate? gracious way; 
whereupon the girl shrilled, "That's on ^ 

Vryour album.- We'Ve heard it before. Why 
don't .you do-something' NEW?" She finally 

; snatched the guitar out of Libba's hands 
and began whining^'1 *"How do you do it? Show 
me how* tc do it, hUh? Show me how to do ^ 
itwf The last we saw of the little pest, 
she was ci*awling: \ip Izzy Young's sleeve. 

•Studa Terkel u.c.’ed the first two nites 
of:the festival in such a florid and oy®r^ 
poetic wanner that the whole thing began . 
to sound like some symbolic, folknik tfidral* 
ity play with all the folksingers playinS 

tvariations of Everyman. This high-fli>wn 
verbosity seemed to embarrass everyone in 
the auditorium except Studs, who kept right 
on playing Will Rogers both nights. His T,\ 
flamboyant dime-store prose bordered on 
the.absurd, and he often got both feet in 
his mouth as a result of all those fancy , 
and inappropriate'adjectives running away } 
with, him.- This is what happened when he 

0 

wound up saying that Elizabeth Cotten vas 
a great folk artlat because ehe worked “ 

r a servant. Ho also introduced the Rogers 
as a "bluegrass" band. It was too bod that 

"Studs felt he had to ploy the personality 
and lay on the verbiage for every act -- he 
ueant well. After George Armstrong s bog- 
piping called the concert to order, the 
New Lost City Ramblers ripped onstage saw ng 
away at FORKED DEER, and the program was 
off and running. They put on a whale of a 
show, with their "old-timey ballet Us on 
person described their stage antics). Mike 

Seeger hunches over his fiddle an 8tau^. 
his foot like a man putting out a grass fir. 

John Cohen occasionally JUS an<* °P.8 up 
down in time f his guitar bass runs; and 
Tom Paley puts on a show of his own 
frantic between-numbers tuning •* uaua 
done standing nose-to-nose with Co tn « 

. Mike chats with the audience. ( *es, 
old T. P.," Mike says, "Tuning Problem. ) 
During one number, when Tom was in front 
the mike rapping out a banjo breo<, 
stood behind him solemnly turning an 
crank located in Paley's posterior, 
conclusion of their stint. Hike nr 
Mrs. Cotten? who, with great dignity and 

.t charm, presented a selection of er » 
and instruuentals. Bearing erse 
queen and modestly and 80*tly tappXn^ cry.. 
foot, she demonstrated that she has «™*y 
thing in surplus that the folkn 
lack - taste, artistry, purity. With her 
beautiful rags and bluea still ring 
o^ears, wc were assailed by Inman and Ira^ 



* r %» * :IT 

who even have the nerve to come onstage 
DRESSED like Belafonte. "It's been a long 
time since we've done an ETHNIC 9how," 
they crowed. Their absurd posturings and 
silly close-harmony wailing were all the 
more embarrassing coming right after the 
great show put on by Mrs. Cotten — and 
even more shamefully, the folknik element 
in the audience saw to it that they got the 
biggest hand of the evening. Blind Arvella 
Gray came onto the stage carrying a batter* 
ed metal guitar and looking quite dubious. 
He began singing with great reserve, but 
is too much the entertainer to be stymied 
for long -- midway through JOHN HENRY he 
started throwing asides to the audience. 
They ate it up. Suddenly, his face burst 
into a big grin as he realized a big city 
audience is essentially the same as his 
familiar sidewalk audiences back home; ' | 
and tje really cut loose. He had a whee of 
a t^me with the rest of his numbers, and 
the audience wouldn't let him off the stag®' 
When he finally left the stage to a re¬ 
sounding hand, his radiant smile told the 
world he was a proud and happy oan. ‘--H® 
was followed onstage by a large slice of 
Canadian ham named Alan mils. Mills 
apparently thought he was running the mate' 
thon both nights he was on; and despite 
his announced haste (“Don't clap for me; 
I’m in a hurry."), he hogged double his 
alloted time and curtailed the performing 
time of everyone who followed him. Mills 
-«y be the man who brings the old vaude- 

viIlian hook out of retirement. Jean 

^—_ 

Carlgnan's fiddling and cloggingcxcited 
the best critic in the house — for Horton 
Barker, seated directly behind us, thought 
Jean was terrific; and urged hlr. on trough 
every nunber with much hand-clapp n„» ^ 
Slapping, and vocal enthusiasm. What higher 
tribute con you get? Horton was quite a 
show himself when Corignao was on. ”a'> 
Warner was another high spot o t>« 
"I'm a reporter up here tonight, he ay . 
"not a folksinger. This Is the way 1 heard 
it from Yankee John Galusho - you re hear¬ 
ing HIM sing it tonight." It is true 
the style and text of his songs arc o <- 
of hie informants, but the electric spark ^ 
that lights up the stage; that bushed 
crowd for HOLD MY HAND LORD JESUS, is all 
Warner's own -- and all magic. Richer 
Chase wandered onstage froti the audience 
and, sans spotlights, convulsed the crowd 
with the MAN IN THE KRAUT TUD story. Theh 
he went back down into the audience and Ud,( 
Horton Barker onto the stage. A ra > . 
white-haired man, Horton is blind; and stood 
erectly before the mike, his body subtly 
tensed like a drawn bow. He fn"°^nc^ 
he felt like the schoolboy asked to gi 
an impromptu talk on George ^ashington.. 
"George Washington is dead, 8/J . 
and after a lengthy pause, and I o 
feel so good myself.” Which 
broke up the audience. When tie 
died down, Horton hummed a few notes i *j 
tune my voice, kinda like a guKar. ), ana 

I 
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what followed was a once-in-a-lifetiroe 

experience for city folk fans. All of 
Horton's 72 years were in his singing of 
THE FARMER'S CURST WIFE, and it was a. 
long look into the beauty of his person; 
ballad singing that could rival anything 
in the world for sheer magnificence. The 

house was stunned into silence -- only 
Horton's clean, high voice could be heard. 

Gradually, a few of us began to involun¬ 
tarily sing along on the "fi-diddle-i" • 
refrain -- which pleased Horton immensely. 
He encored with THE MILLER and was lfed 
from the stage. We had experienced the 
high point of the night, and chills raced 
up and down nany a spine in the audience. 

Lovely Gerry Armstrong then sang a moun¬ 
tain ballad with her dulcimer, and was 
Joined by husband George for a charming 
duet. Fleming Brown proved himself a 
knowledgable picker and singer of,.mountain 
banjo tunes. The concert was concluded by 
The Stanley Brothers, who roared out onto 
the stage wearing uncertain, rubbery grins 
and yelling "Howdy, folks," and a number of 
sophisticates in the crowd laughed at them* 
They seemed to be feeling out the folksong 

crowd's response to their brand of comm¬ 
ercial country music, and didn't open up 
until the next night's show. 

Saturday was filled with panel discuss¬ 
ions and demonstrations. Mike Seeger and 
Ralph Stanley led things off with a banjo 
workshop, while John Cohen conducted a 
(continued page 48) 
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★ ★ * RECORD REVIEWS * * * 

THE NEWPORT FOLK FESTIVAL (Vanguard 9083. 

9084) A 2-LP set. 

Just about one year ago, in LSR ^hat 
battered and bedraggled, hand-assem BiU 
collector's iter, with Ed McCurdy and Billy 

Faier on the cover, we reviewe festlvai. 
3-LP set on the first Newport Fo k Festival. 

We were a new magazine then an 
of the big (or so we thought at thermal 

record releases of the year 
1 , . .   u .. to say what we 
to do a good job on it unfortunately. 
knew and not offend peop e. 9till 
we didn't know much (and some s y 
don't) and, worse yet, we piaye ^ 

cautious and against our e 1 Draising. 
praised things we had no Df 
(On the basis of the flr.t 
LSR, it's a wonder any of you . b*c 
Now one year later and with an 
gain in knowledge (we hope), 
again confronted with a Vanguard Newport 

Folk Festival recording. It ^oold 
hard to rave about this one, 

be equally as hard to say 
set of albums. In almost «very case. th. 
good balances the bad; and .bout half 
this set is very worthwhile nde«d 

To me. the best thing, on these 

ere ‘the singing and playing 0 Euan 

Lost City Rambler., Peggy ‘jean 
NacColi, Pete Seeger, To« Nek.«. putt 
Carignan, and. .b,0lut. 
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master of the folk songs of the British 

Isles, contributes what is perhaps the 
albums' finest performance, LANG A-GROWING, 

sung accompanied. There can be little 

doubt as to this man's art, and it i6 a 
shame that this is the only song he gets 

to sing alone on both LP's. Two Seegers 

vie for second spot and, to my ears, 
Mike's MAN OF CONSTANT SORROW edges 
Peggy's WILLIE MOORE (nicely frailed and 
reminiscent of Burnett and Rutherford on 

the Folkways Anthology) by the smallest of 

margins. Mike (who calls himself “the 
poor man's Seeger"), our finest city 
singer of old-time music, is growing more 

and more in stature every day and, in 
recordings like this one and WHEN FIRST 
TO THIS COUNTRY is liable to make the 
-autoharp as popular an instrument with 
city folksingers as his brother Pete did 
the banjo, Ewan and Peggy sing together 
on THE BALLAD OF SPRINGHILL and Peggy does 
a solo encore with HANDSOME MOLLY, while 
Mike joins the best folk group in the 
country (the NLCR,-of course) in two 
free-wheeling new numbers, FOGGY MOUNTAIN 
TOP and ROLL IN MY SWEET BABY'S ARMS. 
The Ramblers are in top form here, and 
the terrific "in concert" sound will de¬ 
light all their fans; : 2Jean Carignan, the 
Canadian cab driver-fiddler, plays a fan¬ 
tastic solo of LE REEL DU PENDU, complete 

with clogging. Tommy Makem plays the 
pipes a bit and then sings JOHNNY I HARDLY 
KNEW YE the way it should be sung (and 
seldom is) and follows up with THE 

PRESTIGE 

BLUESVILLE 
The following tu a list of aome of ihe 
BLUESVILLE releases to date: 

1002 - Down Home Blue* 
Brownie McGHee"and Sonny 
Terry 

1003 - Willie’s Blues 
Wlllle'Dixon, vocals - 
Memphis Slim, piano 

1005 - Blues and Folk 
Brownie Medico and Sonny 
Terry 

1006 - Th»> Return of Roosevelt 
Sykes 

1007 - Blm-Tf by Lonnie lohnson 

1008 - Good Times 
Shaky Jake 

BUIES tHKK 
BMUffilE llhGHflE 

sonnv terrv 
a 

Snu«den 

SroHltr 

Biots * rout ioo» 
Brown.* MkChe* I SdMf terry 

12-inch High Fidelity *!buro>. 

SEND FOB FREE CATALOGUES 

PRESTIGE RECORDS. INC. 
203 So. Washington Avent* 
Bericcnfteld, New jer*** __ 



tu^iorT: JAtiK. JAKES THE 
(Topic 10T15) 

Rambuhg^bom1^ D*Rii0U- ADMS! THE 
jlrlf r. ,?Y (Topic X«H) 

(Topic IsJ-10”' WOODY GUTHRIE'S BLUE! 

TOPIC RECORDS LTD., 

LONDON, 
27 NASSINGTON ROAD, 

N.W.3 

WHISTLING GYPSY. The last (and surely not 
least) Seeger on the set does EAST VIRGINIA, 
IN THE EVENING, and HIELAND LADDIE (with 
Oscar Brand) in his usual fine form. Pete 
and Oscar are especially pleasing on LADDIE. 
Flatt and Scruggs enthusiasts may bemoan 
the fact that there is little or no banjo 
on the four numbers that the Foggy Mountain 
Boys do, but folk fans will take heart that 
the Flatt-Scruggs variety of Bluegrass 
music has never sounded so homemade and 
folky. There is little fantastic exhibit¬ 
ionism here and, as a result, such songs as 
JIMMY BROWN THE NEWSBOY, SALTY DOG, and 
CABIN ON THE HILL sound especially good. 
CABIN ON THE HILL is very similar in feeling 
to the outstanding E. C. Bail version on 
Atlantic. So much for the best. 

Alan Mills and John Lee Hooker both do 
three songs that fall into the mediocre. 
Mills is superficially pleasant and Hooker 
strangely polite and reserved. John Lee's 
famed TUPOLO BLUES is quite a disappoint¬ 
ment. Jimmy Driftwood and Ed McCurdy are 
their usual selves and both sing songs 
they've done before. Cisco Houston is Just 
plain awful: he sounds like a refugee from 
TV playing a little kid's tiny wind-up 
guitar. Bob Gibson, hoarse and fuaay-voiced, 
offers nothing we haven't heard before. 
Gibson, who last year introduced Joan Bacx 
to folk audiences, this year presents his 
new singing partner, Bob Camp (who, on YOU 
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CAN TELL THE WORLD at least, seems to be 
trying his best to sound like a male Joan 
Baez). The results are hardly earthshaking. 

It is a pity that Vanguard did not see 
fit to include this year's performances by 
Jesse Fuller, Butch Cage and Willie Thomas, 
Frank Warner, Fleming Brown, and the 
Clancy Brothers (all of whom were listed 
on the program). It is a blessing that 
Manny Solomon & Company did not include 
Odetta or the Weavers, Our crystal ball 
tells us, however, to expect in the very 
near future albums such as ODETTA AT 
NEWPORT, THE WEAVERS AT NEWPORT, JOAN 
BAEZ AT NEWPORT, etc. At any rate, this 
year's set of Newport albums is well worth 

buying. There are enough good people on 
it to warrant paying out the required 
$10.00. But just barely. 

SQUARE DANCES WITH CALLS (Folkways 8825) 
Volume One. 
JIGS AND REELS (Folkways 8826) 
Volume One. 

When Moses Asch of Folkways sets out to 
do something, he does it right. For in 
these two records, recorded by one of 
Canada's leading folklorists, Edith Fowke, 
the listener gets 1) complete, instructions 

on how to square dance 2) the music and 
calls with which to square dance 3) coopl® j 
instructions on how to call square dances 
4) the music with which to call square 

I 

dances 5) an Introduction to one of 
Canada's finest square dance callers, ». 
*oy Clifton. Folk dance groups ••'ould race 
right out and pick this set up -- for these 
two discs provide ample excuse for cany^a 
good night of dancing and ll8B‘nS' ' • 
fans may find them equally hard 

FOLK MUSIC FROM WISCONSIN (Library of 
Congress AAFSL 55) 

With the eraphasis placed on the 
of the Southern United States, £cel 
North and the Midwest often are led ^ 
(like the old Puritans “ho esclai^ 

the Devil seemed to have al ' , 00 
that the Appalachians have 
American folksong.- This co ec „ !wersity 
by Helene St cat,..an-Thomas °f the University 

of Wisconsin, certainly reinforc ,rt Qf 
fidence in the tradition of our own part 
the country, ^ ^ an ambitious 

to document portions of Canadian 
of Wisconsin folksong tradition » 

influence, ballads of the ca* y h Kentucky 
settlers, songs transplanted by nain 

immigrants of 1890, and in Ben diversi- 
T. a ..ncit i« a loose and <JiVCIB* songs. The result U * lqveL (an 

fled program ranging £r0“ "T? nld-tim« 

extremely jolly variant of DROWSY 
tear-jerker) and AWAKE, ARISE YOU DROWSY 
SLEEPER to French-Canadian lumbJ ^ 

dances played on the cig*r °* uo0den bo* 
“Viking" cello (fashioned £r£ ^ and 
and a pitchfork) to the li wide- 
Kipri fvin?* MILWAUKEE FIRE. Of moat 



spread interest will be the singing of the 

"star" of the album, Mrs. Pearl Jacobs 
Borusky -- one of the sweetest singers and 

finest stylists in the Library's collection. 
Mrs. Borusky contributes the most charming¬ 
ly and thoroughly Americanized version of 
SHULE AROON-BUTTERMILK HILL that I have 
yet heard ("I'll sell my hat. I'll sell my 
coat; To buy my?wife a little flat boat... 
I'll sell my pants. I'll sell my vest; To 
get enough money to go out west...") and a 

ballad of undistinguished melody but won¬ 
derful 'text called ONCE I COURTED A CHARM¬ 
ING BEAUTY BRIGHT. Although no definite 
information is given, the notes intimate 
that Mrs. Borusky is a native of Wisconsin. 
If so, her distinct Kentucky singing style 
was learned from her Kentucky born mother 
amid an alien musical environment -- a 
phenomenon of great interest to the student 

of folksinging style. (Both Mrs. Borusky 
and her mother, Mrs. 01lie Jacobs, have 
recorded for the Library, if anyone wishes 

to investigate further.) 
As a regional study, the album will 

appeal to us of the Upper Midwest most of 

all; for the songs and styles, of course, 

overlap into our own Minnesota and the en¬ 

tire Great Lakes region. Of special person 

al interest to the staff of LSR was the . 
inclusion of POMPEY IS DEAD in a version 

nearly the same as that sung by our own 

Doris Nelson, who was born and raised in 
the farm country of the Red River Valley 
and who learned POMPEY, among other tunes, 
at the knee of her folksinging dad. 

RICHARD DYER-BENNET (Dyer-Bennet 9) 

It may scent a paradox to say in «"• 
breath that Richard Dyer-Bennet l> un 

doubtedly the best and •»««•»“*£, °‘xC 

But these are indeed my *eel**&® ® i9 
man. His manner of singlnj folk 
to take all the very qualities t 
a folk song meaningful and to o 
them. This reverse process ( bclicve 
strange to me that Dyer- . poing 
one can’sing a folk song e TOWARD 
AWAY front the source rath.^th.n^OHA^^ 

It) often gives one beautiful, llfdcns, 
around in a museum of bc?uC**T * supcr- 
fancy dolls. The songs become mere supc 
flcial models that at butt can only hint 
the true beauty of the real »b 

becomes glaringly aPPa“” African BUFFALO 
Bennet's treatment of the Am TREE 
SKINNERS. JOHN RILEY, and THE CHERRY T» 
CAROL. SKINNERS takes on a jolly^tti. 
lilt and bounce and the convc 

tween Crego and the ®k*”n®r diacuss- 
the world like two British 
ing the weather over tea an Po£ thl9 

JOHN RILEY likewise fails bcca 

extreme attempt to European loses 
into "proper" musical terms. does 

that made it beautiful. 
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overly-complex version. This, to we, is 
not the way to sing folk songs, no matter 
how pleasant the tenor voice and how re¬ 
fined the guitar may be. Folk song with¬ 
out folk style is nothing. Dyer-Bennet's 
singing is beginning to resemble that of 
Dennis Day's, and he is nowhere nearly as 
effective as he was in the earlier albums 
of this series. 

There is one funny song (not intention- 
ally) in the album that serves well as a 
self-satire on this type of singing and 
that is THE BRITISH LIGHT DRAGOONS, a 
song so full of airy tra-la-la's and 
bounding trills that one cannot help 
suppressing a knowing snicker and reach¬ 
ing for a New Lost City Ramblers album. 

SONGS OF THE MICHIGAN LUMBERJACKS 
(Library of Congress AAFSL 56) 

All the songs except one on this album 
are from a single 1938 collecting trip by 
Alan Lomax. The extremely specialized 
nature of the record will limit its gen¬ 
eral interest; and the whiskery, bunk- 
house singing of the 'jacks is not as 
musically exciting as the performing 
heard on most Archive records. The ded- 
icated student of folk song style and 
origin will, interestingly enough, find 
a definite Irish rant in most of the 
songs and singing -- and the picker who 
enjoys singing virile out-of-doors ballads 

will find a wealth of "new" material for hi. 

repertoire on the disc. f‘'fte’Loii,KiSn 

now^)b°Song.C.uch “iSZK. <>ScE 
MORE A-LUUBERINC GO, and THE ““ ^TARD^ 
RIVER are works of fine tune an • 
learning them should provide a rewarding 
challenge for the contemporary performer. 

FIDDLER BEERS: WAUC1E IN THE PARLOR 
(Folkways 2376) 

Concert violinist and sometime £°^®‘"®cr 
Don "Fiddler1! Beers turns to the ps y 
on this disc to accompany himself an 
Evelyne in a program of unique Iris - 
American folk songs. Most of thesongs 
were "pieced together", by Beers from • 
orics of his fiddling Irish ” 
collected from friends. Although the chetf 
interest in the album will:be in 
usual nature of the material, some may find 

such imagery as: “ . h 
"First they made the earth, 

they made the sky; 
•And then they made the clouds so f 

white and hung 'em up to dry. 

a bit feeble and "unfolk.11 And yr 

'^^"With a smile in hi. sad dark eyes. 
More tender than words cou » 
But 1 was nuthin' to him, „ 
Though be was the woHd tOc.^ ^ 

seem to smack more or 
than of folk poetry. ** .rc equally 

The perforates of the t n .rcja„ 
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polite parlor singing (Beers' pleasant 

but self-conscious delivery) and formal 
art song (the untrained but polished soprano 

of Mrs. Beers), Ask your record store 
clerk to play you OLD JIM GRAY, WALKIE IN 

THE PARLOR, and JOHNNIE COME A'COURTIN' 

to hear a representative sampling of the 
Beers' singing. (Reviewer: Gil Edmundson) 

PETE AND MIRE SEEGER: INDIAN SUMMER ,, i 
Original Sound Track Music (Folkways 3851) 

!’.( i I ’ ' 

Hearing Pete sing, as he generally does, 
to a simple bump-ditty accompaniment tends 

to occasionally lull us into forgetting 
just what a really brilliant musician he 
isi But like the cavalry riding up in the 
nick of time, Pete will every so often 
spring an album such as this one on us as 
a reminder -- an imaginative and artistic 
exploration into pure folk-derived music¬ 
ianship that is stunning in its original¬ 
ity and pure simplicity of concept. 

The score of the film INDIAN SUMMER 
occupies one side of the disc, and was 
improvised by Pete and Mike with the 
facilities of their entire bag of instru¬ 
ments (ten by ray count) and up to nine 
tracks of multiple dubbing at their dis¬ 
posal. The brothers showed amazing 
restraint in the face of such technical 
complexity -- where the obvious danger 
is in becoming chaotic. 

Since I have not seen the film, I cannot 

evaluate the INDIAN SUMMER score as filo 
rmjsic (i.e. how well it integrates with. 
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r~ tctistic in contemporary filmmuslc in 

general. ’ music enre 
Since composition in the to d 

is a cumulative process, it can o r 

that Pete and Hike drew ‘he attract 
toire of musical ideas to build the.abstra 

interplay of mood that makes up 
Ideas from HEADOWLAND pop up at times, 

instance; and at one point r(,fiCmhles 
at a fiddle theme that greatly * 
THE YOUNG MAN WHO WOULDN'T BOE * 

The original opening endowing theme 

of INDIAN SUMMER, for all Its 8i“P 
is a major accomplishment in contemporary 

folk music composition; and its mood or 

sun and wind and movement an c ’ d 
ait speaks as much for the ^inntion^nd 

sensitivity of the Seegers as 

their mastery of the style o naoiration 
music from which they drew thelnsp 
for it. It is such a »eautl ul ple« « 

music that it seems n shame » Pjj csC 
only on an album of limited general In 

and won't be heard more ul7,V,t a9 a 
will be. How about releasing 

single, Mr. Asch.' recording 
The only qualification to thej:^ ^ 

of the score (but one uh P predecessors 
ing it alongside its excellent pre 
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THE GOOFING OFF SUITE and NONESUCH) is 
that the sound effects frotn the film, 
including the sounds, of a roaring fire 
and a dynamite explosion, are retained in 
the recording. It is true that the music 
is built around these sounds, but they 
prove too startling to the listener who 
hasn't seen the film and is neither pre¬ 
pared for them nor understands their sig¬ 
nificance. 

Ane flip side of the disc contains 
sound track music from three film shorts: 
Norman McLaren1s HORIZONTAL LINES and 

Pete's THE MANY COLORED PAPER and THE 
NTtyYRIDDLE. The;best of these is 

ne score of THE MANY COLORED PAPER, 
w c finds Pete in an interpretive ex- 
cercise involving the gradual abstraction 
riir Christn»as-y musical ideas of DECK 
THE HALLS.. . 

The album as a whole is certainly of 
ore importance than its obvious role as 

£4.aura >souvenir of the four represented 
u ‘1S; *.Jhose seriously interested in Pet< 

rk in building onto and out of our 

ulatin^* ttadltlons "iU find it a stin- 
“I«ing musical experience. 

recordin^^^9 ^ Folkways plans future 
#otuo ext^S ° Sound track music, there is 
heard on nari*y good folk music to be 

banjo PLAY th!tUis nrtCk °f T° 
able tu. k s not currently avail- 

ab°Ut U? (Viewer: Oil 
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THE NEW LOST CITY RAMBLERS, Volume 3. 
(Folkways 2398) 

Stand back, folks, here they come »Saln; 

stompin' and singing to bcat ,th<! ,b®" ki_. 
those hlgh-steppin', flddlin and pickin^ 

funmakers from New York Cl y» f . 
City Ramblers with another diacful 
best music made north of Dracuia, o 
These three young fellows, gent cm 
scholars all (as well as fine singe . ^ 
ingenious instrumentalists, an 
engaging showmen), onco again presen 
rare! vivid, and most unique programof 
Old-time country song - the music which 

has been hidden away all too lo"8 Vj ln 
files of a few dedicated coll^cf ful 
the musty vaults of stingy an D-^uiers 
record companies. Althoug t e at 
„U1 probably never pro uee • vacord^ 

will replace their first Lr y 
al favorite HLCR album, this neues « 
l. in many ways their best to d.“. J*» 
Cohen’s liner notes point out t 
"Although we learn our 8on&s ** voicC8 
records, we arc finding our jnjol^ got- 

after all...we have fou d» ^ city 
ting to sound more Jlke * „ ^ though 

Ramblers than anything r«winc cohesive- 
the boys do demonstrate a growing coh^^ 

ness in their ensemble work, V. individ- 

most important improvemen difficult- 

ually they are country musician — 
to-imitatc flavor of the co y wlidncss 
the ability not only to ^ to 
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infuse it with the pathos that seems 
always to go hand in hand with the hard- 
nosed humor of the hillbilly. A good ex 
ample is John's TALKING HARD LUCK. "..I 

Ml 

can remember the very first day when 1 v;ae 
born, too. There's just three of us kids, 
we's lying there side by side on the bed 
my old man..he walked up to the bed an' 
taken one look at us, he called to my Ha• • • 
says All right Liza, come on in here an* 
pick out the one ya want,' he says, 'We'll 
drown the rest of them'...Ya know, there's 
just seventeen of us kids, there's eight 
boys, seven girls and two other children.• " 
Similar emotional response is generated by 
the song THE MAN WHO WROTE 'HOME SWEET 
HOME' NEVER WAS A MARRIED MAN. One hardly 
knows whether to laugh or cry. 

The musicianship in this new disc 
ranges from the solidly traditional (Tom 
aIcy and Kike Seeger battling it out with 

and banJ° on FLY AROUND MY PRETTY 
p ^**S) to some sounds new to the 
rnon W the interPlay in HOT CORN, COLD 

, c first recording of this great 

tJLnUIJb!r.£or the city folk trade) be- 
thr. wJ°hn 6 Uconic» drawling singing and 

raB3y mandolin breaks pumped 
what AiNik? an outstanding example of 

hillbilly ^MW°Uld PCrhapS Cal1 "S°°d 

sol° “Id-time ballad, a custon- 
cvcr- (and o£ten the high point) of 
fa, I? Ranbler program, is Basil Hay's 

1 feci h“Si?n °f UDY 0F CARLISLE- Though ^f«el hi. sister Peggy, freer interpre- 
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, ,i™ is slightly more successful, Nike 
is here admirably close^o^th^one^ hiu. 

™terfal^hCr reUah: UstenntOo Xo;,6ando 

Hike's tenor 5'““°^,"..devolving about 
in SAL GOT A. MgAXSKIN will ' 
some double entendre i^ry that 

raise even Ed McCurdy s c^°“y'ln8tru- 
For the addict of hoC' ““"fantastic 

mentals; Honest the manner 
guitar rag (RAILROAD »““)£« rHello. 
of Uncle Dave Macon'sold “^fjssee:"). 
folks, this is Sam McChec tro >jiU be 
For us classicists, the instrumental 
worn out first, is the ensemble Ins 

BLACK MOUNTAIN *«5 (aim ■ puCting aside 

hi/nddtf b^for a moment to to* ou^ 
part of the number by twanging 

like a banjo. limit to whot 
There is apparently no limit to^ 

the Ramblers can do w touch turns 
material — everything th y ^ hone5t 
to gold. Needless t0 ®a * in this day 
and faithful folk pickets 
and age, these exccll ae<;FallilBthat Is due 
arc not recieving an who hear 
them and their >"ua‘c*but clcar. »oi« »f 
then Join the small, done> and 
LSR in proclaiming, 
carry on'." : • : ' 
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I , l4 
THE TARRIERS: TELL THE WORLD ABOUT THIS 
(United Artists 8042) 

Eric Weissberg's galloping 3-finger 

style banjo is the only worthwhile item 

that the constantly-revamping Tarriers 
can boast of: the rest of the LP is the 

same Ames Brothers-Four Freshmen folk-jazz 

vocalizing we have come to expect from 

this group and the many hundreds like it •• 

smooth as the feathers on a duck’s back, 

and just about as easy to swallow. Eric's 

reformative image kicks as much life into 

the songs as possible and his banjo solos 

r ng with genuine excitement in the midst 

of pathetic surroundings. I think it is ! 
so e to assume, that he is also responsible 

tor the choosing of such non-folknik k 
songs as RED APPLE JUICE, BILE THEM CABBAGE 

0/N, and LITTLE MAGGIE. Which, I suppose, 

f a !tep *n t*ie riSht direction, even 1 
ouS they are all sung wretchedly. Put 

your needle down on JOHN HARDY for a sample 

o what the album is like. One practically 

ErirS fs.leep durin8 the vocals, but when 

for aPfCk8’ things suddenly come to life 

album JT ?!CwndS* Perh*PS their next 
if Coodp°U 6 °ne instrumentals -- 

anyth^rr.asl,Mry “““ pU* "ith 
could make comPetence» Weissberg 

^Pt tEE ZZ shut"68'108* H 
have to sav th-,? ' °ne would not 
doggy album 'We Tarriers is a pretty 

bt,y album. (Reviewer: Bob Dahle) 
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THE NEW AND AurFD 
SONG GROUP WHICH HAS i9!Jn^TnMr. 
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FOLKWAYS RECORDS Album # FA2398 

VOL. 3 

MIKE 

•The absolute best tn0°"t' 
ing.. .the boys need <to pu on lhe 

SEEGER TOM PALEY 10HN COHEN 
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rnnwi 
sings folk songs 

FOR YOU AND ME 
song book included 
available soon through 
local record distributors 

or order direct frorn 
BOBTONE RECORDS 
615 summerlea avenue 
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SING OUT! 
THE FOLKSONG MAGAZINE 

SING OUT! — the oldest regularly-published 
folk song magazine in America. Every issue contains 
between 12 and 15 folk songs, with melody line and 
guitar chords. Contributors include Ruth Rubin, 
|°hn Greenway, A. L. Lloyd, Alan Lomax, Moses Asch 

eatured in each issue: Johnny Appleseed, Jr., by 
ete Seeger, The Folk Process, The Git-Box, Folk 

music On Records, Frets and Frails by Israel Young, 
etc. Edited by Irwin Silber. 

SING OUT 

121 W. 47th St. 

New York 36, N. Y 

Gentlemen: Enclosed please find $.. 

°r 8.. subscription to SING OUT. 

Name- 

Address. . 

City. 

Slate. 
Zone. 

i ♦* 
« * • I 

CHILD BALLADS IN AMERICA, Volumes I 4 II- 
Sung by:JEAN RITCHIE (Folkways 2301, 230ZJ 

» i To the unaophistocated and open minded 
there is a.literary quality to be found in 
the Child ballads that is of a charm that 
has seldom been matched by formal poets. 
The awkwardness of the verse and the 
quaintness of the imagery is the ha mar 
of this most primitive of our literature, 
and the ballads rely upon the vivid iuagi- • i 
nation and wholehearted empathy of the 
listener for understanding. They arc even 
vaguely participatory in that the emot on 
they generate is not always contained 
within the song itself (being generally 
highly understated), but must come directly 
from the heart of the listener or singer. 

What is the source of their gripping 

power, the inner substance of these odd 
tales? The centuries of oral transmiss o 

that have given them their rough, Poe“<; 
charm have also pruned them into ragm 
and not always coherent stories. °*r 
seem like half-remembered dreams ™ 
nightmares; symbolic outpourings o 

tiful and terrible themes; a or$ 
language" (to borrow a term rom 
Fromm) that, could we but read it, -oul- 

tell us of the most primal con 
drives of the Anglo-American PU°P \ th 
great study yet remains to be *£ ^ 

inner content of th* ^‘J^l'hOTHER • 
discover, perhaps, THE c 
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statement in symbolic folk language, not 
merely of the sin and gyi.lt of infanticide, 
but of conflict, dating from a turbulent 
era of pre-history, between the tribal 
laws of matriarchy (^he bond of the blood) 
and patriarchy (abstract social law). 
Even on the surface, the ballads illustrate 
unchanging aspects of Western life. I a 
don t doubt that a dose of the remedy 
administered to GENTLE FAIR JENNY would 
solve 90 per cent' of the social evils 
presented as entertainment on our TV 
"family comedy" shows. 

Two hundred years of American puritanism 
and pragmatism have changed the Child 
ballads in a manner that reveals more than 
a little about the American character. 
These subtie changes, present even in Jean 
Ritchie s relatively pure family variants 
(compare her LORD BATEMAN heard here with 
the LLOYD BATEMAN on, AAFSL 57), may be ! 
exemplified by EDWARD. Jean’s EDWARD is 
epicted as having murdered his brother- 

ln-law rather than his brother (removing 
the uncomfortable element of sibling 
rivairy . and the identity of the quesioner 

mother}1? him "dear loVe" <his incestuous 
mother) is never even hinted at. ’ 

direct l 8 variants t many perhaps 
directly traceable back to the first 
American Ritchie in l7aa 
with j. . ln i768» are sung here 
pirn? a?d ? fU8i°n °£ tra«itional 

n 8t!°"6 Personal statement. 
Her singing of THE TWO SISTERS gives us 
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a rard chance to compare her performance. 
with the one she recorded for the Library 
of Congress (AAFSL 57) in 1946. Amazingly 
enough, 14 years of extensive world travel 
and exposure to metropolitan life haven't 
interfered with her natural development as 
a ballad singer. In integrity and in 
quality of traditional artistry she 6tands 
absolutely unmatched among American pro¬ 
fessional folksingers -- first, foremost, 
and without peer. These sides are among 
the best she has ever made, and will occupy 
a prize position in anyone's library of 
recorded folk music. 

1 can offer no explanation for the 
skimpiness of the albums’ notes. A brief, 
touching paragraph on the meaning of the 
songs to her family is included by Jean, 
and the texts of the songs are reproduced. 
But that is all. It is inexplicable that 
a perceptive scholar like Ken Goldstein, 
the editor of the volumes, was not allowed 
to comment analytically and historically 
on the Child collection in general and 
Jean's American variants in particular. 
Such a serious ommission greatly curtails 
the educational value of the set to 
students and literature classes, and is 
strictly contrary to the traditional 
folkways policy. 

Listening to o singer of Jean's caliber 
>erfortn these ballads must certainly c 
>ne of the most unique esthetic exper cnees 
Ln world culture -- a plaintive, homespun 
soice sprung from backwoods America n.us ng 
poetically over the memories of a time 
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when the English speaking peoples were 
still young. If such a prospect is as 
thrilling to the reader as it is to LSR^ 
tfeese extraordinary discs, are unreservedly 
recommended to your prompt attention. 

Editors' Note: Ken Goldstein informs us 
that the first edition of:jthis set was 
released prematurely and without the 
complete booklet 'of notes. Present 
releases are thoroughly annotated. 

. i - v i . ;. - 

MUDDY WATERS AT NEWPORT (Chess 1449) 

In 1941, in Stovall, Mississippi, Alan 
Lomax recorded a number of songs by a 
cotton plantation hand named McKinley 
Morganfield, who earned small change by 
P aying guitar and singing at dances and 
parties. Nineteen years later, at Newport 

or the I960 Jazz Festival and using his 
n cknaine professionally now, was Muddy 
aters, a professional blues singer with 
is own 5-man band. How much has he 

c anged? The Library of Congress record- 
ngs reveal a shy, somewhat uncertain 

singer with a thin voice performing folk 
nos to his own bottle-neck guitar 

accompaniment in a complex, introspective 
* Gone now is any hint of uncertain!) 

mu y now booms and shouts the blues. 

Z/ lu y?are» the guitar became electric 
nd other instruments (piano, electric 

Nevo«iC?’ b“S’ dru:0S> Mere added. 

solrH ! a”’ Muddy “““‘retains the 
Pirit and essence of the good, gutty 

Ml«i..ipPi country blues that 'hebegan 
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with. There is electric guitar, truest 
this is the way modern blues a P y 
and Muddy is the best exponent of this 
up-dated country bluesstylenerea ^ 

PLATS the .guitar on this rcco thy 
gone back ‘to bottle-neck and a .aore earthy 
sound., Most of the songs are done In 
wide-open full-blast Saturday-Nite le 

suing! style that should knock a"y°^e 
their chairslhi Most of the cuts here^e 
originally on other Chess releases. ^ 
even if you have them ‘hi* n£ver haard 
getting anyway, bccaus y the ..ln concert" 
them like this. Maybe it s the ^ 
sound, but the songs here have a . 
fire and power than the studi 
An added highlight is the °*is ^ theb 
blues composed by Langston ug 
then dying Jazz Festival. The blue^ 

on...and people like Mu y ^ l9 Muddy 

them rolling and S‘°“P^’ in a long time, 
as he is today -- ~ 
(Reviewer: Dave Glover) 

PEGGY SEEGER: AMERICAN FOLKSONGS 

BANJO (Folk-Lyric U*») 

Although this record Is.ti^capahilltles 
ustrate the various of 
of the 5-strlng banjo *■*•*■£ th. 

expert. It "“st a inich more sotls- 
same time, the dls secRer’s multi* 
factory display of Peggy S. ®ruraentalist. 
..mi__ n4fm as 9ingcr, 
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innovator, and composer than was her 

recent Prestige BEST OF., album. 

The student of the banjo will find here 

14 songs employing 14 different combina¬ 

tions of strums, tunings, and figures — 

all of which are discussed at length in 

Peggy's Hargail Press banjo book. Those 

who pick the banjp themselves will have 

the strongest opinions on Peggy's banjois- 

tic ideas. While her playing delights me 

at the same time it turns me green with 
envy, I did feel (that HIRAM HUBBARD, while 

sung outstandingly, was here given an 

accompaniment too harmonically rich for 

its clean melodic line. 

The less technically oriented listener 

will find in these same 14 songs the best 

city folk singing and playing (by which 

I'mean that Peggy intends to resemble 

only in essence the musicians heard on 

documentary and field recordings) to be 
heard on LP since Kapp's FOLK SONG SATUR¬ 
DAY NIGHT (Kapp 1110). The best of the 

songs point up the unique and valuable 
character of Peggy's ever-fresh repertoire 

Rare songs such as DANDOO, EDWIN IN THE 
LOWLANDS, and A-WALKING AND A-TALKIKG (a 
version of THE CUCKOO) are not to be 
heard elsewhere. Peggy's singing voice 
is once again relaxed and much less shrill 
than it has appeared on her recent discs. 

Her delicious wit gets full play in 

TURNIP GREENS, an insane text from 

.^Randolph's collection to which Peggy has 

... her own tune ^ce the 6cory-teUin8 re ^nS banjaiPnt ^ 

Which is the hillbilly s bluC8. 
Western hobo's talking g . rition Qf the 

With Peggy’s chuckling banjo, 
wild tale backed y . ^ tremendous fun. 
the number couldn t melody for a 

Peggy has also composed^^ Y^ u 

ballad text called that it could 
is so flowing and graceful that i ^ 

easily pass foru“ad^d°comfortably along- 
song fits naturally ^ndsOME HOLLY, 
side Peggy's singing, of 
THE TWO SISTERS, and WILL the 

There are also 6 i"8">"ut8 out to 
disc (rounding the o£ the nature 
20) that may be an indicaton^ 

of Peggy's future . to the banjo. 
They are fiddlctunee^adapced ^ 

Peggy says of them. Y ^ ^ trying to 
of an experiment in who wish to 
find, for British mu»^ian 
play the 5-string banj » tQ British 
way to adapt the■ J°8f?*vor especially 
folk material. -T,^e £ the tunes has 
the type of decorat on » to banjo 
changed noticeably there." 
but the essentials a full booklet 

The record comes w dft) ln which 
(as do all Folk-Lyr « each pong 
Peggy explains the banjOb^^ning lnfltruc- 

but please don t uxp discussion a 

tion. Peggy a6ST*c of banjo pUyin* 
good working l‘n£*C^odcr. But banjo 
on the part of her ficn8ltive to the 
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a terrific gal and superb musician can't 
afford to pass this one by. If your 
music store has difficulty in stocking 
Folk-Lyric (Which is still a young, 
struggling company), the record can be 
ordered direct from the company at 3323 
Horning Glory Ave., Baton Rouge 8, La, 
Price is $4.98* plus 35c for postage. 

•v* • • "*i ! ■ 

OLD-TIME MUSIC AT CLARENCE ASHLEY'S 
(Folkways 2355) ' - 1 . .v f*. • 

As unpretentious as its title, as nostal 
gic as the emotional associations roused 
in one by the names of Clarence Ashley* and 
The Carolina Tar Heels, and as simple and 
touching as "01d-Timey": music itself , 
this record is a prize which will soon be 
lovirtgly worn to a nubbin by the few 
hundred American folk fans who have, in 
the last couple of years, fallen under 
the rollicking, ricky-tick spell cast 
by old-time string band music. Though 
some may be tempted to compare the disc 
with John Cohen's MOUNTAIN MUSIC OF 
KENTUCKY (Folkways 2317), such a com- 
parison is neither valid nor necessary. 
Collectors Ralph and Richard Rinzler have 
not attempted a documentary of the depth 
and breadth of Cohen’s disc. Whereas 
om presented a broad panorama of play, 

religious, and topical song; the Rinzlers 
have limited their collection to the 
. ® more informal music performed 
fLA^l?y °nd hi® relatives and friends 

their own enjoyment. The record is 

il 

exactly as the title implies: ww 
MUSIC AT CLARENCE ASHLEY'S. An w 
thefe fre so,,, tremendously B^musi- 
ians to be heard here, none o . 
play the emotional, intense, tand hlb 

personal artistry of Ro6'?® °f the record 
The most admirable quality . 

1. that the Rinzlers have documenta^ J , 

apanned the keCtc'P®"°chout looking 
mountain musical sty!e clarence's 
farther than a single the 
sister, Eva Ashley Moore, sings 
oldest style - the clear high-pitched 

mountain style whose or g n Hidga 
the green American hills of the W 
and the Cumberlands. Mrs. ond 8he 
is exceptionally sweet an » though 
is a stylist of the book» 
her song, a sentimental o f0ik. 
number that would be scorn y 
lorist, is not an' important one^her^ 

the finest singingJ^dcr is the singing 
Next in chronological or°cr in» tuncs 
of Clazahhe hlmoclf the atopplnptttie8 

and bahjo singing of the q This 
and "lassy makin'" (rao^as^^^ 800rcc of 

style, of course, i thc younger 
old-time music; and n ,earned from 
musicians on the set ia Appro- 

and built upon such p“M°gt .j^mg on 
priately enough, the 0i<j Tonoy 
the record is that o out a version 
Moore, Eva*, son, «ho belt. . 
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we11-developed traditional style that 
retains much of the old-time nuance along 
with its distinctly modern projection and 
clear, rhythmic phrasing. Tommy is going 
to be quite a singer by the tine he is 
grown. 

The various cuts of string band playing 
likewise adhere to the record's theme: 
that folk music is a PROCESS and not an 
object.’ Here are sizzling ensemble ren¬ 
ditions of everything from SALLY ANN and 
PRETTY LITTLE PINK to the Bill Monroe 
tear-jerker FOOTPRINTS IN THE SNOW. The 
band members of1 particular Interest to 
folk fans are: fiddler Gaither Carlton, 
a student of G. B. Grayson*s; Sdm Johnson, 
who learned guitar as a boy by watching 
Sam and Kirk McGhee of Dave Macon's Fruit 
Jar Drinkers; and a blind banjo;and guitat 
virtuoso hamed Doc Watson, who has apparent 
ly mastered almost every existing new and 
old traditional style of playing both 
instruments• 

Most important of all is the amazing 
quality of aliveness exhuded by the music* 
Here are the oldtimers who first brought 
traditional music to records; as well as 
the youngsters who have learned and con¬ 
tinue to learn from both oral and mass 
media sources -- from grandfather to 'J 
grandson, from corn shucking bees to 
records to thousands of eager listeners 
and players. A process as natural as it 
is beautiful, the music goes on and on. 

The excellent and co"ipletebooklet^ the 

notes hy t* »£££.£«ll-w.itt.o. and 

;r.t, hlitoty .< 
that is rich xn ^iaerican ^ me<iicine 
Clarence Ashley s chil > 
show travels, his relationships ' 
legendary musicians such as 0. » 
and Hobart Smith andhis role^ ^ 

pioneer days of hillbil Y roupa: 
a member of a number ° Moore's Hot- 
The Carolina Tar Heels, pardners, 
shots, Charlie Monroe’s £arl 
and The Stanley Brothers. £6AshUy«8 
has provided a discograp y , and 
fabulous recording career in the ^ 

30's. A few thc8e.^ytht bulk have 
Folkways' Anthology, b public who 
been lost Indefinitely^ 

wants to hear them. Thls v, cuitural ,:anlfestatlonofthegreedoandcCu^nicB 

boorishness of the big flS thl8 onc 
makes documentary LP s 
ail the more priceless. 

EWAN KacCOLL: POPUUR SCOTTISH SOWS 

(Folkways 8757) /prestige 13000 
THE BEST OF EWAN MacCOL p0PULAR BALLADS 
THE ENGLISH AHD f 
(CHILD BALLADS) (Folkvoy 

The bluing of 
forthcoming ^oript.d a go®4 
est Folk SinG*r h® {Jlcnds snd ac<*u*J"nk 
of discussion f 1 them •••« to thl 
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’ * * * ’ J’ I • ' . , . , I 
the title completely meaningless --the 
remainder feel it belongs to Evan MacColl. 

Imagine, if you can, an American singer 
who could sing levee camp hollers, trail 
herding songs, old modal ballads, hillbilly 
breakdowns, and blues — each in its authen¬ 
tic traditional style and with its original 
musical and emotional content intact. Such 
a thing is impossible, of course. But 
although the folksong of the British Isles 
is not nearly so diverse as that of the 
United States, this is what Ewan MacColl 
has done with the songs of Britain. The 
Gaelic idylls; the great and mystic ballads 
from all corners of Britain; topical and 
street songs; songs of the pub, the whale*• 
the fust leer, the herder, the gambler — 
all are at MacColl's command, with their 
original lilt, burr, brogue, or nasal 
Cockney recognizable and artistically 
rendered. A truly monumental achievement 

in folksingingi MacColl has fortunately 
been widely recorded, and the fact that 
his work is rapidly becoming known and 
appreciated far and wide in both America 

and Great Britain speaks well for the ^ 
future validity of the folksong "revivals" 
of both countries. 

Of these three newest records, THE BEST 
OF EWAN MacCOLL, containing tunes from 
almost all areas of his iricredible reper¬ 
toire as well as a song of his own compos¬ 

ition, is the most representative of the 
scope of his performing. Even listeners 
unused to traditional British performing 
w 1 have no trouble understanding the 
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desolate f the con9Cious and 
FAREWELL TO TARWAIH , MOTHER; 
subconscious terror otT«*** o£ thE 

the exquisite and er° 0f TATTIES 
FOGGY DEW; or the pois™" y^cCon describes 
AN’ HERRIN’ , a song ^ f a pCOple 
as "a real cry from ^^^eir share of 
who have known more reCording 
poverty and hard ~00d; and 
o£ the album is exceptionally 

MacColl is acc°m{^”1 Concertina, oc- 
associates: Alf Edv®r ( itar> banjo), 
arena) and Peggy SeCS *amC acquainted 
For those who wish « bec°f w“ „e to filed 
with MacColl'8 singing, heer numerical 

as to where to beg e MacColl recordings, 
magnitude of aval record, along wlth 
I would recommend this ,1* dltlon 1015) and 
CLASSIC SCOTS BALLADS (Tradition 

THE NEW BRITON GA*ET*? * to MacColl for 
as the best introduction to 

American listeners. 1SH s0NGS is 

Folkways' ^^/^f MacColl' s 
actually . tc-recordlnG^ SWJCS (RLP 12- 
Riverside album S tlons; included in 
609) with these excP and bpPie 
the new album are BONN I ^ ^ Not only 
MAUR1E; excluded is the Folkways 
is the recording MacColl1. 
superior to the «ld.r dlac^. 

performing is bc' .-.trumcnt.l and w«“‘ 
And Peggy Sceger's lnsttu t|>. origln.l 

“’•iS-JWS 3T- All «*—* 
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It would take an extremely stone-hearted 
(and stone-eared) purist to object to her 
banjo and guitar backing a6 traditionally 
inappropriate. 

Judging by the subject matter, the most 
"popular" themes in Scots song would seen 
to be pursuit of war (HIGHLAND MUSTER ROLL, 
WARS OF GERMANY, JOHNNIE COPE, WEE WEE 
GERMAN LAIRDIE) and pursuit of the lassies 
(KISSIN'S NO SIN, EPPIE MAURIE, LASSIE 
WI' THE YELLOW COAlIE). All are sung in 
the brilliant MacColl manner -- rich with 
nuance and rolling in Highland dialect. 

The Folkways CHILD BALLAD album finds 
MacColl working in a style he vividly 
describes on the notes to the above men® 
tioned Prestige disc: "Here (in the 
'free' songs) I ain not concerned with 
with shaped rhythms but with pulse and 
line, with constantly altering the bal® 
ance between angle and curve. My object¬ 
ive is not to create a pretty tune but to 
make a valid musical comment on the story 
that is being unfolded..". Those who 
were fortunate enough to see MacColl on 
his recent U.S. tour will instantly rec¬ 
ognize this phase of his balladry. Head 
held high, hand cocked behind ear, he is 
oblivious to his hearers, aware only of 
the music being created within and flowing 
forth. His unaccompanied singing on this 
alburn will seem especially rich in decor¬ 
ation to Americans used to a more level, 
rhythmically accompanied, vocal style. 



FOLK-lYRIC RECORDING CO. 

3323 Morning Glory Ave. 
r* 

Baton Rouge, La. 
ft 

COUNTRY NEGRO JAM SESSIONS: BUTCH CAGE. 
WILLIE B. THOMAS AND OTHERS. The nigh point# 
of jam sessions in the buck country of five different 

ections °* Louisiana, a rich assortment of dance gnd 
8or*Ki prriofmed with joy and excitement 

FL ill $4.^8 

THE ART OF THE BAGPIPE: JOHN BURGESS. 
An aib'im of great solo bagpiping, produced in asso¬ 
ciation with the School of Scoitish Studies, Edinburgh. 

Pipe Major Burgess has won over 200 gold and silver 

medals, in every major trophy in Scotland. E** 
tensive notes and background. FI. 112 $4.98 

en. !!NNECAN"S WAKE AND OTHER IRISH FOLK¬ 
SONGS- DOMINIC BEHAN. Songs from Joyce's last 

and other rnemorable numbers, 

FL 1 n >4. 98 

, *^00 Y sLECER SINGS AND PLAYS AMERICAN 
FOLKSONGS FOR BANJO. A rich selection of ballads. 
,ync h, Mny-^rty and dunces. In the cndoHed 

*J0,< vtl dxfciiUfcftb in detail the technique 
° companiment. 

FL 114 

BlJRNS IHK MF.RRY MUSES OK 
vAwt.DGNlA, SUNG BY EWAN MACCOLL. Bawdy 

15 \ ' f written by Robert Burns, presented 
•cM.Urly unexpurgHt,«d album. Included with the 

nolra U ^ W1^' complete lexis and extensive 

e-ii'-loo, avoiluoic by subscription to 
« r.c-i.1 ra ;»nd libraries. f*L jjs $#. <*5 

HEco*t>s 

CAmc^Gi 

dlrcc* f™*'' 

U**rj0ded 

FA€StO€*r 

* l f * l l I**.** 

In addition, the folklore scholar or ,Ut- 
erature student will find here the original 
British versions of Child Ballads not often 

founi in\nerica. In addition to throngs 

known both here and abr°od. Araong . 

familiar are LORD RANDALL, OUR GoaDUAN 

(known as FOUR NIGHTS DRUNK to us less 
scholarly folks) , and an exceptlonoUy 
beautiful BAWBEE ALLAN. Among the songs^ 

that have not widely crossc ^ 
are THE BATTLE OF HARLAW (#1^3) , T 
IN' IADDIE (#2A0), and THE BURNING OF ^ ^ 

AUCHENDOWN (#183). A*‘°&“ ^ ’ a‘nd reco,«end- 
his deepest and most *rtis » fitudv 
ed to those who are well in o ateriale 
of MacColl’s work and his source 

A TREASURY OF FIELD RECORDINGS Vol. One 

('•77" Records 77LA12-2) 

■ Compiled by Hack ^""‘‘t^Uons'found 
ti°n U "A panora.no o^ the tra ^ nulBh, 
in Houston, Texas — the cx y Qns> 
boring bayous, plains, beach .fP ^ 

plantations, and Pl"^”°°nt jj, j ihe music 
interest here is In ao\ .. 0f both 
as an active force in # the only 

whites and Negroes in rf*riacr heard is 
outstanding Indlvldu. *•**££. 
the well-known Lightnln P tt,nce> 

The Negro rMeic Is or ch ,eeo, 

and, unlike the “hi‘* ^J^.ther lndlscrlm- 
collccted and organised rather^ ^ q| 

inatcly) demonstrates # to „odern 
surviving styles from P ht ^gj, 



with the prison field recordings, GRIZZLY 
BEAR, MISTER GATOR, and YELLOW GAL; progreii 
ito the primitive guitar solo K.C. AIN'T 
NOTHING BUT A RAG and the harmonica-guitar 

duet of CRYIN' WON'T MAKE ME STAY; and on 
to the more modern styling of Hopkins on 

CORRINA and ending with a piano improvisa¬ 
tion. Included between these division 
points are a number of fine blues and a 
rare recording of a concertina-fiddle- 
washboard band composed of expatriate 
Louisiana Negroes who speak and sing in 
a Creole French patois. 

Of most interest among the white singing 
will be the three verses of STREETS OF 
LAREDO sung by the famous Lomax informant, 

Harry Stephens, and an unusual BALLAD OF 
DAVY CROCKETT by Mrs. Melton, a witty 
little old Houston lady. 

Though the album contains a 60-page 
booklet with song texts and rather coapl®te 
bibliographical and discographical refer¬ 
ences, what the set seems to lack is the 
poetic editorial insight and firm organic 
ing hand of an Alan Looax. Nevertheless, 
those who like their folk music in the 
raw will find this an enjoyable documental 
It may be adequately summarized by a quot< 

° Lightnin' Hopkins': "The idea of it i® 
that everybody round here plays music or 

‘‘lakes 8onSs or something. That's white 

funnUS* Colored peoples, that's them 

talkl”8 P^Ples. that's 
y dy what 1 mean -- they all of 'em 

' U6tc-" (Reviewer: Karen Glover) 

^itoea Note: "77" records often prove 
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difficult to obtain, i"^Dobell in lots 
duead in England by Doug ^e6, He 

of only 100, and aell Uke DOBELL*S 
suggest you write t™^dlately 

JAZZ RECORD SHOP, ” “Sservc a copy. 
London W.C.2, and y ($5.57) 
The postpaid price is 39/9d (*:>. 

RAMBLIN’ JACK ELUOTT: KID STUFF An EP 

(English Columbia seg 8046) 

Jack*-, who has not al *uft pretty much 
>y English Columbia, uttle disc, 
to his own devices on etcUl sort, but 
rhere is backing of a “sive# Four of the 
it is completely s nd the best cut 
six aongs ard top-fll^’ * t htful U0WDID0 

is a tcaa-up ' pLAijE IN THE SKY. 
ind MY DADDY RIDES THAT a8 foiksonr- and MY DADDY RIDES THAT te a8 folksongs, 
goth arc absolutely Utst-»_ ^ J#ck. 

Uoody songs, and kl children and Jocdy songs, and kids K^nb"*hlldrCn and 
performance is iupccca • nothing wrong 
Guthrie fans alike wi soKC eithcr, 
with WHY OH UHY? or THE thE FOx (the 
but the jazzy treatmen record, and 
only non-Guthrie song °AnVhow) and HEY 
a much malifined nunber _ this re- 

RATTLER will go u however, 
viewer included. A| lrresi8t*blc stuff; 
KID STUFF is absol^® y hflfi becn known to 

and one whiff cff an airm*f ° 
make a Guthrie , nd to get I>rS 
to Ken Lindsay ln En8** JaCK ELLIOTT SIW* 

_.««>». Review on J _omf.ERS. 
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(CHICAGO FOLK FESTIVAL continued....) 
guitar counterpart. After Alan Ribback's 

lecture on "Urban Folk Music", we ran into 
effervescent Frank Hamilton, who seemed to 

be bubbling crtrer with enthusiasm for his 
forthcoming Audiophile LP, Following luncb, 

an odd pahel discussion with the improbable 

title of "The Va}pe of Tradition in Folk 

Music" was held with John Cohen, Frank 
Warner, Alan Mills, and Richard Chase cou¬ 

prising the panel. ,The pointlessness of 
the topic and Mills’ patronizing attitude 

toward the rest of the panel sank the diss* 

cuss tori before it ever got off the ground. 
Frank Warner got off the most lucid comment 

"What good is tradition in folk music'. ¥ou 
might as well ask what good is tobacco in a 
cigarette'." Roscoe Holcombe walked out on 

the meeting, doubtlessly puzzling over. tW 

strange workings of the city mind. Near 
the back of the auditorium, the man who 
could b ve blown up the whole thing in ^ 
seconds sat quietly smoking his eternal 
pipe. It was Horton Barker, and if he ba 
only stood up and song one verse of BAR#* 
ELLEN, he could have sent everybody away 
completely satisfied as the "value" of 
tradition in folk music. After the panel 
had roundly agreed that tradition was 
necessary to folk music, everyone hurried 
downstairs to attend Mike Seeger's lecture 
on the fevolution of Bluegrass, illustrated 

with a series of vintage country records 
that Included Texas Gladden, The Carter 

•Mt > 

* 

\vy 

{C ' 
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9m 11v and Bill and Charlie Monroe. After 

the lecture, Mike hung around answtf 

questions and autographing 1 fgv 

youngsters talked hlu Into ^8 compU.d, 

banjo. When we !***• *e ‘ d Uy. 
in a stream of sunlight, * 

ing for his rapt audlencefn^h. Urge, 
ecipty room. Downstairs. V lknU, 
Auditorium, a huge assemblage four 

were settling down * seemed to mind 

hour hoot. Non® ° tunc and they song 
that they Weren t 1° ' . complete 

and argued their ^^^^helr 
Kingston Trio repertoi , the band. 

HT’SydatS.^l5tiege of engaging Ro»eoe 

is a nan's man who TetutnaJ ln thc eyc 
firmly and looks you atraigh and 

when he speaks to you. . to have 

soft-spoken •• yct touB Kentucky coal 
endured a hard life in * ® haVC extracted 
mines. Twice nine ^ 
the toll of a broken back t dc. 

We talked of farnlng. lc;d6 and hi. 
pression ln Kentucky, *** i„telUg.nt 

- ousic. Rossle is an v*"**,^ for 

and articulate person. n„roi0n in li*d 

people and his eoop1®1® s“n,ltivc, «!«>•' 
give his conversation on* real 

visionary quility. T e' .. and that 1* 
topic ot conversation W* Hi. 

the meaning of human eXP # mi though*" 



fulness and deep insight — he wouldn't 
know the meaning of ."seal1 talk." »He 
speaks of the people of his region with 

EtChe ppeticism of a. good writer, and he 
•knows and understands their.1 poverty, their 
.violence,- and their lonelinesses.: When 
the talk enevitably got around to music, 
we asked him, about the* musical lil<es of 
the young people:of his home country in 
Perry County. '"They like the old-time 
music,"-he said, "but they dpn't hear 
qw4ch of.it anymore." The radio and TV 
are an inexorableiforce; stifling and 

repressing to the Kentucky way of lf^e> , 
and it fades away year by year. He hadn 1 
•heard Tom'Paley yet, but thought Mike an 
iJohn played well.together. "That Mike 
he's going to be a real good musician 
one day." This is high praise coming 
from a man who, with absolutely no false 
modesty, refers to his own guitar-.and 
banjo picking as "what little I play."( 
Finally the spell was broken when Mike s 
beautiful wife, Margie, came to get R°s8 
We watched him walk away, wondering if we 
had talked with a great man -- or.a man 
who only seemed so because he had miracu¬ 
lously coac to us from a time and place 
before the race of Americans had faHen* 

Later, as we sat resting our weary 
listening to a half-dozen fellows talking 
guitar technique, who should come flappl0^ 
along but Torn Paley, sporting an enormous 
pair of .galoshes and loaded down with 
photographic equipment. Hearing the drift 
of the talk, Honest Tom hurried off to 

I 

J.»;i f\ l: i ■ . r>... ... ■ . * " 

picking and singing Hc gang u9 a 

up and down to kc®P R0 *and then Playc* 

nicely *'*'%** and went through some 
BUCK DANCER S CH01C # When the 

of Sam McQhee s ol r plcking heard on 

talk got aro^<J t0T^i be8an playi^G **VXes 
old country 78 s, t0 Gary Davis, 
of everything frou lobby, a waft o£ 

Out in the Noyes HalU JF p<nll Prcatoplno 
bluegraes .breeze^0 recruited a 
and Marsh £ol’nlk gultarlata 

couple of ... amo mOLLV was tinging 
and soon TEN BROOKS " Paul' 8 mando- 
thtough the hells; * inE out the weary 
Un playing ^^edly bellowing 

CROSS 1 W3°THAT J«DE” f^'soturday night 

terrific country EU£R skit to old- 
fron an ARKANSAS TRAVt the baas 

tine buckrnnd-wlnc • dRwlnic Du“n,lacc 
player. Meaphls Silo look out of piece 
two huge uen.who f the Bears. P °y 
in the “"“didn't work too 
some easy blues# their pt<>Braw to, 1 
hard, and tcs«lctc WOHANWO 

lighter our,b®r*;cir pest number. Sandy 
good fun, end thei* wlth a beautify y 

Paton 8urPci8C^-in|.oiiCH THE FAIR* c *rdcti cue MOVED .THROUGH *"*• . t recorded, 

s&arr-ss-* 



Isles is now something to hear, Frank 
Proffitt seemed very shy and nervous 
Saturday night. He sang and played (on 
his homemade banjo) the original TOM 
DOOLEY, and it was very hard to hear hio. 
On Sunday, we understand, he really opened 
up and put on a great show, Horton Darker 
again stole the show on Saturday night. 
He had been listening to all the previous 
audience participation numbers in the 
concerts, and, deciding this was how thing. 

lwete done in the city, came on like an 
elderly Pete Seege(ri "This is your 
rigamaroie," he announced as he careful y 
instructed us how to join him in singing 
the "Bow and balance to me" refrain on 
TWO SISTERS. He was delighted when the 
audience chorused out the line with hio* 
After singing an incredibly lovely PR^T 
SALLY, he sang a snatch of a tune he re¬ 
membered from his youth; a topical song 
from the Spanish-American war abput "set 
Cuba free," The audience roared when 
Horton chuckled, "Looks like we're gonna 
have to go down there and do it again. 
Again due to Alan Mills, the timing of 
the show got completely out of whack; 3° 
the concert (after his stint) turned . 
into a race against the 12:30 curfew to 
get the remainder of the acts on forat*' 
least one number apiece. Mills ignored 
Terkel’s admonitions against encores, and 
made a brilliant false start toward the 

• I 
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, tf there was one 
wings after each number. _ there he 

polite handclap £rom in Even open 
was - back at. the ?£"\he stage!" 

booing and ehou 8 ? outspoken roeobets of 
from some of the uo the rotund 

the audience «alle* *ogran never re¬ 
man from Canada. J** P 8 tlue cowboy 
covered. Bob Atcher, a Autry, seemed 

singer a la “f'L on the sh^. During 
pleased as punch COuldn't seem 
his introductions h j tlcie, members , 
to tell us enough. y to hear Mrs. 

of the audience ”h° ^lbc wero getting 
Cotten and Roscoe „Allantly waived 
panicky. The Ramblers g KoecQe ln front 

their performance co 8 tlroe. He did 

of the mike bcfo^Crf °®„e apiece on banjo )f, 
two stunning nuube:rs, told us he 
and guitar - although ^a^ ^ cvCO 

had been promised a ha e „to sCt 

enough time in t e ( Libba Cotton likc- 

^ fln8er^ two’numbers (MllU 
wise was held to in. and The 
have been proud o ‘ e hasty numbers 

Ramblers had time for ln £eil to a 
themselves before spiel by Tcrke . 
poetic good-nigh - .. geeger as he v 
P We stood talking recorder 

packed up his ln®tr““pCy auditorium. A" 

in the dark, 'inrPf0lkniks, Ala" 
despite the «rf£**.#uroi of bl8*^ 
the chaos andvoted an emphatic 

concert k maic Festival. 
to the U of C Folk^Hu ^ ear s. 

wc rc ai the EDITORS 
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ADDITIONAL RECORDS AND rJSC^O CILffTER 
*9 1% ^ tfy t • % H 

News from Prestige-International's record¬ 

ing schedule: Coining up are THE .BEST C* 
CYNTHIA GOOD INC.. ROBIN ROBERTS..A. L. UOB 

IS LA CAMERON..GUY CARAWAN..; more discs 

from Ewan MacColl and Peggy Seeger; THE 

THREE SISTERS . featuring Peggy, Barbara, 

and Penny Seeger; an album of Irish and 

Scots songs from the MacPeake Family* 3 
or so discs by Obray Ramsay; 2 albums @ 
by.Rosalie Sorrels, Pick Temple, and J* 

Barre Toelken; a John Greenway album; 

FLAMENCOl by Alvarado and Reguera; y°un& 
Bonnie Dobson's disc debut; and a Civil 

War alburn by Frank Warner and his two 
sons! How'8 that for a great; line-up ol 

things to come? And (perhaps best of sX / 
news that Kenneth Goldstein will recor 

HORTON BARKER for Prestige. - 
Oscar Brand: BAWDY SONGS GOES TO COLLEG 

(Audio-Fidelity 1952)f 4 .. J 
Oscar Brand: UP IN THE AIR (on Elektra) 

THE DAUPHIN TRIO (Epic 3755) 
Theo Bikel: FROM BONDAGE TO FREEDOM 

(on Elektra) The "many lands" bit. 
RICHARD MALTBY SWINGS FOLK SONGS (on 

Roulette) Pee-yewi 

Brownie and Sonny: DOWN HOME BLUES 
(Sharp 2003) 

Verve will release 7 more Big Bill j; 
Broonzy albums as a follow-up to their 
new 5 LP set THE BILL BROONZY STORY 
(Verye 3000-5). Also discs by Memphis 
Slim, and Sister Rosetta Tharpe's mother, 
Katie Bell (with Diz Gillespie:) 

THAT’S ALL FOR THIS MONTH, FOLKS 1 

\V 54 

wmur m atoicc 

(Prestige-Blueevl vith • 
Ken Goldetein fW1"' Uvlng 

brilliant hi-fi 54 ten. 
legend. One of the ye.r . 

EWM! MecCOLLS *SL^J;^)R0EngU»bt 
1 LOVE HIM (Topie lOI50) 8^ th4c 

A ch.rmlng .nd be.utifwr f.lch 

Stir- the*tender 

THE BEST OF PEGGVSEEGER^**^^ up t0 
Although the album fall d,d lightly- 

the title, it must not be regar 
Miss Seeger is one of 

THE BEST OP JBAN ^^^^is of utmost 
Any album by t a very nice one 

Importance, and this 
Indeed• 

adT of the BAGFTpS 
JOHN BURGESS: THE AR 
(Folk-Lyric 112) but importenC. 

Of limited interest, 

SOUTHERN FOLK ^'^ytyolu** 
(Atlantic 1*6-52) J th# 

Alan Lomax ptevid®* «• * ? 

year's beat £#V* ** the South, 
of field recording* 
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On our cover this month la Honest Too 
Paley, senior member of the New Lost 

City Ramblers, banjo- and guitar-picker 

extraordinaire, and victim of that most 
amous of all Washington Square jokes: 

One folknik says to another, "Do you 
know Tom Paley?" The other ansven9 "I 
used to, but I forgot the words," Tom 

Appears with the Ramblers on everything 
they do (Folkways, Vanguard), and has 
had earlier outings on Elektra and 
Esoteric. Cover drawing is by Barbara 
Rauhala, 

EDITORS' COLUMN 
EDITORS' COLUMN 

EDITORS' COLUMN 
Paul TteUan & 

Now that all of you out there have 
breathed your sigh of relief, let us 
tell you why we are so late this month. 

Money, believe it or not, had nothing 
to do with it. (Isn't that pleasant 

Wh*t actually happened was 
thst one of our editors got quite sick 
and was out of commission for well over 

C r*C we*k* and this held up production 
on 13 until just a few days ago. We 
hope to have #14 out in a couple of 
wee s so we can try to catch up on all 
o t e new records (there are tons of 

em;, but you know us when we promise 
anything. However, we will try ... 

(continued on page 52) 

. SEEGER FOUND GUILTY . 
Most LSR readers have probably learned 

from their newspaper or radio that Pete 
was found guilty of contempt of congress 

by a federal court jury in New York on 
April 4 for refusing to answer questions 
on communism before the house un-American 

activities committee in 1955. What was 

not heard on the mass news media was Pete s 
statement at the conclusion of the trial. 
We reproduce it here so that Pete's fans 
and friends can hear his own views on the 

trial. 
"Thank you, your honor. After hearing 

myself talked about, pro and con, for three 

days, I am grateful for the chance to say 

a feu unrestricted words. 
First, I should like to thank my lawyer 

for his masterly presentation of ny defense. 

He has worked over many long weeks and 
months, knowing that it is beyond my power 
to pay him adequately for his work. I be¬ 
lieve that he, and great legal minds liku 

Justice Hugo Clock and Dr. Alexander 
Moiklejohn, have explained far better than 
I con why they believe the First Amendment 
gives an American citizen the right to re¬ 

fuse to speak upon occasion. 
Secondly, I should like to state before 

this court, much as I did before Congress 
man Walter's committee, my conviction t a 
I have never in ny life said, or supports , 

or sung anything in any way subversive oi 
my country. Congressman Walter sta c 
he was investigating o conspiracy, 

stated under oath thot I hod never do «- 
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anything conspiratorial. If he doubted 
my word, why didn't he even question it? 

Why didn't he have me indicted for perjury? 
Because, I believe, even he knew that I 
was speaking the truth. 

Some of my ancestors were religious 
disenters who came to America over 300 
years ago. Others were abolitionists in 

New England of the 1840's and 50's. I be¬ 
lieve that in choosing my present course I 

do no dishonor to them, or to those who may 
come after me. 

I am 42 years old, and count myself a 
very lucky man. I have a wife and three 
healthy children, and we live in a house 
we built with our own hands, on the banks 
of the beautiful Hudson River. For twenty 
years I have been singing folksongs of 
American and other lands to people every 
where. I am proud that I have never re¬ 
fused to sing to any group of people be¬ 
cause I might disagree with some of the 
ideas of some of the people listening to 
me. 1 have sung for rich and poor, for 

Americans of every possible political and 
religious opinion and persuasion, of every 
race, color, and creed. 

The House Committee wished to pillory 
me because it didn't like some few of the 
uany thousands of places I have sung for# 
Now it so happens that the specific song 

was ^"tioned in this trial, 
WASN'T THAT A TIME, i8 one of my favorites, 
The song is apropos to this case. I won- 

er if i might have your permission to 
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sing it here before I close?" 
(The judge refused the request with the 

words, "You may not,") >! * 
"Well, perhaps you will hear it socie 

other time, A good song can only do good, 
and 1 am proud of the songs 1 have sung. 
1 hope to be able to continue singing 
these songs for all who want to listen. 
Republicans, Democrats, and independents. 
Do I have the right to sing these songs? 
Do I have the right to sing them anywhere?" 

% 

********* 
RECORD REVIEWS 

CISCO HOUSTON SINGS THE SONGS OF WOODY 

GUTHRIE (Vanguard 9089) 

Woody Guthrie once said of his old rombli 
companion, Cisco Houston: "Cisco likes har 
hitting songs and hard hitting people, e 
likes to roam and to ramble, to walk, t n 
drink, eat, and talk with oil field roug 
necks, timber slippers, mine crawlers, 
white collar city and town workers, with 
clerks, with folks on the ships, on trains, 
on fast wheeling river borges, and^to mee 
and to sing with the people ... He s a aw 
who likes most of all to meet new colors 

of people, newer colors of fid ®» 1 * 
valleys, and new looking mountains under 

every color of sky." 
With this in mind, it is easy ° 
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why Cisco, when he is in top form, can be 

such an excellent performer of Woody's 
songs. On this album, he is singing and 
playing better than he has for many years. 
Aided by some wonderful banjo, fiddle, and 
mandolin accotnpanintents by Eric Weissberg, 
Cisco here lays aside any hint of smooth¬ 
ness and superficiality and turns out his 
best LP since hi6 Stinson and early 10" 
Folkways days. SONGS OF WOODY GUTHRIE 
may, in fact, be his best solo album. It 
i6 both surprising and joyful to be able 
to say this since, in recent disc outings, 

Cisco has been far from his old self* 
For after his great Stinson days with 
Woody (Stinson #44, 53) and his Folkways 
10" COWBOY BALLADS and 900 MILES albums, 
his repertoire took on a lot of songs 
which did not fit well with his mode of 
performing (SLOOP JOHN B, ERIE CANAL, etc), 
and his style underwent similar changes-- 
this is especially apparent in CISCO SINGS, 
Folkways 2346). None of these shortcomings 
turn up on this LP. Both the songs and 
style (best described by LSR reader Craig 
Smith as a "terrific, open, hard trave11* 
ing style") of singing them are exactly 
right. 

Cisco sings his way through 18 of 
Woody's best songs here: 14 of them have! 
been heard before on record (PASTURES OF 
PLENTY, SHIP IN THE SKY, COULEE DAM, 
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REUBEN JAMES. LADIES AUXILIARY. BJB> AIN'T 
rr HARD, JESUS CHRIST , BUFFALO SKINNERS, 

PRETTY BOY FLOYD, PHILADELPHIA LAWYER, 
TALKING FISHING BLUES, RANGER'S COMMAND, 

DO RE Ml, OLD DUSTY ROAD) and £o“* 
are new. CURLY HEADED BABY la a «ddle and 

nultar romp that sounds like it 
a rewrite of a coonercial hillbilly tone, 
a kind of COLUMBUS STOCKADE type of song- 
well sung here, DEPORTEES, I ve a ^ays 
felt, is one of Woody’s best songs(al- 
though someone else added the melody), full 

of that unique Guthrian blend of P°e‘ry 
and protest and the wonder of mankind -- 
beautiful in a real and commonplace way, 

not in an aesthetic. TAKING I 
charming but minor, lightweig *■ “ E 
(like PHILADELPHIA LAWYER); and OLD 
WOLF, Woody's first radio theme song 
my sentimental favorite on the a u » 

lonB> loneaomay, 
drop whatever you re a doin / 
wolf is here to howl for you..) a ^ 

Guthrie and a 25c eongbook. d .. 
songs are the "best thing" on ‘he record 

there are no weak cuts here. ****«• 
best examples of how good Cisco 1 loofl<| 
LP arc OLD LONE WOLF (has he over c 
like this before?) and TALKING FISHING 

DLUES, a high point of naturaln 

personal expression in Cisco 8 sings 
Indeed, all through tho album C aj. 

ond plays with a ^dc:^n;^Unctiou;ncss 
most rowdy, free-wheeling * ^ ^ 

that brings the songs fully 
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THE SAMPLERS IN PERSON (Kapp 1232) 
*U. 

At last we have a new folksong group 
that does not! subscribe to the Ivy League 
fo.lkum style of the Kingston Trio (rhymes 
with AWAY RIO). The Samplers (Tom Glazer, 

i Caroly Wilcox, Benjy Bull) use the post- 
Weavers-Gateway Singers folkun method. 
This involves a lot of rowdy part-singing 
and such obvious devices as somebody 
shouting "Haw, haw!" when the lyrics say 
"When you told me to laugh, I done laugh." 

iltiwould have been better to save the 
laughing for the campus type folknik hip¬ 
ster humor of ALL MY SINS ARE TAKEN AWAY 
("Hand me down my iron truss") and TALK¬ 
ING BEATNIK BLUES. These things will 
bring no merriment to the listener. The 
sorriest thing on the LP is RAILROAD BILL. 
It has always been one of my favorites 
among guitar pieces but it is demolished 
with an A1 JoIson rendition of "Mama, 
where -- where has Railroad Billy gone?'1 

The only significant thing about the 
album is the presence of Tom Glazer. An 
-old pro, he has been recording folksongs 
since the days of Disc and Keynote. For 

the past several years most of his record¬ 

ing activity has been devoted to childrens 

records. It is unfortunate that he allied 
himself with this sort of group for his 

(return to the broader field of folk music. 
Never a traditional singer, his city-billy 
style comes through warmly on PULL OFF 
YOUR OLD COAT and WHERE, OH WHERE. One 
wishes he had chosen to record a solo 

^^^ilbum with just his voice and guitar and 

maybe a little of young Mr. Bull's banjo. 
(Guest Reviewer: Jay Smith, of Jac sonv # 

Florida.) 

ROOSEVELT SYKES: THE HONEYDRIPPER (Prestigf 

Bluesville 1014) 

Another In Bluesville's series of al¬ 
bums by "rediscovered" blues singers. 
This,one is in the sane style as most of 
the rest - a sort of Idealised modern 
R6B which is cleaner and slicker in 
than the nuslc recorded for Ne?ro si«cle- 
record audiences. A special play seems a 
have been made for the modern soul jaz* 
taste. The dedicate H&U fon wlll niss 

— °£ £aC“%fn we"! but whleh nany people would call cr > 
for him are an lnteBral part of 
Most of those facets .boll down to ^ 
would call a "dirty" sound. This teeor 

(like umny another Qluesvill ) | 
it becomes sterile in places. 

Unnatural as this 
sooc listeners, it nid-stvle 
Sykes too much in hie B^nd, old style 

shouting blues singing an * 

Inc Piano. ^ ^ 

I^Vthc somewhat abated Basie- 

Inspired rhythm. Shownj; Turner.^ 1# , 

M ^ cCl-ioT^rth. M. 
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reminds one of Dixieland in its annoying¬ 
ly popping back beats, but is too sharp 
and clean for Dixie, let alone R&B. The 
organ isn't really necessary — it seems 
to be a Bluesville fixture." 

• #| • 

Sykes, however, is one of those extro¬ 
verted blues men who could sound good with 
101 strings, and his singing and playing 
make the faults of his accompaniment seen 
minor. One major fault on this disc that 
can and should be corrected: the B side 
is pressed off center, causing a very 
annoying unsteadiness of pitch. (Reviewer; 
Barry Hansen) 

EARL SCRUGGS: FOGGY MOUNTAIN BANJO 
jj (Columbia 1504) 

t • 

Here is the disc that could have been 
THE Blucgrass album for both folk and 
country fans -- an all-instrumental set 
featuring the world's greatest 3-finger 
banjo picker and a solid lineup of tradi¬ 
tional tunes (HOME SWEET HOME, SALLY ANN, 
SALLY GOODIN, CRIPPLE CREEK, RUEBEN, JOHN 

.HENRY, CUMBERLAND GAP, etc.). The fact 
that it is not is due, not to Earl, but to 
the musical gaucheries of The Foggy Mountain 
Boys, who back up Scruggs with some coll" 
ossally unimaginative accompaniments. 
Paul Warren's overly-strident fiddle too 
often exceeds the bounds of good taste -" 
and the decision to include "Uncle Josh" 

10 

and his Wild dobro on every number rather 
than the conventional mandolin was a sorry 

OTEirl, of course, has never been one to 
rest on his laurels — and his plckinu has 
never been more Inventively Impeccable and 
rhythmically rock-Uke. It's tesrettable 
he can't be heard with o croup of Individ 
ually creative sldcen like Reno's Tenn¬ 
essee Cut Ups, or The Stanley Brothers * 
men. Earl with the Fogsys is too often 
like serving filet tnignon smothered in flfl 
salami. Folk fans who regard bluegrass as 
an amusing commercial ™<lorn outBtowth o 
traditional ..uslc will find FCGCY .10UNTA1H 
BANJO completely unpalatable. Coun y 
fans such as myself will be willing 
take the bad with the good just to hear 
Earl pick. Doth factions will miss 
smooth country vocalizing of Lester 
Flatt. (Reviewer: Karen Glover; 

NEGRO FOLK RHYTHMS - Ella tonkins *nd 
the Goodwill Spiritual Choir of Hoo-"**1 
Baptist Church (Chicago) (Folkways ) 

This album purports to be an 

ST2.S S’iSS.! •• **- 

T,- raL,‘.,rJS»»«... 
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concert. The first side is a selection 
of hopelessly over-arranged and slickened 
perfomances which sound at their best 
like imitations of Odetta and at their 
worst are nauscatingly cute and completely 
phony, (I must say in justice that I liked 
one track, WADE IN THE WATER, because it is 
done in the style of the choral passages 
from PORGY AND BESS, and I like PORGY AND 
BESS.) The ;l,bum includes the song OLD 
TIME RELIGION performed thrice: in "tradi¬ 
tional, classic, and gospel" styles. 
Something like this would be helpful If 
only the performances were distinctly re¬ 
lated to what they were supposed to be. 

This album will undoubtedly find its way 
into many classrooms whose teachers gen¬ 
uinely want to teach their children some¬ 
thing about Negro folk music, but who are 
repelled from the real thing (such as 
that on the Louax-Atlantic Anthology) be¬ 
cause "it sounds too much like rock & 
roll" or something like that. Far too 
many performances of Negro folk music by 
educated Negroes such as Miss Jenkins bow 
to this kind of taste. Or perhaps the 
motive is a purposeful attempt by educated 
Negroes to remove the white stereotype of 
Negro music as something "barbaric" and 
to show these whites that Negro music is 
noble and good, itr the whites* own image. 
Whether this record is motivated by. one 
of these purposes or whether it is a 
sincere attempt to make good music, it is 
n complete negation of the greatness of 

gro music, (Reviewer: Barry Hansen) 
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NEW RELEASES 
FA2400 SAM HINTON: THE SONG OF MEN. 

19 folksongs with guitar. 

FH5457 THE SONGS AND STORIES OF AUNT 

MOLLY JACKSON. Stories told by 
Aunt Molly Jackson; songs per¬ 
formed by John Greenway. 

FA2455 SING OUT WITH PETES Pete 
Seeger with audience. 

PG3532 ALAN MILLS AND JEAN CARIGNAN 

Canadian songs & fiddle tunes. 

FG3551 THE DONEGAL PIPER. Irish 

bagpipe tunes by Nell Duddy. 

PA2431 THE FOLK MUSIC QF THE NEWPORT 

2432 FOLK FESTIVAL 1959-1960, Vol. 
1*11. NLCR, Pete Seeger, Mike 
Seeger, 0. J. Abbott, Willie 
Thomas & Butch Cage, Alan Milli, 
Frank Warner, Frank Hamilton, 
Fleming Brown, Guy Carawan, 
Sonny & Brownie, John Greenway, 
Fat Clancy. 

folkways 
117 w««t 46th St., New York 36, N. Y 

JOHN LEE HOOKER PLAYS AND SINGS TIE BLUES 

(Chess 1454) 

The recent ’'rediscovery" of John Lee 
seems to have sent record companies scurry, 
lng to their vault, to search for unissued 

Hooker uaterial -- for here Is 
another LP consisting largely of £1“** 
originally released as singles by other 
labels, or alternate takes of P*evlo“' 
Chess cuts. John Lee oppears alone with 
his guitar here; and from the ^cord 
quality and Hooker's guitar s*yle * 
judge these sides were cut circa 1948-49. 
This record and Hooker's previous Che” . 
LP are the best examples of his most 
blues style -- the mood varying from 
driving and powerful ' 

K^or^rth^aibu, is 

that Studs Terkcl-s liner notes^ 
point by an unnecessarily wide uorgi • 
"Consider .. these 12 blues a Ad^a 
chapters of a novel. Protagon • 
and Eve, or modern prototypes of our “8 
leafed ancestors. Subject: ^original 

Sin." This is 
Hooker concieves his music. 

J7*, • /Vi ( * * * *• 

Glover) - - ^ - * 

) 

* * * * * 
THE LITTLE SANDT HEVIEV is 
at 3220 Park Avenue South, Ml P° 
Minnesota. Subscription price is 53 V 

VPAP 



BROWNIE McGUEE & SONNY TERRY: BLUES AJ-L 
AROUND MY HEAD <Prestige Bluesville 1020) , 

Another album (the third for prestige) 
featuring the unique renditions, of,McGhee 
and Terryv probably the most often-record¬ 
ed blues performers today. The music 
these two have been 3oing lately could . 
best be described as traditional blues . 
listienably adapted for college audiences. 
The purely nusical (in an objective sense) 
are present in abundance -- McGhee probably 
knows more different blues chord pattern^-.. 
than any other traditional performer. 
Literary qualities, too -- the two have 
a real knack for new blues lyrics. What 
is.missing is emotion and the vit^l 
quality of real blues that one might call 
(for lack of a better word) roughness. 
Given one of their’ potentially beautiful.; • 
*ongs, they cra*.»k it out like a couple of, 
well-oiled machines. The somewhat anti* . 
septic setting one has coue, regrettably. 1 
to associate with Bluesville doesn't ,t«j* • 
help, either. This set is right in their 
college groove (read "rut"), and for 
this date their instrumentals were not 
the best they are capable of. Unless 
you like your blues well-scrubbed, you 
won't find this album too worthwhile. 

Recently I had the pleasure of hearing* 
Brownie and Sonny in Portland,. Oregon. ’ 
They gave a college concert^which was 

Just plain dull. As usual, there were 
sessions in friends' homes, however. In¬ 
cluding one at the home of Mel Lyman 
(Portland banjo and harmonica player and 
singer in the finest old-timey style), 
these informal sessions Sonny and Brov™j 
proved without a doubt that they Are still 
capable of first-class traditional blues. 
When they are relaxed and out of the f 
bright spotlights they can communicate 
like few other artists. They seem to 
react, as a rule, to a recording studio 
just like they do to an auditorium -- 
they stiffen up emotionally, b*c°;ierl*®®k 
inventive in their playing, an Jus 
out the songs relying on their & 
personalities for coixwnicotion with 
audience. It is imperative that somebody 

record Sonny and Brownie in a £ouP . 
relaxed, informal setting (as an ^ 
recently done, with invol^lc resu » 
for Lightnin' Hopkins) while they stilly 
are capable of maximum emotiona coi . Ll 
unication through the blues. ( ev ,• 

Barry ilansen) 

THREE PRESTIGE INTERNATIONAL RELEASES 

It t, painful for a rcvl«ur to be8ln • 

dlacusalon of the recording 
lntegrltous and well-int there is 
company with the 9 
legitimate excuse for * one 

any one of these tbrc“ ^of’ony impor- 
of then documents anythin^ 
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tance in American folk Music. All arc 
highly boring and of negligible value as 
entertainuent. Appealing to neither an 
educational nor commercial Market, the 
Lord only knows who will want to buy theta. 

ODRAY RAr^EY SINGS JIMMIE RODGERS FAV¬ 
ORITES (Prestige 13009) seems to be trying 
to illustrate the fact that Many of the 
popular compositions of Jimmie Rodgers 
are entering oral tradition and are on 
the way to becoming true folk songs. One 
would tnen expect to hear Ramsey, one of 
our better traditional singers, performing 
adaptations of the tunes in his distinct 
traditional vocal style -- as he has so 
excellently done with many Carter Family 
songs. Not so. What one does hear is 
Ramsey rather feebly imitating the Dlue 
Yodeler's every nuance and doing some 
Pete Seeger-like blues noodling on the 
banjo. Ramsey's voice does resemble 
Rodgers', but his yodeling is painfully 
shaky and uncertain in pitch. The only 
point taade by the record is that the 
irregularities of a good folksinging 
voice (and Ramsey's is VERY good), so 
chari.iing and moving in presentation of 
traditional material, sound extremely 
weak in emulation of a pop singing style. 
There is only one Original Blue Yodeler, 
and his records have never disappeared 
from the catalogves. Why then should the 
public be expected to bother with an 
Imitator? 

THE CAT CAME BACK And Other Fun Songs 
( rcstige 13011) finds John Greenway 

) 1 »»« 
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droning fun song after fun song in a small, 
dry, husky voice to a muffled, monotonous 
guitar accompaniment. Listening to him 
do it is anything but fun. Greenway is 
a genuinely witty person (at least in a 
LITERARY way -- see the liner notes to 
this album) and is aware of what these 
songs should sound like. But this album, 
which at its best would be only an amusing 
trifle, crys out for a solid entertainer 
(of the Ed McCurdy or Bob Gibson sort ot 
the very least)- to be effective. Dr. 
Creenway, though he sings intelligently^ . 
has not one whit of ability as a purely 
aural entertainer -- and his "fun" albu. \ 
is thus as i.iuch fun and as lively as th0 
proverbial weekend in Philadelphia. ^ 

Pick Temple is a successful children's 
entertainer on TV, and after hearing his 
album PICK OF THE CROP (Prestige 13008) 
it is not difficult to visualize him 
grinning from the video tube and saying 
the equivalent of "Hi, kiddies, here a 
your old Uncle Pick and he's going to 
sing you some American Folk Songs, 
that be fun?" Though adults, according, 
to their taste, will think Temple ridicy 
uious or be bored by him, children w ° 
enjoy Burl Ives or Alan Mills *sy go a on., 
with Pick's clear diction, pleasant-ou 
bland voice, and condescending _ 
especially on animal songs like • 
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{■'..‘illi lOn >. , . » •> i iv 4 , 
SOW TOOK THE MEASLES, and I HAD A DIRD. 
DuC the same; devices used on songs like 
NAOMI WISE will insult even a child's 
intelligence. Temple is apparently under 
the delusion that folk songs consist merely 
of words and music, and that anyone who 
can carry a tune in a bucket and thumb a 
guitar can perform them. It ju6t isn't 
so -• as his album so abundantly makes 
clear. , r • r 

Kenneth Goldstein, the producer of 
these 'discs, would certainly agree in all 
fairness that the value of these records 
is, at best, extremely peripheral to a 
field in which the center is yet a gaping 
void. It is unjust and incomprehensible 
to place novelty items such a6 these on 
a record r.iarket that doesn' t so much as 
contain a single Texas Gladden or Hobart 
Smith LP. What is wrong? What is the 
trouble? WHY DON'T WE GET DIRECTLY TO 
THE HEART OF THE MATTER ITSELF? We are 
in the final hours of an extremely crucial 
quarter-century of upheavcl in the musical 
tradition of our country. Our localized, 
oral song tradition is yielding to the 
tglnnings ofr an urban, nationwide, uass- 

co. j .unications one. 300 years of American 

rural tradition is dying undocumented at 
our feet, even as we sit here listening 
to our Pick Temple and Greenway records. 

n anot er decade, when our musical heri¬ 
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tage will be irrevocably lost, we will 
have a hundred years to record our Temples 
and their kin. Time is running out — 
and culturally responsible recording 
companies should be answering the call 
to, their duty. It is no more than right 
that first things must come first. 
Serving only dessert rather than the meat 
and potatoes is an unhealthy diet indeed. 
A culture that must live on it will sicken 
and die. Why is our astounding cass- 
communlcations industry being wasted? 
Why can't it (as Alan Lomax has stated so 
oonvinclngly) be placed at the disposal of 
our eloquent and authentic -- but unheard 
•• folk themselves? 

THE BILL BROONZY STORY (Verve MCV 3000) 

Take this set, open it up, contemplate 
its five LP's and its $25 price tag, feel 
its magnificent heft in your hands, and 
you will realize that, in 1961, the blues 
has arrived. This album is comparable to 
a Wagnerian opera in its sheer stupendous- 
ness. And we have been informed that this 
is only Volume One! 

This album marks Broonsy's Lost Sessions, 

The aim was very similar to that of the 
Ltadbclly set made by Fred Ramsey and 
issued on four Folkways LP's about the 
same length of time after Leodbelly'e 

death as this set is after Droonzy'#. 
It was made (unlike Leodbelly's sessions) 

in a professional recording studio. e 
machines were turned on and Broonsy, 
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o-r-- prerMetfiby 01VI Randle, Studs 
Terkel, and uaybe others, gave out with a 
veritable oceanful of music and conver¬ 
sation, Several miles of the resulting 
tapea have been transferred to disc — 
and we have TIDE BILL BROONZY STORY, 

Contrary to the implications of the title, 
this is not arranged In any special way — 
there Is no attempt at chronology or at 
a methodical coverage of Big Bill's >•» rv.- 
muslcal universe. Whether or not the 
tapes have been extensively edited (there 
are a few obvious splices) the general 
effect la of the natural flow of conversa- 

fiu;' tlon and music at a leisurely pace. 
ing this set on a good phonograph, you 
actually have Big Bill in the room with i 
you, talking and singing as he might have 
in a perfectly informal, natural situation. 
Verve has dispensed with the usual echo 
chamber to further enhance the intimacy. 

This set is not as great an addition to 
the Broonzy legacy as we might have hoped. 
On the other hand, there is no real reason 
to expect it to be. Broonzy made a great 
many recordings during his last few years a 
of life, and he has recorded virtually 
every cong in this album at least once 
efore. *The performances in this set 

are very similar to the earlier recordings. 
Aga n, there is no reason to suspect 

at they wouldn't be. Broonzy was not 
><e st of health when he made these 

1 l'"S ,tU8ical Power seema to 

DlI!ineen>,l'ninPClred* 1118 ®inBing and 
P aylng show no deterioration when com- 
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pared with that in albums such as BIG 
DILL'S BLUES (Columbia). 

The talk on the album is at least as 
valuable as is the uusic. Much of this 
ground, too, has been covered in the book 
BIG BILL'S BLUES, on Folkways recordings 
of interviews, and on BLUES IN THE MISS¬ 
ISSIPPI NIGHT (United Artists), lie 
covers numerous subjects -- with music, 
musicians, and their women, specifically 
and generally, being the main field of 
specialization. Highlights of the con¬ 
versation: the geneaology of rock & roll, 
with the categorical statement that 
"Elvis Presley sings blues" on side 1-U; 
reminiscences of the first blues Bill 
ever heard -- played by his uncle on a ( 
5-string banjo, on the same side; how 
Bill creates a blues on side 2-D; the 
story of the actual live entertainer 
named C. C. Rider on the same side; rem¬ 
iniscences of old blues singers on sides 
3-B and 4-A, ending with the story of how 
Leadbclly got his name; and a concert in 
New York City where everybody played 
JOHN HENRY, on side 5-A. 

Altogether, this set represents a great 
accomplishment. There ore a few minor 
bugs: for one, it would hove been good i 
the talk had been transcribed as well as 
the lyrics of the songs, for reference; 
it would hove been good if the indiv ua 
notes supplied with each of the five reco 
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had had something to do with the partic¬ 
ular record they came with instead of be¬ 
ing of a general nature; it would be nice 
to know the names of the Interviewers 
(there are at least two of which only one 
can be Dill Randle, editor of the set)* 
Otherwise, a fine job. This is certainly 
as worthwhile a purchase as any other five 
Broonzy LP's. It is a real blessing to 
ave such a complete documentary of a man 

who, while he affected a vety artificial 
style for sophisticated White audiences 
(largely Europebns) in his last years', 
was at one time the foremost traditional 

egro singer going -- in record sales as 
as in quality of performance -- and 

w ose life ran for most of its length 
down the very center of blues tradition. 

One more interesting thing to think 
about as one contemplates this album — 
many of Broonzy's best records from his 

h? + a^8 *n ^'s were made for the 
Me Otonc Ubel. The retail price of 

hundr^!ifi.r<i^0r<ie was exactly one one- 
T1IE nil i nno tl>e rotai^ price of Verve's 
tllins”) Y ST0RY- <«•»*««» s Barry 

A»IME»R{^N SI“S F01J<SONGS "FOR YOU 
nt (Dobtone 2066) 

sssr 
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this album, is a little too broad for lur 
own good. For it is too much to expect 
that one folksinger could sing convincingly 
all the myriad of songs and styles that 
Miss Richuan attempts here — everything 
from Jewish lullabies to gospel songs, 
Southern Mountain hoedowns. Woody Guthrie, 
railroad blues, children's songs, folknik 
compositions, Texas songs, Josh White 
numbers, and Dob Schnertz originals (far 
and away the best number is Schuertz' 
delightful QUEEN ANN FRONT). The ultiuate 
(and Inevitable failure of this album is, 
of course, dt^e to the great variety of 
cultures represented -- since Miss Richi ian 

cannot do justice to any one of them, aba 
makes them oil sound the same. Someone 
named J. E. Davidson doesn't help iwch on 
banjo, either, I must say. There is 
nothing on this album that is either 
musically bad or vulgarly cotx>erciali*e 
it's just that there isn't anything here 
that would be of any interest to a fan 
of folk music. Followers of Miss Richiian 
who wish to give it a try may obtain t e 
record by writing to Dobtone Rccorcs at 
615 Sumnerlea Ave., Pittsburgh 32, Penna. 
(Reviewer: M/Sgt. Wes Duck) 

LITTLE DR0THER MONTGOMERY: BLUES (Folk¬ 

ways 3527) 

'There's a right way to play ,,U*JC "* 
and there's a wrong way. You can J 

ploy the way you feel et M .<Mia 4 n 
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has to coiiie frou within, yes, but you 
have to play it right.” 

This articulate statement of blues 
ueicology comes frou the lips of Little 
yotJjer Montgomery as quoted by Rudi 
lesh in the notes accompanying this LP. 

Montgomery makes the point not only 
verbally, but musically as well — drop 
theneedle into practically any cut and 
you re back to the blues piano of the 

r es -- without surface scratch. 
Little Brother plays an easy, almost 

rnM°n c* P*ano on understated style 
ather than a pounding one; blues for 
ree o clock in the morning. Top 

l1™*010*: VICKSDURG 44 and L & N 
smooth * ^ont8ouery’s singing, in the 
beat '^?!,er °* Connie Johnson, is 

villedl^s °" l“ FUWR and ST0Ry- 

crasln ^'fhry. ”orks alone on this disc -* 
ini' nn°P G Jlandness of his recent out- 
jazz ^w^ere he submitted to 
top hachinc). It is 
a discr, ,r-P i °.^lue8» The notes include 

^i^rTZ^ciolUlt0 tHe PreSent’ 
PETE's latest releases. 

(sincehLSRhp[2)8P?ct °l tV° uonth* 
records and i te ha8 issued three 
fourth tor «orkin8 on a 
th« three aibu s°‘ rtlease soon. Of 

CHAMPLAIN VALLEY SONGs*«d, lLere 1 
SONGS (Folkways 5210) 

-* 1 U •• 
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PRESTIGE 
INTERNATIONAL 

For the BEST in folksongs and folk 
music ask your record dealer for 
PRESTIGE INTERNATIONAL 
recordings. 

PR-INT 13011 "THE CAT CAME BACK” AND 
OTHER FUN SONGS sung by John Greenway: 
The Cat Came Back; Psychotherapy Song; 
Automation; Tying a Knot In the Devil's 
Tall; Vllikins and his Dinah; The 
Runny Dummy Line; Bluey Brink; Devilish 
Mary; Our Goodman; Ladies' Auxiliary; 
Dishonest Miller; The Dog Sat in the 
Tuckerbox; When You're All Dressed Up 
and No Place to Go; etc. 

PR-INT 13013 THE BEST OF GUY CARAWAN: 
Pastures of Plenty; Red Apple Juice; 
We are Soldiers; Wild Goose; Chewin’ 
Gum; Ballad of the Sit-Ina; Across the 
Blue Mountains; etc. 

PR-INT 13014 EUITARRA CLASICA Y 
FLAMENCA played by Rogello Reguerra, 
Guitarists. 

PR-INT 13015 ITALIAN FOLK SONGS sung 
by Pols Chapelie. 

FOR FREE CATALOGUES WRITE TO: 

PRESTIGE INTERNATIONAL 
203 So. Washington A VMM 
Bprj3mIifW, Ntw J«T!**y 

PRESTIGE INTERNA TICNALfoU 

C tba noted fouErlat s- r 



FEATURING-: 
, THE TRAVELLERS 

rOMAR BLONMHL* IANTY50N 
TEAN CARI&NAN • ALAN MILLS 

lcvnMN.NLDOBSoN’TONI KINES l 
ISYLVIA FRICKER-JACQUES LABREQUE 
ipJHE NEW YORK COUNTY BOYS * 
\PEfER wyeaRfi/-AlftN MtfrAE-AlCHFRNE< 

35 JANE *>0 WINSTON YOUNG 
^RRlC|( JARRETT- f/WVOLA REDDEJ ' 

SCHAFER, M.C. 

FRIDAY F-VfcNi^_ 

_ Friday rAiDNifrHT SfREfT JN*k 
Saturday' matter folk fil^as wo 

,mFREE CHlLDffEJ}/sCOr<CEf^0tt,0 

fSmim AFrtfwawcteRTFwiwi# 
TRADITIONAL CANADIAN.MUSICJANS ( 

$igSJa»KSL»A 

PNCE^^p^i^w [IfflEML.. 

\TICKEIS$M» n» cmam-V-nr* ml W«»® 
■FOR DETAILS CACCOMMOWTIDN EICMflt U 
XMAWttSl FQtA FKTlVAi, ORilLlhfll 

jhwJpSsiFfI ii-K °®/VaJ- 
to of^ce TORONTO OfHC 
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PRESTIGE 
INTERNATIONAL 

I PR-INT 13011 

I^SONGS OF THE CIVIL WAR, NORTH & SOUTH 

Sung by FRANK WARNER 
With Jeff & Gerrctt Warner 

NORTH: Old Abe Lincoln; 
Battle of Bull Run; 
Battle Cry of Freedom; 
Marching Along; etc. 

SOUTH: Dixie; Pretty 
Little Miss; Goober 
Peas; The Red, White, 
and Red: etc.]" 

is by far the best bet for all but the 
hardy beginner. The novice may prefer 
volume four of the seemingly endless 
AMERICAN FAVORITE BALLADS (Folkways 
2323) set, while the avant-garde, politic¬ 
ally minded will undoubtedly want SONGS 
OF THE SPANISH CIVIL WAR (Folkways 5436). 
Others may prefer to wait for the fourth, 
SING OUT WITH PETE'. (Folkways 2455), an 
audience participation record on the 
order of VOICES TOGETHER and PETE AND 
SONNY AT CARNEGIE HALL, and, unfortunately 
containing many of the sane songs. Many 
will want all four. 

Those of us who have followed Pete’s 
recording career closely and have his each 
and every album (all forty-plus) are 
bound to think that CHAMPLAIN VALLEY SONG3 
(from the Marjorie L. Porter Collection 
of North Country Folklore in upper New 
York State) is one of the best things he 
has done in years, T6 put it rather 
over-dramatically, he has returned here 
to straight folk material (at least, 
folk-COLLECTED material), and it is in¬ 
deed pleasant to note how well he sings 
these songs. A few years ago, Stinson 
Issued a record by Milt Okun colled 
ADIRONDACK FOLK SONGS AND BALLADS (Stin¬ 
son 82) which covered somewhat the sane 
ground as this one. It was, however, a ^ 
rather shallow effort and did , 
Justice to the fine songs of New o 
State. As Kenneth S,‘ Goldstein sta e 
in his notes, this Adirondack region 
still retains much of its 

“wildcrnoss 



Irisl.-English-Frer.ch-Indian culture — 
here is a "folk treasure." The average 
folk fan will be quite surprised to hear 
Pete sing in both Frertch and Indian dialects 
oh this record. Ue will also be surprised 
that JOHN RILEY is probably the only song 
on'the album that he has previously heard. 
He Should also be mighty pleased to hear 1 
Pete sing through such a treasure-trove 
of new folk material in such fine fashion. 
There are Indian songs (SENECA CANOE SONG), 
French-Canadian songs (ISABEAU S'Y PROM- 
ENEAU, UN CANADIEN ERRANT, LES RAFTSMEN, 
VIVA LA CANADIENNE), English-American 
ballads (JOHN RILEY, EIDER BORDEE, THE 
VALIANT SOLDIER), composed songs (BANKS 
OF CHAMPLAIN, LILY OF THE LAKE, YOUNG 
CHARLOTTE), music hall songs (IIOW'RE 
YOU FIXED FOR STAMPS TODAY?, CLARA 
NOLAN'S BALL), lumberjack songs (ONCE 
MORE A-LUMBERING GO, THE SHANTYMAN’S 
LIFE), and a pair of British pipe tunes 
ployed on the recorder (chalail?). It 
is uy feeling that Pete should do albums 
of this sort a lot more often. There 
is ample evidence here that, when he sings 
folk material he is truly interested in 
(Pete himself lives in rural New York 
State), he is one of the best in the 
business. 

Volume Pour of the AMERICAN BALLADS 
series finds Pete singing folk material 

:*?*.• questionable) that he does 
not always seen to be interested in. At 
least the emphasis here, as in the entire 
series, is on singing all the old chest- ’ 
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nuts — BOLL WEEVIL, FROGGY WENT A- 
COURTING, GO DOWN MOSES, ERIE CANAL, 
etc. — in sort of a jazzy, catchy, easy- 
to-listen-to style that will appeal to 
al^^st everybody. It's nice, sure, but 
hardly very inspiring or worthwhile. 
Besides that, at least six of the songs 
are in the YOU ARE MY SUNSHINE category 
that so marred Volume Three of1 this 
series. JOHNNY HAS GONE FOR A SOLDIER 
stands head-and-shoulders over the rest 
of the songs in this albuu, but even it, 
nicely done as it is, is scarce excuse 
to add this one to your collection^ 

SONGS OF TIE SPANISH CIVIL WAR is a 
true puzzler to this reviewer. For with 
one exception, it is exactly the sa;.to 
album as SONGS OF TIE LINCOLN AND INTER¬ 
NATIONAL BRIGADES (Stinson 52). That 
one exception is JARMA VALLEY (on tic 
LINCOLN BRIGADE half of the disc, sung 
by Sceger and chorus), sung here by ° 
Glazer, and sung on Stinson by Woo y 
Guthrie. Otherwise, all the cuts (in¬ 
cluding the flip side’s SIX SONGS FOR 
DEMOCRACY sung by Ernest Busch and c 
are identical on both discs. ®. 
is made up of two 78rpu alUu.s 
released on Asch and Keynote o • 
There is an excellent sot of notes * * 

Alvah Bessie and several fine p 
of the Lincoln Brigade in coubai* JPlCcV. 
the original notes of the Aoc 1 |.j 
nnto m as well. The music all 
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on the order of VIVA LA QUINCE BRIGADA ~ 
is most enjoyable and the performers arc 
good. The Ernest Dusch side was, accord¬ 
ing to the notes, actually recorded in 
Spain during a 1938 air raid. All fine 
and dandy, to be sure. Cut why release 
an album that is already in another com¬ 
pany's catalog and is readily available 
to the public at $3.98 while this one 
costs $5.95? 

v t # J 
a 

FOLKSONGS OF THE LOUISIANA ACAD IANS 
(Louisiana Folklore Society LFS-A-4) 

Hats off to Harry Oster for another 
terrific album! This record is a conpre* 
hensive survey of one of America's great* 
est and least-known folksong cultures. 
The Acadians are the French-speaking 
people who were evicted from their homes 
in British Nova Scotia in the 1700's 
and subsequently founded a community in 
French Louisiana which has persisted 
strongly to this day. Until quite re¬ 
cently the "Cajuns" were completely 
French in language and customs. Now 
American ways, and American country 
music, has made large inroads in their * 

^ !^\but therc 18 8tiU a brimming 
rccordful of traditional music — all 

. n French and much of it dating back to 
ranee before the revolution. Dr. 
larry Oster has gone to the heart of 
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Cajun country, Grand'HamaV ' 'n; 
("Big Mamou") with his tape recorder, 
and has come out with what is fabulous 
folk music in any language. 

One side of the disc conoists of the 
old songs which originated before 1800, 
mostly in France. This side is dominated 
by Bee Deshotels, a rice farmer and 
horse trainer who is one of the most 
entertaining amateur folksingers I ve , 
ever heard, and o respectable guitar 
player. He does a couple of randonccs 
(cumulative songs) for the appreciation 
of which a knowledge of French is quite 
unnecessary. Also in his repertoire is 
a wonderful song about Grand Mnmou 8 
Mardi Gras. His real gem, however, is o 
love lament, IN NACIUTOCHES, a localized 
variant of an old French song which he 
sings unaccompanied. It deoerves to be 
one of the standards of the general fo 
repertoire. The flip side of the disc 
contains music of more modern creation, 
with influences from outside sources wi c 
Oster describes - bet still unmistak¬ 
ably Cajun in its inimitable swagger and 
exhubcrence. The singing agein requ res 
no knowledge of the language to communi¬ 
cate, but enjoyment is vastly lrcrc88®" 
by the fat booklet prepared by Dr. Ost 
and his staff, with complete texts in 
French and English and scholarly no 

on all aspects of the music. ‘°*k*“** 
Anthology owners will no*® j,°r*°,|‘LAHD 
of SAUTE COAPEAU and IS VIEUX P i 
ET SA FEMME on this sot which are 
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least the equal of the ones in the An¬ 
thology* The infectious sounds of a 
Cajun "fais-to-do" permeate the whole 
set. A testimony to the excellence of 
this set which probably means more than 
r *-ne was given to me by a friend who 
grew up in tauisiana* When I played the 
record for him he exclaimed that this 
was truly realistic; that this was the 
way the Cajuns he knew actually sounded* 

I can't imagine a better one-record 
ethnic survey. By studying French music 
and what has happened to it in America 
we can gain a better perspective on the 
development of English music here — 
which we so often take for granted. 
And in the process we can listen to one 
o the 1.1081 entertaining discs ever 
made -- with great singing and fine 
performances on fiddle, guitar, accordian, 
and harmonica. Order this record imme¬ 
diately from Dr. Oster (3323 Morning . 
Clory, Baton Rouge 8, La.; $6.30 post¬ 
paid)— and have it sent by air mail' 
(Reviewer: Darry Hansen) 
Postscript: A nostalgic note on the above 
ment oned 1920's recordings of Cajun music 

iLCv ? ;ed in this clipping from the 
De<=. 23, 1929, p. 25. 

Contributed by Joe Drochetz. 
CAJUN FOLKSONGS RECORDED 

8onr>s thc extCl’Poraneous folk 
and luqh ° Ca^uns °1 Louisiana's bayous 

tier,™ L STT3?1* be conflneJ i« •»- 

inhAulTts °lth* 5tate's - Hart. All the world will soon 
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be able to hear and enjoy the; simple, 
sometimes plaintive, sometimes gay, uusic 
produced by such homely instruments as 
guitars, accordians, and harmonicas* In¬ 
spired by the large sale of two trial 
records, the Victor company sent an ex¬ 
pedition to make a large group of records 
of the foremost artists of the Cajun 
country, says the Bureau of New Orleans 
News, supported by civic groups* From 
Point Clare and Point Durald, from Chat- 
aigner and Calcasieu, they came to New 
Orleans where, timidly at first but later 
with confidence, they braved the stern 
and somewhat mysterious appearance of 
the recording microphone. Their songs 
are prompted by their feelings, love, 
hunger, sadness, and find expression in 
simple music, sixteen bars being the ex¬ 
tent of the variation. They are colled 
"fait-to-do," which, being freely c^n8" 
lated, means "to make sleep." The 
doublc-d«3k records that have been made 
will be released within a few months, 
Victor representatives reported. 

RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT SINGS SONGS .» 
WOODY GUTHRIE AND JIMMIE RODGERS 
(English Columbia 33 SX 1291) 

iMMfrAoa "Ramblin' Jock Elliott" (as 

/ 
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knox; what usually happens when English 
Columbia gets ahold of hir.i for an albuu. 
A bunch of British sideuen are hired 
who sound as if they have never heard 
of -American folk music before, let alone 
played it, and.they make a lot of racket 
with the standard coixiercial country 
uusic cliches while Jack tries to sing 
the songs in such a way so as not to offend 
either the folk buyer or the country 
record fan. The results are rather like 
the vre 11-known definition of "nixed 
emotions:" you feel like your uother-in- 
law just drove over a cliff with your 
new Ferrari, Such is the case with 
this record. Surprisingly, the Rodgers 
side is the best, with Jack singing 
through six of Jimmie's best railroad 
and Jailhouse songs in nifty, free¬ 
wheeling fashion, aided occasionally by 
clarinet and truupet. (It uust be 
remembered that Rodgers hiuself used 
backing far cornier than that heard on 
this albuu). Jack stays pretty close 
to the feeling of the originals -- es¬ 
pecially so on WUIPPIN' THE OLD T. B,, 
where the treatuent borders deliciously 
c o6e to iuitation without crossing over, 
an t e clarinet and trunpet cooperate 
beautifully. The Guthrie side, alas, is 

of i-h° ?f* have been the core 
il al5uta» but instead Jack's style 

ere to one bordering on straight 
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country-western singing -- much too fast 
and far different in expression than the 
usual fine node of Elliott singing Guthrit 
songs (see any of Jack's Topic recordings/ 
for exanples of the latter). Even so, 
Jack gives us one dandy, I AIN'T GOT NO 
HOME IN THIS WORLD ANYMORE, which is done 
reasonably straight. Other songs are 
DO RE MI, DEAD OR ALIVE, GRAND COULEE 
DAM, DUST STORM DISASTER, and SO LONG 
IT'S BEEN GOOD TO KNOW YOU, and, even 
in their hybrid treatnents there are 
enough flashes of Woody to take then 
extremely entertaining, if not ethnic, 
experiences. For no natter how far 
Jack goes astray, he is still the best 
purveyor of Woody Guthrie's songs that 
we have. He goes to the heart of the 
natter, and when he's in top fom one 
gets the feeling that he and Woody sing 
from exactly the sane place. 

Elliott fans nay expect in the near 
future an albuu of Guthrie songs sung by 
Jack on Prestige (P-I 13016) which we 
believe could be his best. Collector 
records of England have also issued an 
EP (Collector Jea 5) by Jack. Both ^ 
albums will be reviewed in future LSR s. 

ROOSTER BLUES (Excollo 8000) 

Lightning Sliu is probably one of the 
best exponents of the funky, down- on*, 
kind of blues currently being heorc in 
Southern saloons and Jaxx Joints. 
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am] his group, though electrified 
(mainly so that they can be heard above 
the noise of the hard drinking, hard 
living patrons), provide a gutty, noving 
sound that is for the nost part rooted in 
the country tradition. The instrumental 
combinations employed tend to be paradox¬ 
ical: on a few cuts you'll hear electric 
guitar and electric harmonica backed by 
washboard and bones, 

Slim'8 style treads a narrow line too 
countrified for the disc jockey trade and 
too raw and open for folk blues fans -- 
but highly communicative, 

The titles heard here were originally 
regionally distributed singles: HOO-DOO 
BLUES, with Sliu giving black magic as 
the .reason for his woman troubles; IT'S 
MIGirTY CRAZY, a double-entendre blues 
that sounds like it owes a lot to a 
Sonny Boy Williamson tune; and FEELING 
AWFUL BLUE, delivered by Sliu in charac¬ 
teristically rough, emotional fashion. 
Slip's blues can be seen to be concerned 
with his most imediate problems. 

Sophisticated (but less so than Muddy 
Waters) yet sensitive, Sliu is recommended 
to the devout blues buff. (Revisvr: Dave 
Glover) , 

I 5 ^°i!S CARTER FAMILY (Uarmony 7280) 

T E ^m„DILL M0NR0E <Itor,lony 7290) 
THE STANLEY BROTHERS (Harmony 7291) 

Although the selections of 
Jhese rc-releases of Columbia 

titles on 
78rpm 
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classics indite,they are intended for 
the country market, folk fans who enjoy 
old-time and Bluegras9 music will cer¬ 
tainly want to pick up all three albums. 
At $1.98 apiece one can obtain a triple 
helping of good music for ttye price of 
many single LP's on .the market. 

The Stanley Brothers disc dates from 
their 1949-50 days at Columbia. Although 
PRETTY POLLY is the only genuine folk 
title on the record (A VISION OF MOTHER, 
SWEETEST LOVE, GATHERING FLCWERS FOR THE 
MASTER'S BOUQUET, etc.), city fans will 
be Intrigued by A LIFE OF SORROW, an 
earlier version of the song HAN OF CON¬ 
STANT SORROW that is the best number in 
the Stanleys' current repertoire. 

Many of the Monroe titles, dating from 
the immediate post-war period which saw 
the birth of modern Dluegrass music, are , 
classics of their type •• ROCKY ROAD 
BLUES, FOOTPRINTS *N THE SNOW, BLUE 
MOON CF KENTUCKY, etc. It is difficult 
to tell by ear alone (and no information 
Is givon on the record Jacket), but 
Monroe's sidenen here arc presu: ably 
Lester Fiatt, Earl Scruggs, and Chubby 
Wise. Monroe himself is the moe ^ . 
ing vocalist in the history of 
country music, and although h a ® o b * 
here is not so excitingly leather-lun^d, 
os on his recent Dccca outings, 
still awe-inspiring. 
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Of most interest to city folk fans will 
be the Carter disc -- the only recordings 
of the original Carters (outside of the 
dubs on the Folkways Anthology) available 
in this country. Though the titles select¬ 
ed for this LP are fror. the gospel-senti- 
i tental side of the Carter repertoire 
rather than from their folk Material 
(WAVES ON THE SEA.i JOHN HARDY, etc.), a 
new generation of fans can now hear for 
the. first tine the incomparable Carter 
renditions of LULU WALLS, WILDWOOD 
FLOWER, WORRIED MAN BLUESLONESOME 
VALLEY, and the Carter-,thei.ie song and all- 
time best seller KEEP ON TIE SUNNYSIDE. 

It must be regretfully said, however, 
that these sides do not represent the 
Carters at their best. All the songs on 
this LP were recorded in 1935 — quite 
near the,end of the Carters' trail of 
300-odd record titles. It is evident 
that the innumerable recording sessions, 
whistlestop tours, and radio shows plus 
the internal strife that was soon to 
break up the Family had by 1935 taken 
their toll. Sara's voice had by not-; 
eepened and coarsened -- and she here 

utilT*' *on^er young girl who sang so 
Wild and free on the early Victor classics, 
ihe accompaniment, while still distinctly 

tired and heavy compared to the 
earlier. 

Columbia records is 
keeping this oatcrial 

to be commended for 
available to modern 
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SING OUT! — the oldest regularly-published 
folk tong magazine in America. Every issue contains 
between 12 and 15 folk songs, with melody line and 
guitar chords. Contributors include Ruth Rubin, 
John Greenway, A. L Lloyd, Alan Lomax, Moses Aschf 

Featured in each issue: Johnny Appleseed, Jr., by 
Pete Seeger, The Folk Process, The Git-Box, Folk 
Music On Records, Frets and Frails by Israel Young, 
etc. Edited by Irwin Silber. C 
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New York 36, N. 
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PRESTIGE 

BLUESVILLE 
The following is a list of some of the 
BLUESVILLE released to date: 

BVLP 1019 LIGHTNIN* sung by Lightnin' 
Hopkins: Automobile Blues; You Better 
Watch Yourself; Mean Old Frisco; Come 
Back Baby; Thinkin' ‘Bout an Old 
Friend; The Walking Blues; Back to New 
Orleans; Katie Mae; etc. 

BVLP 1023 K.C.'s BLUES sung by K.C. 
Douglas: Broken Heart; Penthouse Blues; 
Wake up Workin* Woman; Rootin' Ground¬ 
hog; Doctor Blues; Meanest Woman; 
Watchdog Blues; etc. 

BVLP 1026 FREE AGAIN sung by Robert 
Pete Williams: Free Again; Almost Dead 
Blues; Rolling Stone; A Thousand Miles 
from Nowhere; Thumbing a Ride; I've 
Grown So Ugly; Death Blues; Hobo 
Worried Blues; Hay Cutting Song; etc. 

OTHER IMPORTANT ALBUMS 
SOON TO BE RELEASED 

12-inch High Fidelity Albums 

SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUES 

?J®|T1GE RECORDS, INC. 
20.1 So, Washington Avenue 
B. rttenfleld, N\.w j, rsev 

audiences in a sensible, inexpensive 
format. Our hope at LSR is that such 
efforts sell well enough to warrant 
future releases. Perhaps if an assured 
audience cones into existence, Columbia 
would reach even further into its files 
for-re-release material. luagine llaruony 
LP's containing the best of the Colunbia 
Black Label 15000 series: Of such stuff 
are this writer's dreans nado on'. 

TIE SIIOTIERS DROTHERS Al TIE PURPLE 
ONION (Mercury 20611) 

Mercury, the only record cov.ipany I 
can think of that had hitherto refrained 
fron putting out an imitation Kingston 
Trio record, has now gone the way of the 
wicked and plucked The Soothers brothers, 
Tor.tny and Dickie, frOu the soitewhat 
shaky hands of Jack Paar. Television 
fans are, I understand, supposedly in 
rapture ovcjr the antics and babblings 
of the Brothers S, and, if thid is the 
case, this LP will stand as uonuuental 
proof that nost people who watch TV are 
pretty far out of it anyway. The albuu 
notes claim these boys are satirists, 
but that is Just ^ lot of hot ait* 
They're just another bad folk group 
(very ouch akin to Bud and Travis) tia 
conbincs the worst in folk -.aisle w 
the worst In: huuor (odd a dash o 
cot inercial Youth) to produce bod r.cor 

-- such as this one. Hot fol 
funny, TIE BROTIERS S Al THE PUI'P 
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ONION will have to be sold to the TV- 
watchers. I'r.i afraid they are the only 
one® who will appreciate it. (Reviewer: 
Dob Dahle) 

BOOK REVIEWS . 

AMERICAN FOLK TALES AND SONGS, Compiled by 
Richard Chase (Signet Key paperback 75c) 

I, 

This book, originally published in 
1956, is now in its second printing and 
is one of the best buys in the whole 
field of folk lore publications. In it, 
Richard Chase has distilled the experience 
of forty years of collecting the tradition* 
al tales and songs; and living auong the 
people of the Southern Mountains. Al* 
though this is a regional collection, 
these tales and songs are the common 
heritage of all those who speak the 
English language. The great value of 
this book is that it presents folk lore 
as a whole — ancient (grandfather) 
tales, riddles, tall tales, ballads, . 
songs, hytans, play parties, and fiddle 
tunes. All of these existed together > 
In the folk couiiunlty* ; 

Soue of the best tales in our tradition 

unci, re: WICKED JOUN AND TUE DEVIL, i 
CAPE (a fountain version of the 

CH2L»r«le8*nd), PACK D0WN THE BIG 
SNAKF*TTAfK AND TIIE RICI1 0LD MAN, THE SNAKEMt "OEiUNOIf. Now the8e t‘les . 

and 'a\ ra?> but »••"«<» 
^his u7*u alnoat anyone can do 
**18 with a little application. 

Auong the ballads are: THE MERRY GOL¬ 
DEN TREE and NICKETY NACKETY (Wife Wrapt 
in a Wether Skin) which Chase learned 
fr6u Ilorton Barker. Here is also the* 
DEVIL'S NINE QUESTIONS (Child #1), 
collected nany years ago by Chase and 
popularized by Burl Ives. Auong the 
songs: an excellent version of THE DEAF 
WOMAN'S COURTSHIP to the tune of MAGGIE 
LAUDER; and THE MILLER'S WILL which 
Richard Chase taught to Ilorton Barker whq 
sang it so nagnificently at the Universit 
of Chicago Folk Festival. 

At the back of this book is an ai^ateur 
collector's guide which should be studied 
by all interested in the problems of 
collecting. However, one of the best 
parts of the book is the introduction, 
which should be read and re-read. It 
throws i lost of the folknik verbiage we 
have read and heard in recent years into 
the deep shade. Here is one short 
paragraph as an exanple: 

"If this current folk movement is to 
become the basis for a living, creative 
use of art in the United States, it wi 
spread best, perhaps only, through tic 
living word, the human touch. There 
can be no coi c.ierciolization, nu stan ar 
ization, no mechanization of these 
things. They elude every sort of modern 
sophistocation. They are always siy. 

This book is not another paperback 
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. *a 
potboiler, but the result of experience, 
deep reflection and love. It can do 
uuch to guide those people who would 
like to bring the creative use of our 
folk heritage into their lives. (Reviewer: 
George Armstrong, Jr., Wilnette, Ill.) 

7. • 

Editors' Note: A good cross-section of 
the contents of the book discussed by 
Mr. Armstrong can be heard on the book's 
companion recording, AMERICAN FOLK TALES 
AND SONGS (Tradition 1011). Mr. Chase 
himself tells, with the true skill of 
the born raconteur, a number of the 
shorter jokes and tales of his book — 
although space limitations precluded 
recording any of his wonderful "Jack" 
tales. The songs are sung singly and 
in duet by Paul Clayton and Jean Ritchie, 
and include: DEAF WOMAN'S COURTSHIP, 
DEVIL'S NINE QUESTIONS, THE GAMBLING 
SUITOR (sometimes called COURTING CASE), 
and WCKD&CC6 LOVE. This last number, 
sung solo by Jean, is the finest musical 
selection heard on the disc. The 
duets with Clayton tend to bog Jean 
down somewhat, due to Paul's non-conn- 
ittal style, but on the whole, the 
performances of the songs give a good 
deal of meaning to Chase's textual 
background as presented in the Signet 
book. And Chase's own presentation of 
the tales, of course, is beyond iuprove- 

They must be heard to be fully 
enjoyed. 

ADDITIONAL RECORDS AND RECORD CHATTER 

Laurel River Valley Boys: DANCE ALL NIGHT 
WITH A BOTTLE IN YOUR HAND (Riverside) 
No, Carolina fiddle-banjo-guitar old-tiraey 

DU Sic • 

ROLF CAHN & ERIC VON SCHMIDT (Folkways 
2417) City singers doing blues. 

Bob Gibson has a new album upcoming on 

Elektra. , . . 
The Carter Family: KEEP ON THE SUNNY SIDE 

(Acme LP 2) A. P., Sara, & children sing 
GOLD WATCH & CHAIN, SHIP AHOY, PRETTY RAIN 
DROPS, BEAUTIFUL ISLE OER THE SEA, etc, 

THE VERSATILE BURL IVES (Decca) 
T-Bone Walker: I GET SO WEARY (Imperial 

9146) Part of Imperial's new series of 
Negro blues and .spirituals recordings, 

Lil' Son Jackson: ROCKIN' & ROLLIN' 
(Imperial 1942) . 

Ben & Adam: THE DUDAIM (Elektra) Israeli. 
Shep Ginades: DOGWOOD SOUP (Pathways of 

Sound 1023) Children's songs. 
Norman Rose, Cisco Houston, Art Malvin: 

ON THE RANCH (RCA-Victor LY 1033) Cowboy 
life in song and story. $2.49 kids disc. 

The Belafonte Folksingers: AT HOME AND 
ABROAD (RCA-Victor 2309) 

The Browns: OUR FAVORITE FOLK SONGS (RCA- 
Victor 2333) Country pop group. 

Bill & Gene Bonyun: SONGS OF YAN 
WHALING (Heirloom AHLP-1) 

JEREMY'S FRIENDS (Warwick 2019) 
Milt Okun: AMERICA'S BEST LOVED FOLK SONGS 

(Warwick 2011) Re-issue of Okun s ea 
Baton LP of the same title. victor) 

Jimmie Rodgers: JIMMIE THE KID (RCA-Vlcto,) 
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The Wilcox Three: THE GREATEST FOLK SONGS 
EVER SUNG (Camden 669) Hardly. $1.98. 

Big Bill Miller; REVELATIONS AND THE 
BLUES (Columbia) 

5-STRING BANJO JAMBOREE SPECTACULAR 
(Stardayl36) A 2-LP set featuring Bill 
Clifton, Stanley Brothers, Jim Eanes, 
Stringbean, Country Gentlemen, others. 
$5.98. • 

EVOLUTION OF THE BLUES SONG (Columbia) 
Narrated by Jon Hendricks and featuring 
Big Miller, Jimmy Witherspoon, others. 

Jesse Fuller has a new one on Good Time 
Jazz. 

Dolan Ellis; ALMOST AUTHENTIC FOLK SONGS. 
(Commentary 03) 20th-Century "folk" humor. 

Sonny 6 Brownie; BLUES IS MY COMPANION 
(Verve 3008) Routine effort. 

J. B. King, Jr.; CAJUN HUMOR OF THE 
BAYOU (Montel 101) We haven't been able 
to locate a copy. Readers? 

Katie Bell Nubin; SOUL, SOUL SEARCHING 
(Verve 3004) Spirituals with Diz Gillespie* 

Gory Davis, Pink Anderson; GOSPEL, BLUES, 
AND STREET SONGS (Riverside 148) Re-issue 
of out-of-print RLP 12-611. A must. 

Bill Monroe: MR. BLUEGRASS (Decca 4080) 
Tony Mottola: FOLK SONGS (Command 823) 

The "folk songs in percussion" bit. 
The Brothers Four: ROAMIN' (Columbia 

8425) Awful, just awful. 
ON CAMPUS WITH THE DEAXVILLE TRIO 

(Jubilee 1121) Fulfills a real need. 
Billy Edd: U. S. A. (Monitor 354) 

n.^«phlS Slia and Wee wiUie Dixon: THE 
BLUES EVERY WHICH WAY (Verve 3007) Verve'! 

blues series. 
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Pete Seeger and The Clancy Brothers and 
Tommy Makem will soon have albums on the 

Columbia label. 
Kenneth S. Goldstein has undertaken the 

supervision of the Prestige Bluesville-i 
record line. Working with Ken will be 
blues collector-editor Sara Charters Watch 
for future albums by Gary Davis, Furry 
Lewis, Pink Anderson, Tampa Red, K. C. 
Douglas, and Sidney Maiden. 

Harry Oster's Folk-Lyric label has re¬ 
leased an album of Ewan MacColl and his 
oother, Mrs. Betsy Miller, singing their 
Scots family songs. Sounds beautiful. Also 
an LP of primitive Louisiana piano playing, 

The 3-volume Texas trilogy, A TREASURY Of* 
FIELD RECORDINGS (77 Records), produced in 
England by Doug Dobell, will be released in 
the United States by Candid Records. 

ENGLISH RECORDS 
BLUES FROM MAXWELL STREET (Heritage 1004) 

With Blind Arvella Gray, James Brewer, King 
David, Daddy Stovepipe. Chicago blues. 

AAAAAAAAA’*** 

McDonald's Radio. 2227 East 35th Street, 
Minneapolis, now handles Arhoolie an o 
Lyric .Records. Stop in and hear these 
hard-to-find items. You ore also invited 
to browse through McDonald's large stocc 
of visage jazz and blues 78rpm records. 

"BOUND FOR GLORY" is at your bookstore| 
Ask for Dolphin Book # C248. Only 95C. 
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(Continued from inside front cover) 
• ••Reader Jay Smith of Jacksonville informs 
us that the Kingston Trio is finally con¬ 
tributing something worthwhile to American 
folk music. They are disbanding. We glee¬ 
fully add that the Cumberland Three are also 
breaking up. Is a new trend beginning? ... 
Guy Carawan and his bride (nee Candy 
Anderson) are conducting lectures on the 
Sit-In movement, in addition to Guy's con¬ 
certs. Write Guy's manager, Paul Endicott, 
30532 Sheridan Street, Garden City, Mich., 
for booking information ... The April 
issue of McCall's magazine contains an 
article entitled "Country Music, Nashville 
Style" ... Woody Guthrie's autobiographical 
novel, BOUND FOR GLORY, is no longer a 
legend but a readily available paperback 
re-print. Ask for Dolphin Book 20248. 
Price is a mere 95c ... Minneapolis' most 
distinguished creator of stringed instru¬ 
ments, Roger Baldwin, announces that his 
order book for the summc** is nearly filled. 
Order your custom-made long banjo neck now'. 
Roger's address is 511 15th Ave. SE, Mpls. 
14 ... Bob Koester of Del-Mar Records writes 
that Big Joe Williams has signed with him — 
and that 507. of Del-Mar's future output 

*n *ts "R°ots of Jazz" series ... 
M2 Twin Cities' sickest folknik recently 

asked us if we had heard the new recording 

JwoJlSS* Uncoln Rockwell singing WE SHALL 
w , .••• ^e Clancy Brothers and Tom 
Mokem made a biG hit this last week at 

: v' 
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a posh Mpls night club — winding over an . 
audience that had come mainly to see the 
star act, Shelley Bertnari. Yes, there was 
the usual yuck in the crowd who hollered, 
''Sing THE SAME OLD SHILLELAGH'." ... The 
Minnesota Folk Song Society got off to on 
enthusiastic start with a Hootenanny that 
featured local talent. It was encouraging 
to see a 31* hour program that contained no 
youngsters performing commercial folkum. 
The acts were about equally divided among 
Bluegrass, Blues, and Old-Timey Hillbilly 
performers ... THE MINNESOTA CO-OP JR. 
book store now has the widest selection o 
folk IP's in Minneapolis, including a hnge 
stock of Folkways albums discounted to . 
LSRs are available on the magazine rack 
and record stock is selected on the advice 
of LSR ... Wedgely Todd made a triumphant 
return to town last week -- capped o y 
a typically wild and witty Todd concert in 
the basement of McCosh's Bookstore. T°dd 
brought along his new partner, guitar p c 
ing "Jabbo" Kronstad, a drifting balladeer 
Wedgely met in Tijuana. After a few days 
of madcap party-going, it's off to 1 
and a booking at Erwin Cling s c u * • 
BILLY PARADISE, for Todd and Jab ... up¬ 
coming reviews in LSR include the -vo urn 
Newport Foilc$e»tival set on Folkways, 
A. P. Carter memorial album on cine, a 
albums by Frank Warner, Ronnie Gilbert. S 

Hinton, Robert Pete Williams, 
Robertson, Jesse Fuller, Mills a L * 
and many others. Pins letters, new , 
and a pica for subscriptions (which y 
were mercifully spared this ssuc> 



(CISCO cont. from page 7) 
puts a sparkle in the eye of the listener, 
lie has rarely been so effective. 

In his excellent liner notes, Cisco states 
vi^h heartfelt sincerity that this is his 
"perscual tribute" to the friend he knew so 
well -- Woody Guthrie. From the first 
song to the last, it is doubtful if Woody 
ever had such a magnificent tribute. The 
fact that Gilbert "Cisco" Houston died of 
cancer on April 28, 1961, at the age of 
42, only six months after completing this 
album (and the fact that Woody suffers 
from the incurably fatal Huntington's 

'Chorea) will undoubtedly add tremendous 
sentimental and emotional overtones to 
the performances here.’ That is as it 
should -- and must -- be, for Cisco 
knew death was close at hand and ficed it 
with all the courage with which Woody 
faces his situation today. The purely 
analytical who care not a hoot about this 
can still enjoy the record as the best 
music Cisco has made in a long time. Those 
of us who know the story of Cisco and 
Woody nay find it awfully hard, if not 
impossible, to subdue a great big lump in 
the throat and a certain wetness in 
the eyes as Cisco sings the last song, 
I'M BLOWING DOWN THAT OLD DUSTY ROAD, 
in this, hi6 las*’ record album. A great 
folk voice has been stilled. His kind 
will not be seen again for a long, 
‘long time. 

CURRENT AND CHOICE 

PETE AND MIKE SEEGER: INDIAN SUMMER 
(Folkways 3851) 

THE NEW LOST CITY RAMBLERS, Volume 
Three (Folkways 2398) 

JEAN RITCHIE: CHILD BALLADS IN 
AMERICA, Volumes I-II. 
(Folkways 2301, 2302) 

PEGGY SEEGER: AMERICAN FOLKSONGS 
FOR BANJO (Folk-Lyric 114) 

OLD TIME MUSIC AT CLARENCE ASHLEY'S 
(Folkways 2355) 

EWAN MacCOLL: POPULAR SCOTTISH SONGS 
(Folkways 8757) 
THE BEST OF EWAN MacCOLL (Prestige 13004) 
THE ENGLISH AND SCOTTISH POPULAR BALLADS 
(CHILD BALLADS) (Folkways 3509) 

A TREASURY OF FIEID RECORDINGS, Volume 
One ("77" Records 77LA12-2) English. 

RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT: KID STUFF 
(English Columbia seg 8046) An EP. 

FOLK MUSIC FROM WISCONSIN 
(Library of Congress AAFSL 55) 
SONGS OF THE MICHIGAN LUMBERJACKS 
(Library of Congress AAFSL 56) 

THE NEWPORT FOLK FESTIVAL 
(Vanguard 9083, 9084) A 2-LP set. 
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This extensive introduction to Impressionism and Modern 
beqins with the French Academy and Salon and ca ',ei i 
subject through Picasso. Tanguay, Dali and others. Mr. 

fully explains the technique and style used by many p 

artists of this period. 
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On our Cfftr this wnth is Peggy Setgit 
subject of the fell owing kind words: "thi 
Dioflt inventive sad cons unmet# young 
musician to emerge free the Polk Bose/' 

one of the two or three valid modern 
stylists,” aad "our closest approxlnstlm 
to a Coop lest City Folksinger«H Peggy'i 
had a varied recording career, appsarlig 
es soloist, accompanist, and group sings: 
She can be heard on Folkways, Rlversids, 
Vanguard, Elektra, Folk*Lyric, Prestige, 
Tradition, Topic, Nixa, HHV, and Wattle, 
Cover drawing is by Jon Pankake. 

EDITORS' COLUMN 
EDITORS' COLUMN 

EDITORS' COLUMN 

S’? Peutt Ttel&OK & flan 

irst off, we mist beg your forgive: 
tor charging you the price of a doebli 
issue this nonth« We just had so many 
coords to get in that page limits an<i 

production costs were thrown to the vi 

fori?" 1 * **4 th« *Cr*in. We hope ye 
. U1* ven't happen again, fs 

Droudi 8p*5ial bl8 double issue bosti 

•uitable f °ff*r Gftor** Armstrong’s fi 

rJ0*- tB°-color drawt” of this i-. *«verites on pages 36 

Be sure to subscrl 

PEGGY SEEGER AND EWAN MACCOLL: TWO-WAY 

Dut for the curious nature of this LP, 
it Would hardly be necessary to expound 
at length on the genius of two of the, 
world's greatest professional folkeingere. 
Ewan MacColl and Pe^gy Seeger. One 
simply tuck it in between CLASSIC SCOTS 
BALLADS (Tradition 1015) and THE NEW 
BRITON GAZETTE (Folkways 8732) and spenO 
tjany delightful hours listening to it. 
Dht TWO-WAY TRIP is something quite 
different for Ewan and Peggy — 1* is 
a sort of you-sing-my-song-and-I 11* 

slng-yours type of album# Their on y 

previous attempt at this kind 
change Is the now-unavailable ETCHING 

SONGS OF TUE BRITISH ISLES AND AMERICA 
(Riverside 12-637) — on experiment in 
comparing variants of well-known so gs 

from both sides of the Atlantic. 
While it was stated in a SING OUT. ;} 

article on MacColl that Ewan himself 
"never sings an American song, this n 
disc finds him not only joining in the 
choruses of Peggy’s American numbers, 

but singing lead on the American 
DEVIL'S NINE QUESTIONS. This ie hig y 
irregular for MacColl, and leads to 
inevitable question: how does he fare:^ 

Quite well, really. While It • 
that he never sounded so Scotti 



superb voice and tremendous i.Aisical ability 
carry hiu through t.iost numbers without 
embarrassment. This is not so, however, 
on THE DEVIL’S NINE QUESTIONS (MacColl* 
in the excellent set of notes for this 
album, adults an early passion for "that 
most superb of all folksong stylists, 
MrSw Texas Gladden,")• Peggy’s accompan- 
iuent and Ewan's singing make that song a 

* mistake that does not even hint at the 
glories of the original. The rest of the 
album contains some fine uusic. 

Peggy's MATTY GROVES, sung with autoharp, 
stands out as one of her best numbers on 
any LP; and the duet-singing on THE TWO 
BROTHERS and WALY WALY is so aesthetically 
and musically beautiful that this album 
should be of much interest to both music 
and Voice students as well as folk fans 
ever'ywhere. It is hard to imagine a 
richer musical experience than Ewan and 
Peggy's two-part singing on WALY WALYV 
Ewan and Peggy also sing the delicate 
RICHIE STORY, learned from MacColl's 
mother; and Peggy demonstrates a much- 
improved use of Scottish accent in her 
singing of MacColl's songs. Ewan sings 
lead on THE CRAFTY FARMER, THE BARRING OF 
THE DOOR, JENNY NETTLES, and TULLOCUGORUM 

in his usual fine fashion, Peggy sings 
and plays a beautiful JUST AS THE TIME 
WAS FLOWING, but is-’less successful with 
JACKERO. THE CARRION CROW is we11-sung 
by both singers; and TUE BARTLEY EXPLOSION 

(frodi Korson with a melody composed by 
p«83y) is quite an aural treat for those 
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who want to hear Peggy laDY°ALL 
thing REALLY American’ THE °^r^dy 
SKIN AND BONE ought to make e*?ry J 
get up and check their phonograph and 4 
operation, so tongue-in-cheek U Peggy 
and Ewan's moaning singing of,1 • 

What is the reason for this highly 
unuaual^and excellent album? Peggy W. 

"I am not TRYING to sing Scots p it 
English aonge - X merely CANNOT It, 
living a» l !<»o end where 1 do, 
Ewan addo, '•When you work with Bc**ooa- 
over a peilod of several years, you 
begin to aatlnllate •lementa of th^ ^ 

style and vocal habits .#• 
mean that your approach to your o«nr«P 

ertolre la a££«ct®del°0 of another 
that you can stand on the e 8 

oueleal tradition “V*00? ‘^‘ (British 
spicuous." Peggy ®dd8» T° ® lto a»y 
songs) adds immeasurable r *lkeong8 and J 
understanding of An**1*® h 4r performance.' 
gives a new dimension to thei P 
Ld MacColl seems to be having a fine 
time singing the American eon* 1^ | 

it is hard to imagine «ny°n® M not 
stuffiest of folk-scholars « moaic-* 
find this album a highly enjoy 
al and folk delight, 

CAROLYN HESTER (Tradition 1043) 

Carolyn's recording ^“t_o£^n<>jv 



i J • .... * * a* >11, 

prompted many to voice the opinion that 
here was a pretty young, singer of better- 
than-overage promise» The sounds she 
made were hardly ethnic, to be sure, and 
she was a trained voice -- but she dis¬ 
played a nice sense of humor and a light 
(though cute) touch along with the lyric 
sense one expects of romantic young so¬ 
pranos. And she had the wit to perforin 
songs like THE WRECK OF THE OLD 97, TEXIAN 
BOYS .'“’and LOLLY TOO DUM as well as the 
mor6 conventional DANNY BOY and BLACK IS 
TtiE COLOR folknik heart burners. She 
needed only to drop her hesitant sophis¬ 

tication to become a pleasing arid enter¬ 
taining performer. 

.j • .But, innocence being the ephemeral 
quality it is today, Carolyn has chosen 
the other branch of the road -- as we 

^discover on this new Tradition disc. As 
the hbtes tell us, Carolyn is now an 

i ARTIST -- and it’s really too bad. Her 
soprano voice is now so polished that, 
on VIRGIN MARY, it soared right on by my 

.. ^four-speaker hi-fi system and apparently 
into the frequency that con be heard only 
by dogs. And whereas the Coral disc con¬ 
tained a coarse tc-ua or two, and spots 
where the microphone caught Carolyn gasp¬ 
ing for breath at awkward moments (per- 

t forgivable faults in folksinging), 
Carolyn now has such vocal control that 
she proudly and obviously produces some 
labored albeit authentic chest tones for 
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out benefit. Worst Of oil . , 
spalling lack of propriety with which 

they are used — appear 1. "S eY®fL,J" p1G 
innocuous OLD WOMAN AND THE LTTTLE PIG. 
Carolyn's light touch is now as playt 
« a £p on the head with a conkey wrench. 

Since Carolyn is now “ore. 
in vocal pyrotechnics than 
Inr I suppose it is of no importance 

sc seas?« 
melancholy and delivered with oil the^ 

vocal Inflections of a typ ca ten 
Village inpenue. The liner not s 
us! of HOUSE OF THE RISING SUN, that 
"this song has been exploited o that 
fullest by Carolyn." Amen. AUojhat 
THE WATER IS WIDE was learned du r « 
one of her many visits to th® Arch^( 
Of American Folk Song at the Library 
Congress." Carolyn was ^oubtedly ther^ 

at the 6ame time as ^ c. „nthu8ias- 
The "new" Carolyn will find for 

tic acceptance in the curren pu£tar- 
wild-haired, heavily mascara ,8 

whamming, 
is no longer of intcres 
fans. As this reviever sadly adds£ 
Carolyn to his little b ac 
assembly-line folknik soprj^ etc.), 
Baez, Deborah Green, My* prove 
it strikes me that she (especially 
once again the Amaric- adage <•£. 
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singers) that "you can’t go home again," 

(Reviewer: Ed Gilbertson) 

BILL MeAD00 SINGS Volume Two (Folkways 

2449) .* 

Bill McAdoo's second album is bound to 

be of considerable interest to most folk 

fans, yet may. I'm afraid, cause stirs of 

revaluation among the more traditionally • , 

minded of us as to the exact value of this 

young singer and the songs he sings. In 

LSR #6, we hailed McAdoo as "the best and., 

most Important professional Negro folk 

singer in years," and there is no need to., 

go back on that statement now, McAdoo's. 

competition is such (Bibb, Belafonte, 

Anderson, Peters, etc.) that he need have., 

no fears as to the defense of his exalted 

spot. Yet, this second album is strangely 

unsatisfying. McAdoo seems to have gone 

backward, instead of forward -- faults 

that ope was willing to overlook in the 

first album are now glaringly hard to , 

dismiss. His guitar work, unaided here ... 

by Seeger's banjo support, proves to be 

weak and cliche-bound -- at one point 

sinking into an imitation of Josh White's. 

Vocally, instruuentally, and thematically* 

he tends to be repetitious and unimaginative* 

And the main fault now seems to be his 

songs (McAdoo writes most of his own 

material). Quite often, there is a poor 

marriage of words and melody (SAMUEL 

NABREY, YOU CAN'T LET LITTLE CHILDREN 

STARVE TO DEATH) which makes one uneasy, , 

8 

i 
and, much more often and worse, there is 

usually a resounding lack of anything re¬ 

sembling any emotion other than just 

plain anger..We are presented the facts 

of a Negro vs*, White situation (quite 
often .written.with all the poetry and 

insight, of a poor.newspaper article) and 

we are presented McAdooIs anger nothiqg 

more. What we are neve*! presehted with 

are any of the other human,emotions 

there is very little warmthj love, pity, 

sat ness, or genuine tradgey«iin McAdoo s 

songs. Instead, there is only his anger 

presented in the form of rather heavy- 

handed propaganda — one gets the feeling 

that McAdoo has read one too many issues 

of SING OUl! True, one cannot help but 

agree with his cause, but that does not 

necessarily make his songs good songs4 

Just because one is against waf . and ^ 

racial discrimination doesn't make it 

necessary to embrace every bomb song or 

utopian epic as a masterpiece -- ? 

them are actually pretty bad song 

example, compare YOU CAN'l LET 1 
CHILDREN STARVE TO DEATH on this album 

with John Greenway's Perfo^liye'*i1^TEo 
of Aunt Molly Jackson's DREADFUL MEMORIES 

(also concerned with starving children) f 
and I think you'll see what I mean. 
Aunt Molly's song is one of the mos 
beautiful, tender, heartbreaking 6ongs 

that I know of (and it IS folk music), 
while McAdoo's is Protest (dccply fcU, 

to be sure,) with a capital P. u . 
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I feel,i folk music, ' It Is more of a rant, 
it seems to me, than a vehicle for true 
expression. There is no denying that 
events in the world give McAdoo every 
reason for being mad, but anger presented 
as mere unreasoning anger doesn't seem to 
do anybody much good, McAdoo's emotional 
palette for songwriting seems to contain 
only the color red, and there are a limit¬ 
ed- number of things you can do with only 
one outlook. The CUBA song,cfor instance, 
contains all the simple-minded naivete of 
most modern Protest songs: one side is 
Holl&r than Thou; the other side is worse 
than the Devil himself; and there's no 
such thing as any real human feeling in 
sight. Things are not just that simple 
and Mr. McAdoo knows it (or should know 
it.). His songs that deal with HIS 
personal experience are his best ones 
(EIGHT HUNDRED MILES on his first album; 
DETROIT BLUES and I DO THE BEST I CAN on 
thi6 album). Here we do not have the 
"Folk Process"-y art form restricting his 
material. Here we do not have mere anger, 
but also understanding and real emotion. I To Say that McAdoo is "too young and too 
angry" seems rather pretentious criticism, 
albeit true. Yet when Bill McAdoo gains 
more artistic maturity and performing 
depth, I think he will be a folksinger to 
reckon with -- if he can break out of 
Protest and into protest. Someday, perhaps» 
he may write a song worthy of comparison 
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to DREADFUL MEMORIES, LUDLOW t^SSACRE, 
1913 MASSACRE, etc., but right, now that 
time is a long way off. Let us ail hope 

Bill makes it. 

DISCS BY THE CLANCY BROTHERS & MAKEM... 

Like many other sentimentalists, I get 
much the same feeling listening to the 
singing of Makem and the Clancys that I 
get watching the Irish motion pictures of 
director John Ford -- that is, the feel¬ 
ing that more than a little of the essenap 
of traditional rural Irish life is being 
communicated, not DOCUMENTARILY but 
ARTISTICALLY (and with the attendent 
privileges of artistic license). For 
certainly, like Ford's films, the per onp^ 
ing of Makem and the Clancys is just a 
little larger than life -• combining a 
bit of broadness, a dose of corn, a dash 
of showmanship, and a liberal sprinc n| 
of sentimentality in such an outrageously 
winning and enjoyable manner that one 
almost wishes the actuality were as 
appealing as the art. 

Those who have watched Tom Makem on th« 
stage, the incarnation of a Gaelic uc 
playing the pennywhistle, will agree ui 
here is a born showman and a hig ^ 
talented entertainer. To see just 
much more showmanly Tommy has ecomc 
the last few years, compare Jls su^c. 
rendition of THE COBBLER as he is do 
it these days with the version aPP«-*in* 
on THE LARK IN THE MORNING (Tradi 
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1004) that was recorded six years ago in 
Ireland by Diane Hamilton. It is to 
Tommy's credit that his. becoming a polished 
professional performer has enhanced rather 
than destroyed his talent as a folksinger • 
for his showmanship is of an honest Irish 
sort, full of blarney and high spirit. 
SONGS OF TOMMY MAKEM (Tradition 1044), his 
first solo LP, is an excellent job of cap¬ 
turing Tommy's effervescence on wax. 
While his fine ability as a balladcer is 
demonstrated by his renditions of THE LOW¬ 
LANDS OF HOLLAND, THE BUTCHER BOY, and 
THE FOGGY LEW, it is obvious that the 
tunes nearest Tommy's heart are those with 
a touch of the devil in them — it is 
difficult for a listener, for example, to 
keep from shouting out in glee as Tom 
roars out the swashbuckling BOLD O’DONAHUE. 
I can think of few honest folk music al¬ 
bums that are at the same time so enter¬ 
taining as this one. Eric Weisberg plays 
guitar and banjo accompaniment for Tommy 
in a manner so imaginative and musically 
interesting that he may soon rank with 
Peggy Seeger as an accompanist of 
British and American folk singing. 

THE CLANCY BROTHERS AND TOMMY MAKEM 
(Tradition 1042) demonstrates that the 
group as a whole is apparently willing to 
approach the boundary that separates the 
smooth from the slick. The shouts, laughs, 

and cutting up on this record are, compared 
to the earlier Clancy efforts on Tradition, 
calculated -- but not obviously so. Like 
most folksingers-turned-professional, the 
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lads are beginning to reach beyond their -v 
personal background for. material • — to *• 
printed texts and even Scots songs. ’ 
Again, with very good results. THE JUG '' 
OF PUNCH, led by Pat Clancy, and BRENNAN 
ON THE MOOR will readily prove to fans 
of the group that the boys have not lost 
their touch with either songs of drink 
or roughhousing. THE CLANCY BROTHERS 
AND TOMMY MAKEM is a very good L? — 
SONGS OF TOMMY MAKEM is a tremendous one, 
Which is as it should be, for even Mrs, 
Joan Clancy, the boys' mother, ha6 con¬ 
fided to her sons, "You're all great 
singers, but Tommy Makem is a greater 
singer than any one of you." 

CAROLINA SLIM: BLUES FROM THE COTTEN 
FIELDS (Sharp 2002) 

— 9 . * I 

According to the notes on his album, 
Carolina Slim died last year in Newark. 
His real name was Ed Harris; he come root 
Texas; he was six feet four; and he was 
known as Georgia Pine as well as Carolina 
Slim. (Not much else in the notes is 
worth reading.) He was a fine blues 
singer in the mainstream of traditional 
blues. In this album he does twelve 
blues -- eight slow and four fast - w 
his guitar and an unobtrusive drum acc- 

oiDDAnicocnt • - m 

. 6uU« Playing 
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whom he has probably studied closely. His 
singing and general style of performing are 
more in the older tradition of Furry Lewis 
and Jim Jackson, however. Like Lewis, he 
is easygoing and extroverted rather than 
moody and Introverted as is Hopkins. , He 
is sad -- but not bitter -- on the slow j , 
blues. Whereas Hopkins' blues are person- 
al poems which we sometimes find difficult 
to feel ourselves a part of, Carolina 
Slim's blues are our own -- and one feels 
perfectly at ease singing them. (If this 
album gets the kind of distribution it 
deserves, I predict that it will have a 
wide influence on the better college 
folksingers.) It is on the fast numbers, 
especially the two on the first side, 
that Slim's guitar playing is especially 
remarkable. It is as inventive as Lewis' 
and much more interesting than is Hppkins' 
on his fast numbers. Slim's singing on 
RAG MAMA, a variant of SALTY DOG, is a 
special masterpiece. This is a fine al* 
bum veil worth owning, and a decided bar¬ 
gain at $3.98. Slim's death kept him 
from attaining the popularity on the 
concert circuit which certainly would 
have come to him had he lived, but he has 
left us with a superb document of his 
unspoiled music, (Reviewer: Barry Hansen) 

THE BORDERS (Folkways 8776) 

Subtitled "Songs and Dances of the 

11 14 41 • 

English-Scottish Border" this LP, re¬ 
corded by Sam Charters, provides an ample 
and delightful aural record of both the 
music and the people who live in that 
misty and romantic history-laden area 
between Scotland and England -- the 

Borders• . 
It is hard to imagine how Charters, 

hitherto known for his work with Negro 
jazz and blues in the American South, 
could have possibly produced a better 
record than this. His years of recording 
and editing experience have paid off 
handsomely here. For he has had the 
wisdom to include both the conversation 
as well as the music of his informants, 
and as a res lit, the listener is drawn 
intimately more close to the per4 o'iwin¬ 
ces than he otherwise would have been. 
This album has an unforgettable quality 
of naturalness and informality that is 
rare on field recordings. It is this 
quality which makes the album so success¬ 
ful, and Charters must be praised might¬ 
ily for capturing it. The music itself 
has been culled from three main sources: 
the musically-rich Scott fomily (Tom, 
Will, Sandy, Jimmy, and Nan) of Kclty 
and Hawick in Scotland; a fine and facile 
fiddler, Rob Hobkirk, also from Hawick; 
and, representing England, a Northum r on 
Small Piper named Tom Breckons, w'osc 
lilting, sparkling pipe-Flaying is quite 
the most delightful thing on the album. 
Hobkirk plays his way through seyc” 

** /__ rhom - Scottish 
_»» 4 ran 1 
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believed to be the source of the American 
breakdown, THE DEVIL'S DREAM) in agile and 
decorative fashion, and the singing Scotts 
contribute five numbers and a sentimental • 
recitation to round out the album, Jimmy 
Scott'8 prancing NICKIE TAMS is well worth 
study. 

Charters has provided us here with a rich 
treasury of music from England and Scotland. 
All serious folk record collectors must 
have this disc. There are no "big" songs 
here, nor are there any "big" singers — 
only the beautiful and natural stuff of 
which folk music is made. 

TWO NEW LP'S BY BIG JOE WILLIAMS. 

Big Joe (sometimes known as Po' Joe) 
Williams is Chris Strachwitz's second 
offering to members of the International 
Blues Club on TOUGH TIMES (Arhoolie 1002). 
Joe is a solid, earthy singer more in the 
straight blues vein than is Mance Lipscomb, 

the singer featured on the IBRC's initial 
venture (see review later in issue). 
Williams has been around a long time, and 
his guitar playing (here an unobtrusively 
amplified one) reflects all that he has 
absorbed -- as do his songs, a mixture 
of tradition and autobiographical improvi* 
sation. Joe opens the disc with SLOPPY 
DRUNK BLUES, a tune associated with the 
original Sonny Boy Williamson, whom Joe 
worked with for a while; and continues 
with PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT (probably one 
of the best eulogies he has recievedi) 
and FORTY-POUR BLUES, a piano piece Joe 
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has adapted to the guitar. SHAKE YOUR 
BOOGIE is perhaps responsible for t 
lack of transcribed lyrics in the ^sc 3 
booklet — the opening verse would-be , 
quite unmailable printed matter. -A so 
here is SHE LEFT ME A MULE TO RIDE, a 
song which is Big Joe's most often re- 

corded number> if not hie trademar • 
sad postscript is provided by the duet 

Joe sings with his wife, Vary, °n the 
gospel number I WANT MY CROWN ( When 
I've done the best I can, I want my 
crown.."), for Mary Williams died Ju6t 

two months ago. . 
PINEY WOODS BLUES (Delmar DL 602) was 

recorded a bit earlier than the Arhoolie, 
though few others than avid blues buffs 

have even heard of the record, ( ® mo 
is a small Chicago company formerly 
specializing in jazz, which plans an 
extensive "ROOTS OF THE BLUES" series.) 
Here Big Joe is in a more comfortable 
and reminiscent mood. Playing an un 
amplified 9 string guitar (I prefer 
sharper and cleaner amplified sound)ln 
a more wide-open style. Joe reaches back 

through time to the bound of 'tih« 
40's and produces CMAHA BLUES, 
WHISKEY, JUANITA, and other Williams 
originals - as well as Sonny Boy • 
GOOD HORNING, LITTLE SCHOOLGIRL an 
Blind Lemon’. PEaCH ORCH.VKD. -'.^.^ 

Short, who plays a flailins b . 
a restrained mouth harp simultaneously. 
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joins Joe on NO MORE WHISKEY and three 
other cuts. Also' included is a cut of Big 
Joe talking about Sonny Boy and the earlier 
days of the blues. 

Both albums are highly recommended: each 
presents a different facet of the artist, 
each does it well. The Arhoolie will 
perhaps be of most general interest; the 
Delmar of more specific value to blues 
fans. The liner notes for the Delmar LP, 
by Bob Koester, are especially good. 

If your local shop doesn't stock these 
labels, $4.98 to Delmar Records/ 439 So. 
Wabash/ Chicago 5; and the same amount to 
Arhoolie Records/ P.0. Box 671/ Los Gatos, 
California will bring you postpaid two 
fine albums of one of the old-time blues 
men -- doing the unadulterated blues. 
(Reviewer: Dave Glover) 

* * t 

NEW ORLEANS JAZZ With Billie and De De 
Pierce, Brother Randolph, and Lucius 
Bridges (Folk-Lyric 110) 

Another one of Harry Oster's fabulous 
ethnic documents. Mr. and Mrs. Pierce are 
a couple of veteran New Orleans jazz music* 
ians, playing trumpet and piano respectively 
Both have a list of credits that read like 
an encyclopedia of early jazz. While many 
New Orleans musicians have changed their 
style to conform with "dixieland" ideas 
to lure in the tourists, the Pierces have 
continued to play in the old way in rela* 
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PRESTIGE 
INTERNATIONAL 

SONGS OP THE CIVIL WAR, NORTH & SOOTH 

A 

| PR-INT 13012] 

Sung by FRANK WARNER 
With Jeff & Gerrett Warner 

NORTH: Old Abe LincoTn; 
Battle of Bull Run; 
Battle Cry of Freedom; 
Marching Along; etc. 

SOOTH: Dixie; Pretty 
Little Miss; Goober 
Peas; The Red, White, 
and Red: etcj 
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WANTED TO BUY BY LSR: We ere inter¬ 
ested In buying or trading for the 
following records. Any information 
on where we could get them would be 
appreciated. If interested in 
selling, please quote your price 
and state how many copies of the 
record you have. Send us your 
want list. 

WE WANT,,,WE WANT,,,WE WANT,,,WE WANT 

Paul Clayton: WANTED FOR MURDER 
(Riverside 12-640) 

MacColl, Lloyd: THE ENGLISH AND 
SCOTTISH POPULAR BALLADS (CHI1D 
BALLADS) 
(Riverside 12-621/622 Volume One) 
(Riverside 12-623/624 Volume Two) 
(Riverside 12-627/628 Volume Four) 

MacColl: BAD LADS AND HARD CASES 
(Riverside 12-632) 

Faier: ART CP THE 5-STRING BANJO 
(Riverside 12-813) 

Merrick Jarrett: THE OLD CHISHOLM 
TRAIL (Riverside 12-631) 

Ritchie, Brand, Paley, the Wests: 
SHIVAREE1 (Esoteric 538) 

See back page ad for our address 

tive obscurity. They Pl« thr0^^ , 

number 'uBB.-SCW 
MAMA DON'T 'LOW, GUL* authen- 
or THESE DAYS) with compelling ^ £ln. 

ticity and honesty an P^ l0 the 

‘".r. Smith manner, while De De ploys 
^ly beautiful^ew orleans^trumpet^ 

Brother Randolph vocai on a 
and Bridges.contributes o Thls 
New Orleans version of JOHN WWX. 
album is intended.primarily 

collectors, and this ma^ 
place to go into its jar erve8 a long 
length, but it certain y expression 
listen as "the result 
in an urban environment^ an 8 
part of our musical culture. - 

Barry Hansen) 

COSMO ALLEY PRESENTS BOB GROSSMAN ? 

(Eureka 501) 

v. Here then is anot„eatr coast* specif of 
.of that well-kpwn ' f e house." 

"folk" muaic calJ^ Bob crossmao play® 
Young (19ryear-old) Bob ^ draws 

rather widdlerofrtte- pop source*. 
his repertoire from tb^ both;Harry 

and manages to 6“u"^ at the •— 
Belafonte and Bob C biggeat 
time. This, pethapa, ^ hU 

distinction. --,2^ have been 
numbers contain v feeling of 
up-dated to iocorpora Df his song* 
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SARO JANE. Which says a lot about today's 

troubled society. Actually though, there 

is one good thing that must be said about 

young Grossman — at 19, he is as smooth 

and as able a performer as many entertain¬ 
ers twice his age. His singing is pleasing, 

and,, as the record indicates, he knows how 
to handle an audience. All of which doesn't 

make him worth much of anything as a folk 

singer, but should insure him almost imme¬ 

diate popular success (which, 1 presume, 

is what he's after). At this writing, 
Grossman has embarked on a club tour into 

the Midwest. Should any of you fans of 

better folkurn want this record, it can be 

obtained by sending $3.98 to Eureka and 
Lectern Record Company, 1471 N. Tamarind 

Ave., Hollywood 28, Calif. (Reviewer: 
Dob Dahle) 

Editors' Note: Lectern has a most in¬ 
teresting catalog, containing albums on 
anthropology (PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY by 
David L. Jennings; CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY 

by Dr. Walter Goldschmidt), art (IMPRESS- 

lONALISM AND THE HISTORY OF MODERN ART 
by Richard Cassady), English grammar 
(ENGLISH GRAMMAR by Nina Willis Walter), 
and American history (U.S. HISTORY TO 
1865 by Dr. P.J. Schlessinger). It 
seems to be a very interesting cultural 
label, and some may want to write for a 
complete catalog.. Judging from the In¬ 
tel lectualiam contained on Lectern, per¬ 
haps we can expect some far better folk 
albums than the one issued so far on 
Eureka• 

PRISON WORKSONGS (Folk-Lyric LFS A-5) 

Another recordful1 of great music from 
Louleiroa's Negro penitentiary at Angola. 

This tee features some of the same singer^ 

heard on Oster's other Angola discs, plus 

many others. In almost every case the 
singers were recorded while actually per¬ 
forming the various tasks of prison labor^ 

ranging from chopping wood to running the 
machine that makes Louisiana's auto 
license plates. The realism is compelling^ 

This album and its extensive notes 
support Alan Lomax's statement (in the 
SOUTHERN FOLK HERITAGE SERIES on Atlantic 

records) that worksong singing is dying 
out. However, it is far from dead, (at 

least at Angola), and this album is a 
great living document of the tradition. 

Many well'known songs appear in one 
variant or another on the album: TAKE 
THIS HAMMER, STEWBALL, LET YOUR HAMMER 
RING, and JOHN HENRY, to name the most 
famous. These performances, fragmentary 

as some of them are, should be required 
listening for anybody who singe these 
songs. LET YOUR HAMMER RING is especially 
noteworthy here, a free-verse poem with 

real artistic unity. 
This sat is another tribute to the 

genius of Harry Oster os a collector n 
its combination of values as a first- 
class ethnic survey and as a ““Sica 

document -- a set that can be 8tC?JC 
to for real onjoyuent completely asi 
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fro.u purposes of study. A fat booklet of 
texts and notes Is included. 

Though it does not detract In the least 
from the value or quality of the album, 

1 it is interesting to note one error in 
the texts just to illustrate the complex* 
ity of the problems of transcription: 
One of the songs, #4 on Side 1, sung by 
a laundry*woman( is a nearly exact copy 
of a rhythm-and-blues hit of a few years 
ago. The R&B record's lyrics read: "I 
Got a job in a steel-mill/Truckin' steel 
like a slave" at one point. The singer 
on Oster's set sings "saw-mill" for "steel* 

' mill" but sings "steel" in the second 
line. Oster, who apparently hasn't heard 
the R&B disc (not exactly an unpardonable 
sin) tould not have understood the refer¬ 
ence to "steel" in the line "Truckin' 
steel like a slave," which he therefore 
mistranscribes as "So 1 could feel 1 
could play." It is a tricky business. 

Little more remains to be said — except 
that here we have the real thing, which 
Josh White, etc, etc, struggle to imitate 
as they sing in their plush night clubs. 
These long-term prisoners sing it out in 
all its glory with no effort at all — 
its very purpose is to reduce and lighten 
their effort. Sets like this one make 
a lot of other sets seem pretty pointless* 
(Reviewer: Barry Hansen) 
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THE CARTER FAMILY: KEEP ON THE SUNNYSIDE 

(Acme LP 2) 
' 1 ’* J V. . *’*4 ^ 

Three points must be immediately under¬ 
stood about this record: (1.) The singers 
heard here are NOT the original Carter 
Family (A.P. Carter; his wife, Sara; and 
his sister-in-law, Maybclle Carter) of 
country mu9ic fame in the-20's and 30 s. 
The present personnel: Sara Carter (lea 
voice, autoharp), A.P. Carter (voice), 
their son, Joe (bass voice, guitar), and 
their daughter, Janette Carter Jett (har¬ 
mony alto voice, guitar). (2.) These sides, 
considering the age of Sara and A.P. an 
the amateurishness of their children, ore 
rough and uneven musical performances. 
Those who appreciate the Carters a6 pro¬ 
fessional country musicians will find 
nothing of interest here — though others 
may well feel that these performances are 
closer to a folk music character than many 
of the slicker Carter sides of 25 Vca” 
ago. I choose to simply regard this disc 
as a recording of o Southern family a 
enjoys singing and playing oid-timey eong , 
and, as such, 1 enjoy it greatly. ( •/ 
fidelity of this disc is the worst 1 ha*, 
ever heard on any long-play recor . 
technical shoddiness of the entire 
duction is best exemplified by the title 

of the song SOWING ON THE HOUNtU" 
lng on the record label a. SEWING IN THE 

"wi voice 1. .till surprisingly .cron,, 
f ( 

-*. 
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and has not changed as much since 1935 as 
it did in the years from 1927 to the mid- 
thirties;; The combined guitars of Joe and 
Janette produce a reasonable facsimile of 
Maybelle's accompaniment -- though Janette's 
harmony sloglng is not in a class with 
Maybelle's. The unique Carter ability to 
take up the most maudlin and sentimental 
of songs land perform them in such a manner 
as to convince us they are sincere and 
moving emotional expression seems largely 
lntact«<- As evidence, 1 offer the wonder¬ 
ful version of GOLD WATCH AND CHAIN. Who 
else but Sara Carter could sing, so un¬ 
abashedly and so effectively, such lyrics 
as: "Now take back all the gifts you have 
given/Your gold ring and a lock of your 
hair/And the card with your picture upon 
it/It's a face that is false but it's fair"- 
Other Carter standards included on the 
disc: SHIP AHOY ("It's the old ship of 
Zion....Loudly I cried 'Ship ahoyi'"), 
BEAUTIFUL ISLE OER THE SEA, WORRIED MAN 
BLUES, and LITTLE MOSES. Of additional 
interest is an amusing and tuneful parody, 
written and sung by Janette, of the old- 
time Carter-type love songs, entitled 
PRETTY LITTLE RAINDROPS (' Raindrops on my 
wlndapane/I know I'll never be the same/ 
Without you I wish that I was dead"). 

I have made the faults of this record 
quite clear, and together with the $3.98 
list price, they will perhaps scare off 
but the most enthusiastic Carter devotees. 
These stalwarts (myself included) will 
purchase the record (from JIMMIE SKINNER, 
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222 E. 5th St., Cincinatti 2, Ohio; who 
also handles the first Carter Acme LP, 
THE CARTER FAMILY SINGS ALL-TIME FAVORITES) 
_I_- i 4 f 

ROBERT PETE WILLIAMS: FREE AGAIN (Prestige- 

Blucsville 1026) 

Robert Pete, now paroled from his life 
sentence at Angola into the seven-year, 
serf-like custody of a I^juisana farmer, is 
featured here in his second LP. This one, 
like the first, was recorded and edited by 
Harry Oster, and appears on Bluesvillc 
under the aegis of Kenneth S. Goldstein. 
This is a "new" Bluesville, unsullied by 
organ or rhythm section, and a very fine 

release. 
It is up to the high standards that Oster 

has maintained vith his own Folk-Lyric re¬ 
leases. Robert Pete sings and ploys with 
the same fire and brilliance that marked 
his first LP, TUOSE PRISON BLUES (Folk- 
Lyric 109)i The Bluesville disc was appar¬ 
ently made after his parole (though the 
cover shows Robert Pete in what looks very 
much like a cell). He sounds brighter, 
freer, ond more open than In the first , 
though he is still*bitter. His songs 
cover a wide range of subjects (more 
in the first set): sickness and death, 
loneliness, wanderlust, work, o age, 
heaven and freedom are all subjects1o 
Robert Pete's improvisations ** w 
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sex element appearing as an overtone 

throughout the set rather than as a prin¬ 

cipal subject. He still takes predomin¬ 
antly fast tempos, his unique voice cry¬ 

ing out the words as his fingers do a 

marvelous dance on the strings of his 
guitar. His harmonic and metrical struc¬ 

ture is very, very free -- hi9 guitar 
keeps strict time while his voice shouts 
impulsively, comparatively free of metrical 

considerations, 
Robert Pete is not a universal man like 

Lcadbelly or Mance Lipscomb or even 
Lightnin' Hopkins. He is more like John 
Lee Hooker, a man who has concentrated on 

one type of song and one way of sinf-ihg *-t» 
has originated most of his own material, 
and has excluded anything which does not 

fit into this pattern. The style, with 
both Williams and Hooker, is a completely 
individual thing -- like no other man's. 
A whole 1P of Hooker or of Williams may be 
a trying experience for one not acclamate 
with and sympathetic to the blues, but for 
one who has learned to enjoy the tradition¬ 
al blues, such performances stand at the , • 

very peak. Some singers, Leadbelly for 
example, have something for every listener, 

but Williams will appeal only to those 
who are willing to meet him halfway. For 
those who will do this, this album, like 
Robert Pete's first, will be a real treasure* 
Bluesville has done a thoroughly admirable 

job of production. (Reviewer: Barry Hansen) 
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THE COUNTRY GENTLEMEN: FOLK SONGS AND 

BLUEGRASS (Folkways 2410) 
. I 1 **r • r 1 . J • • 

The four young musicians known as The 

Country Gentlemen are vocally, both in 
solo and quartet singing, among the best 
in the field of country and Bluegrass music, 

Their high, hard singing of sentimental 
laments and love songs is asgoodon tl 
album (THE FIELDS HAVE TURNED BROWN, BE 

HIND THESE PRISON WALLS OF LOVE, *S 
it was on their first LP (Folkways 2409) 

passionate, highly dramatic, an mus 

solid, , * ..wfi 
Instrumentally, the Gent6 are on 

moat progressive and jazzy of eeg 
bands. Eschewing the traditions 1 * 

they employ mandolin, guitar or ° *°' t 
banjoist with a predilection £°r off-beat, 

modern chord patterns, and a fast, j > 
bassist. Their instrueeutel becking of the 
subdued ballade Is satisfactory, but bhtir 

breakdowns are almost complete y 
to traditional hill music — and 1 
listener is willing to go as ar ^ 
Gents are willing to take him, he wi 
himself in the musical environs of Don Reno 

and abstract, countrified jazz, 
to say, this instrumental approach 
ruinoii to the traditional song. 
SOME HOLLY, a shy fragment of a • 
falls to pieces under the Gents heavy 

touch: fiddle-less and accorapan bopping 

Scruggs-style banjo and a *i*L*£”** 
dobro. TRAIN 45. led by th. 



country musician's concept of French 
musique concrete. 

The Country Gentlemen have carved out a 

unique spot for themaelves in the country 

music field, and the many-faceted charm of 

their honest, emotional singing and always 

interesting (if not always successful) in¬ 

strumentals certainly should earn them at 
least a trial llatedng-to by country/Blue- 

grass and folk music fans as well. 
*' * \ K » J / 

ARBEE STIDHAM: TIRED OF WANDERING (Prestige- 
Bluesvllle 1021) 

ARBEE’S BLUES (Folkways 3824) 
)uj '<■ 

The late 1940's were a transitional period 
in the blues. The old greats -- Sonny Boy 

Williamson; Big Bill, Tampa Red, Big Ilaceo, 

Jazz Gillum -- were reaching the ends of 
their careers (if we discount Broonzy's 

European fling in the 1950's). On the 
other hand. Sonny Terry & Brownie McGhee 

were just coming into prominence, and 

such future greats as Lightnin' Hopkins, 
Ray Charles, John Lee Hooker, and Muddy 
Waters were cutting their first records. 
In the late AO's one of the most popular 

R&B singers -- for a brief time tbe most 
popular -- was a Victor recording artist 
named Arbec Stidham. Stidham had grown 
up with the blues, but in the 40's his 
recorded repertoire consisted almost en¬ 
tirely of mawkish ballads and hipster 
tunes, each one triter than the last. In 
the 50's illness forced Stidham to re¬ 
tire, but a few years ago (with the en¬ 

couragement of'Big Bill) Stidham took up 

the electric guitar and started singieg 

again -- in a style much closer to the 

blues than was his former '‘pop" style. 
These two albums, released almost simul¬ 

taneously, reveal that Stidham has matured 

tremendously and is now one of the very 
best performers in the Chicago style that 

lies midway between sophisticated city and 

primitive country blues. 
Choosing between the two albums is a very 

difficult task; both are well worth the 
price asked. Both sets feature classic 
blues (GOOD MORNING BLUES, IN THE EVENING, 

CARELESS LOVE in the Folkways; PAWNSHOP 
and WEE BABY BLUES in the Prestige) com¬ 

bined with fine Stidham originals. In 
both sets Stidham is accompanied by a 
small combo. On the Folkways hi6 voice is 
a little rougher and his guitar has a more 
characteristic R&B sound. On the Prestige 
he sings more clearly (but no less convinc- 
lngly) and his guitar has a smoother sound, 
probably due to a more expensive amplifier. 

On the Folkways set, Stidham is accompanied 

on piano (very solidly) and organ (in a 
very flowery manner) by the formidable 
Memphis Slim. Prestige's pianist is a 
young Chicago man named John Wright, who 
doesn't quite approach Slim's power on the 
fast numbers, but is more than a match for 
him on the slow numbers which dominate the 
set. I have never heard more sensitive or 

Imaginative traditional blues piano than 
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than Wright gives us on this set. (Wright 

is featured in a freer setting in SOUTH 

SIDE SOUL, Prestige 7190, an album of 

piano solos with rhythm -- highly recom¬ 

mended.) King Curtis, the tireless R&B 
saxophonist, adds a dash of zest to sev¬ 

eral numbers on the Prestige set. 
It is pretty much a horse apiece between 

these sets — the Prestige winning by a 
nose in my judgment. Both sets have fine 

notes, especially those by Charles Edward 

Smith for Folkways. (One minor point: 

MISERY BLUES on the Folkways is not in 

"calypso" style, as Smith says, but in 
the familiar "Latin" beat which blues men 

took over from Afro-Cuban nusic many years 
ago.) Kudos for both companies, and comp¬ 

liments to Stidham for a fine comeback. 

(Reviewer: Barry Hansen) 
• ‘ «* * j • • 

BILLY EDD WHEELER AMD JOAN SOMMER: BILLY 

EDD, U. S. A. (Monitor 354) 

Those of us who have a deep love for 
the music of the Southern Mountains have 
ample reason to cry "Iloax!" at the top of 
our lungs at both Monitor Records and 
llargail Press for advertising someone 
named Billy Edd Wheeler as "the singing 
bard of Berea, Kentucky." Maybe he is 
from Kentucky, but it sure doesn't show 

in his singing! Advertising anyone as 
a "singing bard of Berea, Kentucky" 
certainly connotates visions of an ethnic 

performer singing and playing real 
mountain folksongs -• and not of a young 
folknik singing some of the most feeble > 

original compositions I've heard in a 
long time, and being helped out at it by 

bass and drums! Young Mr. Wheeler's 
songs and his mode of presenting them 
suggest that his natural home should not 

be Berea, Kentucky, at all — it should 
be Broadway in New York City. There he 
could play "Curly" in OKLAHOMA and other- 
similar Gordon MacRae-type parts. Nothing 

in this album suggests he's a follcsinger. 

Pretty Mrs. Sommer, sftvn wistfully at 
her guitar, is that sweety-sweet soprano 

who has "a profound feeling for the 
blues." She is described in John Jacob 
Niles' (the Edgar Allan Poe of Lexington, 
Kentucky) weird liner notes as "an actress 

married to an actor." Hr. Wheeler is 
quoted in these same notes as saying that, 

as far as he knows, several of his songs 
are "still floating loose among the coves 
and hidden pockets of those West Virginia 
hills." Let us hope they are never cap- 

COUNTRY NEGRO JAM SESSIONS (Folk-Lyric 

FL 111) Recorded by Harry Oster. 

Another superb album from Louisiana s 
master collector, Harry Oster. Fe*C)!r<V 
in this high-spirited set are Butch 
and Willie B. Thomas, whom Oster fea 
at the last Newport Folk Festival. G 
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is an alley fiddler in the marvelous old 

Negro style. He holds the fiddle against 

his chest and the bow about a fourth of 

the way from the end, and makes out of 

it a vehicle par excellence for Negro 

blues melody. Thomas is a very primitive, 

intensely rhythmic blues guitarist. A 

number of other exciting if unknown 

Louisiana Negro musicians appear for one 

or two numbers apiece, and there is one 

song by Rcbart Pete Williams. 

Though some of the lyrics express the 

most abject misfortune, the general tone . 

of this album is an infectious foie de 

vivre not unlike that of Oster's Cajun 

album. Many of the tunes were learned off 

rhythm-and-blues records, a few off blues 
discs from the 20's and 30's. This record, 

compared with the originals (most, but 

not all, of which are hard to find -- see 

below), is an excellent example of the 

phonograph serving as a medium in the 

folk process. Interesting sidelights 

include an old vaudeville tune, WHO 

BROKE THE LOCK ON THE. HENHOUSE DOOR, 

sung by Butch and Willie; and a musical- 

therapy session at the State Mental Hos¬ 
pital. 

For the record, there are a couple of 

spirituals, one by Butch and Willie (who 

are unique among country Negroes in per¬ 

forming both blues and spirituals). 

There is little more to be said except 

that anybody interested in the musical 

culture of the South will find this (as 

usual with Oster’s- records) a valued ac- 

(Cont, page 39) 
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TOPIC RECORDS LTD., 27 NASSINGTON ROAD, 
LONDON, N.W.3 

PEGGY SEEGER ON TOPIC RECORDS.... 

1019 PEGGY SEEGER: Cumberland Gap, 
The Lady ef Carlisle, The Deer Seng, 
Come Ail Ye Fair and Tender Lediee, 
1 Never Will Marry, Deviliah Mary, 
The Fair Maid by the Shore, Soldier'• 
Joy, Shady Grove, Georgia Buck, The 
Wife of Usher's Well. 

TOP 18 COMB ALONG JOHN, sung by 
Psaay, and Barbara Seeger: 

All Around the Kitchen, Coeje Along 
John, Billy Barlow, Old Aunt Kate, 
Little Bird, Lula Gal, Rissoity 
Roseolty, The Derby Ram. 

TOP 38 SHINE LIKE A STAR, sung by 
Peggy, Penny, and Barbara Seeger: 
Amen, Child ef God, Pretty Little 
Baby, Great Big Stars, Shine Like 
a Star, The Angel Band, Watch the 
Stars. 

All records available from Kan Lind¬ 
say, Agate & Co. Ltd., 10 Rathbene 

Place, Oxford Street, London W. 1, 
England. Aak for free catalogs. 





NEW RELEASES 
FA2455 SING OUT WITH PETE! Poto 
Seegar with audience recorded et 
Yalo, Chicago, Carnegie Hall, The 
Village Gate: Dews by the River- 
aide; We Are Soldiere in the Any; 
Mary Don't You Weep; Michael Row 
the Boat Ashore; Mrs* McGrath; 
!'■ On Hy Way; Deep Blue Sea; 
Qua Bonita Bandera; Wimoweh; Hold 
On; Freiheit; Hamer Song* 

FH5343 FOLKSONGS OF IDAHO AND 

UTAH, sung by Rosalie Sorrels: 
The Linesian'e Hymn; Brigham Young; 
Winter Song; Death of Kathy Fiscus; 
I'll Give You My Story; The Girl 
That Played Injun With Me; Utah's 
Dixie; Bnpty Cots in the Bunkhouss 
Tonight; Tying Knots in the Devil's 
Tall; The Fox; Way Out in Idaho; 
My Last Cigar; The Wreck of the 
Old Nunber Nine; The House Car¬ 
penter; The Wild Colonial Boy; 
I Left My Baby; The Philadelphia 
Lawyer. 

FOLKWAYS RECORDS 
117 w«t» 46th street New York City 36, N.Y. 

(Cont. from page 34) 
quisition, and that Its entertainment 

value is phenomenal. There are two sets of 

notes: brief ones on the back of the Jack¬ 

et, more detailed ones with texts inside. 

This is not a bad idea. 
Three of the numbers on this set are 

songs sung on Chess and Checker singles 

which were probably (in one case, definite* 

ly) heard by the singers on the Oster LPvH-t 

Many record stores can order the Chess and 

Checker discs. 
SMOKES LIKE LIGHTKIH' — on Chess 

#1618, and on the Chess LP MOANIN' 

IN THE MOONLIGHT by Howlin' Wolf a8 

SMOKE STACK LIGHTNIN' . 
YOU DON'T LOVE ME BABY — on Checker 

#819 by Bo Diddlcy, os SHE'S FINE 

SHE'S MINE. 
YOUR DICE WON'T PASS -- on Chess 
#1612 by Muddy Waters, as TROUBLE MO 

MORE. 

(Reviewer: Barry Hansen) 

i t 
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RONNIE GILBERT: COME AND GO WITH MB 

(Vanguard 9052) 

As practically everyone knows, 
Gilbert is the female member of that mos 

popular of all folksong quartets, t c 

Weavers. (For years, I thought 't 

Lee Hays. But now I know -• i , 
Gilbert.) And. .1.0 for year.. V.njju.rd 

has been promising this olbun (w " 
the nuuber: the newest Vanguard roiK 



release is 9090). Now that it's here, ! 
can't Chink of a single thing to say about 
it except, "So what?" You can pretty well 
tell what to expect by a run-down of some 
of the titles: CCUE AND GO WITH ME, JOHNNY 
HAS GONE FOR A SOLDIER, MEETING AT THE 
BUILDING, GO AWAY FROM MY WINDOW, ANOTHER 
MAN DONE GONE, SPANISH IS THE LOVING TONGUE, 
etc, I think Vanguard should have titled 
the album THE HOUSE OF THE RISING SUN AND 
OTHER FOLK FAVORITES, though. Then when 

11 they do a Freddy Hellerman album, they can 
call it TWO BROTHERS AND OTHER FOLK FAVOR- 

| ITES. 
The notes on this album say that IN THE 

EVENING is "sung like a back porch ballad." 
That's nice to knot?. I don't want to dis¬ 
parage Miss Gilbert’s singing or anything 
(far be it from me to criticize the 

1 Weavers or any part of then), but, for the 
life of me, I can't see any reason for the 
existence of this record. I tried, but I 
can't. It will undoubtedly be snapped up 
by countless folkum fans Just the same. 
(Reviewer: Bob Dahle) 

SAM HINTON: THE SONG OF MEN (Folkways 2400) 
t - 

Here is an interestingly organized album, 
presenting a more coherent theme than most 

medley albums. The "Song of Men" topic is 
subdivided into such, sections as FARMERS, 
LABORERS, PIONEERS, INSTRUMENTALISTS, etc. 

each with illustrative and representa¬ 
tive songs'. Were the songs selected field 
(Cont. on page 43) 
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THE FOLK MUSIC OF THE NEWPORT FOLK FESTIVAL 
1959-60 (Folkways 2431) Volume One. 
THE FOLK MUSIC OF THE NEWPORT FOLK FESTIVAL 
1959-60 (Folkways 2432) Volume Two. 

In LSR #12, in our review of Vanguard's 
2-LP NEWPORT FOLK FESTIVAL set, we bemoaned 
the fact that Manny Solomon & Coupany did 
not see fit to include "Jesse Fuller, Butch 
Cage and Willie Thomas, Frank Warner, 
Fleming Brown, and the Clancy Brothers -- 
all of whom were listed on the program." 
Now Folkways has come along and put all of 
these artists (with the exception of Jesse 
Fuller, who didn’t get to Newport in tine) 
in two very good albums, called, with a, 
good degree of appropriateness, the FOLK 
MUSIC of the Newport Folk Festival, 1959- 
1960. While it is true that most of the 
performers included here are from the city 
(there were painfully few rural folic artistf 
at Newport cither year), there are also 
some wonderful glimpses of the old tradi¬ 
tions in the singing and playing of Bute\ 
Cage and Willie Thomas, nnd the unaccompan¬ 
ied balladeering of the Canadian singer, 
0. J. Abbott. Indeed, these people walk 
off with the top honors of the set with ai 
the ease and certainty of the wily o 
veteran showing the young whipper-snapper 

just what folk music’s all about. c 
and Butch do two beautiful numbers U » 
A STRANGER HERE and 44 BLUES) «aake 
most modern blues singers soon c 
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wet-behind-the-ears city-billies. Cage's 
fiddle (and what a blues instrument THAT 

is in tbe right handsl) is brilliantly 

mood-evoking on STRANGER HERE, strongly 

reminiscent of Uncle Bunt Stephens' LOUIS- 

BURG BLUES (Columbia Black Label #15071) 

of old-time record fame, and Thomas' guitar 
rings loud and clear behind him. Their 

primitive style of singing makes most 
blues sound very watered-down and feeble 
by comparison. Mr. Abbott, a most welcome 

visitor from Canada, does a wonderfully 
funny ON THE BANKS OF THE DON, displaying 

all the mastery of the unaccompanied 

traditional ballad singer. He is joined 
! by Pete Seeger's banjo for a fine encore 

number, BARLEY GRAIN. So much for the 

ethnic performers. 
The city singers heard here include 

some of the very best from among their 
rank: tllke Sceger, The New Lost City 
Ramblers, Pete Seeger, Fleming Brown* ; 
Frank Warner, John Greenway, Pat Clancy, 
Sonny Terry and Brownie McGhee, Alan • 
Hills, Guy Carawan, and Frank Hamilton. 
Almost all of them do quite well./ Lead¬ 
ing the way, in my mind's eye, is Mike 
Seeger, my favorite city folksinger, with 
an autoharp version of FAIR ELLENDER that 
gives ample evidence as to why he is re¬ 
ferred to in these pages as "our finest 
city singer of old-time music." The 
Ramblers roar in close behind with three 
fine numbers — HCP HIGH LADIES, UP JUMPED 
(NEWPORT cont. page 44) 

(Cont. from page 40) , • 
recordings or samples of authentic folk 

singers, this record could have been a 
wonderful folk song survey of America s 

true "Song of Men", perfect for school 
work or as an introduction for children to 

the social and cultural context of folk 

song. 
As it is, the record is a complete fail¬ 

ure — for Sam Hinton (despite his impress¬ 

ive background in collecting and teaching 
folk music, his obvious love for the music, 
and his honesty and integrity) denies us 
the opportunity of encountering the folk 
songs as a total, meaningful experience 
i.e. in their stylistic entirety. Hinton 

can be said to be singing the songs only 
insomuch as he communicates to us the 
melody and text (for which purpose the 
page of printed music has been devised). 
He is not, however, performing the songs 
as artistic wholes -- his honesty and love 
are requisites of, not substitutes for, 
complete artistry. Whether he is unwilling 
or unable or doesn't know enough to sinG 
in at least an approximation of folk song 
style (rather than in the flavorless, colors 
less, and ultimately meaningless city- 
folknik style he does sing in) is impose f 

to discern from merely listening to 
As the record stands, it seems to me that 

Negro worksongs, badman tunes, 
ballads, and the like, all sung in th* 
manner with the same vocal tone an c 
and the sane bland pleasantness cor# 

negate a collection of songs wh c P 
to be "The Song of Men - All Sorts and 

Kinds." 
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(NEWPORT cont. frou page 42) 

THE DEVIL, and TAKE A DRINK ON ME — the 

sound of which should tempt Moses Asch to 
record the group "in concert" -- they 

have so much more fire and life that way. 

As proof of this, I offer the UP JUMPED 
THE DEVIL on this record to that on THE 

NEW LOST CITY RAMBLERS Vol. II. However, 

in studio or out, the NLCR is still so 

far superior to any other folk group now 
singing that the point I'm making seems 
small indeed. 

Fleming Brown should gain much we 11- 
deserved attention with his two fine banjo 

numbers, RAKE AND A RAMBLING BLADE and 
HIRAM HUBBARD. The latter is especially 

admirable. I, for one, would certainly 
not be sorry if Folkways or some other 
enterprising recording company decided to 
issue a solo album of young Mr. Brown. 
Alan Mills is surprisingly virile and 
pleasing on both CITADEL HILL and COD 
LIVER OIL. One nay wish that Jean 
Carignan were present for at least one 
number, though. Sonny Terry and Brownie 
McGhee sound quite lackadaisical on both 
of their songs. MIDNIGHT SPECIAL is 
downright bad, while Sonny's waspish 

harmonica manages to lend some value to 
an otherwise uneventful LIVING WITH THE 
BLUES. " • 

It is always nice to hear Frank Warner, 
but, in all fairness, I must say that he 
has been heard to better effect on other 
records. His F0D1 is done well here, but 
bot.i AS I WAS OUT WALKING and an Odetta-ish 

ASHVILLE JUNCTION are not up to Warner's 
usual high standards. Frank Hamilton does 

not show up too well either, largely be¬ 
cause he has chosen to do two bluesy num¬ 
bers (I'M A STRANGER HERE and I AM A PIL¬ 
GRIM) which invite comparison with the 
Cage-Thomas selections. John Greenway 
plays and sings a rather heavy-handed 
TALKING DUST BOWL, while Pete Sccger docs 
a good job on his well-known classic • 
(adopted from Uncle Dove Macon), THE 
CUMBERLAND MOUNTAIN BEAR CHASE. Tom 
Clancy contributes a MacColl-ish, but nice, 

BONNY BUNCH OF ROSES 0, and Guy Caravan, 
at his best,leading the audience in sing¬ 
ing the inspiring WE SHALL OVERCOME, rounds 

things off. 1 '•< 
Not that these albums are without faults} 

some of the editing is atrocious, with 
both beginnings and endings clipped short, 
the liner notes are the most inaccurate 
I've ever seen on a Folkways album (HIRAM 
HUBDARD is called TCM HUBBARD on both the 
record label and jacket, no one has bother 
ed to identify UP JUMPED THE DEVIL — it 
is simply called INSTRUMENTAL on both label 
and jacket); and the extraneous sounds aro 

often quite bothersome. Yet, taken as a 
whole, here arc two records that most 
folk tans will want to own. They, along 
with the best of the 5 Vanguard discs 
in 1959; 2 in 1960), contain quite cnoug 

good folk music to warrant a p acc 
serious folk record collection. 
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CHARLIE PATTON (Orgin 1) 

This is the first production of the 

Origin Jazz library, a Brooklynoutfit 

which plans to devote itself to printing 

up LP releases of ancient blues records 

in batches of 500. Charlie Patton is a 

legendary character who lived and worked 

around Clarksdale;'Mississippi (which 

night call itself the country blues 

capital of the world). He* made a good 

many records, which have subsequently 

become extremely rare. This is planned 

as the first of two Patton LP's, and it 

presents the quieter, more intimate side 

of his personality. The second LP will 

present him with a fiddler, in dance 

tunes. 

Aside from a couple of standards (I 

SHALL NOT BE MOVED, FRANKIE AND ALBERT), 

the songs seem to be Patton's own personal 

creations. Some of then seem to have 

been improvised on the spot. They are 

about people and places of the Clarksdale 

of the 1920's, by and large, with some 

material on more general themes. Some 

of the songs are uysterious, dark, and 

difficult to comprehend -- others are 

downright infectious. Comparison of 

Patton's delivery, rhythmic and intimately 

interwoven with his guitar playing, with 

the declamatory style of his contemporary* 

Blind Lemon Jefferson, provides a handy 

comparison of Texas and Mississippi 

blues styles. 
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This is an album produced for special¬ 

ists, and a real prize for dedicated blues 

collectors — for whom it fulfills a 

crying need --yet is not without its 

appeal for non-blues collectors. Despite 

the bizarre layout of the cover (which 

was also used for an advertising circular) 

the notes are very good. One final note: 

the original 78's from which this set was 

made are on the scratchy side, and four 

tracks were made from the only copies of 

the respective recordings known to exist. 

If this does not diminish your interest, 

this set is for you. (Reviewer: B. Hansen) 

Editors' Note: Origin Records may be 

ordered from the Origin Jazz Library, 39 

Remsen Street (IE), Brooklyn Heights 1, 

New York. Price is $5.00 per copy. 

LIGIffNIN' HOPKINS ISSUES . 

As often happens in the blues recording 

business, the same artist has turned.up on 

three new discs at once -- two "live re¬ 

cordings , and one composed of re-release 

45rpm singles. .. .._„ 

I am happy to say that both 'live 

are superb. The two of them wore re 

with vastly different things in mind, anu 

each is tops for what it is trying to °’ 

UGHTN1N' (Prestige-Dluesvillc 1019; 

features Lightnin' in his acc“®*?Uj rhla 

framework, with guitar (unanpl c doo# 

time) and a fine rhythm section, 

those ageless and nameless songs w 
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reappear with new titles in the repertoire 

of every traditional blues singer. The 

album is about evenly divided between slow 

and fast tempos, and Lightnin' shines ad¬ 

mirably on both. Here is Lightnin' on 

stage, as he performs for his large au¬ 

diences and record fans, and this most 

traditional of contemporary R&B artists 

gives an unforgettable vocal and guitar 

performance. li !t 

Candid Records, on the other hand, has 

recorded a much more intimate, personal 

performance such as Lightnin' might give 

for a few friends in someone's hone lat 

at night. LIGHTNIN' IN NEW YORK (Candid 

0010) contains no rhythm section, and 

Lightnin* seems to have been given a free 

hand in the making of the tapes. Never, 

not even on the Folkways disc made in his 

Houston home, has Lightnin' sounded so 

relaxed as on this set -- so much so 

that, at tines, he almost stops dead in 

the middle of a song, then continues. 

One even begins to-'7 forget that he is a 

professional entertainer, for there is 

no attempt to put on a show for anybody, 

no going out of the way to hold the in¬ 

terest of an indifferent audience. This 

is a set intended for real devotees of 

the blues, and no concessions are made 

to anybody else. 

The album has eight tracks averaging 

well over five minutes each, and in this 

extended format Lightnin' is able to 

develop the individual performances to 

u™* Greater extent than is usual on 
v“opkin8 cont. page^Sl) 

THE WAYFARERS TRIO: SONGS OF THE BLUE AND 

GREY (Mercury 20634) 

MARI JOHN WILKEN: BALLADS OF THE BLUE AND 

GREY (Columbia 1641) 

The way that producers of phonograph 

records, books, and the visual arts have 

taken to the Civil War lately, one wonders 

if Madison Avenue would have us fight it 

all over again in the name of economic 

advancement of big business or something 

like that. Here are two more albums that 

can be crammed into the already overcrowded 

field of pseudo-Civil War lore. Neither 

has much distinction, although one (the 

Wayfarers) claims to be "authentic in 

every detail." Its "authenticity" may be 

measured by the fact that it contains two 

songs by Paul Clayton, Pete Seeger's 

HAMMER SONG, and that most spiteful of all 

Tin Pan Alley Blue-and-Grey ditties, TWO 

BROI HERS. The fact that the W-Trio sounds 

just like the K-Trio doesn't help much, 

either. Miss Wilken has seen fit to in¬ 

clude TWO BROTHERS on her album, also. She 

is aided (to use the word loosely) by the 

Jordanaircs. If any of you feel you must 

own a Civil War album, I would recommend 

that you obtain the Frank Warner issue on 

Prestige (to be reviewed in the next LS 

(Reviewer: Bob Dahlc) 
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SING OUT WITH PETE'. (Folkways 2455) 

Despite Pete Seeder's recent difficulties 

in the courts, his burgeoningly attended 

concerts, more frequent appearances on 

nationwide television hook-ups, and im¬ 

pending Columbia recording would seem to 

indicate that his career,i,s about to enter 

a new, morc-popular-than-ever phase. 

This newest Seeger recording seems de¬ 

signed to provide a sampling of Pete's 

best in-concert numbers for,.the newer 

members of his audience. Th? record, 

which is the most attractive .qnd, saleable 

looking issue in the Folkways .catalogue, 

contains such Seeger standbys as DOWN BY 

THE RIVERSIDE, MICHAEL ROW THE BOAT ASHORE, 

I'M ON MY WAY, DEEP BLUE SEA, QUE BONITA 

BANDERA, W1M0WEH, HOLD ON, and THE HAMMER 

SONG, recorded with audience participation 

at Carnegie Hall, Yale, Chicago, and The 

Village Gate. Unfortunately, spacial lim¬ 

itations prevented including a represen¬ 

tative amount of Pete's matchless spoken 

introductions (heard to full advantage on 

his previous concert recordings). An 
oddity: Big Bill Broonzy is heard joining 

Pete on MICHAEL ROW THE BOAT ASHORE; and 

Lightnin' Hopkins is heard on OH MARY 
DON T YOU WEEP. For the benefit of the 

many record buyers for whom this will be 

'e r initial Seeger record, a complete 

ee^er discography on Folkways Records is 

included. (Reviewer: Karen Clover) 
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(HOPKINS cont. from page 48) _ 
his professional appeao.nces. The various 

tracks present many different facets of 

Lightnin’s musicianship -- unlike virtually 

all other Lightnin' albums, which have 

maintained a single mood throughout. On 

three numbers, one of them a boogie in¬ 

strumental, Lightnin' plays piano -- re¬ 

vealing what is, at least, a unique con¬ 

ception of boogie. (Xi one of these, he 

plays both piano and guitar -- sometimes 

simultaneously. (The liner notes insist 

no dubbing; I don't know how he does it.) 

There is one jump blues, MIGHTY CRAZY, 

much less mechanical and musically more 
interesting than most Lightnin' recordings 

of this type. MISTER CHARLIE is an en- ^ 

chanting folk tale which proves Lightnin 

a master storyteller -- though only mus c 

suffices for Lightnin's ending. The 
other three cuts are slow guitar blues 
which rank among the most intimate person 

al expressions Lightnin' has rccorde . 

(One is the classic I’VE HAD MY FUN IF I 

DON'T GET WELL NO MORE.) 
One minor objection: Candid has used a 

"live" studio for this disc, and there i 

reverberation, making it sound as i . 

Ughtnin' was singing in an auditor ^ 

which is obviously not the purpose o 
disc. Considering the atrocious rcco . 

ings to which blues fans have £cen 

to listen for so many years, 8tl_Cy 0f 

a crippling defect. The 8r®* ^ch 
this album would have been a ( 
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studio, to give more of the effect of 

the listener being right in the room with 

the performer. (Verve's BIG BILL BROONZY 

STORY achieves this very well.) Reverber¬ 

ation or not, this album will be a real 

treasure for anybody to whom the blues 

make an honest communication. Don't be 

scared away by the vivid cover photo or 

by the rather heady prose of the liner 

notes. This is easily one of the best 

albums that Lightnin' has ever made. 

(Reviewer: Barry Hansen) 

The circumstances surrounding the 

third Hopkins album, LIGHTNIN' STRIKES 

AGAIN (Dart 8000), arc puzzling. It 

wa6 found by accident in a rack at a 

local record shop. It has never been 

advertised, and neither the record nor 

the cover has an address or other in¬ 

dication as to where the disc was pressed 

or issued. 

About the 10 cuts contained in the al¬ 

bum more is known: all are titles that 

originally appeared on Bill Quinn's 

Houston label. Gold Star. All are copy¬ 

righted in Quinn*8 name. These were the 

first records that Lightnin' soloed on; 

Pri°r to them he was recorded with 

Thunder Smith, a piano player. The 
story goes that Lightnin' was discovered 

sitting on a curb in Houston by one of 

the singers working for Gold Star. The 

singer listened as Lightnin' played and 
sang, then took him to Quinn, who imraed- 

° c ¥ •lgoed him. Soon Lightnin' was 
outselling everyone else on the label. 
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WANTED TO BUY BY LSR: We are inter¬ 

ested in buying or trading for the 

following records. Any information 

on where we could get them would be 

appreciated. If interested in 

selling, pleaae quote your price 

and state how many copies of the 

record you have. Send us your 

want list. 

WE WANT...WE WANT...WE WANT,,,WE WANT 

STINSON ALBUMS: Folksay, Volume Six. 

Sonny Terry and his Mouth-harp, 

Gary Davis — The Singing Reverend, 

Woody & Cisco: Cowboy Songs, 

Woody & Cisco: So. Mt, Hoedowns, 

Hally Wood: Texas Songs, 
Both albums by Harry & Jeanie West, 

ELEKTRA 10" ALBUMS: 
Jean Ritchie: JEAN RITCHIE (EKL-2) 

Ritchie, Brand: COURTING SONGS 

(EKL-22) 
Hally Wood: 0 LOVELY APPEARANCE OF 

DEATH (EKL-10) 

BRUNSWICK 10" ALBUMS: 
MOUNTAIN FROLIC and LISTEN TO OUR 

STORY 

ALSO: An album (10" LP?) by Jean 
Ritchie and Tony Kraber called FOLK¬ 
SONGS & BALLADS OF COLONIAL AMERICA# 
and any 78'e by Hobart Smith A Texas 

Gladdan or Woody Cuthria. 



SING OUT! 
SING OUT! — the oldest regularly-published 

folk song magazine in America. Every issue contains 

between 12 and 15 folk songs, with melody line and 

guitar chords. Contributors include Ruth Rubin, 
John Greenway, A. L. Lloyd, Alan Lomax, Moses Asch, 

others. 

Featured in each issue: Johnny Appleseed, Jr., by 

Pete Seeger, The Folk Process, The Git-Box, Folk 

Music On Records, Frets and Frails by Israel Young, 

etc. Edited by Irwin Silber. 

SING OUT 

121 W. 47th St. 

New York 36, N. Y. 

Gentlemen: Enclosed please find $ 

*or 3.year subscription to SING OUT. 

Name.. 

Address. . 

.Zone. 

Included here are some of these early 

best sellers — and it is obvious that . 

they are early: Hopkins' guitar wasn’t as 

sharp and agile then as it is now, and at 

times both lyrics and vocal tend to be a 

little artificial. Still, there are mom¬ 

ents of startling insight and emotional 

power — PENITENT ARY BLUES is a good 

example. (Some of its 6ame verses sur¬ 

vived and were recorded by Charters for 

Folkways under the same title.) On seme 

cuts Lightnin' is accompanied by an 
almost inaudible "knife" amplified guitar; 

on others by bass only. Also heard here 

is the original SHORT HAIRED WOMAN, which, 

with little advertising, sold between 40 

and 50 thousand single copies. 'XIGHTNING 

BOOGIE is a highly interesting cut in 

which Lightnin' tap dances while seated, 

to his own guitar accompaniment. 
Last but not least is the legendary TIN 

MOORE'S FARM -- a sometimes funny, some¬ 

times tragic chronicle of the life of a 

field worker. This song, born in the 
fields of a Dallas landowner notorious tor 

his mistreatment of his workers, may or 

may not have been written by Hopkins ( ° 

may or may not have worked there -- o 

versions have been printed). Whet cr or 

not Hopkins wrote it, the song is now 

completely his. . . ,r 
The important thing to remember about 

this album 1. that theses •»<“• 
rernrtinH for n strictly Negro market, and 



no thought, of course, was given to making 

them more palatable or understandable to 

city folk audiences, or the! polite matrons 

who "just love the blues." i. Lightnin' lias 

a tight, personal flow of coomunication 

with his audience — they already know 

and understand the content of; his songs, 

and want to hear the artist's; { manner of 

presenting and improvising upon them. ; 

Although a real bargain at $3.50,. this 

enigmatic disc will prove very difficult 

to find; and I regret 1 cannot give an 

address where it can be obtained., 

(Reviewer: Karen Glover) v i » 

*• •>•’* x ;■ i*.iw 

JEANNIE ROBERTSON, "World's Greatest,folk 

Singer": SCOTTISH BALLADS AND FOLK SONGS 

(Prestige-International 13006) 
•A 

Here is a disc that is the only currently 

available (in the U. S.) recording of one 

of the great balladeers in the English 

language; and a record that is far more 

pertinent as folk music than many of the 

subsequent numbers in the Prestige Inter¬ 

national series. 
Apart from the sheer enjoyment of listen¬ 

ing to the full-bodied singing heard here, 

a prim&rly value of this record is the 

chance it gives us to compare the singing 

style of a tremendously good European 

ballad singer to the styles of those of 

our own singers who sing material simile* 

to that of Mrs. Robertson*s. and who are 

equally good, or superior, stylists. (For 

the "World's Greatest Folk Singer" title ^ 

is, of course, an absurdity; and the liner t 
blurbs quoted from British reviews — "The • 

finest ballad singing..nothing like it in 

the states." and "..There is no ballad 

singer to touch our Jeannie.." •• are 
know-nothing snobbery of the highest order.| 

Compared to the singing of our Texas 

Gladden, Horton Barker, Emma Dusenberry, 

Jean Ritchie, Molly Jackson, or Maggie 

Gant, Mrs. Robertson's singing will seem 

especially grand -- utuch fuller and more 

expansive, warmer, and vibrant. It rises 

from deeper in the chest than the high, 
hard, and harsh-throated American style; 

and seems to bespeak a gentler, more 

socially adjusted cultural context, a less 

tense mental and emotional atmosphere. 

Her style as well as her songs arc less 

hysterical and frustrated than ours 
though this, of course, doesn't affect 

the quality of artistry. It only points 

out the degree of difference in the cul¬ 

ture that has given rise to the North- 
Central Scottish style, and the culture or 

our own Southern Uplands that has produced 

our most profound ballad stylo. 
As with all great ballad singers, Mrs. 

Robertson'8 voice carries a message a o 
its own -- completely distinct from c e 

message of the ballad's lyrics. Onc^wou 

not have to understand such a singer 6 
language for the purposes of comr.un ca 

in fact, found myself listening ° 

Jeannie's singing in much the 
that I listen to that of Texas Gladden. 
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After hearing a ballad sung a sufficient 

number of times so as to practically know 

the lyrics by heart, 1 often find myself 

completely ignoring the words, and listen¬ 

ing with complete concentration to the 

singer's use of her voice. This is an 

especially rewarding experience with Mrs. 

Robertson. The ease with which she con¬ 

trols the varying texture of her voice, 

and colors the notes of the melody in a 

wide palette of aural tones is a rich 

experience; an esthetic confrontation 

that one can encounter nowhere in the 

world's arts but in the humble, unaccom¬ 

panied singing of a folk balladeer. 

Jeannic Robertson's repertoire is re¬ 

portedly one of Scotland's finest; and from 

the few selections that can be squeezed 

onto an LP, it would seem to be highly 

inclusive and far-ranging in subject. 

The high-ballads, SON DAVID (Child #13) 

and JOHNNY THE BRINE (Child #114) caught 

tny imagination most fully. Of special 

delight are the sexual songs, WI' MY 
ROVIN' EYE and A AUL' MAN CAM' COORTIN' 

ME — displaying an erotic affirmation 

that is rare in America's Puritanical 

balladry and usually expurgated in the 

embarrassed Victorian printed collections 

of British folk song. 

The inclusion of printed texts of the 
songs is a practise I would like to sec 
Prestige continue. 

The sound of the record, a quite notice- 

aole hollowness and echoey quality, was 

not introduced artificially, but is the 
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, - a 

unavoidable result (not explained on the 

record) of recording Jeannic in a large 

auditorium, during the off-mooents of one 

of Scotland's folk music festivals. The 

hollowness of the sound damages but docs 

not destroy the intimacy of listening to 

a solo voice. 
By all means, if you are in the least 

interested in traditional ballad singing, 

the pinnacle of artistry in the folk 
music of any country,•purchase this most 

excellent recording! * 

MANGE LIPSCOMB, TEXAS SHARECROPPER AND 

SONGSTER (Arhoolie F-iOOl) 

The first release of Arhoolie Records, 

the outlet of the International Blues 

Record Club, presents a major discovery, 
a 65-year-old great-grandfather from the 

Brazos bottoms. The albums notes des¬ 

cribe Lipscomb as "not properly a blues 

singer. He is more -- being of that 

Generation when the blues were but one, 

unseperate stream in the vast flow of 

Negro tradition. From such o nan you 

will hear ballads, breakdowns, reels, 

shouts, drags, Jubilees, and blues ••• 
you describe the artist with accuracy, ^ 

it will be with his own word: songster. 

Dlues comprise only about half the al¬ 

bum -- a very diverse selection o 
rancins freo SEE SEE RIDER to rccont MB 

hits which Lipscomb has copiod from 
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records and assimilated into his traditional 
style. There is a compelling sampling of 
the rest of his repertoire -- wonderful 
old.songs like MAMA DON’T ALLOW, AIN'T 
GCNNA RAIN NO MORE, ELLA SPEED, and 
FREDDIE (a captivating ballad of the 
Frankie & Johnny tale). m 

Nance is a lively great-grandfather 
indeed. His voice is not sttong but he 
gets around with it, putting across the 
spirit of the lively songs ’and the mess¬ 
age of the blues like a nian half his ,J,/' 

age. All the songs are accompanied in¬ 
terestingly and at times brilliantly on 
guitar •- Nance's fingers 'are even young¬ 
er than his voice*: There’ arc "fine ^dounter- 

uelodics and all kinds <of other-ftricks 
all the way through* He never getis tire¬ 
some (which is more than one can say 
for many better known guitarists).' Judg¬ 
ing from the'cover photograph, all these 
wonderful sounds come from one of the 
humbler models of a large, commercial 
guitar manufacture* It responds 
nicely to. everything he docs, including 
knife fretting. 

The extensive notes by Mack McCormick 
add substantially to the album's value. 
Especially interesting are Lipscomb'9 
comments on Leadbelly;’ Blind Lemon ' 
Jefferson, and other singers of the past 

and present. This is a prize album, of 
special interest to scholars and guitar 
p ayers •• and of immense value as general 
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entertainment. (Reviewer: Barry Hansen) 

EDITORS' NOTE: This record retails in 
stores for $4.50 or from the IBRC as part 
of a one year membership. You will re- 
cieve 3 LP's (NOT of your choice, as in¬ 
correctly reported in LSR #9) plus news 
letters and bulletins, etc., all for $12. 
For single copies or full enrollment, 
write to International Blues Record Club, 
P. 0. Box 671, Los Gatos, California. 

TREASURES OF NORTH AMERICAN NEGRO MUSIC: 

LEROY CARR (Fontana tfe 17051) 
BLIND WILLIE JOHNSON (Fontana tfe 17052) 
VICTORIA SPIVEY (Fontana tfe 17264) 

These British EP issues contrast acutely 
with the lowly state of the American "45. 
They coue in elaborate folders graced with 
handsome photographs of primitive art and 
backed v;ith extensive notes and texts 
(complete with rather curious inaccuracies)t, 

There is even an inside paper folder to 
protect the record. The price is appropripfp- 
ly fancy (about $2) but for blues fans, 
they will be well worth the price of .two 
RGR records each. #17051 preponts four 
tracks available nowhere else by LeRoy 
Carr and Scrapper Blackwell, two of tie 
best blues men going in their heyday n 
the early 1930's. Carr plays impeccable 
blues piano and Blackwell comments^e o 
quently on guitar to his partner s 

singing. The Johnson disc cont®i”® \nr»fr 
four nost famous side: DM* VIM TW W»»| 
NOBODY'S fault but mine, if I mao K* • • 



able on the Folkways Anthology and Johnson 

LP in this country, and require no comment 

here. Victoria Spivey was one of those 
formidable women who entertained the high- 

living, lawless inhabitants of Chicago's 

South Side in the lS20's. Her style is 

closer to the folk blues than is Bessie 

Smith's, and to hear her do BLOODTHIRSTY 

BLUES, DOPE HEAD BLUES, and the like is 

a thrilling experience. She is accompan¬ 
ied by Lonnie Johnson, who plays good 

unanplified guitar solidly in the blues 

■radition. These albums are outstanding 
examples of the attitude of European 

ita^P f°^Panics toward a musical her- 

verv rnp° «iS i3nored (or worse) by the 

right her 1 .colij‘panles who documented it 

Hansen) CC ln (Reviewer: Barry 

w HOOK REVIEW * * * * 

BELAFONTE • 

Shaw] ChllrUth^riZCd bl°CCaphy b 

UaCk 

The hard 

o£ chis «. 
P«P«bSaceEOit Now» chrc 

° ’ 11 18 *v.U. 
l*cd" 1,4„ CQtion that , .. 

«<* «o lnfo?Sly #i,,Plyinein "un*«thoi 

sb 
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his first wife, and by copying a lot of 

already printed Material. The result is 

more like an article from MODERN SCREEN 

than a serious literary work. Author 

Shaw writes in a Show Biz style that has 

him calling his hero "handsome Harry" and^ 

describing acting performances as "socko. 

Although female entertainers arc mentioned 

frequently (everybody from Bessie Smith to 

Debbie Reynolds) we, luckily, are not 
given very many Shaw-style descriptions 

°f their physical attributes. Wc d® 

two unfortunate examples when he refers 

to Monique Van Vooren a* the '^Ic ■*“ 

ulde" and describes a CARMEN# .. 
8cenc in which "llarry kisses Carmen s bi., 
toes." 

Many folksingers are named inthe 

( ^. Shaw seems to mention as many 

bit1"8 °f aU Mnd. as he *»£&?*!* 
et there is Ver littlc of intcrc folfc_ 

niu fo^lclore student or even o* quoted 

as savf °nC point* D0WN ^Harry’s) r°°tS 
are noi°r: ’,,lis (handsroe HarJchard Dyer- 

ut re^ionnl sol 1_ i^ad* 

Wl^VUiO arc in “‘’"‘u^tlon i» G*v“'! 

« to ln Ta*««.M No OKSi%cr-l>o""ct 

toiPht I hat Sort ot roots * 

AnoM*aVC *n KentuC^^* ■ , oplsod° °cC 
th°ouht provokl"^ Pfontc acco' 

PanUc QlG v,ork, on early » hl, sjrfjj* 

<*n *rtTJ*r hi« °* 
I icle, peto secS°r 



article to various types of instrument 
cases. He wasted his time. All you have 
to do is stick that Dreadnought under 

your coat. 
Mr. Shaw gives a Great deal of space to 

racial injustice. He seems to be complete* 
ly sincere about this. However, mainly 
because of his breezy writing style, his 
social comments fail to cut deeply. 

There may be those who still want to 
read the life story of one of America's 
greatest folksingers. Those who do should 
pass BELAFONTE by and purchase BOUND FOR 
GLORY, the Woody Guthrie autobiography, 
and an important piece of American liter¬ 
ature. (Reviewer: Jay Smith, Jacksonville.) 

* * * * LETTERS TO THE EDITORS * * * * 

A NOTE FROM THE LINCOLN BRIGADE. 

Gentlemen: Your reviev; of SONGS OF THE 
SPANISH CIVIL WAR has been called to our 
attention. Your review is excellent and we 
thank you for it. We write to clarify your 
puzzlement as to why it was re-issued by 
Folkways Records at this time. We origin- 
oily signed an agreement with Asch in 1940 
giving him permission to issue the 78rpm 
album with royalities coming to us. As 
you may already know, Asch went into bank¬ 
ruptcy at that time and Stinson simply 
pirated the masters and issued it as an 
LP. Repeated requests to Stinson to 
stop ond desist -- or pay us the royalties 
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due -- were ignored. Both Mr. Seegcr and 
ourselves then notified Stinson they were 
no longer authorized to put out the record 
and the right to re-issue was contracted 
with Folkways Records. The engineers of 
Folkways Records have done a truly re- ; x 
markable job of cleaning up the surface 
•cratch and the defects that were part of 
the old recording. We believe a comparison 
with the Stinson pirated copy will make 
this obvious. As to the price policy of 
Folkways Records, that is their preroga¬ 
tive. Do hope you will find space in one 
of your coming Issues to let your audience 
know the above. Very truly yours, , 

M. Fishman 
Executive Secretary 
Veterans of the A. Lincoln 

Brigade x 

* t * ' . . • • o 
AN APPRECIATION FROM JOHN GREENWAY.. 

Gentlemen: After reading your review of my 
record, THE CAT CAME BACK, I am constrain- 
e<* to paraphrase A. E. Houaman's remark 
on another critic of your youth and com¬ 
petence and observe that criticism os 
Practised by you is not a game, an cxccr- 
cise requiring skill and heed, like mar¬ 
bles or skittles or cats'-cradle, but o 
Pastime, like leaning against a wo 11 and 

■Pitting. Sincerely yours, 
John Creenway 
Boulder, Colorado 

Editors' Note: No cue could possibly 



more respect and admiration for Dr. 
Greenway as scholar, gentleman, and humor¬ 
ist than ourselves. Nevertheless, after 
hearing him sing on his record, THE CAT 
CAME BACK, we arfe constrained to paraphrase 

Melville's Ahab and observe that we'd 
strike the sun itself if it insulted us. 

A RAMBLER IN GEORGIA. 
(Editors' Note: Mike Seeger and his little 
family have been traveling in Georgia 
recently, collecting music and locating 
old-time musicians. Mike dropped us this 
note concerning his search for Gid Tanner, 
leader of GID TANNER AND HIS SKILLET LICK- 
ERS, one of the most famous of the old- 
time string bands of the 1920's and 30's.) 

Ill MU '.t.l , 

Greetings from Dacula, Georgia!! When 
asked where one could find Gid Tanner, 
the cheif of police at City Hall (a store¬ 
looking building with a Coca-Cola sign 
out front) said, “Go down the road to 
this chutch about a mile away; you'll 
find him there. He died about a year ago 
at the age of 76." Three of his sons 
ploy, though, and we hope to see them. 
Best regards, 

Mike, Marj, and Kim Seeger 

READERS are cordially invited to con¬ 
tribute to the LETTERS TO THE EDITORS 
column. Additions, corrections, praise, 
criticism, news items, curiosity and 
contempt are equally welcome. 

CHARLIE CODA'S RECORD SALE #1 
(V •. 

Charlie Coda, the Twin Cities' gf««test 
vheeler-and-dealer in jazz and folk records^ 
presents a gala sale prepared exclusively 
for readers of LSR. These records are not 
review repies, complimentaries, or disc . 
jockey copies -- all are from Charlie's 
private collection. Many of the rarer 
items Charlie offers are single copies, so 
the first order takes them away! Make 
checks and money orders payable to LSR, 

.! • Tft ,tJ . 
OLD-TIME 78 rpm SINGLES.......' c 

: , - ' '• V5- • * 
1. BRADLEY KINCAID: THE MINER'S SONG/KBD 
LIGHT AHEAD (Majestic) A hillbilly great! 
$2.00. . f.v 

2. DARBY * TARLTON: COLUMBUS STOCKADE/BIR¬ 
MINGHAM JAIL (Columbia) Rare!- $2.50 
3. REV. KELSEY * CONG.: EVENING PRAYER/TELL 
ME HOW LONG (MGM 10303) Negro gospel. 75c 1 
4. MACK ALLEN (Pseudonym of Vernon Dalhartlx 
LONG AGO/THE MISSISSIPPI FLOOD SONG (Har¬ 
mony .417-H) All-time country great! $1.75 
5. RILEY PUCKETT: RAILROAD BOOMER/VIOLETS 
(Bluebird) Guitarist of the Skillet-Likker|jf 

A steal at $1.50! , ' ' J 
6i UNCLE JIM HAWKINS: HELL BROKE LOOSE IN 
GEORGIA/CAT CAME BACK (Challenge) Top! $2. 
7w KELLY HARRELL: MY HORSES AIN'T HUNGRY/ 
HAND ME DOWN MY WALKING CANE (Victor) $3.0fl 
O.AL BERNARD: CASEY JONES/STEAMBOAT HILL 
(Brunswick 178) Piddle, gtr, banjo. $2.75 



9. McFarland & Gardner: bright sherman 
VALLEY/EAST BOUND TRAIN (Brunswick 169) 
MndolnJ*gtr, hillbilly vocal. $1.25 , . 
10. C. POOLE & NO. CAROLINA RAMBLERS: rj[ 
WHITE HOUSE BLUES/MONKEY ON A STRING jn 
(Columbia 15099) Rim chip. Discount to $1. 

.1 . • 
10" LP's (all unavailable elsewhere!) 

1. ERNIE LIE BERMAN: GOODBYE, MR. WAR 
(Amerecord 101) Extremely rare! $4.00. 
2. JIMMIE RODGERS: MEMORIAL Vol. 3 ^RCA" 
Victor 3039) Original blue yodeleri $2.50 
3. JOSH WHITE: BALLADS & ILUES Vol. 2 
(Decca 5247) Edited by Alan Lomax. $4. 
4. JPICGY SEEGER, GUY CARAWAN: WE SING 
AMERICA (Nixa 19029) English record, un¬ 
available in this country! Tops! $3.00 
5. JOSH WHITE: JOSH COMES A-VISITIN' 
(Period 1115) Contains Bonbons, Chocolates, 

and Chewing Gum. Josh at his best! $3.25 

12“ LP’s — Build up your collection at 
Charlie's low, low prices!!! 

1. ROBERT MITCHUM: CALYPSO IS LIKE SOl!! 
(Capitol 853) He-man sings rare folk! $1*5 
2. JOHN JACOB NILES: SINGS AMERICAN FOLK 
SONGS (Camden 245); SINGS AMERICAN FOLK 6 
GAMBLING SONGS (Camden 219) He-man sing* 
rare folk! 10 cents apiece; both for, 15. 
3. JOHN ALLISON: HEROES, HEROINES, AND MIS¬ 
HAPS (Picker 10001) Out-of-print! $4.00 . 
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4. THE GATEWAY SINGERS: WAGONS WEST (War¬ 
ner Bros. 1334). Now out-©f-print! $2.00,. 
5. FRANCES ARCHER & BEVERLY GILE: FOLK * 
SONGS FROM THE FAR CORNERS (Disneyland 
3006) A cheap Christmas present for your 
kids! Only $1.00! 

CHARLIE'S EXTRA SPECIAL OF THE MONTH! 
HARRY BELAFOMTE: SONGS OF THE CARIB¬ 
BEAN (RCA-Vietor 1505) Autograph 
copy! Actually autographed by Harry 
Belafonte himself! Special price: $5. 

45rpro Extended Play Albums. 
* • »# | Jl' j 

1. JOSH WHITE: WANDERINGS (London BEP 6194) 
Umg out-of-print! A bargain at $1,35! 
2. JOSH WHITE: THE FOGGY, FOGGY DEW (Lon¬ 
don BEP 6195) Exquisite foikum! Rare! $1.45 

» g . . 
Charlie reminds you that all his prices 

Include return postage. In addition, all 
orders of more than ten records will re- 
cieve at no additional charge, an auto¬ 
graphed souvenir photograph of Charlie 
Coda and his guitar. You ore also in¬ 
vited to send Charlie all your original 
poems and re-written folk song lyrics. 
Re needs a good laugh now and then. 
Order immediately -- Charlie's bargains 
are good for a limited time only! Reweci- 
ber that address: 

CHARLIE CODA RECORD SALE 
Little Sandy Review Offices 
3220 Park Avenue South 
Minneapolis 7, Minnesota ^ 

Happy listening!!!!!! 
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ADDITIONAL RECORDS AND RECORD CHATTER 

Kingston Trio: GOIN’ PLACES \ (Capitol 
1564) Contains PASTURES CP PLENTY and 
THIS LAND IS YOUR LAND. 

Jimmy Shand: STEP WE GAILY (Mercury 
MGI 203) "An Evening of Scottish Country 
Dancing" Features "folk" accordian. 

Ronnie Gilbert: COME AND GO WITH ME 
(Vanguard 9052) Broad medley collection. 

Kim Loy Wong: THE STEEL DRUMS OF KIM 
LOY WONG WITH THE UNIVERSITY SETTLEMENT 
/STEEL BAND (Foiijways 8367) Companion to 
Pete Seeger's how-to-do-it book on 
Trinidad steel drums. 

Dave Van Ronk: VAN RONK SINGS (Folkways 
2383) Greenwich Village idol sings blues. 

Rosalie Sorrels: FOLKSONGS OF IDAHO 
AND UTAH (Folkways 5343) Up-and-coming 
Far Western lass sings a different coll* 
ection of folk songs. 

French RCA-Victor has Just released a 
Tommy McClennon LP, That company also 
has records by Jazz Gillum, Washboard 
Sam, Big Maceo, Yancey, and Sonny Boy 
Williamson. 

More blues: Mance Lipscomb (of Arhooli® 
Records) will soon hook on with a major 
company. 

The Black Ace and Lil Son Jackson will 
have albums out on Arhoolie in about two 
weeks. 

Will Holt and Dclly Jonah have an album 
out on the Atlantic label. 

That'8 all for this month, folks 1 
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cumNT AND CHOICE 
CISCO HOUSTON: CISCO HOUSTON SINGS THE 
SONGS OP WOODY GUTHRIE (Vanguard 9089) 

Cisco's last, and perhaps bast, solo 
album Is a heartfelt "personal trlbuta" 
to the friend he knew so well •• Woody 
Guthrie* This Is Cisco's best In years 

BILL BROONZY: THE BILL BROONZY STORY 
(Verve MGV 3000) A 5-LP set. 

Bill Randle records and annotates 
the "Ust Sessions" of the great 
Chicago blues singer. 

PETE SEEGER: CHAMPLAIN VALLEY SONGS 
(Folkways 5210) 

A return to folk material (songs from 
the Marjorie L. Porter Collection of 
North Country Folklore) makes this Pete 
most interesting In a long time* 

FOLKSONGS FROM THE LOUISIANA ACAD IANS 
(Louisiana Folklore Society LFS-A-4) 

Harry Oster gives us a coeiprehensive 
survey of one of America's greatest 
(and least-known) folksong cultures. 

THE FAMOUS CARTER FAMILY (Harmony 7280) 
Although these sides do not present 

the Carter Family at their best, they 
•re the only recordings of the original 

Carters (outside of the Folkways 
Anthology) available In this country. 
A reel steal at $1.98. 

SUBSCRIBE TO THE LITTLE SANDY REVIEW NOW 
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On our cover this month is John Cohen, 
final third of the Nev Lost City Ramblers, 
John picks banjo and guitar, sings, takes 
photographs, and produces such outstanding 
phonograph records as MOUNTAIN MUSIC GP 
KENTUCKY (Folkways 2317). He may be 
heard with the Ramblers on Folkways and 
Vanguard* Cover drawing by Jon Pankake. 

EDITORS' COLUMN 
EDITORS’ COLUMN 

EDITORS COLUMN 

SV Pad TleUo*. £ 

The biggest news this month is that there 
will soon be 13 more volumes of Alan Lome* 1 
memorable 1959 field trip through America * 
South* The first seven appeared on Atlanta 
as THE SOUTHERN FOLK HERITAGE SERIES (HS 1 
or 1346-1352). The next 13 will appear or 
a special Prestige International 25000 
S?jie8# Included will be a whole LP of 
older, previously unreleased Texas Gladden 
material. Ken Goldstein also has an albu® 

y four traditional Virginia singers up- 
°ne 8*ng*rs Is Horton &arker 

re PrC4s^ig« ads this issue for more 
has certainly been 

k.n * C^8c past we<*«i He and Peter 
se- produced a definitive 5-vol. 
Caedmon R*diti°aal Brlti«h folk music f<* 

kthat^n information on 
W U ^!^8aUV* advertisements ... 

i 

* * * RECORD REVIEWS * * * * 

IRISH AND BRITISH SONGS FROM THE OTTAWA 
VALLEY Sung by 0. J. Abbott (Folkways 4051) 

Eighty-five year old 0. J. Abbott, of 
Hull, Quebec, a traditional ballad singer 
whose life story parallels the coming of 
British folk songs to the New World, is a 
major discovery of Canadian folklorist 
Edith Fovjke* Mr. Abbott emigrated from 
Enfield, England, as a youth of 12 and 
spent his young manhood in the rough and 
tumble Irish communities of farmers and 
lumberjacks in Ontario, where he learned 
both his amazing bag of songs and graceful, 
simple singing style. His steady, tuneful 
voice would do justice to an artist fully 
thirty years younger, and the gentleness 
and modesty of his performing will un- 
doubtedly be easier for many non-scholarly 
American listeners to take than the more 
passionate and intricately decorated sing¬ 
ing of many of the United States* ballad 
singers, if- 

Most of Mr. Abbott's songs were learned 
sixty and seventy years ago from singers 
who were then already very old, and are 
probably not more than twice or three 
times removed from the printed street 
songsheets ("Broadsides") of early America 
that are the sources of many of ours and 
Canada's folksongs — a remarkable example 
of preservation which allows us an inval¬ 
uable peek at an important and pure aspect 

of musical tradition on this continent. 
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Even more important:, from the standpoint 
of this magazine and it6 readers, is the 
fact that these beautiful and rare (some of 
Mr. Abbott's songs have apparently never 
been collected before) songs with their 
well-defined melodies and full, complete 
texts appear here for our benefit performed 
as they were when folksong was an integral 
part of the entertainment and expression 
of Americans. How nftjbh,,rif we but listen, 
such a performance has to tell us of the 
sweetness of Mr. Abbott himself, and of 
the charhctefr of the heritage we share 
(however indirectly) with him. Many thanks 
to 0« ’J. Abbott and Edith Fowke for a 
delightful documentary ^recording. 

• * *. * ■ * • I * ' * .* ' i 

THREE FROM ARHOOLIE. 
.1 1 . ,i 

When Sam Charters wrote his book, THE 
COUNTRY BLUES, in 1959, it was generally 
conceded that the eta of genuine tradition- 
al blues recording was over. Such has not 
turned out to be the case — the well that 
looked very dry in 1959 is a veritable 
geyser in 1961. -This year will probably 
see more traditional blues released than 
any single year at any time in the past. 

One of the leaders in the blues renais- 
sance is Arhoolie Records, the project of 
the California collector Chris Strachwit*. 
who does most of his recording in Texas 
and Mississippi. Two of his three new 
releases feature Texas singers, both of 

em very well known at one time and now 
°veht out of retirement by the enter- 

prising Strachwitz. The tiird LP is an ^. 

Arhoolie sampler. . } 

The Black Ace (THE BLACK ACE, Arhoolie 
F-1003) had his heyday in the late 1930's, 
but unfortunately for posterity, it was on 
the dimly remembered medium of live radio 
that he gained his fame -- not on records. 
He plays a non-electric steel guitar shaped 
like a conventional guitar and held flat 
in his lap. The strings are strung well 
away from the fingerboard and are fretted 
with a medicine bottle grasped by the 
thumb and forefinger of his left hand. 
The instrument is tuned in various open 

tunings. 
The Black Ace Q>orn Babe Karo Lemon 

Turner) sings straightforwardly in a 
rather deep voice which resembles Blind 
Boy Fuller a little, but which has mellow¬ 
ed with age. His guitar playing sometimes 
resembles Blind Lemon Jeffersan's in sound, 
but has a more consistent, rhythmic feel¬ 
ing. He has a tendency to apeompany sev¬ 
eral different songs in exactly the some 
way, giving the LP a slight quality o£ 

monotony. "He has originated just about . 
all of the 12 blues on the set himself — 
the songs with familiar titles are differ¬ 
ent from anything other singers do under 
those same titles. GOLDEN SUPPER is not 
the old gospel tune, but a blues commem¬ 

orating a saloon by that name. O®* y®0* 
FARTHER ALONG, is included. 

The Black Ace can be quite moving, u 
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hie singing has very little variety fro® 
one cut to the next, and for best results 
should be listened to a little — say, 
half a side -- at a time* 

UL' SON JACKSON (Arhoolie F-1004) fea¬ 
tures a more recent Texas blues man. He 
was the No, 2 blues artist of Gold Star 
Records in the late 1940's, (A certain 
L, Hopkins was No, 1,) He went on to a 
successful career for Imperial Records of 
California in the early 1950's, singing 
some city blues and some commercialized 
country material. He has now become an 
auto mechanic, 

Jackson is here recorded with a con¬ 
ventional, unamplified guitar. He rep¬ 
resents on this record a very well-devel¬ 
oped form of traditional country blues. 
Stylistically, he jis much more complex 
than The Black Ace — and listeners will 
generally find him a good deal more en¬ 
joyable. He has a high, plaintive voice 
and a complex style of vocal ornamentation, 
combining ancient blues inflections with 
a few syncopations from the city. His 
gpltar accompaniment is rich and driving; 
he favors medium-fast tempos. He is 
capable of a lot of emotion -- much more 
than on his conraercial discs. He sings 

® originals, but also gives beau-i 

ilu * crformancc8 of traditional numbers 
like TICKET AG EOT and LOUISE. Though he 

aa a whole Lp to expand and spread out, 

Jackson instinctively keeps close to the 
tvo-and-a-quarter-minute format of the 
modern blues single. This induces a com¬ 
pactness of expression which adds con¬ 
siderably to the total effect. Jackson 
does not serve too well to provide half- 
ignored noise in a corner of a room, but 
he can bear good, close listening. 

BLUES 'N' TROUBLE (Arhoolie FS-101) is 
unlike conventional samplers in that it 
contains tunes NOT included on the indiv¬ 
idual LP's it demonstrates. Strachwitz 
frankly confesses that these are not the 
best work of the respective artists — he 
has considerately saved this for their 

individual LP's. 
Aside from representative samples of the 

artists of the first four Arhoolies 
(Lipscomb, Williams, Black Ace, Jackson), 
we have here a prize 1949 recording by 
Lowell Fulson, a tense, brilliant singer 
who was often considered the equal of 
Lightnin* Hopkins before he went commercial 
in the 1950's; a driving blue6 in real 
old-time piano style by Jasper Love; a 
rollicking ONE THIN DIME by the fabulous ^ 
Butch Cage and Willie Thomas; a mean 1920 a 
city blues by Sam Chatman (who sounds 
like an angry Lonnie Johnson); a fast 
Piano blues by Whistling Alex Moore; an 
infectious fast guitar blues by on impor 
tant young singer. Robert Curtis Smith, 
from Clarksdale, Miss, (the country blu 
capital of the world); and a wmbmrj^y 

Mercy Dee (who wrote ONE ROOM C0UI 
SHACK) done in current Chicago sty e. 
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The program is well arranged and enjoyable 

all the way through -- we wait eagerly for 
the LP's by Mercy Dee and Alex Moore, and 
for the GOIN' TO CALIFORNIA LP containing 
Fulson, and the DELIA BLUES disc with 
Smith, Chatman, Cage & Thomas, and others. 
Arhoolie records, it should be mentioned 
once again, are rarely seen in stores, 
but are readily available for $5 @ from 
Mr. Strachwitz at Box 671, Los Gatos, Calif* 
(Reviewer: Barry Hansen) 

JOSH WHITE: SPIRITUALS AND BLUES (Elektra 
193) JOSH WHITE: THE HOUSE I LIVE IN 
(Elektra 203) 

» i 

The notes on these releases are more fun 
than are the records. Nat Hentoff, who in 
his long career has wfcitten some of the 
best and some of the worst notes ever, de¬ 
pending on who has hired him, has managed 

to do a clever job of picturing White as a 
folksinger without actually resorting to 
absolute falsehood. 

The records themselves are just more 
Josh White; there are no real surprises on 
either disc. Just the incessant (aphrodis- 

iac to his followers) a-yumph of his guitat» 
and the arrogant blandness of his voice. 
EKL 193 presents "the unadorned Josh White', 
therefore a bass, drums, and a tenor sax 
must have become integral parts of this 
remarkable man. The spiritual side of 
this disc presents White at his worst. 

crc can scarcely be any objection to 
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spirituals with a blues-derived style 
(viz. Blind Gary Davis), but White's irri¬ 
tated, catty, and totally superficial 
performances of the fast numbers are in 
the most execrable taste by any standards. 
THE HOUSE I LIVE IN consists of old White 
chestnuts such as THE MAN WHO COULDN'T 
WALK AROUND, JOHNNY HAS GONE FOR A SOLDIER 
T.B. BLUES, and so on, warmed over for 
stereo. They sound about as good as ever, 
but the expansive surfaces of the LP have 
moved Josh to take four and a half min¬ 
utes to say what he used to say quite well 
in two and a half. Happy nightclubbing. 

(Reviewer: Barry Hansen) 

CURTIS JONES: TROUBLE BLUES (Prestige- 

Bluesville 1022) 

This, I suppose, is about the last of 
the "old" Bluesvilles featuring city blues 
with combos. It is one of the better onesj 
Jones is a topnotch city singer and a 
better-than-average pianist. He sings 
lowdown, honest blues without affectation, 
receiving very sympathetic support on 
electric guitar from "Moose John" Walker. 
However, the rhythm section (the Blues- , 
ville regulars) is its usual pussyfooting , 
self, and that confounded organ keeps 
getting in the way. As a result, t s 
album (like the other Bluesvilles wit 

combos) won't satisfy anybody co®Pl°t*^* 1 
Jones is a uood man, however, an 



that he and Walker can record again with 
more, sympathetic sidemen. The notes here 
have several typographical errors, one of 
which refers to GOOD WOMAN BLUES as GOD 
WOMAN BLUES, (Reviewer: Barry Hansen) 

WALT CONLEY: PASSIN’ THROUGH WITH WALT 
CONLEY (Premiere 6101) 

Conley, a professional "folk,,singer 
working out of Denver, is quoted on this, 
his first solo LP, as saying, "I'm worried 
about the current trend among folk artipts 
to 'sing pretty,' My own feeling is that 
above all a folk singer must have heart,..' 
Miles and miles of it, one presumes, Mr. 
Conley, who claims to draw inspiration 
from Josh White, the Tarriers, and Bob 
Gibson, "men in whom ability and integrity 
have achieved a perfect union," has set ai 
difficult task for himself. Since he in¬ 
sists upen singing in the same Malibu Beact 
folk style affected by most Far Western 
folkniks from the K-Trio on down (or up), 
he is extremely hard pressed not to sound 
pretty. Thus he painfully twists his 
voice and over dramatizes the lyrics until 
his rendition of I NEVER WILL HARRY sounds 
like Westbrook Van Voorhis^narrating a 
particularly significant episode of The 
March Of Time. Conley's idea of "heart" 
seems to consist of whipping himself into 

TA^C£2y ^as on WHICH SIDE ARE YOU ON and 
Tills HAMMER) and producing an ex- 
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hibition containing fully as much phony 
passion and jellybellied virility as the 
most vulgar professional wrestling match. •'* y" 

However, the folknik composition called I 

THE KLAN, dripping with gory imagery 
straight from the horror comic books artd 
screamed hysterically by Conley, is worth 
a hearty laugh. Since this record, a 
local Denver effort, will have a minuscule 
distribution and even less advertising, 
it will be neither seen nor heard by hardly 
anyone. Isn't that sad? Who says there 
isn't any justice anymore? (Reviewer: 

Edmund Gilbertson) ... 
• .%;i - ■'* 

OTIS SPANN IS THE BLUES (Candid C001) 

Candid has taken a cue from Prestige and 
has discovered itself a couple of blues 
men, Otis Spann ploys piano for Muddy 
Waters, and here has his own first album 
on which he sings as well as plays. AlW 
featured is Robert Lockwood Jr, a clossit 
blues veteran who plays electric guitar 
and shores the singing. Candid has re¬ 
moved the electric harmonicas, bass, & 
drums that normally are heard with these ^ 
men and told them to sing the real stu • 
And they oblige with oocne fine blues -- 
lowdown, honest, virile, and strong ( ioug 
it docs sound a wee bit "cleaned UP '* 
The singing la very good, though not tho 
greatest. Lockwood Is very espa • . 
bringing out the special virtues of his 

electric' instruoent. Spann Is an 



called 0I1S IN THE DARK. There is a lot 
of good blues on the record. Throw away 
the jacket, however -- the notes (by one 
of the better Jazz writers, Nat Hentoff) 
unfortunately amplify the pretentious 
attitude Indicated by the album title, 
and the wholei thing Tacks the good taste 
Prestige uses on'its Bluesville albums. 
Incidentally, Spann‘and Lockwood have 
kept up the- old traditloh ot writing all 
the old classics of the blues especially 
fot^thls album. (Reviewer: Barry Hanseh) 

FRANK WARNER: SONGS OF THE CIVIL WAR 

(Prestige-International 13012) 

The patriotic, military, political, and 
sentimental 6ongs of the Civil War, most 
of which wore cor~poced by. the popular 
songwriters of the day and which subse¬ 
quently have not had the advantage of 
generations and generations of polish by 
the anonymous voices of America, have 
(unless performed by a superb singer who 
can lend-his or her own personal creative 
o»agic to the song) generally left this 
reviewer uncomfortably aware of their 
stiffness and dustiness at the expense 
of any historical or artistic merit they 
uay possess. Prestige's advertising for 
this album of Civil War songs says that 
Civil Wor experts consider it the best 
such record ever made. I don't know on 
w»at basis these experts have made *uch 
a Jud8en«nt, but I would wholeheartedly 
agree with their opinion for this reason: 

P.r1 12 
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Announcing .. 5 new records from CAEDMON 

THE FOLKSONGS CP BRITAIN 

Edited by Peter Kennedy and Alan Lomax 

This collection was begun in 1950 by Alan 
Lomax, a past head of the Archive of American 
Folk Song in the Library of Congress, and 
Peter Kennedy, who had already done work of 
first importance in the collecting and 
teaching of English folk dances* These 5 
CAEDMON volumes are samplings of their best 
■naterial. Here, for the first time, i8 the 
Full range of British folksongs as performed 
hy authentic folk singers and recorded in 
pubs and country cottages in isolated 
sections of the island. Some of the singer* 
are old, others conform to ancient singing 
ityles which may surprise you; yet their 

Performances make folk song live in all of 
s subtleties. Print and musical notation 

Cannot convey the flavor of the music, 
o eesional singers bury its charm and 
ances under the weight of their training* 

• lnL!y }*ftenln8 to traditional country 
' 6 like tho®e on these CAEDMON records 

the*e°K ?T°!!erly und«r*tand and appreciate 

• balU<U of British people. 

netails in Caedmon's ad on p«gc 27« 

the songs are sung'by Frank Warner, a • 
singer who, unlike most other educated and • 
urbanized performers, is neither too em¬ 
barrassed, timid, or ignorant to lose 
himself in the songs; to convey them to us 
in the abandon and spirit that is an in¬ 
tegral part of them, in fact their very 
lifeblood and heartbeat. . . , : 

Warner, a native of Alabama, is to be 
commended for rendering the aide of. Yankee 
songs (most of which here are little-known 
and difficult numbers compared to the 
obvious and popular charm of the Rebel 
tunes) in only.slightly less terrific 
fashion than the side of Rebel songs -- • • 
for DIXIE, BONNIE BLUE FLAG, LORENA,,and 
especially THE OLD REBEL SOLDIER (THE UN¬ 
RECONSTRUCTED REBEL) which Frank exhumer* 
ently yells out as though he believed 
every word, are clearly the best cuts on 
the record. Warner's sons, Jeff and 
Gerrett, contribute some nice atmosphere 
on the choruses of the marching songs and 
provide the type of simple, unobtrusive 
accompaniment (on banjo and guitar here) 
appropriate for a singer like Warner, 
whose voice can do it all. Granted one or 
two slow spots, a collection of both well- 
known and obscure material given delightfu| 
validity by a performer who is unjustly 
not heard often enough these days. 

(Reviewer: Karen Glover) 



ROLF CAHN & ERIC VON SCHMIDT 

(Folkways 2417) 

This set brings together the well- 
traveled, versatile professional Rolf 
Cahn, and a '‘bearded madman" named Eric 
von Schmidt, who, besides being an artist 
and film-maker, has built himself a rep¬ 
utation as one of the country'6 finest 
white blues men. Schmidt's reputation 
should be greatly enhanced by this set, 
which Is a solid program of familiar 
material leaning towards the blues. 

Schmidt has a wild, almost Presleian 
voice, and knows how to use it to turn 
out exciting blues. His singing does not 
really sound like a Negro's (what white 
man's, does?), but Schmidt has a real 
command of what might be called the 
traditional Negro musical spirit -- much 
better than that evidenced by some well- 
known Negro singers. He does a fascinat¬ 
ing GRIZZLY BEAR, a beautiful WASN’T THAT 
A MIGHTY STORM in his own engrossing adap¬ 
tation of Blind Willie Johnson style, and 
a fine recreation of Leadbelly's FRANKIE 6 
ALBERT. In fact, Schmidt completely out¬ 
classes Cahn as a blues singer: the latter 
was regretfully allowed to sing half the 
songs on this record. It is not a matter 
of Cabo's voice being "bad" in pitch or 
tonal Quality, as has been suggested. The 
trouble ls'that he tries to do too much 
with hi8 voice in the way of overdone 
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emotionalizing, and winds up sounding 
rather like an off-key Casey Anderson. :i 

He has1 thoroughly proved his talent at .< 
singing ballads and foreign songs on •; v 
previous records, but on these blues .hia 
singing rarely rises above third-rate v.J vi lt j 
coffeehouse level. His quasi-operatic tf 

COLUMBUS STOCKADE is a real bomb. 
lnstrumentally, the two guitarists,c«^* 

lament each other marvelously, and produce 
between them some of the most exciting j• 
blues playing ever recorded by white men., j - 
(A brldf description of the similarities ,, 
and differences between the guitar styles. */; 
of the two men is in the notes). A good 
release •• von Schmidt is definitely a .i» 
man to watch. (Reviewer: Barry Hansen) 

• • . * • i *\ iw i 

BILL MONROE: MR. BLUEGRASS (Decca 4080) 
1 . , • - > • 1 4 f * * ^ <4 

The rather literary complexion of the 
city folk music "boom" seems quite obvious., 
Recognized traditional material, say a song u 
like BARBARA ALLEN, can be presented in 
any musical style from operatic to Jazz; 
by anyone from Dyer-Bennct to Sophie 
Tucker. It can even be presented completely 

devoid of any musical style (i*e* the, 
droning, "straightforward" city-billies). 
Yet it will elicit from someone, somewhere, 

the comment, "Gee, that’s great. I love 
folk music," Conversely, when actual ruro 
musicians perform pop songs in the on y 
modern musical style. th»t has direct y 
evolved from tradition (I am referring 

here to Anglo-American music, of course;. 
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; • £i.3 4<, 
they are not only deprived of their due 
as folk musicians, but are actually sneered 
at as "low-brow" and "vulgar". A truly 
paradoxical situation to those who understand 
the relation of PERFORMING STYLE to folk 
mueic as cultural expression. 

An encouraging sign of the education of 
the city audience for folk music is the 
acceptance of Flatt and Scruggs and, more 
recently, The Stanley Brothers by the 
folknik consumer market. Both groups are 
now welcome at folk music festivals, city 
TV programs, and New York City concerts — 
they have escaped the taboo label of 
"Hillbilly" or "Country-Western" and are 
regarded now as honest-to-gosh folk music* 
ians. Bill Monroe has, unfortunately, not 
yet been accorded this acceptance. All ve 
can say is that if folkniks think they 
made a real find when they "discovered" 
Earl Scruggs, wait until they discover 
Bill Monroei 

The complexity and brilliancy of Monroe's 
singing style and its legitimacy as folk 
music has been described by Mike Seeger 
(SING OUT! Feb .-March 1961) with much more 
understanding than LSR could attempt. 
Suffice it to say that we feel that Bill'® 
singing of even the most Insignificant 
twaddle Is more thrilling and moving than 
any Child ballad ever crooned by a city 
folknik. And Is better folk music. 

Monroe's newest LP, MR. BLUEGRASS, con¬ 
tains a list of titles selected from 
Monroe juke box hits of the last few years: 

IME CHANGES EVERYTHING, PUT MY RUBBER DOLL 
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topic 
Records are 
now being 
represented 
by Mr. Moses 
Asch, Folkways 
Records, N.Y. 
Inquire now. 



THEY'RE ALREADY LINING UP FOR OUR GREAT ff INTERNATIONAL AND BLUESVILLE RELEASES! 

In th« future months, Prestige International ^l Py«*«nt albums by such outstanding folk 
performers as Rosalie Sorrels. Tommy Hunter (*®Uin string band), Tossi Aaron, Fiddler 
t */*Vthc See8«r sisters, the Gardners, gos**‘b|;*h«na, Tony Saletan, Ray Conrsd, Harry 
^ oeenie West, lsia Cameron, MacColl & Lloy<*»J*tlott« Daniels & Pat Webb, Bruce Philips, 

Elli^y other» — as well as more of such *• <*>ray Ramsey, Bonnie Dobson, Jack 
p/u !C* ®tc# Pfaetige Bluesvilie will J®00* others, records by Furry Lewis, 

Atlder*on* Tamna Red Memnhlfl Slim Sidn^fjlden» Mercy Dee, Snooks Eaglin, Scrapper 

l J. ». ^rfUST SESS1^ OPBUI® WILLIE Me TELL* 
•* repeats by Gary Davis LfohtrHn' Hopkin,, *rry & McGhee, and many others. 

Balogs, write: mstiG^ttcaSs.^ s^Mhln«t~* 



folk 
RAMBLIN’ JACK ELLIOTT, of late 
of NEWSWEEK *nd THE NEW YORK 
TIMES, will soon have an album 
for us entitled JACK ELLIOTT 
SINGS WOODY GUTHRIE'S "SONGS 
TO GROW ON." Watch for it. 
Folkways Records, 117 West 
46th St., New York 36, N. Y. 

;.. » j . . a* . J <- * J ' 

AWAY (no connection with French eroticism), 
FLOWERS OF LOVE, etc. As with all music n 
created solely for commercial purposes, 
these songs have no value as poetry or 
art of a literary nature. Many of them 
can fairly be described as cretinous, 
feslcally, however, they are well worth 
study — both for Monroe's vocal styling 
and for the bluegrass orchestrations. 
One traditional number, LONES<MJ ROAD 
BLUES, is a genuine treat. 

City folk record collectors who want to 
hear Monroe working out on a selection of 
old-time and traditional songs are advised 
to purchase I SAW THE LIGHT (Decca 8769), 
which, for material as well as for sing¬ 
ing, is his greatest folk LP. On it, 
Monroe sings such hymns as I AM A PII£MM, 
WAYFARING STRANGER, LIFE IS LIKE A MOUN¬ 
TAIN RAILWAY, and PRECIOUS MEMORIES in 
stunning and genuinely moving fashion, 
backed by a vocal quartet and accompanied 
only by his mandolin and one guitar (an 
organ sneaks in for one number or so, but 
Ignore it and it will go away). This is 
not a bluegrass album •• the emphasis s 
on the singing of old-time hymns, and in 
•trumental breaks are few and brief, 
complete discussion of the record wi 
appear in a future LSR as a "recor 
classic". 

THE BARRELHOUSE BLUES OF SPECKLED RED 
(Folkways 3555) Recorded in Denmark. 

Speckled Red (Rufus Perryman) is a 6fi- 
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yeai;toid Qeorgia-rborn Negro piano player 
and singer. who became very famous in 1929 
with his record of a catchy boogie piece 
called THE DIRTY DOZENS, Because of this 
and other, boqgie .discs, ,he is usually 
spoken of as a boogie pianist, but his 
talent extends to a great variety of styles, 
encompassing just about all the forms that ’ 
were token by Negro city blues in the first 
quarter of the present century. This set 
contains a wide range of these styles, 
with pome.late-20's pop tunes in standard 
plano*-.rolly style thrown in for good measure. 
The •set,*? titles range from HOW LONG BLUES , 
to IF I COULD BE WITH YOU ONE HOUR TONIGHl; 
with COW-COW BLUES, TAIN'T NOBODY'S BUS¬ 
INESS IF I DO, BABY WON'T YOU. PLEASE fcOME 
HOME, IT FEELS SO GOOD, and PtNETOP' S 
BOOGIE WOOGIE popping up along the way# 

The performances are authentic to the 
last note, and quite interesting. They 
are, however, lacking in intensity and 
drive, and suffer from poor timing in many 

places. Much of this is undoubtedly due 
simply to the performer'6 age (what do we 
expect,from a man in his late sixties?), 
but it is easy to see in this set the 
symptoms common to old blues and Jazz men 

who, after years of obscurity, are trotted 

out and exhibited to adoring white audiences 

-- especially in Europe. (Big Bill Broonzy 

is the most notable example). Speckled 

t ? careful, to. sticlt to authentic 
hf.r £ / ?nd authentic styles of performance. 

delibC ^consciously, perhaps 
deUber.tcly) aoftena tho ’'hard" sounds 

(Continued page 29.♦' . 24 

BOB GIBSON: YES I SEE (Elektra 197) 

Most LSR readers will remember Bob 
Gibson's first Riverside records (now, 
alas, out-of-print) of four years ago or 
so. On them, Gibson demonstrated a 
fresh repertoire of lighthearted, reason¬ 
ably traditional tunes sung in a genuinely 
pleasing, entertaining, and tasteful 
manner -- and considerable charm and skill 

as an audience song-leader. 
Now, his voice having recovered from 

the hoarseness that plagued it last year, 
Gibson offers a new album seemingly less 
frivolous and gay than were his earlier 
discs. The .liner notes quote him as . 
saying, "If in some way I can lead a 
few of them (young people) back toward 
the roots of this music, to recognizing 
the work of Big Bill, Woody Guthrie, and 
Leadbelly, I'll feel a mission accomplish¬ 

ed." 
Upon examination of this collection o 

mostly blues-like and gospel-like num¬ 
bers, one must assume that Gibson believes 
(or has been led to believe) that pro¬ 
fundity consists of (1) abandoning s 
banjo (only one banjo accompaniment 
here) in favor of a 12-6tring guitar 
thrummed furiously in the Odotta manner 

(2) utilizing th. 

“8t every *ong ‘ 
A a. 



ordinarily does not) (3) performing with 
the assistance of 7 sidemen who play, 
among other things, jazz guitar, piano, & 
bongo drums (4) accepting vocal support 
from a group called "The. Gospel Pearls", 
who contribute "Doo-ee-oops" to the rhythn 
numbers and go "Ahhhh-ahhhh-ahhh" on the 
more dramatic tunes. It is difficult to 
see how Gibson expects to accomplish his 
avowed intention of leading his listeners 
back to Big Bill and Woody since the major¬ 
ity of songs on the disc, are Gibson origin¬ 
als -• some of which, granted, have a nice 
swing to ttyam (WELL, WELL, WELL and YOU 
CAN TELL THE WORLD), and some of which are 
dismally folknik in character (DADDY ROLL 
'EM and WHEN THE SUN COMES UP IN THE MOR¬ 
NING), 

All this adds up to an album which, like 

all Gibson efforts, is not without a good 

deal of value as entertainment, but which 
is Just too unnecessarily raucous. Gibson 

is too talented a performer to have to 
hide behind a ,lot of extraneous noise, as 
he i6 doing here. As for the young people» 
it would be commendable if any of them 
are led back to Woody, Big Bill, and Lead- 

belly by this album — but they will cer¬ 
tainly have taken the long way around. 

A GREAT LINEUP of records will be discussed 
in IsR # 17 including offerings by the 
MePeake Family, Bonnie Dobson, Robin Rob- 

®r*J* *unt M®1 lY Jackson, Guy Carawan, and 
British field recordings from Alan Lomax. 
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THE FOLKSONGS OF BRITAIN 

Edited by Peter Kennedy and Alan Lomax 

Volume 1 SONGS OF COURTSHIP 
Including Green Grow The 
Laurels, The False Bride, CXir 
Wedding Day, 20 others* 

Volume 2 SONGS OF SEDUCTION 
Including The Nutting Girl, 
The Bonnie Wee Lassie Who 
Never Said No, Bundle And Go, 

21 others* 

Volume 3 JACK OF ALL TRADES 
Including The Jovial Tradesman, 

The Roving Journeyman, The 
Candlelight Fisherman, 22 others* 

Volume 4 THE CHILDE BALLADS, 1 
Volume 5 THE CHILDE BALLADS, 2 
Including The Elfin Knight, 

Orfeo, Lord Thomas and Fair Ellen, 

In the order arranged by F. J. 
Child in "English and Scottish 

Popular Ballads" (1882), 

Available at fine record ■bop* ** 

where, or directly from CAEDMON. 
Special prices for educational in 

scitutions. Pi«— on *Ch°° 
letterhead* 



c PRE STIGE 

INTERNATIONAL 

First American LP ..... 

PR-ITfT 13016 JACK ELLIOTT SINGS THE 
SONGS OF WOODY GUTHRIE: Hard Travelling, 
Grand Coulee Dam, New York Town, Tom 
Joad, Howdidc, Talking Duet Bowl, 
This Land is Your Land, Pretty Boy 
Floyd, Philadelphia Lawyer, Talking 
Columbia, Dust Storm Disaster, 
Riding in My Car, 1913 Massacre, 
So long. Guitar, harmonica acc. 

»» 
Our beat purveyor of Woody Guthrie... 

goes to the heart of the matter 
when he's in top form one gets 
feeling that he and Woody sing 

from exactly the same place," 
THE LITTLE SANDY REVIEW. 

h*| 
and 
the 

"Jack Elliott sounds more like me 
Chan I do," Woody Guthrie. 

FOU FKEfc CATAUJQUES WRITE TO: 

JEFfTS? ^HNATIONAL 203 So. Washington Avrnue 
B-r«*rt,r1d. Nfw Jnrnny 

PRESTIGE INTERNATIONAL ’ 

music series is produced , 
by the noted folklorist Kenn* 
Goldstein. 

4 * 

(Cont. from page 24....) 
in the music -- those very sounds which 
make it distinctly Negro music — and 
makes it generally more "respectable", 
thus defeating for many listeners (in-..,v ,r. 
eluding this .reviewer) th^ very purpose . 
for which*heJis careful to 8ti,ck to . 
"authentic1' auinbcrs. The s^tj,.is ,historic¬ 
ally very valuable, $nd entertaining the 
first couple of t;imes through 7* hut it 
is unexciting and does not wear, well at 
all. The Danish recording is quite,,good; 
Sam Charters has provided a commendable, 
booklet; and Folkways has another *its 
famous architectural motifs on the cover. 
(Reviewer: Barry. Hqnsen) 

JACK ELLIOTT SINGS THE SONGS OF WOODY 
GUTHRIE (Prestige International 13016) 

• ' J . 

Those of us who have been zipping money 
orders over to England for all the latest 
Jack gtliott! records (on Topic, 77, 
Columbia, and Collector) can now sit back, 
relix, and take it easy for a while:Jack , 
has "arrived" in the United States. In 
this, his first American album, he gives 
us the greatest batch of Guthrie songs, 
bar none, since Woody himself was 
to hang up his guitar. All this w com 
as no surprise to Elliott aficionados. 

And to those who haven't heard ! 
LSR predicts that Jack will very <shortly 
become the most popular of all L , 
folk8ingers. The national Prc8fl *ln 
and August would seem to bc“rv<—- xWES, 
the July 25 issue of THE 1®^ , * 
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Robert Shelton (a good folk music critic) 
devotes eight paragraphs plus a picture to , 
Jack; the August 14 NEWSWEEK gives Elliott 
nearly the whole, music page (again plus a 
photo -- one which makes Jack look like a 
young Chill Wills), and Alan Lomax is quoted 
as saying, "I'd rather listen to Jack than 
any of the other young people;" another 
noted folk music critic calls the Elliott 

album "the best record by a city singer 
since the New Lost City Ramblers arrived 
on the scene;" John Greenway has said, 
"Jack Elliott has accomplished.•.a refine¬ 
ment of Guthrie's singing and playing 
style, an amalgamation of Woody's genius 
and his own genuine talents into a com¬ 
pound better than either alone;" Israel 
Young commented on an Elliott concert, 
"He gave a freshness to songs which are 
considered 'standard',,.His set of Woody 
Guthrie songs was so moving and authentic 

that Marge Guthrie was seen crying and 
she wasn't the only one. People say 1 
never applaud at folk concerts. They're 
wrong. I -became part of a wall of applflU®e 
that Just wouldn't let him go..." And 

Woody himself has said, with, what one 
would imagine, a twinkle in his eye, 

aclc Elliott sounds more like me than 1 
Rarely, if ever, has an American 

rolkainger — especially such a good one - 
received so much popular and critical 
acclaim. Jack is in the enyiabie position 

!nAk°S^n|' both the critics* >scholars, 
«nd the public. , . . 

he.yeally deserve all this to-do? 
r««Hy that good? Or is he merely 
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a carbon copy, a caricature, of Woody with 
no real talent of his own? These are all 
natural questions to ask about the man 
that ha6 stirred up such a fuss in the 
folk world. As for myself, I think he 
deserves all the praise that he gets. 

This record contains ample evidence 
that Elliott is no longer a MERE IMITATOR' 
of Guthrie. (Jack frankly admits that he 
once was.) The songs here are now Jack's 
own and he sings them in a wonderful Okie 
old-timey style that borrows freely from 
Woody but manages to be a whole lot more 
Elliott than anything else. Whereas once 
Jack would have slaved religiously to cap¬ 
ture each Guthrie nuance, he now rolls • 
along like the happy river Henry Miller 
describes in his books -- he is his own 
man now, and the results show up delight¬ 
fully in his singing. Gone is all the 
rigidity and stiffness of some of his 
Topic recordings. He now plays and sings 
as if he owned the whole world. His rep¬ 
ertoire has similarly expanded to include 
blues, music hall, vaudvilie, cowboy songs, 
and imitations of Leadbelly, Gary Davis, * , 
blind Lemon, Jimmie Rodgers, Richard 
Dyer-Bennet, Hank Williams, and Elvis 
Presley, 

Jack'8 great gift in folk music (aside 

from his ability as an entertainer) shows 
UP plainly on this, his best record. He 
tan take a style — in this case Guthries jw 
and completely ossimilote it into his own. 
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remaining true to both. You hear r jch 
of both Guthrie and Elliott In Jack's 
singing that It often does, as Greenway 
points out in his excellent liner notes 
(which are practically worth the price of 
the record alone), turn out to be a "com¬ 
pound better than either alone." This is 
not to say that Elliott is a better folk- 
singer than Woody Guthrie. This IS to say 
that Jack is a superb folk6lnger who, os 
Alan Lomax has said, "has completely ab¬ 
sorbed the style and mannerisms of the 
field singer," but who now projects an 
image that is simply his own. He has 
formed a distinct and unique personality 
which seems to give everything he sings a 
ringing Elliott flavor. If you like this, 
you are liable fo develop a passionate 
fondness for Jack's records to the point of 
sending overseas to get all his earlier 
ones. If you do not like Jack, you are 
quite likely to feel that he is too broad, 
too showy, too vaudevlllian. Most people, 
I feel, are going to like Jack a whole lot. 
Give a listen to NEW YORK TOWN, PRETTY BOY 
FLOYD, TALKING COLUMBIA, TALKING DUST BCWL, 
CAR CAR SONG, or practically anything else 
on thi8 record. Listen to TOM JOAD and 

see if you don’t think Elliott is doing 
full justice to it. Or put Jack to the 
real test and play THIS LAND IS YOUR LAI® 
and see if yOU don't agree with Izzy Young 

-* Jr bringing.® certain "freshness' 
o '"‘•t ie probably Woody's greatest song. 

• • •u* .K’OV .If. . 4 ub? imC1 

The version on this album is by far the best, 
of any city singer I have ever heard. Listen 
to Jack's magnificent guitar playing and 
then re-read Greenway's notes on how Jack 
has expanded and extended the Guthrie style 
of picking to its finest and most logical 
artistic limits. But best of all is the 
SPIRIT in which Jack sings these songs -- 
It is the same spirit in which they were 
originally written and sung. It is an 
incarnation of the Guthrie vision of 
America (and Woody is a great symbol, an 
archtype, of Americanism) merging with a 
daring, understanding, tremendously mature 
new talent* Jack seems to have the gift 
of greatness. He makes use of it here to 
8ive us one of the most outstanding city 
albums in recent years. We shall certainly 
enjoy hearing much more from him in the 
future. 

***** BOOK REVIEWS ***** 

AMERICAN FAVORITE BALLADS AS SUNG BY PETE 

SEEGER By Pete Seegcr. 96 pages. Cloth 

$3.95; paper $1.95. Oak publications. 

Breathe* there on LSR reader under thirty 
years of age who has not become involved 
directly or indirectly with folk music 
through the influence of Pete? Proba y 
not. If Leadbelly and Woody Guthrie, 
through the efforts of the Lomaxes, Wcrc 
the men who brought the music of t c 
man and tho working man to the city. • 
Pete is the man who has brought t c c 
audiences to Woody and Leadbelly. 
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This modest little volume is a continua¬ 
tion o£ Pete's work and vision; a personal 
project with Pete's mark indelibly imprinted 
on every page. Like Pete himself, the book 
is practical rather than scholarly, direct 
rather than theoretical, inspiring, music¬ 
ally very simple (letting the songs speak 
for themselves), and gocd-neturedly enjoy¬ 
able. The songs are all from Pete's many 
great records,' and LSR readers certainly 
don't need a run-down on them by title, 
Pete, with his usual respect for tradition, 
has carefully avoided any copyright con¬ 
troversy by crediting all but those•songs 
«ho6e authorship (or very drastic rearrange¬ 
ment) is known simply to "traditional," 
One small fault one might find with the 
book is the lack of a brief bibliography 
which would direct the more curious and 
inquiring reader to some of the better 
general folk song books in the field. 
But mayhap this is quibbling. Suffice 
it to soy that many, many young people 
will undoubtedly experience the thrill of 
bringing a song to life from the dead 
print of a page for the first time with 
this book. One can only hope that its 
readers present and future, intoxicated 
with the glow of discovery of a simple, 
personal, meaningful art fully within 
their grasp, will have as much enjoyment 
using the book as Pete obviously had 
writing it. For l*m sure Pete would agfeC 
with John Greenway that, through such 
works as this book, "another generation of 

mericans is learning that the best re- 
Wtcation is still creative." E. G. 

3A 

; > . * — t, •* ' . 
(EDITORS' COLUMN cont. from page 2< ...) 

... The folkum group personnel-shuffling 
farce continues os Reynolds and Shane add 
John Stewart, formerly of the Cumberland 
Three, to the Kingston Trio -- replacing 
Dave Guard who will form his own group ... 
Contact "The Friends of Pete Seeger" at 
Rm. 602, 200 W. 57 St., N. Y. C. 19; and 
lend whatever support you con -- spiritual 
or material -- to Pete as he awaits the 
hearing of his appeal this fall ... SEEN 
IN THE TWIN CITIES RECENTLY: Folk music 
attempted in a fine arts context by Fiddlef 
and Mrs. Beers at U of Minn; a parade of 
folkniks in the nite spots-(Judy Collins, 
Don Crawford, The Tarriers, Walt Conley); 
and, topping everything, a great series 
of shows by Grandpa Jones and his wife, 
Ramona (a top notch country fiddler), at 
o Juke-Joint dance hall called (honest.) 
Steverino's Hitching Post ,,. The first 
annual Detroit Northland Folk Music Festi¬ 
val, coming Sept. 22-24 at the Northland 
Playhouse, Detroit, has a fascinating line* 
up of talent. Featured are: Ewan MacColl, 
Jean Ritchie, John Lee Hooker, Jimmy 
Driftwood, Guy Caravan, Peggy Seeger, The 
Country Gentlemen, Bonnie Dobson, Hemp s 
Slim, and The College All Stars (rah, ran; 
consisting of one singer from the campus 
of each of the major colleges. Bx*c* J 
ducer is Paul Endicott, from whom inti¬ 
mation about the festival may be obtained.., 
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How many eagle-eyed LSR readers spotted 
Frank Uamilton doing a bit part in the 
M-G-M "beatnik” movie, THE SUBTERRANEANS? 
... Wool Gathering Department: Wouldn't 
it be fun to hear Lonnie Johnson and Peggy 
Lee singing pop-blues ballads together? 
And how about a duet featuring Judy Garland 
and Bill Monroe? ... NOTES FROM THE LSR 

.MAILBAG -- Ewan MacColl, Peggy Seeger, and 

•A. L. Lloyd are planning their own folk 

music club in London; Folkways Records 
is now the American representative of 
England's TOPIC label, which has a really 
worthwhile catalogue of both British and 

American folk discs; Coming in early Sep¬ 
tember from The Southern Illinois Univer¬ 
sity Press is a book entitled THE CRITICS 

AND THE BALLAD: READINGS SELECTED AND EDIT¬ 
ED BY MacEDWARD LEACH AND TRISTRAM P. 
COFFIN Wedgeley Todd, having completed 

a fabulous stand of clubs and coffee houses 

in the St. Louis area, is now busking thru 
Arkansas collecting banjo tunes and old- 
time songs firsthand ... Twin Cities area 
folk fans interested in The Folk Song So¬ 
ciety of Minnesota can contact the organ¬ 
ization at its new address: 3218 4th St. 
SE, Minneapolis 14 ... Watch for REALLY! 
THE COUNTRY BLUES, an anthology of country 

blues singers, to be released by Origin 
Jazz Library about August 19th or therea¬ 
bouts ... Thrill your friends, dismay y°°r 
enemies by giving them subscriptions to 

J*ict «tilt an existentially *b' 
aura §3 a year. THE EDITORS 
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ADDITIONAL RECORDS ANu RECORD CHATTER 

Frances Archer & Beverly Gile: INTER¬ 
NATIONAL SONGS AND BALLADS (ST/And 408) 

Ray Bogus lav: CURFEW SHALL NOT RING 
TONIGHT! (Monitor 359) "Many lands,” etc. 

Robin Hall & Jimmy MacGregor: SONGS OF 

SCOTLAM) (Monitor 3653 
Tennessee Ernie Ford: CIVIL WAR SONGS 

CF THE NORTH (Capitol 1539) 
Tennessee Ernie Ford: CIVIL WAR SONGS 

CF THE SOUTH (Capitol 1540) 
Jimmie Rodgers: THE FOLKSONG WORLD OF 

JIMMIE RODGERS (Roulette 25150) 
Burl Ives: THE BEST OF BURL IVES 

(Decca DXB 167) A 2-LP rehash of older LP's 
Memphis Slim: BROKEN SOUL BLUES , 1 < . 

(United Artists 6137) 
Stringbean: OLD TIME BANJO PICKIN' AND 

SINGIN* (Starday 142) One of the very best 
the country folk artists in his first 

•olo album. 

Ellen Behnke:. FOLKSONGS AT THE LION'S 
«EAD (Walden 400) 

Sonny Terry & Brownie McGhee: BLUBS AND 

SHOUTS (Fantasy 3317) 
Harry Belafonte: JUMP UP CALYPSO 

(RCA-Victor 2388) Horry and his army sing. 
Julie Meredith: SONGS OF VICE AND VIRTUE 

(Ic^erial 9114) ' 
Oscar Brand: SONGBAG OF FOLK FAVORITES 

(Riverside 7508) Rehosh of older LP’a. 
c«rl Sandburg: POEMS FOR CHILDREN 

(Caedmon 1124) « 4 i 
Oscar Brand: SONGS FOR ADULTS (ABC 388) 

Brand at Town Hall with Faier and Hcl roaij, 
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Kandti Lipscouib will have ah LP oil Frank 
Sinatra's Reprise label in October. 

BILLBOARD reports that Bill Randle, former 
disc-jockey and now producer of folk albums, 
has recorded a number of authentic Southern 
Mountain singers, fiddlers, story-tellers, 
etc.'< When they will appear and on what label 
is not made clear, but the records sound 
very good. * ><> 

Bill Smiths FOLK JAZZ (Contemporary 3591) 
Modd^h jazz' treatments of JOHN HENRY, BLOW 
THE MAN DOWN, GO DOWN MOSES, etc. This 
usually ciodsti^t work. * r*1, ‘ 

John Le4' Hboker: THE FOLKLORE OF JOHN LEE 

HOOKER (VeeJay 1033) . w 1 
Salli Terri: I KNOW MY LOVE (Capitol 8556) 
Brock Peters:, ACCENT ON ROOTS (Strand 1029) 

Pete Seeger: IN CONCERT (Folklore 1) 
* Arhoolie, the IBC label, hoe released a 
country album by the Hodges Brothers (5001)• 

The Clancy Brothers & Tommy Makem: THE 
CLANCY BROTHERS AND TOMMY MAKEM (Columbia 

1648) Pete Seeger accompanies on banjo. 
Robert Smith: BALLADS OF THE BRITISH ISLES> 

‘(Capricorn 8007) 
Willie Brady: IRELAND'S STREET SINGER 

(Triad 635) 
Richard Levitt: WAYFARING STRANGER 

(Period 751) 
Shelby Flint: SHELBY FLINT (Valiant 401) 

Pop singer sings SCARLET RIBBONS, etc. 
Brook Benton: BOLL WEEVIL SONG 

(Mercury 20641) Top 40 folkum by crooner. 
The new Everly Brothers album on Warner 

Brothers contains BULLY OF THE TOWN. 

cvmnr sjm ct:oicz 
PEGGY SEEGER AND EWAN MacCOLL: TWO-WAY 

TRIP (Folkways 8755) 

TOMMY MAKEM: SONGS OF TOMMY MAKEM 
(Tradition 1044) 

THE CLANCY BROTHERS AND TOMMY MAKEM 

(Tradition 1042) 

THE BORDERS (Folkways 8776) 

BIG JOE WILLIAMS: TOUGH TIMES 
(Arhoolie 1002) 
P1NEY WOODS BLUES (Delmar 602) 

PRISON W0RKS0NGS (Folk-Lyric A-5) 

ROBERT PETE WILLIAMS: FREE AGAIN 
(Prestige Bluesvllle 1026) 

COUNTRY NEGRO JAM SESSIONS (Folk-Lyric 111) 

JEANNIE ROBERTSON: SCOTTISH BALLADS AND 
POLK SONGS (Prestige International 1300 ) 

MANCE LIPSCOMB: TEXAS SHARECROPPER AND 

SONGSTER (Arhoolie 1001) 

THE FOLK MUSIC OF THE NEWPORT FOtK *2”?^ 
1959-1960, Vole. 1-2 (Folkways 2431-Z4J 

CHARLIE PATTON (Origin 1) 

UGKTN1N' HOPKINS: IN NEW YORK (Candid 

SING OUT WITH PETE SEEGER 1 (Folkvav* 2455 
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ibifVLE SANDY REVIEW 
3220 Park Avenue South 
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On our cover this month is the 
Reverend Gary Davis, blind street- 
singer from Harlem, who, in the words 
of LSR blues reviewer Barry Hansen, 
"is easily the best male religous 
singer since Blind Willie Johnson, 
and, as a guitarist, is unexcelled by 
any living performer in any traditional 
style in Americaa" Reverend Davis is 
recording a series of LP's for Ken 
Goldstein on the Prestige Bluesville 
label. He also has one available albur 
on the Riverside label (148) as well 
as a now-out-of-print Stinson LP. 
See Inside issue for a review of 
Davis' latest album. Cover drawing i* 
by Jon Pankake, 

EDITORS COLUMN 
EDITORS' COLUMN 

EDITORS' COLUMN. 

Sy "Pcud 'Hetust & (lott ‘pattfaf* 

News release from Folkways Records. 

"The New Lost City Ramblers have sis11® 
an exclusive, long term contract witb 
Folkways Records and Folkways Records 

in complete confidence in their talent 
and integrity believes that it will be 
able to assist the NLCR in their succ«» 
and advancement together with Folkway* 
Records" ... Bonnie Dobson has signed a 
similar contract with Prestige ... 

(continued on page 45) , 

* * * RECORD REVIEWS * * * ^ • 

REVEREND GARY DAVIS: A.LITTLE MORE FAITH 
(Prestige Bluesville 1032) 

-k . 

When LSR blues reviewer Barry Hansen was 
asked to write about this disc, he submitted 
the following brlef.^- but t;p-the-point re¬ 
view: "Blind Gory Davis is, easily the best 
male religious singer since Blind Willie 
Johnson, and as a guitarist is unexcelled 
by any living performer in any traditional 
style In America. This album takes up 
right where his first one left off. The 
length of this review has no bearing what¬ 
soever on the quality of the record." 

Amen to that, and perhaps it would be 
superfluous to add a bit more. Reverend 
Davis Is certainly everything Barry says 
be is, and anyone who even thinks he likes 
folk music should have this record. 

Gary Davis is as moving a religious 
singer as has ever been captured on phono¬ 
graph record. His best songs on this al¬ 
bum (CRUCIFIXION,. A LITTLE MORE FAITH, YOU 
GOT To MOVE, I*H GLAD I'M IN THAT NUMBER) 
have a stunning, overpowering emotional 
effect on the listener. It would be hard 
to imagine anyone pot becoming deeply in¬ 
volved in Davis' re-telling of the story 
°f Christ on the cross,, CRUCIFIXION is a 
shattering Negro street singer version o 
the death of Christ that ranks in 

potency with any of Robert Pete ° 
Prison blues. A LITTLE MORE FAITH, thc 
title song, is a beautiful "singing sermon. 



with fabulous guitar-voice interplay. I'M 
GLAD I'M IN THAI NUMBER (which uses the 
tune of LET US ALL GET TOGETHER) is a lights 
er, happier religious song with an almost 
“camp-meeting" flavor. YOU GOT TO MOVE 
(as well as all of the above songs) clearly 
illustrates Davis'* dazzling guitar techni¬ 
que. I'LL BE ALL RIGHT SOMEDAY is a quiet 
number with a melody that is undoubtedly 
the source for WE SHALL OVERCOME. There is 
also the memorable MOTHERLESS CHILDREN, a 
song associated with Blind Willie Johnson, 
and many other fine numbers rarely heard 
before on record. There is a wonderful 
“sermon set to music," half sung and half 
spoken (THERE'S A TABLE S ITT IN' IN HEAVEN), 
that bears miich evidence as to^ Davis' 
common sense power as a preacher. 

As a guitar virtuoso, Davis is probably 
unsurpassed by any folk artist in America. 

His guitar playing will flabbergast even 
the roost knowledgeable of folknik pickers 
into a state of reverent humility. Gary 
can do absolutely anything on his old 
“Mias Gibson." A future Prestige release 
will feature Davis playing in addition to 
his 6-string: the 12-string guitar, the 
5-string bqnjo, and the mouth harp. A ^ 
friend of Ours, Mel Lytnan, assures us he s 
terrific on all 6f them. 

Davis' former album on Prestige (1015) 
easily made our last year's TOP TEN RECORD5 

CP THE YEAR list. This one will certainly 

ave no trouble finding its way onto this 
year a list. Any readers'who haven't heat 

Cary Davis yet should not miss this album. 

4 

Any reader who has heard Reverend Davis 
will already have it. . 

i I \ f 

OBRAY RAMSEY SINGS FOLK SONGS FROM THE 

THREE LAURELS (Prestige International 1302Q) 

Obray Ramsey, traditional ballad singer 
and banjo picker from Marshall, North 
Carolina, first appeared on recordings in 
the now-defunct Riverside folklore series 
about 4 years ago. His discs have since 
become collector's items, and the songs 
and vocal and instrumental stylings heard 
on them have widely Influenced young city 
folk musicians. 

Ramsey is often described as one of the 
few folksingers who are able to sing really 
well with the banjo. His early recordings 
demonstrate his skill in subordinating 
the stridency of the instrument to his 
singing -- the voice clearly dominant and 
free in cadence, the accompaniment a sub¬ 
ordinate and fluid harmonic pattern of 
single notes picked in a manner closely 
related to modern "Scruggs" licka. Ramsey • 
vocals could stand qqlte well alone, as 
unaccompanied performances• 

The present album finds Ramsey in super 
voice, performing a program of traditions 
ballads and songs that are much more appro 
priate to his gentle, dignified Carolina 

singing style than were the JinmieJ*° S** 
songs of his most recent outing. 0 0 
bum'6 finest side, and one of the mos 
haunting tunes on any recent folk rcco - 
fng, is RAIN AND SNOW, which in ~uaS ' 
Performance is an extremely poetic a ^ 
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lyric interpretation of a rough-hewn 
"white blues" structurally akin to the 
Doc Boggs SUGAR BABY classic on the Folk* 
ways Anthology. RAIN AND SNOW represents 
Ramsey's unique blend of vocal and instru- 
mental talents at its most arresting and 
moving. 

Strangely, on most of the other songs, 
Ramsey has chosen for this session to con¬ 
fine. his banjo accompaniments to a less 
interesting series of staccato pinches, 
their harmonic spareness compensated for 
by Tom Hunter's guitar accompaniment. 
The rigidity of the resulting rhythm will 
seem to many to distract from the subtlety 

of Ramsey's singing -- especially on OMIE 
WISE and SAILOR ON THE DEEP BLUE SEA. But 
this is a minor point in the overall light 
of Ramsey's superior singing and fascinat¬ 
ing repertoire, and this is an alburn not to 
be missed. The liner notes of D. K. Wilg°*» 
pointing up Ramsey's value as an original) 
progressive, and creative folk musician, 
are an added bonus. Ramsey is a discovery 

and a favorite informant of folklorist 
Kenneth S. Goldstein, and Mr. Goldstein's 
Interest in documenting Ramsey's music 
over an extended period of time should 
assure us of many more Ramsey records as 
equally rewarding as this one. 
(Editors' Note: For more on Obray Ramsey» 
see the letter from Mel Lyman, friend and 

neighbor of Obray, appearing on page 41*) 

vSnH1*,18 SANDY REVIEW is published a 
£< Park Avenue South, Minneapolis 7, 
Minnesota. . Send us money. 

L . o., 6 . 

JESSE FULLER: THE LONE CAT (Good Time Jazz 

12039) i* • ' •». 

If the current pace of recording country 
blues artists continues (and there is every * 
indication that it will), 1961 will surely 
be known as the year of the greatest 
country blues renaissance in history. Al¬ 
ready we have two distinct organizations 
devoted entirely to this field: the Origin 
Jazz Club and the International Blues Club. 
Men like Chris Strachwitz, Sam Charters, 
Ken Goldstein, Pete Welding, Mack McCor¬ 
mick, and Harry Oster roam the United 
States in search of both new and old blues 
talents for a vast variety of labels which 
includes Folkways, Prestige, Tradition, 
77, Arhoolie, and Folk-Lyric. Several 
labels, inoludlng Columbia, have begun to 
reissue. valuable 78rpm material that has 
been unavailable to the general record 
buying public for years. In France and 
England, interest in American blues is at 
a fever pitch. Many European record com¬ 
panies have produced beautiful albums o 
American rural blue6. Moses Asch of F° 
way8 is planning two gigantic re-issue 
series pertaining entirely to the co""tr^ 
blues. Sam Charters will edit one; Char 
Edward Smith the other. Scores of other 
albums are in the works — by literal y 

dozens of companies. 4 
While there seems to be no shortage 

the documentation of good country ' 
singers at this time, there is a toot‘ j 

definite apathy concerning anothe aqua* i I 

1 
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valuable asset of Negro tradition — 
namely that of the rural folksinger,, or 

"songster." These men are at home in nearly 
every kind of Negro music: hollers, straight 

country blues, pop songs. Jazz tunes, 
vaudeville, spirituals, etc. Their music 
tends to be less introspective than that 
of the country blues singers; more con¬ 
cerned with a variety of subjects, less 
apt to rely heavily on "women" songs.' 

‘ Most of them are also instrumentalists of 
‘‘ the very first order -- often proficient 

at playing any number of instruments. 
Leadbelly, who has been well documented, 
was such a musician. Horace Sprott, 'Mdnce 
Lipscomb, and Pink Anderson are others. 

Undoubtedly the singer with the greatest 

popular appeal along this line is the 
Californian, Jesse Fuller a. veritable 

walking, talking, living, breathing his¬ 
tory of Negro music. Fuller is by turn 
a blues singer, a comedian, a jazz music¬ 
ian, a pop artist — and often many of 
these all rolled into one. He is quite 
probably the most enjoyable performer on 
records today." His optimism is unquench¬ 
able; his energy near legendary. He will 
do a tap dance whl^e playing his way 
through a difficult 12rstring guitar solo 
("I'm the only man who can tap dance and 

play the guitar at the same timei" he 
gleefully announces). He will oft times 

mix guitar, harmonica, kazoo, cyubals, 
and footdella (a homemade bass invention 
which he plays with his right.foot while 
playing the cymbal? with his left) to¬ 

gether with brilliant results. He 
sing a corny song about THE MONKEY AND T 
ENGINEER or he may do a blues such as NEW 
CORRINE. He may get up and dance a jig. 
He may sing you an autobiographical song 
(LEAVIN' MEMPHIS, ERISCO BOUND) or he may 
Just-play;the guitar (there is an astound¬ 
ing instrumental called GUITAR BLUES on 
this album). ‘ Whatever he does, Jesse 
Puller will prove himself to be one of the 
finest folk artists in the world, a man 
woefully unappreciated for his talents. 
Good Time Jazz has done us a great service 
In so ably documenting the work of Jesse 
Fuller in this LP and also on an earlier ' 
disc (12031). We strongly recommend bot*»_; 
records ,toi you, as well as Jesse s ear e 
album on Cavalier, and predict- that Fu er 
will soon become one of the mainstays n 

your collection. wy,r' ' 
,t • « * 

THE BEST OF GUY CARAWAN 
(Prestige, International 13013) 

Alan Lomax has been characterizing Guy ^ 

Caravan for years now as "a serious c 
singer who cares about~foik style ®n j 
tent,!' but until this, album came aJon^* 
there really wasn't much evidence ° 

up his claim*.’There were some tonCs) 
(notably the Southern Mountain* d*J also 

on Folkways, to be sure, buC * f, ^tcrial. 
an oversized amount of croo .n 

which seemed to belie any inheres 
either folk style-or content. Guy he* 

Happily, we cart now report TH£ 
or mion exactly *18 



BEST OF GUY CARAWAN is just what the title 
Implies: Guy'8 best record to date. It 
is in many ways a transitional album. One 
can hear Guy come to grips with folk style 
for the first time. There are still 
traces of the old style (e.g. the croon¬ 
ing on the Negro songs) which crop up ev¬ 
ery now and then, and not every song reach¬ 
es the high artistic level that Guy is con¬ 
stantly striving for, but the ones he gets 
right proudly point the way toward his 
gradual emergence as a really fine city 
folksinger. With this album, one feels, 
he has come a long way toward achieving 
his goel. N 

The reason? In his notes, Guy says: 
"For the past two years, I have been liv" 
ing and working...in the South..I decided 
I would try to get closer to the roots of 
the music..As (I ease) to know the people 
and their way of life, the music and songs 
(took on) new meaning..These have been two 
of the most rewarding years of my life* 

The results of these experiences show 
up clearly on this disc. There is now 
some depth and profundity in the manner in 
which Guy sings his sosg6 -- he seems 
truly to understand them. Listeners famil 
iar with his earlier work will find it 
hard to believe that the Guy Carawan sing* 
ing JOHNSON BOVS in this album is the same 
one who used to croon RED ROSY BUSH and 

raCS *U tho8e P0P-8tyle blues. JOHNSON 
OYS shows Guy using his voice to great 

himTiT ~Z ban88 and holds and pushes 
*ie high notes; his voice soars, but al- 

10 

ways WITHIN the Southern Mountair style of 
singing. He now understates, rather than . 
overstates • He Is ^thoughtful and qiife r ^ 
closer to the way the song was originally. .f 
sung, and less like an audience-leading 
Junior Pete Seeger. His work carries more . 

of a ring of truth to It"than it eyer . • 

fore did. . ^ 1 11 • • 
Perhaps most importantly, he seems at 

last to have realized some sort of a per-, 
sonal repertoire that is right for HIM* 
There is less wild experimentation wit ,, . (i 
all types of songs. He undersings PAS¬ 
TURES OF PLENIY convtnfcihgly, almost 
reverently. ! LOVIN’ HANNAH gets a fine , , . 
interpretation (compare this to the ,. 
he used to do ballads’.). RED APPLE JUITO. 
CHEWING GUM, WILD GbOSE, and 900 MILES all 
show traces of a Con scious attempt at | f 
rightful style. WE ARE SOLDIERS IN THE 
ARMY is a good stomping rhythmic number,,jt 

from the Sit-In movement. l* 
Much credit must go to Guy and to pro 

ducer Ken Goldstein for this album. , ' 
marks the rise of a serious city o *5*® 
interested enough to bring his soa8® °f 
life via the traditional styles of the ©J , 
themselves. Guy has made a giant step. 
Let us hope he continues in this direction. 

THE ORIGINAL.AND GREAT CARTER FAMILY 
(Camden 586) A Canadian recording. 

It is embarrassing to have to 
this excellent record, the cs 
album of the musicians whose itv**f*l 

11 
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originality was to change forever the face 
of rural music both amateur and profession* 
al in our country,, is not obtainable in 
The United States. A fact such as this 
makes the validity of our "folk music re¬ 
vival" rather suspect, to say the least. 

While the few Carter sides familiar to 
modern audiences are almost all vocal 
solos by Sara Carter, this collection em¬ 
phasises the singing talents of the entire 

group., Sara is featured on two solos, 
WABASH CANNONBALL and WILDWOOD FLOWER, and 

UU is joined by Maybelle's harmony 
other numbers * A. P. Carter himself pro¬ 
vides a good country bottom to the chorus¬ 
es. An unusual; Carter side is SWEET FERN, 
on whijch Sara yodels and Maybe lie picks 
the old-fashioned Hawaiian guitar. The 
album's most charming number, a vocal and 
guitar.duet by Sara and Maybelle called 
KITTY WALTZ, has many of the qualities 
that were later to appear in the music of 
Woody Guthrie, himself an ardent Carter 
fan. Though the sides here are not in¬ 
dividually dated, they were recorded by 
RCA-Victor from the Carters' first year> 
of recording (1927) to roughly their 
peak (1932). These sides are far superior 
to. the later Columbia sides recently re- 
released on Harmony (and, unlike this set, 
echoed up in the process), and are compar¬ 
able in technique, if not in content, to 
the choice Victor sides appearing on the 
Folkways Anthology^ 

tl T^y’6 folknik, though he may sing 
ORRIED MAN BLUES and pick WILDWOOD FLCW- 

12 

ER on his guitar, does not know or care. ^. 
about the Carter Family. More knowledge-:, 
able students, collectorsy'and lovers of ^ 
folk music will1 not: 4?ant to pass up this 
disc —:a bargain at $1.98. It can be . 
obtained-by mall f*otn Floyd Willistoo'fl 
CO-OP BOOKSHOP1, 882 Main Street, Winnipeg 
4, Manitoba, Canada. Include 50$ for 
postage and packing. 

BONNIE DOBSON:; "SHE'S LIKE THE SWALLCW" 

AND OTHER FOLK SONG^ 
(Prestige International 13021) 

Every time we hear this albutp, we are 
reminded of a rather wacky New Year's Bve, 
1960. Bonnie had heen in town all of ,t.h^ 
previous week initiating a "folkimusict ; 
policy" at a rowdy local 3.2 Joint cullc 
The Padded Cell. She had been singing 
professionally for less than a year at; 
this time, and was used to clubs which 
catered exclusively to folk music. Most 
of the people she had previously »un8. ,°t 
knew what folk music was all about. Things 
were quite different at the Cell. The 
whole town was football crazy, what w 
the University of Minnesota Gophers in 
the Rose Bowl. Crowds were noisy and vu 
gar and obviously uninterested in *[** 
ballad. Bonnie sang. The flrec night. 
then very unprofessional Miss Do so 

*ost broke down and cried. The next night 

was nearly as bad. Gradually» 
she began to win them over. 

13 
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Ingiy honest artistry and beautiful per- 
sonality were taking effect. It was al¬ 
most like watching the last scene of the 
film PATHS OF GLORY. By nights five and 
six, .she had quite a little audience com¬ 
ing to see her every night, and people 
were paying attention. She had captivated 
everybody -- even the notorious stonehearts 
at THE LITTLE SANDY REVIEW. 

With this debut album on Prestige, 
Bonnie is going to capture a lot more* 
hearts and w£n many new friends. II cotn- 
parIsons are necessary, we would not hes¬ 
itate to liken this album to Peggy Seeger's 
first record, &ONGS OF COURTING AND COM¬ 
PLAINT. Bonnie cannot play as well as 
Peggy, but her singing style cannot fail 
to remind one of the relatively straight¬ 
forward earlier Seeger efforts. Both 
have that beautifully pure and radiant 
quality that can set a listener aglow 
with admiration. Bonnie's voice is that 
rare mixture of charm and youthful naivete 
that seems to give meaningful magic to 
everything she sings. In many ways, she 
is not a particularly skillful ballad 
singer -- yet the quality she projects 
completely transcends any of her short¬ 
comings. Her growth as a folk artist 
(and her first experiments with style) ' 
ought to be something'to hear. We would 
suggest that the prospective record buy* 
er looking for Something new and exciting 
in city singing listen to THE FIRST TIME, 

a truly beautiful love song written by 
^ Ewan MacCoil. All of Bonnie's virtues are 

14 

readily apparent here. THE ROAD TO GRAND-^ 
MERE (a delightfully humorous change-of- } ' 
pace), THE OLD MAID'S LAMENT, ACROSS ‘THE 
BLUE MOUNTAINS, and THE CRUEL WAR IS RAG¬ 

ING are also very nice. 
Producer Ken Goldstein is to be congrat¬ 

ulated for having the wisdom to sign ( 
Bonnie to an exclusive Prestige InternetionV 
al recording contract. This should in¬ 
sure all but the most ethnic of purists 
many, many years of fine listening. 

THE SONGS AND STORIES OF AUNT MOLLY 
JACKSON (Folkways 5457) Stories told by 
Aunt Molly Jackson/Songs sung by John ? 

Greenway. ioJ.i 
"Since I was a little girl I have com- , 

osed songs and sung them to pass my sol!* 
owe away," says Aunt Molly Jackson. 
Some people think my stories are too sa 

o be true and other folks soy they are no 
nterested in the songs I write because 
hey are so sorrowful they cannot be true, 
ut I have never written one word t at a 
ot been the truth, and I believe * • 
ad more trouble than any other poor wo 

an who has ever been born." 
The facts of Aunt Molly Jackson s 

nd incredible life certainly 8«eai to_ 
ut her statement. Like another star#l 
rossed voyager of U. S. "hard t 
he Oklahoman, Woody Guthrie, Aun 
ived in such monumental bar • P ^ t0 

ife that it is a wonder she wa® f 34 

‘urvlve at all, let olene lunc^ 

'ears as a Kentucky midwi1®* 

15 



so many fine songs. Married at 14, the 
mother of two sons before she was 17, she 
lost husband, brother, and son in coal 
mining accidents. Her mother died when 
she was six. Her father and another brother 
were blinded in the mines. Her sister's 
child starved to death. She herself was 
permanently crippled in a bus accident. 
Yet, as John Greenway says in his excellent 

AMERICAN FOLKSONGS OF PROTEST, "there 
were many other women who mourned fathers, 
husbands, sons, and brothers among the 
seventy thousand men killed in the coal 
mines during Aunt Molly's adulthood in 
Kentucky, and many other women saw child* 
ren starve to death. Aunt Molly was 
exceptional only because she was articu¬ 
late." 

Folkways Records and John Greenway have 
now put together THE phonographic documen¬ 

tary of Aunt Molly Jackson, her life, an 
her songs. The disc is made up of two al* 
most equal parts: (1) Aunt Molly herself, 
in tape-recorded interviews, telling of 
her experiences in the hard-bitten Ken¬ 
tucky mining counties of Harlan, Laurel, 

and Clay in the early 1900's; (2) noted 
folklorist John Greenway performing 10 
of her finest songs in a roost empathic 
way- As an incisive projection of a 
vital part of American folklore, this 
albo.i has few equals. * The emotional 
portrait here presented of Aunt Molly 

ac son is one so powerful and poignant, 

thnre^!StiCa^y beautiful and brutal, 
(com-1 1 •' rec°td deserves to take its 
vcontinued page 19) 
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SONGS OF SEDUCTION, Caedmon 1143: $5.95. 

Thi* second album of THE FOLKSONGS CF 
BRITAIN, recorded by Alan Lomax and 
Peter Kennedy, features Harry Cox, 
Jeanie Robertson, Seamus Ennis, and 
many other fine field singers. Volumes 

3 (JACK CF ALL TRADES), 4 (THE CHILDE 
BALLADS, 1), and 5 (THE CHIIDE BALLADS, 
2) will be out soon. Keep posted in 
LSR. 

All records may be °rd*5*d 
A @ $5.95 from Caedmon, 461 

•iZJ €3n Eighth Ave., N. Y. 1. 



BIG JOE WILLIAMS 
IS NOT THE BLITIS 

...But Big Joe William* IS 
flash and blood, and he aings 
flesh-and-blood blues in •• 

PINEV WOODS SLUES 
Delmar LP DL-602 

Features Joe with his nine-string 
guitar, plus J.D. Short's harmonica 
and second guitar, doing 11 classic 
blues, including Joe's own great 
BABY, PLEASE DON'T GO. 

"Fine album..the unadulterated 

blues." Dave Glover, LSR. 

***♦% Stars* "Forceful and 
highly personal blues••Williams 
is one of the most impassioned and 
compelllngly individual rural blues 
stylists on the current scene." 
Pete Welding, DOWNBEAT. . 

$4.98 at your dealer or direct from: 

DELMAR RECORDS 
430 S. WABASH 

CHICAGO 3. ILL 

NEXT: DIRTY DOZENS — Speckled R«d* 

j«. rlfc m ■ J1 

rightful place among the few really Ini*’ 
portant documents of American ^lk music. ; 

Dr. Greenway sings I AM A UNION .JOMAN, ^ 
POOR MINER'S FAREWELL, DISHONEST MILLER, 
THE BIRTH OF ROBIN HOOD :(one of the most 
beautiful of all Aunt Molly songs, and 
woith the price of the album alone), 
CUNDIFF TURN ME LOOSE, THE DEATH OF HARR\ 

SIMMS, DREADFUL MEMORIES (perhaps her best 
song), PISTOL PACKIN' WOMAN, HUNGRY RAG¬ 

GED BLUES, and HARD TIMES IN COLMAN S 

MINES. Aunt Molly relates in a- touching 
and marvellous way stories and inci ®nts 
surrounding the birth of the songs, oinc 
of them are as heart-rending as anything 

you are likely to hear* 
On THE DEATH OF HARRY SIMMS: (Harry 

Simms) met this gun thug on the railroad 
track, and the thug shot him in the s om^ 
ach. They (mine owners) took him an an 
other union man who was with him to 
and put the other fellow into jai • 
left Harry Simms sitting on a *ock l" 
front of the town hospital with a u 
in his stomach* He sat there on 
an hour or more with his hands on ittJnR 
stomach, bleeding to death. He w 
there because the hospital wou ” hig 
him in till somebody guarantee 
bill. After awhile a man said he * 

pay the bill', so they took ***** 9 

it was too late. The gun ^68*^ 
and hid in the caves for six *nd 
one night he started to cro°® Col<j .45 
someone shot him'six times whoever 

pistol .11 around hi. heart, then 
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it was shot him, cut off his head and 
throwed it on the other side of the road." 

On DREADFUL MEMORIES: "I had to nurse 
all the little children till the last 
breath left them, and all the light I had 
was a string in a can lid with a little 
bacon grease in it. Kerosene was five 
cents a quart, and I could not get five 
cents. Thirty-seven babies died in my 
arms in the last months of 1931. Their 
little stomachs busted open; they was nor- 
tified inside, a Oh, what an awful way for 
a baby to die. Not a thing to give our 
babies to eat but the strong soup from 
soup beans; and that took the lining 
from their little stomachs, so that they 
bled inside and mortified,*and died. 
And died so hard that before we got help 
from other states ray nerves was so stirred 

up for four years afterward by the memory 
of them babies suffering and dying in my 
arms, and me sitting by their little dead 
bodies three or four hours> before daylight 
in the dark to keep some hungry dog or 
cat from eating up their little dead 
bodies.. Then' four years later I still 
had such sad memories of these babies 
that I wrote this song." 

Of HUNGRY RAGGED BLUES: 'Tor two or 
three days we did not have anything to 
make soup out of. On the 17th morning 
in October my sister's little girls waked 

up early. She had 15 little ragged 

children and she was taking them around 

to the soup kitchen to try to get them a 
°wl of soup. She told me some of them 
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children had not eat anything in two days. 
It was a cold rainy rooming; the little 
children was all barefooted, and the blood 
was running out of the tops of their little 
feet and dripping down between their little 
toes unto the ground. You could track 
them to the soup kitchen by the blood.' 

It is inconceivable that anyone at all 
seriously interested in American folk 
music will pass up this record. 'It is 
one of the most moving and important al¬ 

bums of this or any other year• 

PRESTIGE BLUESV1LLE RELEASES..., 

The new era of Bluesvilie has produced 
two fine new records; you'd hardly believe 
it was the same label that treated us to 
all than organ music last year. Kenneth 
Coldstein has teamed up with two of the 
nation's outstanding blues scholars and 
collectors: Chris Strachwitz (who intro- 

ced Mance Lipscomb to the world) pre- 

nts K. C. Douglas on K.C.'S BLUES 
luesville 1023); and Sam Charters 0*° 
ote THE book) offers INTRODUCING MENFHI 

LLIE B. (Blucsville 1034). 
K. C. and Willie represent two ***& 

ent styles of traditional blues sing 
C. is a Mississippi-born ml8r^. 
who has recently spent most o 

oe in California; he is known to 

>1 lector set through an "'fhis set 
»ry Cook a few years ago. On 
i rtnhlno tKrAtmh n orOfltOfn OI 



rather undistinctivc guitar acconpaniuent. 
The pace is very 'relaxed; rather than 
generating any kind of excitement he sings 
pleasantly, in a restrained but resonant 
voice. His style is moderately sophisti¬ 
cated in its easy refinement and close 
adherence to form, but his blues are simple 
and direct, without pretense. In short, 
he is not a stirring,singer, but he can 
be very moving with his quiet honesty. 
One is moved to compare him with Brownie 
McGhee (who also sings in a aomewhat re¬ 
strained and sophisticated way) and wish 
that R. C, had Brownie's talent (which 
he lacks) and also that Brownie had K.C.'s 
straightforward, unpretentious manner, 
K. C, Douglas is not a great blues singer, 
but he has a message and will especially 
appeal to those who find more authentic 
Southern styles too raucous, 

Memphis Millie B(orum)'s style is a 
superb example of pure Southern blues per¬ 
formance, He is a blues singer who cap* 
tures perfectly the tight excitement and 
compelling spirit of the great country 
blues men of the 30's, such as Robert 
Johnson and Blind Millie McTell. Without 
being a slavish imitator of any one of 
these men, he is perfectly in the 1930 
country blues idiom, as it is documented 
in Charters' book and on the accompany¬ 
ing record. He plays his cheap-sounding 
F-holc guitar with real authority, spiel¬ 
ing out magnificent runs like a good blues 

pianist, which are countered with violent 
ingle-string bass runs. On top of this 

he plays harmonica beautifully, and has 
mastered the trick of simultaneous guitar 
and harp without relegating either in¬ 
strument to second place, and is very 
likely the best simultaneous harp and 
guitar player on records today. His songs 
are mostly originals, covering a great 
variety of subjects including his own 
experiences as a soldier in World War II 
(OVERSEAS BLUES). As Charters acknowledg¬ 
es, Memphis Willie B. provides the "real, 
hard blues" he had traveled all over the 

South looking for. 
These two sets prove beyond a doubt 

Prestige's good intentions in the b ucs 
field. K, C. will make a great many 
friends with his album* and no collector 

(especially not the ones who spend twice 
the price of a Prestige Bluesville LP to 
one 78 of Willie's kind of blues) can 
afford to be without the Memphis ' x 
B.‘ set, (Reviewer: Barry Hansen) 

THE BEST OF ROBIN ROBERTS 
(Prestige International 13017) 

For the benefit of those readers w 

ve not had the pleasure of e^JtcB 
einc Robin Roberts (no corny J h 
e baseball pitcher, pU»sc) c . 
t roe impart the followinR iotorroatlon. 

,bi„ is a lovely, lovely ««**• 
on, she i. a trained 
* to carry herself andhow^ attractive 
ice and voice to make her_ 
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Robin perforin in New York about two years 
ago -- there she stood before me, slender 
and fragile in the spotlight, and all 
winks, smiles, and feminine guile. My 
susceptible masculine heart throbbed so 
loudly I didn't really care that the 
singing that accompanied this vision 
was awfully feeble stuff. In the light 
of this experience, I refuse to be blamed 
for expecting THE BEST OF ROBIN ROBERTS 
to be, like all her previous discs, just 
another platter of sweetmeats served up 
by a pretty but decidedly thin voice. 

All of which is by way of building up to 
saying Robin's new record is surprisingly* 
even startlingly, superior to all her for¬ 
mer recorded efforts. Listen, as I did, 
to her unaccompanied singing of one of 
the most extravagantly lovely of all 
Anglo-American airs, THE LOWLANDS OF 
HOLLAND -- sung firmly, paced beautifully* 
the melody delicately and fluidly decorated. 

Nothing feeble here. Move back to OLD 
KIMBALL and hear how Robin can use the 
naturally airy quality of her voice to 
capture an echo of the hard keenness of 
Mrs. Texas Gladden's masterful ballad 
singing style. On these two numbers alone 
one hears more real singing than ia or¬ 
dinarily contained*on an entire LP of the 
usual city folksinger (Robin's old albums 
included). One may go on to point out 
the foot*-tapping lilt of Robin's "bits 
?****•£ devilry and jigging music," 
LANIGAN s BALL and l/HAT WOULD YOU DO; or 
ONE SUNDAY HORNING, a song of the Irish 

(Cont. page 29) 24 

NEW RELEASES 
FA2335 SIMPLE GIFTS; 
Anglo-American folk 
songs sung by 
George and Gerry 
Armstrong. Mairi's 
Wedding, Corn Stalk 
Fiddle, Jealous 
Brothers, Richard 
of Taunton Deane, 
Dulcimer Medley, 
Went To See My 
Susie, Lady from 
the West Country, 
and others. $5.95 
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HOI rr.7501 WOODY 
rtiTHRTE *S "SONGS 
TO GROW ON" sung 
by JACK ELLIOT; 
Why Oh Why, Don't 

You Push M«* 
Up, Put Your Finger 
in the Air, Build 
a House, Dance 
Around, My Little 
Seed, Swim Swim, 
Needle Song, and 
others. $5.95 
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Now you wouldn’t want this to happe 
to you and yours, would you? Es¬ 
pecially when you can avoid it so 
easily* Just send us those three 
big green ones today and we'll cal* 
off the local Mafia and put you 
our big safety list* Don't delay* 
Bob Dahle can get awfully nasty 
with non-subscribers* (P.S. Those 
of you who thought the above etching 
represented the State Dept, welcome 
to Ewan MacColl weren't too far 
wrong either). 

subscriptions 

$3.00 a year will bring Y°v 
12 issues of this seedy little 
journal. We'll take cash.Pf,,- 
check and practically any*^ 9 
besides postage stamps, 
send the magic coupon. Send to. 
LSR, 3220 Park Ave. So. Mpls. 

NAME. .. . 

& nno ttqq 
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SING OUT! 

Now in its 10th year of publication. 
SING OUT ii the oldeit. regwlarly- 
publishcd folk *ong periodical »n 
America. Each Usue contains 12-15 
trodtfionol and contemporary folk¬ 
songs. plus articles on folk music and 
news of the current folk song scene 
by such writers os Alan Lomax, Pete 
Seegor, Ruth Rubin, and many others. 
Edited by Irwin Silber. published 

five times yearly. 

I 1 year (5 issues) 2.50 ■ 
2 years (10 issues) 4.00 U 

SING OUT! 
121 \V. 47th St. 
New York 36, N. Y. 

(Cont from page 24) « 
"troubles" shouted out in a gratifyingly - 
unladylike fashion. All seem to be part o 
the newly aware (if not entirely new) and 
more absorbed and believable singing o 
Robin Roberts. The album's title is no 
misnomer -- this is Robin’s best, an poss * 
bly a harbinger of even better things to 

come. 
It would be nice to say in conclusion 

that Robin has given us a perfect albu..i, 
but unfortunately she hasn't. Her extreme¬ 
ly limited guitar accompaniments become 
tiresome after a while, and vocally she 
sometimes lapses back into her accustomc 
loafing sort of chirping. LOLLY TOO D 
(a song which has come a long and ar u°us 
road from Harlan CountyI) will give t c 
new listener* a sample of Robin at her mos 
smilingly superficial and boring. 

The next time I hear Robin in person, 
however, I have no doubt that one c°ss 
her pretty head will have my heart °PP 
ing over as helplessly and as foo ® 
as ever - but at least 1 will *',a‘ 
somewhere behind that exquisite ^ca fcci* 
a really good singer if end when o 
like letting her out. (Reviewer: Edmund 

Gilbertson) 

EWAN MacCOLL: BOTHY BALLADS (Folkvoys^^59) 
EWAN MacCOLL: BRITISH INDUSTRIAL BAL 

(Vanguard 9090) 

Vanguard Records, continuing • folk 
opening new policy of un-schnmU*y 
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music albums, offers this month a collec¬ 

tion of Euan.jMacColl titles originally 
appearing in Britain on two Topic 10" LPs. 
As blunt an^ unfanciful as a pipe wrench 
and rough as a cob, these ballads of truck¬ 
ers, weavers, miners, and engineers present 
MacColl (himself a one-time laborer and 
the son of an iron moulder) in his element. 
In addition to such traditional songs as 
THE WARK OF THE WEAVERS, THE COLLIER LADDIE, 
and THE FOUR LOOM WEAVERS, three of MaColl's 
own compositions are included: 21 YEARS, 
CANNIliY CANNILY, and CHAMPION AT KEEPING 
'EM ROLLING. These last are worth a second 

listen, for they demonstrate not only 
MacColl1s insight into the themes of work¬ 
ing class life, but also his ability to 
fashion poetry out of simple language, to 
creatively manipulate the authentic turn 
of phrase and color of dialbct he has so 

exhaustively collected and studied. A 
fascinating and artistic use of folklore» 
indeed. Peggy Seeger, by sdme mysterious 

musical wizardry, continues to provide 
accompaniments on guitar and banjo that 
sound as appropriately British as one 
could wish. This is a worthwhile issue — 
one of the very best in the entire Vanguard 

catalogue. 

"Along with the sea chanties, the bothy 
ballads constitute the most important body 
of folksongs to be created in the 19th cen* 
tury,*' states MacColl. And among the post 
oellghtful, one is tempted to add. Judg- 

oULe !hC aon26» the bothies (as the 
quarters for the hired farm laborers in 
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rural Northeast Scotland arc called) har¬ 
bored a crew of rogues and rascals whose 
outlook on the world an4 on themselves 
constitutes an earthy philosophy of life 
run through, incidentally* with a r a ry 
that occasionally pops out in the son;js in 
the form of extremely frank lyrics. %. 

. The album's indiviidual elements of text, 
melody, vocalization, mood, and accompani¬ 

ment mesh most handsomely in a 
ally entertaining number called THE , 
IN THE CREEL — a 8*y account of a madcap 
seduction with a climax as insane as t a 
of any slapstick two-reeler silent mov e. 
With MacColl hollering out a "Ricky doo 
duta day" chorus, Alf Edwards tootling 
ocarina, and Peggy Seeger tickling t c 
proceedings along with her trusty anJ » 
one couldn't imagine the Pied Piper i 

self producing more jigGY* *PPea 
music than this! * 

MacColl, though not a country himsclt, 

brays out these accounts of 86 c 
plctons, and heroes with all ‘^ abandon 

one would expect Of an that 
, man astride his furrow. Not, . . 
, one would mistake MacColl for a .iap8 

singer. His is a studied art 
even more so on this rocor L not 
usual wont — and his greatoe to 
in his ability to reproduce dUUc^ ^ 

taimic mannerisms, but jjtle ouances 
absorb the thomes and 8 J thcfn with 

of his country c n*J,i^Vl ic-t« then anew 
ht. - 
Ji D arP 
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‘{•.D'il'f :.*nr *!• 
tradition. Would that our own country 
could someday produce a city folksinger 

of ^iacCall's stature, ... -r 
Because of MacColl'6 political beliefs* 

the United States State Department has 
benevolently taken upon itself the respon¬ 
sibility of protecting the American people 
from him, and at this writing MacColl is 
no longer allowed to enter the United 
States. Since the next step in securing 
the safety of the country against MacColl's 
onslaughts will probably be the banning of 
his recordings, LSR readers are advised to 

purchase these brilliant albums immediate¬ 

ly. And hide them when the book and 
record burning authorities cone around. 

******** 

FOLK QUICKIE REVIEWS 
Albums ineritous and meretricious, 

in rapid review. : r 

"l prefer to learn ray songs orally.•• ‘ 
taking notes only when it is apparent I 
will not see an informant again..In this 
way I find I can learn the long ballads 
by heart and.,put ray own stamp on then.* 
I attempt at all times to keep strictly 
to the sense of the original." So says 
collector-folksinger-English professor 
J. Barre Toelken in the notes to his 1 
first album, A GARLAND OF AMERICAN FOLK¬ 
SONGS (Prestige International 13023). 
It’s a real pity that the album itself 
bears no legitimate connection to the 
starry-eyed resolution above. Its 
glaring weakness (in the eyes of critics 
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definitely biased against this sort of 
thing) is that Mr. Toelken, who sounds 
just like Paul Clayton, ha6 NOT put his .. 
"own stamp" (or indeed any sort of stamp) 
on any of the songs in this record. It is 
a Straightforward Album,, if you 11 pardon 
the expression, and as such presents muci 
fascinating and unique material in a sty 
so boring, so bland, and so devoid of ex¬ 
citement that it will quell the interest 
of all but the hardiest of folk fans, m 
just a textbookk boys," he seems to e 
telling us. "I'm getting the words and 
the melody right*. Who needs Interpreta¬ 
tion? Who needs style?" Some people do, 

Mr. Toelken,tsome people do. 

One could take almost ail the statements 

made above about the J. Barre a 
bum and apply them with equal va > 
Rosalie Sorrels,' FOLKSONGS OF IDAHO AND 
UTAH (Folkways 5343). Once again, tn ^ 
main value of the album is scholars P 
the presentation of new and intorcs 
material. And once again the to * 
lessness of the performances comp 
defeat the album's educations sbaiuj 
and boredom sets in mighty fas . trn4rht- 

Sorrels contributes the 

forward guitar playing that .. thc 
LP calls for while Rosalie han Tocikcn 
vocals. Both Mrs. Sorrels on 
have talien the brunt of their ‘ b0 good 
from Idaho and Utah. Hot o confound- 

collectors. And yet bot they 
ed dull to listen to that y 



had been replaced by a printed page. 

Those who glory in new material and are « 
not particular about the way in> which that 
material is sung may find something of in¬ 
terest here. Those of us who care about 
folk style will find nothing. 

*Vl« • . . 
Guy Carawan has produced a second album 

of The Trouble in the South. This one is 
called WE. SHALL OVERCOME: SONGS OF THE - 
FREEDOM RIDERS AND THE SIT-INS (Folkways 
5591). i It is sung by the Montgomery • 
Gospel Trio and the Nashville Quartet 
both groups composed of kids who have had 
first-hand experience in the Southern 
movement of which they sing. The songs 
are much the>same. ones contained on the 
memorable NASHVILLE SIT.-IN STORY (Folkways 
5590):.reworked folk and gospel numbers, 
parodies, otc. [ Musically ,?rthe album is 
somewhat routine. The.rightful emotions 
presented in the ousic are a good deal 
more than that. h<w. 

- m •• ’ £ Jr 

Dominic Behan (Brendan's brother) makes 
his third American appearance in FINNEGAN'S 

WAKE AND OTHER. IRISH FOLKSONGS (Folk-Lyric 

113). For those who haven't heard the 

Kiverside EASTER MONDAY album or the Folk 
ways SINGING STREETS (with UacColl) disc, 
this record will be an excellent intro¬ 
duction to the work of the 35-year-old 
Irish singer-author-poet. .Behan here • ' 
sings hia way pleasantly and artlessly 

,!* far less a singer and artist 
n e thcr MacColl or Lloyd) through 

(Cont. page 37) 
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WANTED TO BUY BY LSRi W« ara intar- 
•IU4 in buying nr trading for thn 
following rncorda. Any information 
on vhoro wo could got tho* would bo 
•ppreciatod. If intoroatod in 
•ailing, pIoann quota your price 
and atato how many copino of tho 
rocord you havn. Sand ut your 

want Hot* 

Paul Claytoni WANTED FOR MURDER 

(Rivoraido 12-640) 

MacColl, Lloyd: THE INGUSH AM> 
SCOTTISH POPULAR BALLADS (CHILD 

BALLADS) 
(Rivoraido 12-621/622 Volu*n <*•/- 
(Rivoraida 12-627/628 Volu*o roar) 

STINSON ALBUMS: Folkaay, Volu»o S 
Sonny Tarry aad Hi* Mouth-harp 
Gary Davit, Tho Singing Rovorona 
Woody & Cisco! Cowboy Songs 
Woody & Cisco: So. Mt. lice down 

Hally Wood: Tonal Song* 

Hally Wm4: 0 LOWLY ATW****3 * 
death (Kloktrn 10) 10" dl>#* 

BRUNSWICK 10” ALBUMS: ^ 
MOUNTAIN FR0UC nnd LISTIN 

STORY 

78'• by Hobart Salth, 



Have you ladles gotten your ' 
SONGS CF COURTSHIP album yet? 
It'8 the first of a new five- 
volume FOLKSONGS OF BRITAIN 
set on Caedmon. Alan Lomax 
and Peter Kennedy recorded it* 
Some of the singers are Jeanle 
Robertson, the McPeake Family, 
Seamus Ennis, and Elizabeth 
Cronin. THE LITTLE SANDY is 
going to review all five 
volumes at once, as soon as 
they're all released, but I've 
got my copy of SONGS OF COURT¬ 
SHIP already. The number? 
Caedmon 1142. The price? 
Just $5.95 direct from Caedmon, 
461 Eighth Ave., N. Y. 1. 

no less than 20 fine Irish folksongs, in¬ 
cluding a lovely song of his own courtship, 
KELVIN LASS. Robin Hall accompanies on 
guitar. Behan radiates a great deal of 
simple charm, and this record is highly 
recommended to fanciers of the folk music 
of the British Isles. It can be ordered 
from Folk-Lyric Records, 1945 Bay Street, 
Baton Rouge 2, Louisiana. Price is $4.90 
plus 35c postage -- and ask for a big, 
free Folk-Lyric catalogue. 

Those readers who think the LSR hard- 
hearts thrill to nothing besides hour*} 
long unaccompanied ballads sung by 90- 
year-old ladies ought to see us stamping 
our feet and grinning foolishly over t ic 
new CLANCY BROTHERS AND TOMMY MAKE*l 
(Columbia 1648) record. The Clancys, who 
walk the fine line between authenticity 
and entertainment and frequently copp *- 
into both, have been given a roaring 
"spontaneous performance recording y 
Columbia -- about 200 "singing fans an 
friends" were present at the recor no 
studio — and the results add up to ooO 

the most enjoyably rowdy and ro“6 
hours on wax. At the Playboy 
CMcaeo, it to said, the boys 
dcr on "like Gangbustcrs" and pe 

challenge the audience to heck e . *t<j 
••We'll corue right out after you. 
yell. Full of bawd and wonderf 
bluater, this spirit has boon 

ly captured here. We hero a jcct ax. 
the Clancys and Tommy Makeiu 
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ample of Izzy Young's credo, "good folk 
music is good fun,*" and heartily recocauend 
that you run right out and buy this album— 
it'8 a fine introduction to their work. 

11 . . * * * •. 
Pete Seeger has a new one — on Columbial 

Readers are advised not to panic, however. 
Folkways is not going out of business. Moe 
Asch has assured us that there i6 going to 
be no cessation of Seeger LP's on his 
label — Pete has merely arranged a deal 
to do a certain number of albums for 
Columbia, that's all. This one, STORY 
SONGS Columbia 1668), recorded in April w 
at New York's Village Gate, is worth 
picking up chiefly for a wonderful 7- 
minute narration called THE FOOLISH FROG 
(reminiscent of Pete's ABIYOYO song,— 
and Just as good). It is credited to 
Pete'8 dad, folklorist Charles Seeger, 
Also on the plus side are WAY OUT THERE 
("which Cisco and I used to yodel to¬ 
gether"), THE HALF-HITCH, FAYETTE COUNTY, 
PRETTY BOY FLOYD, and a surprisingly good 
BUFFALO SKINNERS in which Pete seems to 
try harder than usual. Perhaps the fact 
that Woody Guthrie was in the audience 
that night had something to do with it. 
On the debit side are a woefully weak 
WASHINGTON SQUARE (by Ernie Marrs) and 
AIMEE MCPHERSON. All in all, this one 
is worth racking up in your Seeger collec- 

tion. THE FOOLISH FROG is a real delight. 

Folkways presents a brand new voice to 
folksinging circles in KAREN JAMES (Folk¬ 
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way. 3549), the debut LP by the Canadiai.. 
lass of the same name. Alas, one wishes. 
Moe Asch would have waited a year or two, 
since Miss James, a rather nervous cross 
between Joan Baez and Bonnie Dobson, 
clearly lacks the maturity to, at the 
present time, be a really good singer. 
There is an irritating sameness to most 
of this album. Both the vocals and the 
guitar accompaniments are dull and unper 
ceptive. There is far too great on artis 
1c gap -- and a lack of understondii|8 
between the singer and her songs. Also, 
there is an absolutely atrocious song, • 
penned by Miss Janes herself, about cf® 
Seeger. Partial text: "Hey, Pete, IieY* -t< 
What do you say!/The judge wants to seno., 

you for,, far away/Hey, Pete, hey. c* 
what we soy'./We.'re behind Pete Seeger an 

the wayi" Thankfully., Mias James oC° 
not carry her song to its logica co 
ion: "Rah'. Rah'. Rah'. And a Sis-boom-ba . 

Perhaps she and Bill McAdoo wil G® 
gether and write a great protest 

Process" opera. •< ^———ii—» 

Next Month's Issue Of LSR U, 
Reviews of Vanguard’s JOAN BAE enNNY'S 
Prestige's PINK ANDERSON Vol. 'lfl McGhee), 
STORY (Sonny Terry without ®^htnin« 
UST NIGHT BLUES (Sonnywl^' ^ faM0US 
Hopkins), Columbia s SONGS 
CARTER FAMILY By Lester Flatt, 
Scruggs, and Maybcllc Carter v SONGS TO 

harp); Folkways' WOCDY CUTHR^ ftibun* by 

CRCW ON with Jack Blll®tt!n5 0th«r»t 
Molly Scott, Jimmy Reed, a 



(EDITORS' COLUMN cont. from page 45)* 
don't1 Approve of me.J But then I'd be in a 
helluva fix if Gov.' Faubus approved of me,. 
Who’8 Ramblin' Jack Elliott?" Accord* 
ing to Irwin Silber, Folkways' CHANTONS Efl 
FRANCAIS kid record is a "big hit with 
Caroline Kennedy." Attention, Caroline: 
ask your ma and pa to get you Jack Elliott's 
WOODY GUTHRIE'S SONGS TO GROW ON. Then 
you'll never have to go around asking, 
"Who's Ramblin' Jack Elliott?" ... Chicago 
folk fans, doubtless still exulting over 
the Horton Barker-Dick Chase concert of 
Oct. 29, can prepare if or another treat: 
Pete and Peggy Seeger, will play Orchestra 
Hall Dec. 1 ... LOS ANGELES NEWS: The LA 
branch of Friends of Old Time Music will 
sponsor concerts by Cousin Emmy and Bess 
Lomax. Coming to the Ash Grove: Jack 
Elliott, Flatt & Scruggs, and Clarence 
Ashley and his gang ... Warner Brothers 

Pictures is presenting a "SPLENDOR IN THE 
GRASS Folk Song Essay Contest," The con¬ 
testant who tells why "the powerful pass¬ 
ions, poignant pathosgroping love., 
shattered youth, and surging emotions" of 
the film "might, particularly lend (them¬ 
selves) to authentic folk song treatment 
in the classic tradition" wine a Goya 
Buitar. Contest judge is "world famed fol* 
authority" Oscar Brand, who will probably 

aug i himself silly reading the entries. 

i<ir>»8 Bet out our pencils and enter 
. ! Write An Authentic Child Ballad on . 
j.J' Bersman Movie." Judge will be 

and then.* Who also needs a good laygh noW 

THE EDITORS 
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LETTERS TO THE LSR EDITORS 

Editors: . 
OBRAY RAMSEY SINGS FOLK SONGS FROM THE 

THREE LAURELS is the best Folk Music re¬ 
cord I have ever heard. Obray Ramsey is 
not only an excellent singer but a sur* 
prisingly talented banjo player. Uaua y 
a performer in the folk music field (Earl 
Scruggs, Billy Faier, etc) is gifted with 
a good singing voice or a knack for in¬ 
strumental work but seldom do you find a 
folk musician equally talented in both ex¬ 

pressions and never one who is a master o 
the two. Obray Ramsey is definitely t e 
exception to this rule. I’m sure after 
listening to this LP that Mr. Ramsey could 
be a success at singing with no accompani¬ 

ment whatsoever or at doing strictly n- 

strumental work. Of his singing _ 
Jacob Niles had this to say in th* 
OF AMERICAN FOLKLORE, April-June 1950, 
"Obray Ramsey's singing even approaches 
bel cante." If you listen closely to his 

banjo playing you'll hear a lick t a 
sounds like George Pegram and nay c 
that sounds like Earl Scruggs u w • 
you’re actually hearing is a "n^ ^ 
of 3 finger banjo picking that Ob ay 
developed himself and which no °“ tl 
ever approached or aucceedcd In lifting. 
The melody seem. Co flow out In . .«ooth 

stream amidst a fateful backup 

le.d note always manages to f^.Jcrlbe Mr. 
lessly. I think I could best« 

Ramsey's playing by c.l» "* down and 
singing. Hie banjo sing* UP 
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around and is actually an instrumental imi¬ 
tation of his own voice. ’..I've never heard 
an instrument and a voice blend together 
so well. This LP isn't a crude., noisy 
folk music record like so many of the moun¬ 
tain music records on the market. It 
seems popular taste in "Folk Music Listen¬ 
ing" demands a harsh, screaming "ethnic" 
singer beating a banjo as fast as he can 
and making as much noise as he can. Thi* 
LP is definitely not of that type. It is 
a finished product and anyone who (Questions 

Obray Ramsey's authenticity doesn't know 
anything about folk music and especially 
doesn't know anything about their cherish¬ 
ed term "ethnic." Obray's approach to 
folk music is simply this, in hi6 own 
words, "I don't like crude music and my 
people didn't like crude music." If being 
crude and rough and singing poorly is 
your idea of being ethnic than Obray isn 
ethnic. He sings the songs the way he 
learned them from his mother, grandmother, 

uncles, and friends when he was a boy, 
and plays them the way he sings them and 
if this is being "ethnic," than Obray l8 
ethnic. ■’? * 

Obray Ramsey was born in a log cabin in 

Andy Cove at the foot of Walnut Mountain 

on Sept. 24, 1913. Andy Cove lies be¬ 
tween the French Broad I^lver. and Big 

Laurel and at the time of boyhood 
this area was probably the wildest and 

roughest country in the W.S. This 
Laurel country, consisting of Big Laurel, 

Little Laurel, and Shelton Laurel, is 
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responsible for the old mountalneer legend. 

now popular today of "Feudln 6. FlghtinB 
"Corn Likker "and "Revenooers and Obray 
can relate endless tales of bloodshed and 
murder he remembers from his earlier 
years. When he was a boy it was dangerous 
to even ride a horse down the roa an 
sure death to be unarmed. He tells t e 
story of his great uncle, a fine n 
fiddler, who was ambushed on the roa » 
taken to a cabin and forced at gunpoint to 

play the fiddle all night. His caPtJv®J 
set a jug of corn whiskey in front o' 
and told him to play until they go 
of listening. He finally managed to es¬ 
cape at dawn amidst a thunder of hog rill 

At a very young age Obray had ec e 
he wanted to be a good singer, be ng 
strongly influenced from a long ta«»iy 

tradition of singing. His 3rd 
Matthew Ramsey, was known to be 
singer around and was lead singer " 
choir which consisted of Obray a 

and two of Obray'a aunt9*^av was 8 
brother and 1st cousin. When Ob y 
years old he tried to get hi. father to 
buy him a fiddle but the to ace ^ tho 
didn't sell high enough that F • hlo. 
next and so at the age of JO he iou ^ 

self learning to play J0^S and 
learned songs such as W1 loVCd tQ 
BLACKJACK DAVY from an *nd 

drink and .ing and ui, CBORCE 
learned songs ®^h .7^ m maRRY AT 
COLLINS, RAIN Al© SNOJ. I hL , ^ ^ 

All BiTTTE 



WISE from "Old Man Will" Shelton, a color¬ 
ful old man 85 years old with a long 
white beard and a fantastic talent for 
singing. The old man was well known in 
that region for his habit of getting drunk 
and singing so loud and clear he could be 
heard for miles around and seducing young 
girls by the sheer virtue of the hypnotic 
effect of his voice. The merits of a 
sharp, clear singing voice were impressed 
on Obray from the time he was old enough 
to talk, and to this day he refuses to sing 
a song any other way. In his own words, 
"If I had to make crude music to sell 
records I'd quit, I play 'cause I love 
to play whether there's any money to be 
made or not," He strongly disapproves of 
people who play crudely and clown around 

trying to ?se11 themselves, Obray's banjo 
playing, like his singing, i6 sharp, cleat, 
and precise, and he partly attributes this 
to the influence of a mountaineer neighbor 
of his childhood called Lemuel Norton, 
Lera Norton played what Obray calls "sweet 

banjo" and during the last 10 years of 
his life; he and Obray spent many long eve- 
nings making music together, Obray play* 
ing the guitar and Lem the banjo. As a 
result' of .influences such-as these and the 
exceptional musical talents which had al_ 
way8 been present in Obray's ancestral 
heritage, Obray Ramsey has emerged as the 
finest traditional American Folkmu6ic Per' 
former on records today.' 

‘v* 1 Mel Lyman 
Marshall, No. C® 
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(EDITORS ' COLUMN cont. £r u page 2) 
Congratulations to newlyweds Alan Lomax 
and Antoinette Marchand ... BIG BROTHER IS 
WATCHING US'. Ewan MacColl has been refus¬ 
ed a visa by the State Department arid will 
be unable to perform on a scheduled con¬ 
cert tour of this country. No specific 
grounds were given for denial of the- visa. 
MacColl's manager, Paul Endicott, says 
that the only difference in MacColl » 
position since last year is that he has 
been "a very active and publicized c a r- 
man of the British Committee to Defend 

Pete Seeger." MacColl's partner, Peggy 
Seeger, will continue the concert tout 
alone. Peggy, who recieved rave notices 
on her Canadian tour the first two wee s 
of October, is currently playing the » 
Box Theater in Los Angeles with The New 
Lost City Ramblers. Mike Seeger per 
both with the Ramblers and with h*8 8 8 
... A Nat Hentoff article entitled TW- 

RISE OF FOLKUM MUSIC aprc®rln8 *n ™ 
COMMONWEALTH designates LSR as 
plectic conscience of the folk n u , 

Really? ... Honest Harry st*ik®® s *paul 
(from an interview printed in * 

DISPATCH) Reporter: "Hr. Bei®*?nr ' -id 
singer named Ramblin' Jack ® rc 

recently In New.week "**”*$££ 
ju.t the pretty boy of the 
How do you feel about tho never read 
"Who'. Ramblin' Jock HW‘ * fcv 

Newsweek maBaiine. wit* 
million people who don >• u ,*o 
Of course, there are a lot °t r 



ADDITIONAL RECORDS AND RECORD CHATTER,... 
(* denotes to be -reviewed in LSR) 

<. ■ Zl-'i)?. t, ... - .... • 

The Chad Mitchell Trio: MIGHTY DAY ON 
CAMPUS (Kapp 1262) For undergrade only. 

The Brothers Four :THE BROTHERS FOUR - r 
SONGBOOK (Columbia 1697) Merde. 
♦BOB GIBSON AND BOB CAMP AT THE GATE OF 

HORN (Elektto 207) Quality niteclub music. 

♦MEMPHIS SLIM’S TRIBUTE (Candid 8023) 
♦JUDY COLLINS (Elektra 209) 
♦Robert Johnson: KING OF THE DELTA.BLUES 

SINGERS (Columbia 1654) Invaluable reprint. 
Suith Brothers:SONGS OF THE CIVIL WAR 

(International Award Series 171) 
Charleston Trio: AMERICANA (Internation¬ 

al Award Series 179) 
♦Memphis Slim: NO STRAIN (Bluesvillel031) 
Lonnie Donegan has a new album on Dot. 

Lead song is, of course, DOES YOUR CHEW¬ 
ING GUM LOSE ITS FLAVOR ON THE BEDPOST .'J. 

Dauphin Trio: MOVIN’ ON (Epic) *' 
The Kingston Trio: CLOSE UP (Capitol 'f 

1642) Debut of newcomer John Stewart. 

The Liueliters: THE SLIGHTLY FABULOUS 
LIMELITERS (RCA-Victor) The song that's 
selling this album is a steal from the 
Clancjr brothers. 

The legendary Cowboy Howard Voices (sec 
LSR #4) has a couple of EPs out on Del- 
Ray --his own label,1 
♦Rosalie Sorrels: ROSALIE’S SONGBAG 

(Prestige International 13025) i 
♦The Gardners: THE GARDNERS, INTER¬ 

NATIONAL SONG ARTISTS (Prestige 13022) 
" ^krmon Tabernacle Choir: SONGS OF 

.•* I 
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/f l 
THE NORTH AND SOUTH (Columbia 6259) \ 

Sorrels: SONGS OF THE MORKON 

PIONEERS (Festival 2562-3) ^ubif ® 
Jimmie Rodgers: THE BEST OF ^ 

RODGERS' FOLIO TUNES (Roulette 25100) 

Alfred Deller: THE CRUEL MOTHER 
(Vanguard 1073) Classic countf^Ctl0t* 
*Mance Lipscomb: TROUBLE IN MIND 

(Reprise 2012) IteBro "sonCster rocor 
by took NeCornick, On Sinatra s label. 

*A. L. Lloyd: A SELECTION FR01I TUE PEN 

OIUN BOOK OF ENGLISH FOLK SONGS 

Lyric 121) orlslnolly ,£y£s Scot. 
or Records in England; one °‘ jj GIFTS 
♦Ceorgc & Gerry Arr-iotrong: SIMPLE GIFTS 

(Folkways 2335) Chlcaco busboiid ? 
♦Stanley Trlcao: DUNKHOUSE AND FORE 

SONGS OF THE piSHINC 
♦Sail Lamer: NOW IS THt rc. 

(Folkways 3507) English field 8j£8« 

corded by Ewan MacColl 6» 
♦THE ORANGEMEN OF ULSTER b 

3003) Recorded in Northern Ireland by 

Samuel Charters. isiQl First of a 
♦LUCY STEWART (Folkways 3519'.. by , 

series of Scottish rcc° i3 child 
Kenneth S. Coldstcln. Th s^ 

Ballads, sung by a tradi AND 

♦THE CIVIL WAR ^^f Uarn^.O. Bonyun 
BALLADS (HcirlOM i 503) F^ £r„, 

♦Upcoming in the ncx . #eric» •• 
Prestige are: on International 

Ta.iay Hunter's Carolina ^"^^(UOTDl 
MOUNTAIN MUSIC (13026),_ ocaITERY 



(13028); Peggy, Penny, and Barbara Seeger: 
THE THREE SISTERS (13029); CHARLOTTE 
DANIELS & PAX WEBB (13037); Ed McCurdy: 
AN ANTIDOTE AGAINST MELANCHOLY (13044); 
RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT (13033); On Blues- 
vlllc — Sidney Maiden: TROUBLE BLUES 
(1035); Furry Lev;is: A MUSICAL DOCUMENTARY 
Volumes I & II (1036-7); Mercy Dec Walton: 
PITY AND A SHAME (1039); Blind Willie 
McTell: LAST SESSIONS (1040); Henry 
Townsend: TIRED OF BEING MISTREATED (1041); 
Brownie and Sonny: BROWNIE’S BLUES (1042); 
Tampa Red: DON'T JIVE ME (1043); and 
Lonnie Johnson: LONNIE JOHNSON AND VICTORIA 
SPIVEY (1044), Ken Goldstein also promis¬ 
es albums soon by Texas Gladden, Hobart 
Smith, and many, many others, 
♦Future Folkways Events (in no particu¬ 

lar order): A Cisco Houston's kids album; 
Roocoe Holcomb; a fiddler's contest rec, 
by Mike Seeger; a Lilly Brothers blue- 
grass LP recorded by Mike Seeger; more 
Lcadbclly by Ramsey; Hootenanny volume 
III; More Pete Seeger; two albums of 
traditional singers from Arkansas and 
Virginia; four albums of Jean Ritchie 
ana one Scots field trip LP recorded by 
her; the Harvesters; blues from Jazz 
Gillum; Volume Two of Songs of the 
Spanish Civil War; a recorded study of 
vocal styles by Alan Lomax; a documentary 
called SHARECROPPER'S StORY; the Chicago 
Folk Festival featuring Horton Barker; 
a i-iacCo 11 - Peggy Seeger Broadsides LP; 
o t?1,^ recorded by Gene Bluestein; 
a field recording of traditional banjo 
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olavins; blues from Champion Jack Dupree; 

Dick Cameron; Irish pub music; blues by 
Big Joe Williams; a disc by Rooscveldit 
Sykes; more Woody Guthrie sometime in th 

future; a Story of the Blues ser?;®S * x 
Charters; a Blues* Styles series by Chari 

Eduard Smith; and much more 
and artistically and historically valuable 

□atcriall . -M 
♦Israel Kaplan: WHEN I WA^ ^ , tuc 

BROOKLYN (Folkways 3501) Folklore 

C*EllaCJenkins: THIS IS RHYTHM (Folkway, 

7652) Educational disc. 
♦Champion Jack Dupree: WOMAN BLUE 

(Folkways 3825) Blues old-timer. nn EP 
♦The New Lost City Ramblers hove a «. 

out on the Folkways label -^TALKING 
MOUNTAIN TOP, MILWAUKEE BLUEf» TA.. ao 
HARD LUCK, and WAVES ON TlIB ^EA. /L-egtigc 
The Me PEAKE FAMILY OF 

International 13018) The bes r 
on the International scries. _ftNCS jq 
•Jack Elliott: WOODY GUTHRIE'^S S0NCS 

CRW ON (Folkways 7501) Tho^no ^ 

thing to Woody hiosolf» cnNCS OF 
♦Lester Flatt & Earl Scr®^!‘ b^a 1664) 

THE FAMOUS CARTER FAMILY <C°* CBttcr 
Earl picks the 0it-tar( Hayballo cat 

accompanies on autoharp. Houston 

♦Vanguard has promised a ci 

LAST SESSIONS set of •oye 2383)Vo1 11 
♦dave van rowk sings (Folkways 
♦Neil Duddy: THE DONEGAL PIP** 
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Verve has released a Sister Rosetta 
Tharpe album (3005), and has issued 
a smaller version of its 5 volume BIG , 
BILL BROONZY STORY as BIG BILL BROONZY'S 
LAST SESSIONS (3001-3). This set contains 
all the songs of the large set -- without 
the conversation -- in three discs. 

Burl Ives: MANHATTAN BALLADEER (United 
Artists 3145) An odd uixture of folk 
music and Irving Berlin songs, this one's 
made up of leftovers from Burl's first two 
waxings for UA. ‘ * 

*Harry Oster has released a PRIMITIVE 
PIANO alburn on Folk-Lyric. Their new 
address, by the way, is 1945 Bay Street, 
Baton Rouga 2, La. Write for a catalogue. 

********** 
• r: 

BLUEGRASS AND OLD TIMEY musicians will be 
intrigued by.the following bit of infor¬ 
mation passed on to us by Wedgely Todd: 
On October 6, 1952, the Hungarian Communist 

newspaper ESTI BUDAPEST branded guitars, 
mandolins, and ban_jos as "reactionary 
instruments," and recommended that they 
be purged from Hungarian orchestras. 

Speaking of Todd, your LSR editors arc 
proud to announce that they have signed an 
exclusive contract to manage him through 
the spring of 1967. The irrepressible 
edgely is continuing his experimentation 

with American folk art forms, and is current' 
iy expressing himself by tap dancing while 
P aying Bluegras6 banjo. He intends to 

into his niSht club act — along 
h 1 l*r’ simultaneous piano and mouth 

P p aying. Watch for him in your area. 
— 50 ^ 

comu T AHD CHOU* 
0. J. ABBOTT: IRISH AND BRITISH SONGS 

FROM THE OTTAWA VALLEY x 
An eighty-five year old tradition.^ 

ballad singer from Canada alio ^ 

invaluable peek at an impo on 
pure aspect of musical tra . 
this continent. Recorded by Edith 

Fowke, 

FRANK WARNER: SONGS OF T® ®?[1L WAR 
(Prestige International 1301 J 

The songs of the North an b 
are here given delightfu va 
an old master, Frank Warner, and hi. 
two sons. Easily the best album o 

Civil War songs we've ever 

JACK ELLIOTT: JACK ELLIOTT SINGS THE 

SONGS OF W0CDY GUTHRIE 
(Prestige International IW > R 

In his first American album. Ja^. 

the redoubtable Brooklyn »le iongs 

us the greatest batch o . to hang 

since Woody himself ***te for 
up his guitar. An a ,B»antial 
Guthrie admirers and a mo ^ 

addition for students of «x'd 
folksinging scene. Lomax o£ th# 

rather listen to Jack than j 

other young peopla* 

LSR .18 will include *the Star- 

round-up: detail* Monroe R*c?r 
day Records line, * . plus oaich - • 
Claeeic. what•a availably P ^ 
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our cover this month Is Bonnie Dobson, 
« charming Canadian-born folkslnger whose 
Initial solo album on Prestige Interaatlon- 
«1 (SHE'S LIKE THE SWALLOW, 13021) has re- 
celved much critical acclaim. Bonnie's 
second LP (DEAR COMPANION, Prestige Inter¬ 
national 13031) should be out any day now* 

otiiig Miss Dobson Is definitely a per¬ 
former to watch. Cover drawing la by 
Barbara Rauhala. 

EDITORS' COLUMN 
EDITORS' COLUMN 

EDITORS' COLUMN 
(*»l PSKKsfKS £ pjuj, 

Howdy. folk*, here ve ere egeln, bouncy, 
>r«eey end te late ee everj Our Country 

music Round-up, promised for this Issue, 
as had to be postponed for a while, but, 

soon i1'!! be coming along real 
* v ° Wil1 ***• *•**•*• of the Lomax- 

POLrcnS!Jn«y fiv*“volum* Caedmon set, THE 
FOLKSONGS CP BRITAIN. Sandy Paton will 

jilhum a* 8u*8t reviewer for these glorious 
Intern-^* SPe*kin8 of Lomax, Prestige 

^aa a tentative release 
(continued on page 34) 

Header, vho.c .ub.crlption. run out with 

In; k ^ “1U flnd "X" marked -In ,-, 
,he box to the lower right. Three " I | 

' “Jod brln* you 12 nor* *h‘"y ‘— 
teauee. LSR, 3220 Perk Ave. So., Mple. 

* * * RECORD REVIEWS * * * 

JOAN BAEZ, Volume 2 (Vanguard 9094) 
! 

To Joan Baer’s numerous and fervent fans, 

LSR's review of her first Vanguar a 
(in which we reached the conclusion ® 

Joan is an enormously gifted but c inl t. 
misguided singer of folk songs) was an 
of villainy. Quit picking on Joan, we • 
were told. Go back to beating your Sra 
mothers with old Library of Congress a 

bums. ^Nevertheless, here we are af*a* r 
sneering, leering evilly, and twxr d 
greasy moustaches - to cast a jaundiced 

eye at Joan's second solo album. , b 
To begin benevolently, we w*5® p most 

the three songs on the album t ^ THE 
likely to appall Joan’s fandom: BANK* ^ 

OHIO, ENGINE 143, and LITTLE DARLI only 
MINE. On these few titles, Joan « o£f 
steps down from her pedestal u red£y r 
her shoes in the process, good-na dSk«d 

employing a bit of country'd^Cainging fro® 
mah luv to take a wawk... ) a“u 
her throat, in the traditional ma 
rather than from her diaphragm* ^ a trio 
classic trained manner, to P*°-mancea, the 
of sweet and understated pet o 9olo, 
best of which, is the Sara Carte ^ *he 
ENGINE 14^1 The accorapanimen bloCgra99 

Greenbriar Boys, a New Yor< . with 
band, on OHIO and PAL blend n ^ way, 

Joan's "country" voice (w*icn’£ [he 9ihg- 
combines much, of the clar y tne99 of 
ing of Sara Carter with the briar« 



unfortunately disappear from the remainder 
of the album and Joan reverts to her 
accustomed vocalizing on the other 11 
numbers, only one of which (Joan's 
simplification of the art song, PLAISIR 
D'AMOUR) is not at odds with her singing 
style. The interest of the folk song fan 
will disappear right along with the Green- 
briars and Joan's subdued vocal styling. 

For the sake of clarity, let us con¬ 
cede that Joan is perhaps the most thrill* 
ing young voice of our time. Her natural 
gifts of tonal purity, effortless vibrato, 
and unerring pitch and projection are the 
qualities labored for, but seldom 
achieved by formal singers. But these 
enormous vocal gifts, when undisciplined 
by the bounds that tradition places on 
the true folksinger, just prove too;rich 
and too grandiose to carry the simplicity 
of the humble folk song. The nature of 
folk music is in its very limitations, 
and when these are exceeded, by intent 
or by accident, the basic-character of 
the music is altered, and its energy 
spilled out onto the ground. 

Take as a case in point Joan's singing 
here of OLD BLUE. Ik is a thrilling, 
exquisitely ethereal, arid delicate vocal 
display. To accept it a6 a countryman's 
lament for his dead dog would be, of 
course, impossible and ludicrous. 
Accepting it as an expression of Joan 
Baez's fee lings about' a countryman's loss 

of his dog, one finds her statement so 
far removed from the reality of the 

central im^ge, the natureiof her statementj* 
so alien to.the nature of .?he thought^hat^ 
the song ceases to exist as anything out ^ 
figment.<of, the singer’p imagination, sung ^ 
in limbo.. And such is not the stuff.of 
folk musip., 'The same analysis might be 
applied to ^Ip^p's BARBARA ALLEN -- which if 
again a voc.ai tour de force, but completely^ 
unbelievable when compared to dozens of ^ 
other performances by traditional singers,^ 
few of whom, pan. boast sp much as half of . 
Joan's raw pojtentia^ and ability, but all o;f 
of whom subp^ifiatej,themselves to tjie 
demands of the sojnf’^ hinging it. as centuriet 
of performers before them Kaye done, polish* 
ing it with love and understanding into a ^ 

genuine work, of;iart ^ . 1- '* 
In an age j^here, thp. criterion of excel . 

lencp in popular singing is largely one of. 
detachment., .vacuity,, and offhandedness, it } 
is not difficult to understand why many} ^ 
young people are drawn to Joan's singing, 
with its obviously heartfelt intensity and , 
intellectual pr-e,occupation with its matorifl. 
When this same personal intensity is sppliy* 
to a folk song by a traditional singer 
(the names of Texas Gladden, Leadbefly, 
Woody Guthrie come to mind) or by a ciyJf , r 
singer who has learned tradition* •« 
vocal disciplines (Ewan MacColl 
Seeger) ,(>the result is overwhelming vdea . 
art: music which tells not only of,the f 
depths of the singer but of.the most^basic 

nature of his land and his people. Joa" 
Baez can tell us only of herself, 
is unwilling or unable to concede anything 
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to her material. In molding it to her 
powerful personality, she destroys it., 

If LSR seems to' pick on Joan and single 
her out for undue criticism, it can be 
attributed to our impatience, for we feel 
that there is no reason why this remark- , 
able girl cannot become a wonderful city 
folksinger -« perhaps; in time, our> . , 
country's greatest. ’There is .little doubt 
that one day Joan will become a part of 
folk music, just as folk music now seems 
to be a part of her. Folksinging is a; ,• 
way of life -- a* very patient one, 
measured in decades, lifetimes, and 
generations. Joan is only twenty years 
old. Her true greatness lies not in the 
present but in the future,, and hinges on 
her willingness to learn the nature of 
her country and its people and the musip 
they have brought forth from themselves km 
and from their heritage. .., 

= • •• t*. . ,.. ..• ••!, • 

TOIi KINES: SONGS FROM SHAKESPEARE'S PIAYS 
AND POPULAR SONGS OF SHAKESPEARE'S Tit® 
(Folkways 8767) 

; i \ it i » , j *■ 

Shakespearian scholars should 
appreciate this album, sung by Tom Kines, 
with harpsicord, cello, and recorder}, 
accompaniment. Art song fans may want to 
take a listen, too. All the rest of us 
will probably want "to steer clear of 
(V.lll Shakespeare's) swimmy waters." 

^®crlbe to LSR today' Send $3.00 to 
3220 Park Ave. South, Minneapolis 7, Minn. 

6 

THE Me PEAKE FAMILY OF BELFAST 
(Prestige International: 13018) ; • t r;i. 

* ;• bn,. • ■ i* !• i : 1 
This record (co-produced by Kenneth S. 

Goldstein, and Ewan* MacColl,. and recorded by i 
Ewan MacCoLl) of an Irish vocal and instru- 
mental trio, the McPeake Family of Belfast, 
is the best album yet on Prestige's new 

International series. It is so good that 
it is likely to remain the best for quite 
some time. •»t 

Francis McPeake, Sr;, a 76-year-old 
uilleann piper, and his two sons ,'•* Franc is , * * 
Jr., (also a piper) and James (who plays 
the Irish harp) are a thoroughly delightful 
trio that can"perhaps best' be described as 
sounding like an "ethnic Clancy Brothers 
Their music, which is as sentimental and 
beautiful as Ireland Itself, has that rockt 
solid air of true tradition, along with the 
gaiety and magic of a laughing Irish Puck. ’* 

Although some jaded collectors have called 
the McPeakes "untraditlonal" because they 
use the uilleann pipes as a melodic' accom-' 
paniment to their vocals (Irish folksongs 
are traditionally sung unaccompanied and 
the pipes are used only to play tunes and • 

are never sung with) and often employ some¬ 
times Strikingly modern and offbeat har¬ 
monies, one touch of the needle to this 
record will soon set your fears to rest. 
It is impossible to imagine any folksong 
critic who would not be completely engrossed 
and tremendously moved by this truly beauti¬ 
ful singing and playing._ 
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The McPeake<s sing and play through a 
varied program of English, Scottish, and' 
Irish folksongs — sung solo and ensemble, 
accompanied and unaccompanied -- in truly 
inspiring fashion. The old ballads, sung 
against Che irregular droning background 
of the pipes, leaving the singer rhythmi¬ 
cally free to decorate, are breathtaking 
(and reminiscent of A. L. Lloyd's use of 
the concertina in some of his loveliest 
number^).) The faster songs employ the' 
harp as' a rhythm, instrument, capturing the 

old-timey "swing" of rural Irish dance 
music,' The singing is never less than * 

. «. » i 5 * 
superb. 
• Goldstein and MacColl have produced an 
outstanding album of Irish music, one of 

* the best records of the year. Everyone 
* must have thi6 disc. 

' 1 JACK ELLIOTT: (Woody Guthrie's) SONGS TO 
GROW ON (Folkways 7501) 

Woody Guthrie's children's songs are 
timeless and will live forever. Here* they 
ate sung by Jack Elliott, an early disci- 

* pie of Guthrie's, and a man who has mas¬ 
tered all the stylistic nuances and pro¬ 
fundities required to bring them to full 
life. The result is an LP which will he 
lovingly worn to a nubbin within a matter 
of days by any listener at all interested 
in Guthrie,i., . , 

Most of Guthrie'8 SONGS TO GROW ON afe 
"action" songs — crammed full of activity 
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and motion, pictorially vivid, with 
fascinating phrases, noises, and t^n88 
for kids to do. Like good games, they a 
kept basic and simple. Both children an 
adults find them good fun and soon fall 
under their magic. CAR CAR SONG and CCME 

SEE are good examples. 
In some of his "deeper" children s songs, 

Guthrie has captured, with striking poet c 
imagery, the essence and wonderment of 

children and the American dream 
cence. These songs (CLEAN-0 and MV 
SEED are two of them) fairly ring with the 
idyllicism of childhood, yet remain perfect 
and profound philosophical statements on 

the great and good things of life* eV 
are stated with a simplicity that on y a 
genius could muster. These songs are warm, 
cosy, and easy to live with; yet are no 
light or inconsequential. One can P° 
fun at them - they firmly resist cynicism. 

They embrace some of the most honest y 
sentimental and wonderful emotions of a 
of us, and we feel sorry for anyone who 

cannot be deeply moved by them. 
The notes to this album contain a whole 

page of Woody's matchless prose, an x i* 
photograph, some fine Guthrie drawings, anf 

his credo for writing children's 8on6®* 
The disc is dedicated to the memory of nis 
daughter, Cathy Ann "Stackabones u 
We suggest you pick it up today* 

Woody's second book, AMERICAN FOLKSONG, 
been reprinted by Oak Publications, i:» • 

67th St!. N. Y. 36 ($1.95). Also 
December Issue of CLIMAX: article on W.H.C. 



ROBERT JOHNSON l RING OF. ,THE DELIA BLUES 
SINGERS (Columbia lj654) ' , 

; t . ' jb I t ?'> l •; " 1 
This, is exactly the kind of-record blues 

collectors used to dream about* ("What 
I'd do if 1 owned Columbia'"). The-cur¬ 

rent blues revival has brought to reality 
, what seamed an idle, hopeless dream just 

a. couple of. years ago. Here is a whole 
LP, 16 qncut selections, a legitimate re- 

; ...issue of; , a major portion of the work of 
one. of the greatest and most obscure of 
recorded country blues singers.’ h; 

Some high-level scholarship toy ’Colum¬ 
bia's staff has corrected many-.distorted 

ideas as to who Johnson was. >:As 'far 'as 
can be determined, he grew up on a plan¬ 
tation in the-jdelta country of Mississippi* 
and, had rarely,, if. ever, left his home un¬ 
til a salesman fpr a low-priced record out¬ 
fit, passing through the area, discovered 
him and took him to San Antonio to record. 
According to the-: man who recorded him, 
Johnson was.['.'seventeen or eighteen years 

,old" at the time; A year later he was re- 
. corded again, in Dallas, but when the pro- 

jr. moter of the famous -SPIRITUALS TO SWING 
concerts, having heard the records, tried 
to find Johnson for the 193B concert, he 

. ^facovered after much effort that Johnson 
was dead, poisoned by a jealous woman. 
Thus Johnson, who has generally been con- 

, sldered tp have been much older than he 
. apparently was, is placed in the same gen¬ 

eration with Muddy Waters and John Lee 
Hooker, but,whereas these men developed 

in 

slowly (Waters learning partly from John¬ 
son's records) and were, in their thirties 
before they became first-rank performers, 
Johnson developed tremendously while he wa# 

still in his teens, and then was snuffed 
out on the threshold of an indubitably , 

. . ij \ •« • ‘ • 

great career. 
The title "King of the Delta Blues 

Singers" gives an idea of Johnson's magni¬ 
tude as a blues artist, but is perhaps a 
misnomer for this youth who spent Vittually 
all of his life on an isolated plantation, 

known to outsiders only as a name on a few 
records. Muddy Waters, who grew up only •• 
few miles from Johnson's home, never saw 
him. The recording engineers describe him 
as a very shy young man, nervous about 
playing in public. What we have here is 
not a veteran professional such as the 
"King" title might suggest, but a wild, 
excited youth, still in the process of dis¬ 
covery, and bringing with him a genius for 
communication, and a fabulous primitive 
style, fully developed in an isolated en- , 
vironment which can never again be dup 
cated. What we have here is an irreplace¬ 
able ethnic document, and the only one O 
its kind: at no other time has a young 
singer of such genius, and possessing ®uc 
pure style, been recorded so extens ve y 

first-class equipment. . t 
As is usually the case with Mississipp 

singers, most if not all of these 
Johnson's own compositions. Some o ^ 
are well-worked-out, like Muddy Waters 
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- • % :ji: • u. iVR'i! .v. ^ • 
songs ; , othershave more of an itoprovlsa* 
tor.y. sound, like John Lee Hooker's, All' 
of .them are remarkable for the rich and >t 
evocative poetry of the lyrics, far more 
so than either Waters' or Hooker's. • u 3-.nt 

Probably the best-known song .on- the- disc 
is the .WALKING BLUES, a very distinctive 
piece al'SQ. recorded by Muddy Waters 7 . ^ 

(Library of Congress AAFS L A, as COUNTRY 
■/ BLUES., prpbably learned from Johnson's J 

record) and the legendary Delta singer, > 
Son Hqus% (Origin OJL-2, with somewhat -- 
dif,ter«Wt lyrics, as MY .BLACK MAMA). 
Johnson's version is easily the greatest. 
Nearly, every song on this disc is as good 
or be&te.r r. v . 1 it ; * . t . 

Johnson has a fervent, high-pitched de¬ 
livery, and a fantastic ability, to project. 
He compels you to listen to what he has t0 

The gaitar accompaniment is rich and 
brilliant, carrying the Delta bottle-neck 
style tp heights unmatched by anyone else 
on records. 
..Columbia's production is .beyond criti- 

cisnip T^e notes are masterfully done, ®nd 
there..As., p comprehensive selection from1 

the lyrics. (Johnson's singing is clear- 
enough so a complete transcription is not 
necessary for the average listener).- The 
recordings, made in hotel rooms and 
offices, are amazingly clear, brilliant, 

t^nd lifelike for their time and place, • 
and will givg no listener cause for com* 5* 
plaint. , Producer-editor Frank Driggs * 

(continued on page 15) 
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Have you men gotten your 
ORIGIN JAZZ LIBRARY records 
yet? Their first one was 
CHARLIE PATTON (Origin 1), « 
widely praised, seldom heard 
Clarksdale, Miss*, blues singer* 
The second is REALLY1 THE COUNTRY 
BLUES (Origin 2), 14 never before 
issued sides by the first gener¬ 
ation of country blues singers. 
All blues collectors must have 
these records* They'll soon 
release SAM COLLINS AND HENRY 
THOMAS (Origin 3). How do you 
get them? Eaey* Just send 
$4.98 for each LP to Origin Jars 
Library, 39 Remaen Street (IE), 
Brooklyn Heights 1, New Yc 



A CARLAND OF SCOTS FOLKSONC: BETSY MILLER 
ANO EWAN MACCOLL. Stitt »n< 4.tlt hi the •»*«- 

threntrd qrand style of Scott M«tlnt. t.rftrmod by E»»« 
MtcCtll tntf hit mother. FL 116 54.98 

ROBERT BURNS: THE MERRY MUSES OF CALE¬ 
DONIA. SUNC BY EWAN MACCOLL. Btwdy son* col- 

Itctvil or written by Robert Burns, prcsvntcd in * 
scholarly uneipurqotfd album Included with the record 
is a book with complete toats and extensive notes. Lim¬ 
ited edition, available by subscription to scholars and 
libraries. Distributed by Folk-Lyric, manufactured by 
Oionysus Records. D 1 $3.95 

PRIMITIVE PIANO. Speckled Red. Billy Pierce. James Robinson. 
and Douq Suggs Old-time barrelhouse piano and pun- 
Itntly outspoken city blurs. FL 117 $4.98 

BAYOU BLUECRASS: THE LOUISIANA HONEYDRIP- 
PERS. Ltd by tunj.iit Jim Smut, wh* hat playtd with tuch 

topflloht country musii bands as those of Bill Monroe 
and Carl Scruggs. the Louisiana Honeydrippen perform a 
voried prooram with emphasis on the folksongs of the 
Deep South. FL 127 $4.9* 

BOLL WEEVIL AND BOSSMAN BLUES. Roosevelt Charles.Otis 
Webster, and others. In these blues which Qrew out of 
the fading cotton economy tho singers express in trim 
or comic irony tho underlying feelings of colored share¬ 
croppers. To be issued February. 1962. 

PECCY SEECER; POPULAR BALLADS. Ancient ballads which 
•"binattd in C nylon* and Scttlon*. Ft 120 54.98 

HOT BLUES: SMOKY BABE AND HIS FRIENDS. 
Viperous colorful country btues. recorded in their natural 
sett lag accompanied by guitar, harmonica, and stampmr 

OOW* ®£AT fo««d Smoky ••impressivt** in hfc 
appearance in Country Negro Jam Sessions. FL 113 $4.94 

. C ‘ 

’'’'(continued from page 12) 
deserves the gratitude of all vaa *n 

; for a superb job. . • , 
i -Let us hope that the blues revival is 
-strong enough to produce a halfway encour¬ 
aging sale for this disc. Columbia con 
trols probably the largest collection o 
old blues records on earthy including m 
than 200 sides by Big Bill Broonzy in his 
prime, as well as the best work of Bukka 
White, Memphis Minnie, Blind Boy Fu » 
Blind Willie Johnson, Leroy Carr, eg 6 
Howell and many more, not to ment on 
earliest high-quality recordings o 
belly, Josh White, Sonny Terry, and ^ 
Brownie McGhee. You get the message. 

(Reviewer: Barry Hansen) , ,, 
# i :» i »* 4 ' 9 * * * _ 

THE HODGES BROTHERS: WATERMELON HANGIN ON 

THE VINE (Arhoolie 5001) 

Collector Chris Strachwitz, kn<*m prima- 

rily for his work in document “3.. music 

blues singers, steps into the couS8issippi 
field with this recording of a His pp 
fiddle-guitar-mandolin-bass str ng boy> 

called the Hodges Brothers. wni* 

are not the "naturals" that "^"y , not 

Strachwitz' s blues singers ®r**d recording 

strangers to backwoods ra brand Df 
studios, they produce a h ty V* gloMf 

music somewhere between th .. musi- 

professional and the rawbone8clcction 

clan. The album co"Caln® ® * BILE DEM 
of numbers: standards wc MOUNTAIN 
CABBAGE DOWN, LONESOME VALLEY, 
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DEW, an hilarious CHARMIN’ BETSY, a can¬ 
did racial slur called HOOKNOSE IN TOWN, 
and some rousing instrumentals, the best 
of which is the hard-driving CARROLL 
COUNTY BLUES. Banjo fans may feel left 
out, but fiddle fanciers and old-time 
8tring-band bugs will welcome the Hodges 
Brothers into their record collections -- 
and await future Strachwitz ventures of 
this sort. The record is obtainable from 
Chris fdr $5.00. Send to Box 671, Los 
Gatos, California. 

ED McCURDY: A TREASURE CHEST OF AMERICAN 
FOLKSONG (EKL-205) A 2-LP set. 

Elektra Records have gone out and 
created what they probably like to think 
of as a "folknik's Bible" in their copi¬ 
ously notated, authoritatively titled 2-LP 
set, A TREASURY OF AMERICAN FOLKSONG. 
"Created by Jac Holzman," this plush 
'Bonus Pak" 2-for-$4.98 set of albums is 

sung by none other than Ed McCurdy, a 
likeable enough performer in his own 
right, but hardly the man to hold up all 
this "scholarship" or give any sort of 
validity to all the "thesises" flying 
around about American folk music. 
Supported by Erik Darling's New York 
style banjo, Ed does surprisingly well 
with a lot of songs (TWO SISTERS, OLD 
VIRGINNY, DOWN IN THE VALLEY, SIMPLE 
GIFTS) but falls completely apart on 
others (BENEATH THE WILLOW, CARELESS 
LOVE, WILLIE THE WEEPER). His limita- 

n 
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tions and superficialities are. painfully 
apparent on HARD TRAVELING and LORD, RANDAL. 
Thinking of TREASURE CHEST as a strictly , . 
McCurdy album, we would say it contains 
some' of his best work since A BALLAD 
SINGER'S CHOICE (Tradition 1003). Howeverf 
a6 a supposed work of scholarship, this 

record should be ignored. 
4*1. m f • • j 

REALLY'. THE COUNTRY BLUES (Origin 0JL-2) 

The second production of Brooklyn's j 
Origin Jazz Library is a brilliant collec¬ 
tion of primitive blues recorded by 12 
virtually unknown blues singers in the 
1920's and early 1930's. These singers 
were not fortunate enough to be able Co 
record for Victor, Okeh, Brunswick or 
Columbia, the major labels which could:. 

• offer high-quality reproduction and a modi* 
cum of publicity and distribution. They 
recorded for Paramount, Gennett, and other 
midwestern outfits. The records were of 
poor quality to start with (technically , 
speaking), and, since very few were made In 
most cases, they are now almost impossible 
to find, with surviving copies often in 
poor condition.' Previous LP anthologies 
have largely avoided them, eitheri because 
the editors could not obtain them, or be 
cause of the poor sound. The Origin Jazz 
Library, owned and operated by leading 
record collectors,, has apeciali*«d in th s 
type of material, which, despite the inte¬ 
rior sound, is invaluable to students and 
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collectors of traditional blues. For these 
recordings date from an era when primitive 
singers still supplied the chief musical 
entertainment for the great majority of 
Negroes of all ages throughout the South. 
They were made for sale to the Nejgro-on- 
the-street, not just for the older gener¬ 
ation, or for white collectors. The 
singers were singing the music they made 
every day, not something old and special 
for special people. And they sang before 
the influence of radio and the very phono¬ 
graph that preserved them had made their 
full impact upon the South. 

A great variety of styles can be heafd 
on this LP. Probably the most primitive 
is that of George "Bullet" Williams (TOUCH 

ME LIGHT MAMA), who gives us a real 
"holler" not unlike those recorded by 
Leadbelly, accompanied only by a harmonica* 
There are a couple of more sophisticated 
items, FRANCE BLUES by Sunny Boy with its 
"hey lawdy mama" chorus, and the UNDER¬ 
TAKER BLUES by Buster Johnson, with 
string-band accompaniment. In between 
are guitarists in just about every pre¬ 
electric blues style, including knife 
(Sam Collins, JAIL HOUSE BLUES). 

To mention the highlights in more detail 
DEVIL GOT MY WOMAN, by Skip James, is a 
haunting chant consisting of one vocal , 
line, repeated with minor variations arid 
additions, to a rich and intricate guitar 
accompaniment which anticipates Li’ghtnin' 
opkins , but is actually considerably 
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■nore complex. WOMAN WOMAN BLUES, by Ishm.|t 
Bracey, Is an 8-bat blues similar to KEY ro 
THE HIGHWAY, sung in a half-falsetto voice 
and accompanied on -guitar in a style re 
markable for the tension of its rhythms and 
for the astonishing but perfectly controll«d 

use of discords. MY BLACK MAMA, by Son 
House, from Clarksdale, Mississippi, is a 
perfect example of! the, Clarksdale style 
later made famous in electrified form by 
Muddy Waters: thiri track has an uncanny*e* 
semblance to Waters1 first record, COUNTRY 

BLUES, for the Library of Congress 
(AAFS L 4). OLD. COUNTRY ROCK, by William 

Moore, a barber ffrom'Virginia, is a be- 
guiling guitar Splo. DON'T EASE ME IN, y 
Henry Thomas, is a high-spirited piece 
worthy of Leadbelly. Also included are 
MAGGIE CAMPBELL BLUES by Tommy Jackson, 
COTTONFIELD BLUES by Garfield Akers, an 
TELL ME HAN BLUES by Henry Sims and Char « 
Patton, each an outstanding primitive per¬ 

formance , 
No lyrics are included, but they are ^ , 

promised for future publication. ( ra|\ 
scribing them is certainly a major tas . • 

The notes are of the hard-sell ^ar e y . 

this necessary on a record rare y 
stores?) and can be dispensed wit ^ lf 

record (which is what counts, attcr bclongs 
unsurpassed as a blues anthology ..united 
on every blues shelf. The disc, 1(j 
Edition," can be had for $4.98, 

from Origin Jazz Library, 39 
UE), Brooklyn Heights 1, New Yor . 

(Reviewer: Barry Hansen) 



DAVE VAN RONK SINGS (Folkways 2383) Vol. 2. 

Van Ronk Is another of the burgeoning 
group of young white guitarist-singers who 
have been drawn toward the blues, rfete he 

o does an interesting selection of folk and 
pseudo-folk songs,'with quite a bit of 
blues. The program is bristling with 
great but unhackneyed songs. 

Van Ronk's violent delivery is especially 
well suited to the blues, and he does BED 
BUG BLUES, HESITATION BLUES, HO0TCHY 
KOOTCHY MAN, and several others of that[ 
ilk with real verve and a great feeling 
for the music. He also gets along very 
well.with a Cab Calloway-style delivery 
of WILLIE THE WEEPER, and with the risque 
hit of the 1930's, (The Duck's) YAS YAS 
YAS. Some of the numbers, however, do not 

ring true. Van1Ronk's strident manner is 
out of place in DINK'S SONG and TELL OLD 
BILLv and most listeners will probably 
prefer the less violent, more subtly r 
emotional originals of SEE THAT MY GRAVE 
IS KEPT CLEAN' (Blind Lemon Jefferson) and 
SPIKE DRIVER BLUES (Mississippi John Hurt), 
both in Volume 3 of the Folkways Anthol¬ 
ogy, In RIVER COME DOWN, advertised as 
“a bit of Caribbean Haiku,” Van Ronk makes 
excessive use of a flatted seventh, in the 
unmistakeable manner of the Kingston Trio, 
although it is really not too bad a nutn- 
er. Neither is GEORGIE AND THE I.R.T., 

nitT Ykrk City counterPart of the M.T.A., 
°ug some of the more faithful among 
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us will perhaps resent Van Ronk's merciless 
kidding of the Carter Family (ENGINE 143) 

in this song. 
Van Ronk has a superb command of the 

guitar, tending more toward imitation of 
the various standard folk styles than to , 
any noticeable unorthodoxy. The program \ 

has its high spots and low spots, but it 
represents some of the best coffeehouse 
singing we are likely to hear for some 
time (at least until Mike Russo is re¬ 
corded) . It can be highly recommended for 

45 foinutes of entertainment. 
(Reviewer: Barry Hansen) 

.. 
• / . • $ 

SAM HINTON: WHOEVER SHALL HAVE SOME PEANUTS 

(Folkways 7530) m 

Sam Hinton has given us another album hot 
on the ’heels of his mediocre SONG OF MEN 
effort for Folkways last month. .This one, 
bland as can be, is a children's disc, and 
we here at LSR judge this type of record 
purely by how good the singer in point 
(whether it be Hinton, Ives, McCurdy, Mill#, 
Glazer, etc.) can make animal noises. It s 
that kind of album, folks. 

Somehow the sound of Hinton singing his^ 
guts out on something like FROGGIE WENT A 
COURTIN' seems akin in paradox to the Sal¬ 
vation Army blasting out SILENT NIGHT with 
two trumpets and a tamborine on sonic street 

corner. No disrespect intended, but is this 
really religion, one wonders. Album rating. 

1? peanuts. (Reviewer: Buck Duane) 
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MOLLY SCOTT: WAITIN’ ON YOU 
(Prestige 'International 13022) 
THE BEST OF CYNTHIA GOODING 
(Prestige International 13010) 

Molly Scott, an attractive young actress 
with a flair for presenting folk songs in 
club and concert, offers here a diverse 
collection of numbers varying in effect 
from highly mediocre to commendably 
successful. Of special note are her un¬ 
accompanied performances (a daring feat 
in itself for a city singer) of-two Negtb 
spirituals apparently lharned from Folk¬ 
ways and Library of Congress documentary 
recordings, WAITIN' ON YOU and LOW DOWN 
DEATH. These are sung with a surprising 
vibrancy, openness, warmth, and awareness - 
yet are restrained from becoming the show¬ 
pieces such sbngs generally turn into at 
the hands of less knowledgeable sopranos. 
These we11-worked-out and obviously heart¬ 
felt performances are so markedly superior 
to the rest of Molly's repertoire one sus¬ 
pects they may be the tousle nearest and 
dearest to the performer. 

The ballads and love songs (KATY CRUEL, 
WHO'S GONNA SHOE, COME ALL YE FAIR AND 
TENDER LADIES, etc.) are all sung in a 
straightforward, conventional, and 
generally uninteresting style. On them, 
Molly might well be that girl everyone 
seems to know, the pretty one who loves to 
sing the sad, sweet old songs quietly and 

Gomewhat artlessly to herself. It is nicej 
•;* • *1 ‘iV . r .1. : 
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however, to hear her singing a superior and 
vastly neglected ballad, THE JEALOUS 
BROTHERS (which Molly calls SEAPORT TOWN), 

and she is doing well to introduce this 
song into the repertoires of eity singer®* 
Likewise the hillbilly blues, SUN S GONNA 
SHINE, a song which carries the type of 
simplistic message needed in these times. 
If this album is an unspectacular one, it 
is by the same token a healthy and appea 
ing one — for it is always a welcome thing 

to hear a professional girl singer gi ® 
with a good voice who does not feel com¬ 
pelled to combine the songs of the country 

with the vocal techniques of a Patrice 

Munsel or worse. 

If Molly Scott represents the warm but 

artless amateur in folk music, Cynt a 
Gooding certainly carries the banner o 
the cold, sophisticated, arty professional. 

THE BEST OF CYNTHIA GOODING is a recor 
which really does not tome under our 
auspices since all but three of tie 
songs are in a foreign language. 

, (We found Miss Gooding's artistic c* » 
stated in the liner notes, intcrcs i 8 

(although hopelessly silly in w^jievs 
^performing American folk son8'* sonRS 
; .there is a new way of singing . ic 

which Win use the tradition, ®^tl0#<| 
music, art songs, and country 
all together." Two peanuts. 

Three-fifths of a ■£•«« 
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FOUR' NfcW BLUESVII,iES... * • • : 
' ' ■ » . J ■ 

Three grand old troupers and one bril>' ;ti 
llant younger singer are featured in four! 
new Prestige Bluesville albums. 

Lonnie Johnson (LOSING GAME, Prestige '•>’ 
Bluesville 1024) is heard in his third 
Bluesville album, a vast improvement on 
the first two. He plays unamplified * * 
guitar, for a welcome change, and sings at 
magnificent ptogram of blues, with a few 
ballads. Johnson is, of course, not a;* • 
coyntry blues singer, but in his long • 
career in jazz (Armstrong and Ellington) 
and city blues (a "race record" star fof* 
30 years) he has developed a totally 
unique and highly enjoyable style. Hisj. 
singing‘here belies his 60-odd years, and 
proves that country singers have no monop* 
oly on sincerity in emotional blues. And, 
for the first time’on LP, his fabulous 
single-string guitar work can be clearly 
heard and appreciated. 

Not quite so well preserved is another 
man in his 60's, Tampa Red (DON’T TAMPA , 
WITH THE BLUES, Prestige Bluesville 1030). 
Ho sings a fine program, including IT'S.., 
TIGHT LIKE THAI (the song he made famous 
in 1927 on one of the first hit records by 
a male blues singer) as well as KANSAS CITY 
BLUES, LOUISE, and lesser-known blues. D*e 
hard blues fans will enjoy hearing him 
again, and Kenneth Goldstein's efforts for 
him are commendable, but his performance is 
too drawn-out, feeble, and lackluster to be 
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worthwhile to most collectors in this great 

year.for blues. . • *! j' „’ 
The younger man (he is 40) is Shakey Jake, 

on Bluesville (MOUTH HARP BLUES, Prestige 
Bluesville 1027) for the second time. His 
first album, was completely ruined by the 
early Bluesville staff, which burdened him 
with a sugary electric organ and went to 
great lengths to make Jake respectable.' 0q 
this album he is presented for what.he is, 
a lowdowq singer and harp man in the tradi¬ 
tion of.Muddy Waters, Howlin' Wolf, etc* 
His singing is tense.and highly emotional, 

in ithe best Chicago manner, and the side- 
men i(electric guitar, piano, bass, drums) 
all play'beautifully•and idiomatically• 
All readers who haunt record shops .looking 
for old Chess and Checker 45's will love 

this LP. 1 ’ ‘ ? ’ 
GOIW DOWN SLOW (Prestige Bluesville 

1028) is a tribute to St, Louis Jimmy, 
who was a well-known-city blues singer or 

years before a recent auto accident. inc* 

the accident he has taken.to writing 
for other singers,- and on this disc. ® • 
some of these extraordinary compositions 

himself. His singing sounds a e.f 
at first, but marly listeners, especial y 
those who have been around the blues 
while, will find it very moving. 
(Reviewer: Stella Kay Gibson) 

MANCE LIPSCOMB: TROUBLE IN MIND 

(Reprise 2012) 

iiance Lipscomb, the Texas guitar picker 
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who is one of the great discoveries of the 
blues renaissance, is heard here on his 
second LP. This release, on a widely- 
distributed label, should go far toward 
getting Mance the renown h^e deserves. As 
on his Arhoolie disc, Lipscomb draws (like 
Leadbelly) from the whole range of old- 
time Negro music, which includes not only 
what we call blues but a great many other 
song forms. Here is a worksong (CAPTAIN, 
CAPTAIN), spirituals (RUN SINNER RUN and 
MOTHERLESS. CHILDREN, the laffer played 
with knife style guitar), and an,in¬ 
strumental (BUCK DANCE) as well as a wide 
range of blues ranging from very primitive 
styles to the comparative sophistication 

of CARELESS LOVE.’1 Such perennials as 
ALABAMA BOUND, TROUBLE IN MIND, RED RIVER, 
and BOLL WEEVIL are included in a selec¬ 
tion generally more familiar than the one 
Mance sings on Arhoolie. 

This disc, recorded with the cooperation 
of Arhoolie's Chris Strachwitz, finds 

. same top form as on his first 
LP. Reprise has wisely restrained from 
any fancy business. His bag of tricks on 
the guitar is still overflowing; he is 
one of the most consummate and versatile 

traditional guitarists playing today. 
Because of the familiarity of the, selec¬ 
tions, people who know Negro music well 
may find, this set less stimulating than 
t e Arhoolie, but those who are just 
getting acquainted will find the Reprise 
disc an ideal introduction to an itnpor- 
ant Negro folk style. Hi-fi, fans will 

. (continued on page 29) 
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SECOND ANNUAL 

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 

FOLK FESTIVAL. 

This event will bring to Chicago , 

a full weekend of folklore and 

folk music. 

Please enclose a self-addressed stamped 

envelope with your ticket order. Send 

me tickets for the following performances, 

I enclose a check or money order £- 

for: 

Evening Concerts: 

Friday, February 2, 1962 
-Reserved Seats @ £2.50 
--General Admissions @ £2.00 

Saturday, February 3, 1962 

-Reserved Seats @ £2.50 
—-General Admissions @ £2.00 

Sunday, February 4, 1962 

—.-Reserved Scats @ £2.50 
-General Admissions @ £2.00 

Children’s Concerts: 

—_Children’s Seats 
(Children 12 or under) (§> 75c 

----Adult’s Seats @ £1.25 

I ickcts may be ordered from: 

University of Chicago Folklore Societ> 
Box 67, Faculty Exchange 
Chicago 37, Illinois 
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> r. (continued-' ftotfl page 26) 
note that this set is considerably better 
recorded than the'first one. The economy- 
minded will note that it contains consider* 
ably fewer selections than the first did. 

u But don't make a choice -- buy both of 
• them'. Incidentally, Reprise has found a 

good use for the paper sleeve that is 
packed with LP's to prevent scratching: 

the lyrics are printed on it. , , 
(Reviewer: Barry Hansen) :r‘ 1 ^ f 

RAY CONRAD: THE C0TTON-PICKIN* LIFT TOWER 

AND OTHER SKI SONGS'-’ * •v: ':iil ' . 
(Prestige International 13039) 

• ' ' ' ‘ v‘* r 
Certainly the woVst of this" month's albums 

is this nauseating'jHttle item ’from Pres¬ 
tige. It id'SUng by one Ray Conrad, who, 
we're forced W admit, was once a hinne- 
sotan. Rosalie Sorrels turns up under the 

name of Druse11la Clang for a choruB or 
two.' The disc is, of all thirigd,/* 
Straightforward ski songs album.1 It hlrtr t\o 
value as folk music and no value as entet*» 
tainment. As a matter of fact, Tt ha:. $!, 
value at all. (Reviewer1: Martin Goya) 

PINK ANDERSON: CAROLINA BLUES MAN 
(Prestige Bluesville 1038) Vol. h 

It certainly seems natural that sooner qr 
later Prestige should get around to n' 
Anderson, who shared* a well-rcm«*mB«re 
now reissued) Riverside LP with Blin 

(and 

Gary 



Davis some time ago. i> Sam Charters has done 
the notes and recording, and Ken Goldstein 
the production (not vice versa, as stated 
on the jacket). Charters is an expert at 
retarding blues men, and he gets some fine 
music'out of Anderson, 1 

Anderson'8 style is characteristic of the 
Carolinas:'<it is soft and gentle in coopar- 
ison to the more violent delivery of. 
singers from farther' west, It is quietly 
emotional rather than tense or orgiastic. 
All of his numbers could be called "stand¬ 
ards": siich we 11-known titles as I HAD MY 
FUN, THOUSAND WOMAN BLUES, BABY PLEASE 
DON'T GO, and EVERY DAY IN THE WEEK are . 
included. He plays an unamplified guitar, 
and his style is similar to Blind Boy 
Fuller’s* although a1little bit gentler. 
This is a- fine collection of basic blues,* 

The real value of this proposed, series 
of recordings is that it will present, in 
the work- of one man, all the myriad of 
Southern Negro music from blues (as 
emphasized heavily here in Volume 1) to 
ballads to minstrel, vaudeville, and 
popular songs. . Anderson's Riverside LP 
had him singing such varied titles as JOHN 
HENRY, THE SHIP TITANIC, WRECK OF THE OLD 
97, and HE'S IN THE JAILHOUSE NOW. With 
the documentation of such a diverse 
treasure-trove, we should wind up with 
a really valuable anthology of a large 
body of Negro music,.some of it created by 
professionals, some by the "folk"; all*of 
it part of the oral tradition of the.last 

\ 30 
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jfifty years or; so. Prestige has presented 

nc 

. 

us with the first album in an admirable 
Spries. We shall look forward to future 

^a^bums with pleasant anticipation^ ' 

(Reviewer: Barry Hansen)-.- • ,K ,J 
VZJ* b : 
LESTER FLAXT AND EARL SCRUGGSt-SONGS OF TH$ 

^".FAMOUS CARTER FAMILY (Columbia 1664)-j _ 
• ,,, , r-ij l 

Lester and Earl's new album f6dturea 
Mother Maybelle Carter (the guitarist of 
t^e original .Carter [Family of Old-driey 
r,ecord famejv playing the autoharp alotfg 
with the. solid support of the Poggy Moun¬ 
tain. Boys on 12 of the Carter Family 
most famous numbers (KEEP ON THE •SUNMr SIDI, 
JIMMY BROWN THE NEWSBOY, WORRIED MAN BLUES, 

i.etc.). Both Carter Family fans and Flatt 
, .and Scruggs enthusiasts should be well* 

pleased with the warm, understanding,‘nmt 

exciting handling of the songs. '*** 
r Lester does.all the; vocals on the album 
(with the exception of a few choruses where 
the Foggy Mountain Boys vigorously chime id) 

.jin his customary high, hard biuegrass irty •« 
There is,no attempt to imitate the vocal ( 
solos of $ara Carter or the Carter flatly f 
ensemble singing on this record. Some of 
the songs (FOGGY MOUNTAIN TOP, ROCK 
MOSES STOOD* HOMESTEAD ON THE PARN, WORRIED 
MAN BLUES) are done in straight and typical 
Flatt and Scruggs biuegrass style wit ^ r 
leading the way with his trusty ban)*. on 
others, notably KEEP ON THE SUNNY SIDE and 
THE STORMS ARE ON THE OCEAN (my favorite 
number on the record), some effort Is ma 

LL 



to retain the essential Carter Family 
instrumental "sound" as Earl packs away 
his banjo in favor of the guitar and Joins 
Maybelle in some spirited guitar-autoharp 
duets* A bass and Buck Graves' Infernal 
dobro (both should have been left off the 

"•'album) Join Earl and Maybelle to round out 
the disc'a three Instrumental numbers; 
FALSE HEARTED LOVER, PICKIN' IN THE WIU>- 
WOOD (the Carter 'Family called it WILDWOOD 
FLOWER), and GATHERING FLOWERS FROM THE 
HILLSIDE, i I 

While this record does not have the 
marvelous drive and sparkling originality 
of the original Carter Family, it must 

^certainly be regarded as one of the very 
best albums of Lester Flatt and Earl 
Scruggs. Maybelle*8 autoharp adds con¬ 
siderable "old-timeyness" to the song6 and 
Lester has rarely sung better. The tight 
unity of the Carter Family has been sacri¬ 
ficed for a more easy and relaxed sound. 

Here, once again, we have startling 
( proof that the country musician, instead 

of being rebuked as being "cornball" 
"low-brow" by the folknlks, should be • 
revered as the direct practicing descend¬ 
ant of traditional Southern Mountain folk 
style. Flatt and Scruggs could teach the 
coffeehouse beatnik much about the glories 
of our folklore. This album is enthusi¬ 
astically recommended to all folk and 
country music fans. 
■1 l|| , .» I , t ! » . • J 4 

SUBSCRIBE TO THE LITTLE SANDY REVIEW'.ilH 
i r* 

THE FIRST ANNUAL LITTLE SANDY REVIEW 
ALL-AMERICAN TEAM '•' ’ ' ' • '•'<> 

RE . PEGGY SEEGER: A young lady with an 
unusually, .fine pair of hands. 

RT JOHN ^R^WA^: Ornery and quick to 
anger, has been known to 
tackle-rjUiSt about anybody. A great 

kickqr.Vns , * 
RG LESTER FLATT: Able and rugged, Lester 

affords QB (Scruggs fine protection,. 
C JEAN RITCHli&V "k peerless and" fault less 

leader respected oy i'll’. ‘ 
LG GRANDPA JONES: The team's holler guy. 
LT ED McCURDY: Often called a "dirty" 

• • player, big Ed is a regular Rock of 

Gibraltor in the line. 
LE STRIN’GBEAN: Has revitalized the whole 

concept of the football uniform by 
i wearing Uncle Dave's pants. 
QB EARL SCRUGGS: The fastest man on the 

field. •• ' 1>-‘ 
HB,. MIKE SEEGER: A brilliant and inventive 

runner who closely resembles the great 

halfbacks of the 1930's. 
HB JACK ELLIOTT: A real tripl«-threat •> 

who can do everything well. 1 ■ 
'FB ALAN LOMAX: Easily the most powerful 

and masterful player in footbal to ay, 
Alan has had some unforgettable ays. 

Coach of the LSR dream team is wlsC» 
old Moses Asch, a real student of c ® ® 
Cheerleaders are Joan Baez, Bonnie °u t ’ 

Robin Roberts, Molly Scott, and Hedy wesi. 



Jj 

(EDITORS' COLUMN, continued from page 2) 
date in February for the release of the 
additional 12 volumes of his SOUTHERN 
FOLK HERITAGE SERIES begun on Atlantic ... 
Jean Ritchie has signed an exclusive 
Folkways recording contract and will soon M 
have an album out of traditional "hillbi y 
songs. Our gal will also appear at the As 
Grove in Los Angeles March 20 through Apn 
8 ..• Sandy Paton has formed his own recor 
company, Folk-Legacy Records, and plans to 
have three or ;four albums for release ih 
March. Sandy has recorded Horton barker 
and Frank Proffitt for Folkways and wil 
be working closely with these same in¬ 
formants a9 well as with Richard Chase or 
his own label. Fleming Brown will alsb* c 
featured on an "interpreters" series. 
Says Sandy: ’This company will devote it 
self almost entirely to truly traditions 
artists.‘.we can afford only a handful of 

records each year but we are determined 
that every one of them will be an impor- 
tant contribution to the field of recorde 

folk music." Would that more record 
companies felt that way! Sandy urges 
collectors to send him tapes of field 
singers and promises careful consideration 
for each tape.- For more information on 
Folk-Legacyj contact Sandy, in care of the 
company, Huntington, Vermont ... Pete 
Welding tells us that Doug Quattlebaum 
(known to blues collectors for some sides 
he did for Gotham) has been rediscovered i° 

Philadelphia and will do an album for 

* w 

Prestige Bluesville. Doug is now an ic<? 
cream truck driver and uses his g^ar-j 

picking and singing to lure Pro®P*** 
customers toward his wares ••• Vang 
News: Cisco Houston's LAST SESSI 
carries a tentative March 1962 release 
date. ' Look fpr LP's by the Greenbriar 

Boys and the Weavers later t s m f 
in early February ... Woody Quthrle f 
should get their name on the list ^ 
Woody Guthrie Newsletter pronto, 
one was terrific, with a great article on 

Woody by Bob Shelton. Lots o neW.S. tol 
upcoming books and records, c°°* _ '• 
The Guthrie Children's Trust Fund, Room 

602, 200 W. 57th St., N. Y. 19 ... 
folk music fans will want to cat^ 
weekend sessions at Mattie's Bar ec“ * 
2936 Nicollet Avenue, every Fr^ay 
from nine to one. Fun to be ha y **o. 
Last year's University of Chicago | 

Festival may be re"broa^tt°VAbercrombii’ 
and Radio Moscow, according Note : 
K. Jessup, Chicago dulcimer tuner ••• y ,, 
from Jac Hoizman: "Hally Woo -> in th6 
APPEARANCE OF DEATH will be relS . es >*• 
Spring of 1962, . Future EUktra rel. 

include an album tentative y cr4C Weis- 
BANJO STYLES which will feature ~ 
berg, Tom Paley, Art Rosenbaum, 
shall Brickman. Elektra 'Bom* £kJ 
include Treasure Chests of Pa __ 

Negro folk song, and Jewl®HOw°BUSINESS 
definitely planned. • •• « recently 
ILLUSTRATED ran a short arti 
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Here are just; a,few of the paopla who will 
appear .at this year's University of Chicagq 
Folk Festival February 2,3, and 4: Rev. 
Gary Davis, .Jack Elliott, ..Jean and Edna 
Ritchie, Clarence Ashley and his whole 
gang, Big Joe Williams, Bill Chlpman, the., 
New Lost City Ramblers, and many, many 
more. See their ad this issue ... Mrs* 
Jimmie Rodgers, wife of the famous Blue 
Yodeler, died last month in Texas ... Pete 
Sefiger has a.sparkling.new edition of his 
HOW iTO PLAY THE 5-STRING BANJO book. Even 
if you own a copy of the older editions,.,,,, 
you'll.iwant the new; one for the great new,, 
pictures'; additional texts, improved 
bluegrass chapter., etc. Pete's 10" ( . 
Folkways HOWiTO PLAY THE~ 5-STRING BANJO j 
companion record has•also-been expanded, 
to 12" form. No additions have been piade 
t*x it;,: however, except in the price .tag • 
Tickets: for the New Lost City Ramblers j. 
concert here January 26 are on sale at 
$1.75 at the. Minnesota Co-op Jr. Book¬ 
store, 6L2 Washington Ave. S.E., head¬ 
quarters in this area for folk music.: 
records. Friendly Jay Anderson will be , 
glad to show you around, and, while he'9 
at it, sell you a Ramblers album ... 

iti8*8* NCW8 ,'til Ust ^pt.: Folkways 
w soon release an Uncle Dave Macon • 
LP,-edited by Pete Seeger. The University 
of Minnesota Folklore .Society will issue 

!!. fGW ^ys an album by Gid Tanner 

lltl l ^11Ut Uclse«- This is s 

$5^0 m ^t0n Set and “iu for 
* ,UU* .Mail orders can be addressed to 

Lyle Lofgren, University of Minnesota 
Folklore Society, 3218 4th St. S.E., 
Mpls. 14 ... At last report, Wedgely Todd 
was packing them in at a Fairbanks, 
Alaska, coffeehouse ... In answer to Goya's 
SPLENDOR IN THE GRASS Folksong Essay Con¬ 
test, LSR reader Jay Smith, Jacksonville, 
Florida, has devised his own contest: 
WRITE AN ILLEGITIMATE CHILDE BALLAD 
("All Childe Ballads must be numbered!"). 
Winner receives absolutely nothing ... 
No, folks, that's about It for another 
month. Why not go out and rob an old lady 

, or somethin so you can send us that $3.00 
and be sure .of getting LSR #19 on time. 
3220 Park Ave. South, Mpls. 7, is still tho 
address. Do it today. ‘ 

ADDITIONAL RECORDS AND RECORD CHATTER 
(* denotes LP's to be reviewed in LSR) 

*Jo Stafford: JO STAFFORD SINGS AMERICAN 
FOLKSONGS (Capitol 1653) Largely a reissue. 

THE JOURNEYMEN (Capitol 1629) Fairly 
interesting Kingston Trio-type folk group 
with Dick Weissman on banjo. 

*THE FOLKLORE OF JOHN LEE HOOKER 
(Veejay 1033) Hansen says "Hooker's best." 

*Roy Acuff: THAT GLORY BOUND TRAIN 
(Harmony 7294) Columbia’s $1.98 label. 

MEMPHIS SLIM (Chess 1455) 
*Frank .Hamilton: THE F0LKS1NGERS' 

FOLKS1NGER (Concert Disc 54) 
*Walter Forbes: BALLADS AND BLUEGRASS 

(RCA-Victor 2472) ‘ 
*Josh White: EMPTY BED BLUES (Elcktra) 

_ • 1 37_ 
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Washington Records, owned by Riverside, 
has been reissuing many of the old River¬ 
side Folklore Series. - Here are some of , . 
them: Ed McCurdy,,THE BALLAD RECORD (705); 

Obray Ramsey, BLUE RIDGE BANJO (707);. ; . 
Ritchie and Brand, COURTING SONGS (706);, i. 
Leon Bibb, SPIRITUALS (701); Sonny Terry 
(702); Faier, Weissman, and Weisberg, A 
TREASURY OF 5-STRING BANJO (704); Ewan 
MacColl, BRITISH ARMY SONGS (711); GOOD 
OLD MOUNTAIN DEW, formerly BANJO SONGS OF 

CURRENT AND CHOICE 
I ♦. a 

REVEREND GARY DAVIS: A LITTLE MORE FAITH 
(Prestige Bluesville 1032) 

As moving a religious singer as has 
ever been captured on phonograph record. 

OBRAY RAMSEY: FOLK SONGS FROM THE THREE 
LAURELS (Prestige International 13020) 

The unique banjolat-alnger is in good 
form here. RAIN AND SNOW is beautiful. 

THE SOUTHERN MOUNTAINS (712). 
*Reno and Smiley: (get this titlei)i-WW 

AND ORIGINAL FOLKSONGS WRITTEN IN COMMEM¬ 
ORATION OF THE CENTENNIAL OF THE AMERICAN 
CIVIL WAR BETWEEN THE STATES (King 756) 

HJ, E,•Mainer has done some new 45rpm 
records for King. 

*THE BLUE GRASS GENTLEMEN (Liberty) 
*0bray Ramsey: GATEWAYS TO THE GREAT 

SMOKIES (Prestige International 13030) 
*Lightnin' Hopkins: BLUES IN THE BOTTLE 

(Prestige Bluesville 1043) '• 
*Pete Seeger: GAZETTE, Vol. 2 

(Folkways 2502) Not one of Pete's best. 
*Erik Darling: TRUE RELIGION (Vanguard) 
*Greenbriar Boys, Hedy West, David Gude, 

Jackie Washington: NEW FOLKS (Vanguard)' 
West and the Greenbriars are fine. $2*9®' 

*LUMBERING SONGS FROM THE ONTARIO 
SHANTIES (Folkways 4052) Field recording? 

bLwdith Fowke« Features O. J. Abbott. 
c^ropr,A* L’ PhiPPs Family: MOST REQUESTED 

SONGS OF THE CARTER FAMILY •• 
, ar 139) The best country record of 

£ y!"- An ‘•'-solute must. . 
uch “°re "ext month, folks. 

JESSE FULLER: THE LONE CAT 
(Good Time Jazz 12039) 

Quite probably the moat enjoyable 
performer on records today, Jeaae is a 
history of Negro music all in himself. 

THE ORIGINAL AND GREAT CARTER FAMILY 
(Canadian RCA Camden 586) Available from 
Co-op Bookstore, 882 Main St., Winnipag 
4, Manitoba, Canada, for $2.50. 

Original and graat, a must for every 
serious folk fan, 

THE SONGS AND STORIES OF AUNT MOLLY 
JACKSON (Folkways 5457) Stories told by 
Aunt Molly Jackson/Songs aung by John 
Greenway. 

THE phonographic document of Aunt Molly* 

INTRODUCING MEMPHIS WILLIE B. 
(Freatige Bluesville 1034) 

Blues in the 1930 country blues idiom. 

Ewan MacCOLL: BOTHY BALLADS (Folkways 8759) 
BRITISH INDUSTRIAL BALLADS (Vanguard 9090) 

Two great ones by the Scottish master. 
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RTNG OUT!] 
SING OUT! — the oldest regularly-published 

folk song magazine in America. Every issue cor' a in- 

between 12 and 15 folk songs, with melody tlm 
guitar chords. Contributors include Ruth Ruh' . 
John Greenway, A. L Lloyd, Alan Lomax, Mo 

others. 

Featured in each issue: Johnny 'Appleseed^lJ^ by 

Pete Seeger, The Folk Process, The 
Music On Records, Frets and Frails by Israel Voung. 

etc. Edited by Irwin Silber. 

SING OUT 

121 W. 47th St. 

New York 36, N. Y. 

Gentlemen: Enclosed please find $. 

for a.year subscription to SING OUT. 

Name. . 

Address 

City. .. Zone. 

THt LITTLE SANDY^ 



On our cover this month is Pete Seeger, 
"a wonderful musician, tireless worker for 
folk music, true idealist, and leader — 
(he) sings straight and his honesty and 
charm are winning America.'’ (Quote is 
from Alan Lomax). Pete can be heard on 
Folkways, Columbia, Caedmon, Vanguard, 
Stinson, Topic, and English Folklore 
Records• Cover drawing is by Barbara 
Rauhala* 

EDITORS' COLUMN 
EDITORS' COLUMN 

EDITORS' COLUMN 

2V P&tl "HelioM & fla* 

RCA-Victor of England has issued a 3-EP 
set called KING OF THE BLUES (RCX 202, 
^03, 204). Volume One features Gus 
Cannon's Jug Stompers; Volume Two: Big 
Maceo, Jazz Gillum, Sonny Boy Williamson, 
Washboard Samj Volume Three: Big Joe 
^iiUams, Arthur Crudup, Sleepy John 
tstes, Furry Lewis. Price is about $2,00 
per p Records may be obtained from 
gate (see address page 18) ... Be sure 

«t !aa8Cribe n°W t0 LSR: 3 buck8 yearly 
address below. Do it right now. 

thia ^ w^osc 6ut*6cripcion6 run out wit! 
thi b^T “Ul,flnd *■> "X" marked in r 

5otla« Si t "*' rl?ht- rh«‘ I 
issues | cu oJ?8 you 12 rnore shiny 

LSR» 322<> ^rk Ave. So., Mpls. 

Hr * * RECORD REVIEWS * * * 

BILLIE PIERCE, SPECKLED RED, DOUG SUGGS, 
JAMES ROBINSON: PRIMITIVE PIANO 
(Folk-Lyric 117) 

This is a reissue of an LP released some 
time ago by Tone Records. "Old-fashioned" 
is probably a better word than "primitive" 
for these four city performers. All of 
them have achieved a solid grasp of old- 
time city styles. 

(Mrs.) Billie Pierce leads off the set 
with a pair of ragtimey blues and a brisk 
PANAMA RAG, all of which she does with a 
lot of verve and a good deal of polish. 
My guess is that she isn’t too happy with 
being advertised as a PRIMITIVE pianist. 
Up next are three vigorous, driving per¬ 
formances by Speckled Red, who also dis¬ 
plays a sophisticated but very strong city 
blues style, his Midwestern manner making 
a good contrast with Mrs. Pierce's Southern 
approach. Red is in much better form here 
than on his recent Folkways LP. The reverse 
side contains work by Doug Suggs, who gives 
two very appealing samples of the gentler 
side of boogie-woogie. The final two 
selections, by.James Robinson, are city 
blues, and are the only ones I would want 
to call "primitive"; he seems to be very 
limited, using the some fpur chords at the 
end of nearly every line through two very 
long selections, meanwhile attempting a 
variety of trills and other blues figura¬ 
tions without making any of them really 

3 



’• / , ' • * };1( . 
come out well. 

Traditional piano fans will certainly 
want to have this album, if they don't 
have it already, but its general interest 
is rather limited. It may be obtained 
for $4.98 from Folk-Lyric Records, 1945 
Bay St., Baton Rouge 2, La. 
(Reviewer: Barry Hansen) 

ROSALIE SORRELS: ROSALIE'S SONGBAG 
(Prestige International 13025) 

^ t * 

Although Rosalie Sorrels' first record, 
FOLKSONGS OF IDAHO AND UTAH (Folkways 
5343), preceded ROSALIE'S SONGBAG by just 
a few months, it was recorded considerably 
earlier than this Prestige release, and 
the difference in the records is shown 
here in Mrs. Sorrels' generally improved 
singing. 

Passing over Rosalie's performances of 
songs learned from books and recotds 
(all of little interest), and he't tendency 
to emote on a couple of folknik composi¬ 
tions that•resemble title songs for 
western movies, we find that (to her 
great credit) her finest singing is of the 
songs she has collected from old-timers 
in her home state of Utah. AWFUL OH HOW 
AWFUL, THE TWO SISTERS, THE FEMALE HIGH¬ 
WAYMAN, and especially the very beautiful 

FOURTH OF JULY are sung just well enough 

to hint to us what these songs must have 
sounded like from the lips Of her in- 

onnants. These performances would seem 
o ndicate that Mrs. Sorrels has access 

4 

i 

hit***!'" 

to some first-rate field singers, and, 
should she dollect with a tape recorder in 
the future, could yet produce some worth-.,; 
while contributions to recorded folklore, , 

;1 I 

BROWNIE McGHEE AND SONNY TERRY: BLUES IN 
MY SOUL (Prestige Bluesville 1033) . 

• . ,.o?: ,J. ’l 
Here we go again1 Ten more performances 

by the irrepressible duo, thi6 time covering 
mostly new material. The set opens with I 
GOT A WOMAN, a new composition by Terry and 

McGhee, It is not bad, though it is doubt¬ 
ful that many will prefer it to the per¬ 
formance of Ray Charles, who also claims to 
have written the song. The others (except 
for a new version of SUN'S GONNA SHINE) are 
more or lesfc original. Brownie takes all of 
the vocals, being joined by Sonny for one 
song.. OniSide B, they are Joined by Roy 
Haynes4 a modern jazz drummer, who remains 
off in the background. This disc is cer¬ 
tainly an improvement over their last 
(BLUES ALL AROUND MY HEAD, Prestige Blues- 
vilie 1020>„ Brownie's singing is more 
emotional,: and his guitar and Sonny s harp 
are much more imaginative; , In genera , 
is more personal, less mechanical. ln * 
this is not at all.a bad disc, although it 
certaihly doesn't compare with the best 

this year's blues. 
(Reviewer:’ Barry Hansen) 

Subscribe to LSR today'. Send $3.< 
3220 Park Ave. South, Minneapolis run11 « 
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ERIK DARLING: TRUE RELIGION 

(Vanguard 9099) 

This disc exemplifies a school of city 
folk music instrumentation which is re¬ 
lated to traditional American musicianship 
only via a route colored by the influences 
of jazz, pop music, classical music, the 
early city folk music interpreters such as 
Pete Seeger and Josh White, and the musi¬ 
cian's own undisciplined improvisations 
and inventions; the deviousne68 of this 
approach is clearly reflected in the -dis¬ 
unity and vagueness of the resulting • 
music. Such hazardous influences, detri¬ 
mental to the city musician's potential 
to produce a clear, unified, communica¬ 
tive, and artistic form of music, can be 
overcome only through applied and serious 
study of the handful of available record¬ 
ings of traditional musicians. Few city 
musicians have the talent and dedication 
required for such study. Host seem con¬ 
tent to drift with the tide of the mass 
communications media, haphazardly tooling 
the sounds thrust at them into a form of 
near-music which could conceivably be the 
basis of a completely new form of true 
city folk music, but which has only a 
nodding acquaintance with the 300 years of 
American traditional rura-1 music -- an 
acquaintance which becomes less and less 
year by year. 

Erik Darling is certainly the foremost 

product of this school of musical thought, 
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iPippBsirsp? 
for the cleanness* complexity,/ and taste- < 
of his musicianship is unmatched by. any •* . 
other folknik. This album is an excellent 

demonstration of his facility.■ The fee . • 
that his instrumentals seldom-rise above 

being jazzy caricatures of the playing ot 
the traditional masters is another matter. 

Darling's recent .years of singing w t 
the Tarriers and the Weavers have .consid^:; 
erahly strengthened bib singing voice. _ 
(compare the singing here with that/on. 
DARLING, Elektra 154), but it Is stilly - 
very meager voice s--:.as is most pain u y 
apparent on his singing of Negro songs.,. ^ 
Darling's JUMPIN' JUDY must rank as one o 
the feeblest unaccompanied vocal per orm- 

ances to be found on modern LP s. 
Manny Solomon's liner notes interestingly 

defy any logical interpretation. After 
frowning upon "wide ranging eclcct cs w 
indiscriminately sing songs from many 
American folk traditions;.without can^® 
for style, meaning, or traditions Pc 
ance characteristics" (as good a esc 
tion of Darling as one could ask for;, 

characterizes Darling as "an ec^ct ^ 
specialist," having "the hall^®8 orCa 
cultist (sic) in almost *ation that 
he approaches." r Solomon’s u 
city singers whose "emphasis on mc^nlngful 

accuracy" is "at the ***;*"**,,that ne .ingU 
content" and his conclusion l£ 
area of American folksong con * | or 

provide a sufficiently broaPraise a num- 
intellectual spectrum" should ra 
ber of folkloristic eyebrows. 



Regardless of our opinion of this disc, 

we predict that ‘ft wtll be a popular sales 
success and will contribute greatly to the 

death of traditional banjo and guitar 

playing, ' ' * 

BARRELHOUSE BUCK: BACK COUNTRY BARRELHOUSE 

(Folkways 3554) rl.r 

Here is robust, virile piano playing by 

an old pro from St. Louis, rediscovered ,) 

after years of obscurity and brought to 

the world by Folkways and Sam Charters. 
The program of little-known but appea 

material includes many slow blues, se 
numbers in something approaching boog 

woogie style, and one spiritual, P uS 
some spoken reminiscences by the pian 

Buck sings lustily, and plays with re* 
gusto on an instrument whose tone is 
seif an ethnic document. The recor ng, 

made on location in Alton, Illinois, s 
marred by excessive wow and flutter ^ 

(Somebody hoodooed your Ampex, Sam.) u 

it still sounds great in its proper 
atmosphere, turned up loud in a noisy 
room, and no real piano fan will want to 

miss it. Charters1 notes are all one 
could ask for, and another installment 

the Folkways Panorama of American Folk 
Architecture graces the cover. Recom¬ 
mended. (Reviewer: Barry Hansen) 

Upcoming soon in LSR: Our big Country 

Music issue, complete coverage of the 
second Chicago Folk Festival, a British 

record issue, an index of LSR's #1-24. 
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SONNY TERRY'S 
BLUES, A® K«* WWW .(folkways MZU 

a . . • . tf «)i. _' *• J 

’ » ' „hn nicked up the lowly and Sonny Terry, who .p.ickeo up & 

U-ltad non-chromatlc harmonica and 

virtuoso Instrument of It, nere P 
the even lower and more limttedja-har^_ 

and at least gives it a good try. 

panied by Brownie McGhee on ^ doyng-* 
Burris on bones or harmonica, s°""yr2J£JL 

a-doyngs his way SHORTNIN' 
from slow blVes to. FOX CHASE ana « . 

BREAD. If,.muet he thc time of 
(even when he seems to be having 
his life) is unable to repeat on^ this in 

strument his mira^e^f f Charles Edward 
Despite the assertions ot Qtiar^ . t 
Smith's most scholarly.notes, t \he 

really capable of getting a g-g,0* 
thing. (SKIP TO MY LOU and ^compa'nl- 
BREAD would, but for the ch other). 
ment, be Indlatlngulshable rhythml. 
Although there are some in ® qul‘ck- 
effects, the "new sound" palls very^ ^ 

ly, and we *»re relieved n th.harp for 
Sonny takes up the good o cou?le cf very 
several tracks, including Burri8 helps 
fine instrumental ; ^ofe so with 
out with the bones, an ..-kgs a back 
his harmonica, on which 'ne « 'two 

seat only to Sonny (with «ry 
duets). Brownie McGhee ®^0^!hout, though 
capably and sensitive y blues on s 
.k. i a _« nn<<4 vou ever hear _ mrr nv - 
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WHERE represents the nadir of his singing 
career. Though not absolutely essential 
to the modest record‘library, the album 
is fun to hear, at least in small seg¬ 
ments. A complete hearing rather makes 
one miss the good old 10M LP. 
(Reviewer: Barry Hansen) 

I I • . I . # * 1 I ! / 4. 

JIMMY SHAND: STEP WE GAILY (Mercury 203) 

As the "Scottish Country Dance Music" - 
subtitle implies, this record offers an 
instrumental selection of reels, strath¬ 
speys, Jigs, and waltzes for Scottish 
country dancing. Indeed, it would be 
difficult to sit still while listening to 
this lighthearted,1 lilting, music. Jimmy 
Shand is certainly the leading exponent,. 
of this type of music and his name has 
been known for over fifteen years in any 
place in the world where Scots gather, to 
do their country dances -- the quadrille, 
the eight8ome reel, schottish, the Gay 
Gordons, Dashing:White Sergeant, Road to 
the Isles, waltze, etc. 

The traditional Scottish dance band con¬ 
sists of a button1 accordlan (in this case > 
played by Jimmy Shand), a fiddle,, piano, •• 
and drums. In former times, the fiddle 
was the lead instrument, but in recent 
years, the button accordlan or tnelodion 
has taken over. The older style with the 
load fiddle can be heard on some of Jean 
Carignan’s recordings. < . 

Although I am no authority on country 

• 

dance music, I have become aware in recent 
years that the basic combination of in- i 
etruments for country dance music in th6. ., 
British-American tradition (including the 

Scots and the Irish) is the fiddle and 
PIANO, to which is often added an accor¬ 
dlan, hammered dulcimer, drums, flute, etf, 
I call attention to this because one often 
finds among folk music enthusiasts in the- 
cities a prejudice against pianos, accor- 
dlans, and other legitimate instruments ip; 

connection with folk music. The fact is 
that traditional folk music has been 
and still is — being played throughout 
the world on almost every conceivable in¬ 
strument by traditional folk musicians. 
Although the guitar and banjo are very muc^ 
the vogue in the folk music revivol, the,, 3 
role of these instruments in traditional 
American and British folk music has been 

very much exaggerated. I woul4i:venture 
say that such instruments as the fiddle, ^ 
piano, harmonica, and hammered and plucked 

dulcimer as well as the concertina and 
accordlan have also played a prominent ro^j| 

as accompaniment for songs qs well as 
dancing. (Editors' Note: It is interestiff 

to note that the great Virginia folkt ***;*' 
1st, Hobart Smith, plays SOURWOOD 
on the piano on FOLK MUSIC U.S.A., FolKvayj 

WO), . |f 
Anyone who wishes to hear the mus 

which Scottish people do their country 

dances the world over, listen t0 c s 
record by Jimmy Shand with his button 

accordlan and band of fiddle, P**no' ^ona) 
drums. (Guest Reviewer: George Arm 
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ELLA JENKINS: THIS IS RHYTHM 
(Folkways 7652) . *.<;. 

S & :v*. t. :u . .. h 

Miss Jenkins, who is responsible for the 
most‘-objectionable record in the whole 
Folkways catalog (NEGRO FOLK RHYTHMS, 2374), 
here tackles a less ambitious project and 
comes through pretty well. This record is 
designed for children in the primary grades, 
and the notes indicate that blind children 
were especially considered in the prepara¬ 
tion.' The first side, continuing over to 
Band 1 on the second, is a simple demon¬ 
stration of a great variety of the world's 
rhythm Instruments, each accompanied by a 
little rhyme (Sample: I am the Congo drum/ 
Tap my head -- I'm lots of fun) and a 
little explanation of its significance, 
spoken by Miss Jenkins in a perfect 
teacher voice. The remainder of Side 2 is 
a tasteful program of little children's 
songs (LITTLE RED CABOOSE, 0 WHERE HAS MV 
LITTLE DOG GONE, MY DOG HAS FLEAS, etc.) 
pleasantly sung by Miss Jenkins. I am no- 
educational expert, but it all sounds 
quite good to me. . ; ,u 

Nowhere, except in a photograph in the 
booklet, is there any indication that Miss 
Jenkins is a Negro.; Relieved of the 
racial emphasis which she handled so badly 
on her earlier release* she does quite well* 
(Reviewer:* Barry Hansen) 

. .1 

I 
Join the University of Minnesota Folksong 
ociety. For details, write to Lyle Lof- 

gren, 3218 4th St. S.E., Minneapolis 14. 
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JUDY COLLINS: A MAID OF CONSTANT SORROW 

(Elektra 209) 

Here then is Elektra's belated entry in 
the urban folk music revival's burgeoning 
Petticoat Brigade. Jac Holzman and company 
have probably selected themselves a sellej^ 
for Miss Collins, a dead ringer for film 
star Joanne Woodward, is fully as fetching 
a6 any of her competition -- and her good 
looks, strong alto voice, and easy stage 
manner should attract a goodly following 
for both her albums and her personal 
appearances. One senses a shrewd produc¬ 
tion mind behind this entire LP: the record 
jacket 16 eye-catching, the disc contains a 
solid line-up of the moony and overly draw 
matte folknik ballads and love song9 that^ 
are currently popular in coffeehouse cir¬ 
cles, and the old reliables Erik Darling 
and Fred Hellerman have been obtained to 

accompany Miss Collins. 
As for Miss Collins herself, nowhere in 

her album is there any evidence that she 
knows anything about folk music or folk- 
ainging, or that she regards her music as 
anything better than entertainment for 
drunks and impressionable adolescents. at 
repertoire (WILD MOUNTAIN THYME, JOHN RIL»l, 
PRETTY SARO, etc.) reflects nothing more 
than the LP's she has listened to. Nonethe¬ 
less, this disc will surely keep Ejektra J 
coffers clinking until the next folk musif 
fad makes Miss Collins and her kin o so 
lete. LSR readers are advised to keep 
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their purses buttoned, for better days 
are coming, 

Vi-?. v . : •• w ;'.!Ui 

BLUES FELL THIS MORNING (Philips BBL 7369) ' 
A British LP. 

From the vaults of American Columbia, by 
way of its European affiliate, comes a *' 
priceless blues anthology, containing 16 
superb Southern blues performances record¬ 
ed between 1927 and 1940, expertly dubbed 
from clean copies (possibly the masters). 
Bukka White, Blind Boy Fuller, and many 
lesser known performers are included. 

This album is unique among blues anthol¬ 
ogies in having been compiled with special 
attention to the quality of the lyrics. 
It is part of a vast labor of love by the 
British scholar, Paul Oliver, aimed at 
relating "the growth of the blues to the 
history of the Negro in America" and <: 
explaining the music's meaning and sig-, 
nificance, A book, soon to be published 
in the United States (and reviewed in;vv '°- 
these pages), is the central part of the 
project. T , . . 1 

This recorded anthology does not claim 
to be musically comprehensive; Oliver has 
not gone out of his way to include "big 
names".or to include a great diversity of 
styles. He has just included 14 of the 
most expressive and significant blues 
performances he could find, and he has 
chosen very well. Every track is a gem, 
and despite the emphasis on lyrics, the 

true devotee of blues singing and guita* 
playing will find plenty of dxcitement'v 

here, ?' * i' ‘ 
The selection of lyrics is very typi^a . 

8ex 1b, as always, the matter of iirB, 
portance; It is the major subject of m^ny 

of the songs, and those which start out on 
other subjects frequently wander back to it. 
(Bob Campbell’s STARVATION FARM BLUES.dis¬ 
misses the Depression in two verses, mov ng 

quickly into rich sexual imagery). any 
other subjects appear, however. 
White sings a deeply felt lament over s 
mother's grave; Barefoot Bill sihge * 
prison blues of abject repentance and . 
urgent warning; and Peg Leg Howell (In• 

remarkable song composed of three 
strains) eulogizes a "skin game’|. " n 
Boy Fuller sings to soldiers going o 
war (and reminds them, of course, 0 ® 
designs on their women’.). Then ther 

Barbecue Bob, whose song will 8,:8^t* • 
listeners: it bluntly and high-spir*'®®** 
asserts the superiority of brown-s ' 
Negroes to those of lighter or a e . 
shades, for whom the singer expresses tne 

utmost contempt. • ' ; ... „ J,*. 
The set abounds with musical e 

Lewis Black,* the most primitive e 
represented, opens the set with » 
like piece in which- he is unsure ° 
words but never of the guitar acco«P*nl 

ment: a rich, colorful *™ca*°nVATioN FARM 
locomotive... Bob Campbell s ^ lexJty * 

BLUES gives us an idea of thieve* his 
oerformer can achieve. 
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harmonies are adventurous indeed, and the • 
highly; complex, precisely controlled (yet , • 
ever so natural) syncopation of both vo,lce 
and guitar show him to be a real master, of 
the vital: art of timing. David Crockett 
proves himself an equally formidable 
guitarist in a more conventional frame¬ 
work, accompanying ’’Stovepipe No, 1", who •..> 
gives us a chorus or two on that formidable 
Instrument. Lonnie Johnson, accompanying 

Texas Alexander, does all kinds of single- 
string tricks Josh White is supposed to 
have invented fifteen years later. "Talla* 
hassee Tight" gives us the lowdown on his, 
home town in a wonderfully relaxed con- *<. 

versational blues,.with guitar runs anti¬ 
cipating those of'Blind Boy Fuller. Texas; 
Bill Day gives us, ifior contrast, a good 
example of early ;"city" style, still 
emotional but more formalized in a 
"square” 12-bar pattern, with less complex 

variations than are found in country 
blues. The fabulous husband-wife guitar . 
team of Kansas Joe and Memphis Minnie make 
their first LP•appearance in q furious i 
uptempo blues, WHEN THE LEVEE BREAKS, 
their picking mirroring the urgency of the 
situation described. 

The last two tracks on the LP graphi¬ 
cally represent two very different atti¬ 
tudes toward the blues. Henry Williams 
and Eddie Anthony (the latter a great old- 
time fiddler) give us the "Good Time 
Blues”; they sing lustily, with rollicking 
humor and not without a bit of healthy 
sentimentality. Their whole idea is to 
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Cheer themselves end their 
and their music has an escaplstquelUy to. 

it despite its earthiness. Otis Harris, 
on the other hand, directly expresses his 

Intense suffering in his slnglng.In 
stark contrast to the carefree '"<»>"« °f 
Williams and Anthony, he singe In 

stabbing phrases, their ^C^°^fully 
hanced by the many long (but very 
timed) pauses in which we hear o skill- 

highly unique guitar a«“X"d“and'soiwhat 
ful and complex, hut unchang , 
detached throughout the piece (un 
unbelievable final chord)., the guitar set. 

off the voice in an unparalleled . 

This performance, from the on y 

cording by a tot“,lf ^"u"0^cut ic level 
a stunning example of the 
(in the foil sense of that uord) that 
traditional performer can ac g 

The recordings (especially lifelike, 
by Columbia itself); are cl.« 
and no one should hove any _ • ^ 
plain of the reproduction ,on the* 
Oliver has done a fine job of 

notee are extremely r“||® ;.ch record, 
essential information abo best they 

end tie it in 0verslmpl‘f 10,1 
qan. They are of necessity Cuni- 
and sometimes treat Negroes tb<J re- 
cally, but few will quarrel «lth re¬ 
sults. Oliver's literacy ,,net notes, 
lief from the general run to u.tan 

This record ia not an ^ it offers 
to, but in terms of the 
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to the serious listener, it'is very likely 

the greatest of all the blues anthologies. 
It is well worth the somewhat bothersome, . 

International ordering procedure to ob¬ 
tain. The price is 35/9-i, about $5.25. 
The disc may be purchased, from Agate & 
Company, Ltd., 10 Rathbone Place, Oxford 

Street, London W. 1. England. 

(Reviewer: Barry Hansen) 

GID TANNER AND HIS SKILLET LICKERS 
(Folksong Society of Minnesota 15001-D) 

7 * ♦ • 1 

Gid Tanner and his Skillet Lickers is 
a name for the ages as far as old-time . -ff 
string-band and folk music enthusiasts are 
concerned. The most popular and widely .. 
recorded band of the 1920's and 130's, the 
Skillet Lickers were also, in many ways, 
the very finest. Certainly their wild 
Georgia brand of music with its screaming 
double and triple fiddles and unusually 
large repertoire, running the gamut from 
rough backwoods dance tunes and ballads fo 
vaudeville, minstrel show, ragtime. Gay 
90's numbers, and outlandishly humorous 
medicine show-type skits, were major- 
factors in shaping modern American country 
music at both the amateur and professional, 
levels. t»:-’ 

Here, for the first time on any modern , 
recording, is, an opportunity to hear again 
this fabulous band as it sounded in the 
glory days of uncommercialized professional 

•• t (continued on page 23) 

Origin Jazz Library's HENRY 
"Ragtime" THOMAS SINGS THE 
TEXAS BLUESl (OJL-3) is a 
•masher*. All my friends and 
I have it*. Send $5 to Origin 
Jazz Library, 39 Remsen St. 
(IE), Brooklyn Heights 1, 
N. Y. Strongly recommended 



GID TANNER t iimK 
•D HIS SKILLET LICKEKS 

f \ 

4T g? v%‘- ,r 
■L i-AH. 

GID TANNER 

*4 

HEY PUCKETT - CLAYTON MCMICH EN 

Fate Norris - Lowe Stokes 

NANCY ROLLIN 
IF YOU WANT TO GO A-COURTING 
MOLLY PUT THE KETTLE ON 
DON'T YOU HEAR JERUSALEM MOAN 
HAND ME DOWN MY WALKING CANE 
SAV-E-D 
MISS McLEOD'S REEL 
LIBERTY 
YOU GOT TO STOP DRINKING SHINE 
SAL LET ME CHAW YOUR ROSIN SOME 
GOODBYE BOOZE 
GEORGIA RAILROAD r„ . 
A BEE HUNT ON HELL FOR-SARTIN CREE* * 

NEW ELECTRICAL PROCESS 

FSSMLP 15001-0 

H «- rr>m : THE FOLKSONG SOCIETY OF MlN*'T*. 3218 4lh STREET S.E.. MINNEAPOLIS. MINNESO 



Nau folk 
mh. prank Hamilton, founder 
of The Old Town School of Folk 
Music in Chicago, Illinois, 
aad folk instrumentalist 

■ --p uvu nia ii 
record album for us. It is 
Concert-Disc M-1054: THE FO 
SINGERS' POLK SINGER. Get ; 
»t your local record store I 

(continued from page 18) 

country music. Heard to especially good 
effect are the three most interesting mem¬ 

bers of the band: Gid Tanner himself, a 
remarkable talent, whose fiddling and 
singing show a peculiar similarity in 
sound — wild, ragged, and strong; Clayton 
McMichen, the band's spokesman, a voice 
dripping with personality and wit, and a 
fiddler of extraordinary range and ability) 
and Riley Puckett, whose trumpeting lead 
singing is an instantly recognizablychArr 
acteristic of the band, and whose amazingly 
complex and original guitar backing was t e 
finest of it8 type recorded in the first . 

half of this century. _.• 
The thirteen selections, all remastere 

from the original 78rpm discs, give an 
accurate picture of the Lickers and their 
music. Included are not only samples ot 

the full band in roaring form (DON 
HEAR JERUSALEM MOAN exemplifies the bki 
Lickers' unique multiple fiddle effect, 
HAM) ME DOWN MY WALKING CANE their powe u 
vocal and instrumental humor), but a ® 
solos by Gid with banjo, two duets v If 
•n fiddle and Fate Norris on guitar , 

strating Tanner's humorous 0 £lddxS 
a rare early acoustic side of G 
end Riley on banjo doing GEOM* . 
(one of the finest of all old-tx ^y ^ 
cordings), and an example of one ^ 

Skillet Lickers' crazy skits,^ kerf • 
17nD cadttm rDRRK. 
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down a bee trc;e and sawing out a few 

"choons" in the process. 
The Folksong Society of Minnesota has 

done a good job of production: the sides 
have been mastered from clean copies of 
the original records, and the fidelity 
is as,good as one could expect on an album 
of this nature. The enclosed booklet of 
notes* containing the'texts of the songs, 
is not 3s informative as the serious lis¬ 
tener would wsntr but this is a minor 
point, — the njusic of the Skillet Lickers 
speaks eloquently and. excitingly for it*. 
s(elf. The FSSty reportedly .plans other r >( 
albums of reissues, of this sort (depending ; 
on public acceptance of this record), sp, 
lefi's.all dig.deep snd put out our record 
money for an aibu^i on. which we get our 
evpry penny's wor(h back.in satisfaction 
(a rare enough thing, on today's folk music 
record scene). GID.TANNER AND HIS SKILLET 
LICKERS is a good-job well done, and, more 
importantly, a much needed and most welcome 

documentation of the old-time string-band 
at its finest. 

This album is available only by mail 
from the Folksong Society of Minnesota, « 
(Attention: Earle Kranz), 3218 4th St., 
S.E., Minneapolis, Minnesota. $4.95 post¬ 
paid. 

% , , | | r • • 

THE FOLKLORE OF JOHN LEE HOOKER 
(Vee-Jay 1033) 

• r* ■ » I » 

John Lee Hooker is now an established 
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trouper on the Faul Endicott college and 
coffeehouse circuit, along with Pete.: 

Seeger, Terry and McGhee,- Guy Carawan* 
Bonnie Dobson, and so on.* The title and 

arty jacket bf this album are obvious 
appeals to his new audiences, and one 
might almost expect to hear Hooker come 
out with JOHN HENRY, MIDNIGHT SPECIAL, or 

FREIGHT TRAIN. Happily, nothing of the 
kind'. After an opening TUPELO, cut at 

the 1960 Newport Folk Festival, Hook®* 
swings right back into his fabulous 
groove, with the intense, spontaneous 
singing and magnificent electric guitar 

playing which have always been his s oc 
in trade. Four of the tracks are w 
a combo featuring three electric gui a • 

one played by t-he notable Jimmy Ree • 
This unit develops a cohesive swing t a 
outclasses all competition in modern • 
There is another cut from the Folk Fes¬ 
tival, a thrilling autobiographica 
blues called THE HOBO. On the re8* ° 
the numbers. Hooker works alone w 
electric guitar. He gets along »<* 
With this instrument than he does 
the acoustic guitar he uses on 
it is not only powerful but evoc ^ 
subtle and beautiful, especially on 

slow blues.:, f. * fthvious that 
Throughout the album, it 8 great 

Hooker's singing has progresse rati,e» 
deal in the last1 couple of yea bluti 
than regressed as does that o ^ no 

men who hit the college tro • ^ 
longer monotonous like he us 
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He shows much greater understanding of 
the individual songs and their meaning ‘ 
than he has ever shown before, and he 

w j» 

has, if anything, increased in his un- 
matched primitive intensity. Previous 
Hooker albums were uneven, and best ap¬ 
preciated in small doses, but this one 
can be played all the way through with 
undiminished enjoyment; only one cut,, a 
ballad, falls below the general high 
level. 

This album will captivate any blues fan, 
whether his sympathies lie with Blind 
Lemon or with Bo Diddley. It also serves 
as an excellent introduction to modern 
'•Chicago" blues style. It stands as 
John Lee's greatest LP, and re-establishes 

him at the very top of the blues wofld, 
(Reviewer: Miss I. Frost) ' 1 

LUCY STEWART: TRADITIONAL SINGER FROM 
ABERDEENSHIRE, SCOTLAND, Volume One, 
CHILD BALLADS (Folkways 3519) 

Writing of his year-long sojourn in 
j.Scotland, American folklorist Kenneth S. 
Goldstein states, "My project was to make 
a, study of the folklore of a Scottish 
family in the context in which such folk¬ 
lore existed." Having located a truly 
amazing family, the Stewarts of Fetter- 
angus, Goldstein obtained a magnificent 
collectinn, "indeed;- the full gamut of 

folklore traditions existed in this one 
marvelous family,"- This album is the 
first in a series of eight that Mr. 
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Goldstein is preparing, all dealing with 
the Stewarts. While later albums will 
contain tales, games, and the singing of 
the remarkably talented Stewart teenagers, 
the first three will study the "major 
tradition bearer" of the family, Lucy 
Stewart. : j < j,. w • . 

"Aunt Lucy", 59 years old at the time of 
this recording, is a poignant figure of a 
woman. According to.Goldstein's biograph¬ 
ical information, life 6eems rather to h/iva 
passed by Lucy Stewart. As a young girl, 
her duties were caring for the younger 
children of her own parents and of other 
relatives. She never left home and never 
married. However closed her life has been, 
she has absorbed an enormous amount of • t 
tradition from her parents and relatives. 
To this she brings a rich personality and 
musical talent of her own; her voice is 
sweet and strong, and it is a moving ex¬ 
perience for us to be able to hear her in 
her own cottage, quietly pondering the 
hoofbeat and drumroll of Scottish history 
in THE BATTLE OF HARLAW, or rousing sym¬ 
pathetically over the tragedy of THE TWO 
BROTHERS. , The completeness of the nine 
ballads she sings on this record i6 an 
indication of the richness of the Stewart 
family tradition, and an exciting prom se 
of what we can expect from the rest ot 
series of Stewart albums. Like fine w “ • 
this record is for those able to apprec 
It. Those who can bring to it the g 
understanding will find it a must for cnei 
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MEMPHIS SLIM: CHICAGO BLUES 
(Folkways 3536) 

This makes about 10 LP's for Memphis 
Slim, probably the most commercially 
successful of the blues old-timers who 
have been introduced to LP audiences in 
the last three years. This set, unlike 
some of its predecessors, i6 a howling 
success musically as well. Slim is in 
great form as he roars through four 
boogies, two city blues (one of which is 
ALBERTA), and two topical monologues backed 
up by blues piano. These last will appeal 
strongly to those who follow today’s 
events in the South, passively and active*, 
ly. One is an allegorical commentary on 
the I960 elections, and the other, DOWN 
SOUTH, i6 a frank and humorous commentary 
on the general situation of today's Negroes* 
It takes in lunch counters, rock & roll* 
bus stations, the reaction of a Northern 
Negro to his first trip South, and so on. 
Less spectacular, more deeply emotional 
than the arrogance of Josh White or the 
histrionics of the young Negro college 
singers, I suspect that it is a far 
better representation of the feelings of 
Negroes in general. Social questions 
aside, this album will be a great delight 

to boogie-woogie fans as well. Slim is 
the equal of any active boogie pianist, 
and he has a fluent command of the con¬ 
tributions of his predecessors to the art 
(beautifully exhibited on one number 

especially composed for that purpose) as 
well as a robust and brilliant style of 
his own. At 46, he is still in his prime, 

and has not been reduced to a museum 
piece by his European travels. (Compare 
the recent Folkways album by Speckled 
Red). Arbee Stidham (guitar) and Jump 
Jackson (drums) join in to give the set 
the flavor of a lively, informal session, 
though the record is all Slim's* Martin 
Williams has written excellent notes to 
contribute to the altogether superb pro¬ 
duction. (Reviewer: Barry Hansen) () 

* VJ*. 

THE GARDNERS: INTERNATIONAL FOLKSONG 
ARTISTS (Prestige International 13032) 

Although there are folk songs on this 
album, 1;s contents cannot be considere 
folk music of any sort. Peter and Isabe 
Gardner are accomplished, prise-winning 
classical musicians and singers. VJhy t ey 
are squandering their training and to en 
on a musical form that is so unfit for tnem 
is not at all clear. For whom is this al¬ 
bum intended? Those who enjoy listening 
classical music will find the Gardners 

vocal and Instrumental (classic 8“ tar !! 
flute) abilities completely unchalleng 
by the simplicity and basicness of c 
music. Those who enjoy folk music wi 
not be able to penetrate the sty 9 
facade that the Gardners throw up a 
the songs. Having little patience ^ 

6uch pointlessness, and even es 
"ess. ve £ind the Gardners absurd and 
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JOSH WHITE AT TOWN HALL (Mercury 20672) 
BUD DASH IE LL & THE KINSMEN 
(Warner Bros. 1429) 
BUD DASH1ELL & THE KINSMEN SING EVERYBODY'S 

HITS (Warner Bros. 1432) 
JO STAFFORD SINGS AMERICAN FOLKSONGS 
(Capitol 1653) 
CHARLES TRENT: THE SOUND OF A BLUE GRASS 
BANJO (Smash 27002) 
RAY BOGUSLAV: CURFEW SHALL NOT RING 
TONIGHT'. (Monitor 359) 
ROBERT H. BEERS: THE ART OF THE PSALTERY 

(Prestige International 13028) 

Josh White, that redoubtable folknik 
favorite who is the blues to every folk 
fan under 15, brings, like the boil 
weevil, "his whole damn family" to this 
September, 1961, Town Hall concert. 
Son Josh, Jr,, whose talent you could 
in a peanut shell and still have enough 
room left over for most of Manhattan 
Island, brays away loudly at Woody Guth* 
rie's PASTURES OF PLENTY in one of the 
most sickening performances on LP. 
Daughter Bev, the best thing on this 
record, sings HALF AS MUCH in a pleasant 
pop music manner. Josh himself doodles 
away on his familiar songbag of favorites^ 
He may well be the only folksinger in 
America who hasn't learned a new song in 
the past decade. 

In regard to Bud Dashiell (the Bud of 
Bud and Travis) & the Kinsmen, the sub# 
title of one of their albums ought to be 
enough to scare away most LSR readers• 
Folk Music in a Contemporary Manner*" 
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EVERYBODY'S HITS finds the boys doinS 
folkum favorites as GREENFIELDS, SCARLE 

RIBBONS, JAMAICA FAREWELL, and others 
just like whatever horrendous group did 

them in the first place. Sort of an 
anthology of trash, #1429 is mostly ^ 
Spanish-flavored pop music and humor • 

Both albums are worthless • 
Jo Stafford's AMERICAN FOLKSONGS in its 

original 78rpm and later 10" form promptq^ 
the following comment from Alan Lomax: 
"(Miss Stafford is) a pop singer with a 
warm feeling for folksong." Here now, n 
a 12" reissue, are the original eight 
songs (BARBARA ALLEN, SHENANDOAH, RED 
R0SEY BUSH, WAYFARING STRANGER, etc., all 
with Paul Weston's orchestra) plus fo^ 
new ones (JOE CLARK, SINGLE GIRL, CRIPPLE 
CREEK, S0URW00D MOUNTAIN) backed by Joe 
Maphis' string-band. Miss Stafford is a 
pleasant, heady singer, not at all hard p 
listen to, and those with an extremely 
broad range■of interest in folk music an 
folk music performance may enjoy c 
To most of us though, I'm afraid it s 
way too far outside the folk idiom. 

THE SOUND OF A BLUEGRASS BANJO features 

Charlie Trent y-the banjoist for Cp® ar~ 
lisles, playing such songs as CRIP * 
CREEK, JOE CLARK, MAGGIE, WILDWOOD FLOWE . 

and JOHN HENRY. The only trouble is 

be plays them on electric 5-stf don't 
The piano, suitor, and dnnns backing don t 

help much either. 
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Ray Boguslav, one of Belafonte's old . 
guitarists, takes the popular concert > , 
singer's route (and repertoire) here for 
this "live" recording for Monitor. Any¬ 
one interested (it says here) will hear 
such dandies as DELIA'S GONE and OLD BLUE 
performed on the nylon-string guitar by 
a real "virtuoso". The album's title 
number is a satirical.reading a la Ed 

McCurdy. Ju 
Bob Beers’ ART OF THE PSALTERY is 

really not a folk LP at all, but rather 
a sort of psaltery appreciation record. 
It's quite beautiful for what it i6, 
and classical fans may be quite taken 
with it. The average folk fan will find 
nothing that will interest him. 

* i i: , i.. 

LAST MINUTE RECORD NEWS 

Folkways will have an OLD-TIME MUSIC AT 
CLARENCE ASHLEY'S, Volume Two (featuring 
Doc Watson) and a CLARENCE GREENE album 
out soon..Riverside Records has reissued 
(via Washington Records) the entire nina 
volumes of THE ENGLISH AND SCOTTISH POPU¬ 
LAR BALLADS (THE CHILD BALLADS) by HacColl 
and Lloyd. New numbers: Washington 715- 
723..Also reissued on Washington: MacColl 
and Lloyd's WHALING SONGS (724) and 
Merrick Jarrett'6 SONGS OF THE OLD WEST 
(725)..New Grandpa Jones on Monument 
New Kingston Trio on Capitol. .JOSH WHITE 
LIVE'. (ABC-Paramount 407)..New Merle Travis 
on Capitol..Film star Maureen O'Hara sing8 
Irish folksongs on Columbia. 
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ADDITIONAL RECORDS AND RECORD CHATTER ^ 

(★denotes LP's to be reviewed in LSR) 

•ft. , * t . • *,1 t . . 

LEON BIBB SINGS (Coliimbia 1762) The 
Belafonte Sit, complete with ,Bob DeCormier* 

INMAN AND IRA (Columbia 1731) The world'f 

worst folk group, bar none. ^ . . 
★ODETTA AT TOWN HALL (Vanguard 9103) 

★THE GREENBRIAR BOYS (Vanguard 9104). 
Good group. Recommended. ' .... . 
★Clara Ward and her Singers: COME IN THc 

ROOM (Vanguard 9101) ' ' , ,• 4 
Burl Ives: SONGS OF THE WEST (Decca 417J) 

Ivy League Trio: ON AND OFF CAMPUS 

(Coral 57399) Junk. 
Capitol Records have signed Barbara Danf* 
BUD AND TRAVIS IN CONCERT, Volume Two 

(Liberty) More junk. 
The Highwaymen: STANDING ROOM ONLY 

(United Artists 3168) This group uses 
better material than most folkum groups. 

THE MANY VOICES OF MARIAM MAKE BA (Kapp) 

A Belafonte production. 
Chad Mitchell Trio: MIGHTY DAY ON CAMPUjf 

(Kapp) Not very mighty. . 1 
Tokens: LION'SLEEPS TONIGHT (RCA-Victor) 

Top Forty stuff. 
Ed McCurdy: BEST OF DALLIANCE 

(Elektra 213) A 2-for-$4.98 anthology of 
all the Dalliance volumes on Elektra. 

Theodore Bikel: A HARVEST OF ISRAELI 

Slektra 210) . , - „ M -O7o4 
Martha Schlamme: IN CONCERT (M-G-M JV/oj 

any languages. . 
Oscar Brand: DRINKING MAN S SOJCBOOK 



»r.: 

♦Ronnie Gilbert will do Elektra's Bonus 

Pak TREASURY OF NEGRO FOLK MUSIC. 
‘ TRAVELING GUITARS (Request 10037) Jazz 

treatment to songs of many lands . .. , , 

SING OUT WITH THE LIMELITERS 
(RCA-Victor 2445) 

CONNIE FRANCIS SINGS FOLKSONG FAVORITES 

(M-G-M 3969) Pop singer. 
SOUND OF FOLK MUSIC (Vanguard 125) 

A sampler of Vanguard folk artists. $1.98. 

v ♦The folrsingers of Washington square . 
(Continental 2010) Logan English, Molly 
Scott, Benjy Bull, etc. 

* Justin Wilson: I GAWR-ON-TEE (Project) 

Cajun humor. r 
Jack Dupree: CHAMPION OF THE BLUES 

(Atlantic 80$6) 
Joan Baez' has a 45rpm of BANKS OF THE 

OHIO and OLD BLUE on Vanguard, 
U.S. Coast Guard Academy Singers; SONGS 

OF ACTION (M-G-M 3948) For war mongers. 
Riverside Records will add a gospel 

label to their rostrum soon. Battle 
Records will feature Reverend C. L. 
Franklin (formerly on Chess). . ( 

HIGH AND DRY WITH THE YACHTMEN (Vista) 
THE BUSKERS (RCA-Victor International) 

Pop music. 

Art and Paul: HANGIN', DRINKIN'. Am) . 
STUFF (Columbia) Feeble. 

Oscar Brand: FOR DOCTORS ONLY (Elektra) 

Shantymen: A TREASURY OF SFICY SEA 
SONGS (Bethlehem 6057) ' 

Shenandoah Trio have an album on Dot. 
Salli Terri: I KNOW MY LOVE (Capitol) 
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♦Sandy Paton has some sort of a record 

on the Droll- label. • c 
♦Continental Records has a Richard Dyer- 

Bennet album.’1 The same company also ha6 
LP's featuring Reverend Gary Davis (re¬ 
cordings from 1949), Jack Dupree, and 

Brownie McGhee. 
♦WOODY GUTHRIE SINGS FOLK SONGS 

(Folkways 2483) Mostly brand new songs. 

♦BIG BILL BROONZY SINGS FOLK SONGS 

(Folkways 2328) 
♦PRANK PR0FITT (Folkways 2360) Tradition¬ 

al singer recorded by Sandy Paton. 
♦HORTON BARKER (Folkways 2362) Tradition¬ 

al singer recorded by Sandy Paton. 
♦MEMPHIS SLIM AND WILLIE DIXON AT THE 

VILLAGE GATE (Folkways 2386) 
♦Jean Ritchie:•PRECIOUS MEMORIES 

(Folkways 2427) Jean sings this program ot 

hillbilly songs beautifully, but the ,7 
fied backing of Eric Weissberg, Marshall 
Brickman, and Art Rosenbaum is a complete 

disaster. 
♦LEADBELLY SINGS FOLK SONGS 
olkways 2488) Great record. 
Fred Gerlach: TWELVE-STRING GUITAR 
olkways 3529) Looks like Gerlach 

dio-Video LP. 1 Same songs. hao 
THE ELLIOTS OF BIRTLEY (Folkways 

musical portrait of a Durham in " . 

«ily. compiled and edited_ 

(Folkways 5259) 
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• * ' * . ‘ l 4 1 ’ * • 

♦Tex-I-An Boys: SONGS OF TEXAS 
(Folkways 5328) John A. Lomax, Jr., 
Pete Rose, Ed Badeaux, Jim McConnell, 
and Howard Porper sing a spirited album 
of Texas songs. 
♦OLD TIME COUPLE DANCES (Folkways 8827) 

Canadian dance record recorded by Edith 
Fowke. 
♦PETE SEEGER AT THE VILLAGE GATE, Volume 

Two (Folkways 2451) Far better than the 
first. 

♦FRANK HAMILTON SINGS FOLK SONGS 
(Folkways 2437) 
♦Ewan MacColl: BROADSIDE BALLADS 

(LONDON: 1600-1700) (Folkways, 3043) 
♦MARITIME FOLK SONGS (Folkways 4307) 

From the collection of Helen Creighton. 
♦Ray Boguslav: CURFEW SHALL NOT RING 

TONIGHT (Monitor 359) 
♦Dick Cameron: IRISH FOLK SONGS AND 

BALLADS (Folkways 3516) 
♦Harvesters: PASTURES OF PLENTY 

(Folkways 2406) 
♦Charles Trent : THE SOUND OF A BLUEGRASS 

BANJO (Smash 27002) Electric (!) Blue- 
grass. 

♦JOSH WHITE AT TOWN HALL (Mercury 20672) 
♦BUD DASHIELL & THE KINSMEN SING EVERY¬ 

BODY’S HITS (Warner Bros. 1432) Anthology 
of folkum. 

Lightnin’ Chance; WON'T THAT BLOW YOUR 
HAT IN THE CREEK (Warner Bros. 1444) ; 
WSM Grand Ole Opry humor. 
♦THE WEAVERS’ ALMANAC (Vanguard 9100) 
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♦SCOTTISH BAGPIPE TUNES (Folkways 3550) 

Played by Pipe Major James MacColl* 
♦THE BALLADS OF JOHN JACOB NILES 

(Tradition 1046) Ridiculous. 2-LP set. 
♦Robin Hall and Jimmie MacGregor: TWO 

HE IDS ARE BETTER THAN YIN (Monitor 365) 

Songs of Scotland and England. 
♦BILLY EDD AND BLUEGRASS, TOO 

(Monitor 367) Three-fourths of this LP 
features Billy Edd Wheeler, a worthless 
performer; the other one-fourth has songs 
by two of the Coon Creek Girl6 and some 
banjo pieces by traditional artists 
around Berea, Kentucky. A curious disc, 
♦The Barrier Brothers: GOLDEN BLUEGRASS 

HITS (Philips 200-003) 
♦HENRY THOMAS SINGS THE TEXAS BLUES. 

(Origin Jazz Library 3) An absolute must. 
"The first reissue of 14 blues and ba as 
in the very early country manner as re 
corded in 1927, 1928 by the last great ^ 
master of this style...LIMITED EDITION. 
Available for $5.00 from Origin Jazz 
Library, 39 Remsen St. (IE), Brooklyn 

Heights 1, New York. 
♦FOLK BANJO STYLES (Elektra 217) 

The best record from Elektra for a on 
time, this LP features seven beauti u 

numbers by Tom Paley, some 
work by Art Rosenbaum, and the » 

1 

Irish Marshall Brickman. lr. 
♦Prestige Records will soon a a 

labe! to their long lijt. lead off. 
Gaelicsville? Margaret Ba y 
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♦Maybelle Carter: MOTHER MAYBELLE ' 
(Briar 101) Carter Family songs by one- 
third of the original Carter Family. 
♦Jean Redpath, fine Scottish singer, 

will soon have records on both Elektra 
and Prestige. 

*Big Joe Williams will have albums on 
Folkways and Prestige Bluesville soon. 

A. L. Lloyd and Ewan MacColl: HAUL ON 
THE BOWLIN' (Stinson 80) Excellent reissue. 

Patrick Galvin: IRISH REBEL SONGS, 
Volume One (Stinson 83) Reissue. 
♦FOLKSONGS OF THE MIRAMICHI (Folkways 405 

Lumber and river songs from the Miramichi 
Folk Festival, Newcastle, New Brunswick. 
♦The New Lost City Ramblers will have 

the NICR, Volume Four, out soon, with an 
album of "moonshinin"' songs to follow. 
Also in the works is a NLCR songbook for 
Oak Publications. 
♦Folkways will soon release an album 

featuring Roscoe Holcombe (Side One) and 
Wade Ward (Side Two). 
♦Columbia will issue LP's of the fabulous 

Seeger Family concerts (Pete, Mike, Pegg) 
and the NLCR) at Carnegie Hall. The 
label will also issue an album of Cowboy 
Songs by Jack Elliott, Harry Jackson, Ed 
McCurdy, Pete Seeger’, etc. 
♦Ed Kahn will soon have some good work 

out on Folkways. He did the earlier 
Pete Steele record. 

♦FRONTIERS (Folkways 10003) Western 
e ucational disc featuring McCurdy, Nye, 
Houston, English, Clark, Hinton, etc. 

See you next month, folks. 
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CURRENT and CHOICE 
THE Me PEAKE FAMILY OF BELFAST 
(Prestige International 13018) 

The best record yet on the Inter¬ 

national series. 

JACK ELLIOTT: (Woody Guthrie's) SONGS 
TO GROW ON (Folkways 7501) 

Delightful Guthriana by an early 

disciple of Woody's* 

ROBERT JOHNSON: KING OF THE DELTA 
BLUES SINGERS (Columbia 1654) 

A legitimate reissue of a major 
portion of the work of one of the 
greatest and most obscure country 

blues singers. 

REALLY i THE COUNTRY BLUES 
(Origin Jazz Library 2) 

A brilliant reissue collection of 
primitive blues recorded by 12 vir¬ 
tually unknown blues singers of the 

1920's and early 1930's. 
(Available from Origin Jazz Library, 
39 Remsen St. (IE), Brooklyn Heights 

1, New York.) 

MANCE LIPSCOMB: TROUBLE IN MIND 

(Reprise 2012) , 
One of the great discoveries or 

blues renaissance on his second . 

FINK ANDERSON: CAROLINA BLUES MAN 
(Prestige Bluesville 1038) Vol. Oi-e. 

Fine collection of basic blues. 
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SING OUT! 
SING OUT! — the oldest regularly-published 

folk song magazine in America. Every issue contains 
between 12 and 15 folk songs, with melody line and 
guitar chords. Contributors include Ruth Rubin, 
John Greenway, A. L Lloyd. Alan Lomax, Moses Asch, 

others. 

Featured in each issue: Johnny Appleseed, Jr., by 
Pete Seeger, The Folk Process, The Git-Box, Folk 

Music On Records, Frets and Frails by Israel Young, 

etc. Edited by Irwin Sitber. 
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New York 36, N. Y. 
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*0r a.year subscription to SING OUT. 
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ON OUR COVER,»» this month it Frank 
McPeake, Sr,, with Ulllean pipes. Me Peake 
iu one of the singers on Caedmon's great 
XUE FOLKSONGS CF BRITAIN, edited by Alan 
l«max and Peter Kennedy, reviewed this 

a sue. He can alao be heard, singly and 
with his two sons, on Prestige Internation¬ 
al, Folkways (Jean Ritchie's Irish field 
, P» AS I ROVED OUT), and English HMV 
(recordings by Peter Kennedy), Cover 
drawing is by Jon Pankake, 

EDITORS’ Ilium 

r-TheJ1?"Volum® sourHERN JOURNEY set, 
If.C?r e Alan Lomax, is now available, 

7 a £****€nt continuation of his 
At w?* SWrHERK HERITAGE series on 
Aak f *c» U8inS “•"F of the same artists. 
Serise^ » *sti8e International Documentar> 
23019 * SoyXHERN JOURNEY, INT 25001- 

issue*trtLSR ?U1 devote an entire future 

Sandy F«ton^*Pol? record> ••• 
be ififlnira 8 Polk~l*8ecy label will soon 
i r V0"* Sulcus material ... Be 

y««l^ to dflbe now *• »« 3 bucks 
a dress below, Do it right now, 

this*issul!O,?i?Ua“Ctll,tl0ni ru0 out wiEh 
the bo ’ : “ “£lnd “ *** marked in r- 

dollers Ihr« L. 
issues, LSR 325n e.12 Qore 8hiny 

3220 F>rk Ave. So., Mpls. 7. 

* * * RECORD reviews * * * 
• .* /. til.. .. • .'mi ’• i 

THE FOLKSONGS OF BRITAIN (Caedmon) 
Collected and edited by Alan Lomax and 
Peter Kennedy, assisted by Shirley 
Collins. Musical notation by Michael 
Bell. Each album contains a descriptive 
booklet prepared by the editors of the 

series. 

Volume One: SONGS OF COURTSHIP (11*2) 
Volume Two: SONGS OF SEDUCTION (1143) 
Volume Three: JACK OF ALL TRADES (1144) 
Volume Four: THE CHILD BALLADS (1145) 
Volume Five: THE CHILD BALLADS (1146) 

(Editors' Note: Guest reviewer for this 
set of albums is Sandy Paton, Folk-legacy 

Records, Huntington, Vermont). 

A British folklorist once told me that 
any criticism of Alan Lomax had to be 
balanced against the immense debt owed him 

by folk music lovers the world over 
namely, that the BBC might never have 
undertaken the vast collecting program it 
began in 1950 without his influence and 
his incredible persuasiveness. Prior to 

Lomax's arrival in the British I9*e9» . 
collecting there had been the sporadic an 

uncoordinated result of many i"dlvi a . 
efforts, encouraged, occasional y, y 
BBC and the English Folk Dance and Song 
Society. Beginning in that year, an 
to Alan Lomax's particular genius, the B 
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made it possible for such skillful collec¬ 
tors and scholars as Peter Kennedy, 
Seamus Ennis, Hamish Henderson, and Lomax 
himself, to go into the field with ex¬ 
cellent recording equipment and prove, 
once and for all, that British folk music 
was and is far from "moribund,,, as it had 
once been described by no less an author¬ 
ity than Cecil Sharp, 

A rich sampling of that proof is now 
available to us all, again thanks to Alan 
Lomax, in a magnificent five-volume an¬ 
thology -- THE FOLKSONGS OF BRITAIN. In¬ 
deed, if someone were to offer an annual 
award for the most important contribution 
to the field of recorded folk music, this 
set should win it, hands down, for 1961. 
For here, brilliantly compressed, is the 
entire range of British folk music as it 
lives today in all its rich variety of 
styles and themes, sung and performed by 
the finest traditional artists in Britain, 
excellently recorded, well annotated, and 
described in affectionate detail. That 
Mr, Lomax's prose tends, once in a while, 
to resemble ecstatic poetry is hardly a 
ailing. After all, his romance with 
° song has, over the years, produced 

sue marvelous results, we can hardly 
comp ain when a few of his love letters 
are made^public. 

One can only regret that the series 
.° y limited (as I assume it had to 

° ^dcords, instead of fifteen, 

on?* af 6rn twenty« por, truly, the 
ly discernible, sins in this splendid 

production are those of omission. The 
editors explain that; in order to be as 
inclusive as possible in a limited space, 
they have frequently elected to omit 
verses which were actually sung by the 
traditional artists. ! They have included 
the full texts1 in the accompanying book¬ 
lets, however, and have italicized the 
omitted verses, making it easier for the 
listener to follow the recorded sampling. 
Ordinarily, one could scarcely object to 
such skillful and tasteful editing, but 
when the singer is such an artist as Mrs. 
Elizabeth Cronin of County Cork, Ireland, 
the listener's loss is great. Mrs. 
Cronin is a singer whose phrasing is so 
exquisite, whose melodic inventions are so 
limitless, that to miss even one verse s 
to be deprived of something wonderful, 
this sounds a bit preposterous to you, Just 
play Side B of Volume Four and see if you 
don't feel, as I do, that the editors mig 
much better have omitted one of t e s x 
fragments of BARBARA ALLEN and 
all of Mrs. Cronin's beautiful C“=‘*V 

But to dwell on the occasional unhappy 
exclusion would be a great injust cc» 
especially in view of so many °FPy oOU>e 
elusions. To give the litera ‘min 
idea of the scope of thi6 ser es, 
are, by my rather hurried count, sixty 
eight individual artists represen » ^ 
singing or playing seventy-two , 
tunes and forty Child ballads. 
_ -J_ oIav them superbly. 

I 
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Those who are not familiar with British 

folk ipusic may well be amazed at the wide 
variety of vocal styles found in so small 
a geographic area. Nearly all are repre¬ 
sented here, and by champions. Obviously, 
any criticism of this production must be 
a venture in hair-splitting -- so, let's 
get on with it. 

Volume One: SONGS OF COURTSHIP 
(Caedmon 1142) 

The theme of Volume One is romantic 
love in its more or less idealistic as¬ 
pect. Not surprisingly, this noble theme 
inspires Mr, Lomax to his most poetic 
heights. We read that "Nature smiles on 
the young ploughboy and his dairy maid. 
They are shy, but they move to each other 
as gracefully as the deer of the forest". 
This image can hardly be attributed to 
the "folk fancy" of which he is writing, 
although the several broadside texts in¬ 
cluded on the record are nearly as self- 
conecious in their language. It is, per- 
haps, fortunate that the majority of these 
SONGS OF COURTSHIP are blest with "the 
passionate directness and simplicity of 
the folk..." Certainly the entire record 
is blest with great performances -- from 
Mrs. Cronin’s gentle, highly decorated 
singing of SHULE AROON to Davie Stewart's 
wild and strident BOGIE'S BONNY BELLE. 

One example of unfortunate editing "for 
reasons of space": the notes to Seamus 
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Ennis' AS I ROVED OUT (Side B, Band 1) 
point out that the song is directly re¬ 

lated to THE TROOPER AND THE MAID 
(Child 299), but the verses which clearly 
establish this relationship have been 
omitted from the record. Another unfor¬ 
tunate omission, this time one for which 
the editors cannot be held responsible, 
is in the McPeake's singing of THE FALSE 

YOUNG MAN (Side B, Band 7). This song 
may also be heard on their Prestige 
recording, where it is titled THE VERDAi 
BRAES OF SCREEN (THE Me PEAKE FAMILY OF 
BELFAST, Prestige International 13018). 
For some reason, they apparently faile 
to sing one verse when Peter Kennedy 
recorded them, for the verse in which the 
two lovers are first observed in their 
sylvan setting is neither on the recor 
nor in the printed text of the Caedmon 
singing. That the McPeakes themselves 

left it out is highly probable, j nsve 
listened to three separate record nS*\ 
their WILD MOUNTAIN THYME (or WILL 
LASSIE GO) and have found that each 

singing differed from che “^[sE YOUNG 
extent. In the case of THE* aw 

MAN, the missing verse is the °° ng by 
makes it clear that the song rtlciDant 
an observer, rather than by a participan 

In the action. I gather that Ken 
Goldstein referred to exact y t| 

of variation when he sugge informant 
collecting", or returning to “ obtcrv, 
over a neriod of time in o 



If your budget forces you to purchase 
this set of records one at a time — and 
we can thank Caedmon for issuing them 
separately, rather than in one, expensive, 
boxed edition which none of us could 
afford -- you might as well start with the 
first of the series. If you can possibly 
swing it, though, buy the first two volumes 
at the same time, for, fine a6 the first 
one is, you can't get the whole picture of 
rural romance in the British Isles without 
the lusty ribaldry of Volume Two to balance 
the sweet proprieties of Volume One, 

Volume Two: SONGS OF SEDUCTION 
(Caedmon 1143) 

If anyone still labors under the illusion 
that British folk music is filled with 
delicate "tra-la-la's" and is strictly for 
the lyric tenor on the concert stage, this 
record should shatter it, finally and for¬ 
ever, The notes quite correctly describe 
this collection as a "DECAMERON without 
the intrigue and with very little cynicism, 
a collection of DROLL STORIES stripped of 
all pretentiousness," That songs of this 
type are rarely found in American collec¬ 
tions may be the unfortunate result of the 
fact that much of our country was popu¬ 
lated by migrating Puritans and Presbyte¬ 
rians, At any rate, the "gay and permis- 
sive spirit" of these lusty ballads is 
altogether too uncommon among our own 
traditional artists. 

Generally speaking, the editors' ob- 
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servation that "bawdy ballads are rare in 
Ireland, common in England and universal 
in the English-speaking parts of Scotland" 
is true (although, paradoxically, five of 
the songs and four of the tunes included in 
these SONGS OF SEDUCTION are performed by 
Irish artists). 1 will, however, take 
exception to the statement that "the 'blue' 
songs of Scotland are seldom 'dirty' or 
unpleasant." Referring to these songs as 
"blue" is misleading. According to what 
Scottish singers told me, they, themselves, 
draw a clear distinction between "blue" 
and "bawdy"• Their "blue" songs, though 
frequently more imaginative, are every bit 
as "dirty" and unpleasant as our own fra¬ 
ternity house ditties, and equally un¬ 

printable. 
Don't get the wrong idea -- the songs on 

this record are certainly not "blue1 , but 
they are quite frankly and delightfully 
bawdy. As a matter of fact, while it may 
not please your maiden aunt, it could easily 
become the most often-played record in your 
collection. From beginning to end, it is a 
sort of grand, if hurried, tour through the 
realm of uninhibited British ribaldry. 

The first band draws the listener quickly 
into the jovial atmosphere of a rural 
English pub (The Ship Inn, Blaxhall, Wood- 
bridge, Suffolk) where Cyril Poacher and 
his boisterous companions sing one of their 
favorites, THE NUTTING GIRL. From there, 
he travels to Aberdeen, Scotland, and 
Jeannie Robertson's BONNIE WEE LASS WHO 
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NEVER SAID NO (Incidentally, if you are 
following the notes, read "Muses" for ,, , : ,r 
WIVES at the bottom of page 7).. Then he 
hears an Irish tinker recorded in the 
Orkney Isles, then to England again, then 
Scotland, then Ireland, and.so on through 
a wealth of fine singers and frolicking 
songs until, at the last, he returns to 
England where wonderful old Harry Cox 
(whose "repertoire of sexualia" is de¬ 
scribed as "extraordinary") sings CRUISING 
ROUND YARMOUTH, the lustiest song of the 
lot. Only the most prudish could resist 
the infectious abandon of these singers and 
their songs, m 

A few points of personal reference, not 
properly the concern of this review: I 
would rather the editors had chosen to 
include Harry Cox’s more traditional 
version of THE FOGGY DEW instead of Phil 
Hammond*s,..Sam Larner's text of THE MAID 
OF AUSTRALIA contains, as I recall it, a 
delightful play on words ("I entered the 
bush of Australia") not found in Harry 
Cox's,.,Jeannie Robertson’s SHE WAS A RUM 
ONE really should have been included. 

The omission of John Strachan's little 
TWa 'N TWA from the printed booklet was, 
more than likely, an editorial oversight. 
In case you have trouble with his dialect, 
I make it out thus: 

Twa 'n twa made the bed, 
Twa n twa lay doon together; 
When the bed began to heat. 
The ain lay on the banes th* other. 

Volume Three: JACK OF ALL TRADES 
(Caedmon 1144) 

I >-« 

This record was, at first, a disappoint¬ 
ment to me, although I have, since, learned 
to love it. I guess I expected more of the 
urban industrial songs, such as those 
recently discovered by Ewan MacColl and 
A. L. Lloyd in the ugly, soot-blackened 
cities of England and Scotland. Perhaps 
I should have read the notes before 1 
played the record, for the editors explain 
that since there are so few good field 
recordings of this contemporary material 
available,.they had to place their emphasis 
on the older, rural occupations. 

Mind you, the songs are good, the singers 
are fine, and the record is a splendid one. 
It just wasn't what I had expected it to be 
and it took me a while to shift gears. 
These are, primarily, songs of tinkers, 
tailors, peddlers, millers, and the like, 
and the harsh note of protest is the ex¬ 
ception, rather than the rule. For in- , 
stance, the only hint of class-consciousness 
to be found in the Coppers' song of the 
chimney-sweep is, surprisingly enough, in 
his haughty declaration that he will work 
"for none but genterie"! In fact, until 
we get to the "bothy" songs of the north¬ 
east of Scotland and the one song of a 
mine explosion (THE GRESFORD DISASTER, sung 
by Mrs. A. Cosgrove, a Scottish woman 
"whose menfolks work in the pits today"), 
these "country craftsmen" are all so bloody 
happy with their lot it seems unrealistic. 

M 
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Their gaiety, however, may be baaed on the 
fact that they 6ing much more of their ale 
and their sexual exploits than they do of 
their actual work. The miller sings that 
he has "courted many a bonnie maid among 
the bags o' meal-O"; the weaver sings of 
having in his hand "a Jug of punch, aye, 
and on his knee-0, a tidy wench"; the 
ploughboy sings of the lass who elects to 
leave her fine feather bed to "lie in a 
cold barn shed, wrapped in the arms o' my 
ploughboy-O". It seems appropriate, some¬ 
how, to quote the introduction here: "The 
farm-laborer of Southern England, partic¬ 
ularly, appears to have seen his life 
through a pleasant, beery hate." 

I, for one, will continue to enjoy this 
record immensely, even after .the work now 
being done by Ewan MacColl in Britain's 
industrial centers has resulted in the 
record I expected this one to be. 

Volumes Four and Five: TnE CHILD BALLADS 
(Caedmon 1145, 1146) 

1 ,* i s 

The 305 ballads "canonized" by Francis 
James Child in his THE ENGLISH AND SCOTTISH 
POPULAR BALLADS have been referred to as 
"the aristocrats of folksong", not without 
some justification. The field of folksong 
scholarship actually began with the arm¬ 
chair researches of literary men who un¬ 
questionably favored the ballad, probably 
because, as Alan Lomax puts it, it corre¬ 
sponded "more closely to the canons of 
fine art literature." This somewhat 

snobbish preference has lost most of its 
power, fortunately, over the scholars of 
today, who now choose, rather, to examine 
the whole field of folklore from a more 
anthropological point of view. Lomax 
states it very well in his introduction to 
these two records: "The ballads, taken to- 
gether with their tunes, cannot be separated 
from the whole corpus of European folklore, 

for they share with it a wide range o 
themes, emotional emphases, tunes an ®r 
ary devices." Still, the narrative ballad 
is a most beautiful and impressive form of 
our "popular" art, and, while it may be un¬ 
wise to isolate it as such, one can hardly 
condemn the scholar for granting it a 

special place in his affections. 
Professor Child's great work remains 

essential to any student of the form, ow 
ever, and we may be grateful to the prcsen 
editors for arranging their recor e ex 
amples of the genre according to t.e num 

assigned to each in the final °"? 
Child's collection. I am sure that th 
done strictly as a convenience an n° 
vestige of the "Child worship of earli 
times. (The Child numbers of severa 

the ballads were omitted fc-^jSZtl 
perhaps by accident: THE BROOM* 
is #43, CAPTAIN WEDDERBURN S COURT SHI 

#46, THE BATTLE OF HARLAW #163» 
JOHNNY MORE #251, and THE GOLDEh 

#286). 
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I have raved so much about the singers 
in the other three volumes of this series, 
I can only say that 1 regret, now, having 
exhausted my vocabulary of superlatives. 
I really should have held a few back to 
use here. Suffice it to say ‘that, if 1 
were able to afford only two volumes of 
this set, I would select these two. (No, 
1 can't honestly say that, for that would 
mean giving up SONGS OF SEDUCTION and that 
I wouldn't do). Just look at what they 
give you: Elizabeth Cronin singing her 
exquisite LORD GREGORY;1 John Strachan 
singing THE ROYAL FORESTER, GLENLOGIE, and 
at least parts (dammit!) of four other 
ballads; a fragment of the extremely rare 
KING ORFEO which Patrick Shuldham-Shaw 
found in the Shetland Islands; lusty- 
voiced old Jimmy McBeath singing THE 
TROOPER LAD; a marvelous singing of THE 
AULD BEGGARMAN by Maggie and Sarah 
Chambers. A complete listing of personal 
favorites would have to include almost 
everything on the two records, but I can t 
leave out such artists as Davy Stewart, 
Jeannie Robertson, Cecelia Costello, Lucy 
Stewart, Paddy Tunney, Seamus Ennis, etc., 
etc. Here are the finest artists in the 
British Isles, singing their finest mate¬ 
rial. What more could one a6k? 

Well, there are a couple of things for 
which I could have asked, as a matter of 
fact. The first is that the melodeon 
accompaniment to Jeannie Robertson's THE 
GYPSY LADDIE had been omitted. It is not 

at all unlikely that Jeannie suggested it, 
herself, but it forces her into an uncom¬ 
fortably low key and a rigid, hurried 
tempo. The resultant performance is un¬ 
worthy of her and not at all typical of her 
great (one could even call it "majestic1 ) 
ballad style. Thank God there are better 
examples of her singing in this series. I 
have a hunch, incidentally, that the accom¬ 
paniment was supplied by the collector, 
Peter Kennedy, who should have known better. 

The second thing for which I could have 
asked is a bit involved and will require 
some explaining, the editors state, un¬ 
equivocally, that the collection is per¬ 
formed "entirely by folk singers." The 
statement is almost "entirely" true, but 1 
do wish they had included more biographical 
data regarding the singers, if only to clar¬ 
ify their definition of "folk". The main 
case in point is the cryptic reference to 
the two singers of the Welsh variant of 
LORD RANDALL. All we learn from the notes 
is that it is sung by "Efrlys and Edis 
Thomas of Glamorgan, South Wales.' Both 
singers are, in fact, of Welsh origin, but 
Edis Thomas is a London-dwelling member of 
the English Folk Dance and Song Society, a 
trained singer, and a fine photographer. 
(He took the first pictures of my London- 
born son in 1958). Eirlys Thomas also 
lives in London and is not related to Edis, 
so far as I know, although the note quoted 
above would certainly lead one to think 
otherwise. I suspect that there was some 
reluctance on the part of the editors to c 



wore specific in this case, because she is 
Peter Kennedy's wife. They may have felt 
that this fact would, somehow, make her 
appear less "folk" to the hair-splitting 
professors who will be (or bloody well 
ought to be) using these records in their 
folklore and ballad classes. Regardless of 
whom she married, "Tommy" Kennedy's lovely 
voice would seem to me considerably more 
"folk" than that of her partner in this 
performance. Indeed, his operatic rendi¬ 
tion is completely out of place here, as 
is the admittedly unobtrusive guitar ac¬ 
companiment which, again, was probably 
supplied by Peter Kennedy. The startling 
contrast of Edis' singing style, so alien 
to the rest of the record and to the 
British folk idiom as a whole, would have 
been much more acceptable, it seems to me, 
had the editors simply explained who the 
artists were and that they were including 
this performance as an interesting example 
of "how the big ballads can cross language 
and cultural barriers." The mild "decep¬ 
tion-by-omission" was, I think, ill-advised. 

Far more important than this minor com¬ 
plaint, however, is the significant fact 
that lies behind it. Here is a series of 
five LP's in which only one part of one 
*>and really non-folk in style I Even if 
it turned out that Emily Bishop actually 
learned her version of THE BAFFLED KNIGHT 
from the censored text published for 
English schools by Cecil Sharp, her singing 
of it, while somewhat "refined", is essen¬ 

tially in accord with the other perform¬ 

ances on the record. Wonderful old John 
Strachan sings with such infectious de¬ 
light that not even the most caviling 
scholar would reject his performance of 
LANG JOHNNY MORE as unauthentic, simply 
because he is "refreshing his memory" from 
a printed text. (He might, however, 
question the editors' statement that, in 
the past, many of the ballade "must have 
been" sung from print). John Strachan is 
a great ballad singer whether he learned 
his songs from his hired farm-hands, from 
his grandfather, or from Gavin Greig's 
LAST LEAVES OF ABERDEENSHIRE BALLADS. 
Every non-traditional singer of British 
ballads should listen to him again and 
again, just as they should listen to Davy 
Stewart and Harry Cox, whose songs are 
indisputably from oral tradition'. 

.If only we^ who have adopted traditional 
music, rather than inherited it, could 
learn in a few years of conscious study 
what these great singers have absorbed in 
a lifetime of living with the tradition, 
the "popular revival" might acquire some 
valid stylistic roots. (Let me stress 
that this includes the same sort of study 
of our own great traditional singers)• 
This series should be required listening 
for every student of folksong and appren¬ 
tice "folksinger". Imagine what might 
happen if, for example, Joan Baer, Judy 
Collins, Peter Yarrow, or Dave Guard were 
to "ait at the knee" of Jeannie Robertson, 
Elizabeth Cronin, John Strachan, or Harry 
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Cox for awhile, deliberately trying to 
learn something,of their artistry, instead 
of just their songs! The result might be 
a genuine "emerging tradition", as Ewan 
MacColl terms it, rather than just a wide¬ 
spread exploitation of traditional music. 

THE HARVESTERS: PASTURES OF PLENTY 
(Folkways 2406) 

The Harvesters on this album are the same 
Harvesters who recorded for Audio-Video 
Records, Jerry Silverman's now-defunct 
label, circa 1958. Their first LP was 
almost totally nondescript in both style 
and repertoire, and this one is not much 
better. The banjoist has picked up more 
Pete Seeger banjo tricks and everything is 
over-arranged so as to suggest either the 
Weavers or the Gateway Singers, but basical* 
ly the group is its same old dull self, 
performing songs like PASTURES OF PLENTY, 
THIS LAND IS YOUR LAND (why don't groups 
like this leave Guthrie alone?), RED ROSY 
BUSH, QUE BONITA BANDERA, etc., in the 
tried-and-true manner of the early pre- 
Kingston Trio commercial folk groups. Why 
Moses Asch and Folkways want to bother 
with this junk is beyond us. 

The GID TANNER AND HIS SKILLET LICKERS LP 
is available only by mail from the Folksong 

Society of Minnesota, 3218 4th St. S.E., 
Minneapolis, Minn* $4.95 postpaid. Send 
for it today.,... 
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We're racing as fast as we can ^ 
to get the New Lost City Ramblers 
new LP on Folkways, #2399. Look 
what it's got on it: CINDi, BILLY 
GRIMES THE ROVER, FRANKIE SILVER 
(Wow!), STACKERLEE, DOLLAR'S ALL 
I CRAVE, KENO THE RENT MAN, TliE 
MILLER'S WILL, THE STORY THAI THE 
CROW TOLD ME, RUN MOUNTAIN, TAKE 
ME BACK TO THE SWEET SUNNY SOUTH, 
BLACK JACK DAVID, CARTER'S BLUES, 
THE COO COO BIRD, MOLLY PUT THE 
KETTLE ON, HAVE A FEAST HERE 
TONIGHT, CRCW BLACK CHICKEN! 
Wow! It's even better than THE y 
WEST SIDE STORY! Wow! s' 





Origin Jazz 
Library has 
LP's almost 
as snazzy as 
che gal in 
this ad! 
Look at all 
these: 

CHARLIE 
PATTON 
Blues great 
1929-1932 
(OJL-1) 

really! the 
COUNTRY 
BLUES 
Anthology 
1927-1933 
(OJL-2) 

HENRY "RAG¬ 
TIME" THOMAS 
SINGS THE 
TEXAS BLUES! 
(OJL-3) 

5 bucks esch 
from: 

ORIGIN JAZZ 
LIBRARY, 39 
Remsen St,, 
(IE), Brook¬ 
lyn Heights 1* 
New York, 

SONNY TERRY WITHOUT BROWNIE McGHEE.... ' 
L ,r’j . ./ i; . ’* •» : l J ‘ ‘ :* 

SONNY'S STORY (Prestige bluesville 1025) 
LIGHTNIN' HOPKINS AND SONNY TERRY: LAST 
NIGHT BLUES (Prestige Bluesville 1029) 

Sonny Terry has become so firmly at¬ 
tached to Brownie McGhee over che years, 
and has gradually lost so much of his own 
identity in the process of accompanying 
McGhee with a few endlessly repeated runs 
on his instrument, that we were beginning 
to wonder if he could any longer exist 
musically independent of McGhee. He has 
not had an LP of his own for many years, 
and Prestige has done collectors a great 
service in presenting Sonny without 
Brownie on two new Bluesville LP's. On 
one of them, he accompanies another singer- 
guitarist, a far greater one than Brownie 
McGhee. The other set is devoted to vocals 
by Sonny. 

LAST NIGHT BLUES is very likely the best 
record released yet in what is very likely 
the greatest year in blues recording 
history, Lightnin' has never sung or 
played better as he does seven blues, none 
of which have ever been recorded before in 
anything like their present form, as far as 
I can tell. One instrumental, probably the 
best Lightnin' has recorded, is also in¬ 
cluded. Lightnin's "mood" here will strike 
most listeners as just right, somewhere 
between the intimacy of his recent Candid 
LP and the comparatively impersonal, noisy 

• * • i • • 
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sound q£ the Herald LP and many of the 
singles. This is blues for here and now, 
not an attempt to recall the past as were 
his Folkways and Candid albums. To IB urn 
up, Lightnin1 sings out, strongly and 
forcefully, but without losing any of his 
emotional poignancy. Terry's harmonica 
playing is absolutely magnificent. The 
two men, who could not get beyond humorous 
pleasantries in their first meeting (DOWN 
SOUTH SUMMIT MEETING, World-Pacific) are 
now in complete rapport with each other, 
and Sonny'8 playing has never been so 
meaningful as in his comments on Lightnin's 
singing in this set. futhermore, the 
stimulus of playing with a new partner has 
brought out a whole flock of new ideas 
from Sonny. This album proves once and 
for all that Terry has not become sterile; 
he has simply heard everything Brownie 
McGhee has to say, many times, and has 
come to react in a standardized unvarying 
way to everything McGhee does. The stimu¬ 
lus of having a new man to accompany (and 
where could he find a more worthy new man 
to accompany, one might add) has brought 
out all the best in Sonny. And Lightnin' 
(who has very rarely recorded with a 
harmonica) certainly benefits from the 
association. 

The shadow of Brownie is more prominent 
in the other album, SONNY'S STORY. With¬ 
out a Hopkins to Inspire him. Sonny reverts 
to many of the same worn-out old harmonica 
figures that have made recept Terry-McGhee 

LP's as monotonous as SING ALONG WITH 
MITCH. It is a great delight, however, to 
hear him do ten vocals on new and old blues, 
since he is much closer to traditional blues 
than is Brownie, who has been taking the 
lion's share of the vocals on the pair's 
recent LP's. Sonny's singing is very simple 
and direct, almost devoid of any kind of 
vocal ornamentation such as Hopkins and 
most other contemporary blues singers use. 
Sonny is accompanied by Sticks McGhee ("no 
pseudonym and no relation"), a reformed 
city bluesman who has accompanied him be* 
fore, on Folkways. His guitar playing is 
very plain, but rock-solid, providing a 
fine foundation for Sonny, if not much 
inspiration for him. And there is, of all 
things, a second harmonica on a few cuts• 
It is played by J. C. Burris, Sonny's 
nephew, and the two blow up a storm together 
on GREAT TALL ENGINE. (Note: It seems 
likely that SONNY'S SHOUT and LAST NIGHT 
BLUES were cut at the same session, for 
Hopkins on LAST NIGHT BLUES addresses a 
couple of his lyrics to "J. C."> who was 
apparently in the studio). It should be 
mentioned that Belton Evans, who loused up 
so many of the early Bluesvilles with his 
rickety-tick drumming, plays absolutely 
perfect blues drums on both these 
with Leonard Gaskin added on bass on LASi 

NIGHT BLUES. . rh_ 
One would hesitate to wish an en 

combination of Sonny and Brownie, w ic 
worked so well personally, but •’"Stlge has 
made an invaluable contribution to 
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record lists with these two albums, and 
has also given us an Incomparable disc by 
the incomparable Lightnin'. 
(Reviewer: Barry Hansen) 

THE NEW LOST CITY RAMBLERS 
(Folkways 602) A 7” LP. 

As they say, all good things come in 
small packages, Here's a little bundle of 
goodies that everybody, but everybody, will 
want: collectors of exotic records will 
treasure it as a rarity (one of the few 
7" long-play discs on the American market); 
children will find it dandy to use as a 
spare wheel for wagons and tricycles; 
Limeliter fans will find it just the right 
size to stuff in chimney holes; and N1CR 
enthusiasts will find four great songs on 
it, two of which they are likely to have 
on other records (FOGGY MOUNTAIN TOP and 
TALKING HARD LUCK), and two brand new ones, 
THE MILWAUKEE BLUES from Charlie Poole and 
the Carter Family's WAVES ON THE SEA. 
Truly a record as versatile as it i6 
delightful — so let's all buy it right 
now'. (Reviewer: Miss Nudd E. Buttee) 

GEORGE AND GERRY ARMSTRONG: SIMPLE GIFTS 
(Folkways 2335) 

Although Mr, and Mrs, Armstrong, a young 
Wilmette, Illinois, couple, have performed 
folk music in public, they cannot be con- , 
sidered professionals in any sense of the 

_word. Their album of Anglo-American folk 
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music confirms a hunch many an observer of 
the city folk music scene has had: to wit, 
that a large portion of the most interest¬ 
ing, honest, and artistic city folk music 
is being produced not by the coffee house 
egomaniacs and beatnik night club hopefuls, 
but by dedicated and talented amateurs, 
motivated simply by a love for the music, 
who pursue folk music in its natural 
surroundings -- that of a hobby or of an 
integral part of family life. 

The most impressive facet of this most 
impressive album is the knowledge and under* 
standing of folk music and its performance 
that the Armstrongs possess. The songs are 
carefully notated and thoughtfully arranged 
and performed in a manner close to but not 
imitative of actual folk music tradition, 
and accompanied by well-worked-out and 
musically interesting dulcimer and guitar 
playing. Most significant of ail is the 
respect for the music implied by the 
Armstrong's crediting of the sources of 

their material. 
The fact that the Armstrongs are amateurs 

has absolutely nothing to do with the 
quality of their music. Mrs. Armstrong, 
whose singing constitutes the major part of 
the record, has a lovely soprano voice that 
puts to shame that of nearly any pro t-ssion 
al folknik one would care to name. M°re- 
over, she is a knowledgeable stylist (ou ng 

a debt, perhaps, to Jean Rltc^c^' ,ser 
singing of THE JEALOUS BROTHERS, MAIRI S 
WEDDING (a song the couple learned on a 
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visit to Scotland), THE LADY FROM THE 
NORTH COUNTRY, and BLACKJACK DAVY is not 
only delicate and touching, but is praise* 
worthy for the seemingly simple fact that 
it is appropriate to the songs and does 
them full justice -- a basic and obvious 
requisite to folksinging of any worth at 
all, but one that is somehow always ig¬ 
nored by the Baezs, Hesters, Odettas, and 
their ilk. 

George Armstrong lends a pleasant, if 
not distinguished, supporting voice to 
his wife's singing, plays guitar and 
dulcimer, and even squeaks out a tune on 
the toy cornstalk fiddle (the first 
recording we've heard of this commonplace 
folk "instrument"). 

The Armstrongs' approach to singing and 
playing is an extremely gentle and refined 
one, and is subject to the danger of be¬ 
coming overly so — but the couple seems 
aware of this, and never do their ballads 

ecome bloodless, their love songs saccha- 
r ne, or their dance and game songs 

°y^n8 or cute. Their album notes state 
that their songs "are offered not only for 
your listening enjoyment, but also in the 
hope that you will learn to sing them 
yourself. Which is a good and fltting 

album. friendly and attractive 

3220°Park A° t0<layl SCnd $3-°° CO Park Ave. South, Minneapolis 7, Mini 

ALAN MILLS AND JEAN CARIGNAN 
(Folkways 3532) 

* * 4 ** 4 '1/; 

i.J h 

This album is, so the notes say, "unusual 
as to the fact that Mills adds a bonus of 
three composed songs in the folk idiom -- 
and two stories which reveal his talents 
as an actor as well as a singer." for 
advice is if you're buying the album for 
the above-mentioned "bonus", don't bother. 
One of the "composed songs in the folk 
idiom" is a topical song called BATTLE HYMN 
OF THE REPUBLICANS, 1960 --all about Dick 
Nixon. Mills' stories, told in a hammy 
Hollywood charactor actor's French Canadian 
accent, do not speak highly for his "talents 
as an actor". The album does have some 
dandy fiddle solos by the Incredible Jean 
Carignan: LORD MCDONALD'S REEL, REEL DU 
PECHEUR, and JIGUE TENFANT. If you like 
fiddling, we do recommend that you buy the 
album for them, 

TOMMY HUNTER'S CAROLINA STRING BAND: 
ORANGE BLOSSOM SPECIAL 
(Prestige International 13026) 

With much of the city interest in authen¬ 
tic folk and country music centered about 
the traditional string-band (Flatt and 
Scruggs are doing a brisk business record¬ 
ing and playing concert dates for city fans; 
the Folkways Anthology and albums by the 
New Lost City Ramblers and Clarence Ashley 
and his Gang have become staple items in 
the collections of knowledgeable fans), it 



is interesting to finally hear on a city 
label a recording of the type of dance 
band that is currently popular with local 
radio and dance hall audiences in the Great 
Smoky region of North Carolina. This 
collection, mastered at the sacrifice of 
of studio fidelity from tapes of actual 
radio performances, finds fiddling Tom 
Hunter*8 little band blasting out a program 
of familiar (SALLY GOODIN, GRAY EAGLE, 
ORANGE BLOSSOM SPECIAL, SOLDIER'S JOY, etc.) 
instrumentals laced with an occasional 
vocal by the group's banjoist, Obray 
Ramsey. Compared to bluegrass and old* 
timey string-band performing (most of which 
is conceived these days as stage entertain¬ 
ment' rather than as dance music), the music 
of Hunter's band does not wear well as 
purely listening entertainment. Hunter's 
fiddling, consisting Of abstract, complex, 
and highly decorated melodic patterns, is 
more akin to modern Western swing fiddling 
than to the old-time hoedown fiddling with 
its more lilting, simple, and obvious 
melodic line and double-string harmonies. 
A listener's mind tends to wander in the 
face of such complexity -- and the monotony 
of the unvarying, unimaginative dance beat 
laid down by the band's rhythm section of 
guitar and bass is lulling in the extreme. 
Recommended only to square dance groups 
and the most hardy string-band enthusiasts, 
thib record will be of minor interest to 
to most LSR readers. 

•* *' •' j/- 
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MEMPHIS SLIM'S TRIBUTE TO BIG BILL BR00NZY, 
LEROY CARR, COW COW DAVENPORT, CURTIS JONES, 
JAZZ GILLUM (Candid 8023) 
BLUES BY JAZZ GILLUM (Folkways 3826) 

# l 

The same trio of musicians appears on both 
of these albums: Memphis Slim, the pianist » 
(and organist) who has really struck it rich 
recently, with better than a dozen LP's; 
Arbee Stidham, the old jive sax man turned 
blues singer and electric guitarist; and a 
newcomer to LP, Jazz Gillum, the near¬ 
legendary harmonica man of the 1930*s. 

Gillum is featured on one side only of 
the Folkways LP. His style and quality of 
performance have changed little since the 
1930's. His singing has a bitterness that ' 
can be very appealing, but is a bit stiff,- 
lacking the emotional range of a Broonzy 
or a Hopkins. His harmonica playing is 
interesting, but lacks the expression of 
Sonny Terry's or Little Walter's. He is 
not really a first-rate artist, but he 
does manage to sing some listenable blues. 
Collectors will want to have his version 
of KEY TO THE HIGHWAY, which both Gillum 
and Big Bill Broonzy claim to have written. 
The fact that Gillum once played an old- 
fashioned parlor organ does not Justify 
Memphis Slim's use of the modern electronic 
contraption which thoroughly goops up the 
first three numbers. On the other side, 
Arbee Stidham sings a pleasant enough 
program of blues, again defaced by Mr. 
Hammond's contribution to Negro o c imis c. 



The booklet from this album includes a 
long and curiously incoherent essay, with 
many interesting quotes from Gillum.*' 

In a comparison of the two present sets, 
the Candid LP gets most of the marbles, 
Including perhaps one for the longest al¬ 
bum title of the year. Nine of its selec¬ 
tions feature the trio, with Memphis stick¬ 
ing close to the good old piano throughout. 
The three players are much more cohesive on 
thi,s set than on the Folkways, and it 
sounds like a real combo, though Memphis 
Slim by far outclasses his colleagues, and 
at times Stidham fumbles uncertainly on 
his instrument. The three men divide up 
the vocals, which feature tunes by the 
artists commemorated in the title plus Big 
Maceo, Roosevelt Sykes, Walter Davis, 
Blind Blake, and Washboard Sam. Some of 
the tunes are quite well-known (I FEEL SO 
GOOD, TROUBLED IN MIND, DIGGIN' MY POTA¬ 
TOES, WORRIED LIFE’BLUES, IN THE EVENIN'). 
Gillum seems more at ease, both vocally 
and on harp, than on the Folkways set, and 

Memphis Slim is the genial master of cere¬ 
monies as always, contributing here one of 
his very best performances, capped by three 

.solo numbers representing perhaps his 
finest work anywhere on LP. Candid Records 

has a real knack for getting the best out 
of bluesmen. (May I again suggest that 
they try recording Sonny Terry and Brownie 

McGhee, none of whose umpteen LP1s brings 

out anything near their best?). Nat 
Hcntoff reveals some of the company's trade 

secrets in the liner notes. A fine 
all-around blues set. 
(Reviewer: Barry Hansen) 

* t 

PEGGY SEEGER: POPULAR BALLADS 
(Folk-Lyric 120) 

Characterized by various American folk¬ 
lorists in terms ranging from "the most 
sensitive musician of all the city singers 
of folk songs" to "the best ear in the 
business", Peggy Seeger poses a unique 
problem to the critic of her recordings: 
that of finding new superlatives with 
which to describe each new record she 
offers. Her fertile musical imagination 
produces a never-ending flow of original 
and subtle ideas that her superb instru¬ 
mental touch translates into the finest 
accompaniments heard on any modern pro¬ 
fessional recordings of folk music, and, 
while she has not been gifted with a rich 

voice, she has learned how to control it 
and to use it expressively and creatively 
to the extent that she is now as fine a 
folksinger as can be heard outside the 
ranks of the "folk" themselves. 

POPULAR BALLADS finds Peggy for the firs 
time devoting an entire LP to the Ang o 
American ballads that constitute the mus c 
she finds most personally fascinating an 
rewarding. The result is perhaps her 
deepest and most moving album to 
a flawless performance of eleven a » 
including seven American versons o 



tic, lyric performance of EARL BRAND to 
the bittersweet denied love of THE GREEN 
BEDS, dreamily sung to a chiming autoharp 
accompaniment, to THE FARMER*S CURST WIFE, 
cheerful and droll, and culminates in the 
shattering THE DREADFUL GHOST, a horrific 
novella of a ballad, sung out freely and 
dramatically against a snapping, insistent 

banjo backing. r 
The folksong specialist may object to the 

fact that Peggy's vocal style, and specifi¬ 
cally the types of decorations she employs, 
is wandering somewhat afield from the bone 
of American traditional ballad singing — 
and he will have to be conceded his point. 

Peggy's maturation as a singer and her 
development of singing style have taken 
place during her four-year sojourn in 
England, where she has been out of contact 
not only with other American singers but 
with (due to the stiff British import 
duties that make American recordings 
extremely difficult to obtain) the field 
recordings and tapes that have always been 
her study and her inspiration. It is 
indeed an anomaly that America's finest 
young professional folksinger should be a 
British citizen, and there is no doubt that 
had Peggy lived and studied the last four 
years in this country, she would be a 
different, if not a better, singer than 
®he is now. This, however, is a quirk of 
fate rather than a reflection on Peggy's 
artistry, and her music stands not only e® 
a great achievement, but as a living refu- 
tat ion to the death knell being tolled on 
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behalf of American folk music by those who 
resent the urbanization of our country."*1 

This brilliant album is available for 
just $4.98 (plus 35 cents postage and 
handling) from Folk-Lyric Records, 1945 
Bay Street, Baton Rouge 2, Louisiana. 

* * * 1 - • • • I 

ADDITIONAL RECORDS AND RECORD CHATTER 
(♦denotes LP's to be reviewed in LSR) 

* . .1 * » * • • i J 9 

♦Ewan MacColl: SONGS FROM ROBERT BURNS' • 
MERRY MUSES OF CALEDONIA (Dionysus 1) 
Limited edition' distributed by Folk-Lyric 
Records, 1945 Bay Street, Baton Rouge 2, 
La. Unexpurgated. $8.95. 
♦PETER, PAUL, AND MARY (Warner Bros. 1449) 

Interesting folkum with strong commercial • 
possibilities. Unusual repertoire. 
♦BOB DYLAN (Columbia 1779) A chip-off-the- 

old Guthrie-Elliott-block, Dylan is going 
to kick up quite a fuss with this fasci¬ 
nating debut album. 
♦The Clancy Brothers and Tommy Makem: 

HEARTY AND HELLISH! (Columbia 1771) 
Good rowdy fun recorded at Chicago's -Gate 
of Horn. 
♦MISSISSIPPI'S BIG JOE WILLIAMS AND HIS 

NINE-STRING GUITAR (Folkways 3820) 
Blues by one of the best. 
♦THE BAMBOUSHAY STEEL BAND (Folkways 3835) 

Gene Bluestein and Michigan State University 

students. 
♦Robin Christenson: YOU CAN SING IT 

YOURSELF (Folkways 7625) "Folksinger and 
teacher. Grades 3-6." 
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♦FOLK FESTIVAL (ABC-Paramount 408) 
With Oscar Brand, Casey Anderson, Jean 
Ritchie (singing a beautiful LOVING 
HANNAH), Cynthia Gooding, George Britton, 
Tom Pasle, Charlie Byrd, Mike Hall. 
♦The Lilly Brothers (Everett and Bea) ' 

and Don Stover: FOLK SONGS FROM THE 
SOUTHERN MOUNTAINS (Folkways 2433) 
One of the best albums Mike Seeger has 
produced for Folkways. 
♦THE 37th OLD-TIME FIDDLERS CONVENTION 

AT UNION GROVE, NORTH CAROLINA 
(Folkways 2434) Edited by Mike Seeger 
and John Cohen. 
♦THE NEW LOST CITY RAMBLERS, Volume Four 

(Folkways 2399) Mike Seeger, John Cohen, 
and Tom Paley do it again! 
♦Pink Anderson: MEDICINE SHOW MAN 

(Prestige Bluesville 1031) Soon to be 
released. <;lJ" 
♦Scrapper Blackwell: MR. SCRAPPER'S BLUES 

(Prestige Bluesville 1047) Soon to be 
released. ; 1J.'. 
♦Rev. Gary Davis: SAY NO TO THE DEVIL 

(Prestige Bluesville 1049) Soon to be 
released. 

*K, C. Douglas: BIG ROAD BLUES 
(Prestige Bluesville 1050) Soon to be< 
released. t ' £ 
♦Snooks Eaglin: THAT'S ALL RIGHT 

(Prestige Bluesville 1046) Soon to be 
released. 

♦Brownie McGhee: BROWNIE'S BLUES 
(Prestige Bluesville 1042) Soon to be 
released. , . i.i .. U.!v 
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♦Sidney Maiden: TROUBLE AN’ BLUES 
(Prestige Bluesville 1035) Harmonica blues. 
♦Blind Willie McTell: LAST SESSION 

(Prestige Bluesville 1040) The late blues 
great well-recorded in his last sessions. 
♦Memphis Willie B.: HARD WORKING MAN 

BLUES (Prestige Bluesville 1048) Soon to 
be released. 
♦Doug Quattelbaum: SOFTEE MAN BLUES 

(Prestige Bluesville 1065) Soon to be 
released;. 
♦Tampa Red: DON'T JIVE ME (Prestige 

Bluesville 1043) Soon to be released. 
♦Henry Townsend: TIRED BEIN' MISTREATED 

(Prestige Bluesville 1041) Soon to be 
released. 
♦Mercy Dee Walton: PITY AND A SHAME 

(Prestige Bluesville 1039) Piano blues with 
Sidney Maiden's harmonica an added treat. 
♦Lucille Hegamin, Victoria Spivey, 

Alberta Hunter: BLUES WE TAUGHT YOUR MOTHER 
(Prestige Bluesville 1052) Early jazz blues. 
♦Lightnin' Hopkins and Jack Elliott will 

have new albums for Prestige very soon. 
♦Tossi Aaron: T0SSI SINGS FOLK SONGS 

(Prestige International 13027) Distinctive 
repertoire,- straight-forward singing. 
♦Roger Abrahams: MAKE ME A PALLET ON THE 

FLOOR (Prestige International 13034) Soon 
to be released.- •' ‘ • ! 
♦Arthur Argo: LYRICA EROTICA, Volume Two 

(Prestige International 13048) Soon to be 

re leased * i , x * (W* 
♦Evelyn Beers: THE GENTLE ART 

(Prestige International 13053) 

:yr 
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♦Robert 'Tiddler" Beers: PSALTY PSONGS 
WITH PSALTERY AJ© PFIDDLE (prestige 
International 13047) Pforget it, 
♦THE BEST OF ISLA CAMERON (Prestige 

International 13042) Soon to be released, 
♦Bonnie Dobson: DEAR COMPANION 

(Prestige International 13031) 
♦Louisiana Honeydrippers: LOUISIANA 

BLUEGRASS (Prestige International 13035) 
Soon to be released. 
♦Ewan MacColl and A. L. Lloyd: SEA SONGS 

(Prestige International 13043) Soon to be 
released. 

*U. Utah Phillips: NOBODY KNOWS ME 
(Prestige International 13040) Soon to be 
released. 
♦Obray Rauisey: GATEWAY TO THE GREAT 

SMOKIES (Prestige International 13030) 
Soon to be released. 
♦Jean Redpath: SONGS OF A WEE LASSIE 

(Prestige International 13041) Soon to 
be released. 
♦Tony Saletan: I'M A STRANGER HERE 

(Prestige International 13036) Soon to be 
released. 

*PeS8y Seeger: THE THREE SISTERS 
(Prestige International 13029) Beautiful. 
♦Harry and Jeannie West: ROAMIN' THE BLUE 

RIDGE (Prestige International 13038) Soon 
to be released. 

John Greenway: THE BIG ROCK CANDY 
MOUNTAIN (Washington 710) Reissue from 
Riverside. 

Paul Clayton: BRITISH AND AMERICAN 
MURDER BALLADS (Washington 727) Reissue 
from Riverside. 

CURRENT AND CHOICE 

* BARRELHOUSE BUCK: BACK COUNTRY BARRELHOUSE 
(Folkways 3554) 

Robust and virile piano playing by one 
e of the old blues greats. No piano fan 

will V7ant to miss it. 

BLUES FELL THIS MORNING 
• (English Philips BBL 7369) 

Very likely the greatest of all the 
blues anthologies. Available from Agate 
6 Company, Ltd,, 10 Rathbone Place, Oxford 
Stc, London W. 1. England, for $5.25, 

I 

I 

i 
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GID TANNER AND HIS SKILLET LICKERS 
(Folksong Society of Minnesota 15001-D) 

Perhaps the finest of the 1920-1930 
old-timey string-bands, the Lickers are 
here presented for the first time on 
modern LP. An excellent reissue of old 
78rpm discs. Available from the Folksong 
society of Minnesota, 3218 4th St. S.E., 
Minneapolis, Minn., for $4.95. 

THE FOLKLORE OF JOHN LEE HOOKER 
(Vee-Jay 1033) 

John Lee's greatest LP. 

LUCY STEWART: TRADITIONAL SINGER FROM 
ABERDEENSHIRE, SCOTLAND, Volume <Xie, 
CHILD BALLADS (Folkways 3519) 

Beautiful Scottish ballad singer 
recorded by Ken Goldstein. This LP is 
the first of a many-volut»e set aimed at 
documenting the folklore of a Scottish 
family, "Aunt Lucy" is magnificent. 
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Editors' Note: The following is a report on 
the activities of the Second Annual Univer¬ 
sity of Chicago Folk Festival, held Febru¬ 
ary 2-4 of this year. 

THE SECOND ANNUAL 
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO FOLK FESTIVAL 

■ #* *T* a" 
* 1 M t 

The first University of Chicago Folk Fes¬ 
tival, under the very able direction of Mike 
Fleischer, pretty well revolutionized the 
whole idea of a folk festival. It veered 
almost diametrically opposite the commer¬ 
cialism of Newport and set out to get the 
very best traditional performers it could 
obtain, along with a sprinkling of the top 
city folk music performers, Horton Barker, 
Roscoe Holcombe, Frank Proffitt, Memphis 

Slim, Elizabeth Gotten, the Stanley 
brothers,, Arvella Gray, Alan Mills, Jean 
Carlgnan, Sandy Paton, Fleming Brown, George 
and Gerry Armstrong, Frank Warner, an t_e 
New Lost City Ramblers were among the ar 
ists who performed at the first Chicago 

Festival. 
This year, Mike Michael?* the; nev 1 

did his best to follow in the ”°Co 
steps of Mike Fleischer. Hid be®’t p he 
be good enough. The roster of per cnce 
mustered included such notables a 

(Tom) Ashley, Big Joe WiUi-. tj.. Re«r- 
City Ramblers, Jean and Edna Ri _ M 

end Cary “.vie. *<* “U”Ju chit man. and 
Centlctnen. Speckled « i. » h. greatly 



improved the academic part of the Festival! 
summoning such folk scholars as D. K. 
Wilgus and Sam Eskin for afternoon lec¬ 
tures. ' " 

t * * •** ‘Iff 

Leading off the Festival was the tradi¬ 
tional 'meet the performers” reception held 
late Friday afternoon in Ida Noyes Hall* 
veryone had a pleasant time gawking at the 

performers, renewing old friendships, 
watching the folkniks wander around in 
their traditional non-conformist outfit?, 
and speculating on the truth to the rumor 

f n ?Clt Wa8 still in Niagara 
. . ;%Jn an old telephone truck and wasn't 
p » !!e make to the Festival on time. 

newsPaperman and one of 

*“/••}told us that thls h»ppen6 
somebody S“Ppose<1 to do * concert: 
comln„ y Star^8 a *™or that he*s not 

Cu,.n«^odi:18£t“au "orked up- 
minute reol °oking afound for a last- 
Chicaeo) ^thls happened in 
ail the fuss is" ralk8 Jack» wondering what 

a® the reception*!^ ^ Sure enou8h» Ju8t 
wearing a huae bl**1 breakinS UP* Jack, 
ln8 in the door ack cwb°y hat, came dash- 
and said heM v ^ apologized for being lat6f 

P«l«Phoo* tr^' 'rOUble 8etCt"8 his Bell 
The New Lost r °SS tbe Canadian border. 

£ir®t night of they/ambUrS °Pened thC 
program of ”new<. _ C°ncerts with a great 
available on Folic Um ers ^most of which are 
•P-mtn* verS£*£ *»»>• They did 

ot SAIL AWAY LADIES and 

CROW BUCK CHICKEN. John Cohen then did a 
solo COUNTRY BLUES with banjo (learned from 
the "Dock” Boggs recording on the Folkways 
Anthology) that brought the house down. 
Hike and Tom teamed up for the double-banjo 
Take ME BACK TO THE SWEET SUNNY SOUTH. The 
whole group did a beautiful BLACK JACK DAVID) 
(from the Carter Family), and Tom picked out 
a standout STACKERLEE on the guitar. "Blue- 
grass," announced Mike Seeger with a big 
grin. "That's, just avant-garde Rambler 

music!" "* 
Next came Big Joe Williams and his bassist, 

Ramson Knowling. Joe, an enormous man more 
in width than height, played a battered old 
Silvertone electrified guitar (it looked as 
if it were made of ancient weather-beaten 
roof shingles) and performed a truly excit¬ 
ing program of blues. SLOPPY DRUNK BLUE , 
RED CROSS STORE, and Joe's own BABY PLEASE 
DON’T GO all received exceptional treatment: 
Joe played and projected his blues ®uch 
a fierce pride and violent delivery that the 
crowd was immediately caught up in his work. 
Emcee Archie Green had to break the es 
val'a "no encore" rule and grant him an o 
tra number. No one deserved it mor*-. 

The next act was perhaps the htgh^pot of^ 

the Festival for most of us. ri_rence 
Sessional show people," announce farmers 
(Tom) Ashley. "We're just a 

«ho play, Pick, and »‘"B «°“nd ‘ !odern... 
the old country waye.-nothi g ^ 

we're farmers." Ashley. *LL,„r 



Fred Price ("His wife does the fanning and 
he does the fiddling around”), guitarist 
Clint Howard ("You'd think a smile would 
break his jaw”), and guitarist-banjoist 
Doc Watson ("The workhorse of the gang... 
he sort of tickles the guitar a little") 
to an enthusiastic audience. After a ' 
little tuning trouble ("V/e don't come out 
here all tuned up like city people," 
cracked curly-headed Clint Howard), Clint, 
Doc , and Fred did a few fine old-timey 
numbers, and then Ashley did THE COO COO 
BIRD ("Somebody must have heard thatl We 
turned the bird loose in the '20's and 
she s still flying"), quietly and beauti¬ 
fully. u completely hushed the huge 
crowd. We all knew we had been confronted 
with the wonderful magic of real folk 

the exPeriencc was memorable, 
WALklN BOSS was next, with Tom on banjo 
and Doc on guitar, and the music just 
flowed out, simply and naturally, as in 

?i Ashley's quiet and digni- 
_ played the lead and Doc boomed 

ba,a run® 0n the guitar. IJl the FesU.ai was over. Wataon vaa 

ba^n°Ve hU ™ster>r o£ both guitar and • 
banjo was something near legendary. He 

Pt0£“u"d i”Pres«lon on everyone 

and a8 * £int -n. 
r.« Chle * oldcr “later. Edna, a 

and Miy„*'J00lc‘eachet> i°i lowed Ashley 

Uhc Jean f8l’n,SheuSlnES al“°st exactly - 

-S ^i wSL'ETnot uith as y / and has just made LP's 
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for both Folk-Legacy and Prestige, She did 
fine versions of THE FOREIGN LANDER, JACKERO, 
GROUNDHOG, and THE BLACKEST CROW, some un¬ 
accompanied and some with dulcimer. Her un¬ 
accompanied singing of THE CUCKOO was prob¬ 

ably her best number. 
On came Reverend Gary Davis carrying his 

cherry red "Miss Gibson" guitar. Davis, 
recognized as one of the greatest folk 
instrumentalists in the United States, pro¬ 
vided the Festival with many unforgettable 
moments. (According to experts, he picked 
the grandest ENGINE 143 ever heard during 
Sunday's guitar workshop)* There is an 
almost foreboding quality of immense delib¬ 
eration and solidarity in Gary's artistry., 
One look at him and you know immediately 
that here is an absolute master of the 
guitar: every move is sure and strong and 
straight to the mark; no energy is wasted 
in flashly exhibitionalism. Davis did some 
of his great numbers (YOU GOT TO MOVE, 
Had MY way, CLOSER WALK WITH THEE) and re ¬ 

ceived the biggest ovation of the night. 
Once again, the "no encore" rule was e a*j" 
tered, but nobody seemed to mind. Gary 
played all the wisdom and maturity o a 
truly monumental folk artist a .. 

Festival (and was equally out ° .rcompani- 
three days). His da«Ung la¬ 
ments and powerfully emotions s _ will 
lng style were something none o 

soon forget. . task of 
Jack Elliott had the u"*°rt“ hlc tom 

trying to follow Davis, Edna Ri » 

7 



Ashley, and Dig Joe Williams to close out 
Friday night's program. He was none too 
successful artistically (his usual manner'* 
isms seemed quite objectionably theatrical 
and out of place after the sincerity and 
unpretentiousness of the preceding acts), 
although the crowd loved him as he rambled 
all over the stage, at times singing and 
playing completely away from all the micro¬ 
phones. Jack's charm could win over any¬ 
body, but his performances were below his 
usually high standards on this night. 

Jack Elliott, Win Stracke (Chicago's Burl 
Ives), and Ella Jenkins gave a special 
children's concert Saturday morning, Ella 
and Win sang for the first hour-and-a-half 
(which is pretty long for a kid's concert) 
and by the time poor Jack got on, most of 
the kids were so tired and restless that 
he couldn't keep them in their seats. 
Jack is fantastic with children, however, ‘ 
and he wandered right out into the audience 
with them, playing and singing while 
chasing them up and down the aisles. All 
the kids had a lot of fun, and so did most 

of the adult members of the morning's 
crowd, 

D. K(j Wilgus' frank and unabashed ("We 
might as well name names") lecture on Sat¬ 
urday afternoon was undoubtedly the aca¬ 
demic high point of the entire Festival. 
Hr. Wilgus, who is certainly Living proof 
that the image of the folk scholar as a 
musty old fossil working in an Ivory Tower 

Is entirely false, stoutly defended the i 
position of the scholar ("The scholar is .the 
performer's best friend"), spoke with in¬ 
terest on the urban folk music revival, and 
opened several eyes on many critical points 
of folklore. He joked about his incurring 
the wrath of several older folklorists as- a 
hillbilly singer during his college days*ij 
(We were especially pleased when, upon being 
introduced to him, he grinned and said, >j 
"Well, I'm glad to meet you. You're the.I* 
only other bastards in folk music. You're 
not afraid to dislike somebody"). Unfor-^ 
tunately, we were unable to attend Sam 
Eskin's earlier lecture, but were told later 
that it was very good. Sam spiced his talk 
with some of his own singing and guitar 
playing, we understand. If he were any¬ 
where near as good as Wilgus, it must have 

been something. 
The Bluegrass Gentlemen from southern 

Illinois led off Saturday's concert. They 
were a far cry from last year's great blue- 
grass act, the Stanley Brothers, and.wrc, 
by and large, the most disappointing per¬ 

formers in this year's Festival. They can 
play well enough, but they have no voc.i 
punch ("apparent leanings toward co LSC 
style singing" was the way John Cohen put 
it), and, as anybody knows, a strong lead 

band. Williams wore the 
Edna Ritchie and Big Joe wiiiiau 

next singers, and both did w« • , j «jcbut 
own Staple Singers made their *- 



immediately after Bfg Joe and promptly be¬ 
came the crowd's favorite for the remain¬ 
ing nights* Father Roebuck Staples and 
his three children play and sing with what 
might be called a "wild restraint", and 
the results suggest tremendous emotional 
undercurrents and surging power just about 
to be unleashed, , They urged the audience 
to clap and sing with them on their later 
numbers, and emcee Studs Terkel (who dis¬ 
played admirable restraint himself this 
year) had a difficult time persuading the 
crowd to let thorn go* 

BUI Chitman opened the second half of 
Saturday night's program with BARBARA 
ALLEN. Chitman is from the Ozarks and 
sings and plays in a manner somewhat akin 
to Bob Carpenter (heard on Alan Lomax's ( 
Atlantic SOUTHERN FOLK HERITAGE SERIES): 
rough and gruff, hale and hearty, with the 
old-style Jimmie Rodgers guitar picking. 
He was nervous at first, but soon settled 

own to reel off a likeable enough, if 
somewhat superficial, batch of songs. 

excited the large audience 
with his vocal and instrumental mastery 
and played encore after encore. 

Tom Ashley ("Storyteller, colorful 
and all-«*ound man") did some 

eautiful numbers during his Saturday night 

rarbao\ »? *fn^ a marvelous unaccompanied 
BARBARA ALLEN, received a tremendous 

_ov rt°" crtTwd» was obviously very 

in Chlca11 ‘V lie wis^ed he'd been born 
ago. He then sang and played.OMIE 
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WISE with Doc Watson playing the gu-tar 
along with him. Fred Pripe wowed the.crowd 
with his fiddling on LEE HIGHWAY BLIJES and., 
was urged to encore with RICHMOND BLIJES. 
Doc Watson gave validity to the statement 
that he is the greatest country guitaris 
since Riley Puckett with some great gu tar t 
work on PRETTY LITTLE PINK. As always, 
Clint Howard provided rock-solid second 
guitar and brilliant lead singing on almost 

every number. .The group closed the Pr°j*ram. 
with beautiful versions of AMAZING GRACE an 
WILL THE CIRCLE BE UNBROKEN, both led by 

Doc's guitar and lead singing. 

Banjo and guitar vorkahops "erc 
early in the afternoon on Sunday (To Y 
and Gary Davis for the guitar; Mike ® 8 » 

John Cohen, Doc Watson, and clareac®_ . 
for the banjo), and, later. John Cohen and 
Jean Ritchie (who was only present 
last day of the Festival) gave tajks 
their collecting experiences. Wa“°" kghop 
flabbergasted everyone at the banlcfiR8. 

by announcing that he coul P (wo 
style three-finger banjo wit J and( 

finger.. He preceded to in'fact, 
sure enough, he could • thc differ- 
that a trained ear couldn ilits" at 
ence. Doc and Tom did “jj®® quintessence 

the workshop that were in folk music, 
of old-timey Southern of 
Latera panel diacuaa on r jilted of 

Ashley, Watson, Cohen, a *20's an** *30*Se 
the early recordings,of the 

11 



D, K, Wllgus acted as moderator* Doc 
■ Watson impressed all with his profound and 

highly articulate comments on hill country 
music and the men who make it. 

Speckled Red started off Sunday night’s 
concert with some oddly quiet and digni- 

J>fldd barrelhouse piano playing. Red, a 
"friendly and humorous looking man, played 

some of his famous songs, notably THE 
‘DIRTY DOZENS, his big 1928 hit. He sang 
just as softly and modestly as he played, 

1 yet seemed to be having a great time per* 
’’forming in front of such a large and appre¬ 
ciative audience. 

Jack Elliott followed and he more than 
made up for his Friday night's performance. 
The mannerisms were now almost totally dis¬ 
carded as he sang a program of almost 

straight Woody Guthrie songs ("1 like them 
the best")s a great GYPSY DAVY, TALKING 
FISHING BLUES, PRETTY BOY FLOYD, 1913 
MASSACRE, and HARD AIN'T IT HARD with Tom 
Paley. He also did I BELONG TO GLASGOW 
for Scottish Jean Redpath, who was to sing 
Later that night. Jack, one of the most 
popular performers of the Festival, was 
also one of the best Sunday night, 

Ashley and his gang were again magnifi¬ 
cent. Tom did an old medicine show number 
complete with jigging (I HAD BUT FIFTY 
CENTS) while Doc played some hilariously 
appropriate guitar runs, Tom and Dop did 
a fabulous SADIE (or BAD LEE BROWN), and 
the whole group did a marvelous old-timey 
PEG AND AWL that took us all back to 1929 

(conti'rtued on page 34) 
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"GID TANNER AND HIS SKILLET LICKEKS 
are after me! Gid, Riley Puckett, 
Clayton McMichen, Fate Norr l» ( 
Stokea, and the whole gang. 1 Y 
only send $4.95 to the Folksong ^ 
Society of Minnesota, maybe th > 
, J , • i ll... Ann' t VOU dO It 
1pjvp me AlonC■ 

THE FOLKSONG SOCIETY OF MINNESOTA, 

32,8 4th STREET S E.. 
MINNEAPOLIS MINNESOTA 
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A GARLAND OF SCOTS F01KS0NC: BETSY MILLER 
AND IWAN MACCOLL. $•!»> «nd ducts In the mm- 

threeted irind style ef Setts sImM*. pe/ftrmed by 
MtcCtll «nd hit wether. FL 116 *4.98 

ROBERT BURNS: THE MERRY MUSES OF CALE¬ 
DONIA SUNC BY EWAN MACCOLL. Btwdy **** ctl- 

lectrd or written by Robert Borns, presented Ip • 
schoUrty upfipufooted album. Included with the record 
It a booh with complete teats and eittnstee notts. lim¬ 
ited edition, atallable by subscription to scholars and 
libraries. Distributed by Fttk-Lyrlc. manufactured by 
Dionysos Records. D 1 SB.95 

PRIMITIVE PIANO. Speckled Red. Billy Pierce. James Robinson. 
and Dou« Sums. Old-timo barrelhouse Piano and pun* 
•ently outspoken city blurt. FI 117 S4.98 

BAYOU BLUICRASS: THE LOUISIANA HONEYDRIP- 
PERS. tod by bnniolst Jim Snieak. who has playod with such 

tapfhfht country mosie bonds as those of Bill btenror 
and Cart ScruMs. the Louisiana Raney drippers perform p 
fined profram with emphasis on the folksonts tf the 
Deep South. FL 122 fd.98 

BOLL WEEVIL AND BOSSMAN BLUES. Romerett Charles.Otis 
Webstar, and a then. In these blues which |rtw uut of 
the fodlnp cotton economy the s»n«ers eipms in pe*m 
or comic irony tho wndetlytn« ftolinfs of colond chare 
ertppors To ho Istuod February. 1962 

FIGCY SIEGER: POPULAR BALLADS. Amimi b.ii.dt -fcirt 
I. t*«liad M Sutt.rt, Ft 120 U.n 

HOT BLUES: SMOKY BABE AND HIS FRIENDS. 
iporowt colorful country blues, recorded in their natural 

v2e**ftm52"K!£ V ***** harmooica and stamptor 
aaarBr?n?rr. r ***** ** Impressive" In hk 
appraraoce In Couatry Rrero Jam Sessions Ft lit $4 98 

* * * RECORD reviews * * * 
•• ^ . (ft*’’ 

LEAD BELLY SINGS FOLK SONGS (Folkways 2488) 
• .,*.!• II .1 

From his legendary archives, Noses 
has brought forth another stack of via ag 
Leadbellies — and a mighty stack It . 
The sixteen tracks of this LP provide an 
ideal sampling of the lighter side of 
Leadbelly's vast repertoire. The aibu 
seems to be intended mainly at an n 
duction to Leadbelly for those w o on 
own many of his records: there is * l* ot 
duplication (though not always ln the1 BV* 
performance) of other Laadbel y a Ax*THE 
Such Leadbelly favorites ***“*“ * 
BUILDING, ON A MONDAY, MAN GOING . d 
TAKING NAMES, and LINING TRACK arclncludcd. 

in addition to stunning a 
KEEP YOUR HANDS OFF HER and JEAN • 
pair of infectious old-timey tuJJ * £ory 

Guthrie and Cisco Hou8£0"^^LL, ALABAMA 
classic performances of S connv Terry 
BOUND, and FIDDLER'S DRAM, and Sonnier y 

appears on OUTSKIRTS CP TCWN* 
Join for WE SHALL BE FREE. ^ 

Despite the buyers: no 
well w^rth the money f be without 
real Leadbelly fan hore.. Folkway. 
the new material pr * restoring 
has done a suisniflc.nt Job of re. o ^ 
life to the worn *•“ " ^Tm. sot: 
make up the source weil Cn 

never has ^adb*U* ®°U?mproV«®ont over the 
4 m 
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muffled sound of the early Folkways, and 
the tinny .Stinsons. The booklet is a 
real treasure: it contains not only the 
words but also the music to the songs, 
a 1* SING OUTt, It also contains a long 
prose poem on Leadbelly by Woody Guthrie 
(reprinted from AMERICAN FOLKSONG) which 
says most of what there is to say about 
folk music, and must be read by anybody 
who claims or wishes to know anything 
about folk music. 
(Reviewer: Barry Hansen) 

NEW FOLKS .(Vanguard 9096) 

Here, on a disc priced at $2.98 "for a 
® te time only", Vanguard serves up 

sampler of things to come on 
a , a Edging from the performance 

on this record, the future of Manny 
olomon & Company looks fairly rosy. 

tha folks" making their 
M hCM° a roarln8. Shades-of-Bill 

!“, rk CUy bluegra.. band, 
born rli r>?r 8oys’ ®nd <* young Georgia- 
nin'or^ If” ® Unlv«»tty-e<lucate<) 

•Hcdy uesc. <*0 is 
folkillLi ,m°,t pro“Ull'8 female city 

two-fourth, of the 

pretty^.ot lv° l**Mt U8h'». "Pleasant" 
end “p P“th f»e strengths 
"horrlbU* ! 1 Davld Cuda. while 

2s.fis2lro£ 
influenced Jackie Washing?™!0”1* 

The "stars"’of the album, the’Greenbriar 
Boys -- John Herald; guitar; Ralph Rinzler, 
mandolin; Bob Yellin, banjo •- take most 
of their material from the bluegrass and 
roots of bluegrass recordings of the 1940's 
to the present day. This is a musically 
rich area of study that is as yet compara¬ 
tively untapped by most serious collectors 
and folklorists’ (far too many turn up theit 
noses at the mere mention of Bill and 
Charlie Monroe, Reno and Smiley, the 
Stanley Brothers, Flatt and Scruggs, etc.), , 
and, as the Greenbrlars prove here, there 
is much more of the raw bone of American 
folk music in this material than in all the 
records of the coffee house folkniks put 
together. Indeed, we now have alriost the 
whole spectrum of recorded country folk 
music — from the 1930's to the present -A 
reflected in the work of our two best city 
folk music groupst the New Lost City 
Ramblers, and, now, the Greenbriar Boys. 

The Greenbrlars get off to an auspicious 
start on this disc with a furious bluegrass 
version of KATY CLYNE, done hell-for-leother, 
and displaying the group's amazing instru¬ 
mental proficiency (man for man*, tht> can 
outplay any other city group) and ab^olUtiy 
believable country sound. There to 
a fine rendition of Charlie Monroe • * " 
COMING BACK BUT I DON'T KNOW WHEN, a 
ful song that finally gets thj1 on 
has long deserved. John Hera 3 . 
STEWBALL is wonderfully Bill **""**«•*’ 
and an accomplishment of the rs 
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Banjo and washboard are featured on the 
delightful MAY DOWN-IN THE COUNTRY. To 
round things off, there is a sizzling 
instrumental, RAWHIDE, spotlighting 
Rinzler's exceptional mandolin playing. 

Hedy West has collected a great deal of 
her unique repertoire right out of the 
Appalachians (she soon hopes to publish 
a volume of north Georgia folksong), and 
she sings it in a lovely, almost eluflively 
charming, manner that strongly suggests 
the traditional Southern Mountain folk- 
singing style. We are treated to haunting 
versions, sung with banjo, of DRUNKARD'S 

LAMENT, MOON WILL BE A-BLEEDING, 1 HAD A 
NOTION, and PRETTY POLLY, all of which 
give evidence that we are here confronted 
with a first-rate city folk artist of 
great sensitivity. To complete her 
program, Miss West sings a beautiful THE 
LARK, accompanying herself on the dulcimer 
The-strength and quality of her texts (not 
to mention their rarity) and the style in 
which she sings and plays her songs mark 
Hedy West as an important addition, both 
as a singer and collector, to folk music. 

at LSR eagerly await her first solo • 
album. 

Gude, a young Boston singer who plays 
Loth o-string and 12-string guitar, fail® 
to create any impressions on a program of 
blues, Negro prison songs, and children's 
classics. Washington whimpers his way 
through some pseudo-art songs and spirit¬ 
uals in a manner more akin to R&B than 

folk music. 
The fine work of the Greenbrier Boys 

and Hedy West make this set well “°“hlt 
Its $2.98 price tag. These "new folks 
will be heard from again. „ 

GRANDPA JONES MAKES THE RAFTERS RING 
(Monument 4006) , 
STR1NGBEAN: OLD TIME BANJO PICK1N A 
S1NG1N* (Starday 142) ' 

Those observers of the professional 
country music scene with an eye °* the 
symbolic will find it signi can 
two roost old-fashioned and west" strjagb#*tt 
traditional artists in the field. String 
and Grandpa Jones, have been tolerated 

country music shows in the las , 
decades only as bewigged an co® ^ 
clowns, expected to provide a maximum of 

comic relief end 4 dishonest 
Not that ,the role U»«“ descendants 
one. for both men ere the ^ 
of a long and honorabl afUj mcdicine 
American entertainer-mus compose 
shorn mem professiona l h^ Mtcrlol, 
and perform topical a ng iovo songs, 

sing the old Engllsh helleds^^r a 
break into a buck and wing, ^ *U 

snappy monologue, “c e w£th one eye 
the while counting th their wares 
and lining up customers _ _l<Jdlln. John 

with the other -- ■»« lor thc ki„g of them 
Carson, or Tom Ashl y. tkc modem 



country music entrepreneurs have removed 
String and Gtsndpa from the position of 
importance their talents deserve, sub¬ 
merging them in electronic rhythm groups 
and subordinating them to the yodeling 
drugstore cowboys and frowzy female 
singers with their insipid, lovesick pop 
songs that comprise the mainstream of 
modern "down home'1 professional music. 

We are fortunate, then, to be able to 
examine at our leisure the music of these 
two performers on the above named LP's 
(Strlngbean's first; Grandpa's third). 
On the basis of recorded performances, 
Strlngbean would seem to be the more 
Important, gifted, and versatile musician^ 
of the two. String (real narnd; David ( 
Akeman) plays his banjo on all of his 
numbers, using both the old-time frailing 
method and his own unique rattling, syn¬ 
copated, bluegrassy sounding brand of 
double-thumbing. The fourteen songs 
heard on this LP are about equally divided 
between solo performances and performances 

backed with guitars and bass (a vocal 
chorus mercifully comes in on only*three 
numbers), and there is a minimum of un¬ 
interesting titles (STRINGBEAN AND HIS 
BANJO, HERDING CATTLE IN A CADILLAC COUPE 
DE VILLE, etc.). Host of the songs are 
excellent versions of traditional and 
old-time songs, some correctly titled 
(KEEP MY SKILLET GOOD AND GREASY, WORKING 
ON A BUILDING, WHY DO YOU BOB YOUR HAIR 
GIRLS?, 20 CENT GOTTEN AND 90 CENT MEAT), 
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and some disguleed (the song t t.. 
BARNYARD BANJO PICKIN' is HOf CORN COU> , 
CORN. POLLY Is PRETTY ®TRB ^ ^ 

LITTLE BIRDIE, WAKE UP LJTrl? B - . c,rl_c- 
version of DARLINC COREY). Though Str ng 
bean's costume Is the height ofsbsutdlty. 
he doesn't ham up his performances, |pro 
ferring rather to deliver both comU^ 

serious songs in a laconic, snu ^ 
ing manner. His trailing tnuchonthe 
banjo is exquisite, and is I*eard to '«=8t 

effect on the disc's two “"*!Lc“‘ly 
(solo performances both): PRE _ ’and 

sung in a moving, dl'pa‘8‘'’"%(!CorSed’per- 
very nearly the equal of ]L,-,UCKy aND 
formance of this sorig; an _ chose 
TENNESSEE, a song new to us, sardonic 
innumerable half-lyric and haH-sardonl 

banjo tunes which attempts 

tenderness in breezy,dy/A little plump 

but not too heavy/None on j 

outshine/That pretty _ JJaic wh© have 
Those followers of 'ounj^ brlef .ppe.r- 
been tantalized by S B treasure this 
once, on country shows “ >^,lc uho 

album; those city an string will 
have not prriiouS Y ^ ^0^:.,, .„d 

find this record “t?'fylng then any album 
infinitely more satis y 

of city banjo Plckin5*liahtful as he is, 
crandp. Jones, « ^^lonO) -or. 

seems incapable of*Jlousness. "«ver has 
profound than_r«m*«!nt ^ w probably the 
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only entertainer in America who can 
satirize country music, folk music, 
banjo playing, his audience, and himself 
effortlessly and simultaneously* His 
forte is corn, pure and unadulterated, 
delivered in an outlandish nasality some* 
where between a twang and a whine. Exag* 
gerated hoots, theatrical cackles and 
giggles, asides, and noisemaking are 
integral ingredients in his performances. 
His banjo trailing‘is as effective as it 

.la basic, though in-recent years Jones 
has used the instrument as little more 
than a prop, and less than half of his 
recordings have any banjo on them at all. 
Grandpa never appears without a comfort¬ 
able rhythm section behind him. GRANDPA 
JONES HAKES THE RAFTERS RING is his 
poorest LP to date, containing only five 
numbers with banjo, and rounded out faith 
seven modern C&W banalities that are as 
uninteresting as their titles: I’VE JUST 
BEEN GONE TOO LONG, COUNT YOUR BLESSINGS, 
I GUESS YOU DON’T REliEMBER NOW, etc. The 
horrible vocal chorus and accompaniment of 
piano, bass, drums, and blaring eldctric 
guitar on the latter cuts arc even mote 
objectionable than the songs themselves. 
All of the banjo tunes, excepting MAKE . 
THE RAFTERS RING, a Paul Clayton original 
that would be appropriate for the Kingston 
Trio, are excellent especially 
CROUNDHOC and ALL NIGHT LONG. And the ’ 
album's finest number, GOING ’CROSS THE 
SEA* a "banjcr" tune so full of tradi* 

22 
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tional color and Imagery ( Eaglesonth 

mountain, big £iah In the M/ta * 
durn fer no durn girl that don t give a 
durn fer me") that one doesn't beleveo, 

a minute the note that credits < 
of the song to Merle Travis (who Is also 
responsible for the album notes, a 1» 
history of and tribute to Grandpa In 
fourteen stanzas o£ V“ceadable v ) 

almost worth the price of the atou 
Jones fans will want this one, but *h~£ 

who haven't heard him Y0* ^an Vo.^pa 
music fan ought to) should 
JONES SINGS HIS GREATEST HITS (Ki 8 

their first buy. 

HENRY THOMAS SINGS THE TEXAS BLUES. 
(Origin Jazz Library 3) 

The third release of the 
Library brings us fourteen tooo^1^,' 

Henry Thomas, a Library 2, 
(previously heard on Origin J«« 

REALLY! THE COUNTRY t“«ttolre drew 
Folkways Anthology) c^duloni. 
from a wide range of ® les who were 
like most of his contemporary popuUr 

only able to record Thomas was 
Negro song style a ^ roCord M«8*o 
fortunate in being a tvocg He was • 
music of many differen YP * geemcd more 

Virpuy-p^/uo.^ 
bluest*'Restlme^flBvtat ions keep creeping 
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Into the blues he does on this set. 
Thomas is one of the most high-spirited 

performers of all time. Whanging away on 
his open-tuned guitar, singing at the top 
of his voice, and tooting on his "shep¬ 
herd's pipes", he can be truly infectious 
on play-party tunes like RUN MOLLIE RUN 
and THE LITTLE RED CABOOSE. There are 
classic performances of BOB MeKINNEY (a 
ballad in the STAdK-O-LEE tradition) and 
JOHN HENRY (in which he has our hero 
riding the blinds!)• Also included is 
his specialty, THE FOX AND THE HOUNDS, 
representing the old tradition from which 
the virtuoso Sonny Terry developed his 
FOX CHASE. Thomas’ blues show a much 
closer kinship with tunes like these, and 
with ragtime, than they do with the field 
holler from which Blind Lemon’s blues 
developed. His blues in this set nonethe¬ 
less mirror early stages in blues develop" 
ment in such ways as their frequent tenden¬ 
cy to repeat the same line of lyrics three 
times in the 12-bar chorus, rather than 
using the "AAB" pattern generally found. 

Thomas is perhaps not quite as easy to 
listen to as he was in his heyday. Col¬ 
lectors used to the emotional depth of 
later blues may find it hard to take him 
seriously, it is doubtful, however, that 
Thomas meant himself to taken very 
seriously: he was an entertainer, and for 
thosi of us who do not refuse to be enter¬ 
tained, he can still be a great showman.,*, 
This set has plenty of enjoyment value in 

addition to its immeasurable historical ■ 
importance. . 

Naturally, the recordings are bad, t 
guitar suffers especially. But OJL 
done the best remastering Job possible, 
and the scratchy sound will deter few 
listeners, as this is the only way this 
music can be heard today# ^ canno » 
however, approve OJL’s practice o . 
issuing this album without notes, promUU* 

them for a "1962 OJL blues annual for 

which a fee will presumably be ch®** * 
This "Limited Edition" can be obtain 

for $5.00 from the Origin Jazz L* ’ £ 
39 Remsen Street (IE), Brooklyn Heights . 
New York. (Reviewer: Barry Hansen) 

FIDDLER BEERS SINGS PSALTY PSONGS WITH 

PSALTERY AND PF1DDLE 
(Prestige International 
THE GENTLE ART OF BVBLYNE BEE 
(Prestige International 130>J; 

Prestige here pM***£££?«*•* 
third albums pfeaturing Evciyne. 
"Pfiddlcr" Beers an<* his pfunny 

"Pfiddlcr" gives us a on the 
psongs, accompanying lynC, who is more 

psaltery and ..pfiddlcr" because 
pfun to listen to than ^ pfunny. sings 
she’8 not always try b pretty concert 
a discful of love 80nB* t those records, 
voice, our advice: pforgat 
They’re two Boers too 
(Reviewer: Reynolds K. 
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FRED GERLACH: TWELVE-STRING GUITAR - 
(Folkways 3529) 
; > .: j .1 . . • z:* mV . * . v.t* •* 

With this reissue of an album which 
appeared several years ago on the short¬ 
lived Audio-Video label. Folkways has 
again made available one of the weirdest 
experiences in folk music. Gerlach, a 
very imaginative musician, takes songs by 
Leadbelly and several others, and care¬ 
fully and lovingly works them over into 
his highly eccentric*style. He weaves all 
sorts of counterfigures in and out of the 
original guitar accompaniments. Sometimes 
the tree gets lost in all the leaves,' and 
sometimes Gerlach trips over his fingers 
(GALLOWS POLE), but there is much to be 
savored in his.guitar work. 

Gerlach's singing, however, may cotue as 
a shock. He has an unbelievable delivery 
right out of vaudeville, via A1 Jolson. 
He bleed6 every oozing drop of pathos out 
of these unfortunate songs, and his air 
of childish innocence (LITTLE GIRL) may 
make you wince. His FANNIN STREET is a 
nightmare. SAMSON, learned from the ‘i 
Reverend Gary Davis, is equally horrible. 
He seems to do it all with great sincer¬ 
ity: one can only conclude that he actu¬ 
ally considers the style appropriate for 
these songs, (fee doesn't quite know 
whether to, laugh or cry. 

A transcription has been added to the 
or ginel notes: with the current interest 
in 12-atrings (how things have changed 

(continued on page 29) 
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BIG JOt WILLIAMS 
IS NOT THE BLUES 

But Bia Joe Williams IS 
Elish and blood, and he sings 
Elesh-and-blood blues in - 

PIHEV WOODS BLUES 
Palmar IP Pl-OOS 

Feature. Joe with hi. "I"*'*"*"® 
goiter, plu. J.». Short 
end .econd guitar, doing 
blues, including Joe s own g 
BABY, PLEASE DON'T GO. 

"Fine album..the unadulterated 

blues." Dave Glover, LSR. 

***** Stars, ‘forceful and 

highiy 

c^mngly individual 
stylists on the current scene. 

Pete Welding, DOWNBEAt• 

„ or direct from: 
$4.98 at your dealer ° 

delmar RECORDS 
439 5. WABASH 

CHICAGO ILU 



WE DON'T CARE IF YOU 
DON'T LOOK AT ANOTHER 
THING IN THIS ISSUE AS 
LONG AS YOU READ THE 
FOLLOWING: 

"I know you don't like to 

subscribe to too many mag¬ 
azines, Harry, but this 
one's different!" 

little sandy review 
******* 

Name 

Street 
City _ 

State 

Enclosed please find three 
dollars for 12 issues of LSR. 
****★*»»* **»****■** A*****AAA*a 

3220 Park Avenue South 
Minneapolis 7, Minnesota 

(continued from page,2$) < 
since those notes were written,) .W**. 
attractively packaged set shoul ; _ 
well. There Is still a lot to be done for 
the 12-string on records, however:^00 
records exist of Mike Russo, wh° 
the spirit of Leadbelly much more than does 
Gerlach, and also plays more cleanly: or of 

- Dave Ray, who is Just about as lov*j| 
• Gerlach and is a brilliant 

Either of them seem easily capabi o 
making a better LP than this one, 
(Reviewer: Barry Hansen) ._ m “I- 

# # 
I ' 

JIMMY REED AT CARNEGIE HALL 
(Vee-Jay 1035) A 2-LP set* 

With John Lee Hooker now making “t*‘*t*‘ 

a folk blues artist, Vee-Jay Iperformers to 
to introduce another of th*lr ce by 

the same white in «tont 
dangling the Carnegie . 0f eh, #0nge 
of them. The fact Is h concert, 
here were actually rccrea- 

•, but are rather Uto... 
tions of the program.. second, 

under ideal this program, 
only one of the LP einglos coiled 

The other is a DoM »•* «•••* 
THE BEST OF ^ ' houever. the 
dlsappointroent 8 8 V 
music is good. contemporary rather 

Jinny Reed s sty1* bM.g on th« «>rk- 
then traditional. } ^ th, uay 
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t.iAZ bluegrass is an outgrowth of white 
Southern Mountain music,. Reed plays guitar 
and harmonica simultaneously (a modern 
Memphis Willie B), and is usually backed 
with drums and a second guitar, both gui¬ 
tars being electrified. He gets a repeti- , 
tious but extremely infectious beat that 
keeps his music moving and danceable at 
all times (almost any one; of Reed's 25-odd 
singles uses the same catchy bass figure, 
but you never tire of it). His style is . , 
not that of a Delta musician (as the liner ■ 
notes try to claim),, but rather more of a 
modified country-city sound: sort of easy, 
lazy "Chicago" blues. His voice is slow 
and drawling; his harp imaginltive and 
Insistent; his music simple and rhythmic, 
with a wonderful sensuousness. 

The Carnegie LP contains the poorer 
tunes (although BRIGHT LIGHTS, BIG CITY, 

OUND JOY, and, especially, the instru¬ 
mental, BLUE CARNEGIE, are interesting), 
and THE BEST OF JIMMY REED the earlier, 
rougher numbers. Pete Welding's liner 

* o* ji^111 cbat these are re-recordings 
CC S earlier bits ("they approximate 

the power and drive of the originals, 
several of which were made seven or eight 

Lor« aJ9**they do vividly point out..his 
^tu«d considerably deepened and 

ZlZr\kT yCars,,)* » is 
of th hjt.tliey "approximate the power.. 

»rinl8tnalS" SlnC° the> *•<*. 
would tr ?ls*. 0ne Wonders why anyone 

Id try to claim otherwise since these 1 
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sides (YOU DON'T HAVE TO GO, HONEST I DO, 
AIN'T THAT LOVING YOU BABY, BOOGIE IN THE' 
DARK, etc.) represent the best of Reed's 
work; the harp is more in evidence, the 
lyrics more meanihjgful (although Jitrmy is 
certainly no Lightnin' Hopkins), and the 
approach more fiery and emotional than on 
his current performances. 

Perhaps this set will not gain anywhere 
near the recognition from the folk audience 
that John Lee Hooker's records have; but, 
nonetheless, anyone seriously interested in 
blues should certainly be aware of the music 
of Jimmy Reed. 
(Guest reviewer: Dave Glover) 

WOODY GUTHRIE SINGS FOLK SONGS 
(Folkways 2483) 

. um/.. 
•*j« a* 

Contemporary folksingers such as Jock 
Elliott and Bob Dylan have, by their very 
presence oft today's folk music scene, c c- 
vated Woody Guthrie, one of dur truly grea 
songwriters and folksingers, from out of 
the ranks of folk musician to a far, ar 
loftier (and probably equally correct) 
position as an authentic taerlcan f!". 
For Woody, like Jesse Ja»cs or 
Bill; hascotno to .tend for far th» 
his accompli shunts as a man 0*1 
considerable): sln8ers llka * not • 
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the dusty-footed Odysseus of U. S. "hard 
times", has gained a stature among the 
young folksingers that represents far more 
than mere respect or admiration. 

Now, Moses Asch has given us a chance to 
judge for ourselves with another album of 
choice Guthrie material, sung and played 
by Woody himself. *. Most of the songs on, 
this superb disc, were recorded circa 1944 
and have not previously been released on 
LP. Several,, in fact, have never been 
available even as 78rptn's. There are some 
magnificent new (to LP) songs written by 
Guthrie (DIRTY OVERALLS, JACK HAMMER 
BLUES, and a fine tongue-in-cheek OREGON 
TRAIL), songs from old records,(WHAT DID 
THE DEEP SEA SAY?, WILL YOU MISS ME?/. ‘ 
and a great jaw-busting SPRINGFIELD 
MOUNTAIN), a wonderful guitar solo (GUITAR 
BLUES), and some old favorites (HARD 
TRAVELING, HOUSE OF THE RISING SUN, JOHN 
HENRY, WE SHALL BE FREE, THOSE BROWN EYES, 
BOLL WEEVIL BLUfiS, and, on the fiddle, 
NINE HUNDRED MILES). Sonny Terry, Cisco 
Houston, Leadbelly, and Bess Hawes join 
Woody on several of the songs. Some of 
the material is repeated from Stinson, 
However, most of the cuts represent alter* 
nut,takes, and, in some cases, whole new 
arrangements. An example of this is the 
great HARD TRAVELING heard here, with 
Sonny Terry on harp, Woody on mandolin,, 
on sco on guitar. The new material and 

pcr* ortaances of all the songs 
**ake this record one of the most important 

of all Folkways releases. Let 
Asch's documentation of a true American 
folk legend will continue, and, in the 
future, include such songs aa,^}?* 
CRE, LUDLOW MASSACRE, RAMBLIN BLU ■ »_ 
UNION BURYING GROUND, MY NEW FOUND » 
NEW YORK TOWN, and the many others y 
unreleased on modern LP. 

* * * * LETTER TO THE EDITORS ★ * 

A QUESTION THAT NEEDS AN ANSWER. 

D0„ Paul and 

Uf.!nrtc«dt! etc. On page 28 you -"lion 

that an individual may °rdcr . thc 
cording tape of Guthrie ® b he ubcary 
Library of Congress. * thc song8 my 
and received the reply that the 

not be recorded wl^h®“Cchildren‘# Trust Fund 
mission of the Guthrie _ wrote to 
and one Mr. Harold Lcven • ^ j would 
Lcventhal and received a XO. 

like to know thing grlpee the 
information? This . thc Library of 
hell out of me. I ^ough^ p€oplc 
Congress belonged SOOn wc'U have 
and NO other group, rc y gladden, 
Fund, for Pete Steel*. *oi th. 
Sailor Dad Hunt, ‘bout .upportlng 
Cang. Lcventhal talk. uoody'• 
Woody, giving Pjog^ booka, record., 
aongs. buying ^ rlght .round and 

etc., a“8 V> „,inaci on P«8» *> 
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.(FOLK FESTIVAL, continued from page 12) 

and the Carolina Tar Heels. 

Jean and Edna Ritchie did a few songs 

together before Jean did some of her beau¬ 

tiful solos (GUIDE ME OH JEHOVAH, GOIN' TO 

BOSTON, NOTTAMUN TOWN). The two sisters 

sang some lovely Ritchie family duets 

(COME ALL YE FAIR AND TENDER LADIES, SARO, 

WHERE ARE YOU GOING MY PRETTY FAIR MISS) 

in a manner that completely charmed every¬ 

one. Jean is1a really great traditional 

singer, and it was a real pity that she 

could only be present for the final night 

of the Festival. Tom Ashley and his gang 

joined Jean and Edna for an incredibly 

moving performance of AMAZING GRACE to 
round off the first half of Sunday night's 
concert, 

The Ramblers came on for their second 

appearance of the Festival and did a 
snappy OLD JOE CLARK with two banjos and 

a fiddle. John did BILL MORGAN'S GAL, 

Mike did CARTER'S BLUES, and Tom did his 

famous RAILROAD BLUES. WAVE ON THE SEA 
and a rousing ONE LITTLE STORY THAT THE 

CROW TOLD ME closed out their part of the 

program. They were fine, as usual. 

Guest artist Jean Redpath (who came to 
the Festival merely as a spectactor, but 

was later talked into singing) sang some 
Scottish songs (YARROW, NICK1E TAMS. WEE 
TcWN CLERK> in a totally delightful and 
eparkling style. She proved herself to v 

« a first-rate artist of major importance, 

await her Prestige and 
Lktra albums. Her SONG OF THE SEALS 
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was one of the finest things of theFestl- 

“the Staple Singers. led *>y «*»buck'^ 
throbbing electric guitar, 
Festival In properly climactic tashx * 

bringing down the house with some rou j 

6Tie“to^alKlog In the hallvay .£« 

the concert, we saw Jack EU*°‘t uy* 
surrounded by four or ^vci® 
wearing black cowboy hats like Jjf** 
heard Wedgely Todd yell^W** . k turned 

Jack Elliott please stand up* *h«r^Chicago 
around, waved, and smiled. ° hardly wait 
Folk Festival was over. We can F 
until the next one. It U * 

bigger and better thanT^e^noRS.. , . .. 

************ 
The Florence ,^“ili^coSntrS 
to host an old-time fol Southca8tcrn 
contest under the M heL<| 
Championship* Contes^ Fot d«. 
2-4. Cash prises will be piorence 
telle, contact Jerry C. MeO ^ ^ 
Junior Chamber of Comoerc . Uooc. 
Florence. AUbe-J^^L 

(EDITORS' COLUMN. of*course. 
Who said it! Why. Wedge 1^^,, 

And add this one y lc today come* 

thing you hear . *frL, the '20* a *nd 
from old records Thav*re right ••• 
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sure to get on the free mailing list for 
Bob Koester's BLUES NEWS. Write 439 S. 
Wabash, Chicago 5, and ask for your sample 
copy. Koester acts as agent for Just about 
every blues great now living in Chicago. 
Ask for a list ... Last week we had the 
rare pleasure of hearing Jesse Fuller in 
concert and talking with him a great deal 
in private conversation. Jesse is now 
traveling through the Midwest heading for 
the East Coast. We have never used our 
name in an attempt to get bookings for any 
artist before, but Jesse gave just about 
the greatest concert we have ever witness¬ 
ed, and we feel he needs to be heard by 
everyone. Write Jesse Fuller, 1679 11th 
St., Oakland, California, and the mail will 
be forwarded to him ... See you next month. 

-X i_, - V ill * -* -* -A -A -. j 
^ ^ ^ h foTWwTWo#% 

(LETTER, continued from page 33) 
ratlonp, the material that is available and 
lets Woody's fans get only what he (Mr. L) 
wants them to get. I don't get it. Of * 
course, I suppose that Leventhal doesn't 
get his full share of the markup on the 
Library of Congress records. Sincerely, 

JOHN GROSS 
Milwaukee, Wise. 

Editors Note; We tried the same thing 
reader Gross did, and met with pretty much 

the same results. Mr. L said he'd let us 

That was a year-and-a-half ag« 
UeMiili6™18 haVe rcc®iv*d a straight NO. 
U* <1 Uke answer as to "why". toS. 
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ADDITIONAL RECORDS AND RECORD CHATTgg, 

(♦denotes LP's to be reviewed in LSR) 
i r 14 *•* 

*The Origin Jazz Library will soon release 
OJL-4, THE JUG BANDS, and OJL-5, SAM 

COLLINS. , . '* 
*1 HAVE TO PAINT MY FACE (Arhoolie 1005J 

Various blues artists. 
♦LOWELL FULSON (Arhoolie 2003) Mostly 

reissues from the Swing Time label. 
♦MERCY DEE WALTON (Arhoolie 100'> 
♦LIGHTNIN' HOPKINS (Arhoolie 1011) To oe 

released by June, 1962. hpatra. 
•Joe Turner end Pete Johnso" ‘ 

JUMPIN' THE BLUES (Arhoolie 2004) To be , 

released by June, 1962. 100flv For 
★WHISTLING ALEX MOORE (Arhoolie > W 

information on Arhoolie Rac°*d®» P 0 Box 
International Blues Record Club, P. 0. ** 
671, Los Gatos, California. 

THE LINCOLNS (Kapp) .. ctmtcERS 

(:DTt-SEE*-?* > 
( ™^ST OP the Kl^ON TRI0 (CPltol) 

THE BROTHERS FOUR GREATEST X/X* 
(Columbia 1803) Junk. /urA-victor 2443) 

JIMMIE DRIFTWOOD AT SEA (RCA vi 

THE ***«““ U.S.A. 

(AuTolnp^Ut?t96» Choral folku.. 

“fSSUS£££&«•*SHAMIlES ' 
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Harry Belafonte: THE MIDNIGHT SPECIAL 
(RCA-Vietor 2449) Belaphoney and his cast 
of thousands ride again. This time there 
is even a little order blank inside the 
LP informing the listener that, for a mere 
$2,00, he can get a full set of lyrics for 
the song,s on the album. For $5*00, Harry 
probably sell his grandmother. 

Lightnin* Hopkins: FAST LIFE WOMAN 
(Verve 8453) Looks like a reissue of 
Lightnin's Dart album. 
*Jesse Fuller, our favorite, will soon 

have a third album out on Good Time Jazz, 
Jesse has also been recorded by Prestige 
Bluesvilie. ,'ii * 

"The Stanley Brothers: OLD TIME CAMP 
MEETING (King 7S0) The finest professional 
country group in an LP of religious songs. 

*M0RE BANJO IN THE HILLS (Starday 169) 
The Stanley Brothers, Flatt and Scruggs, 
Bill Clifton, many more, 

"TRADITIONAL SONGS OF ONTARIO 
(Prestige International Documentary 25014) 
Collected by Edith Fowke. 

*BUJEGRASS HALL OF FAME (Starday 181) 
Anthology of various bluegrass greats. 

THE CITIZENS SING ABOUT A CITY OF 
PEOPLE (Laurie) Modern folksongs about 

cities. 

Mama Yancey and Little Brother 
Montgomery: SOUTH SIDE BLUES 
(Riverside 403) 

"TRADITIONAL MUSIC FROM GRAYSON AND 
CARROLL COUNTIES (Folkways 3811) Field 
recordings featuring Wade Uard, others. 

CURRENT AND CHOICE 

THE FOLKSONGS OF BRITAIN 
(Caedmon 1142-46) A five-volume e,t. 

Alan Lomax provides us with the most 
important contribution to the field of 
recorded folk music for 1961 --here is 
the entire range of British folk mus c 
sung and performed by the finest tra 

tional artists in Britain, A 
magnificent anthology* 

LIGHTNIN* HOPKINS AND SONNY TERRY: 

LAST NIGHT BLUES 
(Prestige Bluesville 1029) . 

Very likely the beet record teleeeed 
yet in whet ie very likely the greete.t 
year in blues recording history. 

PEGGY SEEGER: POPU1AR BALLADS 
(Folk-lyric 120) 

Perhepe her deepeet end moet moving 

album to date, 

TIE NEW LOST CITY RAMBLERS 

(Folkways 602) A 7" g0Oa 
This 7” long-pley ProVf• “** 8 

things corns in small packages. 

GEORGE AND GERRY ARMSTRONG. SIMPLE GITTS 

‘'SSStS. >h°ne‘t • ‘'lc 
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0# OUR com... double cover, that is, 
this month are Roscoe Holcomb, traditional 
* nger from Daisy, Kentucky, and Moses Asch, 
owner and guiding light of Folkways Records, 

o com is just about our favorite tradi- 

?' Pser’ and Ascb is» of course, a 
ev hero to folk record buyers 

Youm^6^* rThC double cover is for Izzy- 
colnrf31 ®na^t: be can now display our 
M m, '114*' i»<ue under two titles - 
SrtS“L“W “VIEW or (to use his 

Anythin# SANDY REVIEW CONFIDENTIAL. 

5JS£.’&a-~ »rprierof 
caricature ere by 

„ -. CILDIM 
V07* & prfUj* 'HSjZSO', 

' ‘"•"tioni^ig lUC?iSid us a favor fey 
I J«turn the f*Vot *he laan we can dc 

•'«* the infaraoyg * '*ad Tl>®, everyboc 
enks ag0| icle appeared a few 

U«ed; ve got twoi JL.*W!Inped witb letters 
a t Joan hast to tak* ndin8 to know why v 

(c"ti^-;;eT*Al1 

^*'bo‘'u cun ouC *i« 

ui£* Three ln 1 

--a. ia20 wir,:xz. 

* * * RECORD REVIEWS * * * 

FURRY LEWIS: BACK ON HY FEET AGAIN 
(Prestige Bluesville 1036) and DONE 
CHANGED MY MIND (Prestige Bluesville l ) 

Here, at last, la the long-awaited Furry 
Lewis "musical documentary,' now rssu^ 
two separate LP's. The venerable «‘"8®r' 
guitarist, whose KASSIE JONES Is a high 
point of the Folkways Anthology, perfdr 
a carefully-chosen program of twenty 
songs, with three standard ballads ( 
HENRY on #1036, CASEY JONES and FRANK* £ 

AND JOHNNY on #1037) included a“®n* r. y 
the finest traditional country bl“e 
numbers. The two discs provide between 

them, a colorful cross-section o _ N 
repertoire of one of our very finest Negro 

aritSmust, in all honesty, be 
that FWry is not quite the per ° m0vinK 
used to be. His singing is at . t the* 
his guitar tone often beautiful, * 
fire has gone out of his once 
accompaniments: the notes arc lWes, 
but chey arc shadows of their •« 
with the bass runs now faint, 

culation often muddy. f £lnd these 
Many listeners will thara* but there 

records an acute diaappoin » worth a 
is no denying that Furry • . cloquently 
hearing: his performances an 
of his Great tradition, and t 
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stylist he once was. And there are a 
few real delights, like the guitar 
"played like a banjo'* on OLD BLUE 
(#1036). These discs do not, perhaps, 
make for intense listening enjoyment, but, 
as a documentary, the set is a fine pro¬ 
duction, fruitful for study and worthy o 

a place in any library. 
(Reviewer* Barry Hansen) 

JUDY C0LL1US; GOLDEN APPLES OF THE SUN 
(Elektra 222) ' Iv i * 

Judy Collins, whose craft is that of 
the professional popular singer with 
pseudo-fine art status leanings, and who 
utilizes, yith dubious results, folk and 
folk-derived material in her act, here 
perforins one of the feats of the year: a 
Yeats poem set to music by Richard Dyer- 
Bcnnet, a Negro spiritual, a whal'ing 
sonp,, an American lullaby, a Polish art 

*0nU» a folknik composition, a Scots 
ballad, an Irish ballad, and other songs 
■yv made musically indistinguishable 
from one another. That takes, as they 
say, none doing, and Is not an accom¬ 
pli shotat to be belittled. The song 

alone -iake TWELVE GATES TO THE CITY 

that dl££er' 

«rtiniUrti4^^„trtrwr9.a“<w!it o£ vocal contrui . in ttemolo and 

uSSttSfSS 22 h,:t efforts, 
"* h*1 *«tor»«nceS uith, conKld. 

. , ..r-vioualY-absent hazaz^. f 
capuel B-A-E-Z. On the strength of 

this disc, the only 
Collins can make in the E butl<M> 
perform barefooted and clad 

dress. . * '•* m 
(Editors) ( io* 

CDETTA AT TOWN HALL (Vanguard 9103) a 

Odetta is a dignified however, 

dignified and imposing * verges 

there is a point at « pelious unfortu- 
on grandiosity, ^d Was F to this 
nately hovers uncomfortabiy^^^^ 

point all too often. . like that 

of this Town Hall perfo . ^aAs one to 
of her Carnegie Hall a »£t £or her is 

surmise that al'l tha ,itan opera clad 

:o appear at the ana chain mall, 
in Wagnerian Horned he q£ muSie ®He 

t little matters wh i yp iinagC ■ 

lings, for h.r uhlmperlng m»l8- 

icunds her TOWN HALL contains 

*ifieance. ODETTA „irefldy recorded 

[eu songs she has no _ rCdundant as 
elsewhere, and is ™sicaily to buy it for 
»ell. Odetta fans may want 

the applause. 

(Editors) 

EXCITING NEW UR CONTEST: ”C££®oRIC CITY! 

•FOLK" HAT TO WIN ^ ^ 
Alt etJTRtES LISTING HUCI- * -QUALIFIED. 
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LOGAN ENGLISH: AMERICAN FOLK BALLADS 
(Monitor 388) * <-r‘ 

* 4»l. 1 *’ r , J > 

A welcome back for Logan, who, as a 
soloist, has been silent on records for 
many years. He returns with a relaxed 

and old-fashioned collection that is 
cottratendabiy mindful of the old Stinson 
Foiksay jam sessions. Here, performed 
with occasional and very informal group 
vocals and instrumental backing, are 
tried-and-true songs such as Woody * 
Guthrie’s ROLL ON COLUMBIA and TALKING 
FISHING BLUES, SHENANDOAH, T FOR TEXAS, 
IN THE JA1LH0USE NOW, and MY LAST OLD 
DOLLAR IS GONE -* as well as such English 

as BUCKEYE Jm>sugar hill, and 
BROWN DOG, Logan stoutly refuses 

o cither commercialize or ethnicize his 

r’oooth-but-homely voice, 
^t*yd delivery, and choice of 

°l the 1 'T™ —? clo8c‘y the performances 

yodlu if? CUCO H°USton- lessn 

letter than)*ci.co "f “ <a"d 
uninterested in Por fans who arc 
field and tU?* bUt aS *et find 

too difficult or exotic Cl? di9ciPles 
record to have. lc* thia is the new 
(Editors) 

the January issue m u 
» 1*= A.TICU « HAS 
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THE FIRST FIVE FROM FOLK-LEGACY ... 

Sandy Paton has said of Foik-Ugacy. 
newly-formed record company: ...w^ « , 
devote-ourselves almost entirely o , r 
traditional artist*...we can ®ffor ° J 
handful of records each year but « 
determined that every one of them wi ,, 
an important contribution to the 
recorded folk music." In his ~ . 
he further states: "Folk-Ugacy ^da*j: 
is a young company dedicate o 
tional music and lore of the Engli - 
speaking world...We are 
cach record...be a significant eontribu 
tion..Strong words, and promises with 
muscle in them; yet, in this cou y^ 
least, just the precious commodity that^is 
generally roundly ignored an. « can 
favor because it is "serious terms 
almost imagine in Fcw Liie 
a new slogan for F-L. lofl 
The First Five); few other 8«"P»a‘« 

(only Folk-Lyric, 0rl®Ji" “fc,„ think of, 
Arhoolle, and Dclmar that ^ ^ hang 

although Folkways ccr V, .rements wlth- 
its head) could h ““^^Tossl 
out blushing behind Pet*. honesty 

Aaron albuca *•'"£*•*.*»»Zy 
and fortitude need blush o _ noW, 
his rewards equal his n * ** Five,*’ 
with the emergence of the hii 
we can evaluate and, happi t ^ find 
superlative collective ctcdo. 
he has core than lived up to hi. F 
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,tli one were to discuss, metaphorically, 
the three albums in Paton's FSA Series - 
In terms of the visual arts of painting 
and movies (speaking not of stature or 
importance,, but only of style and over-*ll 
general impression), one would logically 
.begin by calling Frank Proffitt (FRANK 

FSA-l) a Rembrandt or D. W. 
r fith: strong, silent, utterly master- 

tnl, almost totally without flash. 
Uossie Holcomb, naturally, would be Van 
98», with the bright sun blazing over 

JWUy1 Tr^ff °ltvc trees, or, cinemati- 

Hobart SHlfh**’ Welles* or Godard; 
Bor8„an. 8 , “1^ht bc Michelangelo and 
Jo,«E byUn- Ja^son Pollack and 
tion of Mnr’ atry Belafonte, a combina- 
and Cecil n ^1! Rockwell». Stanley Kramer, 

Edna Ritchie 
‘matter her t FSA*3^» °r, for that 
^Uy’be ter Jean as well, could .. 
htt*y lustre of*t€ Renolr» filled with the 
^laically 8he° ^aft! and bright day; 
** Trivet fjo^ ^an Renoir. 
V* ruddy, 80-yca™ TRlVETT, FSA-2), 

CC* to ex«ClpiIf a?,d lumberjack, would 

*“ old. tattered Kithe< nostal8ic charm 

S^5£*C%5BWoody Cuthrle 

*T1,,lU Eecibrandt-D H 
• tv* Dm.. does a f , u* w» 

* - «« T6 lapTCB' 
5 cv than he did 

8 

on Folkways: his voice seems much stronger, 

more sure; stylistically, he e mu 
daring, and, at the same time, much m 

relaxed and at ease. As al*ay9; f 
in a clear-cut, unquestioned pattern^ ^ 

archaic blacks and browns; his P 
somber, near chiaroscura, i y°u 
has great strength. The dark brown* °f 

singing and playing give 
force to the contrast of ,, u8es. 
and brilliant colors he occasio y 

Proffitt's art is not mercurial, ln9tead 

It project like H°'“mb1*;e1 thc warm glow 
soft, almost receding, li friend6 

‘rom e log-piled ««**•£■'.^“r tlla. 
talking late at night. It * .» 

arid homely, yet it ha5 1 * ®ln 1Cf the . 
solidarity of the mojin aeep loneliness: 
quiet strength and the P feentath lt8 
not outwardly exciting, spectacular 
calm, studied surface, qu . Criff^th, 
in its emotional results* - and 
Proffitt seems, indeed, a P ^ rough- 
While hi. -k rysa:.m :ruderf « 

rhU ^t“^*S.8nd-«r.e.ed .rtrf :i«.o 

basis ond tlmele.sne.s of 3 

folk music; it is »• br“^fith. nothtdg new 
Proffitt as It l. °f „Cr hLtl-c- 
has really been *dd.d »1" ( on oo^of 

Proffitt accompanies {<>r of 
hi. home-made ‘r*tlc.s^ ^ ,lngs one or 

the songs on this a traditionfll 
two unaccompanied. wlLp bjlL 
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^ DAVID» SOURWOOD MOUNTAIN, 
^nd Hai^dsomE MOLLY are given excellent 

■2 * ^ut our 0Wn favorites are the 

oiakL ?vtpf?ffitt him6elf had a hand in 
DRUN^Nn EE"* W0MAN» x* LL NEVER GET 
mountain and G0ING ACROSS THE 
MltSl Styli6tic*"y* both vocally 
beat lin>ht1 ly» tl>ey show him in his 

PROFFITTia^tonPl rClaXed iP™' FRANK 
album has thr P fily recommended; this 

TgSfflssyarat his 
. Edna Ritchie lii(„ , * 4 1 
c°*panied and *itZ T®?0' Performs unacr 
“»• our * dulcimer. In a style. 

warmth and humi i amples» full of natural 

not quite be thi ^ While Edna may 
hcr «Uter Je! 1C°n8cl0u8 artist that , 

traditional al “* *h? ^ a f?r»>idable , 

arc alivQ with thr * 3nd Performances 

l«+l hers is a L8^rit °£ th‘ Cumber -,• 
gelled. tn remlnUcen C n,a8ic’ ^QJltly ■ 
tatea in hlg u e- As D., K. .Uilgus 

^ conaciqg, traditional?85 'Edna is noC 
’■‘-aka OU£ ( lst wbo deliber- 

•«;;;!?: ^ « £l?yi>'of sins- 
Infi. a spite of s***are natural 

sure:- -« and 

***?% .i2;v,i,chlc 
“h'c'1 jLl "h« ol.od U'DIES' 

n'v« roco^S s*veral 

:irv 

C?/ir: ( 

addition, (we get the added bonus, of, hearing 
a large part of the fampus Ritchie. canon 
of song from a different, element within the 
family — and, since Uilgus caiis, the 
Ritchies "the best known singing family in 
the United States," this is important. 
Anyone who has learned to appreciate the 
artistry of. Jean Ritchie will find Edna 
Ritchie’s first album equally rewarding. 

Of Abe Trivett (who, incidentally, has , . 
the distinction of being born in a, log ,< 
cabin which was half in North Carolina and, , 
half in Tennessee), Sandy Paton says: "(he) 
may not be a great singer, but in his rough, 
voice and bold...style, one can hear many 
things -- long, hard days spent felling 
timber...'ballhooting’ logs down snow- 
covered slopes...working from dawn till 
dark with wet trousers frozen solid...years 
of hard labor...and, especially, the nights, 
in the logging camps where men made music( . 
and told tales...There was nothing pretty 
fancy in...these men and fcbeir music was cut 
from the same homespun q^oth. If ic I® che 
artist's genius to be able to express, 
accurately, the cultqge in,which he lives, 
then Abe Trivett is an aj^ist." Surely a® 
apt and perceptive a*€?!£iqu® on JOSEPH A 
TRIVETT as we would pc able to write; we . 
might, howeveradd that Trivett s artistry 

is more photographic in nature than <- it er 
Proffitt’s or Ritchie's: the stark, otte" 
harsh blacks and grays of the lumber wor 
sub-world of.hard labor are beautiful y 
rendered, as arc the tender, teary ® ^ thcir 
of blunt sentiroentof Icy th.t often find their 



. j l way into those songs. Paton has provided 
us here with an exceptional documentary 
recording, (For a- listing of Trivetc's 
songs, see Folk-Legacy's ad on page 20 of 
LSR #24.) 1 

While it is certainly no news to folk 
scholars that the folk tale is every bit 
as plentiful among field informants as the 
oik song, it may come as a bit of a shock 

to most folk record fans, since, until 
RICHARD CHASE TELLS THREE •’JACK" TALES 
FROM THE SOUTHERN APPALACHIANS (FTA-1), 
there had not been a single LP devoted to 
the folk tale. (Tradition included a few 
jokes by Chase in an early album of theirs, 
ut no tales.) Now, Paton has corrected 

this glaring and important omission by 
S ving us ’’America's Hans Christian 
Anderson" telling three delightful "Jack" 
tales to an enraptured audience of rnoun- 
a n children. The presence of a "live" 

au ience instead of just a cold microphone 
as an inspired touch since it obviously 

lpnoGSfa9?.^U*te 3n *nsPiration and chal- 
J;2"? ^•JChase> a"d him CO 
Robber-! "u,™ performances of jack AND THE 

^* jack and the king’s piri &nA 

SILLIES- v«y'impor- 
LP is n1 8C ° astfc Point-o£-view, this 

-SS-steTufr ru an abs°- 
qualified collect!™ he gap in any 
folklore °n Sout^efn Mountain 

Paton'o urban "Intfl l>. h* “rst dlsc in I 
be eoueted if IdterPr««s Series," must 

u«red, it not wholly "important," as 
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a fine first representation of a promising 
citybilly performer. Brown, who has served 

as an accompanist for Jean Ritchie (his banj 

has that "down home" sound, Jean says), 
has been heard briefly on Folkways, but this 

is his first solo album. He sings and plays 

his way through on ambitious program of 

Southern Mountain songs immortalized by the 

likes of Doc Boggs, Rufus Crisp, and Molly 

Jackson (ELLEN SMITH, PEARL BRYAN, THE 

CUCKOO, SUCAR HILL, etc,); a suicidal under¬ 

taking to a lesser performer, but Brown 
comes out of it with honors, ranking, with 

this LP, among the handful of worthwhile 
urban folk artists who passionately proclaim 

folk style as their Bible. Happily, he has 
also learned to control his onqe-excessive 

intensity, and now stands os ,a mature per¬ 

former well worth hearing. A fine debut. 

(Editors) tJ 

THE GREAT JUG BANDS:,JUGS 1927-1933! 

(Origin Jazz Library 4) 

Horses of many different colors run loose 
in this album, the common denominator being 

the use by ail of a Jug, which (blown like 
a Coke bottle) produces a rich, booming 
sound, able to take the bass part in Just 
about any kind of old-time blues or Jazz 
music. About half the selections in this 
set are out-and-out blues; represented, 

among others, arc Memphis Minnie, 
Kelly's South Memphis Jug Band, and Noan 
Lewis (with Sleepy John Estes and Vank,, 



Rachel). The rest of the set has some 
real old-time jazz, along with some of 

later to be called “novelty hot 
daijce" music, a quaint JUG BAND WALTZ, and 
one piece of Sanctified Singing (with jug, 
of course). 

The blues selections cover a wide range 
of styles, from those resembling the ac¬ 
companiments, used by the theatre blues 
singers like Ha Rainey and Bessie Smith, 
to some (Memphis Minnie) which seem to 
anticipate the tradition of blues combo 
playing which has flourished since the 
late 1930's, All these are notable for 
being the earliest recorded examples of 
combo country blues. 

The other selections share ;a,constantly 
infectious state of high spirits. If 
played widely enough, this, album could 
start a regular jug band fad (which 
wouldn't be the worst thing that ever 
happened to folk music). This set, with 
Gus Cannon, the Memphis and Birmingham 
Jug Bands, etc,, fills most comfortably 
a gaping hiatus in American folk music 
documentation, and Origin's usual top- 
notch processing is enhanced, at long 
last, by adequate notes. 

™ GREAT JUG BANDS can be obtained for 
§5.00 from the Origin Jaz2 Library. 39 

<1E>- Br°°klyn HeiSht8 l* 
(Reviewer: Barry Hansen) 

^HY .iOl SUBSCRIBE TO LSR RIGHT NQUI?i?I 

SOUTHERN FIELD AND STRING-BAND HP'S ... 

,v Although THE MUSIC OF ROSCOE HOLCOMB AND 
' WADE WARD (Folkways 2363) is theoretically 

50-50 proposition, it is, for all prac¬ 
tical purposes, Holcomb's album, and it is 
'unfortunate and a bit unfair that the 

4 charming and graceful banjo and fiddle solos 
of Ward will inevitably be known as "the 
other side of the Holcomb record." 

Holcomb, the singer-banjoist-guitarist 

from Daisy, Kentucky, first recorded by 
John Cohen for his MOUNTAIN MUSIC OF 

1 KENTUCKY (Folkways-2317), is a monumental 

performer, one whose very intensity and 
complexity demands, even commands, singular 

and undivided attention from a listener, 
his intensity overpowers, if not outclasses. 

Ward's gentler offerings. 
Holcomb's music contains elements of some 

of the oldest surviving American traditions: 
folklorists could trade both his high, 
mournful singing style and many of his 
songs back to tfce. musical traditions 
imported from the Old World. Yet he is y 
no means an archaic oddity, no walking 
nostalgic American musical heirloom, 
singing is alive and itunediate, his drawn 
voice as clear and piercing as an aci 
•etching. Much of the excitement generate 
by his performances — which stand so _ 
even when unaccompanied (as on T,' 
MAN OF CONSTANT SORROW and MOONSHINERJ 
emanates from the juxtaposition of his 

high, arching vocal line with banjo or 
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guitar accompaniment marked by racing 
contemporary tempi and electric, synco¬ 

pated rhythms (as on TROUBLE IN MIND, with 

Lta insistently jazzy banjo syncopations). 

Halcomb's explosive style, combined with 

his remarkably hard-bitten, realistic, 

and unsentimental repertoire, is an artis- 

;»,<tiic, eVen; transcendental, means of commu¬ 

nication. Songs as common as OLD SMOKEY 

and as fresh as TRUE LOVE (an extremely 

rare ballad known also as POISON IN A 
GLASS OF WINE) become alike unmistakable 

personal statements of the. man's thought 

and feeling, and although their bitter¬ 

ness and sorrow may be occasionally * 
disturbing in their intensity and naked¬ 
ness, they invariably ring true and emerge 

. as Indelible emotional confrontation. The 

man as artist stands uncompromisingly 
revealed, the most moving of esthetic 

: experiences^ .1 ; .b. 

Although it will require considerable ; 

subsequent study to thoroughly evaluate 

Holcomb's musical achievements in terms 
of American tradition,' he has, on the 

basis of this recording alone,, already 
taken his place as one of .theimost elec^ 

trifying folk musicians ever recorded, 

ranking with the greats of’recorded folk, 
hillbilly, country, and folk-oriented 

recordings from their inception in 1923 
to. the present hi-fi era. Although we 

will never hear again another Doc Boggs, 
another Buell Kazee, or another George 
Roarke, the fact that we. have a Roscoe 

/ j 

Holcpmb seems to be the most affirmative 

statement that can-be made about;the endur¬ 

ing yitality and artistic worth of ouir 
contemporary folk music. And, even mote 

incredibly, this issue proves the worth of 

the modern mass communications industry by 

its yory existence. This has to be the 
record of the year; "6nter these enchanted- 

woods.ye who dare..." 
Ward, the instrumental virtuoso of aduth- 

western Virginia, is heard in more appro¬ 
priate context on TRADITIONAL MUSIC FROM 

GRAYSON AND CARROLL COUNTIES (Folkways 
3811), a collection of the oldest remaining 

musical traditions of what is still one of 
the richest.folk song areas in the United 
States. Collectors Erie Davidson ond Paul 

Newman report the tradition a failing, one, 

residing in the hands of oldsters such as 
Ward (69 years old), banjo-picking Vester 

Jones (60), and fiddler-banjoist Clent 
Smith (76), and apparently without hopfe of 
surviving their generation. Instrumental 

tradition seems to be dying harder than 
vocal tradition (Lomax's field tiip o 
1959 likewise found first-rate slngort. w 

large repertoires scarce), and to Ju R*- 
from the familiar titles appearing on this 

album, the rarer songs recorded by 
clans of this area In the 1920'• snd 30 . 

have long since disappeared. _n. 
This is an artistically and <*°cutr-ntarUy 

beautiful collection, however, and 

treasured as perhaps one of t »e * Uat 
gatherings of pre-1900 songs 



styles of a fabled cultural area. The 
collectors admirably document their work 
with thoughtful socio-musicological back¬ 
ground and research, although their 
approach may seem cold ’Compared 'with that 
of such collectors as Lomax and Cohen, 
iwho stress the private•and lyric charac¬ 
teristics of their material. Recommended 
as a companion album for MOUNTAIN MUSIC 
OF KENTUCKY, the other great album exem¬ 
plifying the musical essence of a rich 
regional tradition. <> 

A documentation of THE 37TH OLD-TIME 
FIDDLERS CONVENTION AT UNION GROVE, NORTH 
CAROLINA (Folkways 2434), edited by Mike 
Seeger'and John Cohen, effectively cap¬ 
tures the hectic flavor of the modern 
commercial country music contest and 
shindig. This collection of instrumental 
string-band music should not be taken to 
be strictly representative of country 
ensemble music in general, since these 
performances are, with few exceptions, 
intricate and polished virtuoso show¬ 
pieces, designed and played with an eye 
to impressing contest judges and audi¬ 
ences. The album's primary value is its 
illustration of the wide variety of 
string-band styles remaining in the 
South: everything from the primitive 
riddling of Grandma Davis of Roaring River 

JEJ22L1 SLEEP IN Y°UR BARN tonight, 
MISTER, to polished and professional blue- 

grass orchestras (including a couple of 
(continued on page 23) 
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THE GREAT JUG BANDS 

JUGS 1927-1933: 
(Origin Jazz Library 3 

MEMPHIS JUG BAND 

ELDER RICHARD BRYANT 

dixieland JUG BLOWERS 
KENTUCKY JUG BAND 

noah lewis 

MEMPHIS SHEIKS 

CANNON 
MEMPHIS MINNIE 
3IRM. JUG BAND 

JACK KELLY 

WHISTLER 

0nly $3.00 from 
origin JAZZ LIBRARY 

„ Rernsen Street (IE) 
Brooklyn Heights 1, N 

(continued from page 18) 
ringers from New York, City),., $ 

Program highlight Is^he red-hot, blues - 
influenced, harmonicardprainated LOST JOHN 
of Red Parham's Haywood County Ramblers, 
performed as accompaniment to the jiggles 
of an old-time "buck" dancpr who is "turned 
loose" during the show. Also heard from is 
Bascom Lamar, Lunsford, sounding less like 
the Grand Old Man of the Banjo than we, v* 
ever heard hira^ leading the audience in 
singing I SHALL NOT BE MOVED. The domi¬ 
nance of fast-paced, largely modern instru¬ 
mentals and the absence of worthwhile 
traditional singing make this disc one,of 

specialized interest. • : . 
The first of the New Lost City Ramblcra- 

lnspired campus "old-timcy" string-bands to 
be recorded, THE PHILO GLEE AND MANDOLIN 
SOCIETY (University of Illinois Campus' 
Folksong Club 101), demonstrates the merits 
and faults we suspect common to such groups: 
more energy has been devoted to attaining 
old-tiraey proficiency in instrument atipn 
than in vocalization; the singing 
considerably behind the playing in^qua 
throughout the program. The group i 
ment that its use of autoharp on nearly 
every number gives it an "earlier sou 
other 'old-timey' groups- *#•■• ■*>«*•$«* 
desperate rationalization of a tec 

necessity. The autoharp 18 * .^rho '20's 
the old-time musicians recorded 

(outside of the Carter Fan* y» g egy 
nf ».,roharD on old recordings is very 

23 
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rare;, a »PeC1aAcy or novelty instrument, 
incapable of providing, as it is asked to 

o too often by the PG&MS, adequate rhyth¬ 
mic support to banjo and fiddle. Despite 
t ese basic faults, the Illinois boys are 
worth hearing, well intentioned, and on 
t e right track. With more contact with 

better source material, they show a good 
P.PfcPptial to build around Jim Hockenhull's 

pe fiddling. (Fiddling, with the ex- 
cepticn of Singing, is the most difficult 
° d-time" art to'faster), Interested 
ans --and we'd jpdge them to be many — 

can send $5.00 to the University of 

Illinois.CamP^'».Fo1 ^SOng Club* Champaign, 

_,?U6y ^fke Seeger offers still another-* 

THE sraiTTO..UU'V BROTHERS = FOLK SONGS FROM 
THE_SOUTHERN MOUNTAINS (Folkways 2433), to 

The LlUys %™"ecidit0rlal “°rk °£ U“' Virn< , y * from Clear Creek, West 

mand ?<ia’/erform both as a guitar- 

Bill d rUet VGry much in the manner of 
of their ow^MC rIonroe> and as sparkplugs 

- Ir^t “e6?8 b3nd* ThC br°ther9 

country"mu«i r10"315 in Mk and 

straightforwatdUinst88’ CO,nbinin8 solid, 

CMp.Si.uy EvLuiv-rnt,al3brcaks. 
with unashamedly Sentiment- fillips) 

8uch as forgotten soldier B0Y°r"T8°n8S 
a poor ex-Soldicr (1 m JuSt 
blue/1 1 ve fmiuU* a 6 bro^€!> down and 

fought out In the great World's 
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War for the old red,'white, and blue") that 
others arte too cynical or embarrassed to 
perform nowadays. Don Stover's great blue- 
grass banjo joins the Lillys full band 
efforts, as does Herb Hooven's fiddle*. 
Special treats are Ev Lilly's vocal on 
BARBARA ALLEN and the Carter Family-itt- 
splred THE WAVES ON THE SEA. The full side 
of diictfe makes this disc appealing to ol«* 
time fans as well as bluegrass devotees. 

(Editors) 
I U * \ * 

REVEREND CARY DAVIS: SAY NO TO THE DEVIL 

(Prestige Bluesville 1049) 

The king of America's religious perform¬ 

ers adds another jewel to his crown vit 
his third Prestige album. A strong, ferven 
singer, and a guitarist without peer any¬ 
where,' Davis seems incapable of making a 
bad record. Even though his rellRioufi 
convictions place obvious limitations pn 
kinds of things he will perform in public, 

he seems to have a limitless power for 
bringing us wonderful new surprises w 
the idiom. Chief among the surprises o 

this disc U the fact that the 
does two number, each on the twe v 
gult.r (which he puy. without fla.H. but^ 
with probably the moat beautiful , . 
achieved on thlo Instrument) an^ 

rich-toned harmonica. _ u lou, moslc 
the Bound of the Southern the 

of eixty year. ago. «"f‘ ‘ tr.dl- 
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tion which he has never really left 
despite his great advances in guitar 
technique* . i '• J‘ *' 
s The six-string- tunes, as usual, contain 

Iqsser-known as well-as familiar songs, 

and pombine a deep, comprehensive, indi¬ 

vidual approach to the Singing of each 

song with brilliant new guitar lines on 

e^ch, number. One of them, LITTLE BITTY 
,BABY, is surely* the definitive Christmas 

song. ; ji • *’. 

SaY NO TO THE DEVIL is a superb addi¬ 

tion to the Reverend's catalog, and a 

fine starting point for those who do 

iu99£; know his fabulous tiliisic. 
(Reviewer: Barry Hansen) 

1 v> *n*********** 

subscript ions-back issues-aD rates 

SPECUL SUBSCRIPTION OFFER: Get a regular 

12-issue subscription plus all available 

back issues (#5-6-7-8-9-10-11-13-20) for 

$^*00. i Regular $7.50 value. 

ffiRWISE; 12-issue subscription for $3.00 

■ '“bscription for $6.00. (Some 

amount for foreign subscriptions). 

cach°VOJiable back lssues are 50 cents 
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(EDITORS’ COLUMN, continued from page 2) 

we’ve ever said along those lines (in LSR 
#18) had nothing to do with "voice lessons 
per se: we simply said we’d like her to 
learn something about traditional sty e 
since "the nature of folk music is in its 
very limitations" and Joan's "undiscipline 
(undisciplined in regard to traditional fol 

song style, not undisciplined in the 
classical or trained sense) singing of it 

far exceeds its boundries. Hence, her 
material is "altered," becoming something 
of a cross-breed of pop and art song. G°° 

grief, folks, if there's anybody that does¬ 
n't need voice lessons, it’s Joan Baez. 

Perhaps the writers from TIME, in *-hetr 
unsuccessful attempts to comprehend any ° 
the world of folk music, could have u6e 
numerous lessons on almost anything ••• 
CORRECTION DEPT.: On page 22 of this , 
wc incorrectly list the number o 8 
Jazz Library's THE GREAT JUG BAf as 
OJL-3. The correct number of 

record is OJL-4 *•• Candid s A . 
FIELD RECORDINGS, Volume One, adver 

on pages 20-21 of this issue, •J*1/ 

the American issue of th® tl tn 
album of the same name; LSR 
detail in #12, and named it cu*[|fc‘' “ 
CHOICE in #13 ... BLUES IN ^JJNEAPO 0ak 
DEPT.: Currently playing at T • h€.6t’orban 
and Washington, are three of **•*£,£*• 

white blues singer, and 
that we’ve yet to ^car, on rtc htBj 
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‘'Spider" John Koerner, a Fuller-type, both 
Blind Boy and Jesse, holds forth on 7- 
string guitar, harmonica, and kazoo. 
Koerner writes much original material, all 
of it great, and, at his best, which seems 
to be all the time, sounds rather like 
Gary Davis playing the good-time blues. 
Koerner's style, punchy and primitive, 
deliberately non-smooth, is a literal joy 
to hear. Friday and Saturday nights, Dave 
"Snaker" Kay (a magnificent 12-string 
guitarist) and Dave "Little Sun" Glover 
(probably the finest urban harmonica 
player in the country) do everything from 
Leadbelly to Jimmy Reedi Key, far supe¬ 

rior to any of the Greenwich Village blues 
artists on record, can hdndle almost any 
sort of material, from deeply introspective 
blues to rugged chain gang hollers; Glover 
has played with Big Joe Williams.* Though 
not technically a group, the! three of them 
work wonderfully together, lining out such 
rousers as THEY HONG HIM ON A CROSS, GYPSY 
DAVY, or work chants unaccompanied. Por 
our, money, they rank right up there with 
the New Lost City Rambler's and Greenbrier 
Boys (indeed, a regular Nfev Lost of the 
blues.), and record companies are’ certainly 
missing a bet by not recording them. 
They're honest, rough, true,' and full of 
life, know what they're doing and how to 
° believe in it, and have a fine time 

performing blues of all kinds. So will 
i e lucky listener that gets a chance to 
hear them ... See you next month, folks. 

I' J * - • f 

ADDITIONAL RECORDS AMD RECORD CHATTER 
(★denotes LP's to be reviewed in LSR) 

.★Memphis Slim: ALL KINDS OF BLUES 
(Prestige Bluesvilie 1053) 
★Victoria Spivey with Lonnie Johnson: 

WOMAN BLUES (Prestige Bluesvllie 1054) 
★BAWDY BLUES (Prestige Bluesville 1055) 

Anthology of Bluesville artists. 
★Big Joe Williams: BLUES FOR 9 STRINGS 

(Prestige Bluesville 1056) 
★Lightnin' Hopkins: WALKIN' THIS STREET 

BY MYSELF (Prestige Bluesville 1057) 
★BROWNIE McCHEE AND SONNY TERRY AT THE 

SECOND FRET (Prestige Bluesville 1058) 

★Sonny Terry: SONNY IS KING 
(Prestige Bluesville 1059) 
★Wade Walton: SHAKE 'EM ON DOWN 

(Prestige Bluesville 1060) 
★Lightnin' Hopkins: LIGHTNIN* AND C0HPA 

(Prestige Bluesville 1061) 
★Lonnie Johnson: ANOTHER NIGHT TO CR1 

(Prestige Bluesville 1062) 
★Smokey Babe: HOTTEST BRAND GOING 

(Prestige Bluesville 1063) ‘ ' 
★Robert Curtis Smith: CLARKSDALE BLUES 

(Prestige Bluesville 1064) 
"Clarence Clay and William Scotci THE Nil- 

GOSPEL KEYS (Pre*t£ge Bluesville I0o } 
★BIG JOE WILLIAMS AT FOLK CITY 

(Prestige Bluesville l067> 
★Pete Franklin: GUITAR PETE S BLUES 

(Prestige Bluesville 1068) 
★Dave Van Ronk: FOLK SINGER 
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*l£d McCurdy: LYR1CA EROTICA, Volume 3 

(Prestige International 13050) 

*Peggy Seeger; A SONG FOR YOU AND ME 

(Prestige International 13058) 

*Isla Cameron and Lou,Kilien: THE WATERS 

OF TYNE (Prestige International 13059) 

*Alf Edwards; .THE ART OF THE CONCERTINA 

(Prestige International 1306Q) a, ■ 
*Ewan MacColl and Peggy Seeger: A 

LOVER'S GARLAND (Prestige 

International 13061) 

*The Gardners: FOLK SONGS FAR AND NEAR 

(Prestige International 13062) 

*JACK ELLIOTT AT THE SECOND FRET 

(Prestige International 13065) 
*THE BEST OF A. L* LLOYD 

(Prestige International 13066) 

^TRADITIONAL SONGS OF ONTARIO 
(Prestige International Documentary 
Series 25014) 

"CAJUN FOLK MUSIC (Prestig< 
Documentary Series 25015) 

*BERRY FIELDS OF BLAIR (Prestigea 
International Documentary Series 25016) 
*Jeannie Robertson; THE CUCKOO'S NEST 

AND OTHER SCOTTISH FOLK SONGS (Prestige 

International Documentary Series 25017) 

♦TRADITIONAL AUSTRALIAN SINGERS AND 
MUSICIANS (Pr^^tige International 

Serles 25018> Wattle. 
AD1TIONAL BALLADS FROM VIRGINIA 

(Prestlge^lnternationa1 Documentary 
series 25019) Features Horton Barker, 
others. 

More listings in LSR #25. 

LETTERS TO THE EDITORS 
(Wherein LSR receives bouquets, dodges 
brickbats, and unashamedly drops names.) 

WOODY GUTHRIE 

Dear Editors: Would,you please change your 
address for Woody Guthrie...We bring Woody 
home every Sunday where he listens to his 
records, his mail,.and his children.. Le 
all.enjoy reading the "Little Review" and 
want to thank you for ail the nice things 
you write about Woody and his songs. He is 
nov in Brooklyn State Hospital,slowly 
deteriorating but fighting hard to "stay 
around" in spite of the fact that he can 
barely stand, talk, e#£„ dreps himself, 
etc. 11 Keep singing...and thanks again... 

Best regards, . 
MARJORIE GUTHRIE 
Howard Beach, New York 

NEWS FROM TWO FINE LADIES ... 

Dear LSR: ...I eit here enjoying 
Ritchie, Clarence. Ashley, and 1£?TL£ pANP* 
REVIEW....Sincerely, ...j.jIt. 

HEPV, WEST 
,>■ j'Manhattan Beach, Calif. 

Dear Paul 6 Jon: l Uke you tool 
BONNIE DOBSON 

, , t Chicago, Ill. 
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A CHANCE TO MAKE SOME MONEY ... 

Dear LSR: ...I am.. .reminded chat: Dr, 

Oster asked me to drop you a line asking 

for suggestions as to prospective student 

representatives in universities where 
there is a folk following. We can offer 

a student sufficient commission in taking 

orders for F-L Records to make it worth¬ 

while on a part-time basis. Your help 

will be much appreciated. Sincerely, 

EUGENE SUTHERLAND 
(for Harry Oster) 

Folk-Lyric Records 

1945 Bay St. 
Baton Rouge, La. 

NARROW-MINDED DEPT. ... 

Dear Sirs: ...Despite the fact that you 
have a very biased and narrow-minded 

magazine, please find enclosed $3.00 for 

a year's subscription to this little 
periodical. Sincerely, 

ALICE WILSON ’ ; 
San Diego, Calif. 

t r 

Editors' Note: Thanks for your little 
money; our narrow minds crave it". 

WE WERE FRAMED, FOLKS ... 

Dear Jon & Paul: Many thanks for those 
particularly exciting ads in LSR. In 
fact, I am having the Henry Thomas ad in 
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#19 stated and am framing it. on my wall. 
It won't be too long now before 04J.-5, 

another anthology, featuring 2 sides each 

by Skip James, Mississippi John Hurt, Bukka 

(Washington) White, Kid Bailey, Barefoot 

Bill, Robert Wilkins, and Willie Brown. 
Again, many thanks for your breathtaking 

ads...Best wishes, , ■ y i < 
PETE WHELAN * 
Origin Jazz Library 
Brooklyn Heights, New York 

P-FOR-PROTESTY ... 

Dear Little Sandy:.,It's pretty damn safe to 

speak praise of the traditional -- t e Jun 
has been long weeded outand the pure gold 

of many generations remains with Fran 
Proffitt and Jean Ritchie and Jean Redpa , 

and 1 do love them all. But those t ia 
day have the guts to speak what s on e 
minds in the best way they know how -- 

song - as other people do in 

newspaper editorials -- they get jJ teoty- 
wet-blanket from you under P-for-Pr 

an uncritical deaf car. There » * 

poor topical song being wr topical 

and i've writ some of it. -lrten bv 
songs are good, and some was a0C)C 
Woody Guthrie, some by Lcadbclly, 

by those, whoever they are or’ w gp JHE 

wrote GREENLAND FISHERIES, gvERY NIGHT 
BUFFALO, WHICH SIDE ARE d ,ot, 

the sun goes ». „ 
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two of mine* named among these. I'll be 
proud. And do call me M-for-Maicontent. 

Enclosed find §3 for my sub renewal. 
And if you and I are here to read the next 
issue, let's thank the Protesters I stood 
with today in the City Hall Plaza. 

Cordially yours, 

MALVINA REYNOLDS 
Berkeley, Calif. 

Editors' Note: You'd be surprised at the 
trouble we get into by praising the tradi¬ 
tional! It's about as safe as jumping out 
of a plane without a parachute. 

JACK GAUVITTE REVISITED ... 

Dear Ed.'s; ...That letter from Sandy 
Paton in the last LSR was really a fine 
one, and...worth the price of admission. 
And that letter from Jack Gauvitte... 
well...it should be set to music and 
performed by a large choral group. Keep 
up the good work. LSR is indispensible. 
Sincerely, 

CAROLINE McDOUGAL 
New York, New York 

Dear Jon & Paul: In #22 of LSR, some 
obvious idiot whose initials are Jack 
Gauvitte wrote you a letter saying, in 
effect, that he thought LSR was a rotten 
magazine because it gave your opinions 
on the material it reviewed. He also 
condemns you for not praising the 
Kingston Trio, the Norman Luboff Choir, or 
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any of these good (?) folk*nuisic groups. 
Hr. Gauvitte gives the excuse that without 
these groups, folk music would not have^ ^ 
been introduced to the general public.-* 
Well, dear Mr. Gauvitte, if you consider 
the Limeliters folksingers, why the hell 
are you reading LSR? No person who oven 
slightly interested in folk music would 
have written as foolish a letter as you 
did, condemning someone's opinion bn 

certain recordings. 
I believe that the policy of LSR Is to 

present its honest opinion of what s oh the 
market, recordwise...To all the followers 
of Hr. Gauvitte: don't buy the next issue 
of LSR; you'll only be buying a magazine 
that will insult you. Also, Hr. Gauvitte, 

turn down your hi-fi. The garbage coming 
out of it is making me sick. 

FRED HEILBRUN 

Skokie, Ill. 

ditors' Note: Thanks for the 
otes of confidence, Caroline and Fred 

ike you, feel that folk music - 

ifter all. has been around for centuries. 

ver since there have been folk 

lomehow hove been "discover^ u {tetu. 
>id of the Kingston Trio or the “* }* 

Z52K. -iiS-S-S— 
record column, whore vc «•€*••«•* 
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A WORD FROM MR, PROFFITT ... 

1 , t , . '4 <t ( ■ . •: i 1 -) V 
Dear Editors: I was surprised but very 
pleased to hayc been chosen for the cover 
of LSR. Sent to tne by Frank Warner. 

Also the kind comments made of me and 
my tecording make me feel very humble and 
grateful, indeedtl , 

It is to friends like Frank Warner of 
New York and to Sandy Paton and Lee 
Haggerty of Folk-Legacy Records that I 
owe much for encouragement in singing and 
making of instruments to play myself and 
offer to others. 

My knowledge of what goes on in folk 
music is very limited, . • f- 

But 1 feel standards should be set in 
order that the authentic and traditional 
might endure among the other "so called" 
folk music (?) that is becoming prevalent 

of late. 

1 was impressed very much by a Jack 
Gauvitte in his Editors Letter where in 
he was allowing his subscription to 
expire because not enough credit was 
being given to singers like the Kingston 
Trio for their "contributions" to folk 
music. My experience has been that all 
who contribute to this cause because of 
the love of it always give the true source 
of material used. Since they did not do 
this in the Tom Dooley Song that soared 

them to great heights, I can’t quite 

T^CCP^jheu 68 hi8hly as I have others. 
They did, however, come and place a 
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wreath on Tom Dooley's grave in a crowded 
ceremony making much headlines. One must 
not forget that. And 1 want to soy I keep 
hoping those boys will order a banjo or 
dulcimer from me giving me some moneyito. 
jingle in my overall pockets too. 

I think maybe you best let me have Jack 
Gauvitte's subscription. I need something 
to read when snow closes the gap in the 
mountains this winter. $3,00 enclosed 
(Yankee Money). Sincerely., 

FRANK PROFFITT 
Reese, N. C. 

* J . ' t * l : ' * It*, 

JUST CALL US MOE ... ■ 

Dear Paul & Jon; ...Although I only met. you 
briefly last February in Chicago, I st 
should have gotten a few sentences out 
regarding my admiration for LSR. 
the Mod Asches of the "reviewing field... 

1*11 forget about the times you make me 
Madder1n Hell — not the point of view but 
the warlike syntax...I’m trying to finish 
the Ashley VOL. II notes. ..(but). ..I ** 
the album will be issued without 
Doc Watson 6. Family album is all but irea y, 
meanwhile Doc is playing at Gerdc s Fo 
City for two weeks...After that the aholc 
band (Ashley, Howard, Price, etc.) * 
appear on Pete’s Carnegie Xmas concert. 

Best of the season to you both. 
RALPH R1N2LER 



LSR TO THE SOUTH POLE .'i. 
’ vb * ■ .v. . u 

Dear Sirs: While stateside;1 heard refer¬ 
ence to your publication in regard to folk 
music... (Could you send tne a sample copy?) 

I am presently enroute (to) Antarctica 

to engage in "Operation Deepfreeze" and 

have no means of contact with the music 

presently happening'. Respectfully, 

L. AWTON SAGER 

U .S .C .G ,C. 
Somewhere in the Pacific 

Editors' Note: In the past, -we've heated 
up several people, but this seems to be the 
supreme test. * • • 

*'■' ' * ' 1 /,trl j i 

THE MAGIC OF THEIR SINGING f.. I 

; ' ' ' h‘ 
Dear LSR:' ...I didn’t see the Limeliters 
when they were here but I talked to several 

who did. They were all disgusted..."Raw" 

. .."Vulgar"..."Obscene"...Dr. Gottlieb's 
much-touted cerebral, egg-head humor seems 
to have been typified by a song about a 
girl with a dress ’cut so low in the back 

it reveals reverse cleavage-, and by 

stepping center stage periodically and 
shouting at the top of his‘voice, GOD 
DAMNl...(Saw) Jack Paar this past week... 
Peter, Paul and Mary were indescribably 

disgusting...C. F. Martin's FOLK MUSIC 
GUIDE...is aimed at the fad fan...FOLK 

MUSIC USA (another new book) is also fad 
fan fodder... 

JAY SMITH 
Jacksonville, Florida 

CURRENT AND CHOICE 
FRANK PROFFITT SINGS FOLK SONGS 
(Folkways 2360) 

An album as honest, solid, simple, ^ 
homely, and lasting as one of Proffitt s 

hand-crafted banjos* 

BLIND WILLIE McTELL: LAST SESSION 
(Prestige Bluesvilie 1040) 

Somewhat disappointing, but memorable. 

TOM PALEY, ERIC WEISSBERC, MARSHALL 
BRICKMAN, ART ROSENBAUM: FOLK BANJO 

STYLES (Elektra 217) 
Fine city banjo record. Paley and 

Rosenbaum shine especially bright. 

BOB DYLAN (Columbia 1779) 
Superb songwriter, daring stylist; 

Dylan could be the next great one. 

assissiPPi's big jee williams and hi 
SINE-STRING GUITAR (Folkways 382y 

The next blues legend in * *°°” * 

JEAN REDPATH’S SCOTTISH BALLAD BOOK 

(Elektra 214) . , 
All that ia bast in the fol* » 
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OH OUR COVER,,, this month la 
Hobart Smith, singer, guitarist, banjo- 
ist, and fiddler from Saltville, Vir¬ 
ginia, Mr, Smith is appearing at the 
Third Annual University of Chicago 
Polk Festival this year along with 
Bill Monroe, the New Lost City Ramblers, 
Sam Charters, Ralph Rinzler, Fred 
McDowell, Almeda Riddle, Bessie Jones, 
and others; and can be heard on Atlantic, 
Prestige International Documentary, 
Tradition, and Folkways Records, Cover 
drawing is by Jon Pankake. 

We'll forego the Editors' Column this 
month, folks, and urge you to hurry right 
on through this issue and on to LSR #25, 
our Special Big Protest Issue 1 In 
passing through these pages, however, 
please pay particular attention to any 
pleas for subscriptions and money; they 
come right from the heart, folks, and, 
«*tar all, three bucks won't kill any of 
you' See you next month. 

Readers whose subscriptions run out with 
this issue will find an "X" marked in 
the box to the lower right. Three II 
collars will bring you 12 more nifty j 
Issues, LSR, 3220 Park Av. S., Mpls. 7. 

* * * RECORD REVIEWS * * * 

BRITAIN’S MOST POPULAR FOLKSINGERS ..., 

ROBIN HALL AND JIMMIE MacGREGOR: TWO HE IDS 
ARE BETTER THAN YIN (Monitor 365) 

These two fresh-voiced young Caledonians, 
described by some as the "Scots Clancy 
Brothers," are very much in the mainstream 
of the British folksong revival, purveying 
with professionalism and musical flair 
traditional British tunes to modern audi¬ 
ences. Like Ewan MacColl, they arrange 
their material for contemporary taste with 
banjo, mandolin, concertina, and guitar 
accompaniments, although their singing 
exhibits much modern influence (the 
"croony" tendencies of the renditions of 
the pretty airs such as YE BANKS AND BRAES 
and WILD MOUNTAIN THYME), and they neither 
attempt nor seem capable of MacColl's level 
of musical creativity and artistry. Still, 
the gusto of their singing and the worthi¬ 
ness of their repertoire merits them a 
hearing by American audiences interested in 
British folksong. The album's standout 
performance, a waltzy, harmonized DAVY FAA, 
may well indicate the form in which the 
ancient Scots ballads will survive in our 
time. 
(Editors) 

SEND $3.00 FOR 12 ISSUES OF LSR TO: LSR, 
3220 PARK AVENUE SOUTH, MINNEAPOLIS 7. 



THE LEGEND OF SLEEPY JOHN ESTES 
(Delmar 603) .« ... 

• • 9* •*. J .' , • ^ , 

Here is probably the greatest of the 
blues rediscoveries which have come thick 
and fast in the last few years. Sleepy 
John Estes, singer-guitarist on a great 
string of Victor and Decca records in 
the '2Q's <and '30's, had long been pre¬ 
sumed dead, but was recently found very 
much alive (along with his old harp man, 
Haramie Nixon) in Tennessee, and Bob 
Koester has, with just pride, been pre¬ 
senting him in concert and, now, on 
records. 

Sleepy John and Hanunie appear on Delmar 
in a program of twelve blues, including 
their biggest hit, SOMEDAY BABY (a song 
which has pervaded the repertoire right 
down to Lightnin' Slim), Estes is not 
perhaps as vigorous as he once was, but 
his strongest point, his fantastically 
emotional, half-choked voice, comes out 
better than ever on this LP. Try MARRIED 
WOMAN, DEATH VALLEY, DROP DOWN MAMA, YOU 
GOT TO GO -- try anything. No singer 
ever got so deeply Involved in his sing¬ 
ing and yet came out so genuine, so free 
of cheap sentimentality. 

This first album does have a bug or two 
The use of the famous ragtime pianist 
Knocky Parker on four numbers was an ex¬ 
periment that just didn't work out,: his 
•ty1* just a bit too breezy for Estes' 
rich pathos, and on BUDDY BROWN, he is 

4 

altogether out of it. The other eight 
tracks, however, are near perfection.! i 

Sleepy John deserves a long and pros¬ 
perous career for his new audience. - To 
book him and Hammie (and .Yank Rachel, who 
actually sang the STACK O' DOLLARS 
credited to Estes in the Folkways Anthol¬ 
ogy) or to buy this record ($4.98), write 

.Koester at 7 West Grand Avenue, Chicago 
10, Illinois. 
(Reviewer: Barry Hansen) 

SIDNEY MAIDEN: BLUES AN' TROUBLE 
(Prestige Bluesvllle 1035) 

Another one of Chris Strachwitz's Cali¬ 
fornia blues productions: Maiden, a ^ 
Louisiana-born singer and harp man, does 
eleven vocal blues and a fox chase in an 
unamplified version of the Chicago style 
of the early '50's (Little Walter, Snooky 
Pryor, etc.) with K. C. Douglas on guitar. 
Maiden does his standards well; as usual, 
the trouble with this Bluesvllle is with 
the A&R, not with the artist, Bluesvllle 
has many times drowned fine old-stylo 
bluesmen in a sea of amplification. Here, 
they take an artist in a modern style to 
which amplified sound (or at least a 
rhythm section) is fairly essential, an 
they give him only Douglas' subdued guitar 
for accompaniment. The result is a most 

unsatisfying record. 
(Reviewer: Barry Hansen) 

5 
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JEAN RITCHIE: PRECIOUS MEMORIES 
(Folkways 2427) ‘ t..v,. 

. ! •••*, ••• h ■*•<-*> 

In the city folk music renaissance of 
the last few years,.the honest and upright 
folklorists, folksingers, editors* and 
collectors have endeavored to present to 
us in their published works^ both printed 
and recorded, the most valuable and artis¬ 
tic of our American musical heritage. 
Their very eagerness to give us only the 
best has resulted, however, in a distorted 
concept of the music of the traditional 
singer. Many city folk have been led to 
believe that country people have no other 
music than the ancient and mighty ballads 
and the archaic native instrumental 
pieces. Those who have been, able to 
examine the complete repertoires of 
traditional musicians know that this is 
only very rarely the case* The tradi¬ 
tional musician often draws little or no 
distinction between what scholars define 
as genuine folk song and other more 
recent (and sometimes inferior) songs. 
"A good song is a good song" to his ear, 
whether it has been handed down in his 
family for generations or whether he 
hears it on the jukebox down at the 
corner store. It is true that many of 
our finest traditional singers are aware 
of the value of their oldest songs, and i 
prefer and treasure them accordingly; it 
is also true that they will sing composed 
and pop songs with the same zest they 

bring to their traditions! material, and 
can lend real artistic magic to'the most 
tuaudlin and worthless of sdngs. 

Jean Ritchie, who for more than a decade 
has presented to city audiefices one of the' 
finest and purest personal repertoires ever 
to have been discovered in American folk’ 
music, has decided, along with the New Lost 
City Ramblers, the Greenbtiair Boys, Jack 
Elliott, an^ others, to "6et the record 
straight," and to begirt to perform thd 
meritorious and often artistic non-tradi- 

tional country and "hillbilly" mubld that 
is an Integral part bf'tKe folk music ‘ 
pi'etyre,; -] '1 ' ••••*■!“" ’ 

Of PRECIOUS MEMORIES} a collection, of 
sentimental and country dongs, Jean writes: 
"...I had, through fny own choice of sortgs, 
been giving a false impression of folk 
singing around home. Of course we didrt t 
all sit around from morn to night in 
Kentucky singing RYDDLES WYSELY EXPOUNDED 
and THE OF LOCH ROYALE. We did sing 
those, because we love them; they're part 
of us and they are beautiful. But we also 
took in something of everyday life as it 
mounted up, and we sang of this, too... , 
Fairly often, we sang straight hillbilly# 
the pop music of the day. It is to set 
the record straight, to present a trite? 
picture of singing in the southern , 
mountains', thit I have come to undertake 

this program of songs." 
Jean's hillbilly numbers ore the tear¬ 

fully lovesick (LITTLE ROSEBUD CASKET, 
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ME BENEATH THE WILLOW) and bathetic (THE 

TWO ORPHANS, THE GYPSY’S WARNING, WRECK 
ON THE HIGHWAY) popular country numbers 

of the late '20*8 and early '30's. Most 

of them are traceable to recordings of 
Vernon Dalhart, that peerless strummer of 

heart-strings, although Jean seems to 
have learned them from her family and 

neighbors rather than from the records. 1 ~ 
It is a point to note, however, that a 

pop song performed in a pop style is 
still trash, even in the mouth Of a fine 

traditional singer. It is the folksinger's 

musical style of performing that gives 
aesthetic* .merit to mundane material. Jean, 

for instance, sings the corny JIM BLAKE 
with all the. sincerity she accords her 

ancient/English ballads, and in the same J 1 
exquisite manner. It comes off as a 
moving' experience, as do all the other 
heartbtirners on the disc. Best of all are 
the genuine folk songs, sung in a country 
music CQQtext, that Jean has included as 
a contrast to (and relief from?) the old 
sentimental songs. THE POOR AND RAMBLIN' 
BOY, one of Jean's most unrestrained 
recorded performances, and FAIR BEAUTY 
BRIGHT are as good as anything she has'* 
recorded. '' ■* 

Iii order to give the album the proper 
country music sound, it was decided to 
have Jean accompanied by a string-band. 
The New Lost City Ramblers, we under¬ 
stand, were originally wanted (what a 
record that would have been!), but other 
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sung & played by the 

£ 
JOHN COHEN 

MIKE SEEDER 
TOM PALEY 



FSA-1 — FRANK PROFFITT 

One of America’s finest traditional singers and instru¬ 
mentalists, Frank Proffitt is a tobacco farmer and car¬ 
penter who lives near Reese, North Carolina. Ac¬ 
companying himself on his homemade, fretless banjo, 
he sings TRIFLING WOMAN, CLUCK OLD HEN, 
MORNING FAIR, BONNIE JAMES CAMPBELL, 
LORD RANDALL, HANDSOME MOLLY, REU¬ 
BEN TRAIN, TOM DOOLEY, I’M GOING BACK 
TO NORTH CAROLINA, MOONSHINE, RYE 
WHISKEY, I’LL NEVER GET DRUNK NO 
MORE, WILD BILL JONES, GYPS OF DAVJD. 
SONG OF A LOST HUNTER (YOUNG HUNT¬ 
ING), SOURWOOD MOUNTAIN and GOING 
ACROSS THE MOUNTAIN. Recorded by Sandy 
Paton in Reese, North Carolina. Booklet includes 

lographica! data, notes on the songs and complete 
texts. Price—$4.98. 

FOLK-LEGA<y RECORDS, INC. 
MUMTIMSTON. VERMONT 

commitments made this impossible. The 
musicians finally chosen as accompanists, 
city boys Eric Weissberg, Art Rosenbaum, 

and Marshall Brickinsh, provV to be thJe 
downfall of thJ'album. *'Their1 lack’ of 
feeling for and understanding of country 
music is surpassed only by their inability, 
to play together' as a group. And although 
they all have reputations as instrumental 

craftsmen, if not artists, there are an 
intolerable number of technical gaucheries 
heard here: muddy fiddling, hobbled ‘guitar 

runs, feeble and hesitant banjo picking -- 
even an out-of-tune guitar on dne band. 
When they run out of musical ideas', they 
resort'-to wholly inappropriate biuegrass 
cliches. As though aware of the inept nes(d, 
they remain anonymous; one is nevdr told 
who is playing What instrument on what 

song. The accompaniments, in most cades, 
have been double-recorded, also a disas¬ 

trous mistake: five or six instruments 
playing out of time with one another sound 

even worse than three. The result is a 
complete mess, with Jean singing clearly 
out of one long and continuous musical 
groan: the singer and her accompaniment 
existing fn different and irreconcilable 

universes 
Whethet or not the LI»R reader will enjoy 

this Record will depend on his car •a f ^ 
to isolate Jean's fine singing frdm » 
moaning accompaniment -- no mean listen ng 

feat. Although PRECIOUS MEMORIES is * *T*0t 
departure for Jean, and an important a «P 

T«i' ,11 U 



by her to provide a fresh view of her 

music.', it' must remain the album that 
might have been. 

, jjji.TsT ’ • • 

>rt t . n • .. « •.» 1 .. 

DOUG QUATTLEBAUM: SOFTEE MAN BLUES 

(Prestige Bluesville 1065) 

Doug Quattlebaum is a 35-year-old Negro 
who for some time drove a Mister Softee 

ice cream truck equipped with a P.A. 
system through the streets of Philadel¬ 
phia, singing to stir up a crowd at his 
stops (shades of the medicine show!). 
Here he sings an impressive catalog of 
blues standards (and a few originals) in 
a forceful, melismatic style. 

Quattlebaum can pack an emotional 
wallop (as in TROUBLE IN MIND), but he 
seems to have trouble coming to grips 
with the diversity of moods represented 
by his material; his voice is strident 
where it should be expressive. His 

guitar work tends to be rather stiff. 

Quattlebaum is worth a hearing for 
urban blues fans, but he is unable to 
successfully carry this long program on 
his own. A band, like those of B. B. 
King and Junior Parker, might help him 
considerably. 

(Reviewer; Barry Hansen) 

GET A 12-ISSUE SUBSCRIPTION TO LSR FOR 
ONLY $3.00; GET A 12-ISSUE SUBSCRIPTION 
PLUS ALL AVAILABLE BACK ISSUES FOR JUST 
$5.00i LSR, 3220 PARK AVE. SO., MPLS. 7. 
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HARRY AND JEANlE WESf-^COUNTRY MUSIC BLUE-3 p 

GRASS STYLE (PrestigW’ I'rtt&r national' 13049) 

and, k0AMlN'r, THE BLUE frlDGE WITH JEANIE 
WEST (Prestige^ International 13038) 

VK 

i\ 
It's probably no surprise that Jeanie, 

the lead singer on 90 per cent of the songs 

in these two albums, can no longer conjure 

up that magic Jean Ritchie-Molly O'Day ' ‘ ‘ 
image, and that her dinging now seems lame,1 

lacking almost all of its former power and 
grace ^ But it is^ a surprise that the gr<Mfl> 
backing her, led by'’husband Harry, Has _ 
changed from the beautiful simplistic ol * 
timeyness of the Stinson LP's to what D. K. 
Wilgus' liner notes now Cal! "a neW soun ... 
instrumentation expanded in'the direction^ ^ 

of bluegrass...the now 1bld-timey sty o. 

This "new sound" completely labj18 Both t * 
charm and sweetness of old-timey music as 
well as the clean, hard drive of modern 
bluegrass, frequently, as recorded herc» 
sounding more lifte Chinese gong ceremon 
than anything resethbling Southerit oun 

music; one suspects somefone has a e 

cellent (STORMS ON THE OCEAN, SING • * 
LITTLE MARGARET/'POOR ELLEN SMltrf), 

West's newest outings arc . "new 
from a iicholastid point-of-view; the new 

sound" a'uick'l^.palls dn Zrry 
and the /nusic giU* *n veakeet 

and Jeanie, ferflfo IF. 
bluegrass oi singer, on «d.r 



and thd' [Instrumental support: merely adds 

to the confusion* • Too bad, . 
Artie Rose's dobro, which has the effect 

on mo6t numbers of a piece of chalk squeak* 

ing across a blackboard, should be shot at 
sunrise* 

(Editors) 
it, • i t “ 'J 7 M ?i: ' j 

tampa red: don't jive me 

(Prestige Bluesville 1043) 
bn, .... . . 

..i-iTarapa'8 second album is just like the .. 
first:, slow, deliberate performances of 
his own songs and some others, with a 
subdued electric guitar and an occasional 

kazoo; Tampa's singing is sincere, some¬ 
times moving, and his guitar playing is 
accomplished, but there just isn't much 
spirit left, and these performances are 
just a bit too tepid for most of today's 
listeners*. What we need is a reissue 
album of Tampa's great hits in their 
original performances -• with Georgia 
Tom, Big Maceo, and the whole crew* 
(Reviewer: Barry Hansen) 

PEGGY, PENNY, AND BARBARA SEEGER: THE 
THREE SISTERS 

(Prestige International 13029) 

Giving all three Seeger sisters equal 
billing on this disc is something of a 
kindness on the part of Ken Goldstein; 
the album is clearly Peggy's, and the 
•hy, small, and occasionally off-key 
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voices of her sisters are always well back 
from the microphone and in a supporting 

role. 
There is evidence of hurry on both the 

performances and the group arrangements of 
many of the songs -- most objectionably on 

1 TRULY UNDERSTAND YOU LOVE ANOTHER MAN, 

performed in a din and melodically re¬ 
arranged to the point of being almost un¬ 

recognizable. 
Despite these shortcomings (and a Seeger 

attempt at calypso on PEOPLE GO MIND Y0W1 
BUSINESS), this is charming 3nd informal 
city folk music, very pleasant to hear. 
The Seeger girls are clearly performing in 

a reminiscence of their own childhood 

singing, and their sweet voices and 
tion of songs (BILLY BARLOW, THE OLD 
AND THE PIG, MY GOOD OLD MAN, IT S A LIE, 
FIVE NIGHTS DRUNK, LULLABY MEDLEY, an 
PLAY-PARTY MEDLEY) will make the disc 
especially appealing to children. 8* 
does some lovely solos, end father 

Seeger is heard on a band or two. 

(Editors) 

ODETTA: SOMETIMES I FEEL LIKE CRYIN' 

(RCA-Vlctor 2573) 

Odett.-. "firat blue* *lbf" 
characterletlce of the ueua f*rca- 
podge: half-baked R4B, P0,nP0“® #tc# 
fed Image stuff, grunts and 8roa » 

. ,ut there are a f«- trach. on whib her 



IIsW «Yftwl;i 'UI- -J.l io tov 
the first)time on records. These are the nl 
ones on which, with a first-class jazz 
band, sher does materia Lrassociated with 1(j 

the quebnai of''the classic jazz-blues, Ma . 
Rainey and fletesie Smith* - For ft, change, 

her stupendous contralto seems tojrjjelong,; . 
and if if doesn't replace Bessie'ft, it 

does as much justice ;to her . idiom, as any v 
other singer since Bessie. She may,not 

be iquitfe sureJ;Just. what ithis idiopj is 

(she: tries j to do IF ;I HAD WJ^Sjin this 
style with-littie success)*.but,when she 

has the right song, (like Ha Rainey *s. 
MISERY; BLUES)ytshe does well*iindeed. 
Let’s hope, that before!Odetta moves on,to 
another "new challenge" (sprsay thp linejr, i; 
notes), she has time to d.Q;an all-Bessie , 
Smith album. } , t.». j.- >f 

(Reviewer: Barry Hansen)* 

JUDY-ilAYHAN: ROCKIN' THE CRADLE 
(Horizon 1608) 

i«.». 

AH': .t:A 
iMCI . ?• :•!>, .:VT' 
■ i.-5 • 7.JS 

• . na 3 

R .r • >t)i< 

Judy Mayhan is a coffeehouse singer who 
'studied opera and classical repertoire 
from a Vetfy early age" and-{then "became, a (p 
folksinger." Strike One. Horizon prerr. * 
scnts her in an album full of sad songs 
with a glossy black cover. , S&rjike Two. 
WhiUher superficial style, may still see;i-; 
her strike out, Miss Mayhan neatly fouls,fK, 
off.Hi38 Baez1s next pitch byfpVaylog the • 

dulcimer; she could turn intp s.qmething lf;i 
she brightens up her tempos and stops sing¬ 
ing I GAVE MY LOVE A CHERRY in G minor, 
■"^viewer: Barry Hansen) 
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. .. LETTERS TO THE EDITORS ^ 
(Wherein LSR receives bouquets, dodges 
brickbats, and unashamedly drops named.) 

HAZARD TO PATON ... 
.. . . j t, •>> 

S '• 

To the Editors: Orte hates to quarrel pub¬ 
licly with a friend — but a public state¬ 

ment deserves a public response. 
Sandy Paton's letter (LSR //22) was d*" 

cellent, as it dealt with folksinging. But 
his brief excursion into literary criticism 
was much less satisfying. He insists,.that 

"our college-boy poets cannot hope to-, 

create anything comparable (to Ewan 
MacColl's poetic vision) until they learn 
the language of the Nebraska farmer, the 
Maine lobsterman, and the West Virginia ^ 
coal miner..." The epithet "college-boy 

is awfully snide and carries a taint ft 
anti-inteilectualism. It's beneath someone 

as Intelligent as Sandy. Even more rcgr 
table is Sandy's apparent dogmatism: lie 

makes a serious literary value 
based on his insistence upon the vail ' 
of a single language tradition: to read him 

one would think it was the only Pot**T 
tradition available to a contemporary^. 

This is not true, of course. Th« 

boy poets that Sandy denigrates Homer, 
tradition, a tradition that inc udc. 

Sappho, Tu Fu, Shakespeare, ' i. 
Eliot, and a vast number of ot • . 

a great and vigorous ^/"colleges 
despite their genuine faults, , 



college boys do help preserve and enrich 
It, (I should add that the tradition 

preserves and ejiriches all of.us as well, 
folksingers included.-^ 

S.o me temind Sandy that there is 
more than one tradition of language 

available to today's poet; greatness has 
been and is being achieved in all of them. 

;.human community and its meanp of 
expression are wonderfully various, 
Robert Lowell fs as valid and as valuable 
to us as Woody Guthrie ip,,' ’ * : ‘ 

t(, With faH due respect to Sanjdy (and 
Plenty, is due) J must insist that the 
folk just aren't the only genuine folia 
around. ' " *'•' A 

* • *'• >'••• I !■.' i *. 
; , . (JAMES HAZARD, 

.• m ...• , . Whiting, Indiana 
1. • -J I U; 

PATON TO HAZARD :ir. j.v, 

. ;i». i • 1 

Dear Jim: Thanks for letting nie see your 

jle*£er to LSR* Your point would be well, 
.taken, indeed, had my letter had anything 
whatsoever to do with America's young 
poets and, the writing of poetry. However, 
the second sentence of that letter (as 
printed) shows quite clearly' I think, 

at I was referring only to. the attempt 

•;^'i,pr'Tce a new Popular music of signif- 
*^ Robert Lowell is involved in 

any.such attempt, I must confess that I 
**tn *}as unaware of it. 

.»• A 11 admit that my reference to the 
young college boys who are. trying to "make 

18:- j CDK 
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FSA-2 - JOSEPH ABLE TRIVETT 

This eighty-year-old former logger and saw mill 
worker sings many fine songs and ballads in a re¬ 
markably vigorous style—as straight-forward and 
bold as the rough-and-tumble timber cutters from 
whom the songs were learned. Abe’s voice is deep 
and strong, his humor as keen as a well-honed axc- 
bladc. Here is a field recording that truly captures 
the flavor of the man, his home, and his life. Includes: 
THE NOWHERE ROAD, LORD THOMAS, JOE 
BOWERS, THE GOLDEN WILLOW TREE, GO 
A WAV FROM ME, YOUNG MAN, MOTHER-IN- 
LAW', FAIR AND TENDER LADIES. THE ROL¬ 
LING STORE, THE LITTLE MOHEE. FRANK 
JAMES, THE COURTING CASE, MATTHY 
GROVE, BLACK JACK DAVID, and THAT 
BLOODY WAR Recorded by Sandy Paton in 

Stony Hollor.” lenncssce. Booklet with complete 
texts and notes. Price—$4.9*. 

FOLK-LEGACY RECORDS/ INC* 
HUNTINOTOH. VtRMONT 

• i W . • r» .• tD|!030'* , *>f: 

• • “fl1! 1 #*,i *ft *• j 

up folk songs" as poets was far from pre¬ 
cise usage, but your response to my letter 
as a whole seems to be based less uport that 
than upon my failure to consistently qua i 
fy the noun "tradition" with the adjective 
"folk". When I refer to "tradition" in a 
journal devoted to folksong. I assume that 
the reader will know that I mean the folk 
tradition as preserved for us in the many 
published collections and by such contem¬ 

porary traditional singers as Frank y 
Proffitt, Horton Barker, Jeannie 
Robertson, Harry Cox, etc. This is a . 
heritage quite apart from the literary 
tradition you defend so vigorously, one 
which has had a surprisingly independent 
existence and which involves an entirely 

different aesthetic. That "there is 
than one tradition of language ava a 
to today's poet" is granted, but I don t 
see what it has to do with the subject at 

hand, *„ , • . _. 
Far be it from me, Jim, to make any 

"excursion into literary critic sm . 

you know, 1 am all too aware o 
preparation for such a journey. ' 
if you will promise to bear in ■*»*'£* 
you are talking about young poe voune 
poetry and that I am talking a ou y 
folkniks writing folk-type songs, “ 

to re-examine my point an 3C*" after .. 
really in such strong disagree . 

‘ * complaint was twofold: 

folknik, generally speaking, 
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studied the folk tradition he was attempt¬ 
ing to re-create and, second, that his 
work had little or no experiential basis. 
Let me try to put it into your terms: 
suppose your young poet had made no study 
0^ithe literary tradition as presented by 
"Hosier, Sappho, Tu Fu, Shakespeare, etc.", 
prior to his attempt to use its forms. 
Suppose his work had no basis in personal 
experience, that he wrote without having 
been moved to poetic expression by some 
memorable event, be it an emotion genuinely 
felt, ^n._image suddenly conceived, or what 
have you.'“^I'm willing to bet that the 
result would be bad, or at least inept, 
poetry, just as the results of the folk- 
nik's ill-prepared attempts are usually 
bad songs,’’A lot of gentle ladies who 
have gone no further into the art of 
poetry than a reading of Edgar Guest are 
writing verse for the Poet's Corner of 
their local newspapers. But is it good 
poetry? , I think not. By the same token, 
there are a lot of young folkniks who have, 
gone no further into the art of folksong 
than,.a listening to the Kingston Trio or" '1 
Harry Belafonte writing songs for their 
local' folksong clubs. Are they good songs- 
Again, X. think not. In fact, I know 
damned well they're not. 

As, for language -*- I'm not asking that 
your young poets write in the vernacular 
°,f:a given region or occupation (although 
Ij would be pleased to read the results of 
such an effort), but when the folknik 

P\ 22 HA__ 

... 
writes a song in which a coal miner is 
describing the dangers and discomforts o 
his work, I do feel that he ought to be 
acquainted, at the very least, with c"e 
vernacular of the man in whose mouth he is 
putting words. Somehow, Jim, I dou t a 
you advise your students to go out an 
write poetry without bothering to learn tne 
language in which they are going to wr e, 
or the forms they are going to use. I 
assume from your letter that you expec . 
them to be familiar with the grea* P°e ® 
of our literary tradition. If this is s , 
and you advise them to read and read 
thoroughly the works of "Homer, Sapp o, 
Tu Fu, etc.", then you are probably q? 
guilty of dogmatism as I am. , 

Your straw man lies in shreds, m* 

Well done. Regards, 
sandy paton 
Folk-Legacy Records 
Huntington, Vermont 

HAZARD TO PATON ... 

To the Editors: My straw man and 1 ltt 
shreds. I suppose I deserve o ^ractlvc 

though one hates to *** ®“u he was simply 
straw man perish. Aft ’lnto the 
an innocent bystander, Sandy's 
b.ttl. because I page 

u^ea^of properly IntuUlnB “h*C f 

“S'a”p«lh£U‘Utl bitterly rigret being 
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responsible for even a straw man's 
demise, but happily by the time I 
reached the second paragraph of Sandy's 
reply another straw man appeared on the 
horizon, ready to take his place. 

One can't help but feel encouraged by 
the way Providence in its infinite bounty 
provides for us all. Contritely, 
Vr James hazard 

Whiting, Indiana 

THE PARTY LINE ... 

Dear Paul and Jon: Last night I came upon 
a group of students in our lounge, en¬ 
grossed in Peter, Paul and Mary. I 
thought it an opportune moment to extract, 
from the spot it occupies over my heart, 
LSR #22, and edify their poor, misguided 

minds and distorted, unsophisticated 
musical tastes. 

I received several deferential smiles 
and the usual number of superficial in¬ 
quiries. I suddenly realized that you 
have been justly rather than unjustly 
accused (when LITTLE SANDY was but an 
infant) of "free-wheeling iconoclasm." 
I speak not of your favorable reviews. 
I find Barry Hansen's comments partic¬ 
ularly well thought out and insightful. 
But your damnations of representative 
folkum recordings have Indeed fallen into 
a rut. 

I am reminded of the difference between 
a publication such as THE NATION or THE 
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NEW REPUBLIC and communist propaganda..i 
Volumes of the latter are handed out on 
street-corners all over France every day. 
But little of what one can get for the 
asking is worth reading. The strict party 
line is applied to each new issue, llW a 
rigid formula: if one has read what the 
Party has to say about capitalist imperia 
ism, with a little imagination he could 
have predicted what it would say about e 
Gaulle's referendum. The Party's stand 
is emphatic and sincere, but always anti 

and unchanged. • * u’ * 
In much the same way, a review such as 

the one which appeared in #22 of Peter, 
Paul and Mary is of little use to us 
disciples. For you refuse to apply any ° 
the criteria by which potentially vana 
folk records are adjudged so, in or er o 
pertinently and thus effectively 
avalldity of "the other stuff# ra” . . 
Proffitt is "a banjo player of 
savvy," and hia "simple, slow sty e 
"basic charm." These are excellent f 
reasons why his music should r'-ct h 
attention, and it will by -fidon-dos ** 

value "basic charm" in a fo * n ^jority 
But the acquaintance of *hc,, “ rdcic|. 

of people with folk music ^ painful -i 
oped." They must be led by »l * {,lv*Unt f 

steps to Frank Proff° ttit lie with the 
if their impressionable won't even 
blues or some other 8«"c** Zuiaingers 
read commendations of un ttroups with 

• * s 4 1 Ma f 11 ^ A l O n 



whom they are familiar have convinced 
them that a set of legitimate standards 
exist which both good and bad folk 
music dan be' judged. * Then and only then 
will they appreciate the fact, not sto 
obvious as LSR seems to think;* that- the 
enthusiasm of certain groups’Jis "atro- 
cious, artificially canned, and commer¬ 
cial," while the charms of some singers 
'are "basic." Presuming we "purists" do 
in fact have a cause to further, the un¬ 
initiated as well as the initiated must 
be 'addressed maturely* cbn-n- .* 

<oui DAVE BARNUM • 
Stanford-in-France 

Tours, France 

Dear P & J: ...I would like to ask for a 
"more learned" type of criticism in your 
reviews; in short, more valid reasons for 
your likes and dislikes among discs... 

MIKE SHERRICK 
Los Angeles, Calif. 
* 4 * 

Editors' Note: Are we getting soft-headed, 

folks? Comments would be welcomed. 

THE LIFE FORCE ... 

Dear Sirs: ...Thank you...for putting out 
a magazine that has helped my taste and 
appreciation for things folk to grow 
Immeasurably and thusly to having my whole 
life significantly enriched...Sincerely, 

HERBERT HAMMER 
toy •It* 

IP J Js 
Los Angeles, Calif. 
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CURRENT AND CHOICE 
FURRY LEWIS: BACK ON MY FEET AGAIN and 
DONE CHANGED MY MIND * , 
(Prestige Bluesville 1036 and 1037) 

PRANK PROFFITT (Folk-Legacy FSA-1) 
JOSEPH ABLE TRIVETT (Folk-Legacy FSA-2) 
EDNA RITCHIE (Folk-Legacy FSA-3) 
FLEMING BROWN (Folk-Legacy FSI-1) 
RICHARD CHASE TELLS THREE "JACK" TALES 
FROM THE SOUTHERN APPALACHIANS 

(Folk-Legacy FTA-1) 
All available at $5.00 each from Folk- 
Legacy Records, Huntington, Vermont. 

THE GREAT JUG BANDS: JUGS 1927-19331 
(Origin Jazz Library A) Available for 
$5.00 from the Origin Jazz Library, JV 
Remsen St. (IE), Brooklyn Heights 1, 

THE MUSIC OP R0SC0E HOLCOMB AND WADE 
WARD (Folkways 2363) 
TRADITIONAL MUSIC FROM GRAYSON AND 
CARROLL COUNTIES (Folkways S*1** Tnv 
THE 37th OLD-TIME FIDDLERS C0NV?N‘I. ' 
AT UNION GROVE, N.C. (Folkways 
THE LILLY BROTHERS: FOLK S0I,,G5? p 
SOUTHERN MOUNTAINS (Polkvsys • 

REVEREND GARY DAVIS: SAY NO TO THE DEUL 
(Prestige Bluesville 10A9) 

THE PHILO GLEE AND MaND0?TXN' 
(University of Illinois froo 
Club 101) Available °* *g f0lks°nk 
University of Illinois Caapu* 
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OLD TIME MUSIC 
AX CLARENCE ASHLEY'S, Part 2 (2359) 

J”" ^ ^^ 

DDESSDQQgnrnigi 
121 We,l 47th Stre!^,,1,— 

VorteJA. N.Y. 

30« r r*&« 

THE LITTLE SANDY 

‘ POETRY S^fi 



ON OUR COVER... f ^ 
sppptat tor this month's 

W«ldwJr PRC^EST 1SS™ is a fine 
for1?m V a ion Print. The reason 

fiv^ceS,iLT<0l?i ° “ ',rwld« ® 
and East r *-°T a*^ t*ie Process 
and East Coast BROADSIDE people to 

SwEKSr •“ us Just as aiii! * d 2) 1C scema t0 
these =4: Uly as nost of the songs 
vrill Protesty people 
^ h“ Ty °f you •« ‘till ,1th 

lefM 1 have a few friends 
stfrtl'^leaSC road the editorial 
from ClNE?",PaSC 3* Cover Prlnt la 

WWW 101.1 111 

rmt PrtHKrtKs & Prfltg TtSJSOft 

1945 *•* Street, 
tecord corman' ■ ’ "“T Oster'o great 

to .11 tin r' ^adt «■> outstanding 
offers any five a ers* Dr. Ceter 

(continued :‘b;zh;lB ^ 
^«*iss!S0^i|l^«pnow MW OCT « 

™ *<* TO Z"X" K 
DOLURS WILL BRImt Vr^IG rr• three 
ISSUES. LSR 3*>2n t>C*J 12 M0&E NITTY 
S»*w»IfcSj PA“ AV. s., 52. 

P-FOR-PROTEST 

Wheel Go Round. If a wheel goes around 
I call that a revolution. The wheel went 
around, the wheel went around and I felt 
it help me. I felt my wheel when it went 
around and when it helped you. And this 
is why I stand here flat-footed and say — 
I like my revolution." 

--Woody Guthrie 

"Double your pleasure! Double your fun! 
With Doublemint, Doublemint, Doublemint 
Gum!" 

--TV commercial 

There's this magazine cover, and it shows 
this kid getting his first haircut you 
Know and a dog is licking his hand and his 
mother is crying and it's Saturday night 
in the old home town and people are dancing 
outside in the streets and the Liberty Bell 
is ringing, and, uh, did I miss anything?" 

--Dwight Macdonald quoting 
Mort Sahl on Norman Rockwell 

Dear Editors: Thanks very much for your 
mention of BROADSIDE...But we are a little 
puzzled as to why you dismiss us as just 
'one of those P-for-Protesty things,' 
especially when you use so many of your 
Pages (see LSK 022) praising a number of 
the songwriters we publish: Bob Dylan, 
Woody Guthrie, Peter La Farge, etc. We 
would suggest that it reflects an un- 

3 



«*• '?>o:ia „ ■ r ... t 
resolved contradiction, in your own 
approach to so-called 'protest' songs. 
Actually we are against labelling songs 
as this and that; a song is a song.' But 
accepting the differentiation, we find... 
Woody Guthrie seems to be your rnost- 
loved hero,.yet the largest and most 
important section of his work consists of 
protest songs,.'the very kind.. .you. deplore 
One can start(and)go on t;o several 
hundred Guthrie songs...Even THIS LAND 
is basically a protest song...In this 
connection, it is interesting to note 
that the only worthy song your reviewer 
found in 'Protesty' GAZETTE #2,was .! 
Guthrie's THE DYING MINER, an especially 
powerful protest.,.The contradiction is 
compounded in the...6% pages of.praise 

or Bob Dylan. You highly commend Bob 
for having adopted Guthrie as his 

?K8^Cnliand 8on8writing mentor. You say 
that Dylan s songwriting efforts 'are 

bC8t * • *8ince Guthrie .' You 
l *** become as great. . .At the 
trvin 1? V?U CQUn8el Dylan to discontinue 

- r“-“ ssssi t 
y article you warn Dylan that the 
future is f fit11 nf A y n, nac cne 
sufti-est rh J U f dan8ers.' We would thatt one of * ; 
the mental ?* these dangers is 

j 1 confusion he'd risk if he r' 
stopped and tried serlo„ci ! , ' 
sense out of all ®*rlou8ly to make some 

Another thing: Jou advice* 
•• the only worth^i °ut IRA 

y worthwhile track on Peter 

4 

La Farge's Columbia album. Yet IRA HAYES 

is one of the bitterest protest songs to 

appear in recent years...We'd like to 

point out that we published IRA HAYES 

last summer. We've also printed... 

(other La Farge songs)...BROADSIDE was 

probably the first to publish' Bob Dylan... 

In our newest issue we have a rediscovered 

Woody Guthrie song...We admit that a good 

deal of our material isn't --yet-- on a 

plane we would wish; it certainly isn't 

yet -- comparable in quality to similar 

songwriting...in the British Isles. We 

do not hold ourselves responsible for 

this state of affairs; but to explain why 

would require another essay...Sincerely, 

--Letter from Sis Cunningham, 

Editor, BROADSIDE, New York City 
•i J ■ 

"You rah, rah, . High School! You rah, 

rah,-High School! Rah! Rah! Rah. 

—High school football cheer 

"Their prevalent theme is frustration; the 

hero is either defeated by society or 
reduced by it to a negative conformity. 

What has vanished is the positive concept 

.. .Modern heroes die sadly in tho 
they 'go gently into that good night, 
pitiful spectacle which has bred...an 

appetite for pathos that amounts to an 

dddiction* • * nr nma * 
--Kenneth Tynan on Social D 

5 
J 4 t 



Mon” /b«“!(t“5‘C Iess ima8ina- 
correct.M " '•••slogans are > 

-Not Hentoff on BUI HcAJoo ’ 

«• « • .■ 
OS it would be to see ?ai"St Anti-Sen,Ui«m 

** Against torturing cbUd^n^ ^ 
James Agee on "nee.age" ,„0vies 

long regardedttheirSstl'al; folkslnSors have 

storehouses of tradii-?"83,"0* °nly as 
oloo as creative m”10™1 thouSht* but 
a*>le to absorb thn ? °f COnu"unication, 

and impressions andtTtl*' thoughts 
a°ngs on contemporary the"18 Pr°^uce new 
true for the inod<»»- j lemes• This holds 

aad tountry^ ZTZXlt^ °f 
torning the news ans , 5°lk son80 con- 

Ptoduced at an unb^I- °£ the da>’ are 

that find their”ay e°tra”’ 11,6 into print are ay °nto rec<>rds and 

rJly from amateur and^0?*0*1 and prima_ 
lingers. These topical^83*0™1 City 
**th extremes of enth. 4 088 are greeted 

£ -udieice! T r apathy by 

tradition., as a"ything 
o them l„ their urbanr«lotionship 

con- * *it-in crusaders *5u house 
r®» the threat 

of nuclear destruction, the high cost of 
living, etc. On the other hand are the ( 
purists, who hold folk song to be a genuine 
art, with tradition dictating the rules of 
subject matter and stylistic treatment. 
These latter enthusiasts, however concerned 
they may be with contemporary social 
problems, find the use of traditional music 
as a.vehicle for sloganeering and protest 
as distasteful and silly a$, say, a Mozart 
fan would find a Ban-the-Bomb-slanted 
symphony composed on Mozart's musical 
patterns." 

--LSR 

"Perhaps the saddest thing is that the 
young people who embrace these Protesty 
songs actually think they have something 
to do with folk music. 

-•Bob Dahle 

Quite the thorny problem, this matter of 
protest,, As one can see from the above 
quotations; all of them, in their own way, 
relevent; there seems to be a great deal of 
disagreement,over the relative merits and 
demerits.of Thou Dost Protest Too Much. 
How, for instance, can one deny the power 
flnd genius inherent in the works of Woody 
Guthrie.and Aunt Molly Jackson? Yet, in 
the same breath,.how can one condone the 
sappy and idiotic simple-mindedness found 
in the majority of the songs printed in 
the East Coast BROADSIDE and in parts of 
SING OUT!?. One can't, has to be the 



answer to boch questions. 

The quandary isn't nearly so murky and 
uns.olvable if we rather ignominiously 
treat the field of protest song as a sort 
of Jekyll-Hyde schizophrenic, one-half a 
mixture of frat boy "poet" (eager to 
impress the girls and get hi6 name in 
print) and professional axe-grinder for 
the Cause, the other half a true genre 
artist in the folk idiom. Since LSR 
#14-15-, we 'have called the Guthrie- 
Jackson group (which would sometimes 
include Ewan MacColl, Peggy Seeger, and 
Bob Dylan), protest (and folk music), 
an the frat boy-Cause syndrome (Marrs, 
urnqr, Cunningham, etc., and, at times, 

Sa^lD?,fete See8er» MqIvina Reynolds, 
and Bill McAdoo) and the songs they 

propagate, P-for-Protest (the capital 

p * among other things, 
tn.|OU8* p°rtentous, and Ponderous: 

but r^Ln‘U8lC‘ ^ trUe Pr°test SOn^ 
ca ,r an opiate of the Masses, who 

or ncre> f°r tlie them, understand 
like a r protest unless it is presented, 

watered ®8trated* hu®orless nada, in 

boureeoia u yle* P”for-Protest is 

folkum protest if °r protest; 
Although u« “‘U>- , 

the probUnm of th. d.,^, ^'nely ♦b°“* 
dedicated Crusader < T°S 
th. h..tc nature of loll .I 

rolk song and folk- 

8 . i 

type songs, With their simplicity, intimdcy, 
and immediacy, is more potentially suited to 
the more personal problems of mankind, to 
the interior ethos fttther than the great 
social and political movements of the 
madrodosm'. Woody and Aunt Molly, being 
both folk and artists, knew this, and did 
not exceed the boundries of folk song. T e 
new breed of boyos, being neither folk nor 
artists, ala6, apparently wouldn't recognize 

either folk music or folk style if it wer® 
walking along beside them in a Peace Marc . 

This new class of naive idealists-folkniks 

romanticizing for never-never utopias an 
too-clever propagandists working for 

professional Freedom borrows from the ®°“*ce8 
it knows best: the Muck Rakers of the 1930s, 
the television commercial with its asin ne 
jingles, the pep fest, the Sousa march, t e 
football cheer. Although their slogans may 

be Holier Than Thou, their methods of 
presentation are as crude as their mo e s. 
Paul Goodman writes in THE NEW REPUB , 
(February 9, 1963) that "only...the ads..,, 
exploit...(to the fullest) .. .the forma^ 
possibilities of the TV medium: montage, 
combinations of photography, grap cs, 
speech, noise, and music; variety 
novelty of expression.. .They arc i, • , 
structure and concise in statemcn ..• 
programs...(are merely there to 
space)...and hold passive t ^'a’s 
(between the ads)." P-ior- , 
gone a disgusting one-up on h program 
absurdity: they have eliminated cn k 

9 



every line* "°!hlne re“‘"« ■** the ad, 
reh rni u T!' 8COre a e«VeMown (You 

et«i^ther“raPr“;’-a„dU'8 r“h8' ‘“8 
leaving „ut the seory »*e»« ’ 

re:;:rj tTrie,s “• 

but rarelv bnfh°ry* in watm* human terms, 
elnce uVthe tacktn8 on a "»«1. 
should L ; °'I la a"y Seed. we 
between th^!? ° ?etect the 'Wsaage" 

a u a 
new breed doesn't ' wj°ry) anyv'a>’- The 

kind of brains ttl"\ U8 WUh thla 

“a over the head wltheon/” '<eeP hU“"8 

couplet, eo wa'U get the Poi°nt; "8 

~ J-JU not f.Ui 

(From Jerry amIIl , 111 P^vail!" 

SONG, BROADSIDE WO8 KMt NASCH 

Fake-bibH oni 
suppose, to Rive it .prose 18 designed, vc 
'00 bad an\he r SlGnlficance; 

“odd don't aeem S**1 Utta“ tha 
torlcally sounds i?,,Help: U 8tl11 ora- 

JeJ by El®«r Gantry * ®Colle8e pep fe8t 
Point is that on the „The °nly visible 

Writer,8 head. °P *he song- 

*ou .oon;c:." :p:^“-ph„ticaiiy. of 
only the e„r«, 8‘f“"Uc ‘ceberg, with 

gener.tion. esHttgin” ?!nces of P«aent 

~ eon. of^tradlt ionC.hifting ’ 

10 

solidly in their icy vaults beneath the 

surface (like great, ambiguous Moby Dicks 

hidden in the deep sea), it seems fair to 

compare present-day P-for-Protest song to 

a shallow pond, with only a thin coating of 

fragile, cracked, misconstrued ice covering 

it. The Protest songwriter, all pink with 

cold, don6 his nbne-too-trusty skates, and, 

since he hasn't learned a thing from his 

acknowledged instructors, promptly falls 

flat on his BROADSIDE (not with a bang, 

but with a whimper). Under he goes, but, 

lo, instead of getting soaking wet, he 

finds there's nothing beneath the surface 

at all, not even a (newton) minnow. All 

be has to break his plunge is a pile of 

weak irony, sentimental question-begging, 

feeble generalizations, newspaper cliches, 

and political slogans. But, then, perhaps 

with his tabtives of fear, guilt, and 

anxiety, he shouldn't be out on the ice 

in the first place. 

Occasionally someone like Pete Seeger 

(who champions the work of both Protesteer 

and protester) tries to climb the iceberg 

by digging his skates deep into it. The 

result is disquletingly comical (like a 

flea trying to whip an elephant). Here is 

what Seeger Inflicts on the McPeake Family 

version of WILL YE GO, LASSIE, GO?: 

"0 summertime is coming and the 

leaves are sweet returning 

But those flowers of peace 
It'8 for them I'm really yearning 

11 
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Will they bloom?", etd. ' 
(From Pete Seeger's THE FLOWERS OF 
PEACE, BROADSIDE #3.) 

This sort of thing is like pasting a 
Ban-the-Boinb label on MONA LISA's fore¬ 
head: it not only harms the original, 
but, in this improper context, makes the 
slogan, too, seem little more than 
ridiculous. 

We wouldn't object so much to this vast 
(read: half-vast) P-for-Protest movement 
if anybody connected with it had even a 
smidgin of honest-to-goodness, non-anti¬ 
septic, life-like talent (Malvina 
Reynolds and Bob Dylan don't count here: 
when they write for BROADSIDE, they 
produce the same Formula excretion as, 
say, Gil Turner; yet, when they write 
other types of songs, which BROADSIDE 
probably wouldn't be interested in, 
t ey do very well; unfortunately, Pete 
Seeger has never been much of a song¬ 
writer). But, in place of talent, we 
get a sort of reverse-Norman Rockwell 
Formula for Protest in which the key 

2lxl areB?eero> Bomb, Brotherhood, 
Shelter Black and White Together, 

Scr ^:ed°UtlCian’ Win» Fi8ht, Boss, 
own BRnAn«cinp°m* etc* (Try writing your 

it ,hBS \T8 by U8ing this Formula; 
Here are so * 6 you over five minutes.) 
level of "HT r*ndom examples of the 

°ngs such a Formula spawns: 

12 



f.| »<V 
J. f. 

"I sit at my desk in Washington 

In front of a large machine 

More viscious than Adolph Hitler 

More deadly than strychnine" 

(From Enoch Kent's THE BUTTON 

PUSHER, BROADSIDE 08.) 

Perhaps what the Protesteer needs more 

t-han anything else is a rhyming dictionary. 

Or: 

"Old Mother Hubbard slammed the 

door of her cupboard. P«nC- 
And then went out marching for 

She knew that the whistle 

of rocket and missile cease." 
Would o*«n all eating ”^ERN HOrliER 

(From Maurice Sug 
GOOSE, BROADSIDE 04.) 

r defies description* 
’• Or one that detl 

•r flap, there • n® 
"Now mother, don 

rtlt «rchir“a.“**« - 

hi, . b.by ‘b.r. 

And if w* W‘"’to march 
Hc won't ha 

uko co (From Al«* * 
BROADSIDE «•> ,, MT «“* 

, . h.v. tb. “S 

«•><> Ter. of «•* TTy ***'1',0 the wriicr* h froo wo®-’'' 



Indeed,0!6^" Ms 

which thTse ,Ltt PiCtUre the "hy in 

tifSe consumption: someuher^"^ ZZ* 
«:p;: zn 
SIDE factory’uhereVHu"^8 3 h“Se BR0AC' 
thousands and th ^ jRe the Newhart joke) 

chained t.^SSTT-* °f monkeys s" 
th«t if this goes „f ?’ th° the0ry belne 
°ne of them w?n ? lons enou8h, maybe 
land. »«i thi . "y1*6 this land is your 
*«ys a gruff gnTrnZ ^ Soniethin8 here*, 
his life Fightinp „fo1? pro who has 8penl 

(It would be well t- 
WWC is the Hpr« r remember that while 
also the Victim °* Protest-culture, he is 
been, to quote a°f Protest"Masscult, having 
ly used" and lat*™0'?8 folklorist, "cruel- 
““•‘"■te "discarded." One 
to say that mqq n P even went so far as 
are trash*11) Gr cent °f Woody1 s songs 

II the gist Af 
Protesty So , °"r argument against the 

neither true protest *"* large» that il is 
“*y;*lao add that ! u°r true Son8 (one 

broth P!ace • world^ topics as 
eff erhood deserve' f * 3nd international 
•£fr tkan the Jack ,ra°re art*^y a"d 

such <>Gt £rom the writritUali2ed treattnent 

Z'ZZ.Z Incompetence *»«»«•** 

ltB Pnblishers: bi8ger quar- 
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1| BROADSIDE does a great disservice to 

the young songwriters (John Koerner is the 

best one we know) who are trying to write 

pure folk music; it implies, by printing 

almost nothing that isn't Formularized and 

slanted, that all new songs written today 
are Protest. 

2) More important, it is never a good 

idea to spread mediocrity, like so much 

manure, over the country, denying all forms 

of critical evaluation by simply stating, as 

Cunningham & Company do in their first is¬ 

sue, that "the only way to find out if a 

song is good is to give it wide circula¬ 

tion." Perhaps; but then we should all 

start eating garbage (common sense be 

hanged!), since the only way we could tell 

if it was any good would be to eat some for 

a while to see if we took to it. 

Let us quote from Dwight Macdonald (from 

the Winter 1962-63 FILM QUARTERLY) concern¬ 

ing Cinema 16 and the New American Cinema 

(the Pretentious boys of the film world): 

"...The general...(idea). ..is always easy to 

be charitable about; it's only when the 

specific is in question that the problems 

arise...the...approach is encouraging only 

to the untalented, who should firmly be 

discouraged, and is depressing and dis¬ 

orienting to the gifted...the brighter 

pupils are discouraged because they arc lost 

in the ruck of mediocrity...Wbat we need is 

more birth-control in every branch of art." 

Macdonald also states (correctly, vc think) 

In AGAINST THE AMERICAN GRAIN: "An idea 



doesn't exist apart from the words (and 
music) that express it. Style is not an 
envelope enclosing a message; the envelope 
is the.message." 

i.n.So, from the giant oaks of protest, we 
are now producing tiny acorns of whining 
self-Pity, To think that by spreading 
more acorns carelessly around, instead of 
planting a few carefully in solid, deep 
soil, we can grow oak trees again is, to 
us, a major misconception. 

William Faulkner believed that long after 
the last bomb had fallen, and the last 
great social cause forgotten, the problems 
of the human heart would still exist. The 
words of his Nobel speech are applicable to 
young songwriters: "Our tragedy today is a 
general and universal physical fear... 

nere are no longer problems of the spirit. 

. *![? 18 °nly the <luestion: when will I 
own up? Because of this, the young 

or woman writing today has forgotten 

withP^rbl?rS °f the human heart in conflict 

«Ui£*Zl UhUh alone can sood *bJ,i u 0rly that Is worth writing 
l««» thorn again...Until 

though he^f a8* thin8s» he will write as 
of man I'’d°° al(me and watched the end 

“«?' tha a"d •* ' 
ondura: he win proven" n0t ?"*y . 
need not oierelv L '’“'•••The poet's voice 

can be onTol thi or^ "“td of lt 
{help him endure and P8’ the Pillars to 
(Editors) and Prevail." 
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(EDITORS' COLUMN, continued from page 2) 
for the remarkably low price of $15..00. 
Most readers have already received a com¬ 
plete F-L catalog in the mail, so there's 
no need to elaborate here except to say 
that Folk-Lyric has put out some of the 
best folk music recorded during the last 
few years. Newest releases are albums by 
Gary Davis, Jesse Fuller, Sylvia Mars, 
and Snuffy Jenkins. Any reader who did 
not receive a catalog and would like to 
take advantage of Dr. Oster's offer can 
write directly to Folk-Lyric (address on 
page. 2); they will send out a catalog by 
return mall ... There will soon .be a 
Volume Four of Folkways' Anthology of 
American Folk Music ...’ Bob Dylan's second 
Columbia album is due at the end of Febru¬ 
ary ... Here'8 another big jnoney-saving 
offer by yet another F-L company. Sandy 
Paton of Folk-Legacy Records (their entire 
line was reviewed in LSR #23, named 

CURRENT AND CHOICE in #24) and LSR combine 

:o offer the following: . 
1) 12-issue sub. to LSR, all available 

sack issues, one Folk-Legacy album o y°ur 
choice; regular $13.50 value, • * 

2) 12-issue sub. to LSR, one 
album of your choice; regular $8. va u , 

only $6.00. • ... 
3) 12-issue sub. to LSRf aH^ava * 

back issues, all five Folk-Legacy « » 
regular $33.50 value, only $20.00. 

4) 12-issue sub. to LSR, all five Folk- 
Legacy albums; regular $28.00 value, only 

$18.00. 
21 



off rhi subscribers may take advantage 

order* ^ Prices by simpjy 8 

(No risksai'°th?r V2‘issue 8ubs«ription* 
( risks involved: we're NOT going to go 

to Jr b32206pS^ aU Checks Payflble 
7 Minie«f?° ^ Avenue South, Minneapolis 

n oouftuo1weeks for mi^ rennunoH 5 ! to foreign orders ... The 

coffee h edgely Todd is now Playing.in 

sit **** ar°Und the Harvard Univer- 
5 Barren* CORRECTION: In LSR #24, page 

LEGEND OF SLEEPY i«N1ESTrESieUr°f "V the cAnn v | * JUHN ESTES, states that 

Anthology (w^ere^t \ Sl"8 V" ^ Folk"‘>’” 
i» STACK o' DOLLARS '? E8te“) 
expressman blues * is actually 

STORY, edUed“bykAlanUL' USrEk'.T0 0UR j 

FRETTy8Polly A ™ 
JOHN HENRY an/ttn!?* B°ggS» THE DEATH & 
by Uncle Dave m K AB0OT W SARO JANE 

THE DERBY°rIIm f?A^K£RLEE by Furry 
Lunsford, and two^h^ Bascom Umar f 

excellent condition hers\ Guaranteed 

Sale price with book’ 
lassie Also, two 
(by iWadertjainJ, INWIUQW QARDEN 

MAN BLUES (by the pG Mor*ia>- b/w WORRIED 
CUHBERLAND and 
D*vc H«con) b/„ FactS?*'**® <bY Uncle 
«•>« G.rtcr F.^,E^VI“C1NIa BLUES (by 

both in excellent cn dlsc ^l°-00; 
next ™ontb, folk3COndttlon ... See you 
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SUBSCRIPT IONS-BACK ISSUES-AD RATES 

SPECIAL SUBSCRIPTION OFFER: Get a regular' 
12-issue subscription plus all available 
back issues (#5-6-7-8-9-10-11-13-20-23-24) 
for only $5.75, ( Regular $8.50 value. 
OTHERWISE: 12-issue subscription for $3.00; 
24-issue subscription for $6.00. (Same 
amounts for foreign subscriptions.) 
All available back issues are 50 cent6 
each., One complete file of LSR’s (#1-25) 
available for $25.00. 
AD RATES: $25.00 per page; $15.00 per 
half-page. Circulation: 550 copies. 
WRITE; THE LITTLE SANDY REVIEW, 3220 Park 
avenue South,.Minneapolis 7, Minnesota. 
LSR is edited by Jon Pankake and Paul 
Nelson. Barry Hansen is blues reviewer. 
Dave Glover is contributing blues 
correspondent. Doris Nelson is in charge 
of subscriptions, layout, and advertising. 
Nedgely Todd is all-around good egg. 

ADDITIONAL RECORDS AND RECORD CHATTER 
(^denotes LP*s to be reviewed in LSR7) 

♦RAISE A RUCKUS AND HAVE A HOOTENANNY 
WITH ALAN LOMAX AND THE DUPREE FAMILY 
(Kapp 1316) Lomax in a folkum LP. 
♦Bill Monroe: THE FATHER OF BLUE GRASS 

MUSIC (RCA-Camden) The best Bill Monroe 
album on the market: reissues from 
1940-41. Only $1.98. 
♦Pete Seeger: THE BITTER AND THE SWEET 

(Columbia 1916) Lota of 12-string guitar. 



♦Frank Hamilton and Valucha: THE WORLD 
of frank and valucha (Philips 200-058) 
♦Stephen Addiss and Bill Crofut: WORLD 

TOUR WITH FOLK SONGS (Folkways 2405) 
♦OLD TIME MUSIC AT CLARENCE ASHLEY'S, 

Part Two (Folkways 2359) Tom Ashley, 
oc Watson, Clint Howard, Fred Price, 

Gaither Carlton, Arnold Watson; and the 
original Carolina Tar Heels, Doc Walsh 
and Garley Foster! 

♦SONGS OF THE SPANISH CIVIL WAR, Volume 
(folkways 5437) One song by Woody. . 

Barbara Dane: WHEN I WAS A YOUNG GIRL 
orizon 1602) Tom Paley accompanies on 

guitar and banjo. 

Moomqutxtr Loat city Rulers: AMERICAN 
pOONSHINE AND PROHIBITION (Folkways 5263] 

THFenii\^u!Len* and See8er sing and play 
FAILDRF H?uE brew» prohibition is a 
KENTurvv TEETOTals» WHISKEY SELLER, 

DEilr GooSS^611’ AL SMITH F0R PRESI‘ 
iNroxicv?rnYL^LD B00ZE* moonshiner, the 

“"'s HICCUPS’ 1 
BOOTLErrFn CL0SE 0F DAY» VIRGINIA 
STORY Doum ?RUNKEN DRIVER, BOOTLEGGER'S 

uttle «DE» °,T* ST1LL hou^ to get a 
99. and 

THE boys'won-t'le^p8 *"d Tommy tteken,! 
(Columbia AaE THE GIRLS AW® 
AT CARNEGIE T® CUKCY BROTHERS 
♦Cisco ill. . L (Columbia) 

(Vanguard 9107) 1 1 ?IN'T GOT N0 HOME 
recorded about a Ll;;8on8 program 

month b«fore his death. 

I i 

j •) 

*AN INTRODUCTION TO GOSPEL SONG (RBF 5) 
Old 78'8 compiled and edited ,by Sam B. 

Charters. , -.7 . , 
♦REVIVAL IN BRITAIN (Folkways 87Z8) 

Edited by Ewan MacColl. Presents some of 
the new songwriters who have appeared on 

the British folk music scene. 
♦Stringbean: MORE OF THAT RARE 0LD TJ® 

BANJO PICKIN' AND SINGIN' (Starday 1/9) 
♦Ernest V. Stoneman and the Stoneman 

Family: BLUEGRASS CHAMPS (Starday 200) 
♦Ernest Stoneman, Kilby Snow, andNe'J^ 

and Kenneth Benfield: MOUNTAIN MUSIC PLAYED 

ON THE AUTOHARP (Folkways 2365) Record 

by Mike Seeger. . ... 
♦THE JUPITER BOOK OF BALLADS (Folkways 

9890) Spoken, sung by Isla Cameron, 

others. ,,.e 
♦Derek Lamb: SHE WAS POOR BUT SHE WAE . 

HONEST (Folkways 8707) London music 

♦Wallace House: SAM SMALL, AEBERjj Q* 
RAMSBCTTOM AND UTHERS (Folkways 98V ) 

English dialect stories. 
♦AMERICAN HISTORY IN BALLAD AND * 

Volume Two (Folkways 5802) A 3- 
educational set from Folkways • '“ * 
♦DING DONG DOLLAR (Folkways 54 ) 

Anti-Polaris and Scottish R®pu„WHALER OUT 
♦MUSICAL SCORE FROM THE FILM HA ^ 

OP NEW BEDFORD" AND C**5Jh®0NSwaJJ MacCoil 
WHALINC ERA (Folkways 38|0) 

»"d f«6gy S“8« uo'd on the flip 

StfZ,. <KWI*> • 
(Warner Bros. 1473) 
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♦Margaret barry and Michael Gorman: THE 
BLARNEY STONE (Prestige Irish 35001) 
♦Delia Murphy:' THE QUEEN OF CONNEMARA 

(Prestige Irish 35002) 

*Mickey and Mary Carton: THE IMMIGRANT 
IRISH BOY (Prestige Irish 35003) 
♦JOAN BAEZ IN CONCERT (Vanguard 9112) 
♦JACKIE WASHINGTON (Vanguard 9110) 
*Jean Redpath will have a second record 

bn Elektra. 

♦The Rooftop Singers: WALK RIGHT INI 
(Vanguard 9123) The best folkum LP we've 
ever heard. 

.2*“ Blue Sky B°ys: A TREASURY OF RARE 
SONGS FROM THE PAST (Starday 205) 
Reissues. 

1Cinec: AN irishman in north 
AMERICAY (Folkways 3522) 

♦John Allison: WITCHES AND WAR-WHOOPS 
o tways ->211) Early New England songs. 

/r ?, Clayton: DULCIMER SONGS AND SOLOS 
(Folkways 3571) 

♦Mike Seeger: OLD TIME COUNTRY MUSIC 

His alburn. 
,F1 ' >1USJC 0F WASHINGTON SQUARE 
(Folkways 2353) "Field" recorded. 

£AN_LETTER OF THE MriMTq 

Tha^Syou! Y0“ Can g° C° heli: 

(UNSIGNED) 
Chicago, Ill. 

Editors'1 Note* it• 
®- Tt s wonderful to be loved. 
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CURRENT AND CHOICE 
PEGGY, PENNY, AND BARBARA SEEGER: THE 
THREE SISTERS (Prestige International 

13029) 
Charming and Informal city folk 

nusic, very pleasant to hear. The 
album is quite clearly Peggy's, 

THE LEGEI® OF SLEEPY JOHN ESTES 

(Delmar 603) 
The greatest of the blue9 rediscoveries; 

Estes' fantastically emotional, half- 
choked voice comes out better than ever 
on this LP, despite an out-of-it Xnocky 
Parker on four bands. Available for 
$5,00 from Bob Koester, Delroar Records, 
7 West Grand Avenue, Chicago 10, Ill, 

JEAN RITCHIE: PRECIOUS MEMORIES 

(Folkways 2427) 
Although largely an unsatisfying LP 

because of the atrocious instrumental 
backing of Eric Weissberg, Art Rosenbaum, 
and Marshall Brickman; Jean's attempt to 
"set the record straight" by performing. 
artistic non-traditional and "hillbilly 
aonjs la still a must simply because 
it's by Jean, What a record it could 
have been had the Ramblers or Clarence 

Ashley's group backed hart 

SUBSCRIBE NOW AS LSR's ^26 and Px7 WILL 

BE OUT S0CN; BOTH TOGETHER; Aj® 
EACH. ONE CF THEM WILL BE TOT PR^Ijj2 
12-LP LCt'AX ISSUE. SEE YOU NEXI .10. * . 
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y Vo bring you herewith our second issue undor the present aaiiag 
only a couple weeks late yet! In response to 
the type smaller this issue, thus allowing us 1 
We've tried to make the major reviews more thrc 
give the reader something to sink his teeth int 
especially recommend the completion of Al toils 
Williams, which we feel is the finest muaicolc 
the work of a blucsraan. Certainly no one olse 
knowledge of theoretical musicology and practi| 
claying. 
§ In response to frequent queries, all the re\ 
were not signed by anybody were done by the ed 
this issue. But in this issue the editor has 
anyway, just to leave no room for doubting. 
§ Our cover was drew by Matthew Andos. Watt pi 
rite Sunset Strip rock group, THE UNIC 
nals written by vocalists Jay Ferguson and HiL 
a good many folk blues, often with Matt playi 
brother Mark is as solid a bass player aa yov 
Bruce, an HAS veteran from the &aat, plays dx 
§ Introducing our other contributors this i»s 
some fine reviews by Hichael L. Bass, who haa 
time music on discs and field tapes, and now 
Crove; and Norman Cohen, also a record collofl 
country music whose articles have appeared 
Journal of American /blkl.re to Hoedqwp,. Gri 
a note on the marvelous traditional singer Vl 
old-time guitar and fiddle play or aa well as j 

§ A few good words for good happenings aroxi 
A gift from the Martha Baird Rockefeller 
ths Library of Congress Archive of folksong 
about half the collection—to magnetio tape< 
Rre. Estelle Qrlin has set up a unique "Pol 
nnmirml membership fee, students may use 
of American folk music books and records. 
Caroline Streets, aillbrce, Johannesburg. 
cAmtr hen been organised to sponsor concert#by 
address is c/o Jota Ullman, 2&1B IWirvlew ^ast, 

Ctrlf 
121 The 
trail tic 
Seattle,I 
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JOflN SAlltrt THE Citrjtf dAU BEhluwlNO BL.i'IUAT PAdTf AND JTHLK EACUiCJUNH 
(Takoma C 1006) 

This 1b John Phhey'a fourth issued U>. He has been playing and record¬ 
ing his unique guitar variations on folk and original thanes since 1957. He 
1b famous Id Boston and Berkeley; known a bit in Washington,D.C«, whore he 
used to live, and in Urn Angeles, where he now lives; and unknown everywhere 
else, except where people care to remember who rediscovered Skip James and 
Booker White. 

Jfahey Inhabits tho fringes of the folk world. His albums sell mostly to 
venturous connolseurs of folk music; when he performs in public, it is at 

a coffeehouse. But his music is really a long ways from the world of Joan 
Baez and Koacoe Holcomb, or even Charlie Patton (on whom rhhey wrote a the¬ 

ists for the K.A. at XLA last spring)* If we must categorize it, we would 
■ prefer to call it Underground Classical, and lump John together with Scott j 
■Joplin (the ragtime composer who wrote on opera), Charles Ives (who became £ 
■ Establishment Classical, but only in his old age), hobble Basho (a young * 
■ man much influenced by fohey but now in his own bag), and Harxy Partch. + 
l/ahey does not write mualc, but hie memorized compositions are certainly of 
la much more intellectual eort than anything one normally calls folk music. 

Side One of the new jfehay contains the most ambitious piece he has yet 
■ recorded in the title cut, running 15 minutes or so. This is a semi-pro- 
■ griuaaatlc memorial to certain recent events in the life of /fchey. Here we 
■ must mention that tho notes, a major piece of underground literature in 
■ themselves, deal with the same events, and music and words together make for 
■quite a trip. (Hot the kind you mi<£it think we moan, though! ifehey-words 
land Pahoy-ouslc are strictly the creations of a legally stimulated mind, 
■ no matter how glorious they are to a mind otherwise prepared)* 
I The other piece on this side, a lovely thing called KNOTT'S BSiutf /ArtK 
■ MoLl?, is of similar origin and is also alluded to in the notes. 

tflth these pieces rhhoy opens up a whole now dimension of his art, not 
■heard before on records. He has made use of a tape splicer, rhhey uses the 
■ splicer for two purposes: to enable him to record longer pieces and keep up 
I his high technical standards, nnd to create Juxtapositions impossible in 
I ordinary performance. A stunning example of the latter type of splice is in 
I KHOTT'J B&otY JfAKJt MOLLY, where we hear a minute or so of guitar music run 
I backwards on the machine, spliced perfectly into a passage heard in the nor- 
Imal wgy. The smooth, virtually undetectable splices here are not to be cam- 
I pared with the botch Jobe on his earlier DEATH CHANTS LP, not done by ifchry. 
I John has also used, vary creatively, the echo-chamber of a Berkeley rock A 
IroU studio. 

de at Ldh have known /they very well for about two years now, during 
■ which time all the incidents alluded to in the notes took place. Ve would 
I estimate that we understand about 00ft of what is in the notes. There are 
I allusions that would be intelligible to no more than five people in the 
■ world, and there are probably allusions intelligible only to •/. The 
■ ■isle is, perhaps, the same way* The sounds on Side 1 are as beautiful as 
I any fhhey hasVvlr done. But the BlhTliDAl PArtTT la apt to be a little too 
Istroog a does to take in one sitting unless the llstaier is already in sym- 
Iftthy *lth fehey'e unique musical personality. So, while we recommend this 
■Album very highly, we would strongly suggest that the uninitiated listener 
»*»!«» hla tWy .xpvlenc. with VoIum 2 (Tako*. C 1X3) or Volt*. 3 (C1004). 
■fclnt: don. this, tit. li.t.iwr will than b. tbl. to apprei.t. tb. PAaTT for 
^miUn It la. 
■ lann't yet aantioned iild. 2 of 11* record. This .14. cunalato of pro- 

unissued tapes jfohay aali at various sessions in the past, with vori- 
fl^^Ecoaparrying musicians and on various humble machines, mostly of the home 

liancy McLean, who played flute on the stunning LL J/ THE AliiL- 
KLuo GklJT MILL (C 1003) is bsard ogam la sn only alightly more oom- 



the little sandy review 

Published several times yearly at 525y Grand 131vd. Venice, Calif. 90291 
BAkkl editor and publisher. 

Vol. 2, Mo. 2 (Novanber 1966) Cover drawings Matthew Andes 
printed in the hills of echo park, los angeles, at do rusha lithography 

y We bring you herewith our second issue under the present management. And 
only a couple weeks late yet! In response to several suggestions we've made 
the type smaller this issue, thus allowing us to cram in 53° more copy. 
We've tried to make the major reviews more through and detailed, and to 
give the reader something to sink his teeth into. Por such activities wo 
especially recommend the completion of Al Wilson's article on Robert Pete 
Williams, which we feel is the finest muoicological study ever published on 
the work of a blucaman. Certainly no one else today can match Wilson's dual 
knowledge of theoretical musicology and practical guitar* and harmonica- 

playing. 
§ In response to frequent queries, all the reviews in thu last issue that 
were not signed by anybody were done by the editor. That policy holds for 
this issue. But in this issue the editor has oijied moat of his own reviews 
anyway, just to leave no room for doubting. 
J Our cover was drew by Ifetthew Andes. Matt plays lead guitar in our favo 
rite Sunset Strip rock group, THb wtSTbrtN UNION. They specialize in origi¬ 
nals written by vocalists Jay Perguaan and Mike Ponioloor; but they also do 
a good many folk blues, often with Matt playing bottleneck guitar. Matt's 
brother Mark is as solid a bass player as you'll find on the Strip; Dennis 
Bruce, an K&B veteran from the bast, plays drums. We'll keep you posted. 
§ Introducing our other contributors this issue: see the country section for 
some fine reviews by Michael L. Sana, who has a sizable collection of old- 
time music on discs and field tapes, and now is on the staff of the Ash 
Grove; and Norman Cohan, also a record collector, and a prominent writer on 
country music whose articles have appeared in magazines ranging from the 

Journal of American Pblklre to Hoed own. Graham Wickham, who contributed 
a note on the marvelous traditional singer Vlrd Robertson, is an active 
old-time guitar and fiddle p lay or as well as a fine collector. 

§ A few good words for good happenings arouzri the globe. WASHINGTON, D.C.: 
A gift from the Martha Baird Rockefeller Puad for Music, Inc. will enable 
tbs Library of Congress Archive of folksong to transfer 15,000 recordings— 
about half the collection—to magnetic tape. JOHANNESBURG, South Africa: 
Mr*. Estelle Qrlin has set up e unique "Polk Reference Center" where, for a 
nominal membership fee, students may use that country's largest collection 
of American folk music books and records. 802 New Carlington, cor. Claim A 
Caroline Streets, Hillbrov, Johannesburg, S£A2TL£: The Smittle folklore So- 

$2.nr &H- SIX Issues. (*3 CO ootslJr USA) 
LVK tlfj| 6«AMO at. tfiNict CM .oall 



JOBH tilU.X: 7H* GiuJU' JAli B^Ha^INO BLcPHJAY PAitTf UCHfcft KXCUKSIJ1© 

(TakoM C 1006) 

This la John Ivey's fourth issued LP. He has been playing and record¬ 
ing his unique guitar variations on folk and original themes since 1957. He 
is famous in Boston and Berkeley; known a bit in Washington.J.C.. where he 
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+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + 4- + 

After this Issue went to press 
wo received the sad news of 
the death of John 3. Hurt, 
In Grenada, Miss. . * on Nov. 
2, 1966, after a heart attack. 

re came 

Through the pettiness of V - 
others , John was robbed of the happy 
musical career he so richly deserved. 
It is doubly tragic that his death 
came at a moment when fulfillment 
seemed finally at hand. 

+ + + + 4- + V+ + + + + + + + 
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“**■*“»'«*• wuuia oe mteiiigioie to no nore tnan 1i*. peopie u .m 
world, and there nr* probably allualoan intelligible only to Adiey. The 
*u*lc l,» P.r£apn, the saae way* The Bounds on Slda 1 are aa beautiful aa 

fViey has evlr dona. But the BldTlimr PdrfTT la apt to be a little too 
■troog . dose to take in one sitting unless the listmer la already In eya- 
P*«V <rtth i^hmy'u unique sue leal personality. So, while we recoaeend this 
el bus very highly, w. would strongly suggest that the uninitiated listener 
b*dn hie rhbey experience with Voliae 2 (Takoae C 1003) or Voluae 3 (C1004). 
Harlni done this, the listener will then be able to appreciate the PAttTX for 
the titan It la. 

tf* haven't yet aantlaoed Side 2 of the record. Thin aide consists of pre¬ 
viously unissued tapes AUiey aade at various sessions In the past, with vari¬ 
ous acoaapahylnc Musicians and on various buable aechlnes, aostly of the hone 
variety. Uanoy Helean, who played flute on the stunning IXMNAUi. 0/ THt ASalr- 
m S0U.UIC GiLlJT HILL (C 1003) la heard attain In an only slightly aore con- 
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JOB* /Aiu/f! THE QtitJE JAli BEBIUD1NO BLcfHDAY PAdTY AND JTHEit EXCUK3IJN3 

(Takoma C 1006) 

This la John ftihey'a fourth issued LP. Ho has been playing and record¬ 
ing hie unique guitar variations on folk and original thanes since 1957. He 
is fscous in Boston and Berkeley; known a bit in Washington,D.C#, where he 
used to live, arxl in Los Angeles, where he now lives; and unknown everywhere 
else, except where people care to reman her who rediscovered Skip Jamos and 

Booker White# 
Jfehey inhabits tho fringes of the folk world. His albums sell mostly to 

adventurous connoieeurs of folk music; when he performs in public, it is at 
a coffeehouse. But his music is really a long ways from the world of Joan 
Bees and Hoecoe Holcomb, or even Charlie Patton (on whoa ifahey wrote a the¬ 
sis for the M.A. at XU last spring)# If we must categorize it, we would 
prefer to call it Underground Classical, and lump John together with Scott j 
Joplin (the ragtime composer who wrote an opora), Charles Ives (who became JJ 
Establishment Classical, but only in his old age), Bobbie Basho (a young 
man much influenced by frhey but now in his own bag), and Harry Partch. ** 
/ahey does not write music, but his memorized compositions are certainly of 
a much more intellectual sort than anything one normally calls folk music. 

Side Cbe of the new Phhey contains the most ambitious piece he has yet 
recorded in the title cut, running 15 minutes or so. This is a semi-pro- 
grasnat lc memorial to certain recent events in the life of Ahey. Here we 
must mention that the notes, a major piece of underground literature in 
themselves, deal with the same events, and music and words together make for 
quite a trip. (Hot the kind you mi^it think w© mean, though! Whhey-words 
and /hhey-mualc are strictly the creations of a legally stimulated mind, 
no matter how glorious they are to a mind otherwise prepared)# 

The other piece on this aide, a lovely thing called KNOTT1.! BJUitY PArtM 
M0U*T, la of similar origin and is also alluded to in the notes# 

With these pieces rhhey opens up a whole new dimension of his art, not 
heard before on records. He has made use of a tape splicer, ifehey uses the 
splicer for two purposes; to mnable him to record longer pieces and keep up 
hie high technical standards, and to create juxtapositions impossible in 
ordinary performance. A stunning example of the latter type of splice is in 
KMCTPT’B BhitiiY PAhH HOLLY, where we hear a minute or so of guitar music run 
backwards on ths machine, spliced perfectly into a passage heard in the nor¬ 
ami wgy. The amooth, virtually undetectable splicee here are not to be com¬ 
pared with the botch Jobe on his earlier DEATH CQANT3 LP, not done by fhhey. 
John has also used, very creatively, the echo-chamber of a Berkeley rock & 
roll studio# 

He at L3K have known jfrhey very well for about two years now, during 
which time all the incidents alluded to in the notes took place. He would 
estimate that we understand about 00/t of what Is in the notes. There are 
allusions that would be intelligible to no more than five people in the 
world, end there are probably allusions intelligible only to /hhey. The 
■usic is, perhaps, the same way# The sounds on Side 1 are as beautiful as 
any Pahay has evlr dans. But ths BliiTHDAY PArtTY is apt to be a little too 
■irons a does to take in one sitting unless the llatmier Is already in sym¬ 
pathy with Pahey *e unique mueioal personality. So, while we reoaomend this 
albvjm very highly, we would strongly suggest that the uninitiated listener 
begin his /they experience with VoIum 2 (Takoma C 1005) or Volirn 5 (C1004). 
Having done this, the listener will then be able to appreciate the PAaTI far 
the titan it is# 

He haven't yet mentioned Side 2 of the recani. This side consists of pre¬ 
viously unissued tepee ifchay ami© at various sessions In the past, with vari¬ 
ous accompanying musicians and on various humble machines, mostly of the home 
variety. Haney He Lean, who played flute on ths stunning iKArfNPAU. QW THE ADEL- 
AH moLLIMO QlIJT HILL (C 1003) is heard again in an only slightly more con- 



ventianal piece recorded the same Bummer. A well-known Washington church or¬ 
ganist, under the pseudonym "Flea", joins John for a deliciously parallelistic 

qVILL THE ClnCliE Bo UNBROKEN • Al Wilson lends his Indian veena to an overlong 
0 but still delightful SAIL AWAY LADIES. CUITAR EXCURSION I WTO THE UNKNOWN is 
cthe sole surviving example of a musical path Fahey chose not to take. An 
p eclectic bunch of Paheyiana, this side will, like Side 1, appeal mainly to 

those who know Fahey well from earlier issues. The Takoma engineers, faced 
with problems similar to those faced by people remastering old Faramounta, did 
their work well. 

IN THE SPIRIT, vole. 1 and 2 (Origin OJL-12, GJL-13) 

Having establiahed itself as the premier blues reissue company, GJL now 
stakes its claim to similar ranking in the Negro religious music area. These 
LP's primarily cover two aspects of this area, singing-guitar soloists from 
Mississippi and medium-size groups associated with the Church of God in 
Christ. 

The Mississippi items are by Booker White, Charlie Patton, Skip James and 
Blind Willie Davis. 

Booker White's pieces closely rival Blind Willie Johnson's beet. Like 
Johnson's, they are bottleneck pieces in open D, modal in conception with 
no chord changes. The bottleneck is not as involved as Blind Willie's, but 
White's surging thumb on the open bass strings creates a rhythmic undertow 
which even Blind Willie could not equal. Excellent antiphonal vocal i» ap¬ 
plied by an unidentified female who, like Memphis Minnie and Bertha lee Pat¬ 
ton, sijtgs with the sharp, cutting edge favored in the Delta area women Bin- 
gers. In later recordings, Annie Mae McDowell and Mary Williams were also to 
sing in this manner, the antithesis of the melodic, dulcet tones of Aagelia® 

Johnson. 
Even better are the two duets by Charlie and Bertha Lee Patton. In my 

opinion, only DARK WAS THE NI(BT by Blind Willie tops them for overall ex¬ 
cellence in the religious area. They are a spine-shivering sample of a 
three-way"pseudo-unison" between the Patton voices and Charlie's bottleneck 
guitar, all of which caress the same melody, but with slight, tantalizing 
differences in conception. In OH DEATH each chorus ends with an exact vocal 
unison articulating a neat rhythmic phrase which effectively contrasts with 
the looser unison that precedes. TROUBLED 'BOOT MY MOTHER features rapid vo¬ 
cal convolutions by both Pattons on the first phrase ending of each chorus, 
which is extended to allow room for the excitement to develop. Charlie does 
two without Bertha, but these do not even approach the duets or the White 
cuts. One regrets the omisalon of JESUS 12 A JYIMC-BED MAKER, easily Pat¬ 
ton's finest solo spiritual recording. 

Blind Willie Davis is a ragged, churning bottleneck man from South Mis¬ 
sissippi who is primitive and effective, but Skip James' religious recording 
for Paramount is insignificant compared to his greatest-of-all blues discs. 

The Church of God in Christ groups are stomping, shouting aggregations 
ranging from the very good (Hclntorah and Edwards) to the good (Elder Richard 
Bryant, Rev. F.W. McGee) to the fair (Elder Curry) to the poor (Holy Ghost 
3anotlfled 3ingers, Blind Roosevelt Craves). 1 don't feel this style has 
the musical interest of the great soloists. X9H take good bottleneck over 
a noisy, enthusiastic group anytime. You nay disagree. 

Related is the Jass-oriented Her. D. C. Rice group, featuring a bad 
trumpeter (complete with the nanny-goat vibrato than favored) and a trom¬ 
bonist to whom intonation was a distant rumor. This group loses big. 

Other, smaller groups appear la this collection. Slater Celly Fancy's 
cut features unlaom singing enl harmonica with an intriguing bottleneck 
harmony. B.lnd Remie A>rehand singe and rings a rather psychedelic toy bell 
while her huebani lays down a really first-rate (even by this collection's 



standard#) bottleneck guitar background. Mother McCallun'a piecoa are plea¬ 
sant bottleneck ileus, but not in a class with the two above-mentioned 
groups. Duckett & Norwood are pleasant finger^pickers, but not of great 

significance. And, last in the small-group category, we have a pocu- y 
liar selection by William & Vereey Smith in which the female vocal let > 
sounds like someone from Folkways1 African ethnic albums. 

Other soloists in this album are Blind Willie Johnson (unfortunately ^ 
doing a real dog tune); Bilal Joe Taggart (excellent oxecutor of Blind Wil¬ 
lie's unique picking style.•.who reoorded before Johnson!); Washington 
hillipe iwho plays pleasantly upon the dulceola, a psaltery-type instru¬ 

ment in sound) ad finally Alfred G. Karnes (a white Kentuckian who plays a 
driving slap-style guitar unlike anything I have ever heard, Negro or white); 

Each of the two albums has 1 White, 1 Patton, 1 Patton a Lee, 1 Phillips, 
1 Bryant, etc. Thus one is as good as the other. This is an insidious means 
adopted by QJL to force the customer to buy both. However, I expect little 
grumbling coru.:*,*~4tv* the overall quality of these releases, which are easi- 

tho finest Negro religious collections extant. 
xvecoflButndod to anyone with any interest in this area of American folk 

. gl Wilson 

SKIP JAKES - TOQAX! (Vanguard VHS-9219) 

Skip James' 1931 recordings are, for me, the moat impressive of the 
"classic period" of 1926-31, and for this reason his rediscovery seemed to 
be the moat promising of all. Unfortunately, this promise has been ful¬ 
filled only in part, doepite the fact that his physical control of voice 
and guitar has not appreciably deteriorated with increasing age. This is 
because one essential of any great music is now lacking in his work, namely 
the vital inner necessity to produce music. In this he can be vividly con¬ 
trasted with Son House, who despite considerable lose of technical dex¬ 
terity due to age remains an exciting performer. This is because hie com¬ 
mitment to music when performing remains all-consuming to a degree seldom 
encountered in a blueaman his age, or indeed of ar\y age, and because hie 
voioe remains in superb shape to deliver the goods, although his guitar 
playing no longer can do so. 

Skip's LP output consists of this recording, the Melodeon, and four 
cuts on THE BUfcS AT NEWPORT - Vol. II (Vanguard VaS-9181). And it ie 
significant that, despite the presence of floundering and outright blun¬ 
ders In the guitar work, the Newport cuts are the best, for they were done 
a scant week or two after he resumed his career, and are animated by a real 
interest in playing which was to fade away ev«n as hie guitar technique be¬ 
came more assured. On the Kelodeon LP James, sick and weary, limps life¬ 
lessly through eight cute—and with scarcely a flaw in the guitar work! 

This new Vanguard LP la definitely superior to the haplesm Kelodeon, 
tod la beautifully recorded, but la still basically a lackluster, spirit¬ 
less affair, two manifestations of the performer's tedium being particu¬ 
larly evident, first, hie unusually high voice, once an ethereal sound with 
a real cutting edge (it's partially there on the Newport cute), la here e 
kind of effeminate crooning with all of the gentility of John Hurt but none 
of the charm. Secondly, the tempos on at least half these songs are pain¬ 
fully slow, and occasionally get even slower towards the finish. Theme 
faults are moat evident in KT Gil*—long, lifeless and insipid. Eia piano 
playing on this album is totally lacking in the unconventional features 
which have made it, in the past, different end interesting. 

The best pieces are the least momentous, the light-hearted and frivo¬ 
lous lteoe like I'M DO GLAD and LOOK DOWN THE a GAD, which feature delight¬ 
fully fleet fingerpicking and breeay vocals. It is the weightier material, 
inclining some of his greatest olasmlcs of 1931 (like HAaL TIKES, CYPhEJS 
GajVc., dALL. and 3A0C1AL HhJk3t), which are the weakest cuts. One 



wonders Iff lacking the original recordlngs, one would find the*© ocmpo- 
iltionp ot all notable, so undistinguished is their performance here. 

If you wont now uklp Jams, buy ths Mowport albui* Iti four Jams outs 
contain such sors of Interest than ths twelve included hsrs. 

• Al tfileon 

Rliaxaalivl JlUN HUrT - TCkMJf! (Vanguard VkS-9220) 

It is with great Joy that 1 ass that John Hurt has somehow escaped ths 
contractual entanglements of his former "manager", Mr. Toa Hoskins. It was 
dus to Hoskins that no records of Hurt have been aade since his former Pied- 
moot issues. Hopefully Vanguard will give us aore of John In the future9 
for he SMBi to have lost none of his ability slnoe he aade his Qfceh records 
In 1920, 

This esoellently recorded albus Is certainly proof of that. The sound is 
better than on the Piedmonts. The selection of aongu Is far superior to that 
of the second Piedmont record, Harried Blues, and slightly exceeds that of 
his first albus, fpjfl and dluoa. John knows hundreds of songs, and 1 
hope that Vanguard will sake cany sore of them available to us. 

Sqm of ths Piedmont songs are duplicated he ret TALKING CA3*Y, GaKLY 
XaN, LuUU C0LUM3 and LPIKL hhlV*a'3 dUfcJ. Ths middle two are played a 
trifle sore slowly than on ths Piedmonts, perhaps for the beet since there 
are fewer ale takes. TALKING CA3LY also sounds much better than It did on 
Piedmont, 

The spiritual NtUtaAH LaKL (a version of IK) LuttD hLKcJUkJi Mb., a eong 
aarvy of ue used to sing st summer camp) Is well dons, 1/ YUU iaJN'T HANT MK, 
AAJY adequately demonstratee that John can play bluaa, CO/iEL dLUtii la a 
variant of 'Buff A LPOQUAJL, known to practically every old songster and 
blueian. 

Host of John'a stansaa are tredltional and occur on other commercial 
and fleld-oolleoted recordings. PaY j+X is an excellent example of this; 
Nenry Thomas' 1927 Vocal Ion recording (entitled JUaNTY NLUcli, currently 
svallsble om Origin JJL-3; may have been the source for John's version, which 
is beautiful, I'N SATIuflKL la a delightful song in s hsppy lighter vein, 
•A® • A PaLUff ON TVs /LOG* has the sms tune and guitar part as John's 
AIN'T NO TELLING (a 192b recording not currently available); It is excel¬ 
lently performed—«e is most everything on this album. 

CwfcalJQU, CvJUXMa la perhaps the weakest cut on this record. It suffers 
from something, X know not what. 

A 4 or 4y star album, thla Vanguard aet suffers only from a lack of in¬ 
fernal lva notea regaining the eon* end their origin, bibliographical and 
dlscographloal information. Not to sen lion a discussion of where John Hurt 
its into the Negro (so! white) music traditions In ths United State*• 

Nat lMituff*e brief and stupid notea only mass a referonce to the fact that 
•°** "*• 1 harsh chronicler of the human condition in the manner of 
“V atapwi Olua. .tory-Ull.r,." irbat th. hall la . »oiu«. 
• • tat7 Ant Mho ... on.7 Ihntnff. uplintloo of tkll 
tartfaupyo^Uj 'nrlta to t«u u, U hi, ixp u ridlculou,, 

memSMSt MUg. Ml nobody reads record notes anyway ao who cares. 
Tbs 

that 
L u N^stf (if you like aongetars like I do), 
Johm'e guitar was la tuae. 

even mads 

4. * •— of th. inmUc out t~c.ua. it 
** ****** ta rt^iMtlf taMM th. pitch M latm. to iiiu. Out 

^ *^**** °—c.l that out. ta? thla m:ord — 

GPtCK I 

I5SUIS. 

wiAtajw iaoc 133m w un Ah. oaia. a: *1.00 
e?1 Ski Of 11, 24, 26, 28, 29, X). 

rr7 ai ** #3° - &*«• **»>«A^c ea/e 
* ^Ir l^1 W|. All prices postpaid, 

f, all other Wok lamuee are ait of print, long gens. 



kAhE IU£J Of nL- ‘MUfrihJ (Historical JftU lf 2, 4) 

The first two of these reissue L?'j consist primarily of fsaele city 
blows of tbs 1920'e with s ceuplo of well-known country singers repre- 
••ntfld in addition. According to foul Burgess, Jr., wboss newspaper re¬ 
view of theee album comprise tbs notes to Volume 1, "this is sens of tbs 
sost vital auslo aids in s psnod (1926-31) characterised by vitality of ^ 
performance. • .Hound Head Henry, blind Richard Tates, Georgia Toa, to 
phis Hlnnis and 3t. Louis Hoosio. • .ring s bail. • .with blussophilas who w 
trmblt in anticipation at tbs asntlon of tbsir august names”. This is a 
perfectly ludicrous assertion, particularly in the instance of tbs Hound 
Head, the asntion of whose name is more likely to result in s coaplste * 
lank of detectable motion. It is true only of Oeorgla Ton, fur on# eight 
well "traabl# in anti cl pa lion" upon recalling his vast and vapid record ad " 
output. Hla IT *3 TIGHT Like THAT, s h**e aslisr, waa probably the aost 
influential bad record ever released for tho race market of tbs 1920'ei its 
light, "peppy" rhytte and artless double-entendre do inf sore to influence 
tbs prevailing style into s aha 1 lower, acre commercial approach in country 
blues than any other single release. This record, appropriately, is now 
available on Voluae 1 of this series. 

tophis Hinnle, s middling type country singer, seeas of gigantic 
stature tdian cue pared with the rest of albuas 1 and 2, which consist aoetly 
of eeoond-rete vooallsts in a style (fsaale city blues of tbs 1920*e) in 
which tbs first-raters were on the whole rather dull. Seldom have sore 
terrible pianists appeared on a single L? as on either of these, lb* above 
ooaasnts also apply to elds 1 of number 4. Bessie Jackson and Colaths 
Hijapaco are, in fact, the only female vocalists who merge in this group 
as distinctive, substantial performers. 

Hid# 2 of Itfmber 4, however, plunges us into the country idiom with two 
sues each by Lemi belly, Charlie Lincoln, and the Km phis Janctlflad din¬ 
gers. These, while preferable to the preceding, are still of leas interest 
than moat rales\m LP’s, save for CHAU QAkG TUsMbLL by Lincoln. This last 
is an ezoelimit country blues elds with s distinctive ei^it-bar melody and 
an agreeable atmosphere of subdued warath. However, lids 2 1s sarred by 
the inclusion of BHD 3UX2 (slo) by Stovepipe #1 and Levy Crockett, an exam¬ 
ple of tonal putrefaction in which the twelve tone* of tbs musloal seals, 
from which the most malted musical mas ter pieces have tern constructs!, art 
hart abused and hmlllated by a *tcreptpiet. There Is no pomibls Justifi¬ 
cation for this perfectly valid pleoe of kltchm equipment to be utilised 
In a musloal context, for its wheexing bloat* are exceedingly m,Peasant 
tonally, and moreover the inetrument apparently entails horrendous diffi¬ 
culties in the axes of irtonatlon. 1 can only conclude that the perfumere 
land aficionados) of this group, and those like it, am relatively uncon- 
oemed with these factor# whsn they produce (or listen te) male. Too had. 

If you are very fan! of girl singers of the 1920'e, you'll probably 
went thee# recordings. Otherwise Um/ wiU rank as Just about the most 
worthless reissues available, or even conceivable. _ ^ gUsom 
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Robert Fete's harmonic conception is a feature even more unique than 
his combination of technical finesse and primitive approach, or his eopha- 

nsis on improvisation. His three favorite keys are £, A and D (standard 
tuning), and in the first two he plays in the minor (actually Dorian mode, 

- usually) mode on nearly all selections. In the third, D, his main chord 
^ has no third at all; such modality as can be ascertained results from the 

fleeting notes up the neck, usually minor, but in some pieces major, which 
t linger in the memory when the third-less root position chord is being 

played. When he plays in open 0 tuning in the key of D the same situa- 
tion occurs. When he plays in open G, open D, or in G or C (standard tu¬ 
ning), he uses the major (actually Hixolydian mode, usually) mode. Final¬ 
ly, in B (standard), his playing consists of melodic figures in the treble 
and bass in the minor—set against the light drone of the tonic and a 
minor sixth (the second and third strings). 

His conception is nearly always of the modal (one-chord) nature, 
whether the inode (chord) be major or minor in a given piece, with occa¬ 
sional vague allusions to the IV and even less comon and more vague allu¬ 
sions to the V. Exceptions are the key of D (standard) where a full IV* 
and V^ melt into the hollow D chord with telling effect, and open G where 

the IV and V are used whimsically in the major key. 
Almost all blues by other artists fall into the major-key category, 

in which minor thirds are plentiful but are dissonances which never ap¬ 
pear in the cadential chord. Thus riobert Pete's use of the major in the 
keys of open G, open D, and C A G (standard) is quite typical in this 
regard. Nearly all of the umall remainder of blues by other artists left 
fall into the intriguing "hollow" tonality described above, a tonality 
employed by Kobert Pete in D (standard) in open G tuning played in 
D. The other chief exponent of this tonality is Skip James, whose avoi¬ 
dance of the third in his cadential chorda in D minor tuning was directly 
responsible for the eerie, mystical quality so often commented on by 
blues lovers, and often misinterpreted as an "Oriental" or "minor" mode. 
Much of Robert Pete's very finest work is in this tonality, and ranks 
with Skip's 1931 Par amounts at or near the top of the entire bluee heap 
in general excellence. 

Along with D (standard) his two favorite keys, as noted above, are E 
and A, in which he Invariably employe the minor triad in nearly all songs. 
This is his most unique feature; Robert Pete, alone in the history of 
recorded blues, plays in minor keys extensively, using this tonality over 

of the time. And In the key of B the li^t droning of the minor sixth 
(in place of the usual major sixth) results in a complete minor (Aeolian) 
mode. 

Rhythmically, Robert Pete is instantly recoilzable by his rapid-fire 
delivery of staccato notes at fast tempo (over half his blues are fast). 
My biggest surprise in watching him play for the first time was that he 
used the thumb and only one finger—1 could have sworn from the intricacy 
of his records that he used two. Furthermore, the finger often plays a very 
secondary role, for his thumb rove# all ewer the six strings. On his 
solos high on the top two strings it is his thumb that often dome most of 
the picking. At slower tempos the staccato attack alternates, song by song, 
with a more flowing aoe. 



Vocally, Williams (not surprisingly!) ia also worlds apart from the 
vast majority of the blues field. Here again, improvisation plays a key 
role; his melodies consist of quick, angular phrases which cover a much 
wider range than is usual. His is a vibrato-less voice with a harsh, cut¬ 
ting edge all of which gives most of his performances in A minor and £ 
minor an unrelenting flavor ranging from cold fury to the nearly morbid. 
And yet he often surprises with a minor-key performance poignant rather y 
than raging, or a major-key performance of utter charm and gentility. 

Textually, Williams alternates between relatively worked-out lyrics 7 
and a completely spontaneous atream-of-consciousneas approach in which 
the lines often do not rhyme. In batmen he uses a great storehouse of * 
traditional lyrics which pop in and out of various pieces more or less at 
random. All blues singers I have spoken to generally start the composing 
process with a set of words and proceed from there—except Robert Pete Wil- 
llama, who generally fiddles with the guitar part and later comes up with 
a set of words. Nonetheless, even his spontaneous word a often fit the 
piece with the ease of conversation, and he has at least two textual clas¬ 
sics to hie credit. These are the spontaneous Hil^ONKR'S TALKING BLUES 
and the worked-out I'VE GROWN SO UCLX, tne latter dealing quite bluntly 
with the ravages of age an personal appearance. 

Having mentioned those factors which make Robert Pete's music Inter¬ 
esting, one must now mention ita great deficiency—an inevitable one. 
It la the uneven nature of music of any type which relies on improvi¬ 
sation, a process which ia conducive to moments both exciting and dull, 
depending on the musician's inspiration or lack of it at any given time. 
It was thus at the Aah Grove, where he was often good, often excellent, 
and often no better than fair. It la thus on his recordings, which con¬ 
tain some of the greatest blues ever recorded, but which for consistency 
do not match certain leaser (but atill top-notch) blues artiste who are 
more conservative and reliable in their recording efforte. Also worth 
mentioning are mis-fret tings resulting from rapid-fire performance of the 
unplanned, and sloppy playing resulting in the hitting of undesirable open 
strings along with the correct note. A good example of this ia HOBO WOR- 
aIED BLUES (Bluaeville *1026), a good piece in £ major marred by the 
frequent sounding of the open third string, the conflicting minor third. 
'The sloppy characteristics quite naturally detract considerably from many 
of the overall performances. 

ROBERT PITS ON RECORDS 
ft** (BlueavlUe #1026) 

This la easily his best album, containing little that ia leas than 
«ood, and at least three masterpieces. I'VE OtOuN SO UGL1 le both hie grea¬ 
test textual achievement, and the definitive example of Robert Pete's dar¬ 
ting, staccato rhythm on fast numbers. OUTH BLUES (like the above, in 
"hollow" I) tonality) la musically a rehash of PRISONER’S TALKING BLUES 
(see below), and lo nearly as good; it le done on a nix-string guitar 
rather than on a twelve, as on the latter. A THOUSAND MILES ftiUM NUWHxRE 
le Pete's strongest £ minor recording, featuring a more driving bass than 
usual for him and same positively freaky singing toward the middle and and 
which ie unlike anything 1 have ever hear! before in blues. The album also 
includes ROLLING STONE, his one recorded Knife song (in open C), and TWO 
WIlilS, the beet recorded sample of hie work in open G tuning in the key 
of D. This key has never been used by any other blueaaan. 

Those Prtfqn t\\m ifblk-iyrlo #W109) 
Whether due to recording conditions or the performer's mood, this 

mite, like all the A>lk-Lyrioe, la more quiet and subdued than the brash 
end colorful Bluaeville. Its three masterpieces (all on Side l) are among 
the most sensitive, introspective blues ever waxed. LOUISE, in B minor 
with its light droning minor sixth, le like nothing else anywhere. BLUES 



IN MS, in A. minor, is quietly, unobtrusively remarkable in the utterly 
successful free-form phrasing (conversational in nature, it breathes per¬ 
fectly despite the lack of any structural guidelines), and the delicious 
lightness of the darting rhythmic undertow. CONS HERE BABY, in open C, 
is a tender pearl in (for Robert Pete) the rarely employed major tonality. 

^This piece is marred somewhat by inaccurate guitar tuning (a very rare oc- 
^curence in his work—he' a one of the beat guitar tuners in the blues), but 

is still thoroughly delightful. Unfortunately, Side 2 is repetitious (all 
* cuts are in E minor) and replete with the listless phrasing of the impro¬ 

viser who is off his form. Hognan Maxey'a twelve-string accompaniment on 
two tracks is perfectly atrocious. 

Angola Prisoners' Blues ( Polk-Lyric pLJfi-A-3) 
Pete does 5 of the 9 trackB on this anthology. I£VE£ CAMP MOAN is a 

somber reworking in E minor of a levee camp work shout. TALKING PRISONER'S 
BLUES, that quietest of masterpieces, may be Pete's greatest record (at 
least he thinks so). Hulf evocative and half magnificent, subdued 
singing, it is in the "hollow" D tonality. The IV? and Y7 chords resolve 
hauntingly into the third-leas D chord in the twelve-string guitar ac¬ 
companiment . 

Angola Priann (Polk-Lyric pU5-Ar-6) 
Williams does 4 of the 11 tracks here. These are extremely fragment¬ 

ed selections, often intriguing, but match greatest blues cuts. 

Country Negro Jan 3eaalona (i’olk-ljrric FL-111) 
Here he does one cut out of 19, backed by Guitar Welch, Barbecue Bob's 

MISSISSIPPI HEAVY WATER BLUES (hie version being very close to the orig¬ 
inal). This is not one of his most exciting selections. 

The Blues at Newport - Volume I (Vanguard VidJ-9160) 
Robert Pete does three selections on this album, including another 

LEVEE CAMP MOAN and the memorable MIDNIGHT BOOGIE, Pete's second favorite 
among his own recordings. It's a stomping boogie in a type of hollow A 
chord (the major second is prominent) with fractured conventional chord 
changes and some ambitious, turned-on singing. 

• • • 

Robert Pete, at 53i is still very much alive musically, and is con¬ 
stantly churning out nuw musical ideas. While in Los Angeles, for instance, 
he spent auite a bit of time fiddling with a brand new tuning. It was the 
key of B (standard)—with the bottom E string tuned down to B! This crea¬ 
tivity is a welcome situation, for many of the aging giants (like Son 
House) have performed their old songs vary well but haven't written a new 
one in thirty years. Others (like Skip James) often sound totally listless 
and disinterested in music, because they are. But with Robert Pete we en¬ 
counter the opposite situation; he at tines fervently wishes he could quit, 
for religious reasons, but never succeeds in doing so. He is compelled to 
return to music, and when he does he quickly proceeds in doing new things 
and writing new songs. And when his tonsils are removed (they've been bad 
for years and years), be feele that his singing will be much better, he'll 
be able to use falsetto again, and may even play the harmonica again. 
It's nice to have surprise# like this in the blues future, for I fear few 
others are forthcoming. 

It is unfortunate, but not surprising, that Robert Pete is woefully 
unappreciated by today's blue# fans. Par ho is an utterly subtle and unique 
performer in a field whose fans are, if the truth be known, happiest with 
the overstated and the familiar. In fact, ay friend# in modem jams eeem 
to such more of him than my bluee friends. The former 1 Mail lately 
react warmly to his intricate, flowing rhythms, whereas the latter are via- 



comfortable because this rhythm is not conducive to the compulsive foot- 
stomping stimulated by a heavier, more regular beat. The former like the 
improvised vocal lines for their mobility and for their angular, abstract 
quality, whereas the latter yearn for more conventional melody. The former 
are not upset by the minor key, the latter are annoyed since their musical 
world is nearly completely in the major key. The former are delighted with 
his linear emphasis nd his extended improvised lines, whereas the latter 
want more heavy chorda and feel the loose phrasing to be anarchy, /or all 
these reasons the blues fan's attention, not supplied with the familiar 
landmarks, quickly tends to wander, and becomes uneasy and fidgety. 

If any blues singer requires "serious listening" (in the sense this 
applies to complex classical works), it is Robert Pete. A real effort in 
this direction by those whose reaction is not immediate may lead to no¬ 
thing, but it also may lead to a gradual appreciation of music which is 
not only enjoyable but is also, by its vary unique nature, highly re- j 
freshing, /or, after all, variety is the spice of life! 

w 
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CHICAGO/THE BLUrS/TQDAl! (V«ngu*nl VKS-9216/7/Q) (or VSG-79216/7/u, stereo) 

It'e be«n an uphill struggle for us electric hluea fens the pest ten 
years or so. We've had to face the frowns and snarls from both sides - from 

4 whites who thought it sounded too ouch like rock dt roll, fro® Negroes who 
thought it didn't sound enough like rock & roll. Now I think the music is 

I beginning to make it (in the eyes of the world, that is). The Rolling Stones 
n a few names — and night club owners who never wanted to hire the How¬ 

lin' Wolf before no® can't afford to. And Vanguard, a fir® which sells very 
r records to middle-aged Negroes and a great many to young whites, h** 

jumped feet first into this middle-aged Negro music, and cons out with what 
< is certainly the moot ambitious package that Ha* ever dignified such bome- 

grown goods. 
* The production chores, including all choices of artists and repertoire 

(A dt k) were entrusted to Samuel Charters, who recorded the entire collec¬ 
tion in one studio during one short trip to Chicago. 

C/TB/T! features seven bands, and one solo artist, fro® the modern Chi¬ 
cago electric blues idiom. Happily, Vanguard has grouped the cuts by «ech^ 
band together, rather than mixing the® up, so that each band has a sort of 
miniature album to itself. So we'll try to sun up each one, and save the 
generalizations about tto complete set for the end. 

Vol. 1 opens with Junior Wells. Save for the drummer, it's the same 
quartet heard on Delmark, featuring Buddy Guy. And it's pretty much the same 

kind of sound. Guy's amp is heard at a slightly less genteel volume then on 
Delmark, but it's still much too soft to give an impression of the live 
sound of this music. Moreover his playing is not as clean as on Delmark is 
fact it's downright sloppy in spots. The music cries out for a second gui¬ 
tar, as (Xjy appears to waver fitfully between lead and backup parts, never 
getting a chance to shine in either role. IT HURTS ME TOO has a particular¬ 
ly empty sound, which the bass player valiantly tries to fill up with some 
unusually full lines. MESSIN' WITH THE KID is the merest skeleton of 
Junior's hard-driving Chief single of a few years back. 

Junior does a remarkable original here, VIETCONG BLUES. It is obviously 
a sincere reaction to his troubles, but we do wish he had had time to work ^ 
out the lyrics a little bit more. As it is,it is not easy to tell which 'side 
he's on—if either. 

J. B. Hutto, remembered for some savage blues-band sides on Chance in 
the mid-1950'e (one of these may be heard on Bluee Classics BC-8), is now 
heard with only baas <± drums backing up his slide guitar. And the guitar 
sound is so clean and discreet, that the trio sounds more like an old-time 
acoustic group than an electric one. Nothing wrong with this, ipeo facto.; 
but J.B.'s singing is unquestionably in the full-volume electric idiom, and 
the music tends to sound like electric music with something missing. Which 
is exactly what It is. 

Hutto's set has all the earmarks of a real rush Job. The music is care¬ 
lessly thrown together, and has neither the freedom of good improvising nor 
the tightness of good arrangements. MARRIED ‘WOMAN BLUtS, a fine passionate 
piece, gets very eloppy at the end. (Did Vanguard's budget prohibit retakes?) 
THAT'3 THE Tj&ITTH is hardly a song st all, Just musicians fooling around er- 
rmtioally in a semi-rock idiom. It's a nervous, exploratory effort, helped 
not a bit by a wretched tape splice. 

Otis Soann. certainly the finest of the younger blues pianists, does five 
numbers with s drummer• Uonlcally, these come off much better than any of 
the band mabere. Three pieces are instrumentals—two boogie woogie pieces 
which are remarkable exasplea of cliche-free playing in s conservative style, 
and 3.P. BLUES, a version of VICKSBURG BLUES which is a shade inferior to 
the one on Testament. The two vocal blues, unfortunately, reveal Unarm In 
such a disastrously hoarse and raspy voice that the listener rets caught up 
in empathy for the horrible disc oaf or Is that must have plagued hie respira¬ 
tory aysts® at the time. You can hardly listen to them as auslo. 



Vol. 2 begins with a Jinny Cotton group, harp, guitar, piano A drums. 
It's a bigger, truer sound than anythin on Vol. 1, and comes close to being 
fully acceptable electric music. But wRy didn't somebody hire a bass? 

Cotton's voice and his harp style are similar—plain, not is subtle or 
as dramatic as Junior Wells, but strong, very strong. COTTON CROP BnUBS, 
um ME OR LEAVE ME, and WEST HELENA BUJES are all slow blues right in the ^ 
center of the Chicago bag, all with beautiful harp solos. The solo in WEST 
HELENA is what hippies would call "freaay" - but listen to it on its own 
terns. Cotton's other two numbers go a bit afield—THE BUIES KEEP PAuLINC a 
is a revival of Charles Brown's BLACK NIGHT, and some may be. amused by Cot- * 
ton's efforts to mold his big, rough voice to Brown's effete style. ROCKET a 
d8, a hit for Jackie Brens ton1 a Jump band fifteen years ago, is in a Louis - 
Jordan groove. Neither of these last two numbers is any great piece of mu- X 
eic, but both are representative of things these musicians do quite fre- »» 
quently when on stage in their home environment. 4 

All in all the Cotton set is a good evocation of the style of the mid- 
501e, with the harp playing lead and the guitar subordinate. It ewinga. But 
why didn't somebody hire a base? 

Cotton is followed by Otis Rush, whoee band provides Vanguard's only 
szaaple of the full-fledged 1966 Chicago idiom, dominated by flat pick gui¬ 
tar and singing in ths B* B. King style. And finally, finally, we get a 
full-elxed five-piece combo. 

AAR problems continue to haunt us, though. Ths sound is not bad; ths 
bass comes socking right over. The guitar is sufficiently prominent, but 
ite tone is too clsan, more like jass electric guitar than like blues, mors 
pleasant than piercing. And there are further, mare serious reservations 
regarding tbs music itself. Everything is loose and rambling; nothing has 
the tightness and tension that made Rush's Cobra 45'® such highly sought- 
after collector's items. It's s pity, because the band arrangement of I 
CAN'T QUIT TOU BABY la much more interesting than the one on Cobra, yet the 
Cobra is a gutty, fiery piece of music, and this isn't. 

Elmore's cousin, plays soma driving, elemental things 
in ths Elmore slide-guitar bag, and sings fairly wall if lass violently than 
Elmore. Here, though, the AtR work becomes really abysmal. The material ie 
uninspired, to say the least. And the recorded sound is disgusting. Ths 
bass (Willie Dixon!) is muddy, ths drums are badly distorted, just like on 
ell those 78's. But the guitar has that same pussyfooting sound as on all 
the other sessions hare. SOMEBODY been TALKIN' is well-titled — you can 
hear somebody talking in the background all the way through it, and on SET 
A DATE too. As if that wsren't enough, ths musicians are out of tuns. (At 
lsast tRat doesn’t happen very often on these records). 

ton to Volume 3. Johnny Xounx has all of Side 1, with an entirely dif¬ 
ferent outfit from the one he leads on Arhoolie. This isn't quite such a 
powerhouse group as the latter, but it gains greatly from the presence of 
•alter Horton, whoee harp playing ia a shade leas gutty than ie Jimmy Cot¬ 
ton's on Arhoolie, but has quite a bit more variety and creativity. 

There are four songs with a quartet: guitar, harp, base a drums. KID 
MAI BLUES and TlQfT&t UP 01 IT feature fine arrangements which Just don't 
oome over as well as they might; by now you can guess wRy. Horton, though, 
is magnificent on both, especially the latter where he does a beautiful 
stained-note background to a vocal chorus. He also shines am the second 
li*trusmntal chorus to MY BLACK MAIN. 

Young ventures two mandolin numbers. Horton leys out, and the remaining 
base A drums are not nearly as sympathetic ss Spann's pisno on Arhoolie. 
The two numbers do provide s contrast between s 1920's sty Is on 3TEALU' 
Back (this is somewhat dulled by nervous base a dnmrpljying in aodsrmstio 
•tyls) and I COT Kllfei IN TUft», an avarage blues in which the nendolln is 
closer to guitar technique. 



Johnny Shines ia the most adept of the three slide-guitarists heard in 
C/TB/r!# He i8 a real-life friend and disciple of the late Robert Johnson, 
a much more faithful disciple than Muddy Waters ever was. His guitar ia 

y\ a near carbon-copy of Johnson's, with none of Muddy's extravagance, when 
Jhmes wants it to be. And his voice is also well into the Johnson sold, 
though leas cutting. 

c DYNA/LOW BLUES is nothing le»B than a new model of Johnson's TEiuUPjARs. 
g It's so dose that Shines oust have listened to the old record recently* 

The baas ± drums get themselves adequately into the duple-rhythm bag without 
4 really helping out too ouch— it's still basically an acoustic sound, and 

for once the guitar tone isn't too irksome, LATIN9 DOWN MT UHoEJ Aid) 
^CLJl’HES begins with a tantalizing fragment of Robert guitar, introducing a 
a curious piece in which a vocal in a tremulous stylo, that sooms to go back 

even before Johnson, peeks out of a routine 1950's electric band track* 
l BUCK SPIDER BLUES, 1/ 1 CRT LUCKY, Mil. BOWhEVLL and HEY HEY are more 

in the usual 1950's bag, and again the weak guitar tone bugs one. Lome of 
these would have been real geos with the right KtK techniques. 

There is one piece under Big Walter Horton's name. It's the Shines 
quartet with Horton, plus Charlie Musselwhite, a young white harp man 
whose reputation in Chi rival* Butterfield's. Walter and Charlie do a plea¬ 
sant little jnir session on ST. LOUIS BLUES (rechristened ROJklN* MY BOJClE). 

Well, that's it* Our hats are off to Sam for finding (with much help 
from locals Bob Rooster and Pete Welding) many significant and great blues- 
men who had been absent from wax so long they were believed dead. But the 
resulting albums, which could have been the most important record reloase 
of the decade, are instead Just a trio of museum pieces which everybody will 
have to run out and buy, but which nobody will want to play very often. The 

recordings betray not only inexperience at capturing the living sound of 
Chicago blues on tape, but a far-reaching lack of rapport with the whole 
idea of a fora of music which has to be tight, organized, and loud to have 
its full impact* We wonder if Charters, like the blues students of a few 
years ago, was really afraid of having it sound too much like rock <x roll. 

Not long ago we mi*£it have believed that only producers with long ex¬ 
perience in rock music (far instance Chess) were capable of turning out 
halfway decent records of Chi-blues. Pete Welding changed our minds with 
one record, the Johnny Young on Arhoolie. So we'll como right out and say 
it. Vanguard hired the wrong man. <S3H 

JtUDuY WATERSx LIL. iUAL AJU BUMS (Chess ^1501) 

This ia the aecocki Chess LP to be drawn from Muddy's 100 or so 78 and 
45 rpm sides. The earlier LP, The Best of Xuddy Waters (LP-1427) contains 
1950-54 rooordlngs; this one reissues sides made before and after that 
period. There are five cuts from Aristocrat, a label the Chess brothers 
usod in the 1940’s before going into business under their own name. Three of 
thee# (plus another, WAiAIN' BLUES, from an early Chess session) feature 
Muddy and his electric bottleneck guitar, accompanied only by a stand-up 
baas (’’Big" Crawford). WALKIN' BLUEJ and ROLLIN' AND TUMBLIN' are Robert 
Johnson songs, with the Johnson sound still very much present, albeit dis¬ 
tilled through Muddy's much more extroverted musical personality. The lat¬ 
ter cut is fine, but not nearly as wild as the version lAiddy did with Baby 

/ace Leroy singing (see Sluos Classics BC-b). 
Ruddy's extravagant bottleneck style is perhaps beat evident on the 

other two with-bass-only cuts, LITTLE GENEVA and CaRAaY BLiD. Note how Mud¬ 
dy lets the bass do all the rhythmic work, while he plays free-rhyth* fig¬ 
ures all over the neck. Today it sounds a bit hokey, and it's out of tune, 
but imagine it against the background of what else was being recorded in 

1949. It's kind of the dawn of Bloomfield. 



GIPSY WGKaN *** SCKdAMIN' ANL CKTING have this sound plus a piano. Un¬ 
fortunately it was to be several years before the piano was really inte¬ 
grated into the sound (under the supervision of Otis 3paan). Here the piano 

Just drags the whole sound down into the 1949 auric. 
the other six cuts on LP-1501 date froa 1933 to 1964. The three earlier 

ones are beets MANNISH HOI (1933)9 a hilarious answer to Bo Diddley's IK A 
NAB; JUST TO BN WITH YjU (1936) which is one of those great blues done to 
a repeated riff in alow tempo, and 40 BAYS AND 40 NIGHTS (1936) with fine 

harp. Of the later ones, WALKIN' IN THL PAiUC (1939) is a trifle, while ? 
SANK THING (1964) is a showcase for Muddy the modem ahowaan. fittingly, 
the last cut, YOU CAN'T UXJb, has one of hie modern-day bottleneck solos, 
which ars Just as extravagant as his 1949 ones. Ah, how much tamer they * 
seem today I * 

Oh the whole, this album la not quite as strong throughout as Tiki Bh3T, 
but it has many momenta of equal quality, loth albums are necessary to an 
understanding of Muddy's development and that of the Chicago style in gene¬ 
ral. Incidentally, there is still enough unreissued material on those 
singles to make an albia, maybe evea two, that would be superior to either 
of the onea we havS. 

HALIN' WOLP; THL d£AL fULK BLUK3 (Chess LP-1502) 

This set la temporally divided into two parte, four cuts dating from 
the 1936-39 period, and eight cute dating from the 1963-65 period. Thus 
this LP fills in ths gape left by hie two previous albums on Chess, since 
the first one covered the 1931-56 period, and the second one covered the 
1939-63 period. 

This commendable thoroughness of Cheee (noticeable also on the Muddy 
Waters LP In the "folk Blues" series, which also fills in similar gaps in 
his previous LP output) unfortunately is detrimental to this record's 
overall quality, because the 1956-39 period was a very weak one for the 
Wolf. Prior to 1959 there ie no good improvised lead guitar work to be 
found on his recordings, or for that matter, on those of any other Chicago 
group. Hia effective one-chord groove which relied on tight group unity 

(MOANIN' IN THK MOONLIGHT, SMOKESTACK LIGHTNING, I ASKED A* WATER, etc.), 
and which dispensed with any necessity for a skilled improvising guitar¬ 

ist, had bean run into the ground by 1937 and abandoned. Beginning in 
1939, Wolf solved the problm by coming up with three great guitarists s 
Hubert Sualln (now playing in the new style), Buddy Guy, and occasion¬ 
ally lYeddy King* In addition ha contributes hia own effective, if limi¬ 
ted, bottleneck work on two aides. However, the four outs from the 
interim period which are used on this LP (NAXUitK, NATCHEZ BUKNIMD, POOH 
Bd and SITTING ON TOP OP THK WU*U>) are totally devoid of interesting 
Instrumental work, the cloeeet to diverting being the eerie piano on 
NATCHEZ BUnJflNG which in unfortunately swamped by an endless procession 
of inside ninth chorda (the olty blues band cliche) emanating from a 
woefully mistimed guitar. These four cute, for as, rank 9 through 12 in 
the set of 12. 

Starting in 1963, it's another story—we have a topnotch lead gui¬ 
tarist in tow. It sounds like Guy, but might be Simlin who according to 
Mike Bloomfield does very accurate Guy imitations in addition to hie own 
dietlnotlve style. Nonetheless I'll hold out for Guy, save for TAIL DKAC- 
G£H which I venture le Sumlin, and in particular would cite LOUISE as in¬ 
dicating Guy's presence, fbr in the fifth and sixth measures of the gui¬ 
tar eolo, Guy's technically trickiest cliche (here tastefully used) crops 
up, and I venture that Sumlin (who for all hie excellence is rather rudi¬ 
mentary technically) doesn't have the chops to cut this particular lick. 

The last two piece# mentioned, and also BUILT Am CGKAmT, are all 
good samples of blues in the modern style, featuring faoile and exciting 



improvised single-string lines in the lend guitar, and with saxophones 

droning out block harmonies in the background. The three most interesting 
pieces, however, are KILLING /LOOi, OGB BABY HOLd MB, and THhiffi HUNDBBD 
P0UND3 0/ JOY, which are essentially oases of Latin rhythms brought to bear 

* on the blues style, experiments like this usually turn out disastrously 
•in the blues, generally sounding either pretentious or trite, but these 
* three sound quite natural and work out beautifully. However they will real* 
4 ly turn you off if your taste in amplified blues runs exclusively along 

Delta lines (early Muddy, Howlin' Volf bottleneck and one-chord items, 
Blmore James) for they will seem like shallow attempts outside what ie for 

**you the vital blues tradition. 
& Don't buy this record without listening to it first somewhere, for de¬ 

pending on your background, tne recent material may be deemed very interea- 
ting— or very decadent. The oarly material will, in all likelihood, interest 
nobody. Nonetheless, the Volf's group, with early Muddy «aters, is the best 
there has been; for me this new style is perfectly valid, and I therefore 

recommend this LP'o purchase. - ^1 Vi In an 

SONNY BOY WILLIAMS^: THS R3AL t\JU BLUSJ ^Chess LP-1W3) 

Sonity Boy (No. 2), in many unpretentious ways,was a vary unusual 
blueaman. Like Booker White and John Hates, and unlike most blues sing¬ 
ers, his lyrics are seldom found in the work of others. This leads one 
to suppose that more of them are his own original creation than io common¬ 
ly the case. His identifying feature is the "intensity vibrato", a vibrato 
which fluctuates in volume while maintaining an exact pitch, which one con¬ 
trasts with the vastly more common pitch vibrato which consists of s rapid 
fluctuation of pitch within a small area of the note being sung. The in¬ 
tensity vibrato, a standard harmonica technique, is seldom used by voca¬ 
lists; Sonny Boy, in using it, thereby achieves an uncanny continuity be¬ 

tween his vocal phrases and his harmonica interjections. These factors, 
along with his intriguing phrasing which is replete with Jagged rhythmic 
constructions and pregnant pauses, max* for an unusual assortment of off¬ 
beat poetry in his worx. 

The chief deficiency in this record (as on all of his previous efforts) 

is that, although the rhythm section is good, his harp is the only effect¬ 
ive lead instrumental force in the group. This la in contrast to the variety 
of instrumental interplay which makes the best Chicago bands what they are 
(for instance Muddy Waters with Little Valter and Otis Spann, and Howlin' 
Volf with Buddy (Xy, Hubert Sumlin, or /Teddy King)* This LP is for me 
roughly on a par with his other Chess album. Hither is a good purchase, but 
either is also sufficient late Sonny Boy for most collect ions. 

Ons pises, THU ST KY BABY, should be of great interest to harmonica 
players. It is in so-called "second position", using the G harp played in 
0 rather than the almost universal D. He plays vary effectively in ths low 
register in this position, which is s difficult feat in blues harmonica 

pUjrin«- - A1 Wilson 

JUNIQti VBUtt' CHICAGO BLUKh dAtUi HOUddO KaN BLlkJ (Delmark do-9612) 

Wells is heard here, as » Volume 1 of the new Chicago set on Vanguard, 
with a quartet featuring Buddy Guy. {The latter plays here under a pseudo- 
nys). Both Wells a*id Guy are in such better form here than on Vanguard. 
These cuts are a fine introduction to the redoubtable technique of these two 
young musicians. Among the nany remarkable licks and effects might be men¬ 
tioned Junior'e psychedelic bit at the end of iUhLY IN FHH MurcNlSG, and 
Guy's imitation of electrio organ tone on the title cut. A couple of 
peculiarities might also be notedi the susiciana are excessively fond of 
the minor mode (even HOUND DOG in transformed) and 'Wells favors pompous, 

drawn-out endings that Just don't make it on records. 



Vocally, Junior ha* aliod his old, atrai^htforw&nl stylo with occasio¬ 

nal bl to of Janos Brow*, and quits a fow bits of gmat-and-groaa aJa 

ffOint Muddy Vnteri* 
cost from quitt a few sources. Sewal of Junior1* early hit* 

aro rocroatod, sot too auocossfully. SHIPS Ob THE OCEAN is an adaptation 
of da tors' JUST TO HE VlTll TOO. TOU DON'T LOVE HE and TGNDEB WALL • 
could bo Chi "standards", sad HOUND DOG will bo oron more faniliar. •* 
Jasassn Konny Burr.ll'* CHITLIN CON CAKNE appoars as an instrunontal. Host * 
curious is tho cut titled COOD HOttNlHG XHOOLGLrtL, which turns out to bo ^ 
Howlin' Volf's HOWLIN' FOK KC DAKL1NG, with now lyrics vaguely reoonblin« ^ 
those of tho Sonny Boy Wllliaason (i) hit whose title is borrowed. With » 
all tboso tfooa, it etrikss us as being • bit bush to open the albua with *J 

a shallow "anewer* to a recant James Brown hit* 

Unfortunately the Delmark sound is, If anyth 1 ng, worse than the Van¬ 
guard (kfy la turned down ao low that you can Juat about hoar the unaopli- 
fiad aouad of his atrings coming over an open mika, on top of tha aound 
froa hla amp. flaa aa aoaa of the auaic is, wa think it night hate reached 
greatness another auaiciaa or two been hired , and had the engineers 

not baea quits ao laary of a little distortion* 

JCKNJfl IOUNO AND HlS CHICAGO BLUES BAND (Arhoolio FI029) 

Thla LF presents Young in two very different contexts — playing his 
mandolin, with only sit is Spann1 a piano for accompaniment, and playing alee- 
trie guitar with a full-size Chicago band. Tha mandolin cuts hark back 
to tha 1940'a in alyls; they are blues standards, vary wall dona* 

But this record will probably be longer remembered for the magnificent 
playing on tha sight band cuts. Tha ’’Chicago Blues Band” la a Muddy Haters 
ertw, with Young replacing Muddy, James Cotton on harp dominates tha sound* 
Theaa musicians have not recorded anything as solid aa this since 1957, and 
it’u marvelous to hear that they can still hack it as well aa ever. The 
aound la in every way harder and mure gutty than on any of the recant discs 
under Muddy• a name. 

Young may not be one of the greats, but vocally and lnstrument&lly ha la 
sore than competent* He sings straight, not putting in too much expression* 
Certainly he avoids the bathos of recent Muddy, but he also misses tha cut¬ 
ting edge of tha second 3onny Boy Williamson and the soulfulness of Otis 
Hush* Strong stuff anyway, though* On guitar he stayo pretty much in tha 
background, doing tha aaaa kind of parts you hear on Chicago discs froa 
the aid-1950'a* 

Wa hav# been complaining for years about how electric bluea fares badly 
on folk labels, at tha hands of m&x man who don't really like loud auaic, 
and engineers who 'd sat a Mwgra rather than 1st tha guitar amp overmodul&te* 
Tha old Bluasvlllaa started a trend that k^ji continued right down through 
today's Jelmark and Vanguard efforts* Elektra'a Butterfield aata aren't 
such better* lut the magnificent axr and technical work on thla LP should 
set a standard for years to coma* Mot only are tha musicians at their beat 
and than soma, at ease but still tight aa a drum, but tha aound itself is 
tha finest wa have aver heard on any Chicago blues recording, and that in¬ 
cludes Chase* A little more presence on the harp might have been desired in 
epota, tait the aound hare is ao far ahead of that on other labels that it 
daflaa patty criticism* Here's two Hall of ituse nominationa-<or welding, 

tha UiL man, and 3tu Black, tha engineer. 

- SUidc^et! - ^ 

JGU U£ HOOJCui: IT SERVE YOU klSHT TO SU/itti (impulse *-9103) 

Here we have a curious meeting of Hooker's recent "folk" (God help ua) 
blues style, mads to order for tha ooffeehouaaa and folk-festivals, and hie 
middle-period ramping and stomping approach synthesised by Vee-Jay Records* 



The former style is represented by COUNThl 301, DECORATION DAY, and IT 
r% Steers YOU RIGHT TO SU/rER, upon which Hooker employe the pretentious hushed 
• vocal approach which infested the JOHN LEE il NEWPORT abortion on Yee-J^y. 
<* ft>rtunately, it comes out sounding much less offensive here than on the Jie*- 
a port mi3cue, the album's title piece being about as tasty as possible within 

this stilted idiom. The latter stvle is manifested on dHAKE IT diibl. BOTTIA 
UP AND GO, YOU'RE WRONG, and MONEY, rhythmically infectious items of no 
great import but which are quite pleasant. 

* Generally this album is extremely relaxed—end quite enjoyable. This Is 
in great measure due to Hooker's accompaniment, the mainstream jazz music¬ 
ians Kilt Hinton, Panama Prancis, and Barry Galbraith, who piay bass, druas 
and guitfir respectively. Their light touch and big ears are quite refresh¬ 
ing in comparison with the run of slam-bang drummers and elemental base 
players who detract from the recorded efforts of many of Chicago's finest. 
Impulse is definitely the right label for this record, for its jazz clien¬ 
tele will appreciate this understated accompaniment which many blues band 
devotees, appreciating volume above all else in drumming, will deem trivial. 
Particularly attractive is the brush technique on DECORATION uAX and 3EkYkS 
YOU RIGHT, which superimposes a fleeting 12/8 over Hooker's slow 4/4* 

All in all, they help produce the bast Hooker album in many years, al¬ 
though Hooker himself is no longer s major blues figure. This record is rec¬ 
ommended as a kind of easy-listening blues album if you like Hooker, and 
if the relaxed rhythmic groove appeals to you. If you find either less than 

interesting, pass on this recording. _ ^ Wilson 

THE BUTTEKPIEU) BLUES BAND: EAST*-frWEST (Elektra EEL-315) 

Once again Elektra has faced the frightful challenge of producing a 
record by this greatest of all electric groupe. 'Die mortals who run this 
firm have bravely attempted to manufacture a piece of plastic that will 
simultaneously represent the group to those who have not heard it, serve 
as a souvenir far those who have, and enshrine the whole scans for future 

generations. Their task is mads doubly difficult because this group 
orients itself toward live music, end this music must be recorded as It 
is. It's not at all like the situation with most rook groups, who have 
sounds manufactured for them in a studio, thm trust to luck for repro¬ 
ducing the sounds on a stage. 

In our Judgment, Elektra has not succeeded quite so well in recording 
the Butterband of 1966 as it did in recording that of 1965 (EEL-294). 
this deficiency is more than compensated for by the great strides the band 
itself has made in the paat year. This is therefore a better record than 
the earlier album. 

The magnitude of the things this crew does with blues is beet shown 
on the leadoff cut, Robert Johnson's WALKIN' BLUED. Now everybody knowe 
about the fantastic soloists, but what really seta tho BBB apart from all 
competition is its ability to play background figures so tightly that it 
sounds like one instrument, and so forcefully it sounds like ten. In WAL¬ 
KIN' BLUES the background figure is mostly one repeated note. The whole 
band is, in essence, being a rhythm section. If only some of the bands who 
emulate Bloomfield's frisky fingers would have the maturity to play H*® 
this, then maybe Butterfield would have some badly needed competition. 

Similar techniques are used slightly less stupendously in several more 
traditional-etyled blues sung by Ami. Best of these Is the macabre I GOT A 
MIND TO GIVE UP LIYINC, with some fine "building" by the band. 

That about does it for the strict blues bag. The rest of the album, two- 
thirds or so of its surfaces, heads in several directions. There are two 
rock * roll numbers. GET OUT 0/ KY LIrV,WOMAN lacks the magic of the Las 

Dorsey original, but It is a fine showcase for the piano playing of Hark 
Naftalin. (Naftalin, barely audlblo on the first album, has now become a 
key man in the band's unique "section" sound). The other rocker, MARX, MAaT, 



vu recorded In a Los Angeles rock studio under the supervision of itamly 
3panes Associates, It has a female vocal group. The song is awkward for 
Butterflold. Tho recording, which sounded quite vibrant on a demo we heard 
last spring, has been badly sized and now sounds muddy. It is the weakest 
cut on the album. 

Llvtn Bishop sings one number, as he does each set on sta^e, in a ailivy* 
soft baritone reminiscent of Percy Mayfield (but smoother). It ia in an 
•arly-W'o bag which may be appreciated only by those who are deeply Into 1 
very old rtaB. tfe cortainly appreciate it, especially with Butterfield's u 
harmonica removing all traces of thu oooktail lounge. e 

That loaves us with the two long instrument do. Neither is exactly a v 
blues, yet they are not readily classifiable in any other way. WORK JONG * 
tend a to Jazz, especially in the jump time the bass & drums fall into to- * 
wards the end. It has good, roomy breaks by each of the band's four solo- * 
lets, and culminates with a head arrangement in which the four rotate two- * 
bar solos fur some time. (Tho mental processes involved in playing this 
passage must be hairy indeed!; This cut as a whole la a good exhibit of 
the musicians' varying positions vis-a-vis blues style. Bloomfield and «taf- 
talin are getting very much into styles of their own, with some extensions 
of traditional ideas but with a very large snare of new ones, sutterfield 
is the aaoe way, but a bit less far-out. Bishop remains blues-rooted. 

Tho title cut occupios 13 minutes plus on side 2. This is a sample of 
a kind of thing many guitarists have been doing in rock clubs lately. Loose¬ 
ly known as "rsi*a", these are long solos, without chord changes or other 
evidence of conventional fora. Bore and thore a lick will be borrowed from 
Jhankar or Lhan, but thore la certainly nothing in the sound that any Indian 
would recognise as being his o*a brand of music. Bloomfield ia a master at 
theme flights of fancy, and about elevaa of the thirteen minutes belong to 
him. Bis eolo ia divided into two separate movements, in greatly contrasting 
moods. The first ("Last"?) uses quasi-Indian modes. The second ("West”?) ia 
a beguiling thir*£ in major, with a long passage in pianissimo, which should 
convince all doubters that Bloomfield, when he wants to be, is a musician 
of impeccable taste. (Tou can't say that of many of his emulators). Unfor¬ 
tunately this piece ia marred by an unpardonable goof: the bass is badly 
out of tuna. Now we have never heard Jerome Arnold play in this manner an 
■tags, so must conclude that somebody was not quite on their toes in the 
studio that fateful day. 

The greatest overall fault of this album lies in the recording tech¬ 
nique. By no means is this recording as bad aa the Vanguard Chicago blues 
set, but It tends in the same direction—not enough bite to the guitars, 
not enough oomph to the bass and drums. Turning the volume up does help 
aome,Uit If Slektxm can't make the Butterflold Blues Band sound as good om 
a record as ths average teenage Top 40 crew, than they damn well better go 
out and get the men who do those Top 40 rooordinga and bring them in. Tou 
Just can't get by with folk techniques when you're recording an electric 
band. The Jacket notes, by the way, are a prise exercise in utter futility. 

Unfortunate as this may be, the merest shadow of a Butterfield per¬ 
formance ia anough to wipe out moat of tho other sounds in the business. An 
absolutely assentlal album. 

THi KUa* *UL±i jjJU (Epic BM 26199} 

?hl. U* w&a Md« under eitrsaely chaotic clrcuwtanc.a, a *Mk after 
lead-singer and guitarist Steve Killer quit the group. Bpic was being quite 
vmfair to the musicians Involved la releasing this travesty, and perhaps we 
%re being unfair to them In reviewing it. But since it's there for all to 
bear, ve should call attention to the superb harp playing of Charlie Muaeel- 
whlte, and the flat guitar aoloa of Harvey Handel, especially on IKaN OLD 
•utU>. Both are major talents la tho true Chicago idiom. Clearly this band 
^ notontlal for rivalling Butterfield, but this collection (heavy am 

x ** illy numbers which don't fit the Chi style) is rough listsning. 



Ia a small, atone house near the edge of the 
dry deaert town of Boron, California, Vird 

1 Hobertaon, eighty-three-year-old photographer, 
£ aiager, composer and former cowboy, livss alone. 

Having met Vird in Texas, in 1965, at the 
home of hia brother, the famous Fiddling Bek 
Hobertaon, I tried uneucoeaafully to find him 
in Boron a year later. But, with ay brother 
Curdon and Barry Hansen, I 1ousted him last July 
and recorded over forty songs, ballade and sto¬ 
ries. Since then he has spent a weekend with me, 
and the collection of his fine singing and im¬ 
portant remembrances has doubled. 

As a boy, Vird was not only 
a local play-party singer, but 
also played banjo and fiddle, 
and with his brothers Eck and 
Quince has provided music for 
many Hunt County (Tex.) dances. 

Vird seems to have stopped 
learning songs around the turn 
of the century, but since then 
he has composed some of the 
finest songs sad bmllmis I have 
ever heard. Sams of his own 
songs, as well as more tradi¬ 
tional songs, will be heard on 
a forthcoming Takoma album cen¬ 
tering on the traditional 
music of Texas and Oklahoma. 

. VIRD 
ROBERT50N 

Traditional 
Texas 

Singer 

text 
Crahan Wickham 

photon 
Gordon Wickhan 



0Ut XlJfc rljuu CLASSICS (County 507) 

This in th« third County reissue album devoted to fiddle music, and 
lUe its predeoessors, providon us with another geographic croaa section 
through the old-time music of thu southeastern United States. Host of the 
artists are familiar to thooe who have leapt up with the various reissue#. 

North Georgia lw well represented by three selectlona. Lowe Stokes, 
backed up by Kllsy Duckett, performs tha familiar but always exciting BILLf 
IN l’lfc UTw ChJUMb. This was the flip side of the Columbia 76 of ;txu.v .miil. 

by thla duo, reissued on County 501. Those listeners *4io wars electri- 
flui by PucKstt's guitar on that selection—possibly the finest example of 
his back-up style on wax—may bo a trifle disappointed by this nuobor, but 
Stokes' beautifully clean fiddling la as precise as ever. Puckett also 
becks up C Lay ton MoMlchen on DONE CONK. Mac's veraion ia a bit flashier 
than tick uobertaon'a early recording of this Insh-sounllng fiddle tine. j 
McMlchen wa« perhaps the must versatile of the North Georgia fiddlers, but , 
I oon't decide whether the sharped notes on the "fine" part of the tune are, 
intentional or not. Typical of the North Georgia wildly ebullient string 
band style la Earl Johnson's I GtIT MI aUISKJY rttOM itOCKlNCHaM—one of the » 
two numbers on the LP with vocals. y 

^3r tha first tiue. County dips into the poet-depression decade to come* 
up with two beautiful pioces that are stylistically closer to modem blue- * 
grass fiddling then they are to typical pre-depression old-timay fiddling. * 
These are BILL CU&tfUBi, by Piddlin' Arthur Smith (who still flddlea ea 
well as ever), and KEw LOST i’jtAlN BLUES by Clarence Todd c 01 lie Bunn, two 
members of J. cl. Mainer's Mountaineers. The latter number takes Henry Bhlt- 
ter's rather dull harmonica solo LOUT TaAlN BLUES and transforms it into 
on exciting flddlu piece. 

Also still fiddling today—and actually better than before—ia the Best 
Virginia fiddler, Clark Kesainger, featured on this LP with HACTlftl ANHUI. 
Two Virginia bands, both with Emeat Jtonasan, are indulod: SUNNY HONE 
IN olalE, with rtrank Jenklnu on fiddle, is a tune very similar to PhEK LIT- 
TU. aid) but in ooao indescribable wv more graceful. The fiddle la backed 
up by uomo taateful banjo picking up and down the neck. JUGAu IN THE GoUiD, 
with kohle Brewer fiddling and Stonsaan on guitar, harmonica and vocal, is 
clone to TUrtKtY IN IIU JThAW in molody. This is an example of e band giv¬ 
ing equal importance to all throe molody instruments—fiddle, banjo, and 
harmonica. Charlie Bowoun, once the chomplun fiddler of East Tennessee, 
ma*ea his debut on LP with MOOWSllINSit A.& HL. MONEY, a modley of two vigo¬ 
rous otrin,:b«nd numbers tiod togethor by sous rather stilted dialogue. UXST 
0HIU> by the Stripling Brothers (of Aieboa; aeamu to be a variant of BiACE 
McuNVaIN itAC, with the fiddle strained like e mandolin on the "b" part of 
the tune. 

The remaining two numbers, BiilLLLANCY &J»—Y by Eca kobertaan and /bal¬ 
ly. and JULLjoN CITY ,w»G by the Soane County oambiers, have already been 
reissued—t..e firmer on /olsways' antholo^r and the latter an County 501 
(now out of print J. 

I feel it le my duty to throw a paselnt barb at County's sheriff, Java 
rt’eo-ar., fur once 4f>in providing no liner notes an these potpourri reis¬ 
sues. freeunn'e reply—arU I can sympathise to an extnt— is that the epees 
for liner notes is far too limited to do e deent job, and that brochure 
notee are financially out of the question. Still, abort notes ere better 
than nonej witness the notes an County's own Charlie Poole reissues, or on 
the Victor Vintage rsiaauee, which are quite valuable, brevity notwith- 
s landing. 

County kecorde may be purchased directly from the manufacturer at 307 
t. 37th St., New York, NY 10016. He who hesitates may be out of luck, since 
these records really are limited edition#! at this anting both WX and Wi* 
and uoy be more, are already out of print. _ ^_- Cohan 



Ji&NTLNG THE hUL JKY 30YJ (Capitol T 24^3) 

Since emerging from their aelf-impo3ed retirement of 1951, the Blue Jky 
Boys have recorded three albums, this outstanding collection being the rest 
recent. Their two earlier LP's, the tasetless TOGEllLjt aOaLN! (Starday JLP 

<257; and the slightly better PxixXCIUULJ fLdiuOEd (Starday oLP 269), through no 
tfault of the performers, suffer from inappropriate material and superfluous 
radded accompaniment. This most recent album makes it quite evident what a 
* tremendous difference a knowledgeable and sympathetic approach to the artist 
^and his material can make in the final musical product. Bill and Carl Bo- 
“^lick were one of the two finest brother duos (along with the Monroe Brothers) 
‘of the 1930*3; calling themselves the Blue Sky Boys, they were extremely poj>- 
4ular with country audiences throughout their recording career of almost fif¬ 
teen years. Their musical approach consists of beautifully understated and 
0invariably perfect vocal harmonies which are enhanced by an ease of perform¬ 
ance belying the exacting precision of their execution. The guitar and mani- 
olin accompaniment is totally appropriate in its relaxed simplicity. And yet 
(like the more easily recognised Monroe Brothers) theirs is a music of great 
intensity—a fact often obscured by their very relaxation, but of fundamental 
importance in a proper understanding of their value. It is too seldom real¬ 
ised that intense music can be reined, end is in fact usually preferable 
when it is so. 

The twelve selections on this set* all traditional, have never been pre¬ 
viously recorded by the Bolicks. Their choice of texts reveals the same 
acute sensitivity evident in their musical approach, and these texts are also 
highly interesting from an academic standpoint. The text of THE UNJUST 
GRAVE (Child 78) is notable for ite extreme rarity in American tradition 
and for its exceptional completeness. Hie other Child ballad on this album, 
® JUHKY IN TIMS (Child 2, THE EL/IN KNIGHT) demonstrates the common tendency 
of American ballad singers to alter those portions of imported British bal¬ 
lads that deal with the supernatural. In addition, two other pieces, POCK 
BOY and WHO’S GONNA SHuS YOUR PHKiTY LITTLE fEET, contain fragments of Child 
ballads (numbers 95 and 76). It is unfortunate that annotator Ed Kahn oould 
not(because of space limitations) present his almost indisputable evidence 
displaying the Negro origins of POOR BOY, which are of great importance in 
pointing out the discrepancies in present classification methods. In this, the 
ballad is contrasted to MldNIGHT SPECIAL and CuttlNA, CURlNA (two other songs 
on this record) which also appear in both white and Negro tradition, but 
whose ultimate origin cannot be ascertained from the existing body of evi¬ 
dence. Also of interests!* JACK 0* DIAMONDS (the Blue Hky Boys’ "anthology* 
of American folk lyric), COTTON MILL COLIC (one of the finest traditional 
topical songs), and the two popular religious folk songs, OH THOSE TOMBS and 
WIuL THE CIRCLE BE UHBrOKEN. 

Ed Kahn's notes are of the same high standard as the music. Undoubtedly 
the longest to grace the jacket of a major label folksong production, they 
deal primarily with the songs, Inasmuch as the essential biographical data has 
been extensively dealt with by Archie Green on Camden CAL-797, an aarlier Blue 
Sky Boys reissue. It is difficult to make any concrete criticism of the re¬ 
cording techniques used, althou^i the incessant pick noise heard throughout 
tne album could have been eliminated without much added trouble, ihit, minor 
though it is, the most irritating defect with the production is the terrible 
choice of the cover photograph and its reproduction. Neodleee to say, theme 
two flaws should not stand in the way of any person interested in this note¬ 
worthy album. -Michael L. Bass 

CHARLIE POOLE AND Tilt NChTH CAROLINA rAMjLERJ (County 50b) 

This album marks County's fir-t departure from its usmal approach of 
presenting musical potpourris by various old time recording artists. This 
album cone ant rates on thm work of one of the more influential country string 



bands of the 1920*a: Charlie Poole and the North Carolina Aamblurs. Begin- 
nin* their reconilng career in 1925, the North Carolina iunblers set with 
lamed late coMarclal sucoeea and quickly went on to become one of tho staple 
old tine bands to be featured on Columbia's early 15000-0 hillbilly aeries. 
Heavily influenced by the popular music of the period, the ramblers' ap¬ 
proach to their music led to an intricate and exciting string band style 
that was Imitated by a number of other bands from their region. This im¬ 
portant reissue puts together, for the first time in one package, twelve 
sides by this important and popular group. 

▲lthouA the choice of material is spotty at times, the collection is 
s good representative document of the band's recorded output, including 
piocee from both traditional and popular music sources, as well as sover&l 
items evidently composed by Poole himself. 0QN'T D,T foUK i)UL GO jOW (re¬ 
corded at the first session) and 3Vfk&T SUTGdN show direct ragtime influence, 
but all the piocee possess a strong ragtime feeling (except for two tra¬ 
ditional dance tunee, MOUNTAIN kiED and KICHMGN0 COriDDlON, the lnstrunental 
that appoaro at the beginning of JKOOTIN* CiiotE). The ragtime feeling is due 
to the highly syncopated fiddling, plsyud by two distinct fiddlers employ¬ 
ing extremely similar styles, and set off by Poolo'a choppy finger-stylo 
banjo. These ore the two el omenta of the group's easily recognizable so uni. 
klthou^ UNHcZr JuNNf 50J1H is found in tradition, it is of known author- 
4up. Both Taajl a JiUNk JN Mti and ieUVUIC HOK& ore reworidngB of earlisr 
traditional non^s which probably stem from Negro sources* 

0ave fVuemun's notes are accurate ani informative, and aro especially 
helpful in straightening out the personnel of the varied musicians who ac- J 
campon led Pools, althou<£ they deal mainly with the recording career of the a 
bend and barely touch upon its work in radio and live appearances. But the ref 
is the promise of more to come in the form of a full history and discography* 
set for future publication. This will show that the tumblers also recorded * 
for Paramount and Gannett, but unfortunately none of these sides appear in ' 
this collection. Instead, County has seen fit, as it has on a number of r 
other issues, to reissue two pieces already available on LP: WHITS HOUJK £ 
BIUKi, available since 1952 on the Polkways anthology, and GUCK/TIN' ChEiX 
(which was on County 501, now out of print). But aside from these faults, j 
the album is an extremely attractive offer, whether for tho serious hill- ► 
billy aoholar or tho many old time country music fans who were probably 
Introduced to several of these tunes by the New Lost City Gamblers' recre¬ 
ations (which seem to lack a certain something in comparison with these 
originals!) -Mlchasl D. Baas 

THa SKILLS L1CKLH5 (County 506) 

The only old time string band in Coliabia'a 15000-0 hillbilly series to 
surpass Charlie Poole and the North Carolina /temblors In popularity, was a 
raucous group of North Georgians led by fiddler Gld Tanner, and including two 
of the finest pioneer country recording artists to appear on d lsoe—guitarist 
Hi ley Puckett ani fiddler Clayton McJlicnsn. In contrast to the highly intri¬ 
cate instr mental interplay of the North Carolina Namblere, Old Tanner and 
tbe Skillet Dickers performed in a haphaaard, deri 1-may-care style that has 
come to be associated with a number of other banle from their native North 
Georgia. The style is Strongly suited to msny of the traditional dance tunee 
coMon throu^iout the rural southeast, and the bulk of this collection la 
comprised of these popular fiddle pieces* This fact taken into consideration, 
the album is in sxoellent documentation of a string band's repertoire, and at 
tho same time, it offer* the lietener a hearty dlah of some of the Skillet 

Dickers' finest waxed efforts* . # 
Particularly outstanding musical efforts include JOU* C0T CJTTON, which 

contains what is perhaps the finest exasp lo of early hillbilly beck -up guitar 
in hi ley Puckett's extremsly oomplex (both rhythmically and harmonically) eo- 
companlmentt the triple fiddle tmxmoniee featured on one of the band's most 
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interesting dance tunes, SAL'S C0& TO THE CIDER KILL; and their up-tempo 
▼era! on of the British ballad, DEVILISH MARY, always one of my far or it as. 
COTTON EYED JOE, BIG BALL IN TOWN, and NIGGER IN THE wOQLPIU; are among the 
other popular fiddle tunes that are included in this set. Riley Puckett's 
▼ocal leads on most of the numbers, and Gid Tanner's high falsetto singing, 
also add to the general feeling of excitement the Skillet Dickers consistent¬ 
ly generate. A CotiN DICKER STILL IN GEJnGlA (Parts 9 A 10 of the fourteen 
parts in a series of skits written by the band members) gives the listener 
some insist into the essence of early rural humor, something rarely docu¬ 
mented by either commercial recording companies or academic folklorists. 

Although such British imports as NODDY PUT THE KETTLE ON, SUDJIE&'S JOY, 
^ and LEATHER Bn EEC IKS made up a significant part of the dance repertoire of 

the Skillet lickers, as well as most other old time bands, I must take ex¬ 
ception to Norm Cohen's statement: "Most traditional American fiddle tunes 
• • .were brought to this country by settlers from the British Isles." It is 
still too early to determine which of the hundreds upon hundreds of dis¬ 
tinctly different traditional tunes that make up the American fiddler's 
song-bag are descended from, or have counterparts in, British tradition* 
The balance of the notes are quite good, though, and in addition to bio¬ 
graphies of the band members and a general history of tRe group, short but 
excellert headnotes are given for each of the selections. (To my knowledge, 
the identification of Riley Puckett's birthplace an Alpharetta, Georgia has 
not been authenticated) • 

Considering that this is the only currently available DP entirely de¬ 
voted to this extremely important band (the earlier /6lk Song Jociety of 
Minnesota DP la out of print) and that at tho same time it contains so much 

plain good music, it is thoroughly recommended. In conjunction with the 
County Charlie Poole reissue, it gives a comparison of two of the more fa¬ 
miliar regional styles to be found in the early recordings of American folk 
music. -Michael L. Bass 

THE HEATED: itEVOLVE* (Capitol T 2576) 

The Beatles have been record stars for four years now. (LOVE Ma DO, a 
hit in England, appeared four years ago this month). There is ample evi¬ 
dence in the press that the four gentlemen are growing weary of being The 
Beatles msery second of their lives. They are embarking on various sorts 
of separate projects, like films that require short haircuts. Their record¬ 
ing future is in doubt, and one major Hollywood executive goes so far as to 
tell us that the -group has officially disbanded. It will be too bad to 
miss seeing them catch Bing Crosby, the only artist or group to have sold 
more records than the Beatles. Let no man say, though, that their place in 
the Hall of rfcme is not assured. 

The review copy of this disc arrived in the mall the same day that LSR 
Vol. 2 No. 1 arrived from the printer. Blnce that time, we've been more or 
leas scooped by our "competition", Crawdadd/. The Dos Angeles Times, etc. 
We no longer feel impelled to shout lengthily from the rooftops about RE¬ 
VOLVER. It has became an old and treasured friend. 

Neither will there be much need to analyze it cut by cut. What we have 
to aay about it can come out in generalizations: 

1) The eleven cuts are in eleven different bags. We don't think any 
musician in any idiom has ever exhibited such astounding versatility of 
concept, mood and style. 

2) Pew listeners are going to groove totally In all eleven bags. But 
the songs and their performances are staggeringly consistent in quality. 

3) Audacity is the keynote of the album. It's there in a "raga-rock" 
place that does less violence to the "raga" side of the Hybrid than any 
others we've neard. It's there in the choice of the instruments, and in 
the orchestration (a chamber orchestra playing Motown, a brass band that 

\ 



conea in for two bars, a pear-toned french horn). It's there in the abrupt 
endings. It's thera in the gimmicks, ranging from the ridiculoua (the in¬ 
troduction to TAXMAN, side 1 band 1) to the aublin# (all of TOMORROW N£VER 
KNOWS). 

4) Thin is the moat paychedelic album avar produced by a Top 40 "rook" ^ 
group. Nothing alaa even cornea close. Tat only one cut on the album la of » 
the sort generally called "psychedelic" in the trade. 

5) There are more than enough subtleties to bear repeated listenir^. 
Something new will come out every time. There are even subliminal notes. * 

We said in the first issue that maybe we would find a rook album j» 
worthy of being placed alongside Columbia Cl*-lb54 and County 502. This la ► 
it, folks. I 

DONOVAN: JUNHHUfc; DUPhhMAN (hpio LN 24217); TUci hhAL dONOVaN (Hickory LP135) J 

On the Hickory Jacket are a series of quotes, which appear purposely * 
chosen to make Donovan out as a conceited ase. In one he says that he had 
been accused of imitating Dylan before he had ever heard of Dylan. Spon¬ 
taneous evolution, we suppose. 

Cowpies is more like it. But the big question is—why should ha get up¬ 
tight about such accusations. Sure he'e been a Dylan followar. Right on hi a 
tail all tha time. Now, in fact, he's caught up and passed Dylan. JlfNJHINb 
JUP^hMN la a better album than BLONDS ON BLONdH any day of the week. 

Donovan's poems are much more accessible to the mind then Dylan's. That 
undoubtedly meanu they are less complex. But whan poems are being used ss 
lyrics for s song, it is a fairly desirable quality that they be fully In¬ 
telligible to an audience as the song is sung. Another plus in favor of 
Donovan's poetry la lta wide range of mood end subject matter, fylan's pae- 
viah, pouting dedications to various bohemian females in his life are get¬ 
ting tireaooe. Donovan has a fixation too- tho psychedelic experience -but 
it coues out in references, rather than being a monotonous and binding theme 
for everything that la done. Donovan is still conjuring up gorgeous visual 
images, verbally, as ha did in hlo clasalo CjLjUuj (it's on the Hickory here) 
but now he's doing it such mure elaborately and aubtly. These images are 
expanded skillfully into associated moods connected with people, things, 
scenes ana crowds, like that of the Sunset Jtrlp in L.A. (THu f.JP la named 
after the Strip's classiest neat joint, where Donovan has worked; and the 
Sea Witch, a block up tha Strip, may have inspired the title and mood of 

ScUJoN Of THK Wii’CH) • 
But it la tlia music that most convincingly gives tha nod to Donovan 

over Dylan. Most convincingly• Never on thle aloum Are we forced to lis¬ 
ten to a man screaming poetry while a band cranks out virtually unrelated 
music. Donovan la an artful, engaging, musical singer, and hie poems are 
sensitively and effectively set to music. Music which can stand on its feat 
as music; in fact, sons could almost be good instrumentals. (Can one imagine 
anything more dismal than a Dylan instrumental?) 

Tha variety of the instrumental arrangements is comparable with that 
of the lyrics. Hard rock on the title song contrasts with a chamber or¬ 
chestra on the second cut, ana there are many ahadae in between, fhe altmr 
ie heard frequently. 

Dess than half the numbers are really In the rock idiom. (The title 
•ong and JHAduN OP TTfc WITCH atani out among them). But the rock beat is 
with us, quietly, all tha way. THc. ANChL (a dali.*tful psychedelic item) 
and iteulw. whucL. ataru out from the quieter lot; both use bongue (remember 
*hat bongos are, anybody? Xou see them Ui pawnshops) and effectively. Ow 
number totally divorced from rock la ATl&VcAL, which owes a lot to ethnic 

and revival folk music of England• 
The Hickory item, a l^t-duck sat issued after Donovan Juaped to epic, 

contains most of his aid hits plus a few new cute. It's not bad. vkie of the 
new cuts, U£t i#7P, ie a cute updating of the old aniwer-bec* bl-ee eon,; 
I osj li A>a TJU. But it la the weakest of the three Hlokory el bias, ard it 
Just isn't in tha same close with tha monumental new thing* he d jeson Lplc. 
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THE HAPPENING - Crsited by Pirs and Ice, Ltd. (Capitol ST 2577) 

The trouble with psychedelic music is that it haa do atandarda. Ezcusss 
4 like "free expression” can be used to paaa off the purest chicanery aa great 
l art. This album, usually advertised together with Capitol's (anti-) LSD 
v* documentary, represents the crassest imaginable attempt to cash in on the 
* 12X) wave. Ah, how beautiful is the hypocrisy of our capitalists! 

The first cut consists of an interminable instrumental, in watered-down 
• surfer style. As it pl*ys, several people make asinine comnents into the 

microphone. After while somebody starts to toot a flute, nearly oblivious to 
. the pre-existing bend. The second cut haa someone uttering supposedly apan- 
V taneous strings of mixed metaphors in the deadliest imaginable voice. 

We did listen to the record all the way through. We deserve a medal. 

Ahd THEN.•.ALONG COMES THE ASSOCIATION (Valiant VLS 25002) 
A group ever so expertly contrived to be the Beach Boys of the collegiate 

set. The Weird—but-Clean image. Home of the songs are very fine, the ar¬ 
rangements make nice use of modal harmonies. But the whole sound is so bland, 
so slick, so impersonal as to repel serious listening. 

THE CnuOki: RED KUBBEli BALL (Columbia CL 2544) 
More collegiate stuff, in a soft-rock bag similar to the above. But this 

is much more informal. The songs and the singers sound much more human and 
less mechanical. Yet the arrangements are every bit as clever and skillful, 
vuite possibly the best album available in this bag. 

TIE BYiQJi PI/TH DIMENSION (Columbia CL 2549) 
Better than their second album, but still not up to their first. Contains 

the group'8 last threo singles, plus two folksongs with a sticky string orch¬ 
estra, and a protest 3ong jet to the tunc Joan Baez used for LILiCLE. The 
final cut, 2-4-2 r\)A TiiGT (THE LEAa JET JONG), it a despicable piece of lirfit- 
vei/dit psychedelic trickery. 

.krtfHU uOiij (utax 710) 
A good cross-section of the work of a Memphis studio whose products rival 

Moto*nfs for itxB supremacy. The key to their success is the impeccable rhythm 
section—especially the fender bass—of the houas band. Otherwise their ar¬ 
rangements are much less adventurous than Motown's. They do however turn out 
some really peerless classics, like Lam * Dave's HOLD ON I'M COKIN' and Kufua 
Thomas' WalEING THE uOC. Both are on this album. 
THE OTIS BEDDING DICTIONARY OP JOUL (Volt 415) 

The rhythm section is louder than Redding's voice, through the whole al¬ 
bum. That way you can dance, feel the soul a bit, and not notice how wretch 

Redding's singing really is—thin, hoarse, and with no concept of intonation* 

• SINGLES’ 
TE^ BEaCK BOYl: Good Vibrations (Capitol 5676). rtuitastically inventive. 
PAT BvaONE: Wish You Were Here, Buddy (Dot 16933). Boone wrote this anti¬ 

protest item himself. Very clever, and not a little bit vicious. 
LWas Stephanie Knows Who (lilektra tK-456JB). Their "new" sound, with adaea 

aax and harpsichord. Very ambitious and provocative. Sat the lead 
so offensively unmusical you Can't take the record seriously. Most peep 

won't be able to taxe It at all. ,. _ ,_.u_ 
SJtiS Jr' ALAl'.: Better Kan Than 1 vJecca >1995). Brilliant feedback guitar^ _ 
Tile: CHICAGO LOOP: She Cooes ?o Ke (uynoVoice 226). Bum record, buy i- 

it'll be worth money in 20 years. Listen to the lead Kuitar at the ana. 

ClU.HB.-uj BkOHiLluj: Time Has Come Today (Columbia 4-43016). Hooray for C*T 
lumbia—they made the first psychedelic soul record! But the real v-haa 

Brothers are better. n,ritar 
BOBBY jaaIM: If I Were a Carpenter (Atlantic 45-2350;. Jave Cohen, th® u 

Kinc of the L.A. folk revival aoene, hita the charts with his acoustic 

twelve-string, backing up Bobby for Koppelman-Aubin. 
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then do not have negro records on your juke box or listen to 

negro records on the radio.) 

The screaming, idiotic words, and savage music of these records 

are undermining the morals of our white youth In America. 
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THE POUTICIU- APPROACH*o FOLK. MUSIC 
nRiWA, RIOTS AND HaVOU/flON. By tiny, javid A. Goebel. Tulsa: Christian 

* Crusade Publications, 1966* 332pp. *1, 
j; SING OUT! Volume 16, Number 3 (November, 196b). New York: Oak rMbl. 41. 

z RHYTHM, RIOTS lulu EVOLUTION is the latest paperback to adorn the 
^ nation's conservative bookracks, courtesy of Rev. Billy James Hargis' 
7 Christian Crusade, Noebel, a former Wisconsin preacher who is now dean 

of the "Christian Crusade Anti-Communism Youth University" in Manitou 
? Springs, Colorado, has frequently taken time off to stump around the coun- 
* try for Rev. Hargis' various causes, especially the ones espoused in this 
* book, 
1 R, R 6t R is an expansion of an earlier pamphlet by Noebel, COMMUNISM, 

HYPNOTISM Am) TH& BHATLdS. Noebel seeks to expose four avenues via which 
Communists are destroying American music, and ultimately the American way 
of life. Noebel 'a first target is Young Peoples' Records, a firm which has 
great success to this day selling a line of children's records, mostly re¬ 
corded in the 1940's. This outfit had the misfortune (or the genius, de¬ 
pends on how you look at it) to hire Pete Seeger and several other artists 
who happened to think left of center, and to make some records that certain 
educators have discovered to have a hypnotic effect on small children. 
After introducing much miscellaneous evidence of the leftist connections of 
some of the people involved (I aotice that Groucho Marx, who recorded FUN¬ 
NIEST SONG IN THE sOttLD for YPR, and several others of their artiets are 
not included) Noebel concludes that Yfti is a Commie plot to aicken the 
minds of America's kiddies. (Our family had at least 20 of those records. 
I guess that's what drove me into doing such insane things as publishing 
this magazine. But I still nominate David Seville's CHIPMUNK SONG as the 
sickest kid's record of all time). 

Target No, 2, Having prepared the kids' minds for slaughter with MUF¬ 
FIN IN THK COUNTRY, the Commies drive them to the brink with — The Beatles, 

After all, the Beatles are sitting ducks for a preacher's wrath. Noebel 
makes hay with Lennon's writings, and brings in several learned analyses of 

the Beatles' in-person crowd appeal to cinch the issue. 
Target No. 3. The largest part of the book is a broadside attack on the 

Sing Out!-Oak-Folkways axis, and the whole topical song movement. Poor old 
Pete Seeger, already buried under a mountain of HUAC depositions in the 
TPd bit, is dug up and buried all over again, along with all his friends. 
Not only Irwin Silber (who is hardly ever mentioned without the tag-line 
("who has been identified under oath as a ravnber of the Communist Party"))* 
But Almeda Riddle. Jean Carignan* Mississippi John Hurt. (Page 174), (LSk 
squeaks in via a footnote on page 127 J. Folk music, we are informed, serves 
as the first explicit susical call to revolution, presumably aimed at the 
minds already weakened by kiddle records and the Beatles. 

Target No. 4. In which Targets No. 2 and 3 merge into "rock 'n1 folk" 
(sic), "This synthesis", orates Rev. Noebel, "could well spell the doom of 
the United States of America, for no nation can long endure with its younger 
generation singing itself into defeatism, pessimism, a peace-at-any-price 
mentality, disarmament, appeasement, surrender, Tear of death, hatred toward 
the South, atheism, immorality and negation of patriotism". (Page 212). Now. 
That must nake the Ryrds feel positively power-drunk. 

Nhat to make of Rev, Noebel and hia little book? Crackpot or prophet? 
Nell, we would be the last to deny that a lot of important people in folk 
music have been deeply involved in organizations which would like to bring 
about great changes in the society and government of the United States, with 
or without the assistance of Moscow. As will be shown below, we are concerned 



when political causes, of this or any othor sort, gut mixed up with folk 
music to the point whero they distort its true purpose and meaning. A caao 
needs to be made against this type of thing, hut Mr. Noebel's book will not 
to the Job* first of all, It has a goodly oharo of factual distortions, 
half-truths and just plain errors. (One of tho worst is on Page 193, where 
John Hammond, Jr*, son of the Columbia Records producer, is alleged to havo 
been on the board of directors of People's ^ongs at its incorporation in 
1946. John Hammond, Jr. was three years old in 1946)* Dylan'e first, rela¬ 
tively apolitical album is conveniently left out of tho discussion of his u 
cosang to rocord for Columbia (Pago 217). ta Page 199 Joan Bans is intro- J 
duced as "one of the Beatles1 many girl friends" • A>r a nice solf-contra* 2 
diction, compare p. 116, second paragraph, with pp. 41-2* . 

A second, and more Important defect is Noebel's almost exclujtlvo re- r 
liance on guilt-by-association as a mode of attack. Noebel will novor come !j 
out and attack Pete Seeger the man, the whole spectrum of his actions and %• 
motives and ldoas and ideals, gather, he confronts the reader with pages * 
of data on what clubs he onco belonged to, what nasty organisation!! he gave 
concerts for, his reception in Communist countries, otc. Having done that, 
he then proceeds to condemn every ono else Joe go r has ever had anything to 
do with. This is a familiar method for political propagandise™, this 
guilt-by-association bit, but we don't think it convinces intelligent 
readers any marc, if it ever did. 

Thirdly, the sloppy, sensational style of writing and editing Is un¬ 
likely to impress any of the people whom Noebel sees as being affected. Bis 
appeal is solely to the kind of people who buy ilargie' publications regu¬ 
larly. These people do not like contemporary music anyway, so Noebel is 
telling thorn what they want to hear. (There can not be too much othor Justi¬ 
fication for the in extenso quote of a Metropolis, Ill. Musicians Union man, 
who covers up,with a lot of extraneous B.J. on modem eoclety, what I suspect 
la basically his discontent because tho union fiddlers and trumpet players 
who can't play modern music are finding Jobe getting scarcer). 

With all hio skill at documentation, Noebel could easily make a case just 
as strong as this one against the classical music establishment in America, 
tat this would not go over so well with his middle-aged audiences, many of 
whom undoubtedly share Rev. Noobel's deep-seated wish for a return to "nice" 
music. In a precious chapter called "Music Hath Charms" he sete out hie 
preferences in this order: marches; hymns like "Blest Be the Tie That Binds"; 
"tho soft lullaby"; Beethoven, Moxart and Lisxt; "good, solid musical coot- 
dies", and, last, "the catchy rhythms of the spirituals and camp mooting 
songs of a few yearn past". (Would Rev. Noebel care to discuss the political 

implications of a good Holiness service?) 

$ 
far be it from us to endorse such redbaiting. On the other hand, the very 

briefest examination of the current issue of BINS OUT! will show it playing 
resolutely right into the hands of the scribes of the Right. 

At least they have the guts to come right out and tell us whero they stand 
on this poll tics/folk Issue. The editorial "ik tending Oat Borders" on Page 
2 undertakes in three paragraphs to Justify the inclusion of the issue's 
most purely political article. "It must be quite obvious to regular rsadors 
of those pages by now that tho editors of this aagaxine believe that all . 
music, *nd most certainly folk music, cannot really be understood without 
understanding the society that produces it", dho could dmiy that? More later 

on this monumental statement. 
The article in question, "The Angry Children of Malcolm A", by Julius 

Isster, occupies five pages (plus s full-page photo), it's not a bad place. 
Lester's gloomy exploration of the current mood of the Negro aa/ not apeak 
for s majority of the Negro people, but it doom speak well for the type of 
Negro who never gets a fair hearing in ^ establishment press. About the 
only thing Lest or eoys about folksongs Is that freedom tongs are now outdated. 



The rest of the magazine carries a heavy dose of the topical-song pre¬ 
sentations that have always been a fixture of SING OUT!* Of the 13 songs 
whose words and music appear, six are clearly identified with political or 

1 economic causes. That's less than half* The editors, however, cleverly swing 
* the balance in favor of social-consciousness by printing a picture of a 
/idead soldier next to the lyrics of "The recruited Collier", which is about 
4a live soldier who gives no indication that he is unhappy with his mission* 

<4 The cover is a marvelously militant red, white and blue affair, showing 
a band of marchers* And the first thing that catches the eye Inside the 
book is the broadly headlined cover atoxy, which jumps on another worthy 
bandwagon: the farm workers' strike at Delano, California* It is a hastily 
written piece which quotes at length the philosophy of a man who runs the 
"JtermerB' Theater" at which many of the songs are sung, but the article 
sayB little about the songs themselves* 

Sandwiched between this and the Lester article are two other pieces. One 
presents the reminiscences ana philosophy of Jim Garland, a topical song¬ 
writer of the old school* These are refreshing, endearing pages of folk 
wisdom, in which topical songs emerge naturally as a component of the larger 
body of folksong. The other article, the first totally apolitical one yet, 
is Bruce Jackson's analysis of Newport '66* 

We roll up to the centerfold with another article and a column. We can 
not really fault SING OlfT! for running "They Swap at Kingdom Come" by Lee 
Pennington, since it is a comprehensive account of preaent-d^y folksong 
activities in a depressed area (Kentucky) which is also very rich in folk¬ 
song tradition* The political leitmotif of the magazine rears its head 
frequently, and more subtly, in this piece. More refreshing, but admit¬ 
tedly less "relevant" is "Tony Glover IV" with his page and a half of phil¬ 
osophy, blown through a harmonica* 

It is after the centerfold that SING Ol/f! proves its immeasurable worth 
as the rook of folk music journalism. The columns of Irwin Silber and Israel 
G. Young provide a legitimate place for sounding off on politics, morals, 
and aesthetics. Plenty of blowing room for the Subjective-Hiamnlstic approach 
to folk music that is our undying legacy from these estimable sages* Lots 
of news and views from all over, too, intelligently presented* Young's light 
touch is a fine antidote for Silber's deadly recitation of various wrongs 
in the folk world* 

Then come more features: record reviews, book reviews, a rollicking co¬ 
lumn by Dominic Behan, and the famuus letters column. These ars the meat 
and potatoes of the magazine in our opinion* 

SING OUT! is a great magazine. It is as much on top of the Revival 
scene, at least the East Coast version, as it could ever hope to be. And 
it has made many significant contributions to the study of all kinds of 
traditional music* Its writing standard is high, its layout superb* It 
is the most important magazine in the field* It is- for that reason that 
we fsel a need to criticize it, a much greater need than we feel for criti¬ 

cizing Moebel's pulp job. 
Our criticism can be summed up as follows: We find that the need for 

propagandizing liberal and radical causes is paramount in the minds o* 
SING OUT! 'a editors, and they have from the beginning chosen to present 
this propaganda in the fora of a folksong magazine, which has somehow 

gotten to be so good that it is now leading thousands of young people into 
a corrupted sense of values regarding folk music; and that by its constant 
injection of politics into its treatment of all sorts of folk music, SING 
OUT! has set up such totally apolitical parties as John Burt, Doc rfatsan* 
and THE LITTLE SANDY KEVIBW as fair game for oriticiam from conservatives 
of all aorta, from David Noebel to your mother, and has thus injured the 

whole of folk music in America* 
Our suspicions are pretty well confirmed by the "Extending Air Bor¬ 

ders" editorial. Ws are here told that Lester's article will "tell you more 



about tbo auaic of the black mem In Aaeri oa today than a daak drawer full 
of learned analyses of the sound of the sound of the bluee, jaic, M * B, 
rock, or whatever". 

He trill grant that politics is more important to tbo future of the u 
world than is folk music. But we believe that Mississippi John Burt and j 
Otis Rush have as much right to have their sualo discussed without at¬ 
tempts to tie It up with Black Power or aomvthlng such, as Hindemith or r 
Carl Orff have to have their music discussed without frequent tlelns with i 
Maxima. At the very least, we see no need to introduce more political con-a 
earn Into our discussions than the artists themselves would. We strongly w 
suggest that all our readers keep up with JVOPkl'S WORLD, TIE IfiSW HEPUHLIC, 
THE and AMERICAN OPINION. Thsry’ll teU you more about polltios than JIMS 
OUT I over will. Meanwhile, THE LITTLE SANdI nhVlEH will endeavor to provide 

you with an overflowing "desk drawerful" of anlightoned cassHsttary an what we 
know best - American folk and contumporary music. 

THE HI®, LONEEOHE 30UNU Of BILL MONrOE x His Blue Crass Boys lDacca DL 4780) 
A selection of sides originally made between 1950 and 1954 (plus one 1964 

remake). Compiled and annotated (intelligently, with a discograpiy) by Ralph 
kinder. The selection was mads not to show off the fast-and-fancy aids of 
blusgraaa, nor to showcase traditional material, but to emphasise a partloulai 
white-blues quality in Bill's work, subjectively described by the title. A 
treaaurtble album. The cover givea a fine picture not only of Nonroe but of 
the peghead he redecorated after receiving eome shabby treatment from the 
instrument’s manufacturer. 

PbTB atEEth: DANGiiiOUi aONGJ!? (Columbia CL 2549) 
A historical antholotgr of topleal-proteat songs, selected with great 

care and wisdom, and performed with the aubtle nua 1 clanship none of the 
younger proteat singers have ever touched. 

PBIL OCHS IN CUNCdtT (Elaktra wCL-Jlo) 
Strictly for activlsta. The beck cover contains, in lieu of notea, eight 

poems by Mao Tee—Tung, to which Ochs appends the query "Is this the ene^y?" 
Hell, Phil, we can figure that out from hie poems about as wall a* ws could 
have flfMred out Hitlsr from looking at his drawings. 

book. rvwi«w 
HOb TO BE A AUwwlNCuh: How to Sing and Present folksongs} or the A>lk- 
alnger's Guide; or Eggs 1 Have Laid. By Hermes Nye. Oak. 160 pp. e2.45« 

A well-meant, frlsnlly little book, giving gentls-but-firm advice to 
the would-be-folkalnger. fy "folksinger" Is meant the purveyor of songs 
from diverse eourcee, all of them plainly aooompanied and nung in no 
particular authentic style. (The author's own folkways disca will serve 
well as examples of the genre). If you ala to follow this pleasant, noo- 
vlolant sort of musical career, this is the book for you. If, on the other 
band, you desire to veer away from the middle of the road down ouch alter¬ 
nate routes as protest, bluegrmaa, blues or (horrors!) rock, you may have 
• herd time isolating Nr. Mye's musical advice (which will eurely seem the 
purest anathema) from hie practical advice on oooduoting one's career, so¬ 
cial relationships, and general well-being (most of whioh is good, though 
certainly not favorable to the usual life of the 1966 urban .oltelnger). 
H». hr* writes in an extrsmsly bresgy laugh-s-minute style, whioh gets 
his points across splsislldly, but Is exhausting If U«sn in la/ge doses. 

SU6SCI2ISS.! ftrif diuw»o «t. <a ww| 
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— REVIEWS ~ 

SOUTHERN JOURNEY; A Collection of Field 
Recordings From The South, Recorded in the 
field by Alan Lomax, 1959-60, (Prestige In¬ 
ternational 25001-25012) A 12-volume set. 

Though drawn from the same set of tapes 
that produced the monumental Southern Folk 
Heritage Series issued on Atlantic, this 
collection is definitely not to be thought 
of as the skim milk of Lomax's epic return 
to American collecting. In fact, since the 
previous collection emphasized the modern 
forms of the music Lomax collected, Ken 
Goldstein's Prestige production is richer 
in traditional examples, as well as being 
707. larger in scope than its predecessor. 

DEEP SOUTH: SACRED AND SINFUL (P-I 25005) 
is the "sampler" of the Southern Journey 
series, an entertaining miscellany of music 
from all over the Negro South. It opens 
with a piece which Lomax describes raptur¬ 
ously as a "new national song" on the level 
of such previous Lomax smash hits as IRENE. 
It is a faintly Bahamian "sea chanty," 
SWEET R0SEANNE, rendered in a rather saccha¬ 
rine manner in waltz tempo by the well- 
rehearsed Bright Light Quartet (see also 
#25008). The piece is Just insipid enough 
to fulfill Lomax's hopes and become another 
JAMAICA FAREWELL; Just to make sure the 
Jukebox dimes get into the right hands, 
iociax has provided "a few appropriate addi¬ 
tions" to the song as sung here, and duly 
copyrighted the Improved version. Sing 
•way, Belcfontc, Alan's got his lawyer 

3 
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1 think it's safe to say the redoubtabli 

bcred°for S** ^ “UCh U,°re fondly remco* SeTt V * !CSt of the collection. The 

variousdRde^8 haVC £°Ur suPerb numbers of 
80Dhistlr°f Vera Hall» a comparatively 
singer *i & ra°St sincere and moving 
son® and a lullabV aad a Christmas 

Fred cn nV l0V6ly Nativity story. 
bottlenerkeiil dOCS another superb Delta 
ments fo^ a°d tW° fine accompani- 
pr is oners t si"8«s. The Parchman 
of their pr°vide a new song quite worthy 

traditionanCThntiand fast"dyine worksong 
Plays harn kTJ? iate Forest City Joe Pugh 

of a" Joh„PLee LI"11116 '' Versl°" 
tune and tit “ ker Song* A flne flddle 
set. more spirituals complete the 

but It „ovLI SWtH (“lontlc 1346), 

“"Sic that might^ot f,r 8°me v'orthuhllC 
Issued. Deorxf^ nffc otherwise have been 

(in the notesy ° the fact tbat lc shows 
of fhc tZx L 8t °£ the b‘“1 points 
few Of the e0ndPr0aCh to collecting and 

ern music and Ha0"68’ Xt is good South- 
(Reviewer: Barr^u^ °ny record cabinet. 

It ^ Lom«^yrHan8en) 
in hi8 earlier *?ntenti°n (also stated 

thc tole of relio<ant£c Section) that 
1 Edition has Song in African 
and as a result hf ?GCn undercstimated, 
rcPre*entative s.* : l Carefol to document 

cd songs in his pub¬ 

lications. 

SOUTHERN WHITE SPIRITUALS (P-I 25011) is 
loosely organized to include three aspects 
of sacred tradition: (1) Church music, in- 

c u the highly emotional performances 
of both the formal, creatively organized 
Sacred Harp groups and of the spontaneous, 
primitive Baptist tradition; (2) sacred 
rausic in the home, best exemplified by Mrs. 
Ollie Gilbert's THE LITTLE FAMILY and Mrs. 
Almeda Riddle's WAYFARING STRANGER; (3) 
sacred music as a part of the professional 
country music entertainment media. This 
ast includes songs performed by profession¬ 

al groups (MY LORD KEEPS A RECORD, done by 

p year,s dinners of the Union Grove 
ler s Convention, The Mountain Ramblers) 

as well as songs learned by individuals 
rom professional sources. Ruby Vass' 

OLD GOSPEL SHIP can be traced to the Carter 
amily's recording; and the Smith family's 

KELY TOMBS to that of the Mainer's Moun¬ 
taineers. A beautiful and important disc. 

ALL DAY SINGING FROM THE SACRED HARP 
(P-I 25007) is devoted entirely to docu¬ 
mentation of the Alabama Sacred Harp group, 
one of the few folk traditions that Lomax 
found flourishing on his travels. This is 
the only high fidelity recording available 
°f this music (there arc older albums on 
Folkways and on The Library of Congress 
series), and will be valuable to students 
of the tradition -- though the difficulty 
of the music precludes acceptance by the 
casual listener who will undoubtedly 

5 



P«ler the more Usteneble WHITE SPIRIT- 

. Ie 18 hi8hly ironic that lot 

««e Md y “CeS8tbIe* but G<Iuaiiy el.b- 

tasUa ^6X TO,8lCal religious fan- 
tasies, the urban listener must turn to 

The'ro' °f thC Ne®ro- (Revlwers: Editon] 
onlv „? Sfa Sea l8Unds ™y well be the 
an ^aC?jln where the perform- 

pure atv?1^NeSr° mU8ic in a reasonably 
fairlv \ 6 iS 3 care£ully organized, 
noJlt? larfe*SCale activity. In his an- 

m GEO^Tf°cPthe tW° maCnrficent albums 

2500f?f ^ $EA ISUM)S Vols* 1 & 2 (P-I 
the pol l L°maX convincingly demonstrates 

notinr> it-06 ant£<Ju£ty °f the music’s style, 

traditionSwhichlarlty C° the 3ahaman ^8™ 
Ceoreia nc n, Was seParated from that of 
lotion. 6 t£me o£ the American Revo- 

eve^'be^® V°lume® are both divided 
ances. The acred and secular perfonn- 

greatly frori *fland sPirituals differ 

farther inland*^1*10"?1 foruis recorded 
^ch more faiths °n i?250l0>‘ They are 

African forms- here^ *** m°re elaborate 
survivals of If * are socie of the finest 

°ver recorded* in th* f,itual dance ,nusic 
»•* ti«. thei ai WocId- At thG 

®f Glghteenth-cent«v%Pr°f0Und influence And 1 8ay thi y European harmony, 

good reason for K ®ed*y» there seems 
harmonies have «, el*evln8 that these 
slavery days r®!!r'ived in tradition from 

* rather than being modern 
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additions to Sea Island culture (which 
possibility cannot of course be entirely 
ruled out without further documentation). 
First, the coastal areas undoubtedly heard 
more and better European music in the 18th 
century, especially in the church, than 
did the remote inland areas, and the com¬ 
paratively insulated Sea Islands would 
seem to provide a natural preserve for 
tradition from that era. Second, the 
harmony of a piece like SHEEP, SHEEP (on 
7-25001) Is 18th century European harmony, 
not 19th century Moody and Sankey or 20th 
century blues. We have here a profound 
and cosmopolitan synthesis of antique 
traditions in this beautiful music. 

It is perhaps appropriate to mention 
lere another album of spirituals in which 

a synthesis of European and Afro-American 
traditions has taken place in a much diff¬ 
erent manner. On HONOR THE LAMB (P-I 25012) 
The Belleville A Capclla Choir sings songs 
which are spirituals by nature, but which 
have been deliberately Europeanized in an 
apparently devoted attempt to achieve a 
conventional choral sound, much like that 
°f the Fisk Jubilee Singers of a few de¬ 
cades ago. Within the limits of this style, 
the choir performs superbly, but the album 
has neither the uniqueness nor the signifi¬ 
cance of Che rest of the Southern Journey, 
and for most purposes the Choir’s single 
selection on #25008 will adequately repre¬ 
sent its style. 

To return to the Sea Islands, the island¬ 
ers' secular singing is hardly less inter- 



.“if th?n *helr spirituals. Hare the 

thl?i'16 ™ch less dominant 
than in the music tied to the Church. 

a , «ch'lSlrrS Chanse e£fo”lesely to 
a much rougher vocal style and more rudi- 

Of l^r ha™onles- The African influence 
SfviZ K . Unabated- The program Is 

, e ween Same and dance songs and 

oldest 88 \ Included 16 "hat may be the 
XT-ire ®urvlvln8 Negro work song, HARD 

“ «? VIRGINIA. reported by travel- 

The ihe South 150 years ago. 

themaiirVf t!)e cottonfield hollers of 
chantcvs 8 here taken by the rowing 
di^on ,* rTe8entative8 of a rich tra- 

has of 1 t° f°Und ln the Bahan,«s which 
to the „oria c°ntributed several favorites 

PAY i« MV^Mnwpv SING 0Url ^ of them, 

There are 'also *! on this seta 
hammer Varietv ? 8«l°£ the TAKE THIS 
for a change') J"8 from oral tradicion 

i« one song ^GGY85>^cally interestin* 
corded as a u » which is re- 

- H-nce song in V£V“ ^ 86 

on bothafeifislandqU?hity °f th® 8lnging 
8*ying; Bessie i d albums 8oea without 
voices which oh °?j8 and J°hn Davis are 
The two volumes°U ^ beard ^ar and wide. 
‘he N«8ro ZTil T e!SUy the best of 
and are of unparrii°fded *n tb*s series, 
the historical stud** **1 lniportance for 
musical tradition Afro~Amttican 

— * (Reviewer: B. Hansen) 
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The white secular tradition is surveyed 
by Lomax in two volumes, BALLADS & BREAK¬ 
DOWNS FROM THE SOUTHERN MOUNTAINS (P-I 25003) 
and BANJO SONGS, BALLADS, AND REELS FROM 
THE SOUTHERN MOUNTAINS (P-I 25004). The 
distribution of the song types is typical, 
with the magnificent unaccompanied ballads 
primarily the realm of the ladles (Texas 
Gladden, Alrneda Riddle, Ollie Gilbert); and 
the wilder instrumental music that of the 
men (Hobart Smith, Wade Ward, Charley Hig- 
8ios). The first volume leans toward the 
introspective ballads; the second toward 
the livlier Instrumental fare. 

The first set presents the J. E. Mainer 
string band in a high-stepping THREE NIGHTS 
DRUNK, featuring in Miss Carolyn Mainer 
Helmes one of the weirdest voices ever re¬ 
corded, one which lends itself especially 
well to this zany tune. JieiV Morris has 
a nice version of the rare LASS OF LOCH 
ROYALE — in view of the unusually complete 
texts of the Morris songs, it would be in¬ 
teresting to know the medium of transmission 
of the family songs; one suspects print of 
some type. 

There has been no available, decent re¬ 
cording of the "Locks and Bolts" ballad 
since Hally Wood's, and so it is doubly 
rewarding that Mrs. Riddle's excellent and 
moving RAINBOW MID THE WILLOWS variant has 
been Included here. Her HOUSE CARPENTER 
contains some interesting personal textual 
auendations, and would be e definitive ren¬ 
dition of the song were It not for Texas 
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Gladden's Library of Congress recording. 
The Smith family tradition is repre¬ 

sented by Hobe Smith's THE LITTLE SCHOOL¬ 
BOY, an aggressively virile performance 
that contrasts sharply with Texas' well- 
known L of C TWO BROTHERS rendition. 

Mrs, Gladden is presented on the second 
volume in all her loveliness with the 
tender THREE BABES, and brother Hobart 
with an amazing example of his "hillbilly 
piano picking," as Lomax has elsewhere 
termed it. 

Sly old Bob Carpenter follows up his 
successful KENNY WAGNER of the Atlantic 
set with the bizarrely humorous BURGLAR 
iiAN; while neighbor Wade Ward performs 
a reprise of one of his most thrilling 

ru ltTy °f Con8re8s recordings, a FOX 
• that is adapted from its more con¬ 

ventional harmonica setting into a banjo 

barking0* With pUnty °f howline and 

B^rna ‘“andolin accompaniment to 
Spence Moore's GIRL I LEFT BEHIND ME 

esecntia?ilntere8tin8 <*uestion- Ic is 
« t 8lmPU**ed version of Bill 

~ 8 PIKE C°UNTY BREAKDOWN, and one 

rives fr^r,e^i!er Birn8' accomPaniment de- 
Monroe's Jh e lionroe recording or whether 

lated from m!** CCC Was oriSinally formu- 

"tolk proco*r‘lnin8 ;n6lsht into 
value of fieia * points up the 

field recordings in the study 
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of the evolution of nodotnlcountry commer¬ 
cial and amateur style. (ReviwersjEditors) 

THE EASTERN SHORES (P-I 25008), composed 
largely of Negro spirituals, carries the 
history of that form as sung on the East 
Coast from the ancient forms represented 
by the Sea Island singers up to the present 
with a strong emphasis on contemporary 
forms. The set opens with two Sea Island 
performances (including a thrilling spirit¬ 
ual on the TITANIC theme) and then moves 
quickly into 20th century forms. The 
Silver Leaf Quartet represents the style 
made famous years ago by the Golden Gate 
Quartet, fellow Virginians. Their DARK 
DAY contrasts graphically with the Sea 
Island music in its rich use of blues 
harmony. 

The Bright Light Quartet, a well-rehears¬ 
ed but appealing group of fishermen, sing6 
secular fishing chanteys (one of them very 
bawdy) as well as spirituals, all in tradi¬ 
tional spiritual harmonic style. In this 
adaptation of the spiritual forms to sec¬ 
ular material, we may perhaps sec a hint 
of the origin of the style of such groups 
as the Moonglows and the Clovers whose 
early 1950's records marked the beginning 

of the rock and roll trend. 
The Peerless Four represent in turn tne 

modern gospel groups which have borrowc 

from the rock and rollers. This 8r®up* 
while accomplished and impressive, is y 

derivative (TROUBLE IN MY WAY la 8ln,ply . 
rather ragged copy of the Swan S*l~rtoDea 
Vcc-Jay disc of the piece) and is th 
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quite typical representative of Southern 
music in the age of the radio* 

There is also, along the way, a selection 
by the Belleville A Capella Choir, repre¬ 
senting a divergent branch of spiritual 
evolution; for most purposes, this one 
track will be adequate to represent the 
choir which is presented at greater 
length on #25012. 

Lomax's Southern Journey reminds one, 
in a way, of the legendary Southern Jour¬ 
neys made by Victor and Columbia field 
recording crews in the late 1920's: like 
his forebears, Lomax recorded everything 
he could get his hands on; and like his 
predecessors he accumulated and released 
a considerable amount of material of 
questionable value. But this very un¬ 
criticalness is what, in a sense, makes 

e recording8 valuable; it is a complete 
survey, whose chaff will no doubt interest 

uturc scholars almost as much as the 

C^t* ^ot the most exciting set in the 
t ^.es? Perhaps, but a we 11-handled his- 

fu! , ®urvey which should be quite use- 
music0 /D student «nd teacher of Negro 

W ''J81'"1 ■“*» Hansen) 
MANBA^i!nce5eCtion of sides for ^ 
aignifi- ^009), performed by a 
cally an!n y diverse (both geographi- 

informants^i18*11^ rePresentation of hi* 
theory that ll intende<* to illustrate his 
folksongs of ° cxtremely popular America* 
*Ul (a haa-r^i06 contain strong existen- 
^ "*8-ridden hero strikes out in a 

savage and bloody manner) and Gothic (a 
pure heroine is pursued and murdered in 
erotic circumstances) bases, as well as 
their common Puritanical resolutions, i.e. 
justice always triumphs in the end. Whether 
or not one subscribes to this ingenious and 
fascinating contention, the resultant col¬ 
lection of songs is most impressive, and is 
perhaps the album in the series most self- 
contained and representative of a facet of 

the total Southern tradition. 
Of especial importance are the two ver¬ 

sions of PO' LAZARUS, the existential Negro 
epic ballad, sung here by the professional 
Bright Light QUartet and howled by a gang 
of convicts at the Hissisnippi State Pc”* 
These ore astonishing performances of^' a 
Lomax calls "the finest Negro ballad, and 
ought to be heard by listeners who have 
been intrigued by the relatively pa 
renditions of the song by the young c ty 

blues revivalists. 
The gentle Neil Morris sings *** *ttr* " 

ively quaint BRENNAN ON THE MOOR in a s 
ge version decked out in the histor 
trappings of a Walter Scott nove • 
Osarkian Almeda Riddle docs - stand™‘ 
HANGMAN, and Lomax again offers a u q 
explanation for the popularity o 

ubiquitous ballad. . ._h has 

RAILROAD BILL, a tradi- 
becn circulating in the c y again 
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Imith auh*fhnitlVe rendition by Hobe 

5210 iZrrZTL';0 sot a11 tha 
again, 8 bI® P^ece all over 

fIURDER ® THE “WON 

one which c^rr-rs** md 
were its modpr a aughable in its batho 

often “part !? ay cou"terP«« not so 

In all fairnes8Urit°rninei newspaper- 
the performer, . iC mat be s*id that 

POLLY and bv by E* C* Bal1 o£ PRETT^[ 
are available^31* Smlth of CLAUDE ALLEN 
on Library of r” more vigorous recordings 

inclusion hero °ngress albums, and their 

of-Wst: redundant in iieht 
which certainiv ?ags and Performances 
ed for them. * COuld have been substitute 

album will fin!jat tbia Very attractive 

singers and othersewh3l<:faVOr aR10ng city 

““‘I and conformist t. * 5haC ln the“ 
an American striking lEas the thouSht o£ 
“"t of his circuit °Ut at the harass- 
gesture of affirm ances with a violent 

a 8reat inspiration neeati°n> is 
YAZOO DELTA BLUES A.ncDCd* (Editors) 

surveys the histOw &.SPIRITUALS (P-I 25010] 
Pelta much as l al 8tyles of the 
tIY Face surveyed 1 To PAINr 
and reveals a 3porIdiC°?ten,porary styles, 

dcr Vation of older f Ut °*ten devotee* 
““sicians of the 1°?°* aDlonS the el- 

Inland plains. Mr, 
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Lomax provides in the notes a categoriza¬ 

tion (perhaps dangerously neat) of the styles 

of his informants into historical periods. 

There is fine representation here of the 

ancient dance music forms. Ed Young, the 

exciting fifer of the Atlantic sets, pro¬ 

vides another fine tune, and the oldest 

traditions are further represented by a 

DEVIL'S DREAM variant played on the "quills" 

and by a fiddle-guitar duet similar to 

Louisiana's Butch Cage & Willie Thomas. 

Fred McDowell, the "star" of the set, 

does two blues, one the familiar 61 HIGH¬ 

WAY, the other a highly personal, improvis¬ 

atory piece; he also contributes two very 

Roving spirituals after the manner of 

Blind Willie Johnson. Another blues sing¬ 

er and player is Parchman inmate John 

Dudley, giving a capable though uninspired 

representation of the Delta's most famous 

tradition, bottleneck. Contrary to Lomax, 

1 find Dudley's performance squarely in 

the manner of the 1920's, and far less 

advanced than the style of Robert Johnson. 

Spirituals and work songs complete the 
survey; here are more of the vigorous, 

rough gospel singers whom we met on Atlan¬ 

tic. These spirituals are the product of 

a musical culture which was much more is¬ 

olated from outside Influences during Its 

formative years than were the Sea Islands, 

but which since Emancipation has bccotne 
much less isolated. Blues Influence is 
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Sea Island ’ 4-- 80 than in the 
ed hese arn™ ' "" votk 8°"S* record. 

denominator "^rh”"88’ «he "lo,rest co™« 
they sh^ I; perhaps, of Negro music, and 

analogous sL .T"^* 8l”ilarity to iu 
two recpnM sland songs. Hov;ever, in 

U1CV and rJ G01N'8H«rrkS°n?H- “* 
free style of th<> H0WE* something of the 

traditions is in fl?? riCf, S D1°St colorful 

is^nST if <P‘I 25006> 

safS* - e w 
Eastern SonrJ amal8^ted facets of 
boy sonp into f5n* .^<*western» and cow- 
studied in V 6 <^8t*nct body of music 

collection 2"2 ^ndolPh’8 tremendous 

cieif°per°^iF0LlC S°W Vo1—8 
Neil Morris mI v? are the droll 

MeU known io cUy *iddle» now 
tival appearances7 fT throu3h her fes* 
dually accon.ni? l less Publicized but 

**r®• 01 lie Gilbert6*1 1J*^r ballad sin8ei* 
Abay Morrison wh« * and a fiddler named 
a curiously ati'i* his instrument in 

**»* uho has con! ?d and scholarly fashion, 
obscure tunee0"!^81^ 8av*d scores of 
from oblivi0n. " aS hls SCOTCH MUSIK, 

f°r the album ^rris set the tone 

and subdued collect ls a decidedly lyric 
“•to,lacking the < *°n’ homely and inti- 
_ intensity and musical 
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complexity that mark the music of the hill 

country further east. The lack of influ¬ 

ence this important tradition has hereto 

had on the urban revival bears witness to 

the disproportionate attention given the 

Appalachian region; this set bears close 

and widespread Itstoulcg, (Editors) 
******* 

NEW BRITON GAZETTE Vol. II (Folkways 8734) 

Slightly less successful than its pre¬ 

decessor, Ewan MacColl and Peggy Seeger's 

second disc of original compositions seems 

a bit frivolous in its insistence on bombs, 

strontium, and the problems of Tin Pan 

Alley agents as subjects of attempts at 

musical art. Yet, there is THE FIRST TIME 

EVER I SAW YOUR FACE, certainly the love¬ 

liest romantic song recently written any¬ 

where, sung here by Peggy in its original 

form (our coffeehouse groaners have already 

corrupted the text, bowdlerizing it by sub¬ 

stituting "was" for "lay" — aren't we past 

childish monkey business yet, folks?)* And 

MacColl*s SHOALS OF HERRING, created out of 

not only the music but the very language 

and life of Sam Lamer, is one of his great¬ 

est works — and ls x*orth the price of the 

album Itself. Why can't songs like this 

be created by American singers? It cer¬ 

tainly is not because our country is lack¬ 

ing in inspirational material and legend; 

nor is it because we do not have musical 

talent available. It ls to be hoped that 

comparison of the Lamer song with the 
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protest ditties on this album will once and 
for all establish the artistic value of 
writing about the tree rather than the 
orest, about people rather than masses, 

and about human emotion rather than socio¬ 
political causes. The failures and success¬ 
es of GAZETTE Vol. II are an object lesson 

an an illustration in the field of contem¬ 
porary "folksong” writing. (Editors) , 

ct1[dJN^L RHYThm and BLUES HITS 
STARS (Camden 740) 

BY R & B 

, ctor s $1.98 label jumps on the "old- 

i?,.ut; goodies" bandwagon, and to put it 

n.i,oh y> produces a record that is much, 
tu B°° er fhan usual. Here are some of 
ii vf,ry best products of the prosperous 

thr * line the company featured 

2 *5* 1940'8> wel1 b<*ove anyone 

He™8** ?aUing “ "rhythrn aad blue8-" 
Crudun _prltne Performances by Arthur 

Washboard°sZ B?V Wiliiamson> Bi8 Iiaceo’ 
end Arbee t^L **** Red> Ja2z Gillura> 

Pecially dig cm* .B1U6S fanS WlU 68' 
famous nv - lu" 8 orl8inal of his 

Boy?s THE HIGHWAY> a"d 
with (liot ribald ELEVATOR WOMAN, 
lin. two nt-hC °Se^ Yan^ Rachel on mando- 

tl» Four cHJr bF Creen and 
^l«r in their A^°th sensationally pop- 
hensive survey e CooiPlete this compre- 
sound cotmyer-. ? tbe 1940's scene. For 

by Hickey (hi^eira8°nS' a 1956 rocker 
ylvl« ia included *”,>*?? veteran) and 

• Dollar for dollar, 
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this is an good as any blues anthology 
we've heard; one performance by a singer 
in his prime is often worth more than a 
whole LP by the same man in his old age. 
(Reviewer: Barry Hansen) 

OLD TINE MUSIC AT CLARENCE ASHLEY'S Vol. 2 

(Folkways 2359) 

How tremendous it is that Tom Ashley and 
his gang have become almost as much a part 
of the current folk scene as Pete Seeger 
and The New Lost City Ramblers! The demand 
for this great group at clubs and folk 
festivals throughout the country is one of 
the few gratifying symbols of taste and 
health in the folksong revival, and a good 
brassy nosethumb at the big business phoni- 
ness of such fiascos as the incredible TV 

HOOTENANNY show. 
This follow-up to the popular success of 

the first Ashley album on Folkways reflects 
in many ways the changes in the group due 
to their "discovery." Sounding much more 
precise and confident than in the earlier 

family atmosphere of the first record, t e 
group now breezes along with the assurance 

of the Marine Band on parade, and has reac 
cd even further into its collective songbag 
to offer us a grand discful of old-timey 

delights• . , . K4« 
Tom himself has once again picked up his 

old "two dollar" banjo, and plays it as 
well as he did thirty years ago when ne 

Jti 
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®1IE. Doc Watson I^ SA°IE and P00R 
microphone as ho leans Way ln to the 

that he is thehEarlTS bey°nd a doubt 
Pick, and fiddwarl Scru8S« of the flat¬ 

us ail by sineLPrice 8urPris« 
DANIEL PRAYED? ^ ' °n the sacred 

ed up his ol^cro^ 18 that T°m haS roun<1* 
Garley Foster fti” 68* Dock Walsh and 

Sfoup of the i920^ameTher^ °f hl® cla8sic 
Heels, for a * 7 8> The Carolina Tar 

Codgers sound “uJj,reunion* The old 
ACROSS THE fiLUF ragged on MY HOME'S 
old-time spirit ?IDGE M0UNrAINS, but the 

certainly warrant fUre and strong, and 
audle“ea^,fUrther ^cording, 

created for the„ h,y and Ms group have 

f°»“ certaU^J^* —8 «• city 
into buyinfi th< t have to be goaded 
<ha raa‘ of by „a. J, for 

tOIli <Rev‘euers- Edi?* *f® you waitln« 

assure R»lph y*]' *oot"ote, „e hasten to 

Lppya0n and Whltter athat 3 Cecordlng °f 

B-M98bHWAY exist1"8,0?11*3 Dm m 
498B» RalphT)* 1 C* IC 8 Bluebird 

on paec „ , 
thoi„ 0r news of ^’ Natch future 

£?.,#E 0f «U.ue.anoaX<:;tlnR "a" «* a"- 
rcr !rofn the MRolH f classlc old-timey 

COrdl"8- of hfllbilT 
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(EDITORS' COLLTi'lN continued from page 2..) 
... Folks, you've all heard the saying 
that a fool and his money are soon parted. 
If that's true, yours truly are the biggest 
fools that ever wrote for an audience of 
wise men. To be more specific, our print¬ 
ing press has been sold out from under us, 
and as a result we will soon astound the 
world by the most amazing and radical 
change in format experienced by a commer¬ 
cial (Hal) enterprise since Lucky Strike 
Green went to war.Wedgely Todd reports 
from the west coast on the Monterey Folk 
Music Festival, "Despite the racket from 
an adjacent airport, and the hipster antlc6 
of the L.A. idiot disc jockey that MC'd 
the affair, the talent of Tom Ashley and 
his gang, Roscoe Holcomb, and Bill Monroe 
made the festival worthwhile. The top 
moments for roe were Monroe and Doc Watson 
doing a program of Monroe Bros, duets!! 
Even though pickings are slim out here for 
authentic musicians like myself, I passed 
up a booking ln Fresno to hustle up to the 
Bay area to catch Mike Seeger's Memorial 
Day solo concert. He does a great BACHE¬ 
LOR'S HALL with fiddle; hope he records it 
soon. Talked to Bob Dylan ln Berkeley. 
This youngster has big ideas and will go 
far, but appears to want to leave folk 
music behind. Will send you an account 
of the Berkeley Festival later. Right 
now, I'm off to NYC, and hope to earn enuf 
change to get me to Newport"... See you 
next issue, sportsfans! 
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(Reviews continued from page 20...) 

PINX ANDERSON: Vol. 2 (Medicine Show Man) 
(Prestige Bluesville 1051) 

«ere, in the second of a three-disc 
series envisioned as a comprehensive sampl* 
ng of his entire repertoire, singer-guitar* 

3 1 n crson performs a group of the comic 
songs whieh were mainstays of the Southern 
medicine-show entertainers of bygone days. 

ese songs, used to draw the audiences' 
tention for a sales pltchj are for the 

s part simple, lighthearted Southern 
gnettes such as GREASY GREENS. Some of 

P*nk'8 own compositions. In 
1Qn* thC Well*known TRAVELLIN' MAN 

SoLarp* uS Wel1 aa IN THE JAILHOUSE NOW. 
in rhof the son88 (CHICKEN) are intriguing 

uncrinlr feflectlon of the Southern Negro’s 
ori^n accePtan<* of a comic tradition 

incfudS 38 a Joke at hls expense. Also 
versatnl °S examPlea of the variety these 

flve thelr P"*'- 
pel sone Lh d GrS re<lucsts, are a gos- 

The 4nrpd Charles' I GOT A WOMAN, 

to show off hi^68 8°°d opportunity 
this disc rt capable rag-picking on 

8el* quite a bit ofTa?8 Uke ** C°Uld* 
apparently it aaa * Indian Remedies, and 
fndian Reinedv : Pink San8 with the 
>'«»• <or thirty-one 

l«wer. Barry Hansen) 

Barry hancfm»„ 
^SEARCH MAGAZImp saColui^ IN record 

.. A REGULAR feature. 

BUND SNOOKS EAGUN: THAI'S ALL RIGHT 
(Prestige Bluesville 1046) 

New Orleans' Snooks Eaglin (here christ¬ 
ened "Blind" for the best commercial rea¬ 
sons) here appears in his second solo re¬ 
cital on LP. It is an appealing and excit¬ 
ing program which, like Eaglin1s Folkways 
disc, draws consciously from many record¬ 
ed blues sources. He draws from specific 
recordings by Washboard Sam, Amos Milburn, 
Ray Charles, and Arthur Crudup, and obvi¬ 
ous imitations of Lightnin' Hopkins (WALK¬ 
IN' BLUES) and Fats Domino also appear. 
Like the Folkways disc, this one contains 
a regular anthology of recent blues styles, 
and Eaglin always seems capable of bring¬ 
ing out the best in a given blues style. 
What makes this disc significant, however, 
is the progress Eaglin seems to be making 
(compared with the Folkways LP) toward 
the development of a personal style of his 
own. In ALBERTA, MAILMAN PASSED, WELL I 
HAD MY FUN, and FLY RIGHT, BABY we hear 
him in performances of considerable orig¬ 
inality. His half-choked but still fer¬ 
vent high pitched singing goes a long way 
toward putting some intimacy of emotional 
communication into the modern R&B manner, 
and hls richly "orchestral" accompaniment 
on 6 and 12 string guitars (recalling the 
instrumental backings of R&B rccor s) 
should prove highly interesting to guitar 
fanciers. This is a fast-moving and 
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».VeU8ht£ul «•* “hich blues 

ROO^(Vanguard “JJINGERS: IN THE 

~«Ut!netChI^“rdir^ saVC dT to folk 
to tamper with the <5 5" enough sense not 
for manyyears Ilf SinS«s. Favorites 

audios SL f tHe Negro sPftitual 
anccs in theii^ *%V? a ProSran> of perform- 

«tyle, undated 8inal and “Stable 
those accustomed T* unexaS8erated. True, 

spiritual sZf t0 Garlier styles of 
THE CITY too f1"8 may find 12 GATES T0 

shall Walk thr^h £!Lrock & roll» or m 
ti«ental. butTJV® VALI£Y 3 bit sen' 
is a very accu-h® fact is that this album 

is being heard in^h^M68*”1^10" °£ what 
and of what Neeroo H Negr° churche« today, 
huy spiritual ro s Want to hear when they 

all. One can't L°rd8'*electric organ and 
it is great 1!, Puristic about it, but 

5J* vanguard° haa * let hem 17""-“fW 
than givinc them theni alone rather 

cowLtr“ncnc- £°r 
Jackson. Just *bla_ !*a® given Hahalia 

noted that Vang^d? blC: U should be 
runs afoul of the u 8 ®Dlinent annotator 
to a certain extent terminology 
»*««*• («cvt^ nt his third para- 

** B«rry Hansen) 
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ADDITIONAL RECORDS & RECORD CHATTER.... 

HEDY WEST (Vanguard 9124) Her first solo. 

Sandy Bull: FANTASIAS FOR GUITAR AND BANJO 
(Vanguard 9119) Paging Billy Faierl 

THE WEAVERS AT CARNEGIE HALL Volume three. 

(Vanguard 9130) Like Old Man River.... 

Erik Darling: TRAINTIME (Vanguard 9131) 
JOHN HAMMOND (Vanguard 9132) Blues & good! 

Ian 6. Sylvia: FOUR STRONG WINDS (Van. 9133) 
THE ROOFTOP SINGERS Volume two. (Van. 9134) 
CLARA WARD AT THE VILLAGE GATE (Van. 9135) 
Roosevelt Charles: BLUES AND GOSPEL SONGS 
(Vanguard 9136) 
Odetta: ONE GRAIN OF SAND (Vanguard 9137) 
OIAN AND THE GREENBRIAR BOYS (Elektra 233) 
Wild belting looker, great accompaniment, 

fine country songs, foot-stomping fun. 

The Dillards: BACK PORCH BLUEGRASS (Elektra 
232) Ozark youngsters with modern stylings. 
The Gardners: FOLKSONGS FAR AND NEAR 
(Prestige International 13062) 
Bonnie Dobson: MERRY GO-ROUND OF CHILDREN'S 
SONGS (Prestige International 13064) 
FOLKSONGS FOR CHILDREN (Prestige Interna¬ 
tional 13073) Various artists including 
Jack Elliott, Peggy Scegcr, & Frank Warner. 
Charles River Valley Boys: BLUEGRASS AND 
OID-TIMEY MUSIC (Prestige International 
13074) Down east college boys. 
Bill Keith and Jim Rooney: LIVIN' ON THE 
MOUNTAIN (Prestige International 13075) 
PHILADELPHIA FOLK FESTIVAL Volume one. 
(Prestige International 13071) Features 
Dobson, Elliott, Mike Secger, Sonny Miller, 
Prof. Clarence Johnson, Mabel Washington. 



(Prestiae tV ESTIVAL Volume two. 

; a: .“k ararr 
Pete See««. 

music BY Tmr,lil>lonroe: EARLY bluecrass 
my cILS BROTHERS (UCA-Camden 

JUDY HEKSKE (Elekt^I 
Ann-Iiargret. 231) The beatnlks' 

his wi£e°NchiLdLY (Folkw*ys 2366> Doc and 

(SJumbS1!^) ' lnChf^ ^ *T0WN 
Columbia savs B«h n i , S element- 
will be out q ylan s third album 

Capitol has relL “ 5" Sc<*ee”1>«- 
from the late AO’s'? CeadbeUy sides 

to battle (of all th? U\for“- l£ad has 

A»"o leadbeUv rel“ "8S) a 2ither: 
Vernon label S8ues on the Mount 

PEG CLANCY POWERC?F^eTUke Crovm* 
sister of the rf (Folk-Legacy FSE-8) The 

"THE MAN OF 

Legacy FSE-1) l TUNNEY <Folk* 
HOWie MITchf?, i8h 8inger. 
Interpreters Seri°lk"LeSacy FSI-2) Paton's 
Peg ciancy pj! es cont*"ued. 
Early in the ?°bby d^cy: so 
Irish children(Tradition 1034) 
Clancys, 8ongs from the younger 

Peg Clancy Power j 
PROM IREUM) (Trader.BobbY Clancy: SONGS 
love songs from c™ J°n l045) Ballads 4 
That’8 all fort r y T^PPerary. 

ll»dOWn to b°y your ,i8Sue» folks: When you 
LSR sent you/ y°Ur Lomax set, tell 'em 



ANNOUNCING 

FSI-1 - FLEMING BROWN 

The first of our "interpreters series." Fleming Bro* 

is in urban singer who has listened to and Ie*rnc 

well from many fine traditional singers. His bam 
artistry is unexcelled and has what Jean Ritchie cj 

a real down-home sound." This is the fit51 50 
album of a truly exciting young performer. Recoa 

ty Norm Pellegrini at WFMT in Chicago, h 
eludes: REEK AND RAMBLING BLADE, MAF 

j^T SQUARE, FORD MACHINE. THE ClK 

5S?i,AS 1 G0 rambling round. ELLE 
mELPEARL BRYAN, ROCKY HILL. EL 

1 ***• Booklet contains full text* ,r 
U 00 lh* »ongs. Price—$4.98. 
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on out com... tus month are 

three of the most exciting new 
performers in folk music and blues: 
(left to right) "Spider" John Koerner, 
Tony "Little Sun" Glover, and Dave 
"Snaker" Ray, Their debut album; 
BLU*$, RAGS, AND HOLLERS (Audiophile 
AP-70); has just been released, and 
has already garnered many critical 
plaudits, Alan Lomax calls them 
"excellent bluesmen," and says that he 
vas "astonished by the record,..I did 

not believe it was possible (for 
white singers) to come so close to 
Negro style," Barry Hansen, our 
regular blues reviewer, states that 
"the performers on BLUES, RAGS, AND 
HOLLERS come closer to a valid new 
development of the Negro idiom than 
any other white performers previously 

recorded,..This is a disc that will 
surely be a collector's item in the 
future, as surely as the best blues of 
the 1930s are collector's items now." 
BLUES, RAGS, AND HOLLERS was supervised, 

edited, and annotated by LSR's Paul 
Kelson, and represents our first step 
into the record field; the album bears 
the official LSR SEAL OF APPROVAL (COCT 
HOUSEKEEPING be damned). Cover photo is 
by Paul Nelson. 

nmts' colihv 
By Paul Nelson and Jon Pankake 

(EDITORS' COLUMN will continue on page 

* * * RECORD REVIEWS + * * 

, •„ .... . • ■ < •*\.4 

"SPIDER*? JOHN KOERNER, DAVE "SNAKER" RAY, 
AND TONY "LITTLE SUN" GLOVER: BLUES, RAGS, 
At® HOLLERS (Audiophile 76) 

It seems inevitable that by 1970 most of 
the blues worth hearing will be sung by 
white men. For years, the younger Negroes 
have been losing interest in this "old- 
fashioned" form; no really significant 
young Negro blues singer has emerged since 
1953, Aa the older singers pass their 
prime, the Negro blues seem doomed to 
certain extinction. Caucasians have been 
providing more and more of the audience for 
blues lately, and sooner or later they will 

be providing most of the performers (as 
they do already in another "outmoded" Negro 

form. Dixieland jazz). 
It has been a long and painful process 

for whites to master the idiom of the blues 
Some performers have restricted themselves 

to strict imitation of classic blues 
recordings; others have, with uneven 
success, tried to create an individual 
style within the idiom. I believe 
the performers on BLUES, RAGS, AND HOL 
come closer to a valid new development ot 
the Negro,idiom than any white performers 

previously recorded. On this recor , we 
hear three performers, each of whom *•* 

developed a distinctive style fully 

ful to Negro tradition, in a w‘d* '* * 
Negro-inspired forms, with rop •• 

3 



"Spider" John Koerner is certainly the 
most exciting new folksinger to appear on 
records since Bob Dylan. In many ways, he 
is an even finer artist than Dylan. He i» 
less daring, eccentric, spectacular, but 
equally versatile, and with a firmer 
command of his source material. And 
certainly no less exuberant. Two of 
Koerner1s original compositions on this 
record show his thorough assimilation of 
the older Negro forms: RAMBLIN' BLUES, 
cast in the form and mood of Muddy Waters' 
ROLLIN' STONE, and CREEPY JOHN, which 
blends -Waters' style with the blues of 
the 1930s. (Even the unusual theme of 
the latter — sex slaying -- is handled 
with complete naturalness.) 

The highly original side of Koerner'e 
delivery comes out in several of his other 
numbers. Three songs from books and 
records r- HANGMAN, LOW DOWN ROUNDER, and 
BUGGER BURNS — are carefully worked into 
this style, in the same way as old-time 
Negro performers revised their borrowed 
material. The style itself is descended 
from no single Negro performer, but rather 
a new offshoot of the basic rag tradition 
from which the styles of Jesse Fuller, 
Gary Davis, and Furry Lewis were other 
offshoots. Built largely on repeated 
short figures, and featuring a much 
tighter integration of voice and guitar 
lines than is usually heard, the style 
proves amazingly flexible in Koerner'a 
hands, ranging from the free-wheeling 

4 
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GOOD TIME CHARLIE to the vengeful TOO BAD 
(to name two more of Koerner's superb 
originals). And he experiments: BANJO 
THINC blends blues lyrics with a form and 
mood suggesting modal banjo tunes. The 
Instrumental TED MACK RAG suggests the 
close links of the style with pre-blues 
Negro dance music. 

The .steady roll of Koerner's guitar (a 
metal-bodied National similar to that used 
by Blind Boy Puller, but with the intri¬ 
guing addition of a seventh string).Is 
punctuated by authoritative bass runs and 
plenty of fancy picking, and by the 
lrrealstlble two-beat of his feet (both of 
them). Musically and technically* the 
Audiophile recording does him complete 
Justice. 

Dave Ray, five years younger than 
Koerner, has gone through similar 
processes, assimilating many forms of Negro 
music and developing an exciting, idiomatic 
style of his own. While perhaps not yet 
the well-rounded artist that Koerner is 
getting to bej at his best, Ray can be as 
honestly and profoundly moving as any white 
man who has ever sung blues. His guitar 
technique, dominated by the influence of 
Lesdbelly, is superb, and he is gifted with 
a magnificent voice, as rich and sonorous 

as Broonsy's. ■ 
The recording does not show Ray s 

talents quite as well aa it does 
Koerner'a; it tends to ueere^hss 1 *• 
•’darker" side of his repertoire (perhaps 

\ 

; 

'41 
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to glance Koerner), and shows him still 
fighting the self-consciousness he has 
Pretty licked in his in-person 
performances. There is little inkling 
(except in STOP THAT THING) of his fine 
sense pf humor. 

But nobody can sing an ominous blues as 
well as Ray can, and his portion of the 
album can hardly be considered inferior. 
His thrilling voice is heard at its best 
in Blind Lemon's ONE KIND FAVOR, a song 
everybody (including Van Ronk and Dylan) 
has been doing lately; Ray's emotional 
genuineness easily overshadows all , 
competition. Another vocal masterpiece 
is the holler, GO DOWN OL' HANNAH, which 
Ray doea unaccompanied and without 
gimmicks in a serious and highly 
successful attempt to develop the 
intrinsic musical possibilities of the 
unadulterated form. 

Dave's guitar work shines on the 
brilliant bottleneck tune, IT'S ALL RIGHT, 
an improvisation partially based on 
STATESBORO BLUES. His unmatched 12-string 
guitar technique (as the liner notes 

ke truly "knows no peer on the 
instrument") is heard on Sleepy John 
SfteaV.grpp THAT THING, and in an original 
tour. ^ f£T£e, SNAKER'S HERE. 

His remaining numbers are more ordinary * 
but still,yaiid and moving blues. The 
wonderfully pianistic, Yancey-influenced 

S^$SL^Win« 00 Robert Johnson's DUST 
modern jazz-tinged 
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instrumentation on JIMMY BELL are 

memorable.. 
The third man on the record is Tony 

Glover, who plays harmonica on several of 
the tracks by Ray and Koerner, and does 
one unaccompanied solo. Like the other 
two, he haB studied the old blues 
thoroughly and developed a style of his 
own within the Idiom. A musician of long 
experience (he had his own group as long 
ago as 1958), Glover is responsible for 
some of the ideas heard in Koerner's and 
Ray's playing as well as for the intense 
and skillful accompaniments he provides. 
SUN'S WAIL gives a fine sampling of his 
introspective and umotlonal solo work; I 
only wish there had been room for more of 
this (and also examples of bis 6- and 
9-string guitar technique) on the album. 

The group has resisted the temptation 
to refer to itself as a body, largely 
because it only plays together here on 
two numbers. One of them, MUMBLIN' WCRD, 
is stirring, but routino. The other one, 
an unaccompanied performance of LININ 
TRACK, will probably become the best-known 
performance on the record, and with good 
reason. The three-part chanting of this 
holler is a fabulously successful 
experiment, highly original, yet genuine 
end idiomatic. These are the qualities 
that pervade the whole record, and these 
arc what make it such a fine effort, "he 
creation of a style which is original, 
yet which comes naturally out of the 



evolution of traditional music, should be 
the supreme goal of the city folksinger, 
and this goal is to a great extent 
achieved by John Koerner, Dave Ray, and 
Tony Glover, *-* 

tSR co-editor Paul Nelson did the liner 
notes, planning, supervising, and editing 
of the recording, a thoroughly professional 
iob. He can be especially commended for 
the timing: not a single number is allowed 
to take undue advantage of the long- 
playing record, nor are any of them 
unnaturally truncated (since there are 20 
sdtigs on the album, and each side runs 
about 27 minutes in length; this is quite 
an accomplishment). The technical details 
have been handled with loving care by 
Audiophile's E. D. Nunn. 

This is a disc which will surely be a 
collector's item in the future, as surely 
as the best blues of the 1930s are 
collector's items now. Koerner, Ray, and 
Glover are here to atay. 
(Reviewer: Barry Hansen) 

f li^8 N°te: See ^ITORS' COLUMN for 
r>ff etaiis on special money-saving 
Hmhow to get BLUES, RAGS, AND 
n n * B®capping briefly, you can: 

$6 nny*US $4*50 for the record; 2) pay us 

V LSR' prices 
Sec editors* ^°°k and record scores. 

LSR, Box™109C0,'^MN f°r “ore deCa11*- 
9, Minneapolis 40, Minnesota. 

k ' * i A 
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THE NEW LOST CITY RAMBLERS: AMERICAN i 
MOONSHINE AND PROHIBITION (Folkways 5263) 

flfiV I ■' ■»» '.',l 
Clear of eye, steady of hand, and 

completely sober of Intent (we think), the 
Ramblers here examine the delights, the 
terrors, and the peculiar American affinity 
for the fatal dram glass.;' Stagger right in 
and have a seat: this is a completely 
delightful romp through Boozevllle 
(pruriently disguised as a Documentary), 
although we venture to say that the NLCR 
could charm Carrie Nation herself into tv, ■ . 
bending a withered elbow and tapping, her 
axe in (time to the llkea of GOODBYE OLD 
BOOZE, DOWN TO THE STILL HOUSE, and . 
VIRGINIA BOOTLEGGER..- * * 

In an absolute fit of fair-mindedness,- 'J 

the Ramblers very nearly, divide the songs 
equally between drunken bawls.-of delight 
and moral cries of outrage -* although it 
is clear that the listener is the winner,,.: 
all the way from the militant, self** * 
righteous strains of THE TEETOTALS to the 
boozy haze of THE INTOXICATED RAT. 

Tom Peley here makes hia last appearance 
as a Rambler, end perhaps it la nostalgia 
as much as anything else that makes ua fcal 
that he has never before so dominated a 
NLCR album with hia talent. The sorrowful 

and honest singing of WHISKEY SELLER, the 
outrageous harmony singing on THE OLD HOME 
BREW, the Uncle Dave Macon banjo artistry 
on AL SMITH FOR PRESIDENT — all will be 
missed and not easily replaced. 

A 



So let's pull up the o'erflowing bowl 
and toast Toni Paley out and Tracy Schwari 
in, folks, for as long as the sun never 
sets on the Ramblers, we're still the 
winners. 

(Editors) 

HELLO AND GOODBYE TO HOYT AXTON ... 
; > 

HOYT AXTONi THE BALLADEER (Horizon 1601) 

Among those performers who choose to 
depart from traditional style in folk¬ 
singing, there are some who manage to 
make a sincere and effective emotional 
communication, albeit in another musical 
language; Joan Baez, for example. Then 
there are those who take advantage of the 
freedom offered by folk music to foist on 
a gullible public such tawdry histrionics 
as would get them hissed off the stage in 
any less tolerant part of the entertain¬ 
ment world. Mr. Axton is one of these, 

e nows every Coffeehouse Trick in the 
ock. (There is no better record than 
is to use in class as an example of 

"folkeinging.") The met 
na klsh l°p 40 song pales beside hie 

hathos and gross sentimentality. 
However ouch misplaced adoration Hr. 

one m ay °*acc from today's adolescents, 

he will re8t«8sure<i that in twenty years 
So^ sound sillier than THE PRISONER'S 

(Reviewer: Berry Hansen) 
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UNCLE DAVE MACON (RBF 51) 

The execrable policy of the large record 
companies on reissues of classic country 
and blues 78 rpm singles ("There's not 
enough of a market to make reissues worth 
our while," says one mogul to another, 
"but neither will we allow small companies 
to make limited editions for a percentage 
of the take") is being challenged by a 
number of small commercial and private 
record companies who have adopted the 
gutsy last recourse of running up the 
black flag of piracy in order to make 
invaluable material available to their 
markets. RBF Records, which is distributed 
by Folkways, has reissued collections 
containing a number of blues classics In 
the past, and now turns to the field (and,., 
a nearly untapped one it is) of old-timey 
music with the natural, the profitable, 
the desperately-needed choice, Uncle Dave 

Macon*, v 
With the two cuts on the Folkways 

Anthology, and with the continual credit 

given him by Pete Seeger and the New Lost 
City Ramblers when they sing his songs, 
the Grand Old Man hardly needs to 
establish a reputation. Host city »*n® 
will listen eagerly to this disc, If only 
to partake of the legend of Uncle *• 

The enormous Job of editing such a • • 
considering the wealth of materia • 
was generously made available to t c 
project by Macon collectors, has * 
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handled superbly; any criticism of the 

title selection would be mere quibbling 

and a matter of personal taste: all the 
essential ones -- the great ones — are 
here: CUMBERLAND MOUNTAIN DEER RACE, MY 
DAUGHTER WISHED TO HARRY, FROM EARTH TO 
HEAVEN, etc. In addition. Uncle Dave 
is shown in all his contexts: solo, with 
guitar and/or fiddle, and in full string 
band. 

Those perfectionists among us will 
question the nearly complete lack of 
scholarship exhibited by the issue: the 

notes are sketchy and anecdotal, 
concern only Macon's biography. No 
analysis has been given the crucial 
problem of Macon's sources and his 
creativeness, nothing is said about the 
nature of his banjo playing, the 
personnel on the records is not identi¬ 
fied (who is the.great second voice on 
ALL IN DOWN AND OUT BLUES?; and who is 
the fiddler that comes in at the end of 
JOHNNY GRAY to contribute one of the 
greatest fiddle-and-banjo duets on •. 
records?), etc, , 

Your LSR-editors have attempted to 
discuss some of these problems in an 

sii^our " lbut°? 8D0n to appear lo ,eh 
tiTri’ but for now» until some 

qualified folklorist tackles the r.. 
organized study of Uncle Dave, let's 

in°th PwC Seeger'e attitude as stated 

•* »••*. *• 
ave, let s have fun! After all. 

' l t’OOI 

Uncle Dave is old-timey music in all its 
zany and sentimental glory,,and when we 
listen to him, we hear the voice of a 
region, a philosophy, and an era in our • 
century. Hallelujah, there 1 

(Editors) 

Editors' Note: Our article on Macon is in 

the Sumner 1963 issue of SING OUT I, just 
out; send 75$ to SING OUTl, 121 West 47th 
St., New York 36, N. Y., for your copy. 

BIG BILL BROONZY SINGS FOLK SONGS 
(Folkways 2328) 

Here is another Blues Renaissance album, 

by the man who started it all. This set, 
"a new album from previously unissued 
wasters," comes (like virtually all LP 
Broonzy) from the last years of his life, 
when he won thousands of white fans for 
blues which he carefully reshaped for his 
new audience. 

Side A exhibits, especially in its last 
three tracks. Bill's refined late style at 
it8 best. The old reel-and-rock is dis¬ 
placed by a careful, sensitive search for 
emotional effect; when he isn't being too 
careful (as on much of his Columbia LP), 
Bill can be very moving, as he is here. 

Side B is devoted to the kind of songs 
Bill added to his repertoire in his last 

period for the benefit of hi. “f1*”?* 
There .re fev blue. here, end *«*»»**- 
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umpteenth time. Bill really gets warmed 
up on the latter song; when his aching 
fingers begin to slow down after several 

fantastic runs, Pete Seeger comes on 
brilliantly to rescue the take1* 

There is something of a surplus of late 
Broonzy on the market (and a shortage of 

early Broonzy — observe, Frank Driggsi), 
but this is as good as anything available, 
with the possible exception of Broonzy's 

earlier: COUNTRY BLUES disc on Folkways. 
(Reviewer: Barry Hansen) 

i* 
* I 

MIKE SEEGER: OLD-TIME COUNTRY MUSIC 
(Folkways 2325) 

ine talent and imagination of "the 
poor man's Seeger" have long rated a 
solo recording, and this disc by the 
popular New Lost City Rambler ought to 
provide a field day for the growing 
legions of city fans who have overcome 

the prejudices fostered by the folk 
music revival against the naivete and 
namely strength of honest country music. 

ough a solo album in name only 
(eight of 18 sides are multiple dub 
recordings, with Mike singing and 
Playing duets and even full string band 

s^er%^h h*®self)f the record gives 

crllVi !UU ln the of his 
and r«VC approack to the rediscovery 
of ir py°paeaCion of the treasure chest 
by count .onal music recorded originally 

ty musicians of 30-and-more years 

ago, long before phonographic collecting 
became an accepted part of formal folk* 

lore. V * 
As in any album bearing Hike's name, a 

prime value here is the freshness of the 
repertoire; Mike has long been one of the 
few city musicians to conscientiously 
escape from the limited and tired circle 
of Sandburg-Lomax-PEOPLE1S SONGS titles 

(songs that have been cannibalistically 

reworked now for a generation by our 
professional purveyors of folk music). 

RICHMOND COTILLION is a three-fold 
(fiddle and two banjos) demonstration of 
Seeger*s instrumental virtuosity, and a 
dance tune as graceful and as evocative 
as Its title. OH MY LITTLE DARLING is a 
"banjer" tune of great warmth and 
triumphant melodic sweep; we predict that 
it will soon become a standard among city 
players, thanks to Mike's performance. 
Mike reveals a hitherto unsuspected 
versatility in presenting a subdued, lyric 

FiUHKIE (from the old race record of 
Mississippi John Hurt) without a note of 
esthetic falsity. The same might be «aid 
of the savage, haunting WORRIED BLUE 
(from Frank Hutchinson), accompanied by a 
fluid, stinging dobro, and presented In a 
mood which Kike has not before shown us. 

Those who accuse Mike of being an 

overly-literal mimic of his 8°yrcL>* t iv# 

b« especially “hi 
transformation of HANDSCt* «*»-*** 
driving Crayeon and Whiter tour d. fore., 



■ * * »1#/ I * „ 

into a wanderingly-intoned fiddle-and- 
voice piece that could well have been 
envisaged by Fiddlin' John Carson or 
Bljjnd James Howard. This side, along 
witSh WILL THE WEAVER (which Mike has 
wittily changed into a harmonica- 
honking hillbilly blues), best exemplifies 
the; talent which seta Mike apart from 
other city revivalists who share his 
purely mechanical musical gifts: he has 
the intelligence and inaight to draw 
together resources from many lines of 
country musical tradition, mixing them 
and recoloring them into new musical 
conceptions that are as solidly in the 
country idiom as their inspirations. It 
is Mike's dedicated studiousness and 

good sense, as well as his musical gifts* 
which we believe will soon establish him 
as a major figure in the American folk¬ 
lore field. 

The primary fault of the record lies 
ultimately in Mike's ambitiousness in 
attpilipting so complex a demonstration 
of his abilities and ideas. The 
multiple dubbing is, if not a gimmick, 
a mechanical contrivance that is out of 
place in presenting material of this 
nature. Identical voices singing in 
duet are musically incestuous, and often 
unpleasant to hear. The triple recording 
of one person playing three Instruments 
simultaneously sacrifices more in 
recording fidelity than it gains in 
showcasing instrumental ideas. As is 
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proven by the brilliant solo recordings, 
Hike has more than enough variety of 
attack and sound to carry the weight of 
a solo album without the mechanical 
reiteration of dubbing. 

Mike and his fellow New Lost City 
Ramblers have chosen to carry almost too 
great a burden: the responsibility of 
taking on themselves the lifework of so 
many great and forgotten country geniuses 
who created inspired art from an American 
experience long since swept under the rug 
of progress. Albums like Mike's OLD-TIME 
COUNTRY MUSIC, although few and far 
between, reassure us that the job is in 
good hands. 
(Editors) 

HENRY TOWNSEND: TIRED OF BEIN' MISTREATED 
(Prestige Bluesville 1041) 

Henry Townsend, a Mississippi-born 
contemporary of Robert Johnson, Muddy 
Waters, and John Lee Hooker, was among 
the first of his generation to record, 
doing some exciting sides for Columbia 
in the late 1920s. He has been inactive 
for some time, but when Sam Charters 
found him in St. Louis in 1961, he was 
atill singing and playing, using used 
phonograph records to help broaden his 
atyle. Here, with two electric guitars, 
he sings 11 blues, mostly originals, 
voice is a little flat, and I cannot agree 
with Charters' contention that his singing 
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has become more intense over the years. 

Electricity doesn't help him at all* and 
neither does the very limited second 
guitarist. But there are "moments'' in 
nearly every one of these blues (example: 
th$ subtle evocation of an approaching 
train at the beginning of TRAIN IS CttUNG). 
SHE DROVE ME TO DRINKING comes closest to 
Townsend's brilliant old style. Townsend 
is apparently an intelligent and capable 
artist* and 1 suspect he is capable of 
making a much better album than this one, 
given the right conditions. He is one of 
those singers who ought to be using an 
unamplified guitar, whether he vfants to 
or not, 
(Reviewer: Barry Hansen) 

4 

LESTER PLAIT AND EARL SCRUGGS: HARD 
TRAVELIN' (Columbia 1951) 

The very title of Flatt and Scruggs' 
newest album, HARD TRAVELIN', pinpoints 
its obvious flaws and, what is more 
dangerous, signals what Columbia has i° 
mind for the Foggy Mountain Boys in the 
future. Country music being not now as 
lucrative as folk music, the moguls have 
apparently decided to make Flatt and 
Scruggs the first of the folkum bluegrass 

groups by tampering with both their style 
and repertoire. Thus the erstwhile solid 
1940 standard bluegrass model is often 
left in the garage in favor of the 
sportier, more popular folk-o-matic 1963 
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Yes, CLASSICi is the word for 
Delmar's sensational THE LEGEND^ 

OP SLEEPY JOHN ESTES (Deltaar 603). 

THE LITTLE SANDY REVIEW had 
this to say about it: 

"•••the greatest of the blues 
rediscoveries•*•" 

Order direct for $5,00 from: 
Robert Koester, 7 West Grand 
Avenue, Chicago 10, Illinois. 

k 

Coupe de Top Forty, a more "proper" and 
more marketable model, tester nows too s 

his way down the road crooning PASTURhb 

OF PLENTY, THE BALLAD OF JED _c 
* (from television’s THE BEVERLY HILLBILLIES 

series), and the album's title song, w e 

Earl and the rest of the gang tinkle 
merrily away in the back seat with the 
country equivalent of Kingston Trio- ype 
arrangements. Fortunately, the folU-o- 
rnatic drive gives out about halfway 
through the album, but not before 
entire engine has been flooded with its 
fumes. HARD TRAVELIN1 is a mediocre 
record at best, and turning Flatt an 
Scruggs into something resembling coun ry 

folkniks is not a good idea. 

GREASY KID STUFF ... t:, f \ 

V . I 

PETER, PAUL AND MARY: (MOVING) 

(Warner Bros. 1473) 

Listening to Peter, Paul and 
folksongs is like watching Shskespc.res 
BAIOET being acted by Bobby “*rln- 

, modern all right, but what < « ^ gf >uch 
say about it? At least at 
a performance of the Bard, luck 

principals would be ^-^Xmu.lt. " 
here. The only casualty la 
(Reviewer: Bob Sarenpa) 

WHY HOT SUBSCRIBE™^ po^reAD^ABOot'^BOB 
BEFORE YOU TURN THE PAGE 
DYLAN. 



FLAT TIRE ... 

THE FREEWHEELIN' BOB DYLAN 
(Columbia 1986) 

"With my thumb out, my eyes asleep, my 
hat turned up an' my head turned on, I's 
driftin' and learnln' new lessons," Bob 
Dylan was quoted as saying in TIME, Nay 
31, 1963. Unfortunately, about half of 
his eagerly-awaited second album suggests 
that both his eyes and his head were 
asleep. 

Frankly, THE FREEWHEELIN' BOB DYLAN is 
a great disappointment. That such a 
creative energy and driving force as 
Dylan would ever be satisfied with some 
of the material issued here is a great 
mystery. The virtues of the first album 
were an electrifying and mercurial 
inventiveness (both as a songwriter and 
as an interpreter) and a natural gift for 
genuine directness and simplicity in the 
finest folk-derived sense; those virtues 
barely exist here. As a songwriter, he 
has become melodramatic and maudlin, 
lacking all Gutbriesque economy; his 
melodies bear more relation nou to 
popular music than folk music. As a 
performer, he is at times affected and 
pretentious, although his harmonica 
technique has greatly improved. The main 

rouble now seems to be that he has no 

or ba8e for his songs; they 
o float vaguely above the ground in 
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amorphous hares; the talent is still 
apparent, but all the parts and working 
mechanisms seem to have broken down or 
gone out of control. Like Chaplin's 
feeding machine in MODERN TIMES, the 
functions have gotten all mixed up, and 

the result is a mess. 
BL0W1N* IN THE WIND, Dylan's THIS LAND IS 

YOUR LAND, gets the album off to a fine 
start; Bob sings and plays it well, and t e 
song should be with us at least as long as 
the folk revival (and probably a lot 
longer). GIRL FROM THE NORTH COUNTRY and 

BOB DYLAN'S DREAM are examples of what the 

liner notes (by Nat Hentoff) describe^as 
Dylan's "particular kind of lyricism, 
the latter is so mawkish and slushy t 
one wonders if he meant it as a jo c, 
the former, despite a pretty melody, is 
marred by a strangely foppish manner ot 

singing. MASTERS OF WAR, Oyl«« * cPl£ 
Protest song, is dull and monotonous both 

in text and performance; its tota e 

suggests a manufactured rather than * _ 
anger. A HARD RAIN'S A-CONNA FAtJv* 
proclaimed by some as Dylan s mas P* 
seems far more a poem than a song 
Dylan says in the notes: "Anyt ^ng t 

sing I call a aong"). Some o . 
arc striking and apt <". - 

talkers whose tongues were a [}oetry. 
others merely akin to bad to*™1******' 
The cut ia, bowaver. on. of thc^ ^ 

interesting on the record, 

about James Meredith, la a p 

• »p*» 

•# 

•ij, 

i*. r * 
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surprise, a protest song that ironically 
implies its "grimness" through common 
sense and good humor rather than baldly 
stating it, 

Dylan wrote DOWN THE HIGHWAY when his 
girl *>ent to Italy for a few months. In 
it, he attempts to utilize Charlie 
Pickett's beautiful guitar run on an 
unrelated song off the same title that 
appears on THE RURAL BLUES (RBF 202); the 
result is practically pure folknik, and 
Dylan has missed Pickett's point altogeth¬ 
er. DON'T THINK TWICE, IT'S ALL RIGHT, 
according to reports. Is the next Dylan 
song that will be given the pop treatment 
by groups like the Chad Mitchell Trio and 
the Limeliters; it has a certain bitter- 
«»weec cnarm to it. C0RR1NA, CORRINA 
makes feeble and cautious use of piano, 
bass, and drums in a pallid attempt at 

rhythm-and-blues. HONEY, JUST ALLOW HE 
ONE MORE CHANCE (from HENRY THOMAS SINGS 
THE TEXAS BLUES!, Origin Jaz2 Library 

L-3) gets the same treatment from 
Dylan as did Jesse Fuller's YOU'RE NO 
GOOD on the first album; perhaps it was 
a leftover cut from then, since its 
style is far more frantic and pell-mell 

else on this record. 

funni^tedly th® stran8est, loosest, 
and lea®t worked out pieces on 

and r iw are t*ie t*iree long nonsense 
TALifiw' ..IS.SOn8a: B0B DY^N’S BLUES, t^ZNC moru, har ,n an<J t SHiji be 

are by turns engaging and 
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futile, and all eventually fail because 
there is no logical continuity or point to 
them. Dylan is brilliantly funny or 
Couching one moment, then floundering 
hopelessly in arid and embarrassing 
Improvisation the next. His imagery falls 
far short of Guthrie's magic, and his wacky 
verses don't quite have that flash of 
humanitarian genius that marked Woody's as 
the work of a true folk poet. Instead, 
they stumble and stagger along, going 
nowhere, and not always with much style. 
There is, however, a great jug band 
harmonica on TALKING WORLD WAR III. I 
SHALL BE EREE uses roughly the same tune 
and form that Woody and Leadbelly used on 
their recordings of WE SHALL BE FREE for. 
Folkways (2483 and 2488), although Dylan's 
verses are completely different* 

A fine local singer recently made a most 
perceptive remark about the urban folk 
scene in general, not particularly about 
Dylan. He said: "Some singers are 90 per 
cent personality and only two per cent 
folk music, but that two per cent is a 
whole lot better than most of the P®°P e 

In folk music today." It 
summation of THE FREEWHEELIN' BOB D1LAN, 
an album that, like Arthur Hiller • 
salesman. Is ''way out there th®„ .* 
riding on a smile and a ehoeahina, anj! 

nothing else. Dylan bases every B lity. 
almost 100 per cent on his • y* 
there la hardly any traditiona ma *- 
and most of the original mater a 
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particularly folk-derived. It is pure 
Bob Dylan (Bob Dylan's dream, as it were), 
with its foundations in nothing that isn't 
constantly shifting, searching, and 
changing. What Dylan needs to do is to 
square the percentages between traditional 
and original back to 50-50 (as in his 
first album) to give some anchor of 
solidarity tor his work; his absurd 
concoctions fend blendings miss their 
mark here (whereas before they landed :• 
dead center), and the album floats away 
into never-never land,, a failure, but a 
most interesting one.,, Don't make the 
mistake of crossing off Sob Dylan yet, 
however; he still remains one of our most 
promising songwriters and performers. As 
it stands, he'll merely have a first and 
a third album. 
(Editors) 

Columbia has released a 45 rpm record of 
Bob Dylan singing CORRINA, CORRIHA b/w 
MIXED UP CONFUSION. Dylan also appears 
on BROADSIDE BALLADS, Volume One 
(Broadside 301; order through Folkways 
for $4,25), under the name of "Blind 
Boy Grunt," doing three-numbers: ONLY A 
HOBO, TALKIN' DEVIL, and JOHN BROWN. The 
album will be reviewed in an upcoming 
LSR. 

REMEMBER OUR ADDRESS CHANGEl SEND ALL 
YOUR MONEY TO BOX 1109, MPLS. 40, MINN.; 

. SOUTH, MPLS. 71 NOT TO 3220 PARK AVE. 
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(EDITORS' COLUMN, continued from page 2) 
There's a lot of interesting news this 

month, but first, two things. Perhaps the 
most important is that we've moved and 
changed our mailing address; we now live 
in a post office box with a zone and a Zip 
Code and everything. In the future, 
beginning immediately, address all 
correspondence and send all money to 1 

LITTLE SANDY REVIEW, Box 1109, Minneapolis 

40, Minnesota, 55440. Secondly, to 
celebrate our move from out of the little 
shack by the railroad tracks, we are ma ng 
our most superspectacular record offer ye 

a) If you are not now an LSR subscriber, 
you get BLUES, RAGS, AND HOLLERS (see ON 
OUR COVER and pages 3-8 this issue) plus a 
12-issue subscription to LSR for the 
ridiculously low price of $6.00. 

b) If you are a subscriber, you may *•* 
subscribe and take advantage of this o 
CXir prices arc going up to $5.00 for 
issues with LSR #28, so you'll be saving 
money by acting now, before #2G comes o 

c) If you Just plain don't want to 
subscribe st .11, send us ».»■«* -.'ll 
grudgingly send you the recor^ («n 
probably beg you to subscribe). 
Prices to record and book stores a ‘ * 
per album, CASH IN ADVANCE 1 Koerner. Ray. 

and Glover may be booked for conc * 
club dates, etc., through LSR 
sincerest congratulations to new > 
John Cohen and Penny Saeger. n 
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Philadelphia Folk Festival will be held 
September 6-8, and will feature, among 
others, Theo Bikel, Elizabeth Cotten, Jack 
Elliott, Bonnie Dobson, (iississippi ,John 
Hurt, Jimmy Martin, Jean Redpath, Alrneda 
Riddle, Mike Seeger, Hobart Smith, Hedy 
West, and Dave Van Ronk. For further 
information, write; Festival Committee, 
Box 215, Philadelphia 5, Pa. ,... Wedgely 
Todd has gone into the guitar-making . 
business in San Francisco; he will soon 
come out with an 007 Regent's Park model, 
but the price will be high .,. Florida 
folk music critic Jay Smith contributes 
the following on BLUES, RAGS, AND HOLLERS: 
"...The most significant recording of 
recreated folk blyes has just come out of 
the wilds of Saukvflle, Wisconsin (where 
Audiophile is located)...The album notes 
parallel this trio's work in folk blues 
with that of the New Lost City Ramblers 
in old-timey country music. The comparison 

is valid. No other white singers have 
recorded so successfully in this field.' 
Jay adds a witty remark about the album's 
cover (the same photo that graces this 
issue of LSR): "(Their) appearance on the 
cover gives the impression .-that they may 
be waiting for the noon train so that they 
can gun down Gary Cooper." ... That’s all 
for this month, folks. Be sure to 
subscribe, order BLUES, RAGS, AND HOLLERS, 
send us money, etc. And remember our new 
address:.Box 1109, Minneapolis 40, Minn., 
55440. iSee you next month. 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITORS 
(Wherein LSR receives bouquets, dodges 
brickbats, and unashamedly drops names.) 

PRAISE FOR BARRY HANSEN ... 

Dear Paul and Jon: Many thanks for issues 
23, 24, and 25, all of which were most 
welcome, and for Barry Hansen's fair and 
even-tempered review of the Quattlebaum 
album on Bluesville. Hansen is, I am 
convinced, one of the most perceptive and 
sensitive critics writing about blues these 
days. His comments on the Tampa Red and 
the Sleepy John Estes releases in the same 
issue (24) are excellent and to the point. 
I continue to read Hansen with great 
pleasure: it is manifest he loves the music 
deeply and has no axe to grind. Best 

wishes, 
PETE WELDING 
Chicago, Ill. 

Editors' Note: Mr. Welding is an editor of 

DCWHBEAI. 

PRO AND CON ... 

Dear Sirs: I am a true folk crusader and 
would consider it an honor to subscribe to 

your rag. m 
BILL ROBINSON, JR. 
St. Louis, Ho. 
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Dear Editors: Wanted to tell you Chat I 
am able to read your humor magazine 
regularly and pass each copy on to 
several friends. We all get a lot of 
chuckles from it. But please don'f 
misunderstand me. You see, we're not 
laughing with you. 

♦ «* - • |;‘ ±*» 

MV 

‘ uc 
Vi**' 

I : • ft * * * 

Editors' Note; Dear Bob: For an even 
bigger laugh, try looking in the mirror. 

Dear Editors: Gladly here's $3,00 for 12 
more Issues of the most enjoyable reading 
found today. 1 agree with your views 
fully so keep up the good work. 

JAMES E. SEAFELDT 
Fort Eustis, Virginia 

BLASPHEMY ABOUT WEDGELY ... 

BOB JENKINS 
San Francisco, 
Calif. 

,i 

Sirs: Is,this Wedgely Todd character (as 
I more and more am coining to believe) a 
figment of your Imaginations? Nobody by 
that name...in any coffee houses around 
here, your advertisement to the contrary 
notwithstanding. (Secretly, we like your 
magazine.) - » | - f: ■ t ;• 1 * , ( 

LSR READERS 
Cambridge, Mass. 

Editors' Note: We bet you Harvard people 
don't even believe In Santa Claus. 
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* * * P-FOR-PROTEST ■Jl! 

Gentlemen.: I've read the LSR since #5 with 
constant interest and general rapport, but 
with frequent puzzlement and occasional 

disgust. 
I'm therefore pleased to be able to say, 

about your sermon in #25 to the "P-for- 
Ptotest" doggerel set, nothing more than 

HALLELUJAH, AMEN, BROTHER' 
JIM SUTHERLAND 

Oxnard, Calif. 
i. :r • ' ' 

Gentlemen: ...I'm letting my subscription 
lapse, for what undoubtedly seems to you a 
poor reason: I can't stand the frustration 
of reading about all those records I can t 

afford to buy. 
But I've enjoyed LSR and wish you well. 

...And I did enjoy your issue-long edito¬ 
rial on protest songs. Yes. This is one 
of the basic fallacies in judgment. A 
case could be made out for Edgar A. Guest 
as a poet of real merit because so many ot 
his observations of human nature were ru 
and vise. If one could only forget c 
they were also expressed tritely an■ * 
out distinction, with a shallow facility- 
And, of course, as you point out, t^es 
protest songs have nothing to ° u 

music; they axe contrived by non- o 
-h.t I „„„ by •■folk," ... 
enter no oral tradition e*^ep tn 
ous one of the professional folksing^ , 
.Ai.k At_ __...rh«« a song to B«r» 



Ives, who teaches it to Pete.Seeger, who 
teaches it to etc. A song could circulate 
endlessly through these performers without 
ever touching a folk. Best of luck, 

* • S. J. SACKETT 
Hays, Kansas 

» • • * • • f x' *'• 

Dear Sirs: ...1 was particularly 
impressed by Sandy Paton's reply to Jim 
Hazard and the Issue on Protest songs, 
both of which voiced my sentiments very 
well. . • 

Thanks again for your contribution to 
a field that sorely needs a fresh outlook 

like yours. Sincerely yours, 
CHARLES HOFFMAN 
Appleton, Wis. 

Dear-Sirs: On the whole, I find your 
magazine very enjoyable and useful, but I 
do find one small dislike. 

When you. refer to that "P is for 
Protest trash" 1 hope you are not 
referring to such fine songs as Malvina 
Reynold's WHAT HAVE THEY DONE TO THE 
RAIN? and FROM WAY UP THERE, Bob Dylan's 
BALLAD OF DONALD WHITE, Pete Seeger's 
WHERE Have all THE FLOWERS GONE?, and 
John Brunner's THE H-BOMB'S THUNDER. 
These songs all have good tunes and 
plead their causes eloquently. They may 
not last, but they are a reliable reflec¬ 
tion of the times.,,Yours, 

». JOSEPH C. KLEIN 
No address given 
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Gentlemen: I have just finished reading 
LSR .725, your SPECIAL BIG PROTEST ISSUE, 
and cannot pass it by without a bravo, 
however bplated.. You have done a. great 
service in pointing out the political 
naivete and literary incompetence, of the 
"P-for-Protest...Pretentious, Portentous, 

• vi l a c» 

and Ponderous" people. 
...Indeed, there are things worth 

protesting...Yet there is an even greater 
danger, J feel, from sloppy thought on J(, 
these subjects (social injustice, stock- r> 
piling of nuclear arms, etc.). And this 
is exactly what these P-for-Proteat songs 

express. 
Let those who would change our rgiclear 

policy,:those who would work for greater 
social justice, get themselves a background 
in political science, or sociology, or some 
other fie^d with Intellectual meat to it. 
Let them, work and thinlt. and study. Let 
them seek employment iLn fields where they 
can effect some changes -- government, 
business. Journalism, broadcasting, 
education. Let them prove the honesty of 
their concern*by working in a leas puerile 

®anjier, to effect changes which they 
consider, necessary. , . 

: t.s .But most important of all, let them 
quit passing off kheir songs of Protest as 
fol^ songs...Folk songs are traditions 
songs.,*In a field which has been infringed 
upon by Jin Pan Alley, the chief eoocern ° 
those of us involved with folk rus c • 
be thepreservation of traditional o 
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songs, performed in authentic traditional >> 
styles. If the Protesters have any 
serious scholarly interest in folk music, 
why don't they direct it toward genuine 
folk material? There is a world full of 
it, much of it unpreserved and unrecorded 

as yet. Sincerely, 
MAURY BERNSTEIN 
Minneapolis, Minn. '*•’ 

- 

Editors' Note: This month's final comment 

oh Protest: Shortly after LSR #25, our 
SPECIAL BIG PROTEST ISSUE, hit the steads, 
Barry Hansen, our blues reviewer, sent us 

a new sheaf of reviews in an envelope 
addressed like this: "Paul Nelson and 
J0n Pankake, Editors & Publishers, Ii>R/ 
Filthy Reactionary Bourgeois Counter¬ 
revolutionary Anti-Negro Anti-Semitic '1 
Apti-Pacifist Warmongering Complacent 

Traditionalist Anti-Intellectual R•%! 

Box 1109/Minneapolis 40, Minnesota." 
We protest! 

I • 
ANOTHER COUNTRY HEARD FROM ... • .1'. 

Dear LSR: In a burst of gratitude for you* 
not having mentioned me in the last f«* 
issues, I'm.,.subscribing, I wish you •* 
the luck in the world, and if there's any" 
tiling I can do to help, even if it means 
you will hate me the rest of your fiscal 
year, please let me know, I will believe 
in the need for your kind of acerbic 
prose even while you drop the guillotine 
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knife upon my head. Gently, 
OSCAR BRAND 

7 New York, New York 
• *t Si •« 

GOOD NEWS ... 

i 
S* 

I Y 

Dear LSR: ...In New York over Easter 1 
made a tape for Moe Asch for the Folkways 
label. Of course it may be months before 
it is out. Was reminded of DOWN IN A 
WILLOW GARDEN by a notice in a recent 
issue of LSR•and so put it in. One of 
your most admiring readers, 

HALLY WOOD STEPHENSON 
Hato Ray, Puerto Rico 

Editors' Note: Good things are worth 
waiting for — especially a new Hally 
Wood album. The admiration is most 

definitely mutual. 

THE BEST CF JAY SMITH or 
WE'VE GOT A LIVE ONE HERE, FOLKS ... 

Dear LSR; ...(I appeared on a TV show for 

the Florida Polk Festival.) When they 
called me and asked me to be on the TV 
show, I started to accept only on the 
condition that they ask Pete Seeger. Then 
I got to thinking. Seeger appears all ovci 
the country, and is planning a world tour. 
So far as I know he has never refused a 
booking because they hadn't hired me. In 

tired of that one-way street. I accepted 
the TV show invitation...Van Rook Is 
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interesting but it doesn't do to play him 
and Gary Davis at the same sitting. I 
think it is a mistake to try to stress 
versatility in Gary Davis. His 12-string 
and harmonica work may be better than that 
of most people but it's far below his 
overwhelming 6-string work. Segovia can 

play flamenco but he won't do it in 
public...HOOTENANNY...(is)...certainly a 
mess...Is there a story on Dylan and Ed 
Sullivan? He was listed in TV GUIDE for 
last Sunday but he warn't. on (unless he 
appeared in drag). There was a person 
they called Brenda Lee who sounded just 
like him. Is Blind Boy Grunt REALLY 
Brenda Lee? Is Sonny Boy Williamson 
REALLY Sonny Boy Williamson? Which Joe 
Williams is Really Joe Williams? Are 
they both really Guinn "Big Boy" William*• 
And what cf Nat Pendleton?...Pete Welding, 

in a recent DOWN BEAT, raves about the 
Capital reissue of Leadbelly. As I 
remember, that magazine and METRONOME 
both panned the original 10" issue 
because he didn't sing mod-drun...I •*w 
a record listing in a paper recently that 
had a song called PLENTY OF PASTURES... 
From George Crater's humor column in DOWN 
BEAT: "If l had a hammer, I'd really 8j;ve 
it to Peter, Paul and vhat's-her-namei’ 
...Will 'Vhen I think of folk music, I 
always think of Burl Ives" soon be 
replaced with "When I think of folk music, 
1 always think of Paul Stookey?" Verily* 

JAY SMITH 
Jacksonville, Florid 

!!**#&$$ 

• '.**#£»$$ CLEO, WE MUST SUBSCRIBE 
TO LSR THIS MONTH OR WE'IX HAVE 
PAY $5.00 FOR 12 ISSUES NEXT 
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PRESENTING MISSISSIPPI JOHN HURT: FOLK SONGS AND BLUES 
(Piedmont 13157) 

Album Rating: ***** 

The miracle happens once again; from out of the American 
past comes a voice long since believed silenced, its like 
not to be heard again. But there is Mississippi John Hurt 
on the stage at Newport, and here is a new LP of the legend 
who a year ago was only a name on faded recordings of the 
1920s. 

Often in our enthusiasm to honor the greatness of such 
rediscovered American artists, we tend to overstate and 
misrepresent, to make claims which in the cold light of 
reality are found to harm rather than enhance a man's sc* 
complishments. Let's set the record straight at the begin¬ 
ning. 

Mississippi John Hurt is not a blues man. To thus re¬ 
strict th# scope of his artistry is to do injustice to a 
man who is a living repository of an incredibly broad por¬ 
tion of the complete spectrum of the Negro folk tradition# 
Hurt, like Elizabeth Gotten (the similarity in vocal and 
guitar styles, as well as in repertoire, comes immediately 
to mind), is the creator and transmitter of Negro ragtime# 
ballade, lyric songs, breakdowns, and instrumentals as well 
as of blues. What la most incredible about Hurt's scope ii 
that it was attained and preserved in the region of Americ* 
that has produced the most singularly limited and intense 
new genre of national folk muaic in the last two genera¬ 
tions, the violent, dark delta land centering about Clarks* 
dale, Mississippi, the "capitalH of the blues. 

Living out his exile of obscurity in Avalon, only 50-od4 
allies from CLarksdale, Hurt seems to have remained an i*“ 
land of calm in the midst of the tension-ridden delta coun¬ 
try. While his contemporaries were driven to produce the 
incredibly intense and visionary Clarksdale blues, that 
existential poetry in which all outer experience is vali¬ 
dated only in Its effect on the self at bay, Hurt has Btood 

like an oak with a living and vital taproot, drawing from 
the diverse elements of Negro life the raw stuff of his 
•rt, viewing all from behind the dispassionate mask of th* 
cultural interpreter. Hurt's songs axe clearly country 

6 

music, and in them he looks back toward a calmer, simpler 
vision of life. All around him, the Clarksdala style (bast 
exemplified by the music of Robert Johnson) became an ob¬ 
session with the inner experience, essentially the problems 
of the future, urban and now familiar to the vast majority 
of Americans. Hurt’s archaic!am, his firm denial of the 
psychotic pressures of his vicious and restless homelan , 
ere a great tributa to his strength of character and 
sues* They are the ageless roots of folk music upon v c 
the new styles nourish themselves (and sometimes destroy 

the process), . 
Wo have also seen in print the statement that Miss as p 

pi John is now singing and playing as well or better an 

he did in his early recording days. This 
Intended as a compliment to the vigor retained by t • 
let, but, taken at face value, it is a denigration of *** 

greatness of his early work. In all honesty, 
l»rs are now atiffar; his guitar rhythms lack that 
sinuosity; his once rich and resonant voles is _ afMj 
only an uncertain and husky whisper, These are FmMt* 

*re not reflections on Mississippi John, stll » 
srtist at the age of 69. Rather, the need 1 f u_ 
obscure his aging is a reflection on the lac #lnCt 
log tradition to produce another Hurt |a tha y ^ 
Mississippi John disappeared back into the *’ 

1929. _,^ And Pate 
Th, chief delight in hearing Dick SP®1***. ,».rh.p» for 

Kuykendall', recording of Hurt la in r,JoU# «■ #|c 
th. lut tin., in the now rer. lyric vein cl ^ 
long alnca vaniahad from th. kan of tha y , 0f UXJIS 
Who can ever again concaiva and execute romixni©*'* aT 

COLLINS, that loveliest of laawnta for* loo , ro#„.. 

th« nostalgia of MY CREOLE * *j°v.at of *11 rag*4** 
•ong a,t to on. of tha moat popular and 

melodies I ... v.ir ltioutd all 
CAM>V HAN BLUES, a aong which haa *>••" aa . 

*oo oft.n by Jack Elliott, la *® __ t* tha 
oaaningful and frankly erotic ****fo **?* t#v indigene*1* 
raraly performed CASEY JOKES, °n«<' t-kai M added 

Hagro ballade of America. J<* TVM~V ,. the hated prlaoo 
definition in Hurt’s claaale perrora»n_* ..coming an 
dick of long ago la hare wall on *»• “* 
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American Grendel, a folk memory of terror and oppression, 
RICHLAND WOMEN BLUES is rendered in a delightful Roaring 
Twenties jargon, Hurt recalling with fond associations th* 
wild women and their ,Tahingle-bob haircuts" of his youth* 
Hurt's harmonica medley surprisingly includes the mountain 

reel LIZA JANE, forgotten as a Negro song for the better 
part of a century, but the instrument ia in an unfortunate 

key for his singing of GOD'S UNCHANGING HAND. The famoui 
AVALON BLUES ("Avalon's my home town, always on my mind') 

and SALTY DOG are other high spots. 
The magnificence of Mississippi John's LP is not an apex 

but rather an epilogue to his silent and lonely career ai 
an artist, and its value in enabling us to establish him 1» 
our minds as a man rather than as a legend is inestimable* 

Connoisseurs of the mountain tradition will perhaps soon 

get the same opportunity with Dock Boggs, the great Virgin* 
ia banjo player recently rediscovered by Mike Seeger* Min 
such as these are the last leaves of a forgotten America, 

much regretted and much missed; already the winds gather tc 

carry them away. 
(PRESENTING MISSISSIPPI JOHN HURT; POLK SONGS AND BLUES 

can be obtained from Music Research, Inc., 2023 N. Wood* 
•tock St., Arlington 7, Virginia. $5.00 plus 25C for 
postage.) 

(Reviewers: Jon Pankake and Paul Nelson) 

LIGHTN1N1 HOPKINS : LIGHTNIN' AND CCKPANY 
(Prestige Bluesville 1061) 

Album Rating; 

Two tracks on this album are very much worth having* 
One is a very sensitive Interpretation of Eddie Boyd's 

HAVE YOU EVER BEEN MISTREATED; the other Is a mournful, 
moving instrumental that Lightnin' and harp man Billy Bi*0( 
somehow develop out of the hillbilly specialty, MAMA BUffS* 
The rest is mainly new versions of earlier Lightnin* rec¬ 
ord hits (like MOJO HAND), with his Houston tavern band. 
■Hie aidemen play amateurishly, and Lightnin', shall we S«y. 
doesn't extend himself. 

(Reviewer: Barry Hansen) 
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JEAN RITCHIE AND DOC WATSON AT FOLK CITY (Folkways 2426) 

Album Rating: **** 

The combination of Jean Ritchie end Doc Watson seams s 
natural one considering the traits of gentle modesty, dig¬ 
nity, and fantastic vocal nuance that the two performers 
hold in common. From the first time they performed togeth¬ 
er, it seemed right and Inevitable that they should combine 
talents in i duet recording. Jean doubly benefits from 
association with a good banjo picker or fiddler; in Ken¬ 
tucky days, she had an ear for the rowdy "team" aongs as 
well as for the more refined family songe of her tradition, 
A really good accompanist (and Doc Is the best) can goad 
her, eyes e-sparkle and feet tapping, Into really cutting 
loose on the old murder ballads and hoadowns. 

Handy Roger Sprung was on hand with his fiddle during 
Jean and Doe'e stay at Folk City, and ehe three “P 
proceedings between ballade end eoloe with SUCAR W T_ 
FLOOR end other high-stepping hoedowna, AMAZING CRA -an 
STORMS ARE ON THE OCEAN, the most thrilling end most ott 

requested dusts of the two during their Folk City at n * 
•re ehe backbone of ehe album, while Doc cute loose °n 
guitar on CRIPPLE CREEK (matching Sprung'• banjo note ro 

note) in the accustomed dlseylng display of Jn,tru**" o . 
virtuosity that is hi* trademark. The am»atoue c * 

folk muelc in a Manhattan night club is 8lv*n „ ang 
nit ion la thi* album: with Jean and Doc on hand, 

in few... N.I »l—> 

SAM and KIRK HcCEE AW) the crook brothers: otrt oid ti*u 

(Starday 162) 

Album Rating: ***% 

This fine album very nearly "U*C**J^ Th* 
clock to America's happiest era o*"**4"* mcoo't alde- 
HcCea Brothers are best known as Uncle old* 

kick*, end they, like the Crooks *”'*’?”* ' ch. Grand Old 
tfmo\j .riii rsfuisriy 

* 
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it* inception 36 years ago, Although neither group hat 
given in to show business pressure toward modernization and 
both continue to perform only traditional and old-tlmey 
songs, the performances heard here are in the full, blus¬ 
tering radio and stage show style, emphasizing projection 

at the expense of intimacy: there are no duets or solos by 
the McGees, and Sara*s wonderful guitar work is lost in the 
racket of studio fiddle and string bass. 

But until such time as both groups can be documented in 
an intimate, relaxed atmosphere, this album will demon¬ 
strate that the Crooks Brothers and Sam and Kirk McGee ar« 
still capable of first-rate oid-timey music: nowhere else 
can one still hear such classic performances of great 
songs like RAGTIME ANNIE , MY GAL IS A HIGHBORN LADY, CCMlNG 
FRCK THE BALL, and ROLL ALONG JORDAN. 

(Reviewers : Jon Fankake and Paul Nelson) 

FETE FRANKLIN: GUITAR PETE'S BLUES 
(Prestige ElueeviUe 1068) 

Album Rating: *** 

Fete Franklin, an Indianapolis singer who plays both 
guitar and piano, reflects very strongly the influence of 
Indianapolis1 Leroy Carr and Scrapper Blackwell in his 
playing. His guitar style quite effectively suggests 
Carr's rolling bass together with Blackwell's single-string 
runs, and his piano playing (although much less assured) i* 
structurally very close to Carr1*, His singing is a veri* 
table melting pot of the blues of the 1930s and 1940s; he 
genarally imitates the manner of the singers whose song* »s 
sings, doing very creditable likenesses of Leroy Carr** 
more primitive style (PRISON BOUND) and, on the other haftdi 

the highiy-atyltsed manners of Doctor Clayton and Jo* 

Fullum, But he doesn't make the Imitations ends in them- 
he does have a semblance of an individual styl* 

c ***** from sinking Into mediocrity* The record- 
ng b off-mi Re at times, but generally adequate* 

(Reviewer: Barry Hansen) 

SUBSCRIBE NOW! 
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KILBY SNOW, KENNETH AND NEKIAH BE NF IE ID, AND ERNEST 
ST ONE KAN: MOUNTAIN MUSIC FLAYED ON THE AUTOHARF 

(Folkways 2365) 

Album Hating: **** 

Hike Seeger, whose performances are almost solely re¬ 
sponsible for the current resurgence of interest in the old- 
time autoharp, has gone into the field to record the finest 
traditional specialists in the instrument, end the result 
an album of such scope and authority that further documenta¬ 
tion of the eutoharp will probably be extreneoua. 

Kilby Snow of Independence, Virginia, the featured solo¬ 

ist on the disc, has taken the lowly autoharp to ""** “r" 
quite possibly its furthest limits. With an especial y 

tuned instrument, he produces slides and note ••^u*nc"*„no 
previously believed possible on this supposedly eimpM 
device. Hearing Snow reminds us of a comment Pete seeger 

once made on the autoharp to the effect that the ™ , 
■ny instrument are merely the limita of the mus c an p ^ 

It. From this, one might infer chat Snow jh# un. 
the Inference would be herd to deny. In addltioo to 
believable complexity of his playing style,_Snow - 
■nad the scope of the autoharp by devising has** . i„etru- 
rsngementa of songs not usually associate w *„to- 
®ent; his MULESKlNNER BUIES sounds as natural to 

harp as does his AIN'T GONNA WORK TCKORROW. . . 
Kenneth and Narlah Benfleld, while more con *i.r- 

thelr approach to the instrument, likewise O -uloharp 
fling innovations In eutoharp picking, no , 
dust of SWEET MARIE played In octaves, 

The rich, ecratchy sing of the *ut^*^w>n designed 
tiresome over the apace of a lengthy ^ poten- 
for specialist#), but Seeger has Isrgsly . , ,#raparali« 

tlsl nodding on the part of hiscc^panl«eate («- 
occasional vocals and guitar and banjo inetrumsntals* 
featuring Wads Ward on the banjo) with t quality for 
the vocals, incid.nt.lly. are of m**mland 
a record concentrating on Instrumental virtwaslty 
those with not tb* .lightest it.ter.st In sutona r^m 

will welcome the album for the ****• ? *J„,lmty moale. 
__« a.w. mii.riBt Ot Oim 

a* 
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he performs reprises of some of his classic early reeord- 

(Reviewers : Jon Pankake and Paul Nelion) 

BILL JACKSON: LONG STEEL RAIL (Testament 201) 

Album Rating: **+% 

Pete Welding describes the first release on his Testa¬ 
ment label as "the first extended sampling of the vigoroui 
Negro folk music of Maryland," An inviting sampling it 
given by Bill Jacksons a 57-year-old "songster" who pl*y« 
extensively in the 1920s, but has apparently never been 

recorded before, 
Jacksont a first-class finger picker and singer, 

evidence of a Maryland tradition closely allied with tna 
neighboring Virginia and North Carolina. Jackson resem 
well-known singers from those states (Blind Boy Fuller, 
Carolina Slim, Pink Anderson) in hie tendency toward a P"_ 
fomance which is emotionally restrained, but very smoot 
and richly conceived and executed, as opposed to the ".yor* 
directly emotional, less finished performances heard far 
west. Jackson picks guitar in the standard B-A-D-G-B** 
tuning, and in three keys, and with at least two 
He follows metrical patterns very carefully, with the c 
acteristic Eastern SALTY DOG verse form sharing prominence 

with the 12-bar chorus. (As Welding notes, these tendene 
assert the greater role that interaction with white musi¬ 
cians plays in Eastern Negro music, as compared with the 
Mississippi delta style. One might note in addition that 

Jackson uses many lyrics common to white Singing.) , 
Although listeners will be intrigued by Jackson's unci 

versions of FREIGHT TRAIN and TITANIC, his song stock H u 
even In quality, and we will need more documentation to 
Justify Welding's assertion of a "particularly rich and 
hardy" tradition In Maryland, But even when doing secon 
rat* material, Jackson's sensitive singing and skillful 
guitar never fall to please. He gats an extraordinarily 
light and smooth sound from a much-maligned brand of 12* 
string (hear CARELESS LOVE and MOANING GUITAR), All gui¬ 
tarists interest ad in ragtime will want to hear him, 

Testament Records are distributed by Delmark Records, 
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7 West Grand Avenue, Chicago 10, Illinois* 
(Reviewer: Barry Hansen) 

THE CLANCY'S NEXT GENERATION ... 

PEG AND BOBBY CLANCY: SONGS FROM IRELAND (Tradition 1045) 

Album Rating: 
SO EARLY IN THE MORNING: IRISH CHIUJREN'S TRADITIONAL 
SONGS, RHYMES, AND GAMES (Tradition 1034) 
Album Rating: *** 

Th® Robert Clancy family of County Tipperary, having 
given to tha world th. rollicking group of brother* who 
hav. made a success of purv.ying Irish vhack-fol-the- 
dlddle to a nation of self-atylad Sons of Brin, now present* 
ita "least 'uni,11 bobby and Peg Clancy Power, for our ap¬ 
proval on PEC AND BOBBY CLANCY. Although Peg and Bobby 
have thua far elected to remain on the hoo* tod, thslr 
mueic la arranged and polished and accompanied in the care¬ 
ful manner their older brothers have established a* a P»*r 
of the American folk scene, and it ie impossible to tele r 
the very attractive performances of these two, wi_ g 
preclss theater-trained diction and Bobby s smoothly accom¬ 
plished coffee house guitar backing, to tha tradition of 
such great singers sa Mrs. Elisabeth Cronin. Whether t 
young Clancys have deliberately turned their backs on 

Hibernian tradition or whether their etyle *• ” lnj 
• «.-r.l of th. on.. —!«•« 
on cht record or in the notti of DUno Hamilton. u 

not to blow the critical vhiitla on Bobby end Pege§ 
folknika, but merely to point out that their «•** £ JM,t 
on the basis of this recording) ie not e 
Irl.h tradition, but rather a refined derlv^lonfro. U. 

At any rata, tha two are most appealing *n ..n M 
hear and ought to go over with American au _ 
did the earlier Tradition releasee of U—> 

The Clancy grandchildren, although o „ la# 

coached, and accompanied by adults, lnC,0 f^.iY m TW 
in a round of songs, gamea, and jit*** . # thick with 
MORNING. Th. sound of 8- and 10-y.ar-oM voices t»l^ 

brogue chiming out songs of childhood • "« m* a 
("She mas like . lady/Sha was like e qua*"/®- 

— 



lady/Off to the fair at Lynn") and Innocent violence 
("Paddy on the railway/Picking up atonea/Along came tM 

engine/And broke Paddy's nose") to rich, melodic Ca _ 

airs Is a phenomenon difficult to deal with re on • 
One does, however, feel closer to a realisation of th 
Irish experience on such performances than wl h . t 
artfully contrived duets of Bobby and Peg. Such fort hr lg 
sweetness as that exhibited by the Clancy grandchildren 
rarely captured, aa It is here, without a concession 

preciousness. Jon PankaUe and Paul *l<-> 

TALL TOH AND PINEWOOD TOM: THE MA1£ BLUES, Volume A 

(Collector JEL 5) An English EP, 

Album Rating; **% 

Two obscure city blues singers from the early 1930s are 

heard on this reissuea Both are good examples of Chy u 
style: emotional, but formalized and a bit sti c . 

the country blues; containing that certain 8°Phia' . fotn< 
which made many Negroes desert country blues for zni 
Tall Tom, who perform® agreeably with piano and cl* # 
ha® been forgotten, but Pinewood Tom ha® achieved, j 

the *30®, a certain notoriety under his real name, _ 
White. Here, he sing® with his guitar and a piano, 
most valuable asset of this record is that it shows 
Josh sang when he was singing for a Negro market, an 
way he naturally ®ang and played before acquiring t 8 ^ 
broader view of music he picked up later on the nig _ 
circuit. Par from having been taught much by Blind ^ 
Jefferson, as has been stated (and implied on the not* 
this album), his style on these recordings, both voca 

and instrument ally, is much indebted to that of U>nni« 
Johnson, s much more sophisticated performer* These ce. 
Inge, made when White was barely out of his teens, ®hou 
a long way to squelch the notion that he was ever a Fr * 
live blues singer, and are essential for anyone really n 
(•rested in the development of his Style and technique- 

(Reviewer: Barry Hansen 

Good Thing* tlftppen To Peopfc Who Subscribe to LSRf 

BOB GIBSON: WHERE I'M BOUND (Elektr. 239) 

Album lUtlng: *% „ H0RN (Elektr* 207) 
BOB GIBSON AND BOB CAMP AT THE GATE 

Album Rating: # 

The rauaical career of Bob Glb“°^f ^J^oiiTLale revlv- 

in frustration. By now a veV!r rious band wagons of the 
*1." Clbeon haa hopefully ridden ^ mMeM, falr to mid- 

movement with an unvarying ®hlrt.ieev#d Bob picked the 
dling. In the late 1950a, a ®''1 * le iuU audiencaa in 
long-neck banjo and lad si['8 "8 ®he height „f the 
futile pursuit of the Great <*» • _ ,ivy blue# and apirlt- 
Odetta crate, he produced an album of jm 

uale with aiap haaa accompan^weu . .ith notea In th# 

GIBS Ob ««w«w C"' SMI SilMr- 
noat nau.««ting paeuSo-hlp , which Glbaon Mltn C0T* 

.tala, data. <n» Wl. • r"'Z*J*££ut i« "i»»< *>“b* 
poalng bit own folkum aong*, b«8«® cad a group 

wearing aklnny Ivy Laaguc “ulE*J “ J vlehBob Camp (About 
sound in hi* embarraaeing *XP* pleating 
whom th* laaa *aid the picked up and 
Clbeon*a cowpoaitiona of the p **tutaly managed, 
carried to aucce*. by ** ■«,*. {g^ hope, ha 
pop Unger*. Bob Camp *aa put J ^ Clbaon caat 
caught the KTA and "will never return ), 

covetou. eye. toward -lbura, find* a 
WHERE I’M BOUND, Gibeon a attempting to **U right 

clad Bob "and hla 12-atring ««« (J.plta that fact that ha 
in on the failing 12-atringj-agon (dj^ tvo cant*) 

haa never learned to play *h* * er,dtt „f th* ublqultw* 
with aonga bearing the co:C°^!!"t c*re how he make* hi* 
Silveretaln. who apparently it i» caCtf"* 
dough off th# folk buaineae, ridl 
print or writing aonga for U. ^ wlgar » 
alwaya, are bright and catchy, nv ^ probably be 

catch on with the junior i IL heoJa(—nny aat 'rtth 
lifted again by th# prwUtory 

and connection*. t lot'* *hl* *vou a*t 
Tall you what J** [ jj* J? ^ver agai"* f Ut-plck, 

the waatabaakat and atart ai blua j,.na, • II* 

yourself s corduroy enp* . n*icom) 
and a hermonlca-hoJd^r •s jg. fankak* P‘° 
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JIMMY REED SINGS THE BEST CF THE BLUES (Vee Jay 1072) 

Album Racing: * 

Without knowing It, Vee Jay has given ua a perfect text- 
book example of musical variation as It occurs in folk 
tradition. One of the chief causes of this varlatlo 
evident when a singer of restricted mislcal co^aa*» “ 
Jlniny Reed, tries to sing songs which lie outside 
pass, like ST. LOUIS BLUES. Success and lariness *aV . t0 
down Reed's performances, once original and excit 
an unvarying formula into which he almost manages o 
eleven blues classics of diverse sorts (by Leroy Carr, « 
Rainey, Memphis Slim, etc.). I say almost because hi 
struggles with the harmonies of ST. LOUIS BLUES emerRC 
hilarious; most of these songs (truly great blu*B> 
with hardly a struggle as bad Jlnsny Reed tunes. 
only hope they don't go back Into tradition this way* v 

(Reviewer: Barry Hansen; 

JESSE FULLER: GREATEST OF THE NEGRO MINSTRELS 

(Folk-Lyric 126) 

Album Rating: **** 

This album spotlights Jesse's singing and guitar playing* 

his full one-man band appears on only two selections, 
gives a fine cross section of his vocal repertoire, n 
Ing stage music, blues, and one of his famous knife-gui 

spirituals. 
The set opens with familiar Fuller high jinks on Biu- 

BAILEY and CRAZY ABOUT A WOMAN, but soon turns to a more 
Introspective mood which makes a nice contrast to bis ce 
free Good Time Jazz albums. The blues come off especial y 
well; NINETY-NINE YEARS, STRANGER'S BLUES, and CINCINNATI 
BLUES are the beat blues he has recorded since his out-o - 
print Cavalier LP. They recreate beautifully the style an 
the spirit of the blues of the 1920s, many of which were 

made by songsters like Jesse. And there's hardly a songs 

anywhere on records who sounds younger than Jesse; his 67 
years seem to cause him no problem at all. 

Two more numbers deserve special cocament: PREACHER LtV* 

DOWN Is as slanderous a "coon song" as ever <:«■*JI^Folk 
bl.ckf.ee «ed here It 1. 1. 

m.v feel Strongly about race relations and anoui 
nusic, but (unlike their Northern relatives) they rare y 

connect the two* - •..turi. mnnt 
Also noteworthy Is a new ^cording J* *^9 t#0,t <Jult# 

famous song. Jesse new SAN FRANCIS available 
as spirited as the one he did a decade ago ^ 

cel/ob . British Topic IP), hot "“‘^ .“’pm" 
him a hoet of new friends* That is, if > llBit 
the album jacket, which Is, without a doubt, the uglie. 

one 1 have ever seen. (Reviewer: Barry Hansen) 

THE OLD AND THE NEW LOST CITY RAMBLERS ... 

THE NEW LOST CITY RAMBLERS, Volume Five (Folkways 2395) 

SflfSt'cSTumim. come to ns coow. 
(Folkways 2491) 
Album Rating: *++* v.nru 
THE NEW LOST CITY RAMBLERS: EARTH IS EART 

(Folkways 869) A 7" LP. 
Album Rating: **** _ CT>1~ SONUS & TIB 
TOM PALBY, MIKE SEEGER, AID JOHN COHEN SING SO^ 
LOST CITY RAMBLERS (Aravel 1005) 
Album Rating: **** 

In LSR ^27t Tom Psley • 
Contrary to information appWinS actually on tha 

curtain call as a New lost City „eo th. markat 
group's NLCR, Volume Five, rapidly dabut of Trscy 
by CONE TO TIE COUNTRY, featuring * th# aost extroverted 

Schwarz as Paley's successor. P*^'with hi* « d#*1 of 
snd exuberant of the New Lost, f*»lliar tuning 
the group's image, for. In r*trosp £* corny word play that 
frenzy larded with quipe and fa**** , ’ r.,ence can be Men 
seemed so much a part of the The eo- 
to have originated primarily 1" oddly conpl***01 J1** 
phlatlcatlon of tha puns, •lltn , *i.o largely Pal«y- 
the nature of the group's material. 

produced, and Is no more. /-lone 
Tom f elec remarkable 1« that (alo«- 

revivell*t# 
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of traditional styles) he stoutly refuses to allow the 
music to dominate or dictate his personality; in the pleas¬ 
ure, range, and esthetic success of his performances, vc 
are tempted to feel that we can discern the secret of the 
model city folksinger of our time. 

Paley receives a fine send-off in Volume Five, demonstra¬ 
ting his genius with the guitar on ROAD TO AUSTIN and 
JOHNSON CITY BUIES, and writing a glowing epitaph to his 
Rambler career with the lead singing on SAIL AWAY LADIES. 
From music hall spoof (BILL MORGAN AND HIS GAL) to reli¬ 
gious rant (WHY DO YOU BOB YOUR HAIR, GIRLS?), the remainder 
of the album is what we have come to expect of the group: 
Impeccable musicianship, outstanding material, and a correct 
and delightful state of mind about country music and countr* 

ways that is somehow felt rather than heard. 
Mike Seeger adds an odd one, a baroque Irish ballad froe 

Northern tradition, BOLD JACK DONAHUE, to the Rambler canon 
of unusual performances, and John Cohen continues his res¬ 
urrection of the old-time modal mountain banjo styles with 
Dock 2oggs' COUNTRY BLUES. John's performance of this song, 
as well as of the Boggs songs on GONE TO THE COUNTRY (DAN¬ 
VILLE GIRL and DOWN SOUTH BLUES), are not to be compared to 
the originals — John is not competing with Dock, but rathe* 
attempting to carry hi. style on into another era — an<* aft 
not y.t at a level of accomplishment which allows him to re’ 
lax and stretch out within the song. Yet, these labored a" 
somewhat uncomfortable performances are worth our close at¬ 
tention and encouragement for the very reason that John ha« 
caat caution into the winds in allowing us to witness hie 
attempts to get Inside the difficult and private art of 
another experience. John Updike's comnent applies Co Cobs# 
as well as to J. D. Salinger: "...the willingness to risk 
excess on behalf of one's obsessions is what distinguish** 
irtliti from entertainers, and what stakes some artists ad¬ 
venturers on behalf of us all." 

Interest in GONE TO THE COUNTRY will quite naturally 
cmttr around Tracy Schwarz, a young man who comes to che 
group firmly wearing hia own shoes and with no intention* 
of stepping into enother's. Although a veteran performer » 
more recent country music styles, Tracy is a newcomer to 
ol<l-ClMy music. The naael bite of his singing on this *l* 
bum indict., that ha has come to grips with the problem* 
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NLCR performing since we last heard him, and his ability to 
sing In the hard, near-falsetto of Bill Monroe and Ralph 
Stanley has, as Cohen notes in the liner, moved the Ram¬ 
blers chronological frontier forward about a decade; Ram¬ 
bler songs now Include those of the 1940sa RAMBI^R'S BLUES 
and LITTLE GLASS (F WINE are fine songs from this era, orig¬ 
inated by groups still performing, but abandoned in favor of 
more saleable "Nashville" tunes. 

Perhaps the most valuable skill Tracy brings to the group 
Is his ability on the fiddle, enabling the Ramblers to ex¬ 
plore for Che first time the largely untapped twin fiddle 
tradition of many of the early string bands. LIZA JANK is 
even more of a departure for the group than the '40s songs: 
a driving and haunting fiddle duet in octaves, propelled 
along by one of the few survivals in this country of eIt Ic 
"chin-music," or "diddling the chorus," excellently hollered 
out here by Cohen, ^ _ .. 

In performance as well as personality, Tracy l* no ® 
original that Paley is; Tracy's musical §tyU end his sense 
of humor are deeply rooted in hia experience with country 
nwsic, and, like his models, he enjoye cutting e * ** 
or occasionally playing the galoot on stage# 
John have learned to relax with Tracy'e broadnese 
apparent on the record; there ie eome delightful g 
hind the guitar piece, BUCK DANCER'S CHOICE. It i§ $iT 
thing of a disappointment that none of Tracy • 
appears on the album, but perhaps h* "ot ***on 
•teadlly improving banjo expertise of ®nirNNKS8EE FARM 
the Uncle Dave Macon song, GREY CAT 0.1 T - ' . * 
(the stansas of which might be called •***• . ^a 
indicates that Paley will not be tragically rdaaad on 
•core, ,, 

The Rambler, seem to be s.ytng In their 
th.t they have moved forward with tha a ' 
Schwarz, and there 1. a good deal on tha record Jhjt 

«»« ™«! ..rly MW. 
Che difficult harmony einging), comp v" #raa«mnte, new 
(HLUO, JOHN D.) H.V. b... —• 
fiddle traditions have been met *n<* ()M lovely end 
erehale end lyric of American songs, •«'olll. 
elusive LITTLE CARTEWER, are grist for i—lled an 
In tha group's ln.l.t.nc. cm progress, 
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admission of change, and this la so. Human (and musical) 
chemistry Is subtle; the only audible difference between 
Gid Tanner's old groups, the Georgia Boys and the Skillet 
Lickers, is the absence of Riley Puckett from the first. 
Yet, the difference is there, and no one would mistake one 
group for the other. So it is with the Ramblers: a differ¬ 
ent group with the same aims; the same songs with a new 
sound; a reawakened absorption with technique, coupled with 
a new approach to humor; a new combination of voices and 
Instruments, Like the bourbon drinker changing over to 
Scotch, the listener who has been with the Ramblers since 
their formation in 1958 will need to acquire a new taste. 
But the intoxication is still there. 

Another recent Issue of special interest to Rambler fani 
la an odd little four-song 7" LP entitled EARTH IS EARTH, 
Brandishing the most bizarre cover photo in the entire Asch 
catalog (with liner notes by Lewis Carroll?), this little 
under-the-counter item features the id-oriented antics of * 
gang of behind-the-barn music makers called the New lost 
City Bang Boys, The resemblance of the group to the 
biers In all respects save instinctual restraint is nothing 
short of Incredible, Wilbur Seeger, Deimore Pftley, and 
McKinley Cohen (the Insincere ring of these names alone 
raises serious doubts as to the honest intentions of the 
three) stride uninhibitedly and single-ualndedly through 
explicitly naughty country songs such as Tom Ashley10 
SWEET FARM GIRL ("She loves her daddy because I1® long And 
hard) in a manner salacious enough to curl Aunt Minnies 
wig and send Grandpa off on a midnight visit to the wid- 
der's. Apparently fearing repercussions from prudes and 
censors, the Bangs disappeared shortly after recording chi* 
disc, and numerous requests for their presence at nudist 
and free love conventions have gone unanswered. The memory 
Unger on, however, and connoisseurs of good-natured back¬ 
room fun will have a "bang-up1* time with this record, 

Rambler fans will have to have TOM PAI^Y, MIKE SEEGER, 
AND JOHN COHEN SING SONGS CF THE NEW LOST CITY RAMBLERS f®r 
one song, WHO'S THAT KNOCKING ON MY WINDOW? The rest of 
the album contains nothing that isn't available on NLCR 
Folkways albums, although the versions here are sometimes 
different takas The one new song, from the Carter Family, 
la a beautiful duet by Mike and Tom. and well worth owning. 
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The title of the LP was a humorous suggestion by Bob Dylan. 
(Reviewers: Jon Fankakc and Paul Nelson) 

BROWNIE McGHEE AND SONNY TERRY AT THE SECOND FRET 
(Prestige Bluesville 1058) 

Album Rating: **** 

Blues villa has finally let Brownie and Sonny rest a bit 
from their Struggle for Significance, and, for the first 
time on records, has caught them in tha relaxed and casual 
atmosphere in which they perform best. This is a live 
recording from a Philadelphia coffee house, with a quiet, 
appreciative audience for which Brownie and Sonny seem to 
cast off their veneer of self-consciousness much more 
readily than in a recording studio. Sonny takes most of 
the vocals this time, getting closer and closer to his old 
Southern style. Brownie, despite his genteel introduceIona, 
gets the spirit as well, leaving his rut for some nosing 
runs and developing some very well-sustained long solos. 

Sonny's harp has never been more inventive. 
This record comes very close to representing the terriric 

music these two can make in informal surroundings. or 
the. whose acquaintance with Tarry end McGhee u *lmL*V° 
their earlier Bluosvllles, this disc should he qu e a 

1 at Ion. By far the beat Brownie and Sonny LP. . 

THE IMAGE, MAN ... 

JUDY HENSKE (Elaktra 231) 
Album Rating: . 
JUDY HENSKE; HIGH PLYING BIRD (Elaktra 

Album Rating: * 

Personality has alwaye bean at th® CO” 
ainmnt. The humdrum mass of Humanity _ tr,divi4e»l — 

lth awe and delight at tha ™ J of .i^lencl* . 
nd always will. But the genuine H has bean .n- 
heapened and distorted by the »*** . . th# |Uu- 

oi.i. ...H rricks. replace® . 
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sionary confrontation of The Image. A regimented and bored 
modern public, hungry for entertainment and vicarious ex¬ 
citement , has been gorged with writers who can't write, 
singers who can't sing, and actors who can't act, all of 
whom have been given the superficial sheen of greatness (or 
at least uniqueness) by the artificial construction of The 
Image. 

The sense of The image is strong in the performances of 
Judy Henske. Although her talent is strictly beer Joint 
amateur night calibre and her musical sensibilities are 
crude and imitative of other artificial sources, her ap¬ 
pearances seem to be electric, and she works hard to make 
them so. Big and sexy, she groans and grunts, wriggles sn<i 
writhes, hollers and shouts, energetically whipping up a 
semblance of excitement from sheer nothingness. She off«* 
a reputation as a "bitchin"' singer who drinks and sweats 
ike a man. She wears provocative clothing and sings "low- 
own and ''raunchy," She goes around slugging squares vit^ 

her beads. Pretty rich stuff these days. 
One feels that the mass of high school boys who daydr** 
"d thelr geographies of riding the rods and battling 

y acgragationises and nasty old warmongering industrl* 
aUsts with two-fisted Bobby Dylan have their female coun¬ 
terparts in Judy Henske fans. Just imagine! Me, little 
tourteen-year-old Susie Schultz, with my falsies and pie- 
Pins, belting out folk songs like that, having Shel 

B wtitln« racy Elektra liner notes about me, 
holding court in my nlght cXub dreBBl roocn in py imdl». 
etc, Geel 

i first BOl° recording (she was once a WhifW 
And f^Ki th0Ugh vulgar in its night club 
and clear* It"?** *C r*eine88. brings The Image in stronti 

almost mo^ 00 H00KA T00KA* the ain*iB8 "S 
fall* In thp8 Judy 8 •ntlca *re expressive. The sp*1 
second disc 8 h 1° tenPe8t-in-a-teapot atmosphere of ch* 
musical ieiiv*n T enfke ^allows In her own bizarre sort 0 
Judy Henske’,* v *;h® fln*1 analysis, one suspects that 

simp le and colS:0Tl"^Utl0n Wlth *,folk raUSlC" h“ * 

Itt* 

simple .nd colaTI , *88ociation with "folk music" has « 

demanding and eXpUnation: folkun> 18 th* l* 
BEialc i« the i at # QlsclPlined branch of pop mueic* 
^itnt.l.„t-d *rontl” of show business, the last P»* 
' bUt “n«8«lc, aggressive, and lucky y<*"* 
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parson can make a fortune and an international reputation 
overnight. Judy HenBke is well on her way. 

(Reviewers: Jon Pankake and Paul Nelson) 

IARCW CARR: BUIES BEFORE SUNRISE (Columbia 1799) 
Album Rating; ***** 
SCRAPPER BLACKWELL: MR* SCRAPPER'S BLUES 
(Prestige Bluesville 1047) 
Album Rating: **** 

haroy Carr, who is historically che moat important blues 

• ingsr who ever lived, is the subject of an lnvalua 
Issue produced for Columbia by Frank (Robert Johnson! 

Briggs. Carr, who was the most popular blue. «» J" 
country from the late 1920s until his death m * 
•inglehandedly founded the "city blu.S on 
the first Northern singer to capture ^e rough hon.;ty and 

high folk poetry of traditional blues without JJ--* 

)«*zy sophistication. Simultaneous y, nd for tradi- 

“•Jor singer to use a combined Plan°“* (except for a 
tional blues. Every bluea singer ■ _ ' felt the 

l*ont.d ph.„„L. Uk. «*•« John... 
influence of his regularized, yet aensi 1 * ^ kVBl|>s 

th* rolling beat of his pi*"° *ud ■fJJJJ Dtt„r„ sod 
5“U«' This influence runs JnPcity blues (Ray 
BooseveIt Sykes right down to the press ^ M- flrBt 
Charles paired two Carr composition . Blg Bill 

Jiwa). Carr's legacy 2lUlam«on end all tha "down 
hroonzy to the first Sonny Boy wiil 
home" singers that followed him. —^ the Itorth- 

heroy Carr's singing *"?,PJ?£^ru« today. «!• 
8rn blues of his time, still r g _ thoroughly purged 

“u derived from basic J*“* b“lc.llone heard In other 
of the Jazz and ragtime aophtgtlca Bnd free also 

Northern musicians. *'r** of. . MU#d —r of hl» euccee- 
of the jaded hipat.ria. "hich ple*^ J /true folk artist, 

he sings in tha ’in hi, phrasing and 
“d. at the seme time, e°7“"*e*u.ltty of haste jasi. 
piano playing aoiaething ® . tna vocal and piano 

Constantly weaving in an guitar work of Scrapper 
line, i. urine single-string P uall-bleeded 



figures with an arresting acrid guitar tone no other pl*y« 
has ever duplicated on records. Josh White (no lie) play* 
a solid, unobtrusive second guitar on three tracks. 

It is unfortunate that Carr's two most famous songs, H» 
LONG and IN THE EVENING, are left out of this album, but I 
wouldn't want to give up any of the 16 that are include . 
Another minor reservation pertains to the lack of discog- 
raphical data on this reissue. Otherwise, however, the 
production is superb; this album is a real cornerstone n 

the American blues record catalog. t 
Prestige Bluesville has a fine footnote to l^roy 8 fl 

presenting his "silent partner," Scrapper Blackwell, in • 
beautiful program of vocal blues and guitar solos recor 
in 1961. Scrapper (who was murdered in an Indianapol 8 
alley in October, 1962) here does three of the team 80 
numbers (including SUNRISE and SHADY IANE, both sung by 
Carr on the Columbia set), and several more from his 
repertoire. He sings the old lyrics with feeling, an 8^ 
expert chordlng to his single-stringing, which is hear 
great advantage on this high fidelity disc. Guitarists 
especially savor his two instrumental blues, which are no 

dance tunes, but concert pieces, each one running throu^, 
the various figurations Scrapper used in a given key. 
though some of the tracks on this set are a bit long an 
repetitious. Scrapper's voice and guitar are appealing 
throughout. Excellent notes, as with the Columbia. 

(Reviewer: Barry Hansen; 

IT GETS US THERE, TOO, POLKS ... 

JUDY COLLINS #3 (Elektra 243) 

Album Rating: 

For her third major album, Judy Collins has abandoned 
futile grapplings with the intricacies of traditional 0101 
and recorded a complete (with one exception) collection 0 
aongs composed within the city folk music revival of the 
last 20 years or so (from Guthrie to Dylan). Like a 9**tr 
goer perfecting his stunt of balancing a cocktail gl*8® 0 
his nose, she has continued to progress her skills in a 
pointless direction and is now one of the smoothest of 

fem«l« folknlke; El*^tr“ "Theresa two euperb 
must be the .oft-eell of the year. „ ,S1NC 

OUT:, December-January, , lcapB 0f register are 
other one, Texas Gladden? Colli . ther gi,*,icked up 

•till somewhat disturbing, h°wev“: te or ju.t plain awk- 
vlth echo chamber a U Ct.r “ Vjlantj or^P 

ward, aa In the ia.t •t*n« * “f r«aCtlon on he«rln* the 

record wa. to -PProcl-t. ^*0^ 
Seeecr'• BELLS CF RHYMWY and 

Guthrie*. ln 
comparison to the junk of Shel 

Sllverateln, Bob gong, 

Hellerman, ate. «*nerlancea whan 
will .till be moving W*1™ -ck. 

masters <r WAR 
joke CCHE AWAY^ MELl 4l th. 

Will sound SS <JSCC F1#ids. 

.. , An .mu.ing^l addition to Judy'. 
---"J the Unar note# \ „ gob Dylan 

unfortunate choice of ln/'folc a chill as ha »anx ^ 
first sang i.*s Jtf-STtRS »nk i v. sitting on...”, 
that w.e colder than the aluminum .in blllln* given 
It Set. ua there, too. folks.) !• the S ^ th- c<woa.r 

th. poat of Rccle.l..t.« P*Jccl.,la.t..-S-««* ^°dy 
credit for TURN. TUR*. you spUttin* 
Trait. Inc.. B!U). Com. now, Pete. 

that penny a record evenly? P.nkake end Paul i*e‘,oc*' 
(Reviewers: Jon 

utmpHIS WlUJf b»» tahpa 
BLltO WILLIS HcTELL, MEMPHIS ' PlWc /JCER*0"1 ***** 
RED, VICTORIA SPIVEY, 
BLUES (Prestige Blueavllle 10^ ) 

Album Rating: th# 

proili .1.1. thl. .« «• ***“.32 ... “u.u 
the reel bawdy blue, fro* tM occasion* 
Only Memphis Slim really rlaaa 
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Greenway's highfalutin' notes are a gas, but they don't 
quite manage to tie this misguided miscellany together, 

(Reviewer: Barry Hansen) 

A LOT CF JACK ... 

RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT (Prestige International 13033) 
Album Rating: **** 

JACK ELLIOTT COUNTRY STYLE (Prestige International 13045) 
Album Rating: *** 

JACK ELLIOTT AX THE SECOND FRET 
(Prestige International 13065) 
Album Rating: 

JACK ELLIOTT: RAMBLIN' COWBOY (Monitor 379) 
Album Rating: 

RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT SINGS WOODY GUTHRIE AND JIMMIE 
RCDGERS (Monitor 380) 
Album Rating: 

In hia early days. Jack Elliott started out to be Woody 
Guthrie and everything in his early recordings reflected 
his onetime goal. Now, he seems to be nearing the end of * 
gradual transition which has taken him from the relatively 
serious Guthrie vein into the lighthearted good-timeyness 
of country music and JesBe Fuller. It seems to be a tran¬ 
sition slightly for the worse (largely because Elliott has 
lately lapsed so deeply into parody that, at times, one 
wonders if he can still sing a song "straight"). Yet, 
per ape these are just the rough seas Jack needs to eventu* 
ally become his own man. 

rw^C ,?“y:?fed C0WP°lte certainly has no trouble on RAM- 
JACK ELLIOTT, an album that greatly resembles Jack * 

3 ft 01C Topic recording T *v a tm aah tl. IP 
_* . T ~mat greatly res_ 

tasBlc Topic recording, JACK TAKES THE FLOOR. The LP con 

BOng8i J«ck scatters his talent like buck 
musir h }?°lude tt bit of everything. There is a British 

ZlLltM 10110 T0 CUSG0W: some old hillbilly 
BteaJ *nd TRAMP 0W STREET; Jesse Full« HHolT “LUES= a -"i-rable Kingston Trio 
vers ions'of that nQt Cven Jack can salvage; 
inspired and RAILRoad BILL; a Jicinie Rodgers* 

Creenbriar Bovs- t* EAST v*kclHIA BLUES with two of the 
enbriar Boys; « Texaa-atyle medley of Ray Charles tones 
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I GOT A WOIAN and I LOVE HER SO; Clarence Ashley s THE 
CUCKOO; etc. Jack's performances sparkle with originality 
and vit, and hia showmanahip still maintains the n8*“* 
respect necessary for his folk material. All in all, RAM¬ 
BLIN' JACK ELLIOTT Is Jack's finest American recording. 

Elliott's COUNTRY STYLE LP finds him loping in *ha *raB8y 
fields of country music (not the old-timey tunes of the New 
Lost City Ramblers nor Che pre-Bluegraea and birth of i 

grass numbers of the Greenbrier Boys, but the 
country-western songs of such artists as Ernest u * n 
Williams, Roy Acuff, etc.). This is s daring step for Jack 
to take, since folkniks have never displayed «ich more th«" 

contempt for this type of music, but, should he « 
pull It off, It may be a most important one. Huen o 

music that Jack sings here is certainly IK*a vJ*ld 
folkum drlbblings of all those trios; it wi - __. t 
great credit if he can educate the urban folk moveomnt to 

-«1 «.r hi. 
(like some Shakespearean actors, he is hri^ . -ffacted 

on hi# in-person album, JACK bLLlOii iu f free tins 

His mannerisms seem forced »"d o£taJ J ^ J<WG BLUES and 
into mare grotesque vocal 'tricks tZlAu^Usques), and hia 
ROCK ISLAND LINK, two rather pathetic buri «q_ elrci„. 
long Introductions wander pointlessly 1 -e |B u„. 
The siemant of self-parody 1. strongly J 
fortunate that Praatige recordsd himin 
results are a rather tawdry and overdone a 1 • # 4ta|_ 

Elliott'a two Monitor LP., both J, orliinally 

have been dealt with in PJT" U ~ry 
appeared on English Columbia). l*i contain a fina version 
although the GOT HR 1£ -RtDCERS one does conta V, ,,y „ broad 

of Woody'a I AIN'T GOT »<> »<**• \Jve r.i.Led hia 
aa a barndoor, however. Monitor ■ 
excellent Topic dlaca instead. _ nk_k_ ^4 Paul Helaon) 

(liviMri ■ J°n 

__WOCIH quoting- 

** 5* rrjrs.'iS! 

_ 
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JACKIE WASHINGTON (Vanguard 9110) 

Album Rating: 

This albuo .<x.nd. Uk. ».« of jgfg " 

establish the talentless ‘ ' “oc of btesthy 
(remember Mel Torme?) of folk musi • , for 
wheezing and a mere whisper of a vo ce oi. jj , 

"lyricism," as some would have ue be ^rd and it was rather 
sorry amateur in every sense of the word, a ^ yague 
like robbing the cradle to record a whole album o ^ 

and hazy bumblings. DIRTY 0U> TOWN, J.'re 
BROWN DOG are among the casualties, all o > 

afraid, fatally wounded. Paul Nelson) 
(Reviewers; Jon Pankake ana raui 

PROMISING NEWCOMER ... 

TOM RUSH; GOT A MIND TO RAMBLE (Prestige Folklore 1^003) 

Album Rating: 
TOM RUSH AX THE UNICORN (Ly Cornu 70) 

Album Rating: ** 

Tom Rush, a Harvard-based citybilly, makes * 
record debut on two new discs. The Prestige 

MIND TO RAMBLE, is the better, containing some ' geeB* 
material with a modicum of folknik dross. Rus, yon 
to have learned from Cisco Houston, Jack EUiorr, bul 
Schmidt, and Merle Travis (he also lists Robert lP 

there is no trace of that fine blues singer here • yery 

an extremely natural and likeable light country s traCtin| 
reminiscent of Elliott, but without the latter s 1 
mannerisms. His SAN FRANCISCO BAY BLUES is a real ^ 
force. as is the Instrumental MOLE'S MOAN (a love > b ^ ^ 
piece) and the moving JUST A CLOSER WALK WITH THEE. 0f 
at his inventive best in the knife-guitar cowboy ve*-6 n* 
RYE WHISKEY, and sings NINE POUND HAMMER with all Che f 
try sound of a Merle Travis. Unfortunately, Prestige 
him as a "white blues interpreter,” and, on these song 
young Rush Is in over his head, tending (like all but ^ 
very best urban blues singers) to get rather loud and 
handed. Still, COT A MIN) TO RAMBLE is a very impress! 
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"'tOm’rUSH AT THE UNICORN 1. l**a 
cause of a preponderance of blues and 

dull version of OLD BLUE. It 8 
ever, and Rush la a performer to watch. Nal.on) 

(Reviewers: Jon PankaR# anu • - 

BLUE GRASS AND NEAR-BLUEGRASS ON CITY 1>BEIS 

THE DILLARDS: BACK PORCH BLUEGRASS (Elektre 232) 

Album Rating: ANn rfHPANY: NEW 
MARSHALL BKICKMAN, ERIC WIWSBEM, ® 238) 
DIMENSIONS IN BANJO AND BLUEGRASS <«•*«• 

Album Rating: ** (itHER INSTRUMENTALS 
ROGER SPRUNG: PROGRESSIVE BLUEGRASS 

(folkways 2370) 

Album Rating: *** /vniuwavs 2*11) 
THE COUNTRY GENTLEMEN ON THE ROAD ( 

Album Rating: ** 
bit homespun for * 

The buekakln-clad Dillards eclectic, 

group so obviously sophist lest* rscognlsablt sl#»«nt* 

Their BACK PORCH BLUEGRASS contal" . (,^prleingly. tor th* 
from pop music, country-weatarn, ^ the city ravlval 

boys boeat a rural Missouri a * Edmonson, ' 
from Clarence Ashley's group to T« ^ lo<Jlc.tes the 

the sentimentel composition country tradition* *'• 
group'* feeling for contemporary lnitrum#«tale, th# 
Dillards' Interest toe'll" on tJ*J TUt* thorwhjy 

original tunas DUBLIN BANJ • . Doug DlH** . 

outclass th. largely ^elv .. that f" 
banjo picking la •• Tl.yer. •• r* *y*l 
by euch conacloualy atudlou .b.tract profea* ® 
...m. to avoid th# pitfall* •* ‘h* ^l#lng data*. ** •* 

Bluegraas school r.cordlnQ* jJJ #^.ri#«*a 
believe that th# group a he# a tlreemee sap 

Interesting In brlaf analtch#(*. wlch that* 

for all save thoe# f«* . ,tle weiaabaW kAKlO sssjts. - - "rs’zxx? 



alent of the scholarly closet Is, Specialists who will re¬ 
gard EARL'S BREAKDOWN played simultaneously on two banjos at 
the height of musical ecstasy will not miss the singing 
which is an essential element of authentic Bluegrass; every¬ 
one else will — unbearably so. Clarence White's featured 
guitar deserves mention for occasionally livening things up 
from the incessant rat-a-tat. Now get back in your cates, 
boys. 

Standing In complete contrast to the above recording is 
Roger Sprung *s PROGRESSIVE BLUEGRASS AND OTHER INSTRUMEN¬ 
TALS, The record's "Bluegrass" monicker is a misnomer, In* 
correctly and inadequately describing Sprung's jasry banjo 
romp with aldemen (including a corny ricky-tick drunmer) 
through a diverse program that is by turns hilarious and 
electric. Included are popular songs often treated by 
country-oriented musicians, THE WORLD IS WAITING FOR TtE 
SUNRISE and BYE BYE BLUES, as well as old-time minstrel 
show songs, straight jazz (BIG BANJO FROM BROADWAY is a re¬ 
casting for banjo of BIG NOISE FROM WINNETKA), and dtlighti 
likely to be the album's most played and discussed pieces, 
MACK THE KNIFE, THE STARS AND STRIPES FOREVER (certainly 
the wittiest recording of this old war horse), and a wildly 
swinging GREENSLEEVES* Handling lead guitar for the group 
and matching Sprung solo for solo in an astonishing display 
of musicianship is the amazing Doc Watson, showing a tre¬ 
mendous feeling for jazz improvisation. Sprung possesses 

the humor and Ingenuity that separate the truly creative 
musician from the feverish technician, and his record, 
while it will never find its way into the analyses of folk* 
lorlets, will be enjoyed and probably imitated for years 
come. 

THE COUNTRY GENTLEMEN ON THE ROAD finds the group in * 
set of concert dates at Antioch and at a Columbus coff®e 
house, and displaying a not very entertaining stag* pre¬ 
sence between songs. They have not especially profited 
from this "live" recording, and sound tired in comparison 

with their highly energetic studio work. The colUgUnf 

dutifully applaud the instrumental breaks, and the Gents 
reward them with Clarence Henry's duck- and frog-voice 
pop song, and repeat three songs previously recorded for 
Folkways. The coffee house side conies to life during the 
•olid country stylings of the Stanley Brothers * LITTLE 
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CLASS CF WINS and Bill Monroe'- HAW HIDE, then suffer. * 

complete relapse on the unfunny "satireThis 
phony Cockney dielect of BLUE RIDGE MOUOTAIN BLUES ,1 

album is well below the standard set by the Gentle 

their earlier records. . Na|-nn\ 
(Reviewer-: Jon Pankako and Paul Nel.on) 

CHAMPION JACK DUPREE: CABBAGE GREENS (<*ch 12103) 

Album Rating: **% 

Champion Jack Dupree l» one singer to *^ 1940- 
more important than tune. These recordings, jjde 

41 when he was a successful enterta ner ^ r«ngs 

show him using original lyrics cover "* . playing them in 
of meaningful experience, but singing _ • 
s manner which Is, at best an imitation b..t, 
Leroy Carr. Carr had a tendency to sin.. ^ , 

sn interesting "modern" touch for » m. ^ phrased 

<«Uh Of thl.i ...r, no. of .lnc.ro. 
Identically ahead of the beat. Hi- 
but unvarying and rather colorless. . prov«d quite 

Unrewarding as they are» •“«*• W 
important in establishing the of peculiarly 
to prevail well into the 1950s; U", thai.„,d-blues lie** 11 
expressionless vocals crowded the • influenced 

singer, with much 1-ss to s*y 
by hla musical style. Meanwhile. 1 Atlantic show him 
tremendously; his recent recordings u gi**, but in • 

singing anngs very slmlUr to cw„micst *"• lh* 
much freer and more expressive menner, e«~ 

textual meaning much more -re 0f major 
Weak as they may he, £** », #CyU end that of 

historical importance both ®prl^gs has don* « *•»’ 
"city blues" in general, end Frsn* » 
ntfleant production Job on this d^R-vl€V#r: Barry Hansen) 

SUBSCRIBE NOW! 

i . - •_ 



Johr Hammond 

JOHN HAMHOt© (Vanguard 9132) 

Album Rating: kA* 

H.r. 1. . 

Z'Z.Z ^ “T..°^ b.‘>“ sw 
Like many of these singer®* >ct arc all derived 
to classic blues. The blues on .. , by Robert Johnson, 
from fairly well-known blues yM „ rui«, 

Leroy Carr, Son House, Furry /Boncthln;; of a rarity In 
Hasmond sings the lyrics t(u^n blues singers, has 
a blues performer), and, like J”aj(„tn»ent.lly. 
considerably more trouble ^“T^echnic.ny. he can 

Hannond is a virtuoso performs • e> whose songs 

play rings around a good many of ™figures 
he sings. He uses standard tuni 8.onaiderable fidelity as 
associated with open tunings with hlOB(r style, 

variations to his noraal her - «,iith harp, vith *!"• 

On several numbers, he also P brllll*nt aod vmrs* .-.w* 
melodic control. His voice, often ^ ^ # h-l£^hoked sob. 

shifts almost too easily Ir0® ?cChnlques into his 
He brings all of these virtuoso tech to0 extrav- 

performances, but sometimes u £ tb# songs. 1,0 ° . 
agently to put across the of eo-ntry Mu... 
are barred: along with the vocal ^ whe*M*. 
he frequently uses the folRl)_. tempo, guitar * 

arc many abrupt changes o£ dynjj[, ..kas H*m-*^ ^ *.ys 
tlon, and voice quality. Aj takes him • lon* dl-r 
exciting to listen to, but blues. with It. 
from the aesthetic of the eBOtlonal approach. 

more artistic, *nd **”cB^ in country downright 
who are seriously interes j d »t times, 
llaosBond's unsubtletlee uncongenla 

theatrical. . record ot a singer 
This album 1. clearly the r.co^ ^ It wjj 

tlon; Hanmond has lBpr0VV^Bt, JOHN **>4 
Yet, despite it. uneven s-nc* ^ 
beyond the shadow of a dou nJ t. on >'4* 
MEAN OLD FRISCO), that young „*cc«lng e re. 

being merely a g<**» •1"*' 
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Photograph by 

brilliant one. Hie next " to 
beer. The lotut. of the urban "“‘LuxnC.. John 

be in good hands, and, d*#Jlt‘'*0"%/!nty ai0n5 with nave 
Hmnnomt scctob destined to Urtnn°Tntcrestad*in nines should 

"JOHN lEERAID IS A POET" ... 

TIE CREENBRIAR BOVS (Vanguard 9I«) 

Album Rating: **** rtl(lttril ?33) 
DIAH AND THE GREENBRIAR BOYS (El 

Album Rating: ***% 
. nf .he Greenbrier Boys 

The vocal and instrumental gen!albMBBl The first, 

has found two superb B’}owc*“” cleatiy places them right 
the group’s initial eolo,*ffn_-Mers at the very pinnacle 
alongside the New Lost City Ram Tha ##eoo4t with 

of today's eitybilly Jolk «al«b* # f;aCurod singer'• hast 
Dian James, proves the Boy 

friend. a K-re is Alan Lo—x: * 
But why take our word for it H a long sojouni 

first met the Greenbrier Boy. In ,hocU 0f pleasure 

in Europe, and I §haH n^va - Thev und«rstoo< 
I felt when 1 first heard t m1lly\,c«ll.h"'i ^ 

mountain melody; they Jad the shinimi, *•"**"* 
beyond all this, their ""•“'’i® t Such mountain virtuosi 
sound that I associated on 1) Cr(>ckett Hard. Th ) 
as Pete Steele, Hobart Sm th, and ^ backwoods-" had 

peculiar to the free-spirited ^«brlar Boy.... 
somehow come to town with he va# through the 
Rinrler’e) first contact with if ^ hni been oyal Jo 
Library of Congress recording. .^ b#nJ# pick n. -hin« 

real McCoy ever since...Bob Tejii lB the lesd...**" 

In tha hnekstound n"d '^‘uh,,, Jubu BaraW * ‘’,llnI 
Hat.Id .Ins. Uk« • bla labarl^ <"*■ ■ 

f.t ^atar. «• •“‘HI If hillbilly • 



Rinzler (mandolin), Yellin (banjo), and Herald (1«* 
vocals and guitar) are joined by country fiddler Buddy 
Pendleton and former Stanley Brothers bassist Jack Cook on 
the Vanguard effort. Songs range from a movingly 
LITTLE BIRDIE to Red River Dave's graphic AMELIA EAKHAfc 

LAST FLIGHT, from Gid Tanner's Skillet Uckers i; 
<W JORDAN) through the Carter Family (GIRL ON THE GREEN _■ 
SHORE) and the Monroe Brothers {NINE POUND HAMMER) to OW 

Guthrie and contemporary country sacred song (WE NE 
MORE CT JESUS). The performances sparkle with the li-*, 

humor, and complexity of the country idiom. As Ralph 
Rinzler states in his liner notes, the Greenbriar oys 
been Intelligent enough to have “adapted themselves o 
musical style, unlike most other urban folk music per o 
who adapt the material to an already familiar style. 

The Greenbriars nearly tear down the studio behin 
Jesse James" on a group of fine country songs on the 

Elektra issue. Miss James, the wife of famous iiv 
Travis Edmonson, is both a Hollywood starlet and a Mo > 

O'Day-styled country singer. She looks and sounds 
97-pound swinger, and is certainly more than adequate o 

her songs, although Rinzler, Herald, and Yellin cou 
probably make Jac Holzman sound like Bill Itonroc himse ^ ^ 

in a session like this must have been* Drop your ne®_ 
SALLY, LET YOUR BANGS HANG DOWN, GREEN CORN, or TRAGIC 

ROMANCE (catch Herald's Riley Puckett guitar here) for 
of the wildest, most foot-stomping numbers we've heat 
a city girl folksinger for a long time. Recooinende » n 

It might be a good idea for the Greenbriars to bac■ ^ 
Baet for an entire LP; they should be able to put some 
Into her zombie-like performances, , n) 

(Reviewers: Jon Fankake and Paul Ne 

-IN THE NEXT ISSUE 
Reviews on records by Bill and Charlie Monroe, 
Dave Van Ronk, Cisco Houston, all the Jug Bands, 

Joan Baez, Pete Seeger, Peter La Farge, Mark 
Spoelstra, Alan Lomax, the Carter Family, Jean 
Redpath, Peggy Seeger, Eric Von Schmidt, the 
Weavers, and many, many others* Plus columns b> 
John Cohen and Jay Smith, articles, humor, great 
photographs, and A» INTERVIEW WITH OURSELVES, , 
Jon Pankake and Paul Nelson! And more surprise*^ 

VfampUs WitUeL. W <*»*• C“ C*n“““ 



The Friends of 
Old-Time Music 

by Richard Rlnzler 

Amidst the opulence of the urban boon In uhol^noveaW* 
it is difficult to realize how recently the w ol ^ 

was little more Chan a handful of records _ (and 8till <rtJ 
original Library of Congress recordings were { ^ wd 

known to only a few, and, with the excep A lo_iri»h 
Alan Lomax, scholarship was directed toward the An* 

tradition rather than the American. t^.naxes main* 
While the tenacity and perception of th ^ic, 

tained a constant interest in American lc tiBe » 
the turning point — the beginning of t c °L° ce 0£ Folk' 
popularity of old-time music — was the FA 2951. 
ways' ANTHOLOGY CF AMERICAN FOLK MUSIC (Folkway ln th» 
2952, 2953). The release of this wealth ot mac®e t0 hc»t 
early 1950s finally gave the public an opportunity .jt, 
what old-time oualc sounded like, and a chance to 

it for its American country flavor, {mmedi*1** 
The influence of the ANTHOLOGY, although not- d begun, 

was profound. The trend toward old-time music * 

but it took the success of commercial folk mus c t nce, 
the '50s to pave the way for its widespread accep *f 
This acceptance did not occur spontaneously, DUt 
a great degree to the efforts of the New Lost Ci y ^ 
the University of Chicago Folk Festival, the Frien 
Time Music, and Moses Asch’s Folkways Records* ^ 

Undoubtedly, the most unique, although probabl> 
least-known of these influences, is the Friends ot ^ 
Music, This body was founded in December, I960, 
Mayo, Jean Ritchie, John Cohen, Ralph Rinzler, and 
G. Young; and later chartered as a non-profit organ 
under the name, the Society for Traditional Music* ln ' 
Its purpose was to reach deep into the grass roots w 
bring traditional folk music, performed by traditions 

3d 

«tUU. to che new York City area ** j£j2*S.S*- 

couiuerclel producer* ««•.£?!?!!! £’the riRhl w-y! ln * f 
to .how people che real a u £y both the capacity of 
eerie, of concert, that ““"J Blanca, 
tha performer and the appet oid-Tin* Muaic held 

to February, 1961, th. °L°‘Ll^ lor th. 
th.lt «lr.t concert, pt..«J J " follc-cd In the .ptln, 6y 
firat time in New York. Thl* * Clar«nce Aahley end Doc 
another concert which introd .ub.equent concert, over 
Nation to Northern audience.. .#y Broth*r», JeM* 
the next two year, presented _ _ ( Boys. Cue Cannon, 
Fuller, Bill Monroe end the mddle, Hebert 
Hemphi. Willie B.. Furry UwU, AM" ^ 

Smith, Mleeieelppl ““rt» J the Friend, of old"Tlm* 
For many of these perform.™, the r in He* 

Muaic concert, w.re their thi. ««b- 
York, and, for •«=*, per.pective of urban audience. 
11.had new mean, to widen the P J ^ w,|cUne end 
end enlarge the opportunities f“ .* ln eh# field of 

linger.. The Society'. »'ly ‘^JUclty. end, with the 
traditional music attract* » _ P 0eher title*! th* 
help of Club, end organieation *bl* to arrange 

Friend, of Old-Time Mu.lc jn chi* manner, the 
•host tour, for their «„.ic -ove-ent end 
Frl.nd. .purred th. entire e 
greatly enhanced tt. popu a • <*f Old- 

Thtc (.11, with th. h.lp youve »«*,“* 

SETS 
sssrs. ^ft..:{- -arsrs-s- 
arjja.'ff.s*:—lM .. 

Er~- hou.e. In lta uniqu* poaitlo * or^ni«ation 

earvlcai, free of ch4r8/' By co-ordinating 

carta, club data., or tl^ cai * 
•chedulee of tradition^a p roaol.r. and art 
__ Mtile eonvenlance to f _ 



trips* Several tape recorders will be purchased, and any 
interested and qualified individual will be able to borre* 
these for collecting trips into undocumented areas of 
American folk music. Serious collectors will eventually 

supplied with both funds and equipment. 
Concerts, of course, will continue with increasing fre* 

queney. In the near future, the Society 1# planning ap¬ 
pearances by such artists as Maybelle Carter, the McGee 

Brothers, Bessie Jones, Elizabeth Gotten, Fred McDowe ■ 

and the Morris Brothers. Concerts of New York City an 
England folklore are also being organized, and several 
newly-discovered artists will soon be introduced. 

Despite the Friends of Old-Time Music's new financial 
stability, the success of its new program depends ent r 

on public participation. A co-ordinating agency 
people to co-ordinate, and a concert can't be held w . . 
an audience. For its own satisfaction, and for the pu 
pleasure, the Society invites Inquiries, requests, an 

comments on any phase of its activities. 
Address all correspondence to: The Friends of Old- ^ 

Music, Folklore Center, 110 MacDougal Street, NYC. 

ItlM 
RAGS 
Am 

hollers 
is IIOK* 
araifabfe on 

BLBCTR1 
RECORDS 
EKL-210 S-L®* 

complete colaloQ on IUKTRA If CORDS * 31 W 51 tt St. - N.Y„ NY, 

Editors’ Column 
o«il folks we've changed horses In mid-strema on Well, folks, we ve pictures, and 

lassoed some professional pri _ * urtthor you. The con- 
Mg-name a.l_l.tt. but dou't 1« « ———J. that 
tauta and policy ara J»M 'tba i■ lok .11 ovar 
tacky little mageeine with *h* “ vou.) Me now have 
it. (Or maybe that's them out reel 
three reviewing editors, a"d . PJon p.nkake in good 
evenly: Barry Hansen in Loe Angal • Y rlt city. (So, 
old Minneapolis, and Paul ^ YOUl) h*v* 
WHEREVER YOU GO, THERE'S AN “,!°Jn world of 
added Dave Gahr, the best in „ ^.f flunky. 
photography, Wedgely Todd h*“ *t&we all have to bold up 
We’ve got so many now people tha , T«e English 

eigne in the office to t*11 who _ Hoody Guthrie's 

have published a “J*1?* AU«*T Ca'aPUTE SOjCS (M 
great eongs under the titls, counterpart I That e 
WOODY GUTHRIE, And why no ****“ #Uo have a new 
what we’d like to know. ... ^ Naturally, 
Uadbelly LP token from RCA-Victor P Ev- p know* that 
it's not available In this coun DUKS f*EL 
Uadbelly wee an English"*"* Colllet paperback et the 
THIS MORNING la now avallabe a# a th<jrouRhly knowledgeable 

bargain price of 95 c*n“* b t either poetic nor *y—* 
end painstakingly researched bui6 ® ^ COWB0„tatora. 
patico in the manner of the **• tbgt his recording 
RaconMnded. ... Mike Seeger th-t Dock’. ««« 
of Dock Boggs is Prosf**,i??, be available* •••***' 
sessions eince the 1920a w . Y®1* TOLXhW (JUARTI- 
Botkin, in . recent l.eue of ^ ..ll-lnfoe-d 
LY, characterless LSR os _ X(S .-jerICaH RECOtt GU© 
critical journal which w*y b #lr# bless y«w* A 
of the folk aong Jibute first published In 
reprint of the Woody Gu bookie* form fee **V<-*M y 
MaiNSTUAH ggSTJ-rf. •*“* 
*_na.rKris Children s fucutes srtici»« 
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r 
by Pete Seeger, Josh Duns on, and others. ... The Center Arti 

Council of Minneapolis' Walker Art Center * 
series of three folk music concerts to be held in 
Tyrone Guthrie Theatre. The talent booked is * C®“P 
of the best of the authentic and revivalist ousicia p he 
seated in folk festivals throughout the country dur g 
past two years, and is the best single line-up o a . 
or festival yet. Schedule: January 25, the New Lo > 
Ramblers, Dock Boggs, and Roscoe Holcomb; February . 

Jones and the Georgia Sea Island Singers, sle®Py ,, DoC 
and Mississippi John Hurt; February 22, Jean Ri*c” * 
Watson, Clint Howard, and Fred Price. Tickets o 
series and/or individual concerts are now on sale. .... 

Glover, of BLUES, RAGS, AND HOUZRS fame, has been 8 
with Rolf Cahn in the Bay area of California, giving - 
erners a taste of the finest blues harmonica to tom 
the city folk revival. He reports that the Cabaie, ^ 
San Pablo near Dwight, in Berkeley is the place to 8 
the West Coast for blues. Some of their recent oo _ ^ 
have been people like Jesse Fuller, Bukka White, > 

Upscomb. ... Takoma Records, a West Coast °ut£it* e< ... 
supposed Co have a Bukka White LP all ready for re .bj,« by 
Poe years, there was no SAN FRANCISCO BAY BLin-.S aV‘u 0£ 
Jesse Fuller, the man who wrote it. Now, in the 6Pa 
about three weeks, three different albums by Jesse ^ 
three different cocq>anies have hit the market, ,oU ^ 
now hear the "One-Man Band" sing and play his famous ^ 
song on Prestige, Folk-Lyric, and Good Time Jazz- 
big queatlon in folk music circles these days: who w u<jeot 
BUM IN' IN THE WIND, Bob Dylan or some high school sc 
in New Jersey? NEWSWEEK started the whole thing es --' 
in an article about Bob which appeared just after his 
Carnegie Hall concert. Dylan has neither confirm®" n° . 
denied the charges. Since the article appeared, seye 
people have Jumped off the Dylan band wagon, screaOH'B 
"phony, phony:" SING OUT I printed a feeble and fUPP®" 
defense which didn't even attempt to find out the facts, 
end other critics have Just looked the other way while 
turning out indignant gush that amounted to little mot* 
than hero-worship. We don't know the facts. We wish M 
did so thst we could print them. But, regardless of 
whether Dylan wrote BLGU1N' IN THE WIND or not, this *c 
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Che 

tf -he list as nothing but a 
ike a poor time to hi“ ?“he 8h0uld be critlcl**** 
lake. If he has been dishonest, h should not 

:or it; responsible f<*lk ®u#£® ^“"Yevtushenko" of "hc'“ 
:lose their eyes and mumble a „ ^ u8 8re roughly 

he spokesman for his genera cert sin ly not our spokes- 
same age as Dylan and he U hiI unfortunate 

in*) But, at the same time (and P # he ^ become a 

tie-way trip up Topical Song * instead of a*1 artist), he 
edtous and unoriginal preache again. (Sutcl**M 
as done good work, and will do an* of hi. *<»«*••> 
o one Is suggesting that ha the f 
i person of Dylan's stature ( _ thr*c blograj 
>ver blown Image-bu ild 1 ng ^ yAR 8nd WJ 
irtistic calamities like MAS^ ^ ot the « 
)AVEV MOORE?) is bound to grow ^ slWS gCnr« 
»f achievement possible In _ _ M happenl 
rhere are indications tha u8 hopc s< 

fOUR WEARY TUNE is an «*®®P£e'* “ slop. -V“!‘ Zt 
think that, beneath all that J* vise, P®*^*'** 
Dylan Is a true and talent* * t8„tstive testis**"1® • t 
genuine. That is out shaky and u mw on i *_*. 

btmonChy .ch.dul. ... .W-**'; “ . 
January, March, May, J^V* J[Jd would tell th®1® [ 
would help a great deal if reader^^ # mi Ochs, M ^ 

Ue book and record lrl§h Ramblers bavebP J* ^ 

Campbell Folk Group, and the 2-U* *nthol^-„-r 
EUUra. That label (Inclodi** «oern.r. 

beat of the urban -““J ln March, folk®* , hmSIN 
Ray, and Glower), PAUL HEUSOh. 

TIB I*1® 

rtM ru-v*» yxi* 
Mb*®* Cu.tce S*®®1 



THE 

FOURTH ANNUAL 
UNIVERSITY 

OF CHICAGO 

FOLK FESTIVAL 

(Jan. 31 - Feb. 2) 

presents 

Maybe lie Carter 
Doc Watson 
Dock Boggs 
Furry Lewis 
Muddy Waters 
Larry Older 
New Lost City Ramblers 
Big Joe Williams 
Mary Ross 
Lilly Brothers and 

Don Stover 

Tickets for three eve¬ 
ning concerts: Reserves 
$2.50, Gen. Ad. $2.00. 
Ail tickets for special 
String Band Concert on 
Saturday afternoon wit 
Watson, NLCR, and 
Lilly Brothers, $1-50, 
Full three-day program 
of lectures is free. 

For tickets and inform*' 
tion, write: University 
of Chicago Folklore So¬ 
ciety, Box 67, Faculty 
Exchange, Chicago 3 »• 

John Cohen’s Column 
There t. a criais of aorta In th. currant 

the fad aapect of folk mueic seema to e a tion ls; 
continual failure of the Hootenanny aho* . 

what will become of the people who the next fad 
l.d! Will they teen to hul.-hoop. or 
-y b.. or 1. there . v.y to «hloh '“J « 

aatlafectlon from folk mueic? The chal 4 devel- 
of ua who have found ye.ra of continual enjoym.-* 

opment in the exploration of thia muaic. follow 

point oot th. way. for th. W J tt.dl- 
th. . different path, which l..dthroug coo.). 
ttonal muaic (and which can continue for yea 

* * * * # 

The major outcries in the folk mu#l^ 0f aioreUCy in 
directed toward great abstraction#I * Th# «good guy#M 
•oney matters and in muaical present# • t0 their 
have achieved aocne aucceaa in brin^ ng traditional 

Ideea of "hooeaty," and in further, that 
muaic la indaad tha eource of folk <m»a . to hlatori- 

protaat aonga ara Indeed the lo*i. .. h<iw# alao awuthed 
cal developmenta. The Mco<»nerc a proc..ded to go 
many of thee. .am. eentimente. »*t**V£ c-#h. 
their own way of converting #*n , to expounding 

Folk muaic mag-.ine. ara davot.d ** , J.fl.ct.d in th. 
thee, laauea, and thalr praoccupa printad i» *iNC 
atream of lattara from navcomera w oU laauea of 
OOT1 If anyona i. foctunaM «oujh (k(|4 ..am l.auaa 

CAHAVaH and GAUDY U». they ?}}£•*„ MU. 
were the burning problem# of ie#ue#» «**• af 

After .11 th... ■’"“l" 
what haa bean achieved, what an. gy n<Bplor#g itaai of 
thought9 into reatarch, and in #ol adherent#? 
folk muaic and Ue maanlng tor «• " broa<t«n the outlook 

it being dooe to widen the hor» t0'pr.ae«t aay comfreh*"- 
Thia writer la 1. tw> poaltion t. P 

A) 

■ 



for lovers of che arts 

chartte chaplln and the new tost city ramblers, 
the new lost city ramblers and Charlie chaplim. 

that 's all there are. 

folkways rccori 
16-j w. 46th at 
nyc. let plamum 
a new tost city 
ramblers mom 
the newest recc 
«f the nlcr is U 
24&lt gone to tl 
country *3.9! 
and worth ever 
penny. 

chariie ehaplln, 
unfortunately. 
does not make 
phonograph 
records. 

sive answer to thi* question. I cen only report on: (1) 
tome actlvltiea which have been witnessed; (2) a«te projec # 

which have been started; end (3) aome peraonal 1 *■* W1 - 

need Investigation, . 
(It should be noted that, at this moment, there lt . 

wey to keep abreast of all that la happening In the area or 

folk music. Even within the record industry, or "»*•• *P« 
flcally, country music and Bluegraaa, it hae ■ scorns n 
•ary for one to visit at least three diffsr.nt record stores 

to gee any sort of picture of what is being pr°.Uf* *. detM_ 
1) Besides the outstanding folk f.stiv. a 

cated to the idea of presenting traditional music ( less 

• ity of Chicago, U.C.L.A., Newport, et**h l*r . New york 
well-known areas of activity: Gerdea Folk City la 
has often offered a voice for otherwise uo**,|'* . 
This past fall, they have ranged from Tom **2,“.™,,. 
Country Boys to Rad Allan, Tha Club 47 o -am ^ ’d h||B ' 
h*a presented the Qaborne Brother* mn4 Doc . botJ| 
a continued policy of presenting traditions™ philedal- 
clty and country performer. 
phia has found it financially axpedient t«> *P V dt<i 
acta," The Cabale in Berkeley, Calif.. *oc°* Th, 

tional blues singers; Bukka uh**j* ®*e*" p ** t and’strong- 
Ash Grove in Los Angeles is prob«1>g '“"}£ thair c.i.«- 
sst of place, that have ISlRADHIONAL 
dar over the yeara reeda ilk# * 9 . -i.wwhara in 
MUSIC. Tha Frianda of Old-Tlm# Hu*i« <•** * tradulon-| 

this issue) in New York exiet only *° p nMpolU 1# running 
muetclana. The Walker Art C.ntsr in Minn #f ^ rt. 
a series of concerts which will be S _ various 

can traditional music, Bo*1*** l"fe“luK, at the collage* 
uni verst t lea, many of the folk *”cDougal 
are giving a voice to traditional Per<®™?"*T.£ur. of 
Street in Creetiwieh Vi 1 lag* c®*11 mW* .. . uttle hi* ot 
the folk music world - where one can fl«4 • th.r# 

everything, and the beat and worst Ca^on. la- 
la the annual fiddle-banjo contest in„I K^really .harpen- 
Angeles, which ha. grown each you, •"* eW- 
ad the dav.lopmant of city perfor-r. In the 

time and Blutgrasa anna In a few large 
« *„.rt from the folklore research 

(i^ 
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have been interviewing and recording "ad*4lon** 
and who have been providing fuel for the Ji«.whichhm 
been lighted in place, auch as tho.e previouslydeacrb^ 

Ralph Rinzler, Mike Seeger, Art Rosenbaum, and BOn™ 
around New York have been exploring and recording tra 
cional artist.. In the Midwest, Archie Green and so® 
hi. student, at the University of Illinois (a. w*l_ 
of those connected with the University ot C <-®8 . _r lj( 
Festival) have been doing original research; ***** 
now teaching in Iowa City; Ellen Stekert is afc 
Detroit. Indiana has Frank Hoffman, and some of 

dents have been helping run Bill Monroe a c«»try 

Ranch at Bean Blossom. Gus Mead in Ohio , ” ch u4in* 
Johnson in Minneapolis have done incredible res a 
old phonograph records and tape recordings as . 
Perhaps the strongest center of activity is fom _ 

Angeles where Eugene Earle lives, developing fi* 
collection, and where the John Edwards collec or*iit)* 
can country music is stored (it was compiled 111 
Ed Kahn is also there, writing a thesis on the b g 
Family; Bess Hawes teaches classes all over the a 1 

B* K, Wllgus is devoting his energy through U.C. 
Each of the aforementioned people have indiv v 

jects which they are pursuing. Some are involve _ 0f 
that overlap, and there is much cooperation be erai 
them* Together, they are working to fill out "*e gor0j*ct 
picture of folk music in an intelligent way. 
will find a form of expression, be it a phonograph tiofl 
notes for same, publication of a paper, or the comp 
of a list of record numerteals* These are the curre 

tools of folk music study* /there 
3) In my close association with Roscoe Holcomb { ^ 

are already two records and a 30-minute film on the * 
ject), I have become more absorbed by the kind of 
he is who makes such music as well as the sources fr0^ # 
which his music comes* Roscoe never was nor will he . 
fessional musician* Work comes first with him* and ^ ^ 
is in another place in his life* Vet, one of the 
ences on him was a man he never met* Dock Boggs mode 
eight records back in 1927, and those songs which he r 
ed are still played around the place where Roscoe JLf 
and in very much the same style and arrangement that 0 

gave them ye«r» ago* R*cen5jy'dest repack then was to *>a a 
covered," and we find that hi. <to be tailoring 
professional oiueiclan, and t raount.in people. Now, 
hi* music to make it popular wi fc<Ht thla area and 
it can't 'be overlooked that Boggs came "^ould be noted 

■ang song, which had been *r0“" ’ clflg SOund. In 11,t,n" 

that h. gave the.* song. a v* Lgcoe the same w*y* y0“ 8*1 
tng to Boggs in person snd attitude toward eh. 
to notice many difference, n # onc-way propositi00' 
music. For Roscoe, music “em* , , #wnetimes th. 
he make. th. music, and It 1*« 1the word, will 
ment will be louder than the vol . ^ eh#r. seem, to 

be unclear, but he le making b |latensr. *oscos 
be little concern of how it r** # the other hand, 
Just gives it all ha', got. Mem* to have 
has everything under contro . ||A not* •••»*• to , 
developed since the early ay , e<ch phT*»* he pUye «* 

ban)o)!17He°"s^concerned Sth how the listener ree.lve.^ 

“ta’thi. distinction di«***"f 
not only a difference ofP*ri0"?“ "a folk pr®f«»toa 
can be understood as defining _ th< c*tsgory of 
al" a. aomathing different *jfthl cootMmley (and. In •«*> 
musician.M Both are part of a £ uku the role of 
instance., sing the .ongj)* ^ .. * "folk fgT 
spokesman for the coesminl y h tradition 4n • . 
fessional;" the other P«'“ ?*0 tha heart of foU 
ent way, one which M ROtpetr.tor. of the 
music. Both have been indi.p*"*** 

tradition. ^ 4rt.r observation, but U _ 

c u”‘“uiv- u sr..* 

™ in™* “ 
similar thoughts and deft 

--WORTH QU<*J* honest 

ja«k Elliott: "" rjllj-lio- typ«. •* b,r 

ilneor, not 0<i« ot tmM * *» 

"•‘U:* ssvfss.■sa-—. «*•“• “ 
sight not b# 
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They're iAU On T1UDITI0M 

LSR's loyal opposition is represented by Bob and Juanita 
Coulson'a column in the jazz-aatire-acicnee fiction wage- 
•f.* ruM itrv Tu. fm.lertna ilfA edit YANDHOi B, wcifclict* 
__ _ji in the *- ~ 

tine, ENCLAVE. The Coulsons also edit YAMDRO, a science 
fiction fanzine. If you don't like A. L. Lloyd a ■InglnS* 
send 25c to the Coulsons, Route 3, Wabash, Indiana * 
... Houghton Mifflin/Riverside Press has a new hard-covsr 

book, COME FOR TO SING, a collection of generally ve^ - 
songs selected and illustrated by Bob Pavitt a friend, Brie 
Von Schmidt. The drawings are a delight, look for familiar 

faces. ... DOWN BEAT'S discovery, the legendary Bl .. 
Orange Adams, has mastered the 13-string gu • . 
instrument resembles the standard 12-, bu a sounded 
drone string running up the back of the net . ^ 

on the off be at by the Uft thumb. The 
13-string guitar is perfect for Adam.' new night clubjet, 

which features his wife, Navel Orange Adam., * £rl_ 
*nd Wedgely Todd on the hammered dulcimer <• P ^ 
«y), ... Jack Elliott, Mike S«R«. Doc Wataon^Almed. 

Riddle will all have solo Vanguard elbume. b d 
and Martin guitar, are hard to get the.. *V*.J**J*~ 
market, however, it boariah, *•• V t 
•how featured Peter, Paul end Mary wit« _ ^ ^ imfgt 

recording of the year." It turned •“^0JV™J£TLd 
SOW, Which ian't even a folk aong. Th» lhs 
the New Christy Minstrels with whet must _ h to. 

possible rendition of THIS LAND IS^fws’vear'e His# America 
... Chucy 1 Thwp.on, H***"*^ .Th. 

contestt need to tins with the . hoOTMAKHT 
cover of Rapp album 13*3 but it*s Je March 
title) advertise. Jo Maps. in J‘{ will rel-.s* 
who tinge on the record* Ei*K r either two 
... »Zy Guthrie Ubr.ry »( «««-££ lto> . 

or three LPe thle epring* •** ** the December 
little Uke THE WRECK <* THE OU) ^ * *^tur#d an article 

COSMOPOLITAN (Greenwich JjffJ has s MW L£*T CITY 
about lazy Young. ... 0*k Public Dylan has taken to 
RAMBLERS SONG BOOK in the works. • 

■ Li 
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c/azine 

SING OUT! 
165 West 46th Street / New York 36, New York 

has a new 
managing editor 
(under i. silber), 

paul nelson; 
and has added 
an extra issue! 
$3.00 a year 

tricing liner notes lately,HpnuTand Mary. 
.he latest efforts of Joen *•« of ilorn m 
... AUn Ribback, for^r owner of^he^at.^ ^ ^ 

3»lcago, hss sold his e9tab^“ Septenib.r8lssue of the 
collect Freedom Songs. ... p h.g this to say «bouC 
British magazine, PILH^^® *„ . Cphen'f THE HIGH LONE5CUE 
John Cohen's Kentucky film. Kentucky against a 
SOUND traces the folk music lon mitigated by song and 
background of present day p tradition, but too 
religious fervour. In the ered with illogical a la 
loosely edited and at timesp PP th# b##t t0 far (of che 
Godard camera set-ups. Stl“* t„ a few people who 
Venice Film Festival). ... ■ ' Columbia and got four 
bought THE FREEHHEEL1N BOB DTUN on WT on these 

different songs from eho«* couyrRY, MACTbrs <* WAR’ 
"odd" copies. Gita FRfT^®2f£oRLD WAR 111 BLUESsr# 
BOB DYLAN'S DREAM, and TALKING WUR ^ NY FOOTSTEPS, 
omitted, while ROCKS AND CRA » , TALKING JOHN BIRCH 
Smu»: UILLIK1S DEAD «**■' 
BLUES ere added. I wonder how _ m** for m*ny 

items" were issued. ... I v* , TIME on October 12. 
months now an ad which appaatad i"^ The wording 

1962, concerning a *-« to sit 1« ** 
• earn* to Imply that God CW"5h. frsnsiad ad man who 
ol* Harry on thla recording_ * t lt m *lbll**L 

ground out this copy on* . tHUNKER (pardon), TKUW • 
—b.,-1 p.r.«fPh.. tlt»W WWW «•“ 
THE U1NGS, the ad reada aa fo it on. And i 

chcl, chlldr.n ,nd W». ''*• W*- 
will become a legend, 1 outelde, Kerry 
While brooding storm J u>t ..lections for ■ 
Belafonte pressed on with r.h..r«al of their la* 
sibum...The storm broke durl g J fc# >oundProof recor ng 

song, DARK AS A DUNGEON. J the .i.smnt. eouW J* 
studio hall, tha harsh rumble • 0f protest 1" «• 
££ in accompaniment to the bitt.r g • *£*•”-* 

;»»• M'°" l.- 

You will hear all of thla so 



Exactly as It happened. And you may Judge. Was It Just 

another storm? Or was it symbolic comment.... y* 

the feverish mind that produced ®uch ringing "°"r SlTH GOD 
should have titled it GOD AND BELAFONTE AT RCA 
ON OUR SIDE. What chance do us poor folksingers 
Heavenly connections have? ... In the Suimner, 1963, 

of Sm/our:, Pete Seeger gives us "«ev.» 
American folk song." Reason #3 is: "change all the 
in order to take all the protesty quality out ot w. f 
Perhaps it would not be irrelevent for me to add, 
of LSR, a Reason #8: change all the words in o J 
all the Protesty quality in it. ... Advance wor tr4 
that the second Koerner, Ray, and Glover LP fo bluM 
(tenatively titled YEAH) will be the blues - . city 
singers are reported Jumping off bridges in editor, 
after hearing tapes of the sessions. 1^> 8 > . blue* 
Paul Nelson, says he’s never heard a better ci ying he 
album. The Dave Ray material is absolutely stag* lant 
reports, and ought to establish Ray as a veritabl g 
among city blues singers. The album should be ou U| 
February or March. ... Are all city folksingers a' ne„ 
avid film fans, or does it just seem that way. ••• . 
hip book to be reading, by the way, is J. P. copy 
A SINGULAR MAN. Moses Asch has been seen carry ? it while 
down 46th Street, and Paul Nelson keeps peeking 
he's supposed to be working on SING OUTI ... 8 Xn 
Macdonald had some acid words to say about fol' ^,u ^je 
a recent ESQUIRE column; alas, his conments hardly ^ 
sense. ... Prestige has dropped all plans for 1S®U , e 
FOUR TRADITIONAL VIRGINIA SINGERS record. One ot 

singers was Horton Barker. ... Hot tip for the a Lturning 
black cowboy hats and Huck Finn caps: better star 
out Grand Marais belt buckles, ... GARDYLOO-type * e £t 
ia starting a fan club for DR. ... Word has it that ^ 
forming the jug band to end all Jug bands, the Even 
Jug Band. ... Pete Seeger has written of the American^^ oi 
communal system whereby lands and water were the Pr°P 

the tribe, while songs were individually-owued. Pete 

to look with favor on this system -- an interesting P° 

for a professional musician. I know a haberdasher vM°oflg, 
agree, but he feels private ownership should include 
and clothing stores. The druggist down the street tun 
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,b. .p.t.c b. ««•«£ 

s srs P. hsr* 
one. of detached amusement and, * .loppy. •«’«* 
,.y that the flr.t issues of each * fof th# Cold, 

generally useless (and obvlo“* y I“i£ve some hopes for 
herd cash) would sum it »P " C' because rumor has U 
the Shelton-edited the tift 
that he wesn't responsible t d p#riodtcel. 
but no hope et .11 *or‘h. AK l«JP lti .pP..r.nc.,lt 

(Another mag.*in«,, FOLK «<*“; rock<) i w.a 

may be purchased under you ^ moved), to •** nude 
mused, however (and Eiliott-hor..—.-™1* 
ABC mag.tlne bad print.d IS # bathioS <* 
woman Joka (see LSR *20/* _ 
gell Damn Puritans._-_ 

BUIU> YOUR OWN yoothful 
skinny, soft body (one mod^ coitus- of 

face (you can pel®1 41 . v burlap dreee, 
£.1 Finn CP. buck <«»►., “Unnln. lrf***‘» 
black .cocking.. and "«•'•' (poor •* 

toy to,... 
pseudo-Carter Family, * huB,bla stanser), 

hi,: ..«b lnclud.. ^ ‘ ((<^. ....be; 

songvritlng * win. Fi«b‘. •lc*i1!°lf 
hood, Worker, C*P»**JJ*‘; 
cebulary, recording c,o" aspirin, 

•- vsz£r& 
raw Mterlel; index fl"»*r i 

IHd BH1; 35 tbTi Si1tor fl"** oi “*11* * 
Bootenennlea with t * tB» fast rattlsrs; 

h*r<1 ‘“a be'. 
school 
tlon 
(shs 

TrevelU-. ond *»£ no educe; 

„1 diploma to F^^^.t.ndlng of +* 
. acholerehlp, •«» “n®*1. ^ piece of 1»»®** 

»~t cb.i«) «b*‘"'f 



BOOKS AVAIUBLE FROM THE FOLXLCWS CENTER 
-WE INVITE TOUR MAIL OR DER- 

Flail ft Scruff,3. FOLK MUSIC WITH AN OVERDRIVE w, lyric sheet*. 
JIWIE RODGERS ALBUM OF SONGS. 36 songs by the blue yodeler... i.w 
JOHN JACOB NILES* SONG BOOK. 28 trad, songs arr. for guitar... i»g 
BURL IVES FOLIO OF FOLKSONGS AND BALLADS. 13 of his TaVorltM. *•« 
BURL IVES FOLIO OF CHILDREN'S SONGS, songs, games ft round#.... *•£ 
OSCAR BRAND'S AUTHENTIC HOOTENANNY SONG BOOK. w. lyric ahe#t*. 
Ritchie. THE DULCIMER BOOK tuning, playing, history * ,7. 
Mills. FAVORITE FRENCH FOLK SONGS 65 songs of Franc# ft Canada. *•« 
Oliver. THE MEANING OF THE BLUES a definitive study.....;..*” 
iHE LANCER SING A LONG SONG BOOK. do*ens of all-time favorites.. *2 
Charters. JAZZ NEW ORLEANS 1885-1963 index of Neg.ro musician*. 
CAIYFSO-LAND. folio includes Cindy, Oh Cindy ft Banana Boat.... 
LIVING IN THE COUNTRY, guitar solo arranged by Fete Seeger”” *l 
HOOTENANNY SONG BOOK. 165 traditional and contemporary folk - 

songs reprinted from SING OUTl This is a must...-.*4* 
MUSIC WRITING BOOK. 21, tear-out sheets of 12 line music paper. • ' 
FRETTED INSTRUMENT CHORD WRITINC BOOK. 24 pgs. blank diagram*• *2 
OFFICIAL WSM GRAND OLE OPRY HISTORY-PICTURE BOOK. vol. Z-P2”* *•£ 
Undeck. SONGS MY TRUE LOVE SINCS. Immortal love songs...;”” i‘,£ 
Scarborough. ON THE TRAIL OF NEGRO FOLK-SONGS needed reprint.. 
Hammond. THE BOOK OF THE BLUES 100 blues from rare records.... '*2 
Newman. FOLK SONGS AND BA LUOS English, So. Mountain ft other#. f'« 
Haring. THE CYFSY LADDIE Anglo-Araor. songs for 5-strlng banjo. »• 
Sharp. ENGLISH FOLK-SONGS FROM THE SOUTHERN APPALACHIANS the M 

most comprehensive collection - complete texts ft tunes... 
Lomax. FOLK SONC STYLE Important theories by noted scholar...* •«; 
Lee. FOLK STRUMS FOR GUITAR over 50 struts, chord chart... J no 
MacColl ft 3eegcr. SONGS FOK THE SIXTIES Current ft topical..... 'V 
Ritchie. SINGING FAMILY OF THE CUMBERUNDS biography ft music.. . 
MacCoIl. THE SHUTTLE AND CAGE industrial folk ballads. .to 
Runge. EARLY ENGLISH LUTE SONGS AND FOLK SONCS 24 songs...”” J;75 
Bunge. EARLY ENGLISH LUTE SONCS volume 2 - another two doyen.; 
Umax. FOLKSONGS OP NORTH AMERICA over 300 songe - the "blble ' 2 
Guthrie. CALIFORNIA TO THE NEW YORK ISLAND woody's #ongs..”” {I25 
Robinson. BALLAD FOR AMERICANS cantata for bart. solo ft chorus } 
ED MCCURDY'S SONC BOOK OF WIT AND MIRTH dalliance songs....-” 
de Cutnabourg, WIT AND WISDOM OF THE UNITED NATIONS proverbs ^ 

cn diplomacy - a delightful book..••.ill 
YOUNG FOLK SONC BOOK songs of Bass, Dylan, Elliott, Creenbriar 

-N*v Lost City Ramblars ft Peggy Seeger - arranged of ^ 
r.o»«Srl R<,b‘B*«n - Intro, by Pete Seeger-cloth..5.95-paP**/- f qq 

?ffunet folk magasine...35f - 5 f<"*” ‘j) 
s2.iSiaSnw eS r??ic!i-folksonF **fia»l»e - current iosue..-*” - 
-5r*!JC 22f„TS»£4UHE 5-STRlfic BANJO best instruction book.. *' 
THE NEW FOLKLORE CENTER CATALOGUE books, records, guitar ft r „ 

banjo strings and acceeaorles etc...... 

items available from the Folklore Cent*. 

5i»c*ouTt-T^x‘nT*S«70 of th*0ct-Kov- 1963 198°*0 

Ads 22S2f«,rT!2ti*,d ln SI,,C 00TI available by mall order. 
Add Ltttnty-ftv* etTita to each order for postage and handling 

/is THJ FOLKLORE center 
K MacOoucal St reel 

\jt„* Tork 12, N.Y. additional records 



(Wherein LSR receives bouquets, dodges brickbats, and un¬ 

ashamedly drops names. All letters are real.) 

PARODY OF THE MONTH ... 

Dear Editors: A friend of mine, Roger DeLino, toldT* 
you guys go for the funny stuff and parodies so 
I'd send you this one. 1 call it Pete Seeger's JOHNNY 
APPLESAUCE, JR. from SING INi No malice intended so tier 

g "Toshi and I have just been in-, ®nJ. ^-Eny'hi* 
there were Just wonderful. Fine folks, and th y 
some great 6ongs. I'm going to have SK!C IN. Pr^ ln 
one of them. Much as we hate to leave, we have to 
_ by tomorrow to hear some more wonderful 80nJ*n<Jerful 

sit in a circle on the floor around the 

custom these wonderful 
__ I'll never forget 
I could learn it to teach to all the _ 

Just fill in the blanks. Sincerely, 

people have to celebrate their 
,rget it. A. . matter of fact, 1 vi. 

at home. 

Edward E. 
St. Louis, Mo. 

Editors' Note: We are always in the market for n gj?reCtly 
dy. What we would especially like are some aime 

at us. How about it? 

LOVES US, LOVES US NOT ... 

Dear Editors: Congratulations on LSR #25, y°ur Prot® 
issue. It took real courage and insight to print t ^ 
and it certainly needed to be said. I'll bet you go ^ 
sorts of crank letters afterward, though, from those ^ 

misunderstand what you said, which was, simply: we 0 
like bad songs. Keep up the good work, 

Ed Slants 
Detroit, Hich4* 

Dear Editora: Your magazine is the most rotten I'vc ...f* 
Bunty D«viSlio0U 
Chicago, 1U1 
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Current and Choice 
"SPIDER" JOHN KOERNER, DAVE "SNAKER" RAY, AND TONY LITTLE 

SUN" GLOVER: BLUES, RAGS, AND BOLU** bl*„ .ing.r.. 
By far the best record yet by urb.nJBC 

"...excellent blue, men/' Han.cn. .. 

that will .urely be a collector “ #rc coUector'. It 
surely as the best blues of the 1 
now." Formerly i.aued on Audiophil. Kccor .. 

THE NEW LOST CITY RAMBLERS: AMERICAN HOONSHINE /.ND 

PROHIBITION (Folkway. 5263) (pruriently dl.- 
A delightful romp ****** fl«"*t folk group, 

gulaed a. a "documentary") by America • 

UNCLE DAVE MACON (RHP 51) ,lc in .11 
A fin. .lb., of CM mo -bo »... 

U. CO, CO ..ocl-ocl «!«,. ~ „. 1. .or 
the voice of a region, a philosophy, *n 

century, Rcl..ue. of old 7Ba. 

MIKE SEEGER: OLD-TIME iTh!****”* #ol„ 
Our flne.t .ingar of old-tlmay b r#p«rtolre. 

album. Brilliant perfomanc. from . -P 

. .. ,»i n RECORDING* FR«< T* 
SOUTHERN JOURNEY: A COLLECTION I C gar la. 23001 to 
SOUTH (Prestige International Docum*ntary^^^^ 

23012) A 12-Volume .et recorded y * 

Tw.lv. more volume. from ‘ foU .on* 
trip. An lndl.pena.blo .at by our « 

collector. 

OLD-TIME MUSIC Al CLARENCE ASHLEY S, 

(Folkways 2359) . „lw,ty of Tom'* be*)* 
Ev«n bott.r chan Velum.^-P J ro#t.r on • ««P 

be a sperr: SUEECAlE* WVl 
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"CHARMING, 
EXCITING, 
LIVELY, SPICY, 
REFLECTIVE, 
PHILOSOPHIC 
AND SADIn 

t. 

* 

why don't you join jules and jim and 
Catherine and francois and everyone 
else and send in this dandy little 
blank with lots of money ? 

THE UTTLE SANDY REVIEW 
Box 1109 
Minneapolis 40, Minnesota 55440 

All right, men, here’s the loot. Enclosed is. ^ 
$ .1 understand your rates are 
one-year subscription (six issues) and $8.00 " 
two years. • $5.50 and $8.50 if I'm a foreigner* 
Name... 

Address 

City.... State Zip Code 

$1.00 29 

I 

THE LITTLE SANDY REVIEW 



ON OUR COVER 

Jean Redpath adds her wit, grace, and charm to the cover el 
this issue of THE LITTLE SANDY REVIEW, thereby giving Ml 
us rowdies a little taste and class. Miss Redpalh, one ohm 
brightest lights in the folk song revival, may be heard on Prestig* 
International and Elektra. For an assessment of her two n*we* 
recordings, see page 5, The rest of the issue is as uncouth a _ 
ill-mannered as usual, persisting in the somewhat radical 1*1 

that a folk music magazine should actually be about folk mu■ 
not Bombs, Brotherhood, or Fidel Castro. If you don tag • 
leave now. This magazine isn’t for you. Cover photograph 
Photography Editor Dave Gahr. 

THE LITTLE SANDY REVIEW 

SUBSCRIPTION ADDRESS: 
BOX 1109, MPLS. 40* MINN. S5440 

Number 29 March-April, 1964 

Copyright 1964 by THE LITTLE SANDY REVIEW, Box 1109, 
Minneapolis 40, Minnesota 55440. All rights reserved. 
Subscriptions: One-year: $5.00; Two year: $6.00; $L0" 
copy. Foreign rates: $5.50 and $8.50. Published bimonthly. 

New York Editor.  Paul Nelson 
Minneapolis Editor..... Jon pankake 
Los Angeles Editor..... Barry Hansen 
Photography Editor. Dave Gahr 
Associate Associates. Doris Nelson 

Marcia Pankake 
Fall Guy..   Wedgely Todd 
Bouncer.    Buck Duane 
Heroes..... j. p. Donleavy 

Brigitte Bardot 
Francois Truffaut 

Jimmie Tarlton 

BOX 581, WOODSIDE 77, N. Y. 11377 

ADVERTISING ADDRESS: 
THE LITTLE SANDY REVIEW 
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process of changing faces. £?R*I“£££*» and 
with each issue. Drop us a 11 ^ a^i^k fts newe,^ *°£ 
let that big $1.00 price tag oT £? Si, ???, T “* 
Subscriptions remain at $s8°n athe fr°n‘<>1 Issue scare y«. 

that Individual copies are now°$i wfV (slx lssuf.s)‘ ,The 
a fancv distributor to T1,00 is so we could &et ourselv* 
across ythe ooumry ,1“™ UTTLE SANDYs nr art* 
sible; at $1.00, there wUl 2^„ ^ rU>Utl0.n *»al wasn-tpos* 
little rascals at your favor iff, ** a re*ular epidemic of 
Dealers Interested in hand]/™ £f*out book and record, sJ^fr 
SANDY REVIEW are urged the, one and on*y THE LITT« 
W. 46th St., NYC 10036*. dTJ° *™e.to; °ak PubllcatiorM6? 

out, and it has Improved some 1SS“f. °f HOOTB^AI^hi 
cover story); Sam Charters r ne dlscounts the Incredible 
have articles, while Cohen aZt ’r?hn Cohen» and Ralph Rlniler 
record reviews...News js _ . Da^e Van Ronk contribute some 
MUSIC. A bimonthly for ‘‘adtiif J*f?°t!ler new folk "^azine, FOLK 
Sounds promising....Due to a S»i ls how we've heard it described. 
Issue will not contain half nf ""^-honored LSR tradition, this 
Hence, don't look for review* ,at we Promised It would In #2*. 
Houston, Peter La Farge Ma°l BU1 and char,1« Monroe, Cisco 
Seeger, the Jug bands, Eric Vm, c iSpoelstra. Alan Lomax, Peggy 
you find the INTERVIEW With A,T^.mldt> or Weavers; nor will 
But, you will find of hostof revio URSelvES by Nelson and Pankake. 
definitive article on Pete SeepoWSn0t announced, plus a dandy and 
Gahr of the Great Lean One K/r„and So,n« great pictures by Dave v,4U,r OI we urw i^ean One au,ne great pictures d\ 

we promised to deliver in «hi nex* *Ssu®, you may find all that 
outraraniM volk advertising blf.7.i„0ne' plus more...Dig the latest 

Eddy's new album i DPYa^n°LD, the true American 

ew there was anv «?». f“11 of 0,6 ‘folk' music he sang 

EEN so special^ h/s F --lnd- That’s what makeS hlS 
RCA-Vtcto?!^/ sh^SuaBLOWI^’ IN THE WIND so 
thorshlp controvprcv ;?* Hmmm* a new candidate for 
ompany and is goi™y»e^e?ge,y Todd 15 starting his 
to audition for wJ3f«^*r the oew young talent. More " ‘VI Wedffol.. . -" /UUIIK 141CIII. • 

oee you in May, folios ^ #30, bigger and better 
—PAUL NELSovr * 

* N PANKAKE, BARRY HANSEN 
‘•Subscribe Nowi .. H „ 

' He Said $»Hfuuy, 
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RATINGS 
• Poor 
• • Fair 
••• Good 
•••• Very Good 
••••• Excellent 

record reviews 



Editors’ Column 
Here we are again, folks, reasonably on time ud_sWU to®* 

process of changing faces, LSR/a^new look” gets new ^ pon't 
with each issue* Drop us a line and tell us how you like «*• 
let that big $1.00 price tag on the frort of this Issues 
Subscriptions remain at $5.00 a year (six lssu® ()lirseives 
that individual copies are now JljOOUj so we «ul l «• and wlde 
a fancy distributor to spread LITTLE SANDYs _ 
across the country. At 85 cents, a distribution de . . lc 0fu,e 
slble; at $1.00, there will soon be a regular epldenU 
little rascals at your favorite far-out book and rec 
Dealers interested in handling the one and W ™ 165 
SANDY REVIEW are urged to write to: Oak ls 
W. 46th St., NYC 10036....The new Issue of HOOTEN p 
out, and it has improved some (if one discounts the 1@r 
cover story); Sam Charters, John Cohen, and .R,,^hute some 
have articles, while Cohen and Dave Van Ronk eo coLK 
record reviews...News is out of another new folk ■ ’.-mad, 
MUSIC. A bimonthly for "adults*1 ls how we’ve heard it oe ^ 
Sounds promising,...Due to a time-honored LSR trwu . » ^ 
Issue will not contain half of what we promised it* r,sc0 
Hence, don’t look for reviews of BUI and Charlie 'Pe(tgy 
Houston, Peter La Farge, Mark Spoelstra, Alan Lom«, _ 
Seeger, the Jug bands, Eric Von Schmidt, or the Weavers, 
you find the INTERVIEW WITH OURSELVES by Nelson and ran* 
But, you will find of host of reviews not announced, plus a 
definitive article on Pete Seeger and some great picture r twt 
Gahr of the Great Lean One. And next issue, you mayn*» . test 
we promised to deliver In this one, plus more...Dlg ® u 
outrageous folk advertising bit: "EDDY ARNOLD, the true A n 
folk sound! Eddy's new album Is full of the ‘folk* mus ak s hts 
before he knew there was any other kind. Thai's what ^ 
GREEN, GREEN so special, his BLOWIN’ IN THE 
poignant..." (RCA-Vlctor ad in SHOW). Hmmm, anew<*»»■“■ ^ 
the WIND authorship controversy...Wedgely Todd ls .S^„L Mort 
own record company and ls going after the new young taiem._ 
news on how to audition for Wedgely in LSR *30, bigger ana oe 
than ever... See you in May, folks. u*wcEN 

—PAUL NELSON, JON PANKAKE, BARRY HAT® 

1 ‘Subscribe Now!," He Said $$$$$fullyl 
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JEAN REDPATH: SKIPPING BAREFOOT THROUGH THE HEATHER 

(Prestige International 13041) 
Album Rating: 
JEAN REDPATH: SONGS OF LOVE, LILT, AND LAUGHTER 
(Elektra 224) 
Album Rating: **•* 

Like Ewan MacColI, Jean Redpath has made herself Into a 
walking repository of a wide portion of the Scottish folk music 
spectrum, knowing more and better and a greater variety of song* 
than would be possible In the lifetime of even the most dedicated 
field singer. Though she has a traditional background, It has 
provided her primarily with the musical instincts and the ear 
that have channeled her talent Into what Is now a highly developed 

and expressive vocal style. She has, like any good product of the 
Anglo-American folk song revival, collected the bulk of her 
material from other singers, and has scoured books and phono¬ 
graph records. Again like MacColI, she has, at least In her Ameri¬ 
can performances, accepted accompaniment from tasteful city - 
billy musicians (Walter Ralm and Art Rosenbaum on Prestige; 
Art Podell on Elektra) as a sop to audiences Impatient with the 
unencumbered solo voice. 

The Prestige album suffers slightly from inferior recording 
and the lack of Elektra's valuable song text booklet, but con¬ 
tains an astonishing wealth of material; THE BONNIE LASS 
O’FYVIE (America's PRETTY PEGGY-O) MAGGIE LAUDER, 
THE CRUEL MOTHER, and the haunting murder ballad,' THE 
BANKS OF RED ROSES, are likely to become Jean's most a 
mired recorded performances. The Elektra disc Is the more 
handsome production, but Is Jean's third record In the space 
of a year: there Is only the slightest Indication of a strain on the 
singer's repertoire in the Inclusion of a few simllar-sounulng 
songs and the Irish SHE MOVED THROUGH THE FAIR, although 
the material is a bit less Interesting and diversified than on 
either the Prestige or Jean’s first Elektra ballad record, we 
nope that Jean will not fail Into the misfortune of the Clancy 

^!zfrfwho “‘"Uriy ran out of songs and were, of necessity, 
rorced Into gobbling up anachronous Scots and English material 

LPs" Jean 15 100 welcome and too good an example to our 
folk song revival to be tarnished by its professional demands. 

(Reviewers: Paul Nelson and Jon Pankake) 

SUBSCRIBE NOW! 

6 
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TOM PALEY, ROY BERKELEY, ARTIE ROSEtTHEOLDRELIABLE 
STRING BAND (Folkways 2415) 
Album Rating: ••• 

* Treat bi, old-Urna, -Icon. lord.. QldHaldd.l.^rl^ .Band, 

Ton. Palaya dadlcalodly *^p*Snlo *Kl Collar Moalrl 
Preservation and Enjoyment of Fiddle, ^ . ,h#lr OWOf 
Tom and his new cohorts have come up . ,,,M THINKING 
musically lubdimd and oft.. rrnnkly W«m«ul 
TONIGHT OF MV BLUE ^ES y-rtomjd 

style U a treat), short on "J* liner notes featuring 
and humor (the photo of the band to trombone Is 
fiddle, dulcimer, and Paley dolefully bel "* Artie Koeee'e 
a typical touch). Tom's banjo and with 
dexterity on fiddle, mandolin, and ^roP accomplished old- 
Instrumental oomph, while B°y J^nE*yoDFL for the best city 
tlraey singing and yodeltng (dig vocal duties with 
recreation of a Jimmie Rodgers blues y ) w(at ^ become 
Paley. The group’s material ^’'tfmev bands (FLY AROUND MY 
••standard" fare tor revivalist old-toW**““^ ^ WILLOW. 
PRETTY LITTLE MISS, BURY A**SHUTTLE BIRDIE). **»« 
WILLIE MOORE, BILE THEM ^^^intoWiwsl the worth ol 
highlights Just enough original JL music. Rose's sub- 
the Reliables’ collective years •[*Ljj ^ roDNKY’8 
dolln interpretations of CHEROKEE |Q paley*s uncertain 
GLORY are especially fine In tots rVS?l'lStudying and traveling 
future as a professional musician . ^ pn>bably • ons-shot 
to Europe), the Old Reliable String:**££££ » hit deed 
outfit. While It doesn’t yet have b* b.nybattonof old-timer 
center, the bend Is sufficiently mmr the bellytotto 
to merit e future. (R-vUw.r,: Ptui Neleoe end Joe Panhahe) 

MERCY DEE WALTON: PITY AND A SHAME 
(Prestige Bluesvllle 1039) 
Album Rating: •••!/* ■Wgl-¥• . _. _ 

■IMer wt» hit Urn BAB 
Mercy Dee Walton, the piano-pUyer # ^ old-time 

best-eoUer lists to ths sarly |n llU, ifgs, shortly sn#r 
ONE ROOM COUNTRY SHACK. d ^ ^mortal «•**••• ^ 
tots album was mads.The dUcU.n^JJ ^ 

J22«• ^ — to California, does eigm ‘"T" ’ froin harp 
number, with occasional assistance 
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It, achieving an Impressive sound that backed up his gently 
nostalgic originals beautifully. His vocal style was a good deal more 
subtle and intimate than that of most pianists. His original blues 
on the set are often very poetic, and, without the sentimental 
frosting often Indulged In by some more skillful pianists, they 
oome across directly and most artfully. SHADY LANE Is a 
masterpiece, crowning this most appealing collection of fine blues. 

(Reviewer: Barry Hansen) 

REPRISE: THE MUSIC OF THE CARTER FAMILY... 

GREAT ORIGINAL RECORDINGS BY THE CARTER FAMIU 
(Harmony 7300) 
Album Rating: •••* 
A COLLECTION OF FAVORITES BY THE CARTER FAMILY 
(Decca 4404) 
Album Rating: 
BILL CLIFTON: THE CARTER FAMILY MEMORIAL ALBUM 
(Starday 146) 
Album Rating: ** 

The musical influence of the first family of country music 
only continues unabated (witness Joan Baez's occasional ou- 

_^st* °* Sara Car*er mannerisms), but seems to be gain ng 
ground in commercial appeal. The release of a second Harmony 

by Columbia and the decision of Decca to go whole hog witn 
major LP devoted to Carter reissues seems to indicate t 

the initial feelers on Camden and Harmony proved profitable 
... "• companies owning the backlog of Carter masters. Cou 

fLr8 a healthy and encouraging sign of the times to 
JlR1fAT ORIGINAL RECORDINGS BY THE CARTER FAMILY Is 
rr °P to Us Processor in that the sound of the early record- 

, 001 been echoed up or otherwise tampered with, but (and 
_ *awtrue for the Decca issue as well) no stand has been taken 
run crlt€rlon for title selection. The huge backlog of Carte 
uriu* , ,;*• ** *s to be expected with any group that recorded 
th J*1* 18 did, contains a good deal of dross along *it 

Any rofaaoe of old-time country recordings must 0® 
carefully winnowed; the legitimate folk music must be given 
^ #KrerlP€ °!*r secondary topical and composed material 

^y- Inlere*t, except tor specialists, will run low on the 
awkward and naive religious titles Included here, charming though 
wey may be to those conversant with the total body of Carter 
recordings. I FOUND YOU AMONG THE ROSES, a sentimental 
tune distinguished by Ma^Ue Carter’s lovely guitar accompani¬ 
ment is of Interest |j^u* solo by A. P. Carter, the last 

. rarity » «*!.. B«. «- •«&J2£SZS£E^ 

compensate for the general lack SADDLE. a composition 
compiling the disc. DU DDES » THE SADDLb. ^ exub#ran, 
of Maybelle’s (according to the notes). ^ styie that had 
hard harmonies of the earllest C n tbey recorded for 
largely been abandoned by the KISSING IS A CRIME 
Columbia In the weary y«»rs of 1*35-1 ^ ina5,erpteces 
and GIVE HIM ONE MORE AS E GOES are^c ^ awkwardn,„ 

on the topic beloved of all old*tl,.n® arduous task of "coortln . 
of the country man in the face of » tnPSS and wit the Carters 
They are performed with all^ the *w'bear CREEK BLUES 
were capable of lending this type display of flatpicking tha* 
features Maybelle cutting loose In » a Past,rs as Doc Watson, 
is the origin of the style of such » at which the Family 
and the song Is one of the white blues gen 

excelled In performing. 
.. Miff raRTER FAMILY 

A COLLECTION OF FAVORITES ^ ^ war tha ,nd of U» 

contains reissues of recordings d* .w\ermmated in l**3 
Family's professional career, »h*c rmw here and 
the Harmony disc, there are »ttt»rbW» 
there among a generally pedestrta # amc u HELLO STRA. 

The finest song and Pertorm*j** °",h outsUndtng 
GER, another white »>lues number with ,nd Sara- He 

Maybelle, and thrilling »“erna** song which 
is a fresh and ^-moving |t * U-0*£* 
picked up by a Urge number of : joEi an ootr*fT*f(>. 
their very best. Hardly inferior I ^ br„kiy 
maudlin song about a dying ,h. Carter*' ,tv.n 
spiring melody with all the P* baCHELO ^ 
to old-ttmey sentimentality. STM<N comp|*tewUh 
a definitive rendition ty ttw Carter^ by the 
the catchiest choruses ever 1r reelU*U P**^*!, W 
MINER'S BLUES * °mJ? JJ authentic Carter 
by the Carter Family, aRTED ME* ** .cMmeraiitT 
sharp contrast to bly ^jrad^l toeard fh* po*> 
blue* genre U ^.Mexican flavor?* yY FLOWER- • 
of pop music. The YOU A«E ** mil U «*• 
music of the 1*40. I» lBnueoc# U 

country music field. . ^ lh» eeme «* 
of their own called KiNTUC __ b the? ere. 
the urn moeieel alyle. efbem*. P 



rsaswrvssss Tssaiirsaa-ar 

Clifton's Blue^raq6 ^ appreciatin& the music of the group. But 
Tommv if ^egraSS arrangements (with Smiley Hobbs on banjo 

X ari °“ flddle' Mike Seeger a“‘0harp, etc) am 
SirtilSLhi™h COmpared to the taste with which similar 

and his lead sine!n^fcnhiUCHeSSfully conducted by Flatt and Scruggs, 
The futmtv n !k b,!andness at its most irritating, 

word is m l L? ,th® ^bum* lts hopeless “sincerity” (how that 
emolified in Tt™, 1”ternal country music commentary!), is ex- 
nostalgia. tran«sfn .®E’ that Paragon of old-time morbid 
croonf^'anH ^to>f ^ lnt° Something hideous by Clifton's grotesque 
crooning and Jackson's wailing fiddle. 

fareTLmiilh°hDt»BACHfL0R and the movine CANNONBALL BLUES 
the best ro etter u.nder more restrained handling, but perhaps 
it contains onJm®IJfiation LSR can make for the album is that 
such as and unavallable Carter titles, fine songs 

eyed boGyREtEoN MrELDf 0F virginia, BRING BACK MY BLUE 
ought to hpThi.MJ' a!!d PLL BE ALL SMILES TONIGHT, which 
Carters Thu a*ud and en^°^ed by all who love the music of the 
on the marft he 5fCord wlR bold a Position of tentative value 
releases nfh pendlng its supplanting by either more Carter 

Family's songswTstyle*"0"16^6**1® revlvallsts of the Carter 

Famfly Release tu/®^1®* °f the new RCA-Victor Carter 
y release, MID THE GREENFIELDS OF VIRGINIA, 2772.) 

(Reviewers: Paul Nelson and Jon Pankake) 

A KEOKUK HAMLET... 

^atlorad V3044) LYRICA EROTICA. Volume One (Prestige Inter- 

Album Rating: ** 

ED McCURDY: LYRICA EROTIPa v . 
DELIGHT) (Prestige Internatlo^Yf3050? me ThrCe (WOMEN'S 
Album Rating: ** ' 

of English language folk songs have 7^° legal collectloni 
contains an unexpurgated bawdy son* *7^-" pub*ished, but not om 
added that this condition holds douhiv ^eenway could well hav< 

Iy true tor the more thai 
10 

1000 albums of recorded folk music-including LYRICA EROTICA. 
in theTnterest of fairness, it must be pointed out that none of 

th songs on these discs can be called folk songs, for all wer 
wrltten'by British poets of varying abilities in the> l6th, 17th, and 
18th centuries: McCurdy seems to have learned all of them fr 
i^ -?hose of us who appreciate the lyricism of true folk song 
will find the extreme literary sophistication of these s°ng teX* 
drv and boring As for the eroticism, anyone so decadent as to 
be titillated by the word-play and pastoral ndnc^ofntt.cerrtury 
shepherdesses and courtiers will have a gay, mad time with these 

McCurdy has developed a nice manner of presenting this material, n,S£ 5J Ts and enunciating and projecting liketajvaudevme 
Hamlet Dlavlng to the balcony in Keokuk. Peter and Isabel Gardner 
we in Selr element providing Ed with pseudo-chamber music 
backgrounds, and Sandy Bull produces clever 
and chords on his banjo. All very erotic, we f^?KCE wries on 
Judging by the success of McCurdy's DALLIANCE series on 
Elektra there is a solid market for this fluffy stuff, but it 
Improbable that any folk music fan will tr^e McCurdy s enUre 
“erotic” record output for one performance of Sam Larner 
sfiii MAUDS, WHEN YOU'RE YOUNG, NEVER WED AN OLD 
MAN, or for any of the field-recordings of genuine erotic folk 

songs on Caedmon's SONGS OF SEDUCTION.al )a™’OTICA volume 
(The second volume in this series, LYRICA E ' ...gjo 

Two, A WEE THREAD O'BLUE, Prestige International 13048 
by the excellent Scottish singer and grandson o folklorist Gavin 
Greii? Arthur Atko. will be reviewed in a. future Lore.; N 

(Reviewers: Paul Nelson and Jon Pankake) 

IDOLS, IDOLS, IDOLS ... 

JOAN BAEZ IN CONCERT (Vanguard 9112) 

JOAN*BAEZ^N CONCERT, Part 2 (Vanguard 9113) 

bS DVLANhTHE TIMES THEY ARE A-CHANGIN' (Columbia 2106) 

Album Rating: *** or •• 

Baez and Dylan, Dylan and Baez. Robert Shelton tied the sappy 
symbolic knot in the March issue of HOOTENANNY (“the nation¬ 
al folk singing magazine”). The cover screamed, in the best 
vbbott and Costello or Franksteln Meets Dracula fashion, “JOAN 
RA^Z MEETS BOB DYLAN.” Once inside, we got TRUE CON- 
JeKoNS aS MODERN ROMANCE: “THE VOICE MEETS THE 
POEt!*’ “HE SPEAKS FOR ME, SHE SINGS FOR ME,” ad nauseam. 
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a solid country sound, and both feet are out of the grave for ■ 
change. In #9113, she does a rousing (yes, rousing) LONG BLACK 
VEIL (please Ignore the Irony here). These songs, plus BANKS 
OF THE OHIO, PAL OF MINE, and ENGINE 143 on her second 
Vanguard album (9094), represent the only lLstenable and valid 
folk material she lias yet presented In her four albums. A* an 
urban folksinger, she cannot hold a candle to Peggy Seeger, 
Hally Wood, or Hedy West (although she may have more In¬ 
herent potential than all three of them). 

Yet, while one often wishes that the impressionable young 
American folk fan would chose a more lively Image titan this 
reverse Brigitte Bardot in the black burlap shroud, one also 
realizes the fantastic talent that one day may emerge from Miss 
Baez. Should she ever be able to harness alt that floating emotion 
into valid artistic channels, we may yet have a fine urban folk- 
singer. The main difference between Joan Baez and camp follower* 
Judy Collins, Carolyn Hester, and the rest of the cheaper-grads 

Imitations 1$ that Miss Baez has the talent. Maybe one day she’ll 
decide to use U. 

Style has never been a problem with Bob Dylan. He's always 
had it to burn. The trouble often has been what he's burned It 
on. After a brilliant start as a straight folksinger and song¬ 
writer in the folk song vein (BOB DYLAN, Columbia 1779), he sud¬ 
denly got bit by the bug of abstract Significance, or Significance 
emptied of all significance. The press agents and Journalistic 

drum-beaters swiftly began to Inflate and construct a “legend’* 
of the daring Rebel-Hero Speaking For His Generation Again** 
All Wrongs. In THE FREE WHEELIN' BOB DYLAN {Columbia 
199S), Dylan's image had already started to rise above the ground 
Into a curious fog of both self-importance and self-pity. Mj 
words and music now seemed filtered through "the Dylan image" 
before they reached their audience, and their effect was strangely 
flat once they finally did arrive. Clearly, here was a man who had 
started to believe htx own publicity, and his art suffered tor It. 8# 
was now to be called a Poet, not a mere folksinger. And he went on 
and on In A HARD RAIN'S A-GONNA FALL, MASTERS OF WAR, 
others, giving us the Message, which hardly proved to be any 
unique than the usual Stanley Kramer **thlnk” movie. In A HARD 
RAIN, he even evoked his own Christ symbol, but fortunately did 
not try to walk on water. 

,hlrd “Jhum.THE TIMES THEY ARE A-CHANGIN'. 
b*Ck ap *h«Udder again. There Is sUll too much 
^or^Ulevangeltsmtorour Jaded intellect*, 

but then, »« ve read a little Nathanael West and even walked around 
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ihe block once or twice by ourselves; furthermore, wedon t even 
believe that all poor and working folk are good and that all ricn 
people are warmongering, Negro-hating bastards. (And one vTiiag 
singing to another about segregation hardly seems the . . t 
anything. We keep remembering what James Baldwin said 
white liberals). However. Dylan tos kept his head out of - 
long enough to give us tour fine songs-songs that 
the current folk song scene could have written. (No lr M [NGS 
there,) BOOTS OF SPANISH LEATHER, ONE TOO MANY MORNINGS 

(the son of DON'T THINK TWICE. IT'S KATO OF 
COUNTRY BLUES are superb, while THE L^.S°”JpD{;lTna°s 
HATTIE CARROLL, although It has some BROAC«roE-llk 
la the last verse, Is one of the best songs _awrolL 

In all but the more conventional final verseof HAT111E . „ of 
Dylan U functioning at a fantastic artistic level. The Imag^ use of 
cane and table, repeated over and over, and the . '• ‘.rw 
"William Zantzlnger" are Just right,and alm09‘, strength 
of sticky sentimentality—a good, hard, tight sobg wlt „ , 
(“And you who philosophize disgrace and «rtlg» 
line with much meaning). Hattie Carroll, the 51 > ^j.y«ar- 
who “emptied the ashtrays at a whole other level, * _ sketched 
.Id Zam.lnger, mrlnt t>U 
in abort, sur* strokes. While the *rainUou* t (aivd 
very deeply, the Investigation Is powerful, and done witn gre 
almost cinematic) art. 

Other songs art less satisfying. WITH .J^hjgh a* tbeycan In 
ONLY A PAWN IN THEIR GAME rise “ JJJau Ring without 
their particular genre; Dylan seems to enjoy l» COMES 
A pole. BALLAD OF HOLLIS BROWN AiklWlffiN (||1# 
W *re only so-so, And really not very ls, tn«rely as sop 
the TIMES THEY ARE A-CHAHOW.ae.ma toj££.7S»l song, 
tor the parent-defying teenage ego. Tne Mu-roman- 
RESTLESS FAREWELL, gives Off the “article" did. 
ticlting odor that Dylan's recent pathetic BH (aeblest, sickest 
The NEWSWEEK rumors are alluded lohereto 
sort of way, 

Dvtii) 
The album notes, too,are written 10 'h.",,(Wlrv among hi* **ns). 

(usually referred to aa the highest form Tru»f#ut>* SHOOT THE 
In them, he mentions our favorite n,"*j ..Music, man. thsl'e 
PIANO PLAYER, by misquoting «•>“* «£, point of U» 
where It’s at,” and misunderstanding *V"?.r-|lc)oUj/* as W^a 
Use (and Ihe film). While the llM Mroqy, a possHdW that 
claims, It la also the most obvious high pA*Jj^ ..chapUntrsmp* 
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of folk music. (Bob’s misconception here seems importanl 
standing his “new" music.) The beauty of the film 1 thiin(,n# 
reality and parody at the same time, and one needs more hm„ 
track in the mind to see this. There are far more things on heaven 
and earth than are reflected In a Bob Dylan song. 

(Reviewers: Paul Nelson and Jon Pank • 

(Our Los Angeles editor, Barry Hansen, submitted the foUo**J^ 
view, giving the album a mere *♦ rating. The reader Is invlteu 

pick his poison.) 

Bob’s third album should firmly establish him ast1 
Laureate of the Soclally-Consclous Generation. The sow ^ 
his own, brood all over the dark world of the headline ^ 
pages: Medger Evers, warmongering politicians, r who 
farmer who murdered his family, a Southern toba 8 .,lnnesoii 
murdered a Negro maid, hard times In Dylan s nor e ' 
Iron country, and so on. None of these Is another BLO lrlngtnf 
WIND; all of them are on a much more grandiose scale, 
out Into Involved and lengthy dirges, 4ltam alo« 

Gone Is the freewheeling, slashing wit or his seconi eXC'eptto« 
with the musical liveliness of the first. With ®°* •loom* H* 
(WHEN THE SHIP COMES IN), the set Is 45 minutes^of !• #lgUL 
goes from morbid pathos to seething Irony to lachrym ^ 
A few numbers are Individually compelling (the title _ H^hlch 
HOLLIS BROWN, the song of the South Dakota murdeir, ^ 
Dylan wrote some time ago). But the whole Is Just -muni's 
individual tragedy of the best songs is all but drowned in 
saturation-level pessimism. 

Musically, this Is by far Dylan’s weakest album. Tt*£ 
clean, but monotonous and rather dimly recorded. Tne_ ^^nl 
not tiad (tt Is, really, Inseparable from the songs). ““ rlcWu4 
numbers are rendered almost unlistenable by Dylan sw j 

and erratic changes of tempo. WITH GOD ON OUR MDB, ^ 
suspect Ls a sincere attempt at high seriousness,becomes *» 

monstrosity. . ,«a„k verse 
Dylan contributed some 822 lines of free-association llW“ 

for the notes} they fill the cover and spill over 0®®*f *.►*,» 
There’s no doubt the man has a lot to say. But I’m afraid *ius 4 
will only communicate to those who use music as a vch , f( lrt<i 
kind of spiritual masochism. 1 hate to think where this mlgf 
Bob and the listeners. % 

(Reviewer. Barry 

llbum Rating: ,M* # # legend 

Back in I960, 

SmSSTotr l>- 
about his being captured by r» c*4ri0j where he n^slcai 
led off in chains to parch™. he was a remote hero * Uvll<> 
of brutal treatment. To ma*i>. VBars, Bukka White » t0 ^iink 
antiquity. Yet, through all ,{,s a bit frightW|B 
entertaining, playing. ««« worW'' ‘*JJ0 ^ Ed Denson 
how far removed the tll j0hn Fahoy <» that any- 
which Bukka lived and *Uy«b “nt“mpirt*ly 
contacted him last JUT, » wa phonetlcally 
one had been looking tor hlm* (whose name ytg- 

Booker T. Washington Whuej^ u anythl‘*|TKBUoI»l 
misspelled on the old n ^ }(# plays s stee * (or each one. 
orous now than he used t • distinct »* which the top 
gutter, using several tuning* wlte. (EBK0Bs> » J£r., 

Most frequent l* an ®P»tt ®L hushing onV"*.Tl 
two strings are fretted with aU sl» <ggy EaDGW. 
nut- nm#*r. since he never „*#* ,wiw „l* lap. 

ent lS ... ^JLTSJm 
... *"r b.r. .11 « -JR .:adc;>. 

. finger, (Since he neve u****'*n„ on his Up. 
s the E minor chord.)^kla wtth the £»* 

an open C played *£*FahIy»e »"••ifSleisslPP* /£ 
more details# see J tht h**' ' #c conflict of 

" singing 8W> Pj*j* Jen,iy peW^WjJ^inM «ulU5;jSU) 
i evident l» ***!£ Igstnst two, vot ^prewnte **^3 
net three, and thr**‘,,w rhythm «• ^ lh# tlw"bL“-«r 

wing and pW» (HI|«atlnf r«y“— , fUlt*r. 
IJt IS the vto‘«i\yjr wo, Sown- 

R three, and rhythm 

resets 
.on. Unlike ***** *• •?**“ 
tone voice no« « yiUts. is ^ »ut»l ««»*»•, „ aeii 
rather ***»% K? is ••«l!1CSJdeet *«• 
uual HEAVENLY »^ br«lM^^ n- 

J they af*r°«r ApMY H***-TU 
are much ^ o0**T ..tFsts 

^ tor «A»5r **?- » le itoereeatsg 

0 r*n'Z t£ -e »*• 
naif-sung I* am P****:^.— mi» •Jf***^** l*m 



of folk music. (Bob’s misconception here seems lmportantln unde - 
standing his “new” music.) The beauty of the film Is that " s 
reality and parody at the same time, and one needs more an 
track In the mind to see this. There are far more things on nea 
and earth than are reflected in a Bob Dylan song. 

(Reviewers: Paul Nelson and Jon Pankake) 

(Our Los Angeles editor, Barry Hansen, submitted the followlr« re¬ 

view, giving the album a mere ** rating. The reader is 
Dick his DOlson.) 

Bob’s third album should firmly establish him as ^ 
Laureate of the Socially-Conscious Generation. The song . 
his own, brood all over the dark world of the headlines 
pages: Medger Evers, warmongering politicians, a Sou ^ 
farmer who murdered his family, a Southern tobacco gr lnnacou 
murdered a Negro maid, hard times In Dylan's ^ the 
Iron country, and so on. None of these Is another BLOwin ^ 
WIND; all of them are on a much more grandiose scale, sir 
out into involved and lengthy dirges. 

Gone is the freewheeling, slashing wit of his second a i ». tjon 
with the musical liveliness of the first. With one slign ^ 
(WHEN THE SHIP COMES IN), the set is 45 minutes of giw * 
goes from morbid pathos to seething irony to lachrymose aod 
A few numbers are individually compelling (the title v ^ ^ 
HOLLIS BROWN, the song of the South Dakota murderer, tf* 
Dylan wrote some time ago). But the whole is Just too m 
individual tragedy of the best songs is all but drowned in the 
saturation-level pessimism. 

Musically, this is by far Dylan's weakest album- The gu ^ 
clean, but monotonous and rather dimly recorded. The slng 
not bad (it is, really, inseparable from the songs). But se 
numbers are rendered almost unllstenable by Dylan's c*Pn h j 
and erratic changes of tempo. WITH GOD ON OUR SIDE, 
suspect is a sincere attempt at high seriousness, becomes a pa 
monstrosity. . v*rS* 

Dylan contributed some 822 lines of free-association blana 
for the notes; they fill the cover and spill over onto an in** ^ 
There's no doubt the man hasalotto say. But Pm afraid this a| 
will only communicate to those who use music as a vehicle fo 
kind of spiritual masochism. I hate to think where this might 1* 
Bob and the listeners. . 

(Reviewer. Barry Hansen; 
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BUKKA WHITE: MISSISSIPPI BLUES, Volume One (Takoma 

Album Rating: 

Back In 1960, the name of Bukka White xrE COUNTRY 
with the release of his FIXIN’ ™> D£Z^mors-somethlng 
BLUES album (RF D- £st session and 
about his being captured ^ 'lce where he supposedly^ 
led off in chains to Parchman Farm. re,note hero of musical 

of brutal treatment. To many, he Bukka White was living, 

antiquity. Yet, through all theS®.*®? j|»s a bit frightful *° 
entertaining, playing, e*f"™C°Sg'v,oricr is fromtheworbUn 
how far removed the * ‘n.u Jul j0hn Fahey and Denso^ 
which Bukka lived and Pl»>ed’ “completely unaware that any 
contacted him last year, he was comp 
one had been looking tor Mm. , hoSe name was Pto l£. 

guitar, nuslnr"eveeral "turnngs wlth^a Jggjjg' ln jjjyjg 
Most frequent Is an^ open t » pushing *0™ ®" , onB never 
two strings are fretted witn ^ k aDGBF.. 
little finger. (Since he never^r ^ sUndn\?on hU to* 
hears the E minor chort.) Boojjr ^ ^ na« on 

against three, and ,h**®*lng rhythm of, ’™7humb, played 
pare this to the more namum mm#d with “)•*"“ ^ minor 
Bukka’s picking (bas* VrJited treble string* >" ***Robert 
off against the fcjJJJgJJJSe of normal Mf*» 
tuning) U aleo c*V^n howe.er. he v*r‘” like that 
Johnson. UnlUm ,£*£?• .ouad on the 
baritone voice not vwillle- In ***** JJfSJwim***. 
of *^1*^ Johnson. Blind ^ ^ dose • .unci *« ^ 

spiritual HE A V ERL' * the •T*****L-Ilc brilliance. and 

jsx;; s^-swsrs? 
Also wvoc^tl ••caote-fat’l* t, u tmereeUal 
art half-ewj* aae. And wt-" ^ the 



Rnniror hf}3 Ce5tfln^>r 00 lack of youthful vigor on this album; 
hw m. Probably preserved this quality better than any other 
Rnniror *1 °f ,.hls ®ra- Tbere Is, In fact, almost too much vigor, 
at tho »ki S *?to a tune» and be's liable to bang away ferociously 
inovitoKi w« t0T slx mlnutes, repeating himself several times. 
thP tno«’ hlS Slnglng be?lns to lose sensitivity; one sadly misses 
with u^^expresslven®ss of many songs from his 1940 session 

th Washboard Sam (FIXIN' TO DIE, STRANGE PLACE BLUES). 
and ihic^i stI1* has considerably more to offer than most, 
rent «?, ,Takoma aIbum has most faithfully reproduced his cur- 
nnfpc and playlng- K's a fine production, especially the 
In years ° ' aFG ^® most sensible to appear on a blues album 

Berkele^?PCallfornlateS °Ut °f B°X 2233’ S°Uth Berkeley stattoD’ 
(Reviewer: Barry Hansen) 

OFolk Ja^?352)ANIE WEST: SONGS OF THE SOUTHLAND 
Album Rating: **♦1/2 

period when^H^ COn\merc,al country music "sound" of the 
has left its lnHiuKf1*1 Jeanle West began singing, the late 1940s, 
Although in mnr 16 mark upon to® style of their performing, 
commlndably ^atholf?0^ y<TS‘ ‘he two have demonstrated a 
from tradition ^til ‘tl 0t sourc« materlal, choosing songs 
as well as from *k 10 earllest years of commercial recordings 

Perform the entlre sc^f n?fhPr.eSSl°n years* they have tended 
which are J," ,?.*** of thelr repertoire with the mannerisms 

Phrasing, harmonv6 ^n°Wn 43 ,he ‘‘Harry and Jeanie sound": 
Tnnnu . . nony» and projection in thp Vlnllt; /Vic) fmm 

dobro ^rcoutur? tLtkV ^ from Harry, ^the S 
Artie Rose. ^ trument of the ’40s) accompaniment 

success of the West^s lhe,r Performing style, tl 
upon the deareo muslc has come to depend to a great exte 

Happily, SONGS OF T^sSuTIILAN^'h fnaterUJ aDd s,n8lrt 
U complimented by tho contains material whlc 
toe hillbilly songs, white bltie^ 8*'?gle-mlnded musical approad 
concurrently with extensive Souther rec®nt eosP«I songs develop* 
?'• °pry-type touring sto^ broadcasting and Gran 
blue* from Cliff Carluie ,, t^,L°A^CANE mAMA, a yodelln 

,‘“^y ant, J**nle side to yearsm arii I?/reshlng and llstenabl 
Justice to the likes of CURLY^jg^Vj^?* ***• *wo do almost equa 

HEADED BABY. HILLS OF ROAM 
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COUNTY, and ROSA LEE McFALL. The Wests unfortunately lend 
tbelr Ill-fitting cliches to JENNIE JENKINS and FREE LITTLE 
BIRD as well, the only two really stiff and hidebound performances 
on the album. . . . 

(Reviewers: Paul Nelson and Jon Pankakej 

NEGRO BLUES AND HOLLERS (Library of Congress AFS L59) 
Album Rating: ••••1/2 
I HAVE TO PAINT MY FACE (Arhoolie 1005) 
Album Rating: ••*•1/2 

This year has seen a highly fortunate coincidence: ‘he near- 
simultaneous release on LP of the results of two flel - 
trips, 18 years apart, to the same regions of the Missis RP • 
the original "home of the blues". From the work of-Alan U>m 
(1942) and Chris Strachwltz (1960), these sets p 

Marshall Stearns’ selection from Lomax’s work hiues^Two 
of Congress includes hollers, church s*1*1"*',lbum son House, 
termer Paramount blues singers dominate t j ers per- 
one of the first generation of recorded bottlenwl 
terms three blues In the same dart.|'‘rnado ln Roblnson- 
earlter on Paramount; these recording* "• R , Johnson 
vllle, Mississippi, tho same delta where R £ 
(who probably learned from House) gr^ up. 

citing 1* another delta guitarist, Wllltoin movingly sung, with 
somo standard traditional blues, tjuteW ft#n e#ttlr* » very in- 
rlch and eloquent three-flngor Peking. *j|u ^ m&n 
trlgulng plano-llke sound. (By toe way, nrow„.. in hu 
Robert Johnson calls "my 1^..^u^nces are beard on the 
CROSSROADS BLUES?) Mor* ^ does an *ffectlve 
Library of Congress disc to D»E 1 ; Bluebird recording, 
guitar adaptation of Big Macao » 
WORRIED LIFE BLUES. record Mint ftn* field 

And 1942 was early enough toriLrnalty with the country blues 
honors; these show a conslderabls comlng o( th# futtar 
which developed from toeae hot lively church congrega- 
from Mexico. Also include a" o|| ^ roU. 
tions like the one* Rev*rend McGe. r*c n 
way* ANTHOLOGY. . ..._>raj mechanised cotton-picking; 

Th*n cam* the war, t*l* ’ lurB and harmonica* a* »#U, 
finally th# Vtctrola*. and ne « wmmfi eaay to hear 
mad. way tor the ,*», but l* *« •till there 
liv# country bluti i>n .. ini iMWfitiibit |g InfUv 
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Librar^aX;/HC°r.ded everything he could. His album, like the 

old, Eic* bhLfu!?*!? by blues’ and there 15 still some of the 
and’ Browni r^S The muslc of Sam Chatman, who (like House 
of the feelimr *^rd®d c?mmerclally In the 1920s, recaptures much 
no lontrer * Wh?1 Lotnax heard In 1942, albeit aged a bit and 
of sDB-ihiaic dy,^mlc ^ 11 once was. Chatman also does a couple 
example nf a ^ provides (1° the album's title song) a rare 
dare sav » a Southern Negro protest song, and one which, I 
of the f w?e blt too frank for the sensibilities of some 

Youn7^, °lng thlS klnd of thin« in the North today. . 
Dixie fhe« ormers^ in traditional style are not easy to find In 
Charles but Strachwitz found a good one In Robert 

where <«ra/>h u Wb° ^ust happened to walk Into a barbershop 
tarlst Wade \vaif was recordlnC the accomplished barber-gul- 
ment of wai*a t.°n* After deling the stringsoutto the accompani- 
Intrleulm? hinic"!8 ^azor slrap- Smith does an assortment of 
TEXAS m!,!! V* dlverse styles and tunings. GOING BACK TO 

shows^the slLaJf ‘° 016 °ld style- whUe LOST L0VE BLUES 
Also included if6r S ac(,uaintance with Ivory Joe Hunter, et al. 

StriclTz 2“ *XCUP *«"Po LONELY WIDOW, 
two tracks from°r in®lades some piano blues—and there are 
Willie Thomas TWUlS.lanauby the redoubtable Butch Cage and 
clapping conerepainf6 f. church music, too. Instead of a hand¬ 
voiced solo sin^V ^4St?Chwltz Includes as typical a rich- 
trend in the Souttuodayj1.13 bel"g probab,y representative of the 

and they gain jlm,!? b?,th masterful productions by experts, 
doucument forming afurably when taken together as a historical 
delta blues. g two cbaPters of the fabulous history of the 

(Reviewer: Barry Hansen) 

i n wuuriNG ■ 

hll Pe£nch,gu^rlam; JUKy 9 (UPI) " A man Pla>lnK 
last night. Tl>e vioHm PUb accldentally electrocuted 
«. > dockyards wortl?^3*J? h’”*' ** wuu*™ west, 

H. Who Lives By The ses. 

Contributed by Sandy Paton 

r»be Now So You Don't Have To Pickett 

five Bucks Won't Kill Youl 
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$4.50BALLAD MONCERS> ^ Oscar Brand. Funk and Wagnalls, 

Unscholariy, unanalytic description of the urban folk music 
tarv nn f, it, *tS background. some surprisingly candid commen- 
si»U fhi . SOn! payola' copyrights, and the Left Wing. Empha- 
Guthrf* l™P°ft»nce of such individuals as Leadbelly, Woody 
reading’ J°hn Lomax' and Oscar Brand. Colloquial, anecdotal 

(P.N. * J.P.) 

W!& °LENGLAND- IRELAND, SCOTLAND, AND WALES. 
William Cole, editor. Doubleday, $7.50. 

an!i0):ii3a:1°r,pian0 coHectlon has no background information 
The RHHchi0/<ali/°ngS seemingly gleaned from other collections. 
Pefer 2ilfi Rold-recording in the last decade by Alan Lomax, 

this tvne of Ewan MacColl (and others) has rendered 
mis type of collection invalid. 

(P.N. * J. P.) 

Ha?iowES?e SHIPS- by Frederick Pease 

the°mast1'iiInihr0?onJ!)lc collectI°n by a writer who sailed before 
DARKY SUNnlv lfZ^J:Verythl',K from THE MERMAID to THE 
bas vaiue SCHOOL. Of limited interest, quite basic, it 

(P.N* J. P-) 

tramCpI1CofflnNDeditor-fAQ^AD‘ MacEdward Leach and Trls- 
editors. So* Illinois University Press, $5.55* 

folklore °jou rtia Is" and i°f vk#y art,cIes on balladry from formal 
Barry, ^c. FascinatT*011*' Wrlttn*s by Charles Seeger, Bronson, 
controversial mu,|„i nK“-presents a variety of accepted and 
d<*P and assumes a hi^ulL1*?1',4nd 11Utrary theories. Dig* 

reader. Rewarding, but no, forlhi folkm?.^** °" th<> °f ** 

(P.N. * J. P ) 

wefifoSi*,«J*‘^t’1 “f LSR that w* hoP* ,0 
by Alan Lomax. HaroldCourlander ^,rr!)Vi?W' ln deta)I' "®w books 
Frank Drlgg,. j„n Ritchie, a” Sam Charters. 

22 articles and columns 
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Pete’s Children: 

The American Folk Song 
Revival, Pro and Con 

By JON PANKAKE 

Alan Lomax has said that he feels the ®0®*-.'^alftolk’muslc 
and his father ever did in their work in A 
was to discover and brlnd to the oily the leap redIO>» 
maker, Woody Guthrie, and the N.kro musmal 

as Leadbelly (Huddle Ledbetter). In ,ret™^®«s t0 the publica- 
that in giving these two ea*eI\G1frgan‘uI^l,sthLt would otherwise 
lions, the radio broadcasts, and the recordU* c„y.based folk 
have been denied them lie the roots of Arne 

song revival of the past two decades. traditional American 
Neither Guthrie nor Leadbelly were typing tradiuo ^ ^ ^ 

music-makers; the gifted individuality . from bls immediate 

to create a personal body of d J^ild topical relevance, 
tradition, but generally surpassing ^ a manner com- 
Both men were flamboyant persoiwlttl . ’ s(ve aml introspec- 
pletely the opposite of Uie more typ» JJimon, dominated their 
live purveyor or guardian of ai gl _ formad it to their per- 
music and made It serve them, shape essentially artfully 
sonal and public needs, Their *°n* * w| needs, tended- 
crafted mirrors of deep and powe mouths of less virile 
and still tend-to sound meatiingles. » ^ nQ( speak for » wide 

singers; unlike typical folk song . 1 &ubcuiture. but resolutely 
range of members of a cU‘tu,rh® ° sounds so hollow today as 
serve only their masters. Nothing from the lips of the 
the songs of Guthrie and of lh. ute UOs 
generally sincere but a frx)ro the peraonalUi#* of tbalr 
who first tried to wrest the i«d sre. the songs of Woody 
creators* Important as *h imliful Interpretive volc#' 
and Leadbelly required a vigorous ana 

and none was available- Guthrie's and l*adbelly's talent*. 
Despite the magnificence mgklm>- himself understood by 

neither man was suci;*f* |h,v were country men. and they 
America's urban W****®^ thai was largely Incomprehensible 
spoke and sang ln “ yet reluctant to accept the refined 
to city sudlews* 1D^V-Betmet. It remained tor a_per- 
otferlngs of Burl ««»r the seven-league boots of the 



S^nrlteoa^h»eanbfUy P®rsonallties and yet who would not sound 
earrv so^^hJ^JJST™ to galn the ear of the Publlc and t0 0)115 
LAND in^L1^ GOODNIGHT IRENE and THIS LAND IS YOUR 
the OkiP aJ f?r ™r™s of the "atlon that were Inaccessible to 
Pete Sppitpw th* hard'bItten Negro murderer. The role became 

glove. E hC W°re U *° the hllt* 411(1 11 riUed hlm like 4 

va?i!n^fHp^Jrh° ,par*icipate in ‘he folk music revival are, In 
first Ug? °* kinshlp. Pete's children. It was Pete who 
or bad nnPCf« Uf We 00,11(1 sinK. that it didn’t matter how good 
ourselves it ^rtsnW4ere 45 lone as we made a Joyful noise unto 
us "Here Pete who first put a banjo In our lap and told 
sound 15 simple-just go ahead and play It, You’ll 
told- ami hi« And. aocl1 was his conviction, we did as we were 
good! o? “^tC‘‘?n became our own; by God, we did sound 

We have an8 thoUght ln the flush °f our discovery of ourselves, 
have com! !„ Seen.°r heard Pete a* one time or another. We 
hall light un an^h! mlracles of his performances, to have the 
indom fahipP^.M ^ audience take fire from his enthusiasm and 
also unfortnn!t1iI,iSm' and Pele has served us well. We have 
slipshod^ ! y'h.COroe ‘° expect a certain amount of blithely 
of toDicai mat! n®hlp, occasional tastelessness in presentation 

tand, a klnd 0f ea8er*heaver naivity that has 
he Sed ZSJSSXto oomment ln JAZZ NEWS: “It was when 
off his jacket bv thi^tf0* lha^Ibe8an to feel uneasy. He had Hung 
as his bail in h! i!*3 t,me and’ picklnB up an ax not quite as long 
of his own chormi™41™4 W?fk song to 0,0 rhythmic accompaniment 
ought to have biLn^a yhe chips, significantly, flew everywhere. This 
tamenlss Z JTJ autheatlc- but somehow it had the embarrassing 
tameness of a Zula warrior exhibited at a fairground.** 

comings*is ,lneVltfbly triumph over his own short- 
creates before ik c e the illusion his stage presence 

*£.VUTSE-EK lc,ton *.OM “»’<*c~ 
ittes m the American great Platform personai- 
Bryan. Shambles! riTetart^L0'. M“rh Twalnand William Jennings 
before an audience that ^*dev!c*a become as magic in his hands: 
handedly say <<j think T'v^f i!8^ seen hlm before he will off- 
a strange song SJXjT maT times about...,’’or. of 
enrolled m his corner ^ \ and one is Immediately 
"Sing it with me “ ! nd BWmate. His Inevitable 
to share his joy; ttie songs of Woodv^nd ““jmand, but an Invitation 
ing us even at%^ l‘ve again, thrill- 
of the masters, in the spell of hlsVersonalitT!!*? to from the lips 
that his musicianship is seldom true total?iLSI^LB0!tl,O» “tlce 
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up there before^he mlcr^ J"4™0*' °f f°lk reelIn«-" W>en Pete’s 
It is to p!»1^ mlcr°phone> w® Just don't care, 

encouraged youne sllppr251!"8 cr®dlt that he has never overtly 
sources. «< Don't8ioa™e#S t0 emulat® hlm In any respect save 
me." It Is excf»iion* ^°!n me’ 4earn ^rom those who taught 
chosen tn America's rrM^I 5!’ ,But Pete has always picked and 
to using material ftind 0,folkIore with an eye more attuned 
the art of tradition h» Hills own ‘dealfstic purposes than to honor 
traditional performing kas ney®r bothered to learn the subtleties of 
mundane poetrv ami ™mStyle\thal creatlve magic that causes often 
secret places of m.romn]°nPlace melody to seek out and thrill the 
standing of our hirin iearts/ 14 ls n°t the true folkslnger's under- 
Performances bu^ ra?h" def,tr6S and fears that w® hear in Pete's 
Personality. As a result6 it 1.eg,erdemaln °f a master platform 
by his starry-eved duiVJ* iS P?‘e sexamplethat has been followed 

y eyed disciples rather than his advice. 

the young revival ist «C hJf Peculiar genius for presentation, 
traditions like so manv^6 Piled haPhazardIy Into America's great 
into the street Fi.i«'h£fUb^uUrChlns Srabblng at pennies thrown 
with a week £ nJmn Wlth Pete’s encouragement, equipped 
still reverberating *" hls banJo cours®> their heads 
cations airwaves vonni lasane rln« of the mass communi- 
works of centuries Women hav® snatched up the life- 
integrity and dlcrnitv country geniuses and debased the 
though they were so manJworks by performing them as 
of their meaning and lcnm-i”*?4" AJley throwaways, not cognizant 
and honor. ThebodvofAmer««nVy/I?:>bblng them ot their uniqueness 
the proverbial Flemish ,i lca.5*oIk muslchas largely become like ■teas ~■**•* 
vula«« madonna/** aad 'dL'd-0' (rl03- lh« long-haired Greenwich 
•nough sound to ’ be s^i.1 5Store cowboys did have a unique 
°f the record and TV rnotwv up ,by 0,0 omnivorous appetite 
mess has been whipped !? 4hls half-baked, unpalatable 
by the Lomaxes or Pete i» ^ nattonaI frenzy never visualized 
American revival-and its ’ unfortunately, the basis of the 

There are critics of the current?,°f Pete himseU' 
oondemn Pete's leadership and .III \ ,0lk son* craz® that totally 
Ine academic folklorist.sWto j*a^,pleafmuch as there are maln- 

Lomax in the field of folk ,„„«i!fSp,,se th* work of John and Alan 

p them as living 
Z9 

music to be used and enjoyed by those who would otherwise not 
have known of them — not as grist solely for the benefit ot the 
mills located in the scholarly closets of university literature 
departments, as Is all too often the orthodox folklorist's opinion. 
They collected widely and indiscriminately and, leaving the scholar¬ 

ly busy work of classification and comparative study to lesser 
talents, moved on to new projects, depositing behind them a vast 
fund of song collections in the Library of Congress, the Univeiiilty 
of Texas, and in private files-and incurring the enmity and scoim 
of academics who deplored their lack of systematic ^tmiofiJif 
and thorough documentation as well as their predilection or > 

creations of the lower classes. ^ 
In like manner, Seeger has continued to tour #^Jotorn 

Pete seeger 



to folk music for creative recreation but without remaining behind 
o see to it that the new converts are directed in constructive 

ana legitimate channels of musicianship. He comes and is imme¬ 
diately gone again in search of new conquests, and his neophyte 
aisciples, left to their own devices, happily begin to bastardize 

scanty legacy he has left them. The dlsheartenlngly influential 
ana equally atrocious production of the Kingston Trio gestated 
between the pages of Pete's HOW TO PLAY THE FIVE-STRING 
BANJO manual, nourished by his “Gee, it’s fun to doodle with folk 
songs" philosophy. 

The last three years of the revival, however, have proven the 
Jeremiahs who were decrying the Lomaxes and Seeger as the 
destroyers of American folk music a bit hasty in their Judgements. 
About five per cent of Seeger’s converts have become the core of 
the, °f revival within a revival that will prove constructive 
and beneficial to the perpetuation of America's folk music in its 
actual form. Scores of extremely talented and serious young people 
(among them Pete’s kid brother and sister, Mike and Peggy 
eegerj have come forward to demonstrate their respect for 

ana Interest in authentic material and Its methods of perfor- 
mance. Some of them, groups like the New Lost City Ramblers 
ana the Greenbrlar Boys and individuals like John Hammond, 
uave Ray, John Koerner, Tom Paley, Hedy West, and. yes, 
even jack Elliott, have Immersed themselves in the musical 

n lhe masters' have lived with the materlaland met 
* °n u* own terms, and have made it their own. In a few more 
- rS| these young talents will have nearly attained the stature 

tradltl°nAl performers, and will in turn pass on their 
fit r,. f, ,,y*a example to vet a younger generation in the manner 
vet iT i mus c< 14 *s 111 extremely small percentage at present, 
iivac ^,..a Precious one—its dedication will last throughout the 

the *.«i& ,p™c‘1'ioners and ‘*s Influence will be felt long after 
have ,addlsts have become bored with folk music and 

moved on to some other temporary kick. 

studied and ®fu 4 surPrlse to no one that the material 
of countr?™. Sf? b.V “"f s«rlous generation of city performers 
purposes bv th^t *' to a ttrge extenl> tha< collected for Just such 
Library of **.!?’ *"d made avaiUbIe by tb™ through the 
the ionn«t^^°mm.Srclal f‘eW-recordIngs. Intheir turn, 
Of their emrneM^y^mf. ^ a thems*,ves *one mio the field as part 
recortL? m * good many 01 th* documentary folk music sstzrsstiL mbsst “• — 

P©tt has listened politely for years to the war«t ami mnd 
commercialised of his "offspring." too good-natured amfpJrSS 
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too uncritical to Inform them o4theJJr°e acSmpHshmems of 
endorses with genuine delight and pride _ Bob Dylan) 
the serious young singers, torerlng over some 0“,“^„ 

as would an actual father. Perhaps all A most 0f his seeds 
does the farmer who tolls on barren soil, wlil seem the 
111 Ole, but .hat the ones Bf P»» «o maturity « 

sweeter for their hard-won victory. An ^,h,ldren before 
waiting not for his children but for his grandchliar 

evaluating the fruit of his labors. 

It is a certainty that when the hlstory of ^“** ^ger 

of the mld-20th century is written, but on me Initial 
will appear not only on the table o_ remains to be seen— 
nane lVkolka. (ne lullar OT fOr WOfS® ye _i.„alv doubt? 
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The most remarkable documentary ever recorded 

THE UNEXPURGATED FOLKSONGS OF MEN 

s°nK;swaPPing session with a group of 
iuwdv sanf^/t Xorkers> and Englishmen exchanging 

f lo,re,> Presented without expurgation; 
of RH,?ltnC!ea0,Ilyf0r adults interested in the Study 
version of ,h"d..^'friS?n Eo^lore. The fantastic 
f,last nr /hihe Glrt»yi Dozens,i is performed by the 
nraduMd% Mfetl ‘>l“es sinters." Collected and 
notM C d ay^aiCk McCormick, with a superb set of 
AmericinAfnital mi eston® in the documentation of 
wherp ^n .hf lk n|as,c- $7-50 each, postpaid any- 
detail«•" inn^?orJ,d' ,9rder at once or send for full 
Also ask °°it ,5073> Berkeley 5, California, 
and Upesf • CaUio«s of hard-to-find LPs, 78s, 

’Arhoolie Records are available tlirnueh u« <«pp 
a*"'1'' °( I have to pa,mV face te 

The Sttntoux 

RAC l 

Ilf KTtA *tCO»Di . 51 W J1« St . M r, H.r. 

KAiiS 

mn 

HOLLERS 
• x noir 
a raif«ftfc on 

elektra 
RECOROS 
KKi-Zio 81.98 

«e**i*r«3* catalog on i 

John Cohen’s Column 
When Harry Smith came to Folkways Records, his first *®rds 

to Moe Asch were, supposedly, **1 know more about the t»cx- 
ground of American folk music than you do.’* This stoi y is 
doubtful, but it does serve to point out the high levels of - 
ledge and experience that were joining forces at that . flhlv 
this meeting came a three-volume set of records Uut ts P 
the most significant and Influential In the Folkways catalog, 

If not in the entire folk music revival. OTIinI ,» 
For years, It has been referred to « the ANTHOLC«Y^t 

is actually FA 2951, 2952 and 2953, consisting of s*-*1" ‘ 
It is a survey of the folk music available on«>mmer<c J“0JJC 
graph recordings during the years from . .032 

recording made possible accurate music reproduction, m 1932, 

when the Depression halted folk mustc s*l®s.' UB|,e,/states. 
of the music is from the southeastern part . „ „ present 

Through selection of significant materUl, ®ommimication 
American folk music in the last years before mass com 

converted this nation to mass culture. ,„.«nded to start 
The ANTHOLOGY, 1-ued in other- 

any movement; it was done with “ da*‘ _ Every movement 
wise unheard of aspect or American c * ^ Harry Smith 
has its capitalizes and |x>pulartaer»-v^ mor» as the source and 
are not among them. Their role ha* • # -nylj,lng. Harry 
wellspring from which other u>}”*v . behind the "tradl- 
could be considered as the mystic a j. neither In the 
tional folk music” movement, hu _ M thy will shall be the 
movement nor the music per■ • •• Ho nis desire seems to 
whole of the law” Is more ilk. M-for v.., 
be to allow and encourage p#op*e I-r>0nal expression, in all 
and to recognize the V*lldi^..0fv- Y Harry chose the most Indl- 
the selections on the aNTH?L9JL '»,» done within a sense or 
vldualUUc performance*; V® * 
tradition. . . material no the ANTHOLOGY have 

The notes and background __ _fCh wM largely done from old 
proven to be accural*: uf, 0f .endemic tolklor*. Although 
record catalogs aniJ ‘ on* can always sense a strongwr lntui- 
the information h a rtory that he told me esn tetter 
live force at work- P«rwH£ eduction was assembled after 

illustrate this po***. ,,f"rau In <he «wra* 01 hU »m'**««ailona. 
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Harry went to visit Sara Carter (the lead voice on ait the origi¬ 
nal Carter Family recordings). She now lives in Angels Camp, 
California, During his time with her, she revealed that she 
spent a lot of time making patchwork quilts, and Harry asked to 
see them. As she brought them out, he took color photographs 
of the patterns, and asked for the name of each. If the pattern 
didn't already have a name, he'd ask her to make one up, Harry 
was doing this to seek connections between the shapes, the colors, 
and the names of songs which were sung by the Carter Family. 
The Carters did create many of their songs from older ones, 
and many of the names as well* 1 don't know of any cone re e 

conclusions which have come from this experiment, _ 
very example of its possibilities opens up stimulating areas 
which are as yet unexplored in today's folk music outlook. 

Perhaps the greatest testimony to the lntultiy® 
Smith is the influence and genealogy of the ANTHOL^ _ _ _ ' 
These albums set the stage for several important 

today's folk music situation: the recent interest in c _ > _ 
Jug bands, the old-time string bands, and 

can be traced back to the ANTHOLOGY, the ****'•'•JjL lnclJd«ld 
Consider some of today's urban P«*W"*J* ,,n,ffl(tral part 
music from the ANTHOLOGY as an tnfliwiiJUl Md Wjjjjj P 
°* their repetolre: Peggy Seeger, Joan B*»V ttnd the New 
Kweskln and Van Ronk Jug bands, Pe|® ^ j a turns 
Lost City Ramblers. Even Doc Watson has learned a few tun. 

directly from these recordings. menl ration Ibf h»» 
Sam Charters says that heMjgWj. XfSLnc upon 

own explorations from the ANTHOLOGY, aattf directly 
Ralph Rlnzler Is also evident. At i . -pHE FOLK 
from the ANTHOLOGY are included In Lomax » book, rrn 

SONGS OF NORTH AMERICA. . ANTHOLOGY have 
Further, quite a few of the *^m°" .^ in the recent 

been rediscovered and are ^ tha (n»tui Interest In 
folk festivals. .. canM be ^^SfoL^GY Clarence Ashley, 
these artists came from tho £1 cannon, Ernest Slone- 
Dual! Kazee, Mississippi John Hun. UwW. the Carolina 
man, Dock Bogge.SleepyJolm^ ^ * doing jwcordlngsln 
Tar Heels, and Eck «***“£ “ aMm. (The Carter Family, 
recent years for the curru dld roove into obscurity, and 
through Maybelle Carter. AsbevUle. North Carolina, 
Dascom Lunsford has been runmn* 

Festival for . ANTHOLOGY has been t*> atlmuUta fur- 
A further ^ ^u?e!Irners of American folk music via 

ther research lnto *l trTr+..rv «• shall see continued volumes 



Wes^rnAsJi^LSrv°wstri Wlth latter-da* t'Mbllly music, 
rock-and-roll.’ y western music, rhythm-and-blues, and 

Smith his^enUi^coli^?/ Was tssued on Folkways, Harry 
of interest, such as ahstr^*011 and moved on to other areas 
games from primitive ™ovtes and cat's cradle string 
prepared a fourth volume all over the world. Also, he had 
through the 1930s and the ® AN™OLOGY. tracing the music 
and about Harrv anrt th .«™Pesson‘ But more about that, 
MUSIC in future columns^ ANTHoLOGy OF AMERICAN FOLK 

EOB SAUS 

Kindol£W“iS!^nf^ Cib.on Arti.t 

V S-1483 between 3:00 end 7;O0 p.o. 

Subscribe Now Or Get Lung Cancer 

EVEN HARDENED ‘LSR’ enthusiasts 
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(see review this issue) 
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Jay Smith’s Column 
Many thanks to Wedgely Todd for his unsung assist on last 

issue's column. Who is J. P. Donleavy, he said gingerly....It 
is no secret that Pete Seeger's WHERE HAVE ALL THE: FLOWERS 
GONE? was suggested by a Russian folk song, KOLODA DUDA (“And 
where are the geese?/They*ve gone to the reeds/where are the 
reeds?/The girls have gathered them”). At first blush, neither 
FLOWERS nor KOLODA shows any similarity to OUR GOODMAN, 
Child 274 ("And then he saw a saddle horse where nae horse should 
•»”)• In his notes, however, Child alludes to an Italian song, LA 
VIOLINA, with the lines: “Show me the mulberries/They are on 
the hedges/Show me the hedges/ The goats have eaten them/snow 
me the goats/,” etc. Let us stand and sing one verse of THE WHEKt- 
have all the flowers gone?/they're lung on the 
PILLOW WHERE MY HEAD OUGHT TO BE BLUES. 

John Cohen's point (in LSR #28) that many of us are Mil 
carping about the same things that troubled us in the days 
CARAVAN and GARDYLOO Is well taken. But even John 
admit we've improved a little. Nobody worries ,t)„ 
the merits of HELLBOUND TRAIN, and ' rb „lri 
epithet, “nose-picker.”...There are more ** sNi)COURlEH 
folksingers... .The Charleston, South CaroliM.jNIL • _ 
tor August 11, 1963, had an article on' <£ 
near Charleston on Johns lslan^'J rtlL.u, |,y Alan Lomax on the 
of the same newspaper contained an artiU y . t,,, j( that 
Johns island singlnglatherings of last Sommer....Wor,l mu 

Lomax's new book should be out soon. 

* .« nari of s syndicated television 
Making the rounds thesedays asfW R -HOYT AXTON. II 

series is THE STORY OF A FOLK=>' f lcont-nls and aimless 
takes the approach that folkstng®r . wtth Axton stalking off 
ramblers. The story opens in Ijoi yw |n< room beesuse the 
the Troubadour stage to *ul* ,n * r#pr*MOt«i by GREENBACK 
Audience Doesn't UndersU'd Ant . H# has a quick drink 
DOLLAR and THUNDER # *£iulu a sexy chick on the divan, 
and repairs to his pad whe a hMm, changes hU shirt, 
Ignoring the girl. our.itTluIvB* behind the girl and the sutt- 
and exits with two 8U'**T „t,t turn to Broken Bow, Oklahoma, 
cases he packed. Hl» 0j highway in a Lincoln convertible 
h»»! s ...xwKnd doKH rl _ ik. kii«w4a tft lirofc*n Bow. 
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SON HOUSE &J.D. SHORT 

ttDLOVlWKU BALUBS 

L«r i Vat* Cm+m 

New from FOLKWAYS 

FA 2309 OLD LOVE SONGS AND 
BALLADS. From the Big Laurel in 
North Carolina. Recorded by John 
Cohen and Peter Gott. $5.95. 

FA 2484 WOODY GUTHRIE SINGS 
FOLKSONGS, Vol. 2. With Cisco 
Houston and Sonny Terry. $5.95. 

FH 5212 DUST BOWL BALLADS, 
sung by Woody Guthrie. Expanded 
from the famed 10" LP, with new 
songs. $5.95. 

FI 8355 THE ART OF THE FOLK- 
BLUES GUITAR. A blues guitar 
instruction record by Jerry Silver* 
man. $5.95. 

FS 3812 MUSIC FROM THE OZARKS. 
Southern Mountain tunes from Arkan¬ 
sas. $5.95. 

FW 8780 TRADITIONAL SONGS AND 
BALLADS OF SCOTLAND, sung by 
Ewan MacColl and Peggy Seeger. 
$5.95, 

RF6 THE JUG BANOS. Edited by 
Sam Charters. Anthology of reissue 
78 rpms by great fug bands. $S. 95. 

FA 2487 J. D. SHORT AND SON 
HOUSE. Edited by Sam Charters. 
Two greats of the blues. $5, 95. 

FA 2373 JOHN JACOB NILES SINGS 
FOLK SONGS. 12 folk songs by John 
Jacob Niles. $5.95. 

folkways 
records 

1d5 WIST 46ih STRUT N{w YORK, N. V. 10038 

he listens to his own records (no taste!) and goes for8m0re 
hts father. Then he highballs back to Tinseltown totim 
Art at the Troubadour. It's enough to ' S Lrp) o'Brien 

THE BOB HOPE TV THEATER presented Hugh (Eip) O 
In a story about Itinerant folknlks. It was badby and aner 
dards. Nancy Ames appeared briefly, r®co^.rtedu^r,.THAT WAS. 
the station break, opened THAT WAS THE WEEK THA r wa^ 

The wandering minstrel, as dramatized. _ f Wayfarin1 
Is an acknowledged part of folk tradition (and the _ . . .jc Pele 
Burl, Hard Travelln’ Woody, Ramblin' Jack, a ^jthesls of 
have further glamorised his Image). Even , . ^ fQlk mustc 
the wanderer has been the taproot of *h F comfJ malnly 
revival. The source material for this ^luchu where settlers 
from such folk music repositories as App,aj ' amj developed 
carved out their lives, and. In the process, pre- 
our heritage of folk music. 

More people should read Russell Ames' Ed 
OF AMERICAN FOLK SONG. Highly l0 call balladeers, 
Flemming left his shrimp boat long enow (0 the Sanford 
Pickers, and yarn-spinners 0™1" ° J ,^lve a Hoot for Heart!) 
Jat Lai Fronton for a Heart Fund benem V** tasle to some 
on February 2....Oscar Brand, who is * nirector of NBC-TV's 
people, always does a tasteful Job as M . ,rjy magazine, con- 
EXPLORING....PLAYBOY, the ^ j ,,aul 
tlnues Its How To Succeed In a|„.t he rich?. .. The Jug 
Getty person. If he’s so' sma^* .. JL'rn to simple folk instru- 
band revival (where Is It?) bus*, the kazoo, the Jug, 
ments like the washboard, the *a _ H#etn almost impossible 
and the Gibson J-200 guitar....R „tl0 including the word 
nowadays to come up with an j xiw full title of a imag- 
hootenanny. Nevertheless, Hth»* _ laiBn last time (not the Shelton 
azlne mentioned briefly In this HOOTENANNY SHOW. Here* 
rag) is BASED ON THE ABC"! 
after to be referred to as 0°™ ,. artlcle on the boom In pop* 

Driven Snow Dept.: A n® 1I)Creased sains ®?rJE£2? 
folk records says thatth*** P«t* Seeger....CAMERA THREE. 
such as Oscar Brand. Odett program on lelevlslon. rece ) 
the most consistently •*«•[> pream, his *uiur, and hU white- 
devoted a program to Ju! Hurt made an appearance on 
bellied lute....Mls»l»*}PPj J^JoW D»to, members of ****** 
Johnny Carson's TO* J rIturmi In the Jay Smith Survey indicate 
Dozen Jug Band....Early * may twry Jack Llnkletter In the race 
that Dr. Tristram P- p«ralst that there will he a new 
for favorite folk boat....***■ called (brace youreelf) 

miitir oroerft® 



SING OUT! 
165 West •»6thStTc«^Ne^?or!^6^S^S5r 

K," ™E ,nallcmal sons mag- 
{2|3L«T Ku,,ar'“‘s. t»njo-picker*, 
teachers, students, and Just plain loU fans . 

SONGS 
J'*1’* '° **"*’ “fk *olkto»«.. ,o»4, .1 

mta l'cJ ri JppV'"'" n"t*' n* ««« 

ffelL r V#“' ***• IW Wfc*'« «"• *« TW fo..a Gone. W.l„ |, W,*«. W.ld.ood Ow*,. „t 

articles 
U«S,n4 ukoUrt. ptrlotmtti ,nd <fi>Ki onto lot SING OUT 

ZLT^' 
^r.Xr^;;,c Arn9 ,h#,t *k“« «*•» 

«^h til A. ,0 ? S*" Joh. j«.k Ntf*t, 

!fJSSflr *■A1 Lter<' 
FEATURE COLUMNS 

£& 'C*1U,M ’? S,NG °UT ..cl.d. P.i« 
rT,‘ •' **~>Ml <0-m,M Jot,™ Al»l«Md 

L,. r',r*-r~* ZZStt 

LETTERS 
SING OUT'S ”Ut*n t. tU u„„ 

*•««. «<k ^ TkJXiiriiz ^,fc* 

- -.- - 
ADVERTISING 

v#% #kt Mf*« *• SING OUT —*- 

,fc*f UUt| i,.**4 

I r**r IJ 00 7 rain is 00 

**•••?•«» id»lk>wi 

THE BIG HOOT....The re Is no truth to the rumor that the Music 
Editor of NEWSWEEK is a high school kid in New Jersey.... 
Whatever happened to Larry Mohr?....A paperback novel, UPTOWN 
DOWNTOWN, by Dennis Lynds, is an unintentional laugh-riot to 
any folk fan. 

There have been complaints about Oscar Brand#s dog food 
commercials on the telly. Whether or not these complaints are 
justified, they come pretty late. Folk material has been used for 
commercial jingles at least since “Pepsi-Cola Hits the Spot/' 
which was based on JOHN PEEL. Performers include Ed McCurdy 
(cigarettes), Tom Glazer (cookies), Katie Lee (cameras), the 
Kingston Trio (soft drinks), the Limeliters (cigarettes and soft 
drinks), and the Brothers Four (cigarettes and soft drinks); Brand 
h*5 plugged everything from car wax and cereal to the above- 
mentioned dog food. Last year, a program about Gary Cooper 
spent considerable time on the tragedy of cancer, the disease that 
took the actor’s life. The final commercial message did not 
change the somber mood. The words from the sponsor were sung 
by the voice of Cisco Houston. 

Even The Editors Of BROADSIDE PjAyed 
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Shelton & Rai,,. THE JOSH WHITE Smr SnXfC!}lmt hl»‘°ry. 2.0C 
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THE WRAVEftiu WWU» BALLAD Info onFn!TI°K ord,r befor« rush. 1.95 

RwynolSS* TwRhK*? fro* SINC 0UT^Th?2 4 ntMp<,rary r°lk 

f:S 
£®®fer# Bob Dylan u,*w rV?;€d 80n*« of Joan Baez Ferev 
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This record is rich and rewarding 

For it preserves for all ,imc Jn2 lt * a!so morc' 

a great tradition that even now has nil t “? mtlS'c Pcrfomicd 10 

Alan Lomax notes on (he jacket *• U' d,S>ppeared' wd). 3S 

sotm.es of the culture of the British Is|« "d US al1 °f ,hc dccpwf 

Other l^inax cnOoctfafN on Tr«dilMMi D . 

-k*s«* <n.r ,<n<»:T«- 

ruir H rxIt for fret catalogue > tvr jret cat* 

tradition RECORDS 
w E«l 11 Street. New York vT*® ^ r*cw York. New Yotk 10003 W* 

Current and Choice 
PRESENTING MISSISSIPPI JOHN HURT! FOLK SONGS AND BLUES (Pied¬ 
mont IS15T) 

Magnificent* 

LEROY CARR: BLUES BEFORE SUNRISE (Columbia 1799) 
A great reissue album by the man who Is historically the mast important 

blues singer who over lived* 

*•** 

JEAN RITCHIE AND DOC WATSON AT FOLK CITY (Folkways 2426) 
A beautiful and natural combination of modesty, dignity, and true folk 

talent. The anomalous concept of folk music la a Manhattan night club 
u given genuine definition here. 

WLBY SNOW, KENNETH AND NERLAH BEN FIELD, AND ERNEST STONE- 
MAN: MOUNTAIN MUSIC PLAYED ON THE AUTOHARP (Folkways 2366) 

An album of such scope and authority that further documentation of the 
autoharp wUt probably be extraneous* 

JESSE FULLER: GREATEST OF THE NEGRO MINSTRELS (Folk-Lyric 126) 
A nice contrast to his more carefree albums p this one gives tts the 

blwes side of the great Oakland songster-A lsot SAN FRANCISCO BAY BLUES, 

'HIE NEW LOST CITY RAMBLERS, Volume Five (Folkways 2395) 
the NEW LOST CITY RAMBLERS; GONE TO THE COUNTRY( Folkways 2491) 
THE NEW LOST CITY RAMBLERS: EARTH IS EARTH (Folkways j6» T”LP. 
TOM PALEYt MIKE SEEGEH, AND JOHN COHEN SING SONGS OF THE NEW 
LOST CITY RAMBLERS (Araval 1005) 

The Ramblers, with or without Tom Palsy, are the best of our city- 
billy folk musicians. 

RROWNIE McGtlEE AND SONNY TERRY AT THE SECOND FRET (Prestige 
Blues vine 10W) . 

Hu finest Sonny and Brownie LP, this record come* very close to 
rep resenting the terrific music these two con make to informal surround- 
logs. 

SCRAPPER BLACKWELL* MR. SCRAPPER'S BLUES (VnMif WDm- 
v ilia 1047] 

CuiUrUM *IU ••p*cul>> mw *•>*■ •*e*IU« Uwi album. 

RAMBUS' JACK ELLIOTT (PraaU** imarnallonal IJ01J) 
Jack's flmst American rucortlm. A tittto bMoJuvurTthint ter unnrtaxty. 

THE GREEKBRIAR BOYS (VMp"* *l’*) 
ThU album cluurtr ptorw* OrmteDin rlfht al 

LoM CUr RamMara at Urn *ur, pinnae M ol lodajr** urtun tetk music 
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Edited by RICHARD E. LINGENFELTER, 
RICHARD A. DWYER, and DAVID COHEN 

This collection contains nearly 300 songs which sprang from 
life in the Western United States between 1840 and the Depres¬ 
sion. Texts and tunes are grouped according to the facets of the 
society they portray: miners, Mormons, freighters and rail¬ 
roaders, soldiers, Indians, cowboys, homesteaders, lumberjacks 
and hoboes, scabs and Wobblies. The editors comment upon 
historical settings, elements of parody, the changing hardships 
of westering pioneers, the lives of the composers and the fate of 
their songs. 

Lyrics are taken from historically documented sources. Most 
songs are set to their original music arid scored for the guitar. 
592 pages; large format; illustrated. $17.50 

Recently published... 

The Songs of the Gold Rush 
Edited by Richard A. Dwyer and Richard E. Lingenfelter 

“It is evident that this compilation of 88 songs was a labor of 
love, and it will be welcomed by all devotees of California gold- 
rush songs ."—Pacific Northwest Quarterly 

paperbound, $3.50 

Australians and the Gold Rush 
California and Down Under, 1849-1860 
Jay Monaghan $6.50 

Up and Down California in 1860-1864 
The Journal of William H. Brewer 
Edited by Francis P. Farquhar 

New printing, with revisions $10.00 

The Decline of the Californios 
Leonard Pitt 

“A striking addition to the literature of ethnic minorities. The 
book has a lively, anecdotal style that brings many a forgotten 
character and incident back to life.”—Library Journal $7.95 

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA PRESS 

Berkeley • Los Angeles • New York 



# EDITORIAL... 
W TIT TTC PA PUAMni? PLUS £A CHANGE, 

PLUS £A MEME CHOSE 

According to several usually 
reliable sources, folk music has 

V suffered an untimely demise. 
^owWest Coast record sales are at 

a new low and major folk fest¬ 
ivals are being dismissed as "irrelevant." But the electro¬ 
encephalogram from the withered corpse is showing some new 
waves. Strange as it seems, believe it or not, these ind¬ 
ications are appearing from that brand of music consistently 
labeled as "schlock" by this magazine; "today's fast moving 
$ R and R freak-out scene." 

Whatever you may call the music it is still outside the con¬ 
fines of the new LSR, at least in the review section, but here 
in our editorial niche we feel we can discuss the matter safe¬ 

ly without fear of contamination. 
One need only to look about oneself to note the extensive 

influence of folk music on popular music on every hand, through¬ 
out this great land of ours, from the rocky coasts of Maine 
to the sunny coasts of California, from sea to shining sea you 
can see the results of this massive overdose of presumptive 
balderdash. For example, we have such old guardians of the 
bastions of pholkum as PP8M, the Travelers Three, Ian and 
Sylvia and the Modern Folk Quartet plugging in, turning on 
and freaking out and changin' with the times and raking in 

the bread. 
The most contempo of rock groups are now riddled thr°uG|V 

with erstwhile folk musicians: Country Joe and the Pish, big 
Brother and the Holding Co., the Mamas and the Papas, the 
Grateful Dead, the Monkees, the Kaleidoscope, the Lovin 
Spoonful, Donovan and even the big daddies themselves, John, 
Paul, George and Ringo, were once known as a "skiffle bnnd. 

As an example of the kind of tangled skein thi 
can produce, review the history of the song DIFFERED DRUM, 
written, first of all, by Mike Nesmith (of the Monkees). 
It was first recorded by the Creenbriar Boys (remember them?), 
then became a hit under the aegis of an L.A. group, ® 0 
Poneys, named after a Charlie Patton song by a local hill¬ 
billy record collector, the lead guitarist of w c 0 
play banjo and fiddle in a bluegraes band to which one o 
your Beloved Editors (we'll let you guese) also **««•*•* 
one tangential instant of time. (Thoroughly confused, yet?. 
We have come full circle; from rock-folk to folk to folk- 

rock via folk. You figure it out. 
Oh, before we go on to bigger and better things tblsie- 

sue, we feel it important to tell you ttot the ** 
once out-of-print Piedmont records by the late P 

1 



John Hurt (Worried Blues and Folk Songs and Blues) are now 
back in print, courtesy of Bill Givens. They will be avail¬ 
able through Origin Jazz Library. If you missed them once, 

don't miss theta again. 
(Lastly, the editors have moved again. The new addressee 

are: 
David Polacheck-1237 Orange Grove Apt. 8 

Los Angeles, Calif. 

Graham Wickham- 2307 Berkeley Ave. 
Los Angeles, Calif. 90026 

THE LITTLE SANDY REVIEW Vol. 2 No. 4 Copyright 1968 by THE 
LITTLE SANDY REVIEW 2307 Berkeley Ave., Los Angeles, Calif., 

and 1237 Orange Grove, Apt. 8, Los Angeles, Calif. EDITORS: 

Graham Wickham and David Polacheck ART EDITOR AND ADVERTISING 
DIRECTOR: Qurdon Wickham SECRETARY-TREASURER: Virginia Wickhas 

DIRECTOR OF FOREIGN PHRASES:'Ego'Polachork SUBSCRIPTIONS: 

Domestio - *2.75* Foreign - $3.00 (effective Jan.l, 1968), 
for six issues. Manuscripts must be accompanied by self- 

adressed, stamped envelope. 

Cover Credit! Thanks to Daniel Jones of N.B.C., Allan 
Ottley of California State Library, and David Vestal of 
Popular Phography for their kind permissions. 
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78 RECORD REISSUES part one: 
COUNTY RECORDS 

by Graham Wickham 

Most anyone interested in old-time country music, as well 
as bluegrass, can tell you that some of the best of these 
records now coming out are on an esoteric New York label 
named "County.” Further, they can tell you that"County's 
sherrif" (to quote a fellow reviewer) i’s an equally esoteric 
gentleman by the name of Dave Freeman. Another startling 
bit of information is that County consists of two, quite 
distinct lines, one centering on the reissuing of rare, 
vintage hillbilly records, the other on issuing traditional 

country artists recorded today. 
The whole story begins in 1964. Pennsylvania Railroad 

mail clerk Dave Freeman had been a fan of the older style 
of country music for nine years, rather a few years before 
it was fashionable to identify one's self with the avant- 
gardism of "hillbilly" music. The mail clerk had been 
eyeing the somewhat new line of blues reissues coming from 
an esoteric New York firm, Orijin Jazz Library. Not only 
was Freeman a fan, he was a collector of these rare discs 
and those QJL productions acted as a catalyst through 
which a successful chemical reaction took place. 

Freeman, utilizing a handsome piece of savings, put 
together the now almost legendary "County 301," a Col¬ 
lection of Mountain Fiddle Music" which appeared in March, 
1964. The record was greeted by enthusiastic reviews in 
folklore journals and record review magazine such as LSR 
(see #50). The reaction was quite favorable though the 
academics did then, and continue now, to mourn the lack o 
annotation on these reissues beyond title and band per- 

jonnel. , . 
It was a limited pressing (500 copies) and was soon out 

>f print. In November, 1964, another limited edition, 
'Mountain Ballads" (County 502) appeared. The f°mat was 
identical, though the use of ballad to cover all items was 
i bit broad, whereas all selections on County 501 we 

aountain dance tunes plqyed on fiddle. . th 
3y the following March. Freeman, in partnership with 

wither devotee-col lector Charlie Faurot, HW""1 
100 aeries, devoted to oon temporary field recording.. » 

... not to be a United edition, and fortua.W “^or 
County 701 "Clavhawer Banjo" (see LSR »ol. • 
turned out to be County'a fourth beat-aelling j • 

By mid-1965, 

Freeman saw his vsy clear to bogl cvmfinv It 
.erne. (County 3ol.») and ““"t' 
is County Sales which has turned out 
financially ravaging end of the County fine. 
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To date, the best—selling album has been County 505 (the 
first Charlie Poole album), the second being 506 (the Gid 

Tanner's Scillet Lickers album), for both Poole and Tanner 
still enjoy considerable fame among older Southerners and 
the records sell very well in rural areas. Of the 700 
series, 703 ("Texas Hoedown," featuring 3 contemporary 
Texas fiddlers) and 701 ("Clawhammer Banjo") are the best¬ 
selling discs. 

Strangely enough, it is not the urban—bred collegiate or 
academician, nor the record collector, nor the staunch 
foreign- fan that has supported County Records; rather, it 
is the country audience itself, the group that spawned the 
music, that buys the majority of County Records. Without 
them, County Records probably would not even exist. Further, 
they are more oriented toward the 700 series and sales of 
those are now higher than the 500 series discs. 

As it is now, Freeman plans on issuing one new disc per 
month (further swamping the beleagured editors of LSR). But, 
if and when Freeman has reissued all the material that he 
1 eels is important, the 500 series will be terminated. Future 
500 series discs will concentrate on regions of the South, 
state by state, with ten records already planned. 

CATALOGUE OF COUNTY RELEASES 

501- Mtn. Fiddle Music 
502- Mtn. Ballads 
503- Mtn. Fiddle Music (v. 2) 
504- Mtn. Songs 
505- Charlie Poole 
506- Skillet Lickers 
507- Old Time Fiddle Classics 
508- Mtn. Sacred Songs 
509- Charlie Poole (v. 2) 
510- The Red Fox Chasers 
511- Mtn. Blues 
512- A Day in the Mtns. 

701- Clawhammer Banjo 
702- Larry Richardson 
703- Texas Hoedown 
704- Red Allen 
705- Virginia Breakdown 
706- Joe & JeanBtte Carter 
707- Texas Fiddle Favorites 
708- Ray & Ina Patterson 
709- Camp Creek Boys 
710- Red Allen (v. 2) 

THE JOHN FAHEY SI 
COLLECTANEA^ * 

(Wi th this installment we conclude the study, in all its 
pristine glory, of the heretofore unresearched ballad. 
Child 736, THE WAXFLELD INCIDENT. In the last installment 
there was noted a break in the manuscript that contained 
the testimony of Thelonius P. Stag before BMV court of enquiry* 
In this installment the testimony is concluded, with a final 
remark from our noted scholar, Johna^n^^^ggius Fahey, 
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B.A., M.A., T.Rc. P.J 

"slowly his hand came toward her throat ha Ive got you now 
you bitch your going to die yes die ha I am going to kill you 
ha you murdered poor old Jenny you threw her in the well 
(it is not clear just whom is speaking here—«J.F*) you pained 
hussy you witch I hate you. In reality was Jenny's nephew 
a poor old sheep herder I used to roam the vales with poor 
old Jenny next to me and she used to help me shear the sheep 
bobbies she would enchant them with her soothing neighs she 
had a musical voice old jenny Did sometimes I wake up and I 
would see poor old Jenny shearing all the sheep bobbies all by 
herself when I was down with the ranch foreman's wife out 
on Mt. Diablo you never knew about that did you, har harr har 
I would see Jenny's smiling face all 75 white teeth that she 
had staring in the window at us there on the goddamn bed Onct 
I got up to see war Jenny was and I saw her in sub sero 
weather and you couldn't tell the sheep shearing bobby from 
the snow and I saw her searching ou ther in the Moonlite But 
then Jenny went into the big citT and sold the shearings one 
time for a profit sometimes a bob or two or six and a ha’pence 
and she keep on a-selLLn' and a-buyin' and pretty soon old 

Jenny became rich and had lots of sheep bobby and she had me 
a-workin' for her what I mean poor old Jenny she died the 
richest hoss in a! 1 of upper gruntgomery county and brought 
out all the sheep Ranches and bought them too from here to 
tezas for all you know the underwear you are wearing under 
now was made by rich old Jenny's mill I am glad she died hoy 
wake up I didn’t mean to choke you wake up, I mean like..." 
(Again, the manuscript breaks offdfc this point, but at the 
bottom of the page we see the following) "...and I made me 
a song-ballett about it and printed it with an eagle feather 
pen on street of parchment and Tied it together with sinew 
and I sent it to my gal and how do you reckon it read. 

Ole Jenny, Ole Jenny dont go down in the well 
today 

For then, for then you'll swell 
And this horsemeat I'm a—chawin' on don't 

taste so swell 

■o then we made a statue out of wax that looked Like Jenny 
and we set it out in the field and called it the waxfiald 
Jenny, 1 mean hell a hose is nuthin' but a hoes, not even as 
good as a ole fleabit mule or schoolboy and I mean what the 
hell since when can a hoee.(Another break in manuscript, 
apparently due to rodential meandering* and subsequent 
eliminations—J.F.) "...them Hollywood fellas came out here 
the other day to take from us good ole Jenny to hollywood 
with then yep good ole Jenny is going to be a picture star 
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yep going to go on the aiRoplanne to hollyvood and make more 
money to add to her vast fortune here she is going to get a 
nose job and get her teeth capped and her chest built up at 
some saloon for 6 year old brokendown Jenny sure is going 

far in this world lemme tell you for a dead hoss is going to 
be pretty funny to see her on the screen I didn't kill her 
them hollywoodfellas did making her a star in them movies 
with Hoot Gibson and Broncho Billy Anderson and Elmo Lincoln 
and having them riding her what did they think she was a 
hoss? or something yep Jenny never wanted to go there what 
she donknow about actin nothin she shore was a good damn 
sheep herder she was alright then they took her off the farm 
and put her up with them other stars like Mary PickforD gosh 
darlin and don’t forget Helen Twelvetrees and little Mary 
she shore was a fine little thing ah well and Doug Fairbanks 
and Richard Dix and Max Schreck and Fart he shore was a 
fine upstandin man then they had to stick Jenny up there and 
all the hollywood stars lost all their jobs and had to work 
for Jenny at her sheep farm ha it shore was funny seein fat 
ole Patty Arbuckle tryin to shear sheep bobby so funny ital- 
(Snail break in manuscript—J.F.)most made all of us cry the 
all them hollywood Stars they kilt pore Jenny and try to 
cover up their crime by sayin it was in the script I don’t 
think that skinnin a hosB could be in the script do you..." 
(End of manuscripts—J.F.) 

I believe that that which I have summarily quoted speaks 
for itself and there is nothing for this writer to add except 
his grateful^® acknowledgment for the diligence of Mr. 

Michael Carp. Los Angeles, Calif. 1966-7 

78 Acknowledgments as set forth in Section 23 of the code 
of ethics for all ethnographers, anthropologists, foke- 
lorists, et al, in Labyrynthiane Codes #345(Revised 6/65) 

Bronx Publishing, Bronks, New York, pp.345-349. 

COUNTRY MUSIC REISSUES IN JAPAN 

by Norman Cohen 

The real proof of our victory over Japan in 1945 is not the 
Potsdam Declaration but, rather; the extent to which we have 
succeeded in Westernizing that Asian empire. Not only have 
we Westernized them, we have country—and—westernized them; 
today, Japan, along with Australia, New Zealand, and, of 
course, Europe, is a ready market for American country and 
western music. This review will try to bring LSR readers up 
to date on one phase of this musical Marshall plans the 
currently available (in Japan, that is) reissues of old-time 

Land early bluegras3 music. 
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As in this country, the leader in the reissue market in 

Japan is RCA Victor, with six reissue albums consisting 
largely of pre-1950 material. The artists are all familiar 
to U.S. fans, as their recordings have been reissued here 

also. Vi RA 5321: MID THE GREEN FIELDS OF VIRGINIA, is but 
for one or two titles identical with the Carter Family 
reissue of the same title in this country, and will not be 

discussed further. 
Vi RA 5261: EARLY ELUEGRASS MUSIC BY-THE MONROE BROTHERS. 

has the same cover as the D.S. reissue on Camden CAL 774, but 
only 5 of the 14 selections duplicate that lp. However, 
unlike the Camden album, all the selections on the Japanese 
LP are really by the Monroe Brothers duo; only one cut 
is by one of Charlie Monroe's later bands. Whether 
this is good or bad is a matter of individual taste, 
but at least it is more honest. Among the sides not 
reissued in this country are: SAINTS GO MARCHING IN, 
GOODBYE MAGGIE, ON THAT OLD GOSPEL SHIP, A BEAUT* 
IFUL LIFE, HAVE A FEAST HERE TONIGHT* and, lastly, 
WELL THE CIRCLE BE UNBROKEN. The influence of this team of 
the 1930's cannot be gainsaid, but personally I feel that 
both Bill and Charlie reached greater musical heights after 
they split up. Although, they established the mandolin and 
guitar as the appropriate instrumental combination of the 
last half of the decade, Bill's picking, though it was 
faster than anyone else's at the time, was dull by comparison 
with what he created in the decade following. But some of it 
was, indeed, fast and sometimes it was all Charlie could do 
to keep up with it on the guitar back-up. ROLL IN MY SWEET 
BABY'S ARMS and FEAST HERE TONIGHT nre the two liveliest 
cuts on the lp and are good for laughs for any prospective 
bluegrass guitarist. 

Much more exciting is Vi RA 5267: GOLDEN BLUE GRASS HIGH¬ 
LIGHTS Vol. 3—THE BEST OF CHARLIE MONROE. All 14 of these 
items are from Charlie's Kentucky Pardners, the group that 
recorded from 1946 - 1952. Two titles have been reiouued here. 
The others include some of Charlie's finest material, such 
as IT'S ONLY A PHONOGRAPH RECORD, SO BLUE, and DOWN IN THE 
WILLOW GARDEN—the latter one of the best versions of that 
native American ballad on record. WHEN THE ANGELS CARRY ME 
HOME and CAMPING IN CANAANS LAND are lively spirituals. All 
of these Japanese releases have extensive liner notes—in 
Japanese, alas'—including recording dates and personnel for 
all selections. Most of them also give the texts of the 
songs in a language closely approximating English. To ill¬ 
ustrate, I quote accurately from the transcription of THAT 

WILD BUCK ENGINE: 
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Family recordings on which Dad played banjo instead of fiddle. 
Bradley Kincaid’s CINDT and OLD JOE CLARK utilize, like 
Kazee and unlike Boggs or Crockett, a vocal style deliberately 
urbanified and retaining scarcely a trace of rural accent. 
However, Kincaid does not have Kazee's compensating factor 
of distinguished accompaniment. Both Kincaid and Lundaford- 
and to a lesser extent, Kazee-filled dual roles of performer 
and collector; Lundsfold's career has also included extensive 
recording for the Library of Congress and organizing and 
running the Asheville Folk Festival at Asheville, North 
Carolina, for many years. All three have been re-recorded 
on lp in the past decade or so. Two selections are 
included by Al Hopkins and his Buckle Busters: CLUCK OLD HEN 
and BLACK EYED SUSIE. It was Hopkins' earlier band which, 
in 1924, gave the name "Hillbilly" to the then new type of 
recorded music. Two pieces on the lp are by Negro artists: 
Furry Lewis' STACKERLEE and Rev. E.W. Claybum's TRUE 
RELIGION. Of the former I can do no better than to quote 
the perceptive liner notes: 

1937* ion MAT. ** ** >1 - 
*•1-) u, w (?) wj * > v 4 Kf:n < + 

f v fcifcl/W* 0 , - ro/> Aim*}?* M g L*. 
u.AVt*at «t<, *1^ r. «»•. 1 * t. r * • 
f . * - . i| - j & t« «i a ima. T-et< * wrz x - n > c * • * • 

it. f.ti r* r*nr n 0 * r. jt 4 4 x t,« a*. 

The album is rounded out with two selections by the Lonesome 
Pine Fiddlers originally recorded in 1950 on the Cossy label 
and then issued on Coral: PAIN IN MI HEART and LONESOME SAD 
AND BLUE. At the time this group included Larry Richardson 
and Bobby Osborne, and these were probably Bobby*s first 
recordings. 

The best way to get these albums is to know a serviceman 
overseas. Otherwise Disc Collector will order them for So.25 
each. Considering the recent domestic price hike, this does net 
seem an unfair price. 



GWINE BACK TO SUMTER:THE POPLIN FAMILY OF SUMTER, S.C. 

Melodian MLP 7331 **** 

This record presents the engaging Edna and China Poplin 
in a selection of their spirited and beautiful old time 
music. Edna's strong guitar and fine voice were heard on 
a previous Folkways release (see LSR, vol. 1, # 30) along 
with China's driving and excellent old time banjo. Both 
Poplins are undiminished in strength with this new disc 
on Melodian. 

Perhaps the most interesting cuts oh the record are 
China Poplin's solos featuring exceptionally good two- 
finger picking on the banjo. His style is raggy and exciting, 
reminscent of the best Roscoe Holcomb. (China's frailing 
is also quite fine). Among the solos are the unusual HIE 
AWAY, along with very good versions of standards like 
BOLL WEEVIL and REUBEN, and some instrumentals. 

The Poplin family's excellent lyric songs like GWINE 
BACK TO SUMTER, SUGAR BABE, OH MARY DON'T YOU WEEP are 
as fine as ever; China and Edna's voices combine well, as 
they are brother and sister. 

Unfortunately, four of the cuts, the sentimental songs, 
are marred by an additional singer, Margie Reece. Margie 
Reece, say the notes,"•..started out (in) a gospel trio 
influenced strongly by the music of the Bailey Brothers..." 
Uhfortunately, Miss Reece's music does not blend at all well 
with those of the Poplin's, and her oversmooth vocal¬ 
izations only obscure, rather than complement Edna's 8in£^ 
ing. Edna’s daughter, Laurie Legrand, is much better, but 
is only heard to good effect on one cut, OH MARY DON'T 
YOU WEEP. 

Jack Tottle's mandolin and notes are both very nice, 
the recording quality is good, and the cover design is 

horrible. -David Polacheck 

BILLY COX: "THE DIXIE SONGBIRD" Kanawha 305 **** 

Those who have enjoyed the fine songs recorded on 
78's by Bill Cox and Cliff Hobbs in the 1930'a will wel¬ 
come tills full LP by the former artist, still going 
strong at the age of 70. 

The record includes many of Bill's own fine compositions, 
as well as two traditional numbers, THE BATTLE AXE AND THE 
DEVIL, and THE FIDDLING SOLDIER. Bill Cox' own aonge 
are always well—written, by turns lyrical, sentimental, 
bluesy, humorous and religious. Ho belongs to a trad¬ 
ition of groat Southern rural songwriters including; 
Blind Alfred Reed, Dorsey Dixon, Jimmie Tarlton and fid¬ 
dler Eck Robertson's brother, Vird (see LSR, vol.2, ^)» 

Bill accompanies his fine singing with equally strong 
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guitar and harmonica. Especially good on this album are 
THE PIDDLING SOLDIER, ALIMONY WOMAN, BLIND BAGGAGE BLUES, 
and FILIPINO BABY, one of Bill's compositions that was 
stolen by other recording artists, and for which Bill 
received neither recompense nor recognition. 

With such a generally excellent record, it is a shame 

to have to point out several annoying defects in pro¬ 
duction. The recording is generally good, but reveals 
several unprofessional slip-ups. The cover design is 
interesting, showing pictures of Bill in 1940 (a hand¬ 
some blade) and in 1966, but it is printed in a hideous 
canary yellow. It seems Bill could have been given a 
better guitar to record with than the much inferior in¬ 
strument used. Also, one of the songs announced on the 
cover, TEMPLE OP SIN, is unnacountably replaced with 
THE GIRL IN THE HILLBILLY BAND on the record itself. 

The notes, by our own Graham Wickham, are excellent but 
full of typographical errors and one anonymous insertion. 
I am informed by Mr. Wickham that one of the typos com¬ 
pletely obscures an important point he wished to make. 
Galley proofs, anyone? In addition, he was given no 
credit for his work. All these problems are not vital, 
but they are annoying since they could have been avoided 

so easily. 
-David Polacheck 

AN HISTORIC REUNION: SARA AND MAYBELLE, THE ORIGINAL CARTERS 
Columbia CL 2561, CS 9361 

The title of this album describes very accurately the 
status of this album. It contains contemporary rec¬ 
ordings of Carter Family style songs by the backbone of 
the group: Sara and Maybelle Carter. (a.P. Carter died 
in I960). 

After A.P**s death, Maybelle continued her musical 
career, but Sara, the original lead singer for the group, 
had not sung for many years at the time these songs were 
recorded. Sadly, her voice shows the years more than 
Maybelle^, who has been more changed by current trends 
in modern country music than by physical age. Nevertheless, 
while far below the standard of her earlier 78 performances 
(remember SINGLE GIRL, MARRIED GIRL?) Sara's voice is far 
from unlistenable. She sings quite well, duplicating 
with Maybelle the old Carter Family sound quite success— 
fully, (see the review of the Carter^ Harmony reissue 
record in this issue of the LSR). Only one song, FARTHER 
ON, does Sara falter noticeably. This song obviously should 
not have been included. Sara herself is quoted on the 
album notes as saying, MI canft sing it myself. I'm getting 
on in years and Just don't have the breath anymore. 11 

Unfortunately, all songs are of the Nineteenth century 
parlor-sentimental variety and, therefore, not fully rep¬ 
resentative of the Carter Family repertoire. The songs 



(all of bathetic and/or religious content) tend to become 
monotonous after a while. The songs range from good (HIGHER 
GROUND, THE HAND THAT ROCKS THE CRADLE) to interesting 
(WHILE THE BAND IS PLAYING DIXIE, THREE LITTLE STRANGERS) 

to dull (FARTHER ON, SUN OF THE SOUL). The production 
is largely ungimmicked and respectful of the music, except 
for the embarassing inclusion of a train whistle sound 
effect added to LONESOME PINE SPECIAL. 

Johnny Cash's notes are interesting, but complete per¬ 
sonnel data and information on all songs would have been 

highly desirable. 

-David Polacheck 
COUNTRY SOUNDS OF THE ORIGINAL CARTER FAMILY Harmony HL 7422 

In the opinion of this reviewer, the Carter Family never 
managed to produce anything really terrible, outside of a 
few recorded skits with Jimmie Rodgers, so when dealing with 
a reissue LP of their songs, it is really a matter of whether 
or not my personal taste is tickled by the specific songs 
in the grab bag. This record ranks about half-way for me... 
not as interesting, perhaps, as THE FAMOUS CARTER FAMILY 
(HL 7280), but a whole lot more so than HOME AMONG THE HILLS 
(HL 7344). It includes three of what I feel to be their best 
songs, BLACK JACK DAVID (Child #200), SINKING IN THE LONESOME 
SEA (Child #286), and CANNONBALL BLUES (which borrows tunes 
and some wandering lines from WHITEHOUSE BLUES.) Besides 
these, there are many others almost as good; including 
WILL YOU MISS ME WHEN I'M GONE, which probably inspired the 
Woody Guthrie version by the same name, and EAST VIRGINIA 
BLUES #2—an'answer* song which capitalizes on, what I 
feel to be, the Carters' loveliest tune and treatment, with 
only slightly inferior words than the original. As a matter 
of fact, they're all good! What the hell, boys, it’s only 

Si.981 
Discographers will mourn the customary lack of specific 

data (although recording years are given) and folklorists 
will be interested in the reassertion of A.P.'s authorship 
of both Child #200 and #286. 

-Jim Griffith 

WESTERN SWING Old Timey LP 105 mm 

"Western Swing” is the name given in the mid-1940's to the 
then existing fonn of a musical style which had been develop¬ 
ing primarily in Texas and Oklahoma since about 1930. The 
musicians who participated in this development were adapting 
their style, which was originally oriented toward the fiddle 
breakdown and waltz, to the popular jazz music of the day. 
One fiddler who regularly played for house dances in 5*°* 
Texas recalls that as radios became more prevalent,hia group 
received more and more requeoto for popular eonge. They 
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learned these from records and in so doing assimilated much 
of the style of the jazz band. 

Once the style was set, a variation in the process occured. 
Negro blue8 recordings and Southeastern style fiddle tunes 
were adapted to Western band styles by the groups. Thus 
developed a unique musical style that became the most popular 
music among the people of the Southwest for two decades, 
therefore deserving much more recognition than it has received. 

This album is the first to take a broad look at the style. 
The criteria for evaluating an LP of this nature are generally 
three: l) the appropriateness of the selections, 2) the 
quality of the remastering (all sides are reissues), 3) the 
accuracy and completeness of liner notes. 

The selections are claimed to represent "unique and spirited 
performances, to illustrate various influences, and present 
a sampling of the most important artists..." This plan is 
generally carried out, but one might wonder why three Wills 
steel guitar instrumental selections were included, excellent 
performances though they are, but none by W. Lee O'Daniel 
and his Hillbilly Boys, the Swift Jewel Cowboys, the Range 

Riders, the Wanderers, and the Tune Wranglers, and only one 
by the outstanding Light Crust Doughboys, by far the best 
group, musically. Also, FRENCH TWO STEP, by the Hackberry 
Ramblers a Cajun swing band, seems out of place as it is 
merely a fiddle instrumental without "takeoff solos" (take¬ 
off solos"being the term Western musicians borrowed from 
jazz, which they refer to as the point where Western swing 
began.) 

However, some of the best examples of the style are 
included. Bob Wills' STEEL GUITAR RAG is, in my opinion, 
the finest recording ever made in the style. The first two 
strains of this composition seem to have been learned from 
an Okeh recording made in the early 1920's by a Negro, 
Sylvester Weaver, entitled GUITAR RAG. But steel guitarist 
Leon McAuliffe formed a three part composition from this in 
which he uses and extends the devices of each part in the 
following part and builds the whole to a climax. Other 
selections which should be singled out are Boyd's UNDER THE 
DOUBLE EAGLE, and SPANISH FANDANGO and Brown's BROWNIE STOMP. 

As to the other two aspects, the remastering seems good and 
the original discs are generally in clean condition. The 
liner..notes are generally thorough, especially as to the 
various factors and kinds of music that shaped the style, but 
seem somewhat disorganized in spots. The influence of Mexican 

music is discussed but its main manifestation, the twin fiddls 
leads featured by many of the groups is not mentioned. Two 
minor points were noted. While it is true in a strict sense 
that the original Light Crust Doughboys didn't record, the 
group did make one record in February, 1932 with Sleepy 
Johnson replacing Arnspiger. Also, the Light Crust Doughboys 
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heard on this record did not replace Bob Wills when he left 
Burris Mills. There was an interim group led l?y W. Leo 
O' Daniel. 

This LP provides a good sapling of an important style which 
is basic to an understanding of the development of country 
music. It is the first general sampling (Columbia has rele¬ 

ased several Bob Wills sides) but, I hope, not the last. 

-Fred G. Hoeptner 

BLUE GRASS TIME-BILL MONROE Decca DL 4896 •** 

Here is an album on which I expected to hear quite a bit 
of accomplished bluegrass material; unfortunately, I was a 
bit let down. The liner notes indicate that this is Bill 
Monroe today and that the musicians are the Bidemen who are 
responsible for much of what constitutes the Blue Grass 
Boys' current achievements. The core of the Blue Grass 
Boys on ten of the twelve cuts are: Richard Greene, fiddle; 
Pete Rowan, guitar; Lamar Grier, banjo; and Bill's son, 
James William Monroe, bass. Many thanks are in order to 
Decca Records for including all the recording data pert¬ 
inent to this LP. The sessions dates range from March 
20, 1963 to January 23, 1967, which say, in effect, that 
all of the bands heard on this record are not the present 
ensemble. By the spring of 1967, all but Jimmy Monroe 
had left for other fields of endeavor. So, the task of 
providing an album of Bill Monroe exactly as he and hie 
band are today will necessarily involve Dacca's producing 
and releasing a record in almost the same breath. 

My first impression of the singing on this album forced 
me to recall the slick, toned-down, almost lifeless vocals 
of the Bluegrass Gentlemen (Liberty LRP 3214, ca. I960). 
Good standards like I WONDER WHERE YOU ARE TONIGHT, ALL THE 
GOOD TIMES ARE PASSED AND GONE and WHEN MY BLUE MOON TURNS 
TO GOLD AGAIN lose their luster and charm, as well ax the 
musical charge which is classically related to Monroe's 
mode of singing. The biting tenor is absent, the driving 
power which is bluegrass at its best has been harnessed and 
subdued. A related factor which could help contribute 
toward thie washed-out feeling could be placed at the feet 
of the people responsible for assembling the multi-track 
masters into the "finished" product. A great deal of echo- 
chamber effect was utilised, and many of the best notes, as 
a consequence, were absorbed into the void of the echo. 
Throughout the LP, the banjo, I suspect, was literally 
smothered. The uneven balance between the banjo and the 
other instruments appears directly attributable to either 
poor microphone placement or the timid Nashville-oriented 
mixing technicians in the editing room. 

A peculiar occurrence which I observed on the three 
above mentioned songs was Monroe's insistence on singing 



lead on the verses, then singing tenor harmony on the chorus, 
with son Jimmy filling the lead position in the part work. 

Monroe's device of pitching his lead singing too low, and, 

consequently, his tenor not high enough on the chorus in 
order to accomodate his son encumbers the tunes with less 

than strong lead on the verses and decidedly weak lead on 
the choruses. This strategy cost much of the fire which 

could have otherwise been achieved in the vocal aspects of 
the songs. The end result, unfortunately, could be equated 
with a partial emasculation of the intended purposes of 

the record as a reliable representation of bluegrass it¬ 
self. 

Additional personal information can also be pertinent to 

the quasi-failure of this record. For some inexplicable 

reason, Monroe seems to have delayed too long in taking this 
particular band into the recording studio. For approx¬ 

imately a year and a half he was hesitant to "trust” his 
sidemen in the acid-test studios. Consequently, the longer 

he procrastinated, the more insecure he made his band feel. 
Perhaps Monroe had his reasons, musically, for some of the 
efforts on this record barely got off the ground. On the 

other hand, by his indirect lack of faith in his band, he 
also weakened the very fiber of his overall sound. 

Returning to the remainder of the album, it is evident 
that there is a good deal of variety in subject matter, as 
well as quality of performance. The instrumentals, TURKEY 
IN THE STRAW and DUSTY MILLER, exhibit the best in agressive 
mandolin picking. Monroe's clarity and strong lead on his 
mandolin stand out as highlights of the album. Richard 
Greene's very distinctive fiddling style helps to bring these 
instrumentals in line with the great tunes of some of the 
other Monroe bands of the middle 50's, such as PANHANDLE 
COUNTRY, ROANOKE and CHEYENNE. The only sacred number on 

the record is a Monroe original and features Bill all the 
way, with no part singing whatsoever, on WERE YOU THERE? 
One tune which undeservedly appears is IT MAKES NO DIF¬ 
FERENCE NOW. The delivery is choppy, due to the double¬ 
time bass line as well as the nature of the rhythm of the 
Bong itself. The thematic material is unimaginative and 
trite, but, basically, the song definitely does not lend 
itself to the bluegrass idiom no matter how determined the 

effort. The only conclusion available is that it was a mis¬ 
take release this on a record, let alone work it up 
for any performance. BLUE NIGHT is a hauntingly different 
curie very ably performed. Hie demeanor hints of a modal 
approach, but actually is not. The textual material treats 

modern day love problems, complete with multiple cliches and 
no paititular •tory line. The deceptive last two phrases 
of Autry Inman's THAT'S ALL RIOT are unique in the bluegrass 

repertoire, and indeed they are not of bluegrass creation, but 



rather adapted, more or leas succesfully, by Monroe in this 

adequate arrangement. The traditional tunea, PRETTY FAIR 
MAIDEN IN THE GARDEN and MIDNIGHT ON THE STORMY DEEP, create 
a breath of fresh air in the album and a recreation of the 
ballad form in a bluegrass setting. ROLL ON, BUDDY, ROLL 
ON very questionably "written" by the"modern bluegraes" 

proponents Teddy and Doyle Wilburn, proves to be right in the 
groove for a zestful bluegrass vehicle, and it seems to have 
many of the indigenous qualities which made NINE HTUND HAM¬ 
MER a standard in the idiom. 

In summation, this record is better than some of the LP's 
Bill has released, however, it is with reluctance that it 
could only fit into the better-than-average category and 
not rank in the class of the exceptional. 

-Scott Hambly 

says 
After I finished my bihle, I 

Was bored. But ny ennui Med when! 
began reading The Khroma Karoo, a 

west coast folk music maga¬ 
zine published by The San 

, Diego Polk Music Foundation 
For 54.00 you can gat 10 
big issues just like I do 
Hera are some of the fea¬ 
tures: "Articles 

•Opinions 
•Record h book 
reviews 

•Recipes 
•Songs 

My pel Jean Ritchie says, 
'*1 find it a friendly and 
refreshing little magazine? 
Por subscription write: 
Lou Curt las,3753 India St* 
San Diego,Calif. 92103 

OLD TIMF SOUTHERN DANCE MUSIC:BALLADS AND SONGS 

Old-Timey LP-102 •*♦•? 

The "survey" Booms to be one of the most effective ways 
of constructing a reissue, and, in these early days of 
reissuing, the survey album is still quite broad in its 
coverage. Though there are sooewhnt limited surveys, 
covering railroad songs, cowboy songs ai.d such, thevaat 



majority seek to gather groups of "fiddle tunes," "sacred 
music" and, in the case of this album, "ballads and songs." 

This particular reissue is quite well constructed. In 

fact, it has garnered a more effective grouping of songs 
and ballads than any similar reissue to date. It is 

evenly divided between songs and ballads, and the most 

important influences on these areas in Southern Anglo- 
American music are musically well documented. 

The area of English ballads is represented by the 
Coon Creek Girls’ PRETTY POLLY (Laws P36b) an excellent, 
full text, performed in an exciting style by this eminent 

Kentucky, string band, led by banjoist Lily Mae Leford. 

Also present, is a version of THE BUTCHER BOY (Laws P24) 
one of the most popular British imports, under the name 
THAT FATAL COURSHIP, performed by an unknown string band. 

The Henpecked Husbands. The last British ballad present 
is BLACK JACK DAVID (Child 200) by the Carlisle Brothers, 
Cliff and Bill. Cliff learned this song from T. Texas 

tyler, an Oklahoma swingster, and adpated it to his own 
flowing, swingy style that he cultivated in the late 

1930's. I am sure the venerable Prof. Child, were he 
alive to hear it today, would have more than a few things 
to say about it. 

Ballads originating in this country are represented by 
four well—chosen items. The most interesting is FRANKIE 

SILVERS (Laws E13)' by one of Clarence Ashley's old bands, 
the Hotshots, led by Byrd Moore. The ballad is native to 

North Carolina and is supposedly the farewell or "good¬ 
night" of Frankie Silvers, the first woman executed in 
the state, for the murder of her husband. This is, to 
my knowledge, the only early commercial recording of this 
ballad. One standard native American ballad is ROSE 
CONLEY (Laws F6), and is performed here by the great 
tdam of George B. Grayson (fiddle and vocal) and 
Henry Whitter (guitar). From the minstrel stage 
and music hall of the mid-Nineteenth Century comes 
ON THE OLD PLANTATION, performed beautifully by the 
Blue Sky Boys, which is a ballad in the' loss-of- 
sweetheart-or-home syndrome, found in such parallel 
items as LITTLE LOG CABIN IN THE LANE, KITTY WELLS, 
and DARLING NELLY GRAY. One topical ballad, based on a 
1906 Cleveland school disaster, is the Dixon Brothers' 
SCHOQLHOUSE FIRE, and is an excellent example of this 
area of American balladry. 

Turning to parallels in the song or lyric area, we 
come first upon songs whose roots lie in British 
tradition. Song, being structurally less rigid than 
the ballad, is subject to more change and variation. 
Therefore, songs are less likely to contain purely 
original British versesj rather, American tradition adds 
to, changes, and otherwise transforms non—native material. 
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An excellent example is HANDSOME MOLLY, undoubtedly of 
English or Irish origin, which, in the hands of singers 
and musicians like Grayson and Whitter, becomes a hybrid 
item. The same can be seen in even greator proportio 
in IT'S HARD TO LEAVE YOU by McDaniel and aaith. A 

LITTLE LOVE, by Wade Mainer, is .one of the broadest exampxso 
not only of Anglo-American hybridization, but of the 
traditional artists' tendency to borrow lines and versos 
from several different sources in order to "compose" a 
new song. Traditional artists often claim to have com¬ 
posed such well known items as THE HOUSE CARPENTER, 
BURY ME NOT ON THE LONE PRARIE, etc., which urban 
scholars and students find troublesome, almost un- 
reconcilable with previous training. But this sense 
of "composing" is purely traditional as the artist has 
undoubtedly added his own textual or musical touches 
and has thus "composed" the song. 

One important area, difficult to document, is that 
of Afro-American influences on Anglo-American music, 
whether it be in the origin of an entire ballad, or 
only certain phrases or maverick verses, as well as 
tunes and tune influences. OLD REUBEN, played on 
banjo by Wade Mainer, is a song whose home base lies, 
probably, in North Carolina, Mainer's home state. 
This song reveals strong Negro influence, but to what 
degree is difficult to say. DEEP ELM, by a South¬ 
western band, the Lone Star Cowboys, is undoubtedly 
a product of East Texas Negro tradition. The only 
Negro-derived ballad on this disc, FRANKIE DEAN 
(FRANKIE AND ALBERT), by Tom Darby and Jimmie Tarlton 
x-eveals Negro influences not only in the origins of the 
song itself, but in Tarlton’s heavily Negro-influenced 
acoustical steel guitar playing. 

Two interesting songs, truly hybrids, are ROY DIXON, 
by Jimmie Tarlton, and FRANKUN D. ROOSEVELT'S BACK AGAIN, 
by Bill Cox and Cliff Hobbs. The former songs is a col¬ 
lation of verses related to the PRISONER'S SONC-complex, 
but alludes to specific names and places (Roy Dixon, 
Kilby Jail). Further, it reflects Negro influences and, 
certainly, influences of commercial country music of the 
1920'8. The latter song was written by Cox and Hobbs in 
their New York hotelroom the day of the 1936 election. 
It reveals, mostly, the composing style of Bill Cox, end 
interesting musician and composer from West Virginia, 

caught up in the drives of country music. 
‘All in all, the selection is well-balanced, representative 

and portrays the many—faceted appearance of Angl^American 
traditions in the South. But there are criticimso. My 
major one is with the notes, which are quite terrible. 
Toni Brown has managed to miss any of the continuity, not 
only of the traditions represented, but of the entire 
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record itseii, as it is a distinct and meaningful whole* 
She portrays the record only as a series of rare, recorded 
performances, and includes a multitude of repetitious 
factual material, poorly organized, wasting precious note 
space. Aside from the basic blunder of not seeing a 
representative whole, she advances inaccuracies in a writing 

style that definitely leaves something needed. A few 

examples should sufficej 
"PRETTY POLLY comes from the English ballad 
THE GOSPORT TRAGEDY. It is again the familiar 

theme of the man murdering his true love; 
this time because he has got her with child 

and wants to be rid of her. This is the 
common motive for many similar ballads such 

as...MARY FAGAN." 
Aside from the fact that a phrase like "got her with 
child" went out with Samuel Pepys and Sir John Suckixng, 

and that the style lacks balance and continuity, such 
a statement that MARY FAGAN (actually Phagan) was a 
"true love" murdered by her -lover "because he has 
got her with.child..." simply will not do! Mary 
Phagan was sexually assaulted and murdered by someone 
she had not had any dealings with, down in the romantic 

depths of a Southern pencil factory. 

Another example; 
"The ballad (THE BUTCHER BOY) has been re¬ 
corded many times, usually with a different 

melody, however, often in a minor or modal 

key." 
First of all, are we to believe that'minor'and'modal1 are 

one in the same terms? (They aren't). Or does Miss 
Brown mean that the song is usually sung in a minor mode, 
or in another one of the seven ecclesiastical modes 
(Mixolydian, Phrygian, etc.) other than major (Ionian), 
as is the version on this record? Also incorrect. 
Commercially recorded versions have been major quite as 
many times as they have been "modal" and are never 
minor (standard minor being the Aeolian mode). 

The notes continue on through inaccuarcies, repetitions, 

and all but useless facts (useless, at least, in this 
context) and the listener is not brought any indications 
of the one tradition and its many influences, via the 
notes. Fortunately, however, the performances, both as 
valid documents and exciting musical fare, make the record 
worth buying by anyone interested in traditional American 

music, and were it not for the poor notes, it would have 
sailed through on five stars. 

-Graham Wickham 



THE NEli HEREIN BLUES RECORDS 

To anyone who likee country blues — especially those eman¬ 
ating from what S.B. Charters describes as the Mississippi 
"Delta haze" ( a newly discovered level in the great Chain of 
Being, no doubt) — this entire set of 78 rpm records is 
indispensible. Besides, it's a mind-blowing experience to 
receive, by way of mail, records which have genuine looking 
Herwin labels on them, (Hsrwin was a St, Louis mail order 
record company in the 1930's and early 30'a which used Para¬ 
mount and Sennett masters, so that you can find Charley 
Patton on Herwin as "Charley Peters", for example). The 
labels are printed in vintage type stating such data as 
(on Herwin 92400) "Booker T. White; 'Po' Boy/Sic ’Bn Dogs 
On." Let's begin with that record. These two sides, 
recorded on May 24, 1939, at Parchman Farm are two of the 
best "Bukka" ever made. The songs, intact, have never been 
put on disc until now. Unlocked, finally, from the grip 
of the Library of Congress, the public may now hear a side 
or, rather, two aides which they could never have heard 
before. And Booker is at his best. What could be better? 

Try Herwin 92401, JINX BLUES and PONY BLUES. The first 
is very P&ttonesque with string snapping and all, here per* 
formed by Son House when he was still in his prime. JINX 
BLUES and PONY BLUES are certainly the best cuts from this 
L. of C. field session. 

The same is true of 92404. The Paramount Villie Brown 
appears for the first time alone, since his last session 
for Paramount in 1930. He does a fine version of MAKE ME 
A PALLET ON THE FLOOR, perhaps a bit dusty or rusty, but 
it does swiii#. anc there’s plenty of Delta Haze! You can 
almost see it in the wax, feel it in your nostrils as 
your phono-cartridge or grafonola needle heats it up. 
Vow! The reverse by Son House again is a faster version 
of the aformentioned PONY... nere called SHETLAND PONY 
BLUES, complete with an extra stanza and a Pea Vine or 
I. C. Railroad train steaming by in rhythm. Both versions, 
fast and slow, are worth having. I prefer the slow. 

Herwin 92402 is a recent piano accompanied record, 
FOUR O'CLOCK HLUES/HOW LONG BLUES, both of which are prob¬ 
ably Skip James' best piano cuts since his 1931 session— 
bar none, and I've heard all that has been commercially 

issued as well as most that has not. 
Herwin 92403 is a guitar accompanied record,again by 

Skip playing DRUNKEN SPREE, a version of I’VE GOT THE 
MOURNING BLUES by Uncle Dave Macon with Sam McGee acc¬ 
ompanying him on guitar, and whether Sam played it faster 
than Skip plays it here is difficult to say. ILLINOIS 
BLUES, the reverse side, is one of his best songs and again 
the best recording of that song that I've heard. 



They’re $2.00 a piece and all beautiful records in more 
ways than one. Help support these reissues and write to 

Herwin Records, Box 306, Glen Cove, N.Y, 11542. 
By the way, there are only a few left and there will be 

no more pressings. The set is rather expensive, .but if 
you buy them you'll never regret it, wnetner you believe in 

Delta Haze or not. 
-john fahey 

... says friendly, old banjo-maker 
Chuck Rrlkaon. Bring him your poor, 

your huddled stringed Instruments yearn¬ 
ing to he repaired. He's a top-notch 
craftsman who thrives on custom jobs. 
Rare woods, thln-mll plastic heads, parts, 
accessories- all to be had In Chuck’s 

shop. Plus,he gives 15T. off on all parts. 
*Speclallst In Gibson conversion 
^WANTED: Old Gibson banjos and/or parts. Top 

prices paid. 
♦Call: 213-781-1776 
♦Write: Erika Banjos (Chuck Erlkson, prop.) 

14731 Lull St, ft3 
Van Nuys, Calif. 91405 

DOWN WITH THE GAMES, Vol. 1 D-200 ***** 

DOWN WITH THE GAMES, Vol. 2 D-201 **** 

These are the first two offerings of a new reissue label 
started by knowledgeable British blues collector Peter Brown, 
and with them the series is off to a splendid start. Perhaps 
the best way to indicate just how impressive these LPs are 
is to list the contents of each. 

Volume 1 contains Bukka White's 1940 HIGH FEVER BLUES and 
WHEN CAN I CHANGE MY CIDTHES?, the latter a fine variant of 
Bukka's earlier recorded SHAKE 'EM ON DOWN. Both performances, 

which have splendid vocal and guitar work by White, also feat¬ 
ure a strong washboard accompaniment, possibly by Bull City 
Red, Blind Boy Fuller's rhythm partner. Then there are 



two arresting' pieces by singer-guitarist Charlie Jordan of 
St. Louis, the biaarre, lovely CUTTIN' MY ABC's and CHIFFEROBE. 
Two very fine performances are Memphis singer-guitrrist Little 
Buddy Doyle’s SWEET MAN BLUES and THREE SIXTY-NINE BLUES. 
Unfortunately for collectors, the two tracks by Memphis Minnie, 
JITIS BLUES rnd FRANKIE JEAN, duplicate earlier-released sel¬ 
ections on the Blues Classics label (in the second set of Min- 
nie performances on that label). The two pieces by singer- 
pianist Little David Alexander are just superb; ORIGINAL SWEET 
PATUNIA (sic) and STANDING BY A LAMPOST both feature simple, 

beautifully constructed piano accompaniments. High point of the 
album for this listener is the absolutely magnificent 1942 
performance of BOOGIE WOOGIE WOMAN by singer-guitarist Robert 
Petway; I find this dark, hoarse singing unbelievably ex¬ 
citing. Next are two representative pieces by Mississippi's 
Big Joe Williams PI£ASE DON'T GO (the singer's second, 1941, 
recording of the tune) and BREAK 'EM ON DOWN, both with har¬ 
monica player Sonny Boy Williamson and bassist Alfred Elkins: 
strong, spare performances with real muscle. Tommy Griffin’s 
1936 MISERABLE LIFE BLUES rounds out an excellent collection, 
the major emphasis of which is upon the later permutations of 
country blues style. 

The second album similarly investigates this middle area, 
though is perhaps not so striking as the first LP. It is 
only slightly less interesting, however, and contains come 

truly lovely blues. 
Singer-steel guitarist Casey Billy Weldon is poorly rep¬ 

resented on LP, and the two tracks he has here, GONNA TAKE 
MY TIME and SOMEBODY CHANGED THE LOCK ON THAT DOOR (with 
pianist Black Bob on both, and mcndolinist Charlie McCoy on 
the first), offer the most convincing kind of argument for 
further representation by this interesting artist. Furry 
Lewis' first two recordings, dating from 1927, are included; 
the first, EVERYBODY'S BLUES, which features the work of an 
unknown mandolinist, is not particularly distinguished, but 
the second, ROCK ISLAND BLUES, has quite nice singing and 
playing from Furry. There are two impressive pieces by 
singer-guitarist Poor Boy U>fton , dating from 19351 the first 
DIRTY MISTREATER reveals him as one of the best Tommy Johnson 

emulators ever to record. 
Then there is Walter Davis' widely imitated I THINK YOU 

NEED A SHOT; this 1936 recording features a lovely sample of 
Davis' unaffected, deliberate piano style. Walter Roland sings 
his RED CROSS BLUES No. 2 and becks up singer-guitarist Sonny 
Scott on the latter's NO GOOD BIDDIE. Three tracks feature 
the accomplished singing and guitar playing of Bo Carter (that 
is, Bo Chatman of the Mississippi Chatmans): SUE COW (sic) and 
FLEA ON ME date from 1936 and are cast in the double-entendre 
mold in which this performer was so often recorded; so too, his 
PUSSY CAT BLUES but, having been recorded five years earlier, 



is a bit fresher and more vigorous-sounding than the later 
efforts in the genre. The guitar work on this earlier track is 
delightful, much less formulized than the accompaniments on the 
other two tracks. Finally, there are two fine cuts by singer 
guitarist Robert NighthHwk, recording then (1936) as Robert 
Lee McCoy, though his real name was McCollum. PROWLlS' NIGHT- 

HAWK and G.N.A. are representative tracks by this excellent 
bluesman, whose singing is full of a somber, ominous power* 

Sonny Boy Williamson is heard on harmonica on both tracks and 
Joe Williams provides a second guitar line on the first selection, 
being replaced by the piano of Walter Davis on the second. 

The albums are obtainable from Peter Brown at 2 Ambleside 
Gardens, Streatham, S.W. 16, London England. The reproduction 
on both is excellent. 

-Pete Welding 

EVER SINCE I HAVE BEEN A MAN POLL GROWN, J.B. Smith 

Takoma B-1009 *** 
LOUISIANA BLUES, Robert Pete Williams Takoma B-1011 ***** 

These two Takoma releases are most welcome at a time when 
few records of contemporary Negro folk music, except amp¬ 
lified Chicago bends, are being produced. Both records con¬ 
tain detailed insert notes, setting a high standard for other 
companies, and are attractively packaged, especially the Will¬ 
iams album with its striking cover. 

For the last several years, I have considered Williams to be 
the greatest bluesman ever to have recorded, bar none* His 
inventiveness, while firmly rooted in blues tradition, has 
been unmatched — not merely on guitar or in lyrics or singing, 
but in all these areas. Perhaps the only other approaching 
him in this inventiveness has been John Lee Hooker in his early 
period. In view of Robert Pete's past performances, this al¬ 
bum is a bit disappointing. Much of his singing and playing 
simply does not have the bite of hie earlier records on Prest¬ 

ige and Folk Lyric labels. He sounds tired on several cuts, 
as if he were singing the fifth take of a song at the end of 
an ell day recording session. This is particularly noticeable 
on side one. His singing often trails off at the ends of lines 
and sounds matter-of-fact. The guitar playing often strikes 
one as being too fast. All the songs on this side have a sim¬ 
ilarly fast duple rhythm — poor planning by the producer. 

SOMEBO. )Y HELP POOR ME seems influenced by several Howlin' 
Wolf hits and the old Mississippi 3hieks' STOP AND LISTEN BLUES. 
Williams' song, however, lacks the falsetto of the others. 
FREIGHT TRAIN BLUES and I'M COIN' DOWN SLOW are distinguished 

mainly by their flashes of brilliance on the guitar. IT'S HARD 
TO TELL is the outstanding cut on this side. Befcnning with a 
guitar chorus that mixes overtones and fretted notes, it con¬ 
tinues with strong singing that doesn't trail off, as well as 
stunning guitar work. MOTHERLESS CHILDREN HAVE A HARD TIME 
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simply does not match up to the great version on Folk-Lyric 
(LFS A-3), especially in the area of rhythm. The Takoma version 
is simply too fast. 

The second side begins with Williams' greatest composition, re¬ 
corded for Prestige as I'VE GROWN SO UGLY. ...UGLY on Takoma 
does not match up to the earlier version; the singing sometimes 
trailing off, and the guitar work less distinctive. The few 
additions to the lyrics, however, are worthy of the original. 
With the next song, SO LONG BOOCIE, the album begins to pick 
up steam. Almost mercifully, there is a major change of rhythm, 
as Robert Pete goes into a strong, triplet boogie beat. The 
singing is very strong, making thxs a most effective piece all 
around. THIS IS A MEAN OLD WORLD TO ME is slow with a brooding 
guitar part in the key of B! With fine singing, he telle how 
he is sorry to have been born a boy child. HIGH AS I WANT TO 
BE is a nice contrast from proceeding piece, having a "major" 
cast to it instead of the "minor" effect which Williams e®- 
ploys in so many of his songs. The final piece, IT'S A LONC 
OLD ROAD, is very nice, conceptually, and contains excellent 
lyrics. It is less intenae, more tender lyrically than many 
of his pieces, but the singing sometimes trails off. 

Although I have spent many words criticising this album, it 
is still full of fine music and is the only album by Robert 
Pete Williams currently available. Even slightly inferior 
Robert Pete is far better than almost anything else around. 
It still deserves five stars. The notes are excellent, being 
none other than A1 Wilson's definitive article on Robert Pete 
which appeared in LSR, vol. 2,nos. 1 and 2. Unfortunately, the 
editors have deleted Wilson's review of the artist's previous 
work, and there are no notes relevant to the selections on the 
album. Still, the notes alone are worth the price of the 
album. Highly recommended. 

The J.B. Smith album is difficult to review. One wonders 
why a record of such limited appeal was ever released, 3nith 
sings three interminably long unaccompanied prison songs, nil 
to the same melody. Ideally, these songs are sung to accompany 
non-rhytmic work for the edification of nobody but the singer 
himself. His singing style reflects this. It is downright 
dull, an impression particularly heightened by his constant 
reliance on the minor third. Snith's main appeal lies in his 
lyric creativity. He uses an unusual ABBA stanxaic pattern 
and composes lines that are an extension of the traditional 
prison lyrics. There are few repetitions in these songs, show¬ 
ing that Smith has a good command of his material. I would, 
however, disagree with Bruce Jackson, the writer of the notes 
and Smith's discoverer, who states that there is a general 
unity to the songs. The only unity I can perceive is the 
general prison experience. One could equally well say that 
his songs have a unity because they are all about life. 

The notes are generally excellent, however, and give a good 
background to the singer, the songs, and the context of this 



kind of music in prison life, with extensive quotations of 
Smith’s own words. Finally, there are (at last) accurate 
transcriptions of the lyrics. I must take issue with Jackson, 
though, when he compares Smith's compositions to "blues bal¬ 
lads" as defined by D.K. Wilgus. Smith’s songs are in no 
way ballads, as they nowhere contain any trace of a coherent 
narrative thread, either implicit or explicit. Smith's 
pieces do not deal with a single event or series of events, 
only with the prison experience in general. 

The chief value of this album is that it presents an ex¬ 
tended portrait of singer-composer working in a limited style. 
Students of folklore, especially prison traditions, will be 
interested in it for that reason. Otherwise, the album has 
little musical value to recommend itself. 

—David Evans 

FROST AND FIRE The Watersons Topic 4 Elektra 
EKL 321 **** 

Because of the dearth of releases by commercial record 
companies featuring good unaccompanied singing, especially 
by members of what has come to be known as "the urban 
folk revival," it is an event when a recording such as 
this appears on the general market. This album, featuring 
Michael, Norman and Elaine Waterson and their cousin John, 
was made by Topic and released by Elektra. 

It consists of*seasonal Emglish ceremonial songs—some 
familiar (HERE WE COME Ar-WASSAILING, THE DARBY RAM, THE 
HOLLY BEARS A BERRY, CHRISTMAS IS NOW DRAWING NEAR AT 
HAND, JOHN BARLEYCORN, SOULING SONC) and some that sound 
familiar enough to whet the appetite for the other sel¬ 
ections. 

The Watersons com,' from Hull, a port town in Yorkshire. 
Their harmony, reminiscent of the famous Copper family, 
entered British tradition via classical and church comp¬ 
ositions. One doesn't hear much of it among the folk of 
England, amny group singers of folk songs preferring to 
sing in unison or with simpler harmonies. The Watersons, 
being relatod, have an especially close vocal blend, yet 
it never becomes a slick one. Although Yorkshire is rich 
in traditional material, the Watersons learned most of their 
repertoire after they went to London and became involved 
with folk music activity there. They claim that the haJ>- 
mony they use is just what comes naturally. A.L. Lloyd 
is responsible for much of their present repertoire. For 
more biographical details see Sandy Darlington's article 
in "The Khrome Kazoo" (issue #6). (See the Khrome Kazoo 
advertisement elsewhere in this issue of LSR). 

This album affolds excellent selection of material, 
covering hnrvost songs, mid-winter ceremonies, spring 
carols connected with May celebrations, Hallowe'en forays 
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and Raster songs. The singing, which la entirely unaooomp- 
anied, never becomes tedious, although aoae of the cutesy 
vocal tricks used as lead-ins are In questionable taste. 
On the whole, however, the vocal style is imaginative and 
grounded in tradition, and the Watersone have good control 
of their voices and style. Tlw words are difficult to 
understand, at timesi a definite liability to those who 
choose to sing unaccompanied, especially such songo as 
these, whose lyrics are almost everything in importance. 
They have managed to sing the more hackneyed songs with 
freshness, and HAL-AK-TOW, a Nay song that was used for 
the procession that ushered in the summer, stands out as 
a rousing delight. 

The notes are excellent, although the introduction, in 
striving to be a survey of the evolution of British 
seasonal-ceremonial songs, tends to be simplistic and 
concludes on a somewhat patronising vein. 

This is a valuable record for LSR readers whose pro¬ 
clivities lie in the area of Anglo-American traditional 
music, for those who are interested in the span of the 
urban revival, for the curious whose taste is eclectic and 
for those who don't know anything about folk music but 
who know what they like, who wish to graduate from Nur.ak 
without suffering withdrawal symptoms! In short, we ne<v 
ommend it to Jus}; about everyone but the die-hard Bluegrass 
lovers who don't care about any other feme of music, and 
scholars interested primarily in more esoteric seasonal 
material, who could do better with documentary recordings 
available in archives. 

.-Rita Weill 


